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Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes – November 4, 2007 
 

OTW NA-related business, including these minutes, is e-mailed via a closed, 

anonymous e-mail list service (otw_na@fortnet.org); for changes to this list 

(additions or removals) contact otwnaweb@gmail.com-Brad M. Online version of 

these minutes at http://www.fortnet.org/na/gsr_page.htm 

 
Open – 9:10am 
Chris G. opens with a Moment of silence to reflect on why we gather/Serenity Prayer 
Read 12 Traditions of N.A. – Dawn 
Read 12 Concepts of N.A. –  
 
Roll Call: 
Present ~ Chair Chris G., Vice Chair Seth W., Secretary Kathy L. RCM 2 Newt L., CRCNA Liaison 
Dawn H., PI Mandy F., H&I Kas C., Literature Mike M., Mass Addicts GSR Corrie M., DWOI GSR 
Frank P., XX Genes GSR Jennifer C., Primary Purpose GSR Pat S., JFT GSRA Trino F., Hope Dealers 
GSR Brian B., Hope Dealers Treasurer Carl V., Hope Dealers Secretary Chris B., Addicts Seeking Sanity 
James R., Northern Lights Rich R., Clean Serene Freaks GSR Karl W., Hugs Not Drugs GSR Red B., 
New Horizons Joey H., Freedom Springs Mike S., End of the Road acting GSR Kathy M., NA Nooner 
GSR Dan M., NANA GSR Seth W., CSF Lit Chair Emily B.,  
Newly Elected Positions ~ Treasurer Red B., Activities Chair Brian B. 
Guests ~ CRCNA XXI Vice Chair Jay B., CRCNA XXI Program Vice Chair Chandel B., Brandon E., 
Melanie K., Angela A. 
Absent ~ 4th Street Recovery, Soul Surviving, RCM 1 
Vacant ~ Merchandise, Newsletter/Phone, Activities 
 
Quorum Established 
 
Approval of Last Months Minutes with the following amendments – Dawn Motion/James R. 
Page 4: CRCNA - Jay B. coming to Area business meeting – November Agenda 
 
Group Reports – Submitted/Archived 
 
4th Street –  
Addicts Seeking Sanity – Average attendance is 30 addicts/Sunday, 15 addicts/Wednesday, 22 
addicts/Saturday.  Hosted 4pm-6pm Friday night in the Hospitality room at CRCNA and did great but ran 
out of munchies a little early.  Gain experience for next time.  Several Home Group members attended 
CRCNA and f*%@#ing loved it!  Area Donation $60.00 
CSF – GSR present 
Drug Busters – Attendance is steady.  The 7th Tradition continues to support the baby sitting service.  
Several vacant service position including GSR stating some of this is due in part to a negative response to 
attending the ASC; i.e. 3 hours is too long; time is wasted when members talk to much or feel they can 
interrogate GSR’s about their group; ASC here to serve the groups.  Area Donation $20.00 
Freedom Springs – All is well.  Area Donation $51.00 
Dead Without It – GSR present/Report ?? 
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Hugs Not Drugs – Strong meeting attendance, 25+ addicts on an average.  90% of the Home Group 
members attended CRCNA XXI.  The 7th Tradition covers rent, literature and prudent reserve.  Area 
Donation $50.00 
JFT – Tuesday group is cancelled due to openers.  Friday group is going well.  Treasurer not available.  
No Area donation at this time. 
Mass Addicts – Attendance is steady.  7th Tradition is good.  No activities planned at this time.  The 
groups banner was stolen but will work on getting a new one.  Area Donation $25.00 
NANA – Meetings are going well.  Wednesday night meeting was off to a rough start with the time 
change from 8:30pm to it’s new time at 7:00pm but is a more convenient time for most.  Thanksgiving 
Feast is Sunday November 25th.  All service positions are filled.  Did not capture any banners.  No Area 
donation this month. 

New Horizons – Meeting attendance down to 5-6 per week.  2 of the 5 were newcomers.  Estes addicts 

will bring meeting to Harmony twice each month, working with H&I.  Received donation check 

from ASC for ASC rent.  No Area donation this month. 
Northern Lights – Attendance is steady.  We have a Flag, a GSRA, and have formed an H&I committee.  
11 addicts from our group attended CRCNA and we were able to donate a registration.  Upcoming 
activity - Holiday Dinner/Dec 09, 2007/2pm dinner/4pm meeting/pm close/Gary Desoto Building/Logan 
County Fairgrounds/Be There!  Bring a dish. 
OHG – Going well.  Several addicts from the local facility are attending.  Contact Kurt 970-219-3771 if 
you know someone who will carry an NA message and share their E, S & H. 
Primary Purpose – Since transitioning to a “No Paper Signed” Narcotics Anonymous meeting, the 
attendance has dropped by the meeting quality and the atmosphere of recovery have greatly improved.  
Group Conscience 1st Thursday of every month at 6:30pm.  Please feel free to drop-in any Thursday at 
7:00pm.  Area Donation $30.00 
NA Nooner – There will be no meetings on November 22nd & 23rd.  The meeting place will be closed 
those days.  Average attendance per meeting is 16 addicts.  Average 7th Tradition is $7.00 per meeting.  
Rent is paid.  Area Donation $25.00 
Soul Surviving –  
XX Genes – Approximately 5-10 woman a week and the meeting is strong.  Also strong attendance by 
the women’s group at CRCNA.  No Area donation at this time. 
End of the Road – Attendance continues to fluctuate between 3 – 12 and still hasn’t revived from the 
move.  Literature Study Wednesday/Pot Luck first Friday.  Area Donation $20.00 
Hope Dealers – Attendance 40-50/Tuesdays, Thursday needs support.  Average 7th per week is $18.00. 
Speaker meeting on Tuesday and would like to have a speaker meeting at least once a month.  Several 
newcomers attend including those from institutions.  A Sunday evening meeting is in the planning stages. 
 
OTW ASC Reports – Submitted/Archived 
 
Chair – Submitted treasurer’s final report. (see Treasurer’s Report) 
Vice Chair – Attended PI and H&I subcommittee meetings.  Also available for any activity input or 
needs.  All committee’s need support.  Has submitted paperwork for checking account and is a signer on 
the account as of 11/03/2007.  Still need to update the signature card with current names, etc. 
RMC 1/RCM 2 – Next CRSCNA committee meeting/Nov 18, 2007/10am-3pm/The Meeting 
Place/NAColorado.org for more information 
Secretary – Lap still not working.  Annual budget is attached.  Will bring up for vote.  Would like to also 
discuss Disbursement Forms and Group Report Forms. 
Treasurer –  Previous Balance $1,836.11 
  Literature  $563.15 
  Activities  $220.40 
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  Total Deposits  $783.55 
  Disbursements  $415.94 
  Opening Balance $2,203.72 
All archives were turned over to the ASC Chair 
 
Subcommittee Reports – Submitted/Archived 
 
CRCNA – Closing and finalizing meeting Saturday 11/13/2007.  Elections for CRCNA XXII are 
11/18/2007 in Englewood at 11:00am.  Logo/Theme review is set for 01/09/2008 in Englewood at 
11:00am.  “I have immensely enjoyed being your CRCNA Liaison and thank you for the opportunity to 
serve.  In January the liaison for CRCNA SSII will need to be voted in and if it is this body’s wish, I 
would love to serve one more year.”  CRCNA Liaison. 
5th Tradition –  
H&I – Met 10/20/2007 with 7 addicts in attendance.  Island Grove, LCDC men/woman have reported and 
are in need of support.  Discussion on Harmony Foundation and H&I.  Very Insightful.  Dawn H. 
nominated/elected s Panel Leader for HF and meetings will be every-other Friday starting soon.  OTW 
Area was represented at the H&I workshop at CRCNA.  Several other Area’s are also requesting H&I 
meetings in their facilities and as in our Area, limited participation prevents this from further outreach.  
Please attend the next H&I subcommittee meeting on 11/17/2007. 
Literature Report –  October Sales   $505.20 
    Order/WSO   $349.85 
    Current Inventory  $1,237.20 
    Excess into Gen Fund  $155.00 
    Reserve Balance  $96.02 
Service Pamphlets are ordered.  Subcommittee was well attended and productive.  Still in need of a 
secretary and vice chair.  “I have drafted a new order form to clear up unnecessary items and include new 
merchandise.  If approved by today’s subcommittee, it will begin use at next month’s ASC,” Literature 
Chair.  Next subcommittee meeting following this ASC at 3pm prior to the Addicts Seeking Sanity 
meeting. 
PI – 5 addicts attended the last subcommittee meeting.  Would like to ask Area’s input on delegating a 
“web-contact” to update the mtg list on NAWS.  We are also working on how best to monitor the Fortnet 
email list.  The current monitoring system flags the web servant when someone not listed on the email 
send something out on the blast.  COMCOR has requested a possible meeting specific to the inmates in 
their IRT program.  The information will be discussed between the PI and H&I committees.  “Drug 
Problem” info flyer and info packets for professionals are in the formation stage.  H&I/PI Learning Days 
is set for February 9, 2008 possible location at the Freedom Springs Church.  Region will support the 
Learning Days.  Region PI committee has set the date for the Professional Regional Workshop/June 13, 
2008 in hopes of drawing interest from NAWS.  Expenses:  $20 fuel for Region PI mtg, $6.49 for mtg 
lists, remaining balance $120.08.  Next subcommittee mtg is 11/17/2007 at the Unity Club in Loveland 
unless other wise scheduled. 
Activities – Vacant/Merchandise – Vacant/News Letter – Vacant 
 
Old Business 
 
$300 flat rate to RSC/Discussion/Tabled/Treasurer will present how to allocate funds 
 
Nominations: 
 H&I – Dawn Nominates Kas/Discussion/Questions/No opposition/Passes 
 Treasury – Newt Nominates Red/Discussion/Guidelines Reviewed/Passes/No Opposition 
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 Activities – Nomination from prior ASC/Brian/Guidelines Reviewed/Qualification/ 
 Discussion/No Opposition/Passes 
 Newsletter – Seth Nominates Chris B./Discussion/Questions/9 for/7 agenst/2 abstained 
 
Break 10:49 – 10:59  Moment of Silence/Serenity Prayer  Quorum Reached 
 
New Business 
 
CRCNA XXII – PreSet Hosting Area/No Hotel Bids at this time/Jay will send out hotel bids and jump 
start the contract/cash flow $60,000.00/Elections two weeks from now/meets 2nd Saturday in 
Englewood/Extremely Positive Reputation through World, etc 
Questions: 
Service Positions listed on web site with description 
Difference between “service junkies” and “people who can serve” 
Submit theme and logo information/suggestions 01/12/08/Englewood/11:00am/ 
Vice Chair needed/F&E and OTW Activities to coordinate efforts/ 
Bidding Regulations/Negotiations/Reliability 
303-598-6351 Jay 
 
Other Discussions 

� Secretary Budget – motion to approve/passes 
� Discussion of length of Area/Pros/Cons/Tabled/Bring back to groups 
� Merchandise available to upcoming events 
� Update NAWS website/Discussion 

 
Motion 1: That we, OTWSC, add sterling and Ft. Morgan to the Rotation of the ASC 
  Intent:   To include more of our outlying groups 
  Maker:  Newt L. Seconded by Red B. 
  Outcome:  Tabled 
 
Motion 2: RSC Donation/Discussion/Will bring back to single point of accountability prior   
 to review 
 
Disbursements: Secretary  Requested  168.00 Received  148.00 
   PI/SubCom Rent Requested     5.00 Received      5.00 
   Activities  Requested  100.00 Received  200.00 
   Phone Bill  No Request 
   Fort Net  No Request 
   RSC   No Request 
   H&I   Request  14.75 for Lit Received   14.75 
 

Upcoming Events: 

� Estes addicts will bring meeting to Harmony twice each month, working with H&I 
� Holiday Dinner/Dec 09, 2007/2pm dinner/4pm meeting/pm close/Gary Desoto Building/Logan 

County Fairgrounds/Be There!  Bring a dish 
� NANA Thanksgiving Feast/November 25/1pm – 4:30pm/Dinner/Speaker 
� Theme/Logo contest Jan 12, 2008 CRCNA XXII 

 

Closed 12:05/Next mtg 12/02/2007/9:am – noon/Coloradoan/Closing Prayer 
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Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes – December 2, 2007 
 

OTW NA-related business, including these minutes, is e-mailed via a closed, anonymous e-mail list service 
(otw_na@fortnet.org); for changes to this list (additions or removals) contact otwnaweb@gmail.com-Brad M. 

Online version of these minutes at http://www.fortnet.org/na/gsr_page.htm 
 

Open – 9:20am 
Chris G. opens with a Moment of silence to reflect on why we gather/Serenity Prayer 
12 Traditions of N.A./12 Concepts of N.A. – Read 
 
Roll Call: 
Present ~ Chair Chris G., Treasurer Red B., Secretary Kathy L., RCM 1 Karen C., RCM 2 Newt L., H&I 
Kas C., Literature Mike M., Mass Addicts GSR Corrie M., XX Genes GSR Jennifer C., Primary JFT GSRA 
Trino F., Hope Dealers GSR Brian B., Hope Dealers Treasurer Carl V., Hope Dealers Secretary Chris B., 
Addicts Seeking Sanity GSR Jim M., Addicts Seeking Sanity Lit/Wed Opener James R., Clean Serene 
Freaks GSR Karl W., Hugs Not Drugs GSR Juan R., Hugs Not Drugs GSRA Sarah M., New Horizons Joey 
H., Freedom Springs GSRA Corey M., NA Nooner GSR Dan M., NANA GSRA Kathy L., 4th Street 
Recovery GSR Forest C., 4th Street Recovery GSRA Terri Y., 4th Street Recovery Treasurer Justen S., 4th 
Street Recovery Secretary Heather B., Sjon C. GSRA (?) Guests ~ Brandon E. 
 
Absent ~ Vice Chair Seth W., CRCNA Liaison Dawn H., PI Mandy F., DWOI GSR Frank P., Purpose GSR 
Pat S., Northern Lights Rich R., End of the Road acting GSR Kathy M., Soul Surviving 
Vacant ~ Merchandise, Newsletter/Phone, Activities 
Quorum Established 
Karen makes motion to approve the minutes 
Approval of Last Months Minutes with the following amendments –  
With a $500.00 disbursement to Region  
 
Group Reports – Submitted/Archived 
4th Street – Attendance is steady with an average of 15 addicts/Annual average is 3 per mtg.  The new 
secretary is Heather.  Donation $26 
Addicts Seeking Sanity – Average attendance is 36/Sun, 17/Wed, 28/Sat.  A total of 50 addicts attended our 
Sunday mtg the highest attendance is a few years.  An addict celebrated 19 years clean.  Newcomers and 
visitors attend regularly.  The new GSR is Jim M. and will be stepping up for James R. New GSRA is 
Connie F.  Thanks Mike M., previous GSRA, for being of service ☺ Donation $100 
Clean/Serene Freaks –  
Drug Busters – Good attendance with poor service participation.  Remains committed to providing 
babysitting and is looking for an appropriate back up sitter.  Donation $25 
Freedom Springs – Attendance varies from 5-20.  7th Tradition covers rent/coffee/supplies/literature.  Group 
Conscious approved a new noon mtg in Loveland to begin in January and will be MWF.  Also approved a 
potluck/speaker mtg/activity; more will be revealed.  Group Conscious also discussed topics from Area in 
regard to ASC donation to RSC and ASC rotation.  Would like to see 30% from ASC donated to RSC and 
approved Sterling/Ft. Morgan to be added to rotation. 
Dead Without It –  
Hugs Not Drugs – 
JFT – Attendance is steady at 20-25 addicts on Friday.  The treasurer issue has been resolved.  Darla is the 
new treasurer.  Donation $30 
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Mass Addicts – Attendance and 7th Tradition steady.  No activities planned at this time.  Banner was 
possibly stolen and will work on replacement ☺ Donation $31 
NANA – Brought topic back for Group discussion in regard to length of Area and Area rotation.  Group feels 
the 9am-noon is fine and would like to keep the rotation as is.  Please add NANA to GSR checklist as in 
need of support especially Wed/Fri.  Thanks for all the support with our Thanksgiving Feast.  Future 
events/Spring Speaker mtg & dance/Summer campout “Recovery Under the Stars”.  Lost banner to Addicts 
Seeking Sanity during the Feast which then got blitzed by NA Nooner!  Donation $33.50 
New Horizons – Attendance steady with 6 addicts.  Needs support.  (Hang in there guys) 
Northern Lights –  
OHG –  
Primary Purpose – 
NA Nooner – Average attendance steady at 17 per mtg with an average 7th Tradition at $8 per mtg.  Three 
addicts have chosen the NA Nooner as their Home Group.  Can Not meet on 12/24, 12/25, 12/31 & 01/01 at 
regular mtg place.  Have possible alternative and will announce it at mtg and have it put on the web site.  
BLITZED Addicts Seeking Sanity and got back NA Nooner banner with “5” others!  Donation $15 
Soul Surviving –  
XX Genes – Attendance is steady at 10-12 women.  Mtg time has changed to Wednesday at 6:00pm.  New 
Activities Chair Angela with Sabina as Vice Chair. 
End of the Road – Growing slowly/average 7-11 per mtg.  Wed lit mtg/First Fri Food (potluck). Trying to 
keep 5 dependable Chairpersons. 301 E. Stuart/Fireside Room/Drop-In anytime!  Donation $20 
Hope Dealers – Attendance steady with 35-40/Tues & 12/Thurs; $12-$14/Tues & $4-$5/Thurs.  Spoke with 
local adolescent facility in regard to males attend Thurs mtgs.  The females attend Tues.  Need female 
sponsors.  Continue to see newcomers.  Speaker mtg first Tues of each month. December first, Carol is 
speaking and possible extended mtg from 7pm-10pm.  Planning extended mtg on Dec 25 from 7pm-10pm.  
Both potluck.  Working toward a Sun evening mtg.  Elect for GSR/GSRA.  Donation $15 
 
OTW ASC Reports – Submitted/Archived 
Chair – 
Vice Chair –  
RMC 1/RCM 2 – Both attended RSC on 111807.  Submitted OTW donation of $500.  RD reports the BT 6th 
Edition is on-line along with the CAR motions.  CRCNA XXI gave final report/guidelines are available for 
OTW/had a $2,500 loss in regard to merchandise/next mtg 011208 for elections.  Chair Jay B./Secretary 
Dave A./Treasurer Peggy/Vice Chair Open.  PI Database and message board are available.  Submitted PI 
phone consolidation to OTW PI Chair for review.  H&I are looking into possibly downloading facility 
volunteer apps on-line.  New Year’s Eve Dance in Boulder.  Training Day in Mile High December 15.  2 
new mtgs in Vail.  Aspen BS is strong.  Mtgs in Carbondale and Basalt. 
Secretary – I was denied as a signer on our account.  Another addict stepped up to fulfill this commitment.  
Please submit a writing report so I can add them to the minutes.  Forms: Minutes/Disbursement/Motion 
Forms/Guidelines/CRCNA XXI Final Report/Chair “Things to Consider”/“Drug Problem” Cards/“Holiday 
Dinner” Flyer/Group Report Forms/12 Values as adapted from the World Board.  Ask for permission to 
retype the Guidelines and put them as an attachment on the web site and retype the Parliamentary Procedures 
to match type from the Guidelines. (not to be confuse with “rewrite”) 
Treasurer –  Beginning Balance for 110407 -   $2233.93 
  Disbursements     -$167.75 
  CRSC Donation    -$500.00 
  Fort Net       -$10.00 
  Qwest x2 Bills     -$111.65 
  Group Donations for November  +$334.88 
  Literature (over prudent)   +$155.00 
  December Beginning Balance  $1934.41 
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Upcoming Expenses: Qwest & Fort Net $66.00/New Checks (2 Sig Lines) $22.00/Treasurer Exp $10.32 
Account is updated with four current OTW Area Trusted Servants Signatures and two signature lines. 
 
Subcommittee Reports – Submitted/Archived 
Activities Subcommittee: 
Attendance was good.  No previous minutes to review.  Chris B. Vice Chair, Josh Secretary, Forest and 
James Liaison’s.  $40 - $50 to Hope Dealers for event.  $50 - $75 to Clean Serene Freaks (cancelled).  Will 
combine efforts with CRCNA F&E to assist with raising funds and interest for the next convention.  
Brainstormed ideas such as a pool tournament.  Next meeting, 3rd Sat of the month, 4:00pm, Unity Club. 
H&I Subcommittee: 
Well attended but still needs participation in regard to covering all the commitments.  Platte Valley Youth 
Services is on hold at this time after a year and a half of service to this facility.  Harmony Foundation will 
host a panel mtg bi-monthly.  Island Grove attendance is steady.  In need of a Panel Leader.  LCDC 
men’s/women’s mtgs are steady and in need of support.  Three other facilities in the OTW area are 
requesting H&I members for panel mtgs but we are unable to support these requests at this time.  Please keep 
our subcommittee on the GSR Checklist.  H&I/PI Learning Days will be held in February and will also need 
support.  Requesting $21.50 over budget for IP’s for Island Grove and Harmony Foundation. 
Literature Subcommittee: 
There are new order forms for lit.  November Sales:  $429.10; Ordered from WSO:   $287.15; Current 
Inventory Value:   $1080.53; Excess submitted to OTW General Fund:  $140.00; Reserve:   $97.97. 
PI Subcommittee: 
No new information at this time.  Will meet every 3rd Saturday of the month and will continue to work with 
H&I on Learning Days.  Please send mtg list request’s to 970-482-2921. 
CRCNA Liaison: 
CRCNA XXI Final Report.  Closing meeting held in Englewood on Nov. 10, 2007.  Subcommittee chairs 
gave their final reports detailing the end of the convention outcomes.  Reports got back that the Radisson was 
left in cleaner condition than to begin with.  Thank you to all who helped to maintain orderliness.  There 
were a couple of incidents with fireworks Sat. night, but all in all the hotel said that we were no worse than 
any other convention they’ve had there.  The one glitch, I guess you could call it that, was that there was a lot 
of merchandise left over.  Merchandise did exceed their budget and the gamble didn’t pay off.  Hey, but it’s 
not about the money, right?  :o)  As I have said, it has been an honor to serve our Area as the CRCNA 
liaison.  The first CRCNA XXII meeting will be the second Sat. in Jan. 2008, same time same place as 
always.  If this body so chose, I definitely would love to serve as CRCNA liaison for another year.  If no one 
is voted in at this meeting, I will definitely be at Area in Jan. before the first CRCNA XXI meeting.  
Convention Guidelines are available for review. 
5th Tradition –  
Break 10:28 – 10:38  Moment of Silence/Serenity Prayer  Quorum Reached 
Old Business 
Revisited 
Motion 1: That we, OTWSC, add sterling and Ft. Morgan to the Rotation of the ASC 
  Intent:   To include more of our outlying groups 
  Maker:  Newt L. Seconded by Red B. 
  Outcome:  Will include in natural order per Article VI D(e) 
 
Meeting Place:   Jan/Feb/Mar – Loveland/Pulliam Bld 
 
Elections for Open Offices 
Merchandise – Vacant/News Letter – Vacant 
No Nominations 
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RCM 2 
Karen Nominates Red/Decline 
Red Nominates Newt/Accepts/Passes Unanimous 
Next month Elections:   Treasurer/CRCNA Liaison 
 
New Business 
Discussion: 
Continue discussion of Prudent Reserve and Region Donations.  How to identify funds and/or where to 
allocate moneys from, i.e. General Account/Overall Account, etc.  $500 Prudent Reserve/50% over. 
Capture the Banner – NA Nooner/DOA/Freedom Springs/Mass Addicts/Hugs not Drugs/Souls Surviving 
 
Motion 1: To dispense pre-approved lit to facilities, subcommittee’s, addicts, groups or others who  
  come to the ASC requesting lit and is approved. 
Intent:  To carry the message to addicts. 
Outcome: Withdrawn/Already set in OTW Guidelines 
Motion 2: To raise Prudent Reserve to $500.00 
Intent:  Have reserve that is closer to budget needs 
Outcome: No outcome listed on motion form.  I believe it was tabled until Treasurer has submits  
  updated financial report. 
Motion 3: That the OTW Area add a standing agenda item to allow the Treasurer to propose the  
  amount to be donated to Region 
Intent:  To make regular donations to CRSC. 
Outcome: Again:  No outcome listed on motion form.  I believe it was tabled until Treasurer has  
  submits updated financial report. 
Motion 4: To discuss the amount of donation each month at ASC to disburse to Region rather than  
  percents.  Add to agenda every other month starting in January. 
Intent:  To make sound decisions at each Area. 
Outcome: Again:  No outcome listed on motion form.  I believe it was tabled until Treasurer has  
  submits updated financial report. 
 
Disbursements: 
 Treasurer:    $10.32 
 Activities:    $52.66 
 Activities:    $50.00 
 Literature/Turning Point:  $39.05 
 Literature/Activities:   $40.00 
 Literature/H&I:   $71.50 
 
Upcoming Events: 

� Estes addicts will bring meeting to Harmony twice each month, working with H&I 
� Elections for CRCNA XXII, January 12, 2008, 11am – 2pm, 1000 Englewood Pkwy, see 

www.nacolorado.org/crcna/ for descriptions 
� Theme/Logo contest Jan 12, 2008 CRCNA XXII, same as above 

 
Closed 12:05/Next mtg 01/06/2008/9:am – noon/Pulliam Community Bld/Closing Prayer 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes April 5, 2009  

 
Open:  Karen opened for Chris at 9:15 with the 12 Concepts being read  
 
Roll Call:  Stacy A., Red B., Newt L., Stephanni, Dave C., Ellen K., Jason F., Levi B., Cathy S., Dawn H., 
Desiree V., Chris R., Kurt B., John S., Charlie A., Michael B., Sjon C., Jim H., Bobby W., Mike N., Dale L., 
Ernie S., Jim M., Shawn H., Erik J., Chris G., Angie E., Chris P., Mike L., Chris B., Karen C., Trino F., Mike 
M.     
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Changing the March Minutes for disbursements, not to name outside 
enterprises on them.  The motion was passed, and the minutes will be changed and archived     
 

Group Reports: 
4th Street Recovery:  Levi B., GSR, Megan O., GSRA, Voted a new Secretary, Freedom B., Attendance has 
been great.  7th Tradition is gaining strength. Voted a new GSR Levi B., GSRA Megan O.  
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Chris G. GSR, Brandon GSRA, Attendance is good.  Needs New Comer’s.  Asked for help 
from PI.  A PI presentation would be great.  Area Donation of $30. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Meetings continue to be well attended.  Is again holding their 3rd Annual Jackson Lake Unity 
Weekend June 19-20.  If people are planning on camping, reservations for a space need to be made before May 29th. 
Campsites are $36 for the weekend, and hold up to 6 camper’s per sight.  Still is in need of a GSR and GSRA.  Area 
Donation of $150. 
 
Addicts United: Dale L. GSR, Located at Full Throttle Coffee corner of College and Trilby, meeting at 9:00 on Friday 
night.  Held its first Group Conscience on March 27th.  Decided on a name and elected Group Chair’s.  Still need a 
GSRA. Attendance is strong with 20+ Addicts.  Needs to be put on the Meeting Schedule.  WELCOME to OTW! 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Attendance is steady with an average 7th Tradition. 
 
Drug Busters:  Erik J. GSR, Attendance is strong.  Baby sitting is available.  Still in need of GSRA.  Area 
donation of $50.   
 
Esperanza de Vida “Hope for Life”:  Jimmy H GSR, Average attendance of 8 Addicts with a steady 7th 
Tradition.  The group thanked the Area with their help in getting the group off the group with literature and 
posters in Spanish. 
 
Freedom Springs: Desiree GSRA, Group is doing well with an average attendance of 8-10 Addicts.  7th tradition is 
good.  The 8th Anniversary Celebration was good with 50 people in attendance.  Food and speaker’s were awesome.  
Area Donation of $30. 
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance 
 
Hugs Not Drugs: Stacy A. GSR, Meetings have been doing well with an average attendance of 20-25 
Addicts.  7th Tradition is keeping up with rent, literature, and key tags.   
 



Hope Dealers:  Ellen k. GSR, Meetings are steady and big!  7th is low with mostly jails, institutions, and new comers 
in attendance.  Needs support from Addicts with recovery.  Treasurer relapsed and took the groups money, and is 
working on replenishing the groups Reserve Fund 
 
Just For Today:  Sjon C. GSR, Michael B. GSRA, Friday night attendance is great with average of 20 Addicts, 
Tuesday Book Study has an average of 10 Addicts.  All Group Positions are filled.  Area donation of $50.  
 
Make Your Own Monday: Dave C. GSR,  Average attendance is 12 addicts.  7th Tradition is getting better.  As of 
May 4ht, the meeting will once again be held outside at Spring Creek Park starting at 7:00.  Area donation of $31.46.   
 
Mass Addicts:  John S. GSR, Average attendance of 20 people.  Many young new comers.  In need of home group 
members.  Area donation of $24. 
      
NA Nooner:  Chris P. GSR Is in need of a GSRA.  Area donation of $36.  
 
Never Alone Never Again:   Attendance is holding steady.  7th tradition is up from this time last year, covering rent, 
literature, and key tags.  Is in need of home group members. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
On Higher Ground: No report turned in 
 
Primary Purpose:  Erin S. GSR, Discussed Area positions that are open.  No one qualified.  Jannene is the new 
literature chair.  Area Donation of $40. 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J GSR, Angie E. GSRA, Attendance is good.  Day meetings are covering 
night meeting expenses.  Could use members with recovery time, due to many new comers in attendance.  Area 
donation of $5. 
 
XX Genes:  No report 

 
If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to 

Area Secretary! Thanks 
Officer Reports 

 
Chair:  Chris B. No report turned in 
 
Vice Chair:  Karen stated that she had been working on the Area Guidelines Adhoc Committee, and passed around 6 
copies of the guidelines with the proposed changes. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  Newt L. Regional Assembly will be April 18 for all CRSC and ASC members and their GSR’s and 
any interested Addict.  Will begin at 10:30 AM with a GSR Orientation, followed by the Assembly beginning at 11.  
Located at St. Andrews Presbyterian Church, 3700 Baseline Rd., Boulder.  Regional elections for Secretary, Treasurer, 
PI, and H&I are to be held. CRSCNA Guideline changes and Incorporation are to be discussed.   
  

Colorado is seeing strong growth.  PI and H&I are doing well.  New live phone line with trained Addicts 
answering.  Opposition to putting Regional bi-laws of incorporation online, due to the fact that it may confuse Addicts 
differentiating between actual laws from NA Guidelines. 

 
Check online for upcoming Regional events.  

 
Secretary:  Stephanni On Higher Ground donated their large coffee pot to the ASC.  Thank You!  Is still working with 
the Guidelines Adhoc Committee on the ASC Guidelines.  Is still asking that all groups, ASC chairs, and 
subcommittees turn in a written report, so that the minutes are more efficient and accurate. 



 
Treasurer:   Red B.  The beginning balance on March 1st was $1685.05 with the following disbursements of: 

 $33.92 to the Activities Chair, Kurt 
 $58.97 used for flyers for the Activities subcommittee 
 $30.00 for H&I Subcommittee meeting place rent 
 $30.00 for printing costs of the Area Newsletter 
 $56.00 for PI literature 
 $35.00 for H&I literature 

 
Total disbursements that day were $243.89 
 
Paid the land line phone bill in the amount of $61.89 
 
Donated $10.oo for internet service 
 
Activities returned $649.47 from the Valentine’s Dance 
 
Group donations totaled $279.44 
 
That leaves us with an account balance of $2298.69 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a general 
balance of $1689.69 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Kurt B.  7 Addicts were in attendance. 
 
The Valentine’s Dance was a success.  The next event was the screening of “Pink Floyd’s The Wall”.  Tickets to be 
sold in advance for $5.  Flyers and tickets approved for sale at the Valentine’s Dance.  Popcorn and Soda to be part of 
ticket price.  All proceeds will go to OTW ASC.  Bringing in a speaker at the On Higher Ground meeting before the 
viewing of the meeting was discussed .  The cost should be around $100 plus the cost of popcorn, soda, and ticket/flyer 
printing.  After the viewing, there was a profit of $152.50 
 
The trip to the museum on March 7th was discussed.  The event went well with mostly OTW Addicts plus one family 
from Denver in attendance.  A note was placed in the Area Newsletter about the event to hopefully better promote the 
trip for next year. 
 
A rafting trip was discussed for the month of June.  Was decided that it would interfere with the Jackson Camping Trip, 
and was pushed back to July.  More will be revealed. 
 
Taking hiking/biking trips, as well as volleyball and touch football were discussed.  Should be one of these events 
happening every weekend, with the exception that there is another NA event the same weekend.  Place, time, and 
location are still in the process of being organized. 
 
Discussed having a CRCNA XXIII Fundraiser.  The idea of having a Barn Dance was proposed to be held in May.  
Would need to find a Venue quickly.  The beginning of May was discussed that it wouldn’t work out, due to other 
events happening in early May.  Was suggested to have around Memorial Day.  One member to find the venue, 
possibly a barn.  Flyers would need to be made by the next ASC on May 10th, which doesn’t leave much time to 
promote the dance.  More to be revealed. 
     
Question was brought up about how to Attract a CRCNA fundraiser, which is not an Area event.  Kurt was directed to 
CRCNA Activities Chair to clarify.   
 
Literature Sub-Committee:  Mike H.  Shipping rates for WSO orders increased dramatically on orders under $500.  
This rate has gone from 6% up to 12%.  Shipping orders over $500 remains the same at 6% with a 6% discount 
figured after shipping charges.  For example; a $490.00 order would cost $548.80, while an order of $500.00 would 
cost a total of $498.20  



Hopefully literature sales will stay high and this change will not be an issue for our Area.  However, if literature 
sales do decline, it may become necessary to change practices of restocking or pricing to avoid bankrupting the 
literature account. 
 
The 2nd printing of the Commemorative Edition Basic Text is now available for $26.50.  This is an expensive item to 
keep stocked.  If anyone is interested, will need 1 month’s notice with payment for the book up front. 

 March sales  $577.85 
 Ordered from WSO  $561.72 
 Miscellaneous supplies  $8.50 
 Current inventory value  $1441.15 
 Reserve Balance  $97.54 

 
The subcommittee will meet following the ASC meeting in Greeley.  This will be the last subcommittee meeting 
with Mike as the Chairperson  
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Dawn H.  The subcommittee met on 3/28.  Many Addicts came in support with the 
desire to serve with H&I.  A large number of them were from Greeley.  Thank you Greeley! 
 
There are currently 4 meetings happening with H&I:  LCDC men and women, Monday and Thursday at 7 PM.  
TRT in Greeley on Wednesday at 8 PM.  And ICCS in Greeley on Saturday at 5:30 PM.  There has been a 
rotation of panel leaders and we would like to thank all who have stepped up as well as others have needed to step 
down.  Platte Valley and IRT are still on hold until there are enough Addicts to support and serve on the panels. 
Discussion was brought up discussing that Harmony would be having their own NA meeting.  They are not sure 
how to or if they will register with WSO.  Stated that they will not be able to support itself  with the 7th tradition, 
but will be passing the basket.  Was stated from Bobby, that he will be taking a meeting to Harmony, separate 
from H&I, where all the NA Traditions and Concepts would be met.  Karen stated that since we are going to no 
longer be exhausting our efforts at Harmony, that we take our H&I into Weld County Corrections.  Needles to 
say, our relationship with Harmony ended on good terms. 
 
During the subcommittee meeting, discussed were the “does and don’ts” of being on an H&I panel and was 
informative to all.  Would like to see this happen at every subcommittee meeting with anyone new to H&I that 
month.  New flyers were made available for GSR’s to hand out.   

 Literature costs for April  $40.00 
 Rent  $5.00 

 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree  Elected a new Vice Chair.  Welcome Terry!  Is still in need of a Secretary.  
Paid four months of rent totaling $20.  Sold $40.00 worth of merchandise at the viewing of “Pink Floyd’s The Wall”.  
This gave us a total of $776.67 in the bank. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:    Chris R.  No report was turned in to the Secretary.  Red asked where we were at 
with our land line account, and when it would be dissolved.  An Addict from OTW took care of it, and the final bill 
should be on its way. 
     
CRCNA Liaison: Jim M.  CRCNA XXIII planning committee met in Castle Rock on March 24th.   
 
All subcommittee chair positions are now filled.  The following positions were nominated, qualified, and voted on by 
those present: 

 Fundraising and Entertainment-  Dave W. from OTW Area 
 Merchandise-  Anna H. from Mile High Area 
 Convention Information and Web-  Red F.  from Mile High Area 

 
 
 
 



Hotel and Hospitality 
Is finalizing the hotel contract and will begin signing at the end of March.  The committee chose the Crown Plaza Hotel 
in Colorado Springs.  The H&H budget was submitted and finalized.  Specific details, prices, and reservation 
information will be made once the contract is signed. 
 
Program 
The Program Committee is busy planning workshops, activities, and speakers.  There is a strong desire to have 
different Addicts doing workshops and speaking at the Convention.  It has been suggested that we hold a “Speaker 
Jam” and record each speaker, and then send along the tapes to the Program Committee for consideration.  These tapes 
would need to be in by the end of April, so that they can be brought to and discussed at the May committee meeting. 
 
Registration 
The Registration Committee has set prices for the Convention.  It will behoove all Addicts to register early, for early 
registration begins April 18th and will only cost $15.00, which is down from the cost of $20.00 last year. Early 
registration will be held from April 25th- June 25th, preconvention registration after that date will be $25.00.  On-sight 
registration will be $35.00.  Day passes will be available for $20.00.   REGISTER EARLY! 
 
Logo and Theme Contest 
13 submissions were turned in to choose from.  The new logo and theme will be unveiled at the Sponsor/Sponsee 
Breakfast on April 25th.  The winning submission was submitted by Julie L. from the Pikes Peak Region, wo will 
receive a paid registration packet. 
 
Pre-convention Merchandise 
The Merchandise Chair chose the t-shirt design for the pre-convention items from the remaining theme and loge 
submissions.  The theme and logo design chosen was submitted by Mary Lou from Mile High Area. 
 
CRCNA Kickoff Activity 
A Sponsor/Sponsee Pancake Breakfast will be the official kickoff of CRCNA XXIII.  This will be held Saturday April, 
25th in Boulder.  915 E 9th St.  Remember that this is a FUNDRAISER! However, no Addict will be turned away. 
 
Activities 
OTW Area was asked to do an activity fundraiser for the Convention.  Please submit any ideas to Jim M. (Greeley), or 
Dave W. (Ft. Collins, F&E Chair). 
  
News Letter Chair:  Charlie A.  The latest edition of the newsletter was written. 120 copies were made, and disbursed 
to all GSR’s to hand out to their groups.  
 
ASO Adhoc:  Only one person responded to request to meet.  Kurt withdrew from the committee. 
 
Guidelines Adhoc: The committee has been communicating via internet.  Was stated that this will take time, so that 
we make sure all the changes are made correctly.  Was stated that some Area members did not even have an existing 
copy of the guidelines.  10 copies will be made for those that do not have internet access.   
 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
Budget Proposals:  Was stated that these were all brought up that it was overfill on taking up Area business 
  
  

 
 
 
 



Elections for Open Office 
  RCM I:  Shawn H. was Nominated by Jim, and several another members.  Chris read the qualifications for 
this position.  Shawn qualified himself.  A discussion was made by the Area and questions were asked.  Shawn 
was voted unanimously. 
 
Merchandise Chair:  Desiree was re-nominated by Dawn to continue her service as Merchandise chair and 
2nd.  She qualified herself and a discussion was made by Area 
 
  

  
New Business 

Motion 1.  To dissolve the ASO Adhoc Committee 
 Intent:  To prevent unneeded discussion over a mute topic.   
Motion passes by majority 
  
Motion 2.  Disbursement was brought up to when we donate Area funds to region.  Red discussed how much money we 
have, that could be potentially donated to the Regional level.    Karen motioned that we donate $500 to Region in May.  
Chris G. wanted to amend to a donation of $750 dollars.  The amendment did not pass. A vote was taken, and the 
motion passes by majority. 
 
Motion 3:  To have the Area Guidelines, 12 Concepts, 12 Trusted Servant Values, and the Secretary’s email addess be 
posted to the OTW web. 

Intent:  So that any addict interested would have access, and to save on paper and Printing costs for the Area 
Was stated that we would still need to  have hard copies still available to those that would like to have a copy, 

would.  Was stated that email address taken off.  Amendment made to remove.  Stated that we don’t need them posted 
because not everyone is interested in them. Was stated to Amend that only the Guidelines be posted. The  

 
Upcoming Events 

URMCNA convention, Rio Grande convention. See OTW web and flyers for more details. 
Regional Events: 

 April 18th-  Regional Assembly 
 August 1st- Deadline for World Pool Information Form submission or update to be considered for WSC 

2010Human Resources Panel in 2010 
 August 22nd- World Unity Day 
 August 22-23rd- WCNA in Barcelona Spain 
 October 31st- Deadline for region, zone, and World Board candidate submission to the HRP with the new 

submission form. 
 November 20-22nd- Worldwide Workshop in Boson, MA 
 April 25th – May 1st, 2010 World Service Conference 2010 

 
Open Opportunities for Area Service:    
 
Literature Chair 

 
Open Discussion 

PI was asked when web servant teem ended.  Was stated that the web servant was done when they decide they 
had had enough, and that a new web servant was trained.  QUESTION TO TAKE TO GROUPS: Do we 
want to put a web chair in the guidelines, and if we want to hire an outside source when current web 
servant is finished? 
 
 
 
 



Was asked where the next ASC would meet.  Some were opposed to having our ASC in another fellowship’s 
hall, due to seeing a different symbol than our own, and the animosity from the January dance in the particular 
hall.  Was stated that if we are so concerned with a symbol, then why are meetings held in churches?  Was 
stated that “why not have the ASC in a place where recovery happens, regardless of what fellowship hall it is 
in.”  Shawn H. Stated that he would seek out another place to hold ASC, if possible. 
 
Considering that the ASO Adhoc dissolved, does the Area feel the need to pursue an ASO.  Was stated that the 
Adhoc had exhausted research in finding an affordable space.  Was stated that with the use of cell phones for 
the hotline, that there was a lack of interest.  One Addict stated that he is always looking for a space.  Red 
stated that we probably couldn’t afford one, anyway.  A motion was put on the table to continue forward with 
the dissolvement of the ASO.  The motion passed unanimously. 
  
All GSR’s are requested to update their meeting schedule with WSO.  
 
Was brought up as to why a Treasurer from one of the Area groups relapsed and took the money, and why 
someone was so fresh to being clean, would be elected.  Was stated that it was up to that groups Group 
Conscience. 

  
Disbursements 

PI for printing cost.  $43.21 
Charlie A $30.00 for Newsletter printing costs 
Chris R., PI for $8.49 
Mike M. for H&I literature $20.00 
Kurt B. Activities Chair from ASC  $128.02 

  
  

 
 

Motion to close 
Meeting Adjourned at 11:57    

 
Next ASC Meeting : 

Western Sizzlin Steak House 
3033 8th Avenue. 
Evens, CO 80620 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 
 
 
 
**note**   It is really important that a written report be handed in to Secretary from EVERY 
Home Group, Area Chairs, Subcommittees, and Adhoc Committees.  The Secretary has “Addict 
Brain”, meaning that her memory, not so good.  Thanks 



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes May 3, 2009 

Open � 9:10 with the Serenity Prayer and reading of the 12 Concepts of Service
Roll Call   
Guests:  
Approval of Last Month�s Minutes:  Addendum to change Mike H, to Mike M.  To change Website
Chair question, to that as an actual vote that passed. 

Group Reports:

4th Street Recovery- $30 donation Great attendance 
Addicts Helping Addicts: $30 donation-Starting a Monday meeting @6:30 248 Welch Ave    
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  $100 donation-Kathy S. is new GSR!!  Welcome Kathy�
Addicts United:  $20 donation- Is now registered with WSO, needs a GSRA and home group
members..
Clean Serene Freaks: 0 donation-Getting ready for their 4th annual Poker Run July 25th.   
Drug Busters: 0 donations everything is good  
Esparanza de a Vida �Hope for Life�:  Not present 
Freedom Springs: $10 donation-attendance has gone from good to great.  Would like to look into
doing �A learning days event�. 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  not present 
Hugs Not Drugs:  0 donation-attendance 10-25 people
Hope Dealers:  Meeting on the Tues and Thurs is still @location 301 Stuart,, Is in need of support, and
help with Key Tags. Meetings need support
Just For Today:  0 donation-Attendance is 8-15 members.  Friday�s avg. 8-20 
Make Your Own Monday: 0 donation-moved back to the Spring Park.  Attendance is 4-12, needs
trusted servants  
Mass Addicts:     
NA Nooner: $40 donation Attendance good avg. 20 a wk, NO MEETING ON MEMORIAL DAY

 
Never Alone Never Again: 0 donation-avg 10 people.  Have no trusted servants. 
New Horizons:  not present
On Higher Ground:  0 donation-only 2 home group members    
Primary Purpose:  $62 donation 
When At the End of the Road:  Lost their meeting place-found another location 1201 Riverside 
XX Genes:   0 donation Great recovery; strong attendance

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,

copy is turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  



Vice Chair: Brought copies of Revised Guidelines; She has contacted Red to be signer on bank and is
waiting on the Treasurer.  She also stated that she was not ok w/our guidelines not being followed by
our ASC Chair.  Decisions on moving location or other important issues should be consulted w/steering
committee.  Our guidelines states Article II A �Change in meeting time or place must be communicated
to ASC at least 15 days in advance of the meeting.�      

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Region was postponed due to weather, and will be held May 16th starting at 10:30, at
the same Boulder Location.  Check the Regional website for more details

Secretary :  Stated that this Area decide on where it wants to hold ASC meetings, as to not have such
confusion and chaos surrounding where we will be holding these meetings.   Also stated that when
things are put to vote during an Open Discussion, that they put into a written motion form, to make it
less confusing for writing up the minutes.

Treasurer:   

Activities Subcommittee:  Our ASC is hosting a CRCNA Fundraiser; the Barndance/Pigroast w/
Speaker; gave ASC
 Flyers.  
    
Literature Sub-Committee:  Mike completed his 2 year term. He has a suggested guideline change;
Article V. D. b. 
a inventory change  to give to the ad-hoc committee     

Hospitals and Institutions:  Covering 4 facilities-needs panel leaders. Made new flyers to promote
service in H&I.

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Winter sale on merchandise $20 hoodies and $15 t-shirts.  Bank
balance is $769.67 inventory
Amount is $656.00.    

Public Information Subcommittee:  The new phone line has a contract w/T-mobile not Verizon.  Has
had a training session and looking for a location in Greeley TBA.  The new phone system has counted
over 100 callers.  The sub committee has created and distributed new Posters.    

CRCNA Liaison:  Logo is �Together we are Free� Hotel is Crown Plaza Hotel, rooms are $95.00.   

News Letter Chair:  Please contact Charlie for subcommittee. Had no subcommittee meeting and
needs members and location 
For next subcommittee meeting TBA. 

 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee,

subcommittee, and Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

 
 



Elections for Open Office

  Literature Chair:  No nominations.  Vice-chair will hold position until position filled.  Dale L.
w/help.  Mike will bring next ASC a bank balance and a complete account before leaving his position;
he has all inventory and funds until then.  
 

New Business

 Motion 1:  To have OTW Area email list be designated as acceptable communication form for official
Area communications.  Made by Joe K and 2nd by Erik J.  Passed by majority vote.

Motion 2:  To give News Letter subcommittee double its money, due to possibly needing a new
printing company.  Motion moved into form of disbursement.

Motion 3:  To have Ellen make a list of books, key tags, made by Dale L, 2nd by____.  Intent is to
support a meeting that is doing a great job of carrying the message, and to make sure that this meeting
does not fail.  Motion passes by majority.
  
Motion 4:  To change guidelines of where ASC will meet made by Jim M., 2nd by Dawn H.  Intent is to
have consistency in our meeting place, Pulliam Building in Loveland that fits all our needs, Loveland is
centrally located for all OTW addicts, Pulliam is city owned and would provide stability for a meeting
place, to not be affiliated with a recovery house or spiritual building, promotes a positive face for NA,
and finally, places NA in a larger community.  Stated, �From It Works, How and Why, Pg. 216: �Our
common welfare depends on NA Unity.  The only hope we have of maintaining that unity amidst the
tremendous diversity we find in NA is by the application of certain common principles; those found in
the 12 Traditions.  So long as we place the practice of those common principles before the exercise of
our individual personalities, all will be well.��  Motion was withdrawn.

Motion 5:  That ASC meetings be permanently in Loveland at the Pulliam Building, Made by Joe K.,
2nd by Erik J.  Intent is that it is central, cheap, good meeting room, and 1 block from espresso.  Motion
passes by majority.

Upcoming Events

URMCNA in WY on May 15,16,17.  OTW Area CRCNA fundraiser presents a Pig Roast and Ho-
down, May 30th.  See flyer and Area wbsite for more details

 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:

Literature Subcommittee Chair

ASC Chair

ASC Vice Chair

Open Discussion

This discussion took place at the beginning of the ASC meeting.  
Stated that the meeting place be sent to Brad with the change of a meeting place, so that he can post it
to the GSR Checklist

Stated that there needs to be a steering committee formed to change the location of ASC meeting place
Stated that the Chair acted on his own, and did not follow our Guidelines, nor did he contact the Vice-
Chair prior to making the decision 3 days prior to ASC. 



Stated that �The Blast� is a means of communication to filter through to all members, was also stated
that this form of communication did in fact work

Stated that there was a lot of self-will used in changing the location in such short notice

Stated that we have Area events in public places, so why not ASC.

Stated that once location was stated in the ASC minutes, the location should have been held in that
place

Stated that we already have a place to meet, so why do we need to find a new one

Clarification of email stated:  Email went out, and all were not responded to 

Disbursements

Literature chair for H&I  $37.35
PI chair for $92.17
Activities chair for printing  $78.32
Literature chair for Hope Dealers $93.35 Group is need of 1 Basic Text, 1 JFT, 8 of each IP, 15 white
key tags, 10 of each 30 day- 60 day key tag.  Total comes to $93.35, minus Area donation of $20, with
a grand total needed of $73.35.  Stated, �Please accept my fullest gratitude.�  
 
 

Motion to close  

Next ASC Meeting :

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes June 7, 2009 

Open:  9:05 with the reading of the 12 Concepts of NA

Roll Call:  Karen C, Ernie S, Desiree V, Stephanni C, Kurt B, John S, Charlie A, David M, Dale L, Mike L, Adam C,
Michael B, Cathy S, Jim M, Shawn H, Sjon C, Red B, Chris B, Ellen K, Chris G, Mike M   

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month�s Minutes: Amend with the treasure report and Addicts helping Addicts giving $3, and not
$30.  Was clarified by Treasurer that it was $3.   

Group Reports:

4th Street Recovery:  Levi B. GSR, Megan O. GSRA,  Meetings and Seventh are staying very strong.  Is in need of a
Treasurer.  Area Donation of $10   

Addicts Helping Addicts:   Chris G GSR, Brandon GSRA, Support for Monday meeting needed.  Looking for new
Wed Secretary, GSRA not usually attending, but wants to keep position.  Area donation of $10

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S GSR, Meetings and 7th are strong.  All Jackson Lake camping spots are full.  Area
donation of $50

Addicts United:  Dale L. GSR, David M. GSRA, Meetings are going well with 25-30 Addicts attending.  David M. is
the new GSRA.  Asked that if the meeting�s name had not been changed on the Area meeting schedule, that it be
changed.  

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA, Attendance and 7th are at average.  The Poker run is July 25th

with an all day BBQ.  Flyers to come.  This year�s slogan will be �One Purpose, One Promise: Freedom.�  Area
Donation of $50 

Drug Busters:  Kurt B. representing,  Attendance is good.  In need of a GSRA and a coffee maker.  Area donation of
$15  

Esperanza de a Vida �Hope for Life�:  Not in attendance

Freedom Springs:  Desiree V. GSRA,  Attendance and 7th are strong, with an average of 10-15 Addicts attending.
Area donation of $20.

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance  

Hugs Not Drugs:   Stacey A. GSR, Meetings are going well with a n average of 20-25 Addicts attending.  7th is taking
care of rent and Literature.

Hope Dealers:  Ellen K. GSR, Group is doing well with strong new-comer attendance on both nights.  �Thank you to
the Addicts from the Area that have made an effort to attend.�  Area donation of $7

Just For Today:  Sjon C. GSR, Mike B. GSRA, Attendance is good with all service positions filled.  Make sure that
Web says that Book Study is a closed meeting, meeting only for addicts and no children.  Area donation of $40



Make Your Own Monday:  Dave C. AKA �Coolerman� GSR, Average attendance of 11 Addicts.  A Halfway house
rep showed up to take attendance of people from halfway house.  Dave asked how to go about keeping anonymity
when such things happen. Area donation of $22.70

Mass Addicts:  John S. GSR, Attendance is good with 12-18 Addicts.  Carrying a strong NA message.  7th is covering
expenses.  In need of home group members and trusted servants.  Area donation of $14.80     

Never Alone Never Again:  Stephanni C. GSR, Closed Saturday Meetings keeping the Sunday and Wednesday going
strong and carrying the Message. Needs home group members.

New Horizons:  Not in attendance

On Higher Ground:  Not in attendance     

Primary Purpose:  Ernie S. GSR, Shell H. GSRA, Setting up for a group inventory.  Area donation of $80

NA Nooner:   Plans to start calling on people when the meeting becomes silent toward the end.  Will send a report to
ASC, as the group is in need of a GSR and a GSRA.

When At The End Of The Road:  Meeting location has moved to behind the Vineyard Church. Average of 12- 15
Addicts are in attendance.  Is in need of a GSR, GSRA, and Secretary.  Area donation of $10  

XX Genes:  Karen C GSR, Meetings are going strong.  Area donation of $10

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to

Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Chris B.  No Report

Vice Chair:  Karen C.  No Report Question made about statements made at May ASC was conflicting, and was
clarified through the minutes and by ASC chair.  

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shawn H. RCM I, Newt L. RCM II, Last Regional meeting $100 donated.  Last Regional Assembly,
$1434 was donated to WSO, leaving a general reserve of $5000.  

Region asked that all GSR�s and Alternates attend the next Regional Assembly.  Asked that when electing GSR�s, ask
them if they will be able to attend the two bi-annual Regional Assemblies

NAWS is strongly suggesting that CRCNA become incorporated, due to the fact that currently, the CRCNA is solely
liable.  The reason being, is that lawsuits are rising across the nation, members are at risk in lawsuits, insurance
currently cannot completely cover members in case of lose or damage, and finally, NA as a whole is moving this
direction.  Recovery will still be handled by the Region and its Area�s.  The Board of CRCNA Corporation will only
control the financials.  The board will report to the Region.  There will be 9 Board of Trustees every year.  5 will be
chosen by the CRCNA subcommittee, and 4 will be voted for at Region.  They will have a new service-term structure
to ensure that there is no new �fresh blood� every year, but instead have people in these positions with experience. And
able to teach new trusted servants how to perform the tasks needed.  Regions and Areas are not under the umbrella of
the new corporation being formed.  We cannot use it as a resource.

The next Assembly will be voting on whether or not to form a new PR umbrella.  This will only be a Regional change.
The proposal is available on the Regional website.  This will help the Region cover all forms of public interaction and
bridge the communication gap.  If we would like to have another presentation with the changes to the proposal, we
need to discuss it.  We need to have an ASC vote before the next Regional Assembly, so that the RCM can carry our
vote.



Regional Elections:

• Treasurer:  Don T. (second term)

• Secretary:  Teresa K. (second term)

• PI Chair:  Tawny C. (second term)

• H&I Chair:  Terry C. (second term)

Regional Motions:

• Changing Regional Assembly dates to April and September, instead of April and July- passed

• Change bylaws to make web servant an elected position instead of appointed- passed

• To form a CRCNA Corporation- passed

Next CRSCNA Committee Meeting to be held July 19, 2009 from 10 AM to 3PM at the Denver Inner City Parish
Building:  1212 Mariposa St.

Secretary :  Stephanni C.  The contract for the Pulliam Building will be filled out and sent in which will keep us here
indefinitely.  This contract will be renewed every October, annually.  The NA meeting at Harmony needs to be
discussed in new business.

Treasurer:   Red B.  Things need to be cleared up about the 2608 Club, as to help rebuild the reputation of a NA
meeting�s home group.

Beginning balance on May 3rd of $2091.58, with the following disbursements of :

• $5 to H&I for rent

• $78.42 to Activities Subcommittee for flyers.

• $92.17 to PI chair

• $93.35 to literature for donation to the Hope Dealers

• $30.00 for printing of the Area newsletter

• $37.35 for H&I literature
Total disbursements for that day were $336.29

Area Donations were $351.73
Donated $10 to web service
Paid phone bill in the amount of $81.80
Paid $60.00 to PO box rental for one year
This leaves an account balance of $1940.22 minus our prudent balance of $600.00 for a general fund of $1340.22

The Vice Chair has made a point at each ASC meeting since she was voted into the position that she has not been
added to the list of individual that can sign for checks.  After the last ASC meeting, and attempt was made to set a time
and date when we could take care of it, but she was unwilling to do what it takes to complete this process.

Activities Subcommittee:  Kurt B.  In attendance were 6 Addicts

The summer events were discussed.  A calendar was brought to set the events into motion.  Volleyball will June 6th, and
again on July 11th starting at 1 PM with the location changing to Horsetooth Park located at the west end of Horsetooth.
Football was scheduled to June 14th and July 19th starting at 10 AM.  Bike Tours are set for June 28th and July 26th.  All
events are weather permitting.

Charlie volunteered to do a flyer.  It was mentioned that we include other Summer events such as the Poker Run and
Camp out.

 CRCNA Barn Dance and Pig Roast on May 30th.  A flyer was approved to be available for the Wyoming Convention
on May 15-17th.  The cost of the flyer will be absorbed by OTW to help promote the CRCNA fundraiser.  Voted and
approved.



The Rafting trip was cancelled due to the economy and our infancy of the Activities Subcommittee.

Kas has a commitment from Bill who owns the barn for the dance.  Discussed all the additional needs including help on
the 15th and money for various miscellaneous things such as water balloons and needs for the kitchen and items for the
toilet.

Old Business:  Dave brought checks for the Barn Dance, Bill to clean out the toilet $40, miscellaneous items $100.  The
DJ $100 for energy drinks.  Dave took care of the pig and food for the event.  Our committee would be in charge of
entertainment, Sponsor Splash, hay rides, bon fire, and drinks.  We were also going to help with clean up and traffic
control.  All money would be turned over to the CRCNA F&E subcommittee.

Additional notes:  Soda, water, and candy that was left over from previous events was accounted for and brought to the
dance.  The total for these items was $60.09.  The difference was given and refunded from Dave from F&E, and will be
returned to OTW. 
    
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.(fill in until replacement), Was brought up that Karen would take over and
subcommittee. Dale would help.  Karen stated that she would not take this over without a Treasury Report from the
since Mike is no longer the Chair

• Inventory Value  $1610.62

• May Sales  $505.45

• June Purchase  $505.34

• Ending Balance  $81.21

Hospitals and Institutions:  Literature money is needed from allotted budget.  Is in need of Women to help fill
positions for women�s facilities.

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree,  Sold Merchandise at the Barn Dance totaling $124, giving $893.67 in the
bank, with $523 worth merchandise inventory.  This subcommittee is still in need of support, and in need of a
Secretary.  

Public Information Subcommittee:  Chris R.,  Subcommittee met on May 23rd at Moxie Java in FC.  The new
webmaster was present.  The OTW website has been updated to include all changes to meeting locations in our Area.
The site has also been given a facelift to make it more appealing to the eye, and easier to navigate.  Also, various typos
and misspellings have been corrected, and a code glitch that made certain characters appear larger or in bold print on
the Explorer browser has been fixed.  Voted to add a new page to the website that lists current service opportunities in
the Area, and the webmaster is currently working to write descriptions of each position.  Web Servant will be changing
the Addicts United name, and JFT Group to be set as a closed meeting.  

Phone line is going real strong.  Taken 300 calls this past month.  Next Phone Line training meeting will be held June
14 at the 2608 Club beginning at 10 AM.  Clarification was made for a new web service for Area with all available
Trusted Servants needed in the Area.  
 
CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M.,  The last CRCNA XXIII planning committee met on Saturday, May 9th, in Castle Rock
beginning at 10:10.  CRCNA is 5 months away!

This year�s slogan will be �Together We Are Free�

Early registration is up and running.  However, early registration price of $15 will be gone June 25th for the early bird
price.  You may send your registration with a money order, check, or credit card by snail mail.  For your convenience,
you may register with a credit card online at the CRCNA XXIII link at the Region website.  Don�t forget to register for



the Saturday dinner costing $30, and Sunday breakfast costing $20.  Each is per person.  Also, if you want a mug or t-
shirt, don�t forget to register for that either.  Due to liability, there will be no babysitting available.

Hotel Registration:  Reservations are being accepted for $95 per night.  Each room holds up to 4 people, and CRCNA
has reserved 175 of these rooms at that price.  If you are a smoker, reserve a room with an outdoor balcony, as all the
rooms are smoke free.

Pre-convention shirts will be sold at all fundraising events throughout the region for $10 available in all sizes.

Programs:  The overall program for the convention is coming together quite well.  The workshops have been named,
and are in the process of being placed on the schedule, as well as looking for speakers to fill these workshops.
Marathon meetings have been given titles and are being given time slots.  We will be needing Addicts to chair these
meetings.  Later this summer, you will be able to sign up online to chair one of these meetings if you are interested.
The Saturday night speaker will be Jimmy T. from Newark, NJ, and the Sunday speaker will be Chuck H. from FL.
The program committee is still working on finding a speaker from the region to speak Friday night.

The Sponsor/Sponsee Breakfast was very successful.  Bringing in funds as follows:

• Registration  $3600 (72 people registered, 38 dinners, and 30 breakfasts)

• F&E  $2004.55

• Mechandise  $228
Thanks to all who attended!
 Question was made about Hospitality Room available.  List will be made at the next CRCNA meeting.

 Newsletter Chair:  Newsletter is coming good.  Subcommittee needs support.  First WED of every month at Mugg�s
at 3 PM.  Newsletter�s are being given to those in Jails and halfway houses with great reviews.

 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Wanting to bring the Newsletter budget up to $50.  Was stated that with our the way that it is, that $50 was too much..
Was stated that the newsletter was a great way to carry the message to Jails and Institutions, and was working.  10-6
vote for the Motion.  Motion Passes.  Was requested that the treasurer state if our budget could handle this cost.  Was
stated that we could.  And instead of donating as much for Region, that we put some of that money into the newsletter
budget.
 
 

Elections for Open Office

Area Chair:  Chris B was nominated for a second term.  Accepted and requalified.  Loves serving NA.  Chris will hold
the seat with a majority vote.  Thank you Chris!

Area Vice Chair:  Karen was nominated, and declined.  Mike was nominated, and declined.  Ernie was nominated, and
declined.  Chair will remain open.  Was asked if she will continue her chair until filled.  She declined.

Literature Subcommittee Chair:  Chris G. was nominated, but did decline at this time.  Dale was nominated.  Dale
qualified himself, and made statements about space available in his apartment and his own financial issues.  Was stated



that his financial situation might dq him from being able to take the position.  Was stated that ASC will find out if this
will DQ him, so he will wait at this time to find out what will happen with his own financial situation.  With the
discussion, Dale declined.  John S. was nominated.  John declined presently.  Position stays open.

 

 
New Business

 Was stated that we have the RCM take back to the Region that we clarify our location and meeting schedule with the
Regional website.  Was stated that we are not sure why there is confusion on this site.  Was stated that Region is proud
of our Area because of how �on top of it� we are.

Was discussed that we should discuss if we need to have the new Regional PR Chair come and talk to our Area to make
a decision as to whether that this Area vote for or against having this Chair position.  Was stated that we have taken this
to groups, and need to take it back again, and make a final decision.  Was stated that we could also have this come to
speak at Group level.  Was stated that we should get together with ASC PI and Activities subcommittees get together
for a learning day to understand all of this.  Was stated that we already did vote on this, but the PR need to make their
subcommittees mission more clear, but to still have them come and speak to us.  Clarification was asked on what the
ASC needed to do right now, which is taking it back to the groups and ASC.  Was stated we already voted, so why are
we voting again.  Was stated that since the first proposal failed at Region, that the revisions may change the Area�s
vote.

Harmony meeting was discussed.  Was stated that an �A� was chairing the meeting, with no clear message of NA being
spoke, other than the NA meeting readings.  Was stated that since the  meeting group was not represented at Area, why
are they on our meeting schedule.  Was wondering how this meeting was put on the schedule in first place.  Was  it was
voted on at the PI subcommittee.  Was stated that since we were not contacted by the meeting reps, that they should be
taken off the schedule.  Was motioned to take this meeting off the schedule.  Motion withdrawn.  Was stated that that a
discussion was made from other addict trying to get this meeting off the ground.  Was also stated that why don�t we
stop bashing this meeting, and start helping this meeting understand the message.  We need to make sure that this
meeting is giving a clear NA message.  Was stated that the facility wanted their own format, and not NA�s format. Was
stated that we need to go up and try and support this message..  Was stated that PI needed to have a discussion about
this meeting.  Stated, is there a plan of action.  Was stated in a PR forum on clarification of a treatment center using the
NA name.  Was stated if others wanted to go visit this meeting, and there are.  Was stated that H&I pulled away from
Harmony for these reasons.

Upcoming Events

CRCNA XXII October 23rd-25th.  See Area web and flyers at your home

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   ASC Vice Chair, Merchandise Subcommittee Chair

Open Discussion

Was discussed about the halfway house rep coming to meeting.  Was stated that PR umbrella would be a good thing to
have, due to questions of this, as well as the meeting at Harmony.  Was stated that internal controversies are prevalent,
but we are getting through it, and this brings growth.  Was discussed about Hugs Not Drugs meeting location and the
controversies around it, are swaying people not to attend.  Was stated that there is another group in a similar location,
and some decide to not go due to this.  Was stated that maybe need to have a group inventory.  Was stated that we stop
bringing this up!  Was stated that with the last activity, the home group was not informed of the money problems.  Was
stated that it was one member.  Was stated, �Let�s drop it!�  Was stated that those that go to these meetings, go to the
ones they can make it to.  Some just can�t get this actual meeting.
 

Disbursements

• Newsletter Printing  $35



• Newsletter Misc.  $9.60

• PI Subcommittee for printing costs  $27.71

• Literature for H&I Lit.  $47.95
  

Motion to close  

Next ASC Meeting : August 2nd, 2009 at the Pullium Building in Loveland.  545 Cleveland Ave. 

Your new Secretary thanks you for your patience!



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes August 2, 2009 

Open:  9:00 with a moment of silence, prayer, and the reading of the 12 Concepts of NA.

Roll Call: Stephanni C., Shawn H., Jim M., Ernie S., Bailey H., Trino F., Cathy S., Dawn H., Desiree V., Kurt B., John
S., Charlie, Levi B., Amy J., Dave C., Dale L., Michael B., Sjon C., Joe K.,  Mike L., Adam C., Chris G., Red B., Stacy
A., Chris B., Luke H., Karen C. 

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month�s Minutes:  Minutes approved by motion and 2nd.

Group Reports:

4th Street Recovery:  Levi B. GSR, Attendance is good with an average of 30 Addicts.  Group is in need of women
with Clean Time to sponsor.  Area donation of $15.   

Addicts Helping Addicts:    Chris G. GSR, Asking PI to do presentations.  Meetings are doing well, and the group will
be celebrating one year. Yay!  Area donation of $1.81. 

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Meetings, attendance, and 7th are good.  Group is in need of a GSRA and a
Sunday Opener. Area donation of $100.

Addicts United:  Dale L. GSR, Attendance is strong.  7th tradition is barely covering rent.  Dale is now GSR,
Treasurer, and next month may also be Secretary.  Needs help in filling these chairs.  Could use some more support
from Ft. Collins, and asks that the meeting be announced at other meetings in Ft. Collins.  Area donation of $20. 

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA,  All is good with CSF.  Poker Run was a success with big
attendance and 14 registered riders.  Thanks to all who attended.  Group is in need of a Tuesday and Saturday chair.
Area donation of $150. 

Drug Busters:  No report turned in.

Esperanza de a Vida �Hope for Life�:  Not in attendance 

Freedom Springs:  Joe K. GSR, Desiree V. GSRA,  Meetings are going well.  Tom, a fellow Addict and member of
Narcotics Anonymous killed himself, being a huge loss.  Joe reminded us as to why we gather, stating that �This
disease kills�, and we need to be there for the Addict who still suffers.  Joe asked for a moment of silence in
remembrance of Tom, and the still suffering Addict.

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Kurtis R. GSR, Group is doing well, however with a small group of home group
members.  15-45 Addicts are in attendance, varying each meeting, with a lot of new comer�s.  Birthdays are celebrated
at every meeting, so please come and celebrate you clean times with us.

Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacy A. GSR, Attendance is good.  7th is taking care of rent and literature.

Hope Dealers:  Ellen K. GSR, Luke H. representing, Meeting is going well.  Announced  the group is having a water
balloon fight and BBQ August 29th.  See flyer.



Just For Today:  Sjon C. GSR, Mike B. GSRA, Meetings are going well with an average of 13-15 Addicts.  All group
positions are currently filled.  Area donation of $40.

Make Your Own Monday:  Dave �Coolerman� C. GSR, Meeting has an average attendance of 9 Addicts.  Announced
that the group�s last meeting will be August 24th from 5:30-8 PM.  Will be having a Male Your Own Meeting Finale
and BBQ, followed be y regular meeting at 7 PM.  Area donation of $23.78.

Mass Addicts:  John S. GSR, Attendance is good, and needs are being met with 7th tradition.  Area donation of $9.

NA Nooner:  Bailey H. GSR,  Attendance is good with an average of 19 Addicts.  Open group positions are GSRA.
Alissa W. is the Tuesday opener and Secretary, and Ernie S. is the Wednesday opener.  Area donation of $20.  

Never Alone Never Again:   Stephanni C. GSR, Needs home group members and Trusted Servants.

New Horizons:  Not in attendance

On Higher Ground:  No report turned in

Primary Purpose:  Ernie S. GSR, Shell H. GSRA, Attendance is good.  Everything is good!  Group is in need of a
Secretary and GSR.  Area donation  of $90.

When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J. GSR, Group is doing well.  No report turned in.

XX Genes:  Karen C. GSR, Meeting is strong with 5-20 women in attendance.  Celebrating Birthdays for new clean
time.  Group is planning on hosting a Hospitality Room slot at CRCNA.

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to

Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Chris B.  No Report

Vice Chair:  Position Open 

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shawn H.  Regional donations to WSO were $250. 
         General Info

 The region asked that RCM�s tell Area GSR�s and GSRA�s show up to Regional Assemblies.  There is a lot of
information and workshops for GSR�s.  GSR�s are also needed to vote on regional motions.  New Regional guidelines
are available on the Regional website.  Spoke with Don about the Regional site and meeting list.  Don last updated the
site June 17th.  It has probably been updated again by Area.  Shawn checked and it also has links to our Area.  If there
are any further issues or specific meetings that are wrong, please let Shawn know.

PI chair would like all Area PI members know that there is a Regional PI meeting once a month, and listed on the
Regions website.  They meet to discuss and help with issues that Area�s might have.  Shawn has a PI report and
meeting times if anyone is interested.

It was brought up that no bids have been received by Area�s for CRCNA XXIV.  The guidelines state that it would go
to the next Area in alphabetical order, meaning it would be in Grand Junction.  Grand Junction stated that they are not
capable of doing it at this time.  That being said, it could end up in BFE or somewhere else unknown.  Bids are still
allowed at the next assembly.  If we want to make a bid, we can, but we will have to move fast.  If not, we can just wait
and see where it ends up.

RD report notices
          

           



RCM report continued�
       Budget Proposals

During the September Assembly, we will be voting on a three tier budget for the Region, and GSR�s are strongly
needed for this; money from CRCNA, half of last year�s income, and half or more of last year�s income.  There will be
a full budget proposal at September�s Assembly.  Part of the budget will be based on PR being voted in, and CRCNA
becoming incorporated.  Nothing is final yet.  The budget will be discussed in detail and then sent back to the Area and
groups for discussion.  Then in November there will be a vote at Region either for or against.  Part of the budget as well
is dealing with funds for subcommittees and allowing those to be set aside without affecting the Region�s overall
budget.  Currently we keep all money in one source and then anything over 5,000 is sent to the WSO.  The problem is
when subcommittees need funds for an activity or expense, they are given a check months in advance to hold, or hope
there is money for it when it comes due.  Region is trying to find a way to disburse funds without affecting the overall
amount of money in the budget.  And Finally, the Assembly will come into play to see if the Region wants a budget, or
stick to the current system.
          
             Proposals

1. Disbursement to Don T. for 150.00 incurred for virtual meeting for an adhoc group.  Passes
2. Proposed that CRSC purchase an annual subscription to an online meeting software at $600.  Payment would be

made with a onetime purchase with a bank card.  The site is called �gotomymeeting.com�.  It will allow 15 people
to including the narrator.  The purpose is to allow subcommittees to communicate easier with outlying Areas
without them being obligated to drive across the state.  It is not meant to replace face to face subcommittee
meetings.  It comes unlimited meetings but is capped by the number of people that can attend.  It could also allow
Western Areas to meet with the Region if mountain passes are closed during the winter months.  It can be used with
a dial-up connection if needed, and only requires speakers and a mic.  A cheap headset may be purchased, which
work best with some form of high-speed connection.  Passes

3. Proposed that the CRCNA timeline be approved.  Passes
4. Proposed that the list of RCNA workshops be approved.  Passes
5. Proposed that the list of CRCNA marathon meeting topics be approved. Passes
6. Proposed to approve the CRCNA budget.  This was a long and painful process.  A few things had to be moved

around to properly account for funds going out to cover the newcomer�s free entrance.  Many attending Region had
a problem with Addendum D in the CRCNA guidelines.  This may be up for vote at the Assembly to be removed.
Passes

7. Proposed to change in either the CRCNA CRSC guidelines so everyone is on the same page as to whether the
CRCNA Secretary needs to attend Regional meetings.  Currently the CRSC says they need to, and the CRCNA says
they don�t.  A new proposal will be made at the Assembly whether or not to change the CRSC guidelines to not
require the secretary to attend.

8. CRCNA requested a budget to purchase a new laptop.  They have a lot of software that is used and moving data
year after year is becoming problematic.  So they would like a CRCNA laptop to hold all software and data.  They
request that Region create the budget for it so they don�t purchase it without an ok.  $750 made and passed.

9. Proposed that money budgeted money for subcommittees be shown as encumbered so that it does not show as
active funds.  All moneys not spent within the year will be taken back and donated to the WSO.  Passes

              The next CRSC Assembly is Saturday, September 19th from 10AM-4PM in Sterling at the Gary Desoto
Building 1120 Pawnee Ave.

Secretary:  Stephanni C.  Just stated that with it being summer with the kiddo always around and doing summer stuff,
that it has been difficult to get to the ASC minutes in a timely fashion.  This should all change when the school year
begins. 

Treasurer:  Red B.  The beginning balance on June 7th was $1940.22.  We had the following disbursements that day
of:

• $47.95 for H&I literature

• $27.71 for PI

• $9.60 to Newsletter chair



• $35.00 for newsletter printing
Total disbursements that day were $120.26
We bought checks for the checking account in the amount of $25.40
There was an accounting error not in our favor of $30.48
The two phone bills for the phone line were paid in the amount of $163.86
Donated $20 for internet service
Clean Serene Freaks was given $150.00 for the Poker Run.
Group donations on June 7th were $346.14.
Received a return from the Activities chair in the amount of $39.76
That leaves an account balance of $1816.12 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a general fund balance of
$12.16.12

Activities Subcommittee:  Kurt B.  11 Addicts were in attendance.  Summer events were discussed.  All events had
little or no attendance.  It was suggested that nay new events be cancelled due to attendance.  A motion, 2nd, and
discussion were had.  Motion Passed

The subcommittee was involved in the Unity Days festivities in Greeley.  It was suggested that the event be an Area
event.  Reason being, that there have been no funds for this in past years.  The subcommittee discussed ideas of when
and where and cost of the event.  It was decided to have the event on August 22nd at 4:30 at Pheasant Park in Greeley.
Kurt will call all subcommittees to make sure everyone is aware of the event.  A flyer was voted on costing $43.21.
Tickets were purchased for $33.61 to be sold in advance.  Stickers were made and purchased to change the location of
the event to Bittersweet Park for $21.13, so as to not completely reprint all the flyers.  May costs were discussed and
decided that food would be paid for by the Area.  It was up to all the subcommittees to sell tickets and raise funds.
Mike stated that he would be in charge of purchasing food, permits, a volleyball, and tables.  Activities would be in
charge of grill, volleyball net, flyer, and ticket sales, DJ, $50 for permit, speaker(male)

Nothing was prepared for a campout in August, and was decided that there was too much going on in August, so the
campout would move to September.   
    
Literature Sub-Committee:   Mike M.  

• June Sales were $703.55

• Purchased from NAWS was $592.77

• Current inventory value is $1545.41

• Excess was given to the general fund of $95

• Reserve balance was $96.99

Hospitals and Institutions:   Dawn H.  The last subcommittee met June 27th.  Joe K. stepped down from Vice Chair,
and Jeff S. stepped down from Secretary Chair.  The subcommittee is still going into the same facilities, and has begun
picking up more women to go into LCDC.  Jeff P. is still going into LCDC men�s facility and Larry J. will be moving
soon leaving us short one man.  The two meetings in Greeley are still going strong, and we have not had any interaction
with any of the facilities we were looking into.  IRT in Ft. Collins lost funding for the program, and we have not spoken
with Samantha who was going to contact the Weld County Sherriff�s department and find out more information there.
There was no meeting last month, maybe because of summer or something, and no one showed up� including me
(Dawn).  I (Dawn) forgot all about it and ended up working all day.  The next meeting will be held August 22 at 2:00 at
the Unity Club in Loveland.

I (Dawn) Attended the last Regional H&I subcommittee meeting June 27th, right before attending our Area H&I
subcommittee meeting.  Discussed was how we go about sending in booklets put together by us containing a set of
readings of various NA literature to the DOC�s across the state.  Also, as Regional H&I Secretary, I (Dawn) sent out a
copy of each Area�s guidelines to each H&I chair.  All guidelines are being reviewed , and are in the process of putting
together a set for the Regional H&I.  C



H&I continued�
CRCNA will not be funding the newcomer�s t-shirts or books.  We are asking that if any ASC or other NA members
have any old NA t-shirts you would like to donate, they will be handed to the newcomer coming in through H&I at
CRCNA this year.  Each Area H&I chair will be collecting any and all donated t-shirts from their Area. 

 I (Dawn) have also brought a couple of volunteer forms signed and ready to send in.  Please help us go into the DOC�s
where needed.  We could go to Brush (women), or Sterling (men).

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V.  

• $200 worth of merchandise was sold at the Poker Run

• $270.42 in new merchandise was purchased; some new tank tops and some new jewelry  

• $65.00 worth of merchandise was donated to the Poker Run  

• Merchandise inventory is worth $647

• $643.25 General Reserve

The next Merchandise meeting is August 15th at 3PM at the Unity Club

Public Information Subcommittee:  Chris R., (Charlie filling in)  Talked with the Coloradoan about a PSA, as well as
Transfort.  Working on phone line and making a list of 12 step volunteers able to make call-backs and get new comer�s
and first-timers to a meeting.
  
CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M. CRCNA XXIII is fast approaching.  If you are not registered, you should do so as soon as
possible.  This can be done online or by mail-in.  The cost is $25.00 until September 21st.  After September 21st, the
price goes up to $35.00.  As of July 12th, over 300 Addicts were registered.  Don�t forget to register for the Saturday
night banquet for $30, and the Sunday morning breakfast for $20.00.

Hotel rooms are going fast.  Over half of the blocked rooms are reserved.  You may reserve your room online using the
CRCNA website, or call 800-981-4012.  Rooms are $95.00 per night for two beds.  The hotel has asked that no more
than 4 people per room.  There is a quiet floor at the hotel for those that want a more relaxing experience.  There are no
children allowed on this floor, and no room service after 10 PM.  You may request this floor at the time you make your
reservation.  

CRCNA XXIII will begin Friday, October 23rd at noon.  Registration, marathon meetings, workshops, and the
�Unplugged Café� will begin at noon.  The �Unplugged Café� is a room for addicts to showcase their talents.  If you
want to sing, play an instrument, dance, recite poetry, do stand-up comedy, or something else, be sure to sign up for a
time slot.  The café will run from noon to 4 PM on the 23rd.

Marathon Meetings are looking for Addicts to chair a meeting.  This is a one hour commitment.  If you would like to be
of service at CRCNA, you may go to the Colorado Region website, and click on the CRCNA link.  At the CRCNA link
you will find the Marathon Meetings link with the names of each meeting.  Choose a topic that you find interesting and
sign up to chair it!  These meetings will begin Friday at noon, and end on Sunday at 8 AM.

The Hospitality room is looking for home groups to host the room.  This is a two hour commitment.  Your home group
will provide food and beverages at this time.  You will be asked to maintain and clean this room during the two hour
block.  If your home group would like to host the room, sign up on the CRCNA website, and click the Hospitality room
link to sign your group up.  This room will run from Friday at 4 PM, to Sunday at 10 AM.

F&E is looking for items to be placed in the silent auction.  If you would like to donate items, contact Dave W. at 970-
988-1921.



Registration committee is looking for volunteers to help fill in for two hour intervals to help the registration table.  If
you are interested, email Maggie D. at maggieac91@aim.com.  Put �CRCNA Registration� in the subject line.

The next CRCNA fundraiser will be August 8th in Manitou Springs.  The Pike�s Peak Area will be hosting a Spaghetti
Dinner and dance.  Sinner will start at 5:30 PM followed by a speaker meeting at 7 PM, and a dance to follow.  The
Speaker will be Tawny C. form the Boulder Area.  Cost for the dinner and dance is $10.00.  Cost for just the dance is
$4.  There is a flyer at the Regional and OTW website.

Highlights of this year�s convention are marathon meetings, �Unplugged Café�, fellowship workshops, merchandise,
speaker meetings, 24 hour meditation room, 24 hour game room, 2 dances, Saturday night comedian, and good ole
recovery!  DO NOT miss this opportunity to give yourself this gift.  Your Spirit will thank you.

See you all in Colorado Springs October 23rd-25th, 2009.  Where at CRCNA XXIII, �Together, We are Free!�

 Newsletter Chair:  Charlie A.  Subcommittee meets the first Wednesday of the month at 3PM at Mugg�s in Ft.
Collins.  OTW newsletter includes recovery from around the world and locally, including Loveland, Estes Park,
Greeley, Berthoud, and Ft. Collins.  Would like some subcommittee attendance, being as he is the only one showing
up.  Would like People to contact him through email.  Needs a Research staff.

Guidelines Revision Adhoc:  Was stated that the Adhoc has not been together due to a busy summer, and people being
busy with their personal lives, but will have a final revision ready for approval and print at the September ASC.  Was
sated as to why these revisions were taking so long.  Was clarified that the adhoc was not going to rush this process,
and it would take some time.

 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

New meeting in Estes Park was discussed.  John said that he attended and that he saw no violation of traditions, and
that the message of NA is being held up, and that the patients love to see that outsiders show up.  Jim M., also stated
that he went up to this meeting.  Dawn Clarified that sometimes people just need to fill in, and not always an NA
member, but was promised by the people that started this meeting that there would always be one.  Jim stated that is it
Area business to monitor this group, or is it up to the group to decide. Stephanni that non NA approved literature was
quoted at one of these meetings.  All agreed, that this is the group�s decision.

Elections for Open Office

ASC Vice Chair:  Karen was nominated and declined.  Luke was nominated and declined.  Trino was nominated and
declined.  Ernie was nominated and declined.  Mike M was nominated and declined.  Dave was nominated and
declined.  Big Dave was nominated and qualified.  Karen asked if that since he has not been to Area before, that maybe
he should come to a few more  ASC�s before taking the position.  Dawn restated this.  Chris asked if he was willing to
study the concepts and traditions.  Dave also declined.  Sjon was nominated.  His concern was that the vice chair filled
in positions that needed help filling in until positions was filled.  He asked that what if he could not commit some of
these positions.  He stated that he would talk to his sponsor and pray and meditate on it and report back to the next ASC

Literature Chair:  Dale was asked if he had found out what had happened with his situation.  Red stated that the bank
would need to his situation in hand.  John stated that does it need to be a certain person�s name on the debit card, so
that anyone that qualifies could hold the chair.  Karen stated whoever does this, will be trusted with leaving with lots of
money on hand until they get to the bank.  The qualifications were read.  Mike L. nominated Chris G. for this position.
Chris accepted the nomination and qualified himself.  Sjon asked if he would still be GSR for his group.  Shawn asked
if he was ok with financials and able to store everything.  He said yes.  Sjon asked if that since Chris would be busy
with Lit orders, would he be able to be able to do both?  That was also Chris�s concern too, but said that his GSRA
would be able to come in and vote for his group. Trino stated that it is difficult to be involved in the meeting.  Chris



stated that he will have help from sponsees and other addicts.  Vote was taken, and Chris is the new Literature Chair.
Thank You Chris!

New Business

 Motion to have the Area donate Basic Texts to Mountain Crest.  Stated that at his meeting, has people come and visit
from hospital�.  Karen stated that it is a great idea and opportunity.  Shawn stated that this should fall under and HI
budget, or that the money come out of the facilities own pocket from the order sheet.  Amy stated that facilities will not
because it is a �non-theraputic� form of literature, and facilities will not pay for the books.  Dawn clarified that that this
might be more of a PI issue, and have them go in and do a presentation for MC.  Was taken to a vote.  Vote was fairly
even.  Opposition spoke, and that should be taken to subcommittee level.  Shawn stated that it should move through the
proper channels. For the motion, Chris stated that these facilities would need this literature because there are Addicts
that are in need of this literature.  Red stated that his first text came from MC, and was then passed on to another addict
who is still in the program, and passed on yet again.  Vote was taken and failed.

Motion on a PI presentation for meetings that are in the Berthoud area.   Clarification was asked for.  Chris stated that
PI is doing a great job, yet they haven�t done presentation as of yet.   It would be a good way to get the message out so
that people in Berthoud have a better knowledge that this meeting exists.  Charlie, vice PI chair, stated that he spoke
with the chair during break, and that they are going to have presentations in Larimer county to parole boards and
treatment centers and have a NA presentation.  Motion Passes by majority.  More clarity was asked for, on how this
would happen at subcommittee level, and would it just get blown off.  Was asked if Chris was going to do this, Chris
stated that his group is asking that PI just do this.

Upcoming Events

Please visit the Are website for fliers and details of upcoming events at www.fortnet.org/na/mtgs.htm.

Open Area Opportunities for Service: 

Area Vice-chair  

Open Discussion

Karen stated that she has a problem with the Area spending money on printing costs from ASC activities, and deny
books to a treatment center.  Dale stated that we were just trying to go through the proper channels of ASC to donate
these books.  Red stated that from the Treasurer point of view, that the cost of printing was clarified and that it is within
budget.

Amy stated that Turning Point has 3 NA meetings a week, and that read is the �What is NA� reading, and is then
therapy and that there is no direction.  Stated that she is not able to facilitate due to her background. Karen stated that
we don�t have say over what happens with that meeting. Dawn stated that since the kids do have the ability to get to
meetings outside of the facility, that we do not have jurisdiction in this facility.  Dale stated that this seems more like a
PI issue, and should be on the presentation list.  Levi stated that Inner Balance has asked him to come in and speak and
take a meeting in..  Dave stated from NAWS PR handbook, that ASC has the right to step into any facility to make sure
that the NA name is not being misinterpreted by these facilities, and that if it is, that they need to change how they rep
the NA name, and that if they don�t, we pass it along to NAWS.  Was stated back that this is a PI issue, and needs to
have a presentation.

Was stated that Hope dealers discussed that there is an Area phone list made.  John stated that they be directed to the
Hot Line which already has a list and could be facilitate through that.  Was stated that is there already an ASC phone
list?  And that others would be interested in having one too.  Was stated that we have had one, and that for some reason
there isn�t one right now.   Trino stated that the last time that we have a phone list in every meeting in Greeley.  Was
stated that people travel there just to give get a phone list   Sjon stated that each group does have this phone list, and
that we could all bring all bring them in, but who would take care of this list, and revise it as needed.  Charlie stated
that there already is a phone list that people have volunteered for the phone line. Kathy stated that this happened last
week, and Charlie called her for a 12 step call, and started the �phone tree� in that direction.  Shawn stated that in his
meeting, they fill out a phone list on the back of a meeting list, men�s numbers for new men, and women�s number�s



for new women.  Chris G. asked if there wasn�t already an ASC phone list.  Stephanni Responded that she has one, and
will make copies for the ASC at the next meeting in September.  It was decided that will not be an entire Area phone
list because of the extreme difficulty in keeping up with it.

Kurt stated that appreciates the ASC, and that he doesn�t make decisions for purchasing fliers, but that the
subcommittee makes the decisions.  

Disbursements

Motion  made to help activities for going $147.45 over budget for Activities for unity day.  Was passed

• Michael B. for activities to purchase food for Unity Day for $200.00

• Michael B. for activities for $50.00

• $70.00 (for August and September) printing of the newsletter.

• $97.95 for activities to print fliers, stickers, and tickets for Unity Day.

Motion to close at 11:40

Next ASC Meeting:

September 6th at 9 AM

The Pulliam Building in Loveland

545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes September 6th, 2009  

 
Open:  9:05 open with a moment of silence followed by the serenity prayer and reading of the 12 concepts. 
 
Roll Call:  Desiree V, Dawn H, Jim M, Shawn H, Shell H, Trino F, Misty S, Levi B, Bob R, Dave C, Red B, Sjon C, 
Erik J, Corey M, Adam C, Mike L, Joe W, Rebecca K, Kenny O, Francisco R, Karen C, Bobby W, Luke, Chris B, 
Ernie S, John S, Kurt B, Amy J, Mike M, Charlie A, Chris R, Dale L, Levi R, Bob R   
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:   Stephanni motioned to fix the date from April to August.  Motion to accept 
with the change, second, and pass.  
 

Group Reports: 
4th Street Recovery:  Levi B. GSR, Bob R. GSRA,  Bob R. is the new GSRA.  Still in need of a treasurer.  Group has 
started a new meeting on Thursdays at noon.  Levi was asked by a local store that we put up an NA poster on their 
message board.  Area donation TBD.   
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Chris G. GSR, Rebecca K. GSRA, Attendance is low.  Monday night is in need of support.  
Wednesday attendance is 4-6 Addicts, and Monday Attendance is 3-4 Addicts.  Group is planning on having a one year 
birthday celebration on October 10th.  Flyers and planning will be done at the next Group Conscious. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Cathy S. GSR, Misty GSRA,  Meetings are going well, as well as the 7th.  Group in need of 
Sunday opener.  Area donation of $100.  
 
Addicts United:  Dale L. GSR,  Dale has been holding all service positions, and getting burned out.  Group is in dire 
need of trusted servants. 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA,  Attendance is really good, however 7th is fairly low.  639 
Addicts attended in July.  Group has a new treasurer, Joe W.  Area donation of $274.30 
 
Drug Busters:  Erik J. GSR,  All is well.  Wants it known that there is no child care available. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:  Francisco.  Has a new location, and the group is going well.  Asking for help 
with literature. 
 
Free at Last:  Bobby W. GSR, Mike N. GSRA, Asked to be a part of the ASC.  Was welcomed to the Area.  Meeting 
is going very strong, following all NA traditions and principles.  Group is a newcomer focused meeting, so there is a 
big demand for literature, IP’s and key tags.  The 7th tradition has been strong, and allowed the group to keep up on 
literature and rent, and is almost completely self-supporting.  The meeting time has changed from 6:30-7 PM to make it 
easier for people to attend.  Group would like more support from other Addicts that have some time in the rooms to 
share their ESH, as many of the newcomers are hearing the NA message for the first time.  Area donation of $88.73 
 
Freedom Springs: Joe K. GSR, Desiree V. GSRA,  Group and 7th are good.  Average attendance is 8-10 Addicts.  Joe 
W. is the new Sunday night chair.  Area donation of $25  
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  Meeting is going well 
 



Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacy GSR, Meeting attendance has been good with 20-25 Addicts.  7th is keeping up with literature 
and rent. 
 
Hope Dealers:  Luke GSR,  Attendance is good.  Group is in need of a treasurer.  Group would like volunteers to speak 
on speaker night.  Had a water balloon fight and picnic with Addicts from a local rehab attending.  Good times!  Could 
use more help with more knowledge of steps, traditions, and clarity of purpose for institutions. 
 
Just For Today:  Sjon C. GSR,  Meeting attendance is picking up for the book study meeting. 
 
Make Your Own Monday:  Dave “Coolerman” GSR,  Had its final meeting on August 24th with a picnic and meeting 
with 30 adults and 10 kiddos in attendance.  Great mix of people with old-timers, people from institutions, an Addict 
from across the country, and a newcomer in dire need of help.  Everyone rallied to help the newcomer.  It was a great 
way to finish the last meeting.  “It’s been great.  Thanks for your support…”  Area donation of $56.00 
 
Mass Addicts: John S. GSR, Average attendance is 21 Addicts.  7th  covering costs.  Lots of newcomers from treatment 
centers getting the message carried to them.  Area donation of 15 cents.  
 
Never Alone Never Again:   Stephanni C. GSR.  Stated it was unfortunate to say, but this meeting will have to close.  
There is very little attendance and very little support.  Lost one of the last standing home group members and trusted 
servants, and made a group decision that it was time to close the meeting.  We will be going over our inventory on the 
last day, and deciding what to do with it all.  Area donation of $9.98  
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
NA Nooner:   Baily GSR,  No meeting to be held on labor day, due the facility not being open.  Danny G. is the new 
Wednesday opener. Attendance is strong and 7th is covering costs.  Area donation of $28.25 
 
On Higher Ground:  No report 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Ernie S. fulfilled his term as GSR.  Attendance is good, and 7th is steady.  Group is 
in need of a secretary and GSRA. 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J. GSR, Charlie A. GSRA,  Steady attendance with 13-25 Addicts.  7th is 
steady.  New Thursday concept of “toss the book”.  Looking into a time slot for hospitality room.  Group needs a 
secretary.  Area donation of $25 
 
XX Genes:  Karen C. GSR,  Great meeting, and well attended.  New opener/ chair, Sarah!  Halfway house women are 
in attendance.  Are scheduled to host the hospitality room at CRCNA on Saturday morning. 

 
If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to 

Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Officer Reports 
Chair:  Chris B., No report 
 
Vice Chair: Seat is still open. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shawn H. RCM I.  Dawn stated that she attended some very good workshops and well informed.  
Sjon stated that he liked how well things ran by putting people into random groups with big easels to help with 
introductions to people throughout the Region. 
 
Secretary :   Stephanni C.  Stated that the phone list that was requested is in the works, and is being passed around to 
check and amend, and will be available for all ASC trusted servants at the October ASC meeting, and emailed to those 
that are on the list.  Stated that the minutes were finished before groups had their group conscience, yet they were not 



posted by the web servant for almost 5 days.  Was asked to send the GSR checklist to all ASC members as soon as they 
were done, as to avoid this problem in the future.  Was made clear that this will not go out on the blast, but through her 
own personal email.  Also stated that  
 
Treasurer:   Red B.  We had a beginning balance on August 2nd of $1816.12, with disbursements that day of: 

 $97.95 for activity fliers, stickers, etc. 
 $250 for Area Unity Day Event 
 $20 to Unity Club for H&I subcommittee rent 
 $70 for the printing of  Area newsletter for August and September. 

Total disbursements that day were $437.95 
 
Phone bill was paid for $82.29 
Donated $10 for internet service 
Group donations that day were $479.54 
We got back $95 from literature account for being over it’s reserve. 
This leaves a balance of $1860.42 minus the prudent reserve of $600, for a general balance of $1260.42 
 
Activities Subcommittee:   Kurt B.  In attendance were 6 Addicts.  Committee was involved in Unity days in August.  
Mike and Marcia were in charge of tables and purchasing food, s well as volleyball and other things that may come up.  
Mike received $50 for a park permit and $200 for food. Activities committee will be in charge of speaker, volleyball 
net, GJ, and Grill.  Newt volunteered to get the propane,  Levi will pick up grill from FC, and get it to the event.  Bob 
will be the speaker.  Kurt will call all subcommittee members and make sure they all attend.  After all planning was 
done, and the event went off, 90-100 Addicts attended.  66 tickets were sold in advance by trusted servants of the ASC.  
Promotion and permit for the event was $147.95.  Food cost was $282.33.  Total cost was $430.28.  Area provided 
$347.95.  Returned to the Area was $440, with a profit of $95.05.  Event good times cost, PRICELESS! 
 
Old business:  Wanted to put an event together for “Tour de Fat”, but was on the same day as ASC meeting. Camping 
was brought up, and there was nothing to report. 
 
New Business:  Upcoming Harvest Festival family day, as well as a movie night area fundraiser.  Would like to do 
something nice for Dave K, the DJ for his service at Area events. 
     
Literature Sub-Committee:   Chris G.  Didn’t have a written report at the time, but would email to Stephanni to put 
into the minutes.  Red stated that he got the statements about a week before a report was needed, and would get that to 
Chris beforehand.  Karen asked for clarity on what is happening with the balance, as to if everything transferred 
smoothly from old chair to new chair.  Mike, previous chair, stated that all moneys were deposited, and all is well.  
Also stated that bank statements are not always current, and are close to the right balance, but is not always readily 
available and current.  Current balance in the account is approximately $37.  Red clarified that the literature account 
does not go through the treasurer.  Karen stated that she just wanted to cross T’s and dot I’s, to make sure that with 
such a large inventory and account, and that they are current and up to date.  
 
Emailed report is as follows: 
 
Last month was the largest order ever.  This allowed for a decent averaged order. 

 August sales were $805.24 
 Ordered form WSO $900.17 
 Current inventory value is $1640.34 
 Reserve balance of  $37.09 

 
In addition, a suggested proposal for the Area guidelines for the Literature subcommittee to raise the inventory 
allotment from 2.5, to 3.0.  Subcommittee would also like to suggest another change to lower par level of unsalable 
and special inventory items so that it doesn’t affect the average literature amount.  Our current inventory is stocked 
with things that are not in high demand, and holds us back from having the items that are necessary to stock at all 
times.  This causes us to sell out of items all at once, and leaves groups short on their order of items they need.  



Committee believes that this is the most effective way to assist groups to carry the message to the addict that still 
suffers.  This proposal has been sent to the Guidelines Adhoc. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Dawn H.  Last H&I meeting was held on August 22nd in Greeley, during the Unity Day 
Celebration.  This attracted a few new Addicts, and only time will tell if they will continue to support H&I. 
 
H&I meetings are going well.  LCDC men and women have continued to happen, although a panel member did step 
down from the men’s meeting due to personal conflicts.  Another member will be moving soon, also from the men’s 
meeting, leaving us with minimum coverage.  Dawn encourages all who would qualify to step up and help carry the 
message of recovery through Narcotics Anonymous.  If there is anyone that is present that may qualify and is 
interested, to please see Dawn after the meeting.  The tow Greeley meetings are strong with committed support.  Thank 
you Greeley! 
 
Elections were held for Vice Chair and Secretary, and are pleased to say that Sjon C. has been elected as the new H&I 
Vice Chair.  The subcommittee is excited that Sjon has stepped up to the plate.  Thank You Sjon!  There was no one 
interested in being the Secretary at this time, so any that are interested to please show up to the next subcommittee 
meeting in Loveland on September 26th at 2:00 at the Unity Club. 
 
Dawn will find out more at the next regional H&I meeting when the meeting happens at the Regional Assembly in 
September.  We are looking for Addicts to go into DOC, and Dawn has applications with her if interested.  “If you are 
lacking in Gratitude, this is one sure way to be restored.”  
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V.  We sold a total of $118.00 of merchandise at Unity Day.  People really 
seemed to like the new tank tops, as they are almost all sold out!  Merchandise total in the bank is $761.25.  The next 
subcommittee meeting will be September 19th at 3PM at the unity Club. 
 
Shawn H. asked what the general reserve was, and if the money came back into the Area.  Desiree stated that she buys 
merchandise, and sells it, and then just keeps the cycle going.  Was stated that maybe a cap might be in order so that 
money would be in a smaller reserve.  Jim stated that if this was going to a guideline change, that it should be discussed 
in new business. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Chris R.  Subcommittee met August 30th at a coffee shop in FC.  The PI 
presentation is set for November 14th at 1PM at the Pulliam Building in Loveland.  Invitations are printed and available 
for the ASC to be given to any and all Weld and Larimer County officials in the social service sector including officers 
of the court and law enforcement, firefighters, politicians, hospital workers, therapists, business owners and 
management, community leaders and planners.  Please take a postcard for each invitee.  Use the left of the backside to 
write a personal note explaining that this is an informative presentation on what NA is, and how it works for the 
individual and the community; use the right hands side for the address and postage.  We will be assembling a panel and 
question takers, using our Basic Text and How it works and Why to answer questions about the program and 
fellowship.  Chris G. and others will be putting together a packet of information to attendees.  Chris R. will be 
requesting disbursements at the October and November ASC meetings , in hopes to spread out the PI budget over three 
months to cover costs of packets, postage, rent for the Pulliam building, and refreshments.  So far, $40 has been spent  
on a book of postcard stamps for the invitations. 
  
Karen stated that there was a data base that had all of the contacts and addresses for our Area, and that he may want to 
get with Tawnie on this.  Chris stated that Tawnie actually contacted Chris because our data base is the most current in 
the region.  Also stated that our posters were being placed in these locations, and are going to be invited to the 
presentation.  Asked that if we do send out a post card, that we keep track of who we send them to.  
 
CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M.  Last planning meeting was held August 8th at the Crown Plaza (CRCNA XXIII location) in 
Colorado Springs.  If you are not registered for CRCNA yet, you will want to do so as soon as possible.  Registration 
can still be done online or via snail mail.  The cost is only $25.  The price break will only last until September 21st.  
After the 21st, the price will go up to $35.  Don’t forget to sign up for Saturday night banquet, $30, and Sunday 
morning breakfast $20.  The Sunday morning spiritual speaker will be in the room with a spectacular view of the 



mountains.  So be sure to plan on staying for the breakfast and enjoy the speaker while having a panoramic view of the 
Southern Rock Mountains and Pikes Peak. 
 
Hotel rooms are going fast.  Over half of the blocked rooms have been reserved.  You may reserve online using the 
CRCNA website or call 800-981-4012.  Rooms are $95 per night for two beds.  The Hotel is asking that only 4 adults 
stay in each room.  There is a quiet floor for those that want a more relaxing experience, and no children will be 
allowed on this floor.  No room service will be available past 10 PM on this floor.  You must request this floor at the 
time you make the reservation. 
 
At the August meeting, we did a hotel walk-through.  The place is amazing!  There is so much room for us to spread 
out in.  The hospitality room is huge and overlooks an indoor swimming pool atrium, and away from meeting and hotel 
rooms, so not to disturb others.  There is a large restaurant.  There are two conversational meeting lobbies where you 
can sit with a cup of coffee and visit.  The meeting rooms are large and comfortable.  All in all, the hotel facility will 
meet our needs and then some. 
 
Be sure to visit the OTW website services page link.  Jeff S. has placed all the opportunities for service on our website.  
If you have any questions, feel free to contact Jim M at 303-522-2372.  Being of service to CRCNA can only help 
enrich your CRCNA experience.  There are still plenty of marathon meetings which need chair persons, was well as 
hospitality room slots.  This room is where many Addicts rely on getting their nourishment for the weekend.  Thank 
you Jeff, for putting this on the website! 
 
If you want to capture the CRCNA XXIII experience on film, there will be a photographer set up in a room where you 
can go have your pictures taken.  You can have a sponsor tree photo, single photo, or a group of friends.  He will only 
be there on Friday evening for a short time, and Saturday afternoon/evening.  You can get 5x7 prints for $12 with a 
discount for multiple prints. 
 
Game Room:  I the game room this year, there will be a few rules that need to be followed.  They will be posted on the 
door and the Addict hosting the room will be required to enforce the rules.  There is to be NO GAMBLING in the game 
room.  If you want to play poker, black jack, or other games, it is simply playing the game.  If there is any gambling 
taking place, the program chair will be notified, and will put a stop to the gambling.  Also, ALL CLOTHING IS TO 
REMAIN ON AND NO STRIP GAMES OF ANY KIND ARE TO TAKE PLACE IN THE GAME ROOM! 
 
With your registration this year, you will be allowed into all entertainment venues.  This will include the dance Friday 
night.  There will be another dance Saturday night, as well as a comedian. 
 
This year, H&I is holding a T-shirt drive.  Because of budget constraints and a regional decision, we will not be 
providing H&I participants with a t-shirt, therefore we are having a t-shirt drive.  If you have any old CRCNA t-shirts 
that are in good quality and have no use for them any longer, you may donate them to H&I subcommittee of CRCNA 
XXIII.  Please get those shirts Jim M. 303-522-2372, no later than October ASC so Jim can take them to the October 
CRCNA meeting. 
 
This is setting up to be an incredible weekend of food, fun, and fellowship, which you won’t want to miss out on.  Time 
is going fast, so get registered to assure your spot in our weekend celebration of recovery! 
 
Stephanni asked if the workshop schedule had been finalized yet, and the answer was not yet. 
 
 Newsletter Subcommittee:  Charlie A.  Decided to make the publication to a quarterly publication.  Also stated that 
the money given to this subcommittee for September will be used for October publication. 
 
Guidelines Adhoc:  Karen stated that copies were being sent around to add and fix things that need to be changed.  
More revisions were asked for during the last month, and Karen stated that sometimes revisions can take up to a year.   

  
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 



 
Old Business 

 
PI presentation to Turning point.  And it sounds good, though PI has taken care of this through its presentation in 
November. 
 

Elections for Open Office 
ASC Vice Chair:  Cory was nominated with a second.  Accepted.  Qualifications were read.  Mike M. was nominated, 
second, and declined.  Cory was asked to qualify.  Shell was asked if he had an NA sponsor how much clean time he 
had. Stated that he had a year and a week.   Karen clarified that the position needed to be at ASC for 6 months or more.  
Bobby asked why he wanted to do this position.  Stated that he likes to be of service to NA as a whole, not just for 
personal recovery.  Chris G. stated that we all go through tough times, and has been at ASC meetings in the past as 
GSR for a home group.  Was asked to clarify, “does the vice chair need to attend all subcommittee meetings.”  Was 
stated Vice chair fill in subcommittees as needed if the chair remains open.  Shell asked if he had worked the traditions 
with a sponsor.  Yes.  Bobby asked if Cory asked if he truly understood the difference between service based recovery 
and recovery based service.  Stated that he did, as far as doing things as hiding out in rooms.  Bobby asked what the 
basis of his recovery and service is.  Cory answered that he has been of service at group level as well as sponsoring.  
Dale asked if he had filled his commitment of service, and is why he wants to go to Area level.  He also stated that was 
a commitment made, which was more of a help to one commitment, rather than an actual commitment.  Karen asked if 
he had financial stability, as well as why he was jumping into Area service, rather than subcommittee level. Cory stated 
that he was to understanding that this was a learning position to learn how the ASC functioned. Chris reiterated this as a 
learning position.  Dawn asked if Cory had a checking account or if anything was hindering him from taking this 
position.  Shawn asked if he would come across any scheduling conflicts due to the position being “dumped on.”  Cory 
stated that this is not an issue.  Vote was taken, and there was a majority vote to have Cory as the new vice chair.  
Thank you Cory! 
 

New Business 
Esperanza de la Vida motioned with a second for Area help in purchasing some literature in Spanish.  Chris asked if he 
wanted key tags in Spanish.  Was asked to amend the motion to get the group key tags in Spanish. 
 
Red made clear that those voted into a position that are check signers, that it is up to that person to get with Red and get 
onto the account. 
 
Merchandise cap. Was discussed.  Des stated that she would like to get with her subcommittee and figure out how 
much she might need, and get back to the ASC next month with the information. 
 
Karen asked that we have more clarity on clean time requirements for each Area seat.  Also stated that that there should 
be more organization in the elections process so that there were not people being railroaded into a position.  Sjon stated 
that…  
 
Eric asked if that since this body is here to serve, and there are things being lost between group reports and ASC 
discussions.  Was stated that we don’t need to be reporting Group reports and wasting time and we are ramming 
through other parts of Area business.  Rebecca stated…  Chris read what is on the group report form, and stated that the 
report didn’t need to be read aloud, unless there are group concerns.  Sjon stated that it’s important to have these so that 
if a group is struggling or not going to be around anymore.  Bobby stated that if every group would have a report 
available for every group, the secretary staple them, and hand them out to each group.  Luke stated adopt Bobby’s 
concept to the guidelines.  Kurt stated that what John just did, was what the GSR is supposed to do.  Getting the info 
from ASC, and getting it back to the group level.  The body does talk about this, and the GSR’s are not.   
 
Luke made a motion with a second that oral group reports be eliminated and set on table for all chairs to pick up.  
Karen stated that she is opposed because it is one way that we have open communication with each other.  It does take 
time, but it’s part of the ASC.  Stated that if GSR doesn’t want to be here, it might be time to rotate.  Sjon stated that he 
is opposed for various reasons and isn’t going to go over them all.  Chris G. stated that he opposed as well.  Bobby 
stated the he only made a suggestion that worked in another area, and that this group is known for not changing 



anything because that’s the way it’s always been.  Eric stated that since each group is autonomous.  Vote taken, and the 
motion fails…  Minority opinion.  Bobby apologized to an addict for making a statement to him..  Also stated that this 
might just be a way to  shorten time at ASC to get to more important things.  Rebecca suggested that there was an 
amendment to the motion, and it was stated that there was no ability to amend due to vote already being made.  
 
Karen motioned that we donate $500 to Region.  Was a second.  Dawn asked to clarify that she thought that we already 
did this automatically.  Red stated that he donates when the ASC votes on the donation. Was asked if that was enough 
to donate  Was asked to amend the motion to $1000. Accepted.   Was asked if Region needed it.  Was stated that if 
region doesn’t need it, it goes to world.  Red stated that there was not a vote for donating books to our own Area, but 
we vote on the?  Vote passes.  Minority speaks.  Chris stated that Majority… 
 
Red asked if there was any follow up to the discussion of donating books to Mountain Crest.  Levi said that he tried to 
move forward with this, and heard nothing more from it.  Chris R. stated that this was the first time that he had heard of 
this… Donate books to MC by motion, second, and motion passes.   
  

Upcoming Events 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:    
 

Open Discussion 
  

 
Disbursements 

Somehow got missed handing to secretary.  Secretary will get at October ASC meeting and amend these minutes 
 

Motion to close at 11:50  
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
October 4th, 2009  9:00 AM 

Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes October 4th, 2009 

Open:  Chris B at 9:02 with a moment of silence followed by the serenity prayer and the reading of the 12 Traditions

Roll Call:  Stephanni C., Lilias R., Corrie M., Stacey A., Karen C., Melanie K., Kenny O., Alan W., Luke H., Erik J.,
Joe K., Chris B., Dave L., Joe W., Adam C., Mike L., Corey M., Andrea V., Jonathon L., Levi B., Bailey H., Shell H.,
Jim M., Desiree V., Dawn H., Cathy S., Trino F., Sjon C.,  

Guests:  Melanie F.  Canon City Common Thread Group

Approval of Last Month�s Minutes:  Motion to approve with a 2nd.  Minutes approved.  

Group Reports:

4th Street Recovery:  Levi B. GSR, Bob GSRA, 7th tradition is good.  Jonathan L. is the new treasurer.  Average
attendance of 12 Addicts at the noon meeting, and 30 at the Monday meeting.  Area donation $30

Addicts Helping Addicts:  Chris G. GSR, Small Group.  Doing well.  Looking for a Monday Secretary.

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Misty S. GSRA, Meeting is doing well, and 7th is good.  Looking for a new
Sunday Opener.  Area donation of $50 

Addicts United:  Melanie K. GSR, Kenny O. GSRA, All Service positions are filled.  Melanie K. GSR, Kenny O.
GSRA, Alan W. Secretary, Mike H. Treasurer.  Meeting has great attendance.

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA, Attendance has its ups and downs.  Gave a lot of our literature
away to new comers, so that is where most of the groups money went this month.  Questions to the Area to be
addressed  in new business.  Area donation of $44.63

Drug Busters:  Eric K. GSR, All is well.

Esperanza de a Vida �Hope for Life�:  Is now in its new location, and things are going just fine.

Free at Last:  Not in attendance

Freedom Springs:  Joe K.  All is more than well

Friday Night Dead Without It:  No report

Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacey A.GSR, Attendance is good with an average of 20-25 Addicts.  7th is keeping up with
literature and rent. 

Hope Dealers:  Luke GSR, All is well.  Service opening for Treasurer.

Just For Today:   Sjon C. GSR, Meetings are going well.  Group will be hosting the Hospitality Room at CRCNA on
Friday night.

Mass Addicts:    Cory GSR, Elected a new GSR who will attend next ASC.  Meeting is going well.



Never Alone Never Again:  Stephanni C. GSR, The group had its final meeting on September 13th.  The group gave
away most of its literature to people in the halfway house and newcomers.  Area donation of $6 

New Horizons:  Not in attendance.

On Higher Ground:   No report  

Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Attendance is steady, however 7th is down.  Group is in need of a GSRA, Secretary,
and more home group members!  Area donation of $30

NA Nooner:   Bailey H. GSR, Attendance is up, and 7th is good.  Group is in need of a GSRA.  Area donation of $46

When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J. GSR, Corrie M. filling in.  Attendance has been great with an average of 10
or more Addicts at each meeting.  �Toss the Book� meeting on Thursdays.  Area donation of $25.

XX Genes:  Karen C. GSR, Group is doing well, but has low attendance.

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to

Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Chris B.  Filling in for Red, Area Treasurer. and standing in for Chris R., PI Chair.

Vice Chair:   Corey M.  No report

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shell filling in for Shawn.  Regional donation to WSO was $2341.08

The RD Service Presentation is available at http://nacolorado.org/region/Regionalassembly041809.pdf

GENERAL INFORMATION
The new meeting application that the Region signed up for is now available, and for use at Area level as well.  It is for
business meetings only.  It can be used for sub-committees and any other Area business.  It is not for group level
meetings, or private use.  You will have to contact Don T. for a user name/password.

The next Assembly will be in April.  This is when group GSR�s are needed at Regional level.  AT this meeting, we will
be voting on the CRCNA Guidelines and the CRCNA Board now that CRCNA will be incorporated.  There is no time
and location yet.

There are new meetings in the Region.  Yuma has a new meeting on Tuesday and Friday at 7:30, Wray on Sunday�s at
8:30, and the Mountains West Area has a new Spanish speaking meeting.

It is asked that we come up with a list of priorities for the Regional budget if we care.  Things like meeting place, PI,
and H&I will be top priorities, but if we want our input, we have to act now.  At the next Regional meeting, we will be
voting on the tiers of the budget to see what will take priority of funds.

Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum CAR Workshop will be held in Wyoming on December 5th.  The location is not set yet.
More will be revealed as it comes in.

CRCNA XXIV will be in Grand Junction.  They brought in a very well done bid.  It was voted on and passed.

Take note that the money we send down the chain does get into the hands in need.  NAWS donated $675,000 to 3rd

world countries that couldn�t afford literature.



(RCM report continued)
We were the only Area with a donation to the Region.  Our Area was not only complimented on how well we are
doing, but also asked about how other Areas can find a way to get more funds.  I (Shawn) talked about how well our
activities have done and gave kudos to Kurt for his outstanding job.  We also had a ton of compliments on the PI
postcard, as well as the idea of hosting an event to get more info out to the public on NA.  I (Shawn) handed out the
postcard to multiple people and answered as many questions as possible.  Great job, PI!

Proposals

Proposal #1 Passed with one stand aside
The PR Adhoc Committee proposes that a PR Committee be formed in the CRSC as a sub-body

Proposal #2 Passed with a full consensus.
To change the CRCNA guideline Article 2 Section B5 to read �CRCNA Administrative Committee Officers (Vice
Chair, Treasurer)�

Proposal #3 Passed with a full consensus
That the CRSC guidelines be amended to account for approved budget items.  Specifically add to Article 9 Section
Ba#2 CRSC approved budgetary expenses will be considered as funds encumbered and not be counted as part of the
$5000 treasury ceiling.  These funds will be accounted for at each CRSC and disbursed as necessary for CRSC
activities.  Any excess funds at the end of the annual cycle will be forwarded to NAWS at the January RSC.

Proposal #4 Passed with 8 reservations and 2 stand asides
Use the September Assembly, where GSR�s are present, as the primary budget review meeting for the new proposed
annual budget.  Proposed budgets will be submitted in a 3 tier priority system.  This is driven by the reality that CRSC
funding comes from 7th tradition donations at CRCNA.  CRCNA funds have varied widely from $10,000 to a negative
fund flow.  
Tier#1:   Proposals will be funded if CRSC must rely on 7th tradition only for the year.  Example being years that
CRCNA did not make any money, we could only fund critical items.
Tier #2:  Proposals will be funded only if the CRSC income is tight.  Example being when CRCNA made a modest
profit, the RSC has given moderate priority. 
Tier #3:  Proposals will be funded by CRSC in years when CRCNA is financially successful.  These would be the fully
funded budget for the CRSC schedule.
The Steps and Schedule for tiers
1. CRSC Administration and PR subcommittee (combining PI, H&I, and Outreach) will prepare the tier 1-3 proposals

for the September Assembly.  Anyone (ASC�s and GSR�s) can bring budget recommendations to this Assembly.
2. An agenda item for budget input and discussion will be added to the September Assembly.
3. After discussion, the assembly members will accept/modify the budget proposals.
4. The funded tier will be determined by the income of CRCNA.  This information will be made available by the

November RSC.  The annual budget will be finalized at the November CRSC meeting making budget available for
activities beginning in January.

 
Elections

Linda L. was voted in as new PR Chair

The next CRSCNA Meeting will be:
November 22nd, 2009  10 AM-3PM
Denver Inner City Parish Building
1212 Mariposa St.
Denver, CO

Thanks for letting me Serve,  Shawn H.  RCM I



(RCM continued)

Questions about the �Tiers�, and wants a better definition of what this actually is because it�s so vague.  Was stated that
it is vague right now, and up to groups to discuss and bring back to Region to help with the clarification.

Secretary:   Stephanni C.  Stated that the next version of the ASC Phone list is going around to be proofed, and sent to
each person on the list so that all will have a copy.  Stated to the Area to make sure that all written reports be turned
into the Secretary before they leave the meeting.  Also stated that it is time to sign the contract for January-June the
Pulliam building.  She will be getting that going in the next couple of weeks.  Also stated that she needed to be
reimbursed for previously paid  rent of the Pulliam building. Was stated that Secretary should not be using her own
funds which violates traditions and asking to go through the proper channels.  Newt and Chris B also agreed, so as to
not be paying this several times, and it go through the proper channels.  Was also stated that this should be discussed
outside of the ASC, so as not for people to feel attacked and have the finger pointed, and wasting Area time.  This will
go through the proper channels with the next contract. 

Treasurer:   Red B., Chris B. filling in

The beginning balance on September 6th, 2009 was $1860.42.  We the following disbursement that day of:

• $20 for H&I subcommittee meeting rent

• $88.41 to PI

• $13.41 to the Guidelines Revision Adhoc

• $1000 to CRSC

• $43.60 to Esperanza de la Vida for literature

• $47.70 to PI for literature
Total disbursements that day were $1212.85.

Paid the cell phone bill in the amount of $108.31

We donated $10 for internet

We $19.50 for facility rental for the November PI presentation to be held at the Pulliam building.

Group donations that day were $655.61.

Activities returned to us $440.

There was a $10 account error in our favor.

This leaves us with a balance of $1615.37 minus our prudent reserve of $600 for a general fund balance of $1015.37.

I (Red) am requesting $14.99 for printer ink, that is within Treasurer budget.

I (Red) can be reached by cell at 970-576-1542 if there are any issues my (Red�s) assistance is needed.

Activities Subcommittee:    Kurt B.  Minutes were sent to Secretary via email.  In attendance were 4other Addicts.
Kurt discussed details for the Harvest Festival family day sometime in October.  A letter was written and emailed to the
Denver Mission to set up the day, but as of 10/10/09, no response.

The committee turned down the idea of having a movie night fundraiser.

John made a motion to get information for a haunted house event in October in Denver.  He will find out about ticket
costs and make a flyer for the event.



Kurt brought up the idea to put two events on the same flyer once he got the information from the different events.
(Activities continued)

Old Business:  It was brought to the attention of the committee that the overall commitments to service and
meetings, have gone down in attendance.  Service has suffered from lack of involvement from certain individuals.  We
can still continue to plan events.

New Business:  Received an email from Mile High Activities.  They said they would like to plan an event between
the three Front Range Area�s.  Boulder, Off the Wall, and Mile High.  The event would be a New Years Bash.  Kurt
suggested a place where the 2007 CRCNA took place in Longmont.  It is between all three Area�s and we are familiar
with the event location.  Kurt also suggested that we use Dave K., as the DJ.  Kurt said that our committee probably
would be interested in the event, and that he would let them know the details at the next subcommittee meeting.

Still would like to do something nice for Dave K the DJ for helping with the last three Area events 
    
Literature Sub-Committee:   Chris G.

• September sales were $783.41

• Ordered from WSO was $758.74

• Current inventory Value is $1729.16

• Reserve Balance of $69.65

The Literature subcommittee made a lot of progress this month.  First, we spent about two solid days (for lack of a
better word) �tweaking� the internal workings of the lit ordering and sales processing.  This included adjusting the
excel spreadsheets that we currently use in order that it should be real simple for the next order guy to understand.  The
job position itself actually consumes about 20 working hours a month, which the three hours at the ASC.  We hope to
have simplified the process to consume less hours.

The second thing we did, was created and submitted a proposal to the Guidelines Adhoc.  These minor changes will
allow for a comfortable amount of room in the ordering process and once again make this job easier.  That is easier to
supply the appropriate amount of literature for every group in the Area.  This proposal also would allow for some
special order or interest items to be stocked at the Area level.  Example:  we don�t currently stock any Spanish lit or key
tags.  However, we are servicing more Spanish speaking groups.

Thirdly,  we re-vamped  or  updated the  order  forms.   We now have  Spanish  order  forms and special  item forms.
Unfortunately, anything of this nature that is ordered and not in stock will have to be prepaid.  Once we receive the
shipment, we will notify you and coordinate to get the items to you ASAP.  We are currently stocking the paperback
sixth edition miniature Basic Texts, and the revised mini JFT.  It was decided not to order the regular sized JFT would
not be ordered until the revised sixth edition JFT is available.

We also hand delivered Spanish key tags to the Esperanza group as soon as they came in.  We enjoyed attending their
meeting and felt a Power there that words cannot describe.  

If you have any questions, our subcommittee is meeting twice a month.  These meetings happen upon order placement
which are generally one week after ASC and upon shipment receiving two weeks later.   If you would like to serve this
committee, please contact me (Chris G) at 970-297-8240 or gdog7_5@msn.com

Finally, we would encourage you to look at our table that has our guideline proposals and a few specialty items

Gratefully Serving- Chris G

Hospitals and Institutions:  Dawn H.  The committee met September 24th.  We discussed the facilities that we are
currently going into, and all seems to be going well.  We did have an incident occur where guidelines were not



followed and we were notified by the facility regarding rules and regulations.  These facilities are allowing us to carry
the message of hope to the Addicts are in need, we must adhere to their guidelines if we wish to continue going in.  The

(H&I continued)
importance of orientation and following the more experienced member is imperative to our program.  I only mention
this for future reference so that we are all aware.

The Regional H&I committee met briefly at the Assembly in Sterling.  The main focus was H&I at CRCNA and what
we could do to help.  The t-shirt drive for the newcomer is doing really well and many, many shirts have been
collected.  It looks like we will be ready for the newcomer at CRCNA.  Also, a Vice Chair was nominated, and Dawn
H. from OTW was elected, so hopefully all the hard work our Chair has done in the past two years will continue.

Due to our H&I subcommittee meeting being on the same day as CRCNA, we are backing it up one week to October
31st.  Also, we will be meeting in Greeley where Addicts Seeking Sanity meetings are held.  The reason being, is that
Greeley is the only one present at every H&I meeting, and at times, the only one present at all.  When others begin to
seek out H&I and there is a need, we can always go back to the Unity Club.  The rent is paid through September,
making the move al the easier.  The church where we will be meeting is asking only for a donation, so $5 rent
allowance will not change.

On a final note, we now have a secretary, making all positions filled once again.  We want to thank Trino F. for
stepping up and doing service for H&I where needed.  Thank you Trino!

Happy in Service-  Dawn H

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V.  Paid $30 rent for the last six months.  I bought $62.34 in new merchandise,
leaving a total of $669.91 in the bank.  The next subcommittee meeting is October 17th at 3 PM at 3rd and Railroad in
Loveland.

Happy to Serve-  Desiree V.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Chris R. was not in attendance, and stepped down as Chair. 

CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M.  The last CRCNA XXIII planning committee met on September 12th.  

CRCNA XXIII is here!  If you have not registered for the convention, you may do so for $35, or purchase a day pass
for $20 at the convention site.

The Saturday night banquet and Sunday morning breakfast are sold out!

CRCNA will begin October 23rd at 12 PM and run through Sunday October 25th at 12 PM.

There are plenty of marathon meetings  that need Chairs.  Please get online and sign up for an hour of service work at
CRCNA.  I want to thank all those from OTW Area who have signed up to chair a meeting.  We are being well
represented thus far. 

If anyone is planning on selling alternative merchandise Sunday morning, you will need to be sponsored by a group or
Area.  Have a letter from the group or the Area Chair and present that to the CRCNA Merchandise Chair.

Your registration badge will get you into all the workshops, game room, meditation room, speakers, comedian, and
dances.

Just a reminder, if you are bringing children, they should be monitored at all times.  If your children are left
unmonitored in the game room, dances, etc., They will be asked to leave and find their parents.



Please be respectful to follow all the rules in the game room and meditation room.

(CRCNA Liaison continued)
Remember, that although we are paying for the weekend, we representing Narcotics Anonymous, and it is each
Addict�s responsibility to conduct themselves appropriately.

Enjoy this weekend of fun, fellowship, and spiritual growth.

Thank you for allowing me to represent OTW on the CRCNA XXIII committee.  It has been a pleasure to be a liaison.
Thank you for your trust and support.

ILS-  Jim M.

Newsletter Chair:  Not in attendance 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Was stated that there are 4 people that are on the list to be check signers, Vice-chair, Secretary, Treasurer, and Chair.

Elections for Open Office

Public Information Chair:  Please let Groups know that this position is open.  Mike L. asked if we were going to
follow Region and combine PI and H&I.  Dawn answered that we are going to how this is going to work, and then
Area�s are going to discuss if it will work.  

Activities Chair: Qualifications were read.   Nominations were asked for.  Sjon asked that we need to ask that hold off
and see if Kurt is willing to step down.  All agreed.

New Business

CSF wanted to ask Area for some clarity.  Was asked if an addict can hold TWO home groups.  Jim stated that they can
have as many home groups as they want, but can only carry one vote.  Then was asked if they don�t make it to their
home group, if they can vote there.  Newt stated that any person can comment at ant group, but can�t vote.  Karen
stated that if a trusted servant should not have any say at other groups.  Was asked if the 12 Concepts were  to be
abided by at group level.  Was stated yes!  Dawn asked if you could hold things such as chair positions at groups other
than their own.  The answer was yes, but this person can only vote at one group.  Chris G stated that this is stated very
clear on WSO website.

Motion for a 2 hour time limit.  Point against, Shell, stated that we flew through group reports, and this isn�t a big time
waster.  Newt stated that we already extended the ASC by one hour, and that we are here until the meeting is over.  It
takes as long as it takes.   Voice of opposed-  Joe K.   Stated that the point is to eliminate wasted time and rhetoric.
Motion failed.

The PI meeting being scheduled was discussed.  Chris G.  Stated that he and Danielle, another addict were put in
charge of getting this together.  25 facilities were sent invites, 3 more were added, and Amy J. contacted 20 other
facilities.    May facilities asked that we get an electronic invite, to send out to all of their counselors in each facility so
that all would know, and all could attend.  A power point presentation is made, and 8 people are going to give the
presentation.  Cue cards were brought up, so as there is no adlibbing.  Joe K, Dave A, Chris G, Ellen, Danielle, Dawn,
Kurt, Ned will be speaking.  Supposed to take about an hour, as to not bore the crowd.  Subcommittee will try to be
meeting in a week as to discuss the meeting and it�s flow.  Joe asked that since we needed to fill the PI position, and
that we need to make this a top priority at our next ASC.  Was stated that vice chair will fill this slot until someone
takes on this chair. Chris G is asking for disbursement of funds for this event.  Chris stated that he spoke with the Drug



Task Force and the police that we put an ad in the newspaper.  Joe stated that there already is one in the Loveland
paper.  Chris asked if it should contain announcement of the presentation.  Joe would do that.  Jim asked if it should go
into all three newspaper in the Area.  Was stated yes, and Chris asked if these could be taken care of other Addicts.
Chris B stated that this is one of the biggest PI presentations that he had seen in a long time, and asked Newt how long
it�s been.  Newt stated that this hasn�t happened in a very long time. 

Motion to make PI presentation priority.  Trino stated that there has been a problem getting to PI sub meetings.  He said
that if we need the help, then the help will be there.  Newt stated that we can�t force people to do anything, and that.
Karen stated that the two motions on the table contradict, one stating that ASC be limited to 2 hours, and the other
stating what we are going to discuss during an ASC meeting.

Guidelines revisions were brought up.  Stated that they are going around, and that now that the email and phone list are
done, all will be sent out to all on the list, so that they all can be looked over, and discussed, and brought back to the
next ASC.

Upcoming Events

CRCNA XXIII October 23rd � October 25th,  Colorado Springs

Open Opportunities for Area Service:

  Activities Chair
PI Chair

H&I Chair 

Open Discussion

Levi stated that 4th Street Recovery needed to have their noon meeting put on Area website.

Announcement made that Chris B. be seen by all that need disbursements see him before they leave, due to the fact that
Red is not available today.

Was asked that the Areas of Service available be posted to the GSR checklist, and who was responsible for doing that.
Is it PI or Secretary.

Disbursements

There were no disbursements made at this time.  They will be disbursed to all that need them when the ASC Chair talks
with Red later in the week

Motion to close  

Next ASC Meeting :

November 1st, 2009  9:00 AM

Pulliam Building

545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes November 1st, 2009 

Open:  At  9:00 with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Traditions.

Roll Call:   Stephanni C., Bailey H., Trino F., Shell H., Shawn H., Jim M., Dawn H., Cathy S., Kurt B., John S., Corey 
W., Luke H., Levi B., Chris B., Corey M., Jonathan L., Andrea V., Joe K., Erik J., Red B., Rebecca K., Joe W., 
Melanie K., Kenny O., Adam C., Mike L., William C., Newt L., Stacy A

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:   Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a 2nd, and approved. 

Group Reports:
4th Street Recovery:   Levi B. GSR, Bob GSRA, Freedom was voted in as the Secretary and Activities Chair.  Group is 
planning an activity with a Speaker Marathon and pot luck dinner.  Group may need help in the future with fliers.  

Addicts Helping Addicts:  Rebecca K. GSR, Rebecca K. is the new GSR.  Wednesday night attendance is averaging 5 
people.  Is requesting that the meeting schedule take off the Monday night meeting due to low attendance.  Area 
donation of $16.25

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, No report due to GC falling on CRCNA.

Addicts United:  Melanie K. GSR, Kenny O. GSRA, Group Conscience is before the Meeting on the last Friday of the 
month beginning at 8 PM.  The group has restocked literature and made a new flyer for the group.

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA, Attendance for the Friday night closed meeting has been great. 
All of the other meetings have been going well.  7th tradition is low.  Spending $107 on literature.  Area donation of 
$14.87 

Drug Busters:  Erik GSR, All is well…

Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:  Not in attendance 

Free at Last:  Not in attendance

Freedom Springs:  Joe K. GSR, Things are Serene at Freedom Springs

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance  

Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacy A. GSR, All is the same, with 2025 Addicts in attendance.  7th is keeping up with literature.

Hope Dealers:  Luke H. GSR,  All is going well.  Group could use some ESH with institutional knowledge.

Just For Today:   Sjon C. GSR, All is doing well.



Mass Addicts:  Corey W. GSR,  Group has strong attendance with many newcomers.  7th is covering costs.  Area 
donation of $23.47

New Horizons:  Not in attendance

On Higher Ground:   Chris B. reporting.  The group is in need of support. 

Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Attendance is steady, however 7th is low.  Group is in need of a GSRA, Secretary, 
and home group members.  Area donation of $47.00

NA Nooner:   Bailey H. GSR,  Average attendance is 24 Addicts.  7th is good.  There will be no meeting on the 26th 

falling on Thanksgiving, and the meeting on the 27th will be meeting at the Country Inn.  Renee W. is the new 
Wednesday opener, and the group is in need of a GSRA.  Area donation of $100.00 

When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J. GSR, Cathy reporting, Attendance is good with a mix of established 
members and newcomers.  Area donation of $50.00

XX Genes:  Not in attendance.

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to 
Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  No report

Vice Chair:   Corey, First and foremost, I would like to thank Jim M. and all of his hard work to help make this year’s 
CRCNA awesome!

I would also like to thank Red for taking the time out of his schedule to meet and add more signer’s to the checking 
account.  Hopefully we won’t run into future problems with disbursements.

I’d like to announce that I met with Chris G. to learn the inner workings of the Literature subcommittee.  I would like 
to thank Chris for his time and effort put into this subcommittee and the time he spent to show me how it works.

I would also like to thank Chris G. for the extensive work he put into the upcoming PI presentation.  I was thrown into 
this, and it would not have turned out as well as I believe it’s going to, without all the hard work from himself, 
Danielle, and Dawn H.  Thank you!

Finally, I would like a point of clarity from this body as to where the responsibility lies to produce the ASC with the 
Area meeting schedules.  I have gotten contradictive answers, and would like know what the ASC guidelines say, if 
they address this.  It was stated to the ASC, that this responsibility lies with the PI subcommittee.

Thanks for letting me serve.  

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shawn, Not much to report on, Make sure that if you have input on the tiers, make sure you get back 
to RCM’s before the next Regional meeting on November 22nd…  Newt.  RCM II Chair will be open next month.



Secretary:   Stephanni C.,   Stated that she met with Red and Corey M. to become a check signer on the Area checking 
account.  Thank you Red.

Stated that the new contract is signed and will keep us in the Pulliam building until June 2010.  Is asking the Treasurer 
for a check for $117.00 to pay for those months.  Will be renewing the next contract in April for the rest of 2010.

Treasurer:  Red B., The beginning balance on October 4th, was $1615.37.  From that meeting, we had the following 
disbursements of:

• $117.00 to the ASC Secretary for ASC meeting rent
• $14.99 to the treasurer for printing expenses.

(Treasurer report continued)
• $47.00 for H&I literature.

Total disbursements that day were $178.99

Group donations that day were $274.63

We paid the phone bill in the amount of $234.20

Donated $20.00 for internet

This leaves us with an account balance of $1456.81 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a general fund balance of 
$856.81.

ILS, Red B.

Activities Subcommittee:   Kurt B., Stated that he has enjoyed serving as the Area Activities chair, and will not me 
seeking a second term.  

Flyers were put on the table for the triarea New Year’s event taking place in Longmont on New Year’s Eve.  
    
Literature SubCommittee:   Chris G., 

• October sales were $555.00
• Ordered from WSO was $573.97
• Current inventory value is $1762.12
• Reserve balance is $50.68

“I, Chris G., your current ASC Literature Chair, am officially resigning the position that has so graciously been given 
and entrusted to me for the last few months.  I am grateful for the opportunity and have enjoyed all the service I have 
been trusted with at this ASC.   I have taken the liberty to thoroughly train my vice chair Justin M., to fulfill this 
position.  I have also taken the time to show both Chris B., Area Chair, and Corey M., Vice Chair, how the literature 
operates in case no one steps up in the near future.  I am confident that between the three of them, the ASC lit. position 
will be ok until someone steps up!  My Vice Chair, Justin M., has expressed that he would like to remain the Literature 
Vice Chair for the term of the position 1 year, and will be here at the ASC every month to fulfill that position with 
whoever the ASC elects as the new Literature Chair.
“In case you are wondering why, my resignation is due to God presenting himself and carrying me through life.  I was 
presented with an opportunity to fulfill a lifelong dream, and am now working, living, and attending school in Steam 
Boat Springs, CO, the Mountains West Area of Narcotics Anonymous.
“I want to thank the entire Area for all of the service opportunities I have been given, and for all of you being such a 
huge part of my recovery.  I could not, and would not be here if it was not for all of you.  Thank You!”



Gratefully Serving, Chris G.   

Hospitals and Institutions:  Dawn H., The H&I subcommittee met at the Unity Club in Loveland on October 31st, at 3 
PM.  The meeting had been changed due to the PI subcommittee meeting at 4 PM that same day.

In attendance was the Secretary, Trino F., Vice Chair, Sjon C., and I.  All H&I meetings are going well, and we have 
another woman on board going into LCDC, Karen C.  Thank you Karen, for stepping up and being of service.  You 
help is greatly appreciated and needed.  Samantha M. is having great success with ICCS in Greeley, and Janine R. is 
steady carrying in the message of recovery to TRT.  The Men’s meeting is also happening regularly, though there may 
be some changes there in the future, but all is well.

(H&I continued)
As you are all aware, this is my last month as H&I Chair for OTW Area.  Next month we will be nominating and 
voting in a new H&I Chair.  The last two years of being the chairperson for this committee have been a rewarding 
experience.  Having just moved to this Area, I have been able to truly become part of, and feel part of this NA family 
through being of service in H&I, where my heart is, and has always been.  I will continue to be a part of this committee 
and do service for H&I, just not at the same level.  Thank you all for your love and support!

Happy in Service, Dawn H.

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V., not in attendance

Public Information Subcommittee:    Corey M. reporting,  We are still on need of a PI Chair.

We will be having a special adhoc meeting Saturday, October 7th,  at 1PM at the Unity Club.  We will rehearse to 
presentation being presented the following Saturday.

We are requesting $200.00 for refreshments and Literature to have available for the presentation.  It is my belief that 
we spent our budget on post cards, and this would be over our budget.  I would like to thank all for the huge turnout we 
had at the first PI presentation adhoc meeting, and hope we get much support for the rehearsal meeting next Saturday. 
We will be requesting additional disbursements for the cost magnets and rental cost of powerpoint presentation and 
other things, however I do not know the cost of these items to request the disbursements.

ILS, Corey M.   

CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M.,  The last CRCNA planning committee met on Saturday, October 10th in Castle Rock from 
10AM2PM.

CRCNA XXIII was held on October 23rd25th in Colorado Springs

A huge thank you to all OTW Addicts who were of service at this year’s convention.  From those of you who chaired a 
marathon meeting, hosted the Hospitality Room, spoke at a workshop, helped in the game room or meditation room, 
your service was truly appreciated.

This year’s convention was attended by over 1000 registered Addicts.

CRCNA XXIII’s final meeting will be November 8th, where we will get the final numbers and stats.



Once again, I want to thank the OTW Area for trusting me to be your CRCNA Liaison for this last year.  It was truly a 
wonderful experience to represent our Area.  I am honored to have been the voice of OTW.

Begin saving and preparing for CRCNA XXIV, which will be held in Grand Junction on October 15th17, 2010.

ILS, Jim M.   

Newsletter Chair:   Was stated the Chair has resigned at this time.

Guideline Revision Adhoc:  Stephanni stated that the revisions are made, and need to be discussed and get approval. 
Thank you for all of your hard work Karen, even though you are not here.  Some did not receive the latest possible 
changes, so she stated that she would resend them to everyone on the ASC email list.  She also stated that it’s time to 
either approve or deny the changes so that this could just be done with and we can move on.

Dawn asked for clarification on one of the Literature revisions, however someone was talking to the Secretary, and 
cannot be documented at this time.   

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Elections for Open Office

Activities Chair:  Qualifications were read.  John S. was nominated by Kurt, the current Chair.  John accepted the 
nomination and qualified himself.  Dawn asked if John intended on following the same rout that the current activities 
Chair followed.  He said yes.  Shell asked if he had worked the traditions, and he answered yes.  Vote was taken, and 
John is now our new Activities Chair.  THANK YOU John!
 
PI Chair:  Qualifications were read.  Ernie was nominated with a second.  Ernie qualified himself.  Shawn asked if 
Ernie’s current living and work situation would hinder him from being able to fulfill the commitment.  Ernie stated that 
this would not be a problem, sand he would be able to be present when needed.  Shell asked if Ernie was willing to start 
working the traditions more vigorously, and he answered that he is, and his Sponsor family is more than willing to help 
him in this Area.  Ernie is elected unanimously.  THANK YOU Ernie.

H&I Chair:  Will be held over for one more month.

New Business
Cory asked whose responsibility it was to bring meeting schedules.  Was clarified that it is the PI Chair’s responsibility.
 
Red brought up the fact that the Hotline phone bill was enormous due to texting.  The Addict that was doing this is 
supposedly going to pay the Area for this texting usage.  PI will have to discuss this with the subcommittee members 
and those that are having the phones as 12 Step call takers.

Guidelines Adhoc was discussed.  Clarity was asked for on what the Literature changes were made for.  Shawn asked 
how to change small amendments.  Shawn was asked to refer back to the Adhoc to help make the amendments.

Upcoming Events
New Year’s Eve Dance See flyer’s on table and Area web for details.



Open Area Opportunities for Service: 
  

Literature Chair
RCM II
H&I Chair
Newsletter Chair

Open Discussion

Disbursements
• Rent in the amount of $117.00
• $200.00 for the PI presentation
• $78.00 to Activities for New Year’s fliers

Motion to close  at10:08

Next ASC Meeting :
December 6th, 2009, 9:00

Pulliam Building
545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes December 6th,  2009 

Open:  Chris Opens at 9 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and reading of the 12 
Traditions.

Roll Call:  Stephanni C., Jim M., Shell H., Shawn H., Dawn H., Desiree V., Cathy S., Ernie S., Sjon C., Bill C., Trino 
F., Corey M., Lindsey F., Dave L., Mike L., Adam C., Joe K., Eric K., Red B., Chris B., Stacy A., Frank P., Corrie M., 
Lilias R., Melanie S., Levi B., Jonathan L., Kenny O., Melanie K., Newt L., Rebecca K.

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:    Motion to approve the minutes, 2nd, minutes approved.

Group Reports:
4th Street Recovery:    Levi B. GSR, Bob S. GSRA, 7th tradition  has been low, but attendance has been good with an 
average of 30 Addicts in attendance.

Addicts Helping Addicts:  Rebecca K. GSR, Shealie S. GSRA, Meetings have been very small, with 3 Addicts 
attending.  This meeting needs support!  7th tradition is only keeping up with expenses, and not enough to cover 
literature.

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Meetings are good, and 7th is good.  Area donation of $400.

Addicts United:  Melanie K. GSR, Kenny O. GSRA, Group has changed its meeting format.  The first Friday is a 
speaker meeting, and the 3rd Friday is “Ask the Basket.”  The other meetings are regular open meetings

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA, Nothing bad to report.  Attendance is up, and 7th tradition is 
average.  We are using all of our money to restock our literature.

Drug Busters:  Erik GSR, Everything is the same

Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:   Not in attendance

Free at Last:  Not in Attendance 

Freedom Springs:  Joe K. GSR, Things are clean and Serene at Freedom Springs

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Frank P. GSR, No report.

Hugs Not Drugs: Stacy A. GSR, Everything is the same.  

Hope Dealers:  Not in attendance

Just For Today:   Sjon C. GSR, Bill C. GSRA, Everything is going well.  We are having to order JFT’s off the World 
website.  Bill C. was elected as the new GSRA.

Mass Addicts:  Not in attendance 



NA Nooner:   Bailey H. GSR, Group has an average attendance of 30 Addicts at each meeting.  7th Tradition is low. 
There will be no meeting December 24th, 25th, and 31st and January 1st.  Group is having a Bowling night on 12/19 from 
7PM-10PM.  Group is in need of a GSRA.  Area donation of $100.00

New Horizons:  Not in attendance

On Higher Ground:  Chris B. reporting. Not sure what the donation is going to be yet…

Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Great meeting carrying a strong message.  Attendance and 7th Tradition are good. 
Group is in need of home group members, Secretary, and GSRA.  Area donation of $29.00 from regional members, and 
$22.00 sent to WSO.

When At The End Of The Road:  Amy J. GSR, Corrie M. GSRA, Attendance and 7th Tradition are good.  Area 
donation of $50.00

XX Genes:  Not in attendance

Uncut:  Lacey, stated that this is a new meeting that would love support.  Details are on the meeting schedule on the 
web.

If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned in to 
Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Chris B.  No report.

Vice Chair:   Corey M.  I would like to thank all those that helped with the PI presentation.  I only stopped by the 
event for a minute before it started, but everything looked great.  Anyone that was invited that did not attend, missed 
out.  I am turning in the receipts from the event.  

I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas, and a Happy, safe, and clean New Year.

Thanks for letting me serve, Corey

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Shawn H,
Question:  Do we want Service awards given at CRCNA, and do we want the groups to discuss this 
Explanation of the CAR is made.  Asked when we would like to have these things discussed.  Chris stated that we 
would like to discuss this during new business…  This is the report sent to Stephanni verbatim:
Area report from Region
12/06/09

Happenings in the Region
-The service web-site we signed up for is not getting much use at all. 
-The NAWS survey is on-line until the end of the month. They really are hoping more members will fill it 
out. It is a good guide on how diverse NA is. Web-site is 

http://web.na.org/?ID=membership_survey_links (underscores between words)
-CRCNA has not come up with exact fund but is expecting 5 to $6,000 in profit this year. That 
would put us in a tier 2 category of the new budget.
-The ending balance at the end of the last region was $3988.38
-The World donation was $0
-The PI subcommittee had no PI Chairs attend. So they are requesting that our PI chairs attend 
those meetings. 

http://web.na.org/?ID=membership_survey_links


-We did vote the next round of CRCNA servants in at this last Region. They will be the board 
members for the newly created CRCNA Incorporation. 
Tiffany S. will be your CRCNA new Chair.
Vice Chair is still open as a member was not voted in. 
Samantha S. is your new CRCNA treasurer
Linda is the PR Chair and automatic board member. (PR Chair is, not Linda)
Tink V. is the new CRCNA Secretary

-The Mountain High (soon to be) Area came to us and requested funds to help get their area 
started. Their first area meeting is this month and we hope that by next Region they will be 
getting on their feet and moving in good directions. $341.90 was given in total to help them.
$91.90 was given for 2 months worth of phone line payments.
$15.00 was given for their 1st ASC rent payment.
$35.00 was given for PI flyers.
$200.00 was given to start a literature stockpile.

-The NA Way newsletter is currently on-line. It has a ton of info about what is happening in 
areas and Regions all around the world. It can be printed out for groups, ordered in print for 
groups and also subscribed to like the Daily Meditation.

-NAWS is currently working on a new meeting list home page. The current one is incredibly 
difficult to update and not user friendly. Also currently if you find your area is not current you 
can write NAWS and they can send your area’s meeting list in an Excel spreadsheet. All you 
have to do is delete meetings that are gone, fill in new meetings using the existing format and 
email it back. Then the whole thing will get up to date shortly and easily.

Things to note for the future.
-Regional bids for CRCNA will be taken at the January for CRCNA 25 in 2011. They will be voted 
on at the July CRSC.

-In April all major service positions at the Regional Level will be open at the Assembly in April. 
It seems like fresh blood may be needed. So if you know of anyone with some clean time, 
experience and a willingness to serve please send them to the assembly. It is a great way to 
serve and brings new experiences to your program.
Positions open are
Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, PI, and H&I.

-January is when the CRCNA board will be formed. MAL’s (Members at Large) which are 
appointed trustees of the CRCNA body will be appointed then. They will act as appointees with 
duties until the April assembly when they will officially be voted in by the NA body. So once 
again it is very important to attend the Assemblies. 

 Topics that need your feedback
-I am sure those who went to CRCNA remember an award given out to an NA Member during the clean 
time countdown. I have had many people bring it up to me and it was brought up at Region. I found 
that it was not authorized by the Region or by the CRCNA committee. The Chair and Vice Chair of the 
Region decided they wanted to honor a friend and acted. It got very explosive over the discussion. So I 
am not here to harp on it and I want to keep my opinion out. I just want feedback from the area on 
whether we want to have service related awards in the future. If not then that is that. If so we need to 
start thinking about what we would want that to look like. I think it may be best if Reps take it back to 
their groups and talk about it. Then we can talk about it at next area and I can take our decision back 
to the Region. Unless you guys feel otherwise, I was going to say that we feel it should or should not be 
done again. I don’t feel starting a big fight all over again will get anything resolved. 



Zonal Forum
-The zonal forum was yesterday. It was my first in a long time. I have to say it was awesome. If you 
need a break from normal service and want a mellow spiritual service meeting I would attend when it 
comes back to Colorado.
I attended for the CAR information. I got a ton of information and met a lot of great people.
For those who don’t know what the CAR is…..It is the Conference Agenda Report. Every 2 years 
Regional Delegates from every Region in the World get together to vote on changes to World 
Guidelines. This is crucial for the groups, areas and Regions to focus on. This shapes the face of NA and 
without everyone’s input NA is not operating as a whole. 
This year there are 14 motions total. 4 from The World Service Board and 10 from Regions. To Clarify if 
any Region wants to make a global change to NA they have the opportunity. There are guidelines on 
how to get motions on the CAR and then they go before the World Service Committee to be voted on.
We as an Area need to decide which direction we want to move forward on getting this info to the 
groups to vote on. Then the GRS’s need to vote on it at the Area level and then I will carry our vote to 
Region. 
Option #1 – We can as in the past have one of the RD’s come to a workshop to go over everything in 
detail with the GSR’s and any other area members who want to attend. Then the GRS would take that 
back to the groups to explain and vote on.
Option # 2 – We can have the RD come and give the workshop. I can then attend any special business 
meetings to the groups have to help fill in any blanks on what the motions entail.
Options #3 – I can run through the CAR report before an Area with those interested and then answer 
any questions that come up. 
Option #4 – The area tells me what works best for them and we do what works.
Thanks for letting me be of service,
Shawn H. RCM 1

Secretary:   Stephanni C., Sorry about the coffee.  I was told that it would be made from the coffee left over from the 
PI presentation, however, there wasn’t any left over.  I keep forgetting to bring up the ASC laptop.  The laptop has 
never worked for me, and never worked for Kathleen when she was the ASC Secretary.  I have been using my own 
laptop.  I looked into getting it fixed, and the computer shop said it would cost around $400 to fix.  Chris B. stated that 
we have people in the OTW Area that PC savvy, and might be able to fix it.  Dave L. from CSF said he would take a 
look at it and see if it was fixable. When doing the Old, new and general discussion, please try and not come and talk to 
me, as I am doing my best to get everything I possibly can in the minutes.  I Can’t do this when people are talking to 
me. Thanks

Treasurer:   Red B., The beginning balance on November 1st of $1456.81.  We had the following disbursements that 
day of:

• $117.00 to for Rent
• $78.00 for activities expenses
• $375.00 for the PI presentation

Total disbursements that day were $570.00

We donated $10 for internet

Paid the phone bill of $96.23

We had group donations that day of $309.59

That leaves us with an account balance of $1196.40 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00, for a general fund of 
$596.40

The Treasurer position will be open for election in January.

ILS, Red B. 



Activities Subcommittee:  John S.  6 Addicts were in attendance.  Discussed the status of the Tri-Area New Year’s 
Bash.  OTW has contributed by designing and printing flyers and tickets and have been disbursed.  OTW is responsible 
for $150 of the $500 deposit to reserve the banquet hall at the Longmont Hotel.  Voted to send the December Activities 
budget.
Subcommittee discussed ideas for 2010 activities:  Intramural Softball, Tour de Fat, Barbecues, Valentine’s Dance, 
Unity Day in August, Campout in July, Museum trip, Quarterly game night, Movie night in January.    Quick note.. 
John went to Mile High Area to discuss the deposit needed for the hotel for Tri Area New Year’s event.  We need a 
speaker from our Area for this event.  Was also discussed that if any children are going to this event, they need to pay 
for the dinner.  Dinner’s cost, so kiddos have to pay, too.  No confetti at this event, due to a heavy clean-up fee.
    
Literature Sub-Committee:   Shawn asked if there were plans to get some JFT, answer was not because, because the 
5th edition doesn’t line up with the sixth edition.  Shawn stated that WSO is not going to do a Sixth edition JFT that 
follows the 6th edition Basic Text, but have one without the references in the book due to how expensive it would be. 
Was stated that WSO will not be printing that edition until all of the old versions are sold out.  Chris stated that since he 
will no longer be at that chair, that we vote in new business, and that the decision to only order the larger current 
edition

Hospitals and Institutions:  Dawn was not at last sub because she was at Regional H&I., but stated that she does have 
a nomination for the next Chair, and is why she is here.

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V., I bought new hoodies  for $250.00, leaving $481.91 in the bank.  We 
decided that a budget cap of $600 in the bank would be good.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.,  PI subcommittee met on Nov. 4th at 10 AM in Greeley.  4 Addicts 
were in attendance.  Elections were held.  Karl W. is the Vice-chair, Jim M. the Secretary, and Goldberry M. is the 
Phone line chair.  Open discussion was held to see how PI could better serve the Area.

There was a $25.00 donation made to begin payment for phone texting.  We are looking into an unlimited texting plan 
to avoid higher bills in the future.  Goldberry and Ernie are working on setting up phone line training and generating a 
more current 12-Step call list which will go with each phone to better reach the suffering Addict.  Was also stated that 
that the clean time requirement to answer the phone line is now 1 year, as they have a better understanding of the whole 
NA process, to help protect our newer members.  There are 15 new members willing to take calls, as well as a Spanish 
speaking woman who can take calls.  BFE does not currently have a phone line.  Do we want to take this on in our 
Area?

ILS, Ernie

Shawn brought up why there weren’t many people in attendance at the presentation., and that WSO PI can help us with 
another presentation.  Also that we don’t keep making the same mistakes, and can learn from this experience.  Ernie 
stated that there are a lot of PI presentation folders, and that the power point presentation is still in them, and people 
that could not attend. 

CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M. no report, and that the chair is up for vote next month.  The CERCNA sub meetings will not 
be in GJ, so the travel is not going to be that fare

Newsletter Chair:  Open for election. 

 Guidelines Adhoc: Stephanni, asked if everyone had a chance to look at the revisions, and that we should be able to 
get the revisions be dealt with and approved, or amended, so that they can be posted to the web, and be completed.

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks



Old Business

Elections for Open Office
 H&I:  Qualifications were read.  Dawn Nominated Sjon C as the chair with a second.  Sjon accepted and Qualified 
himself.  He is the current Vice Chair for H&I.  Stated that he would attend regional H&I as well.  He wants to get an 
awesome attendance at subcommittee.  Wants to work closer with PI.  Shell, asked if he had worked the traditions with 
sponsor, or is willing to do so.  He said he is.  Sjon is the new H&I chair by unanimous vote.

Literature Chair:  Qualifications were read.  Stephanni nominated Trino.  Trino stated that he sis not have enough 
time to do everything it takes.  Chris G. nominated Mike L.  Mike declined.  Chris G. nominated Justin.  Justin decline. 
Kenny nominated Dave.  Dave stated that he might not be able to do it due to his credit.  Asked Red if the credit would 
hinder, and it may.  Shawn stated that we need to stop railroading people into doing a position and not following the 
concepts or following through it.  Chris agreed, and stated that we could just have the ASC treasurer take care of 
sending the money, and that it is in our guidelines that the Lit Chair has its own account, and could be changed if 
needed.  This chair is going to be held open until next month.

RCM II:  Qualifications were read.  Shell nominated Jim M., Jim qualified himself.  A vote was taken, and he was 
voted unanimously.  Jim is the new RCM II.

Newsletter:  Qualifications were read.  Newt was nominated, and no one dared to second.  Was asked what the clean 
time requirements are.  Jonathan was nominated with the second.  Jonathan  qualified himself, stating that he has 
experience with doing newsletter in other Area’s.  Stated that he has web design and computer experience.  Chris G., 
asked if he had worked the traditions and concepts, and he said that not the concepts but several times with the 
traditions that what kind of experience he had with newsletters.. Stated that it was outside of NA.  Red asked if he is 
willing to do this alone.   Newt asked if he was willing to take scrutiny from all areas of service including world, and 
stay within the traditions.  Vote was taken, and Jonathan was voted on,

New Business
 Guidelines Adhoc was discussed.  Was asked that we are holding positions open for 30 days and taking them to 
groups, but it doesn’t say anything in our guidelines.  Chris G stated that it is in the “Area booklet of Service” manual, 
and doesn’t need to be in our guidelines.  Newt stated that it doesn’t need to be in the guidelines, that we decide as a 
body.  Chris B asked if we are going to discuss the revisions that are right in front of us now. Yes.   John S., stated that 
we have all seen, taken to a group if desired, and that we just need to approve or deny the revisions and be done with. 
Shawn asked that we make one change to the Literature revision, with instead of being a percentage of money, it 
become a dollar amount as opposed to a percentage, due to the event that someone else might have to take over the 
literature and it becomes easier to take care of.  This would also alleviate have entirely too much money on hand. The 
literature cap would be no more than $400.  Amendment was approved.  A vote was taken with the addition of the 
merchandise cap and the proposed change made by Shawn.  The changes were accepted and will be available at the 
next ASC.

Service award at CRCNA was discussed.  Was stated that there was a lot of discussion on this at Region, because this 
award was given and not taken through the proper channels.  Two trusted servants in the Region, did this on their own, 
losing sight of NA.  Jim stated that many went to CRCNA with this, and people are upset with CRCNA, and they had 
nothing to do with this.  Shawn stated that he would like to have this taken to groups, and discussed and brought back.

CAR was discussed.  Shawn stated that generally there is a RD that comes and does a presentation.  Shawn asked if we 
feel that we need to have the RD come and do this, or just have them discussed at group level, or just  talk within the 
body, or do we not want to worry about it.  Newt stated that sometimes they are presented at regional assembly.  Red 
asked if we were asked by RD to do this by any changes.  Was stated no, and that do we all care.  Jim stated that we 
struggle enough to be here for three hours for ASC, so how are we going to do this for a presentation and be present, 
and not wasting a bunch of the RD’s time.  Shawn stated that it wouldn’t be. Shell stated that we shouldn’t have an RD 
come on a Saturday, but rather have it on a Sunday after ASC.  Rebecca stated that some would have a hard time on 
being here taking a second day off per month.



Laptop was discussed.  Stephanni’s stated that it will cost 400 to fix the computer, and that there was a fatal error 
showing.  (see Secretary report)

PI presentation.  John S. stated that he was there and very involved.  All went according to PR service handbook. 
Much information was put into these folders, and that it is ready to go again to do another presentation if desired.  John 
stated that we have the ability to do this, and the sub discussed what went wrong, and how to make these changes.

Upcoming Events
Tri-Area New Year’s Bash

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
Literature Chair

ASC Treasurer
Open Discussion

Jim stated that Area donations have been down, and that the Area continues to spend money.  John stated that there 
hasn’t been an Area fundraiser in a while, and that we will be doing so in the near future. 

Disbursements
PI subcommittee of $20 for new PI handbooks

PI subcommittee of $30 for rent
Activities subcommittee of $150 for New Year’s deposit 

Motion to close  around 11-ish

Next ASC Meeting :
9:00  January 3rd, 2010
The Pulliam Building
545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes January 3rd,  2010 

Open:   9:15 with a Moment of silence, the Serenity Prayer, and reading of the 12 concepts.

Roll Call:  Stephanni C., Karen C., Jennifer C., Lacey., Kurt B., Francisco R., Josie S., Jonathan L., Levi B., Stacy A., 
Sjon C., Bill C., Bailey H., Tiffany R., Jim M., Shell H., Shawn H., Dawn H., Desiree V., Cathy S., Ernie S., Goldberry 
M., Joe W., Mike L., Adam C., Lindsey F., Corey M., Rebecca K., Chris B., Corrie M.

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:   Motion to approve last month’s minutes.  Minutes approved.  

Group Reports:
4th Street Recovery:    Levi B. GSR, Bob S. GSRA, Group is doing well, with an average of 25-30 Addicts in 
attendance.  The group voted no on special awards.

Addicts Helping Addicts:  Rebecca K. GSR, Shealee S. GSRA, Group is small, with an average of 4-6 Addicts 
attending.  New comers are cycling through the meeting and going onto larger meetings in the Area.  Support would be 
appreciated.  Area donation of $6.00

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Meetings and 7th are good.  Group will be having a dance March 13th.  Open 
service positions are Saturday Night Opener and GSRA.  Area donation of $100

Addicts United:  Not in attendance

Clean Serene Freaks:   Mike L. GSR, Adam C. GSRA, Rotated chairs at CSF.  Kelli W. Tues., Rochelle C. Sun., Bill 
A. new Wed., Stephanni C. new Fri.  Adam C. is the new GSR.  385 Addicts attended in December, and the 7th 

tradition was low due to Christmas.  Please support our new chairs!

Drug Busters:   Not in attendance

Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Josie S. GSR, There are 7 Addicts attending.

Free at Last:  Not in attendance

Freedom Springs:   Dawn H. GSR, The group has been going through some changes.  Dawn H. is taking Joe K.’s 
position as GSR.  Joe has been the GSR the past couple of years and is ready to step down.  We thank him profusely for 
fulfilling his commitment and then some.  After paying rent and literature, we have an Area donation of $10.

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance

Hugs Not Drugs:   Stacey A. GSR, Attendance averages around 20 Addicts.  7th is keeping up with literature and rent. 
The group voted no on special awards.

Hope Dealers:   Helena GSR, Jennifer C. GSRA reporting,  Attendance and 7th are good.

Just For Today:  Bill C. GSR, Greg P. GSRA,  Bill is the new GSR and Greg is the new GSRA.  Group voted no on 
special awards.  Area donation of $35. 



Mass Addicts:  Not in attendance

New Horizons:   Not in attendance

NA Nooner:  Bailey H. GSR, 25 Addicts average attendance with a low 7th Tradition.  Bingo on December 19th. Went 
well with a group member winning $100.  Group will be closed January 19th and meeting at a coffee shop for coffee 
and fellowship.  Group will be having a bowling night at Classic Lanes in Greeley at 7:30.  Group is in need of a 
GSRA.  Area donation of $100.

On Higher Ground:   Kurt B., Restructuring right now.  Group has no GSR or GSRA.  Need help outside the 
Fellowship and new meeting place to change venue.  Purchased a new coffee maker. Needs support. May have a 
donation, but waiting for lit.   Area donation of $12.71

Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Great meeting with a strong message.  7th Tradition and attendance is a little low. 
Group is in need of home group members and GSRA.  Group voted against special awards.  Area donation of $16. 
WSO donation of $16.  

   
Uncut:  Lacey GSR, Attendance is averaging 5-10 Addicts with a majority of them residents of the center.  7th is slim, 
rarely receiving donations.  The Clean-time requirement for service positions has been waved due to little support. 
Group NEEDS SUPPORT!  Area donation of $16.

When At The End Of The Road:  Corrie M. GSR,  Attendance and 7th Tradition are doing well.  Amy J. has stepped 
down as GSR and Corrie is the new GSR.  Amy apologizes for not attending the ASC, as she has an excruciating head 
ache.  Area donation of $50.

XX Genes:     Karen C., vote no on special recognition.  Meeting going strong.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 
in  to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Chris B., This is Chris’s report, verbatim:  “Dear ASC,  I’d like to thank this body for the opportunity to serve 
Narcotics Anonymous.  I love NA and I love Off the Wall Area.  Unfortunately, with the spring semester coming up 
and the need to focus on my own recovery first, I must resign my position early.  It would be a disservice to this body 
not to delegate this service to an Addict that has more time and devotion to fill the spot.  The Area Chair person is a 
great service opportunity and has been a great building block for me in my application of the traditions, concepts of 
service, and the Robert’s rules of order.  This position of service like any other in NA is humbling and does not make 
anyone else or myself any sort of special Addict doing a special service.  It is, as in any venue of service, a stepping 
stone in the path of recovery.  I highly encourage any Addict who is ready to humbly come and serve Narcotics 
Anonymous on an Area level, to do so.  I have seen this Area go through some serious changes over the last year and a 
half, and am grateful to have been a small part in those changes.  I am forever grateful and clean today.  In loving 
Service, Chris B.”

Vice Chair:   Corey M.,  See literature report…

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Talked to RD to come and give presentation on CAR.  Hopefully to happen immediately following 
the next ASC.  Hopefully between 12:30 and 1.  Call Kathy to extend our time next ASC to 4PM. 

Secretary:    Stephanni C., Guidelines are printed, however, my printer is still printing more copies and has been since 
last night.  Disbursement for 30.98 for paper and ink.  I would like to thank Dave L. for fixing the ASC computer. 
Now that the computer is fixed, as I own my own laptop.  If there is another service position that needs the ASC laptop, 
please see me after the meeting today.



Treasurer:   Jim M., reporting.  Has end of the year budget report to hand out to everyone.  $311.00 in group 
donations.  A copy of the report will be sent to the ASC and GSR’s with the minutes from  January.

Activities Subcommittee:   John S.  Quick report.  Karen asked how much money was raised for our Area, and if it 
was split between all three Areas.  The total for the whole event was not was not specified.
    
Literature Sub-Committee:  Corey M. reporting.  The subcommittee met on December 18th.  At that time we counted 
the inventory as well as the Literature funds.  For the record, I am stating that the funds collected did not match the 
receipts written.  The deposit was $650, bringing the balance to $700.  We ordered $640 worth of lit on the 19th, and 
still have not received the order.  So please order the minimum your group needs.  If necessary, and you don’t have 
what you need, I can make arrangements to bring literature to your group, as I expect to receive the order in the next 
couple of days.  It was shipped on the 19th, and I believe that it was delayed due to the holidays.  Thanks for letting me 
serve, Corey M.

Shawn asked what the discrepancy was, dollar amount was 62 less than the receipts showed, and Cory does not know 
why

Hospitals and Institutions:   Sjon C.,  I am very happy to be serving as the H&I Chair.  I have printed a new flyer, and 
was supper happy to make it perfect and the way I wanted it to come out, and found a mistake after printing.  The 
address on the flyer is wrong, and here is the corrected address:

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V., We sold merchandise at the New Year’s Dance totaling $34.  This leaves 
$453.00 in the bank.  Next subcommittee meeting will be January 16th, at 3rd and Railroad in Loveland at 3 PM.  Happy 
to serve, Desiree V.

Public Information Subcommittee:     Ernie S., Subcommittee met on Dec. 19th, with 5 Addicts in attendance.  The 
subcommittee looked into an unlimited texting package for our hotline to alleviate problems with high bills in the 
future. The subcommittee voted to add texting to the plan at $15 a month. 

Weld County Resource Fair was discussed.  We will be participating in the Fair on March 4th, 2010 at the Island Grove 
Exhibition Hall in Greeley.  The event will take place from 1-4 PM.  Karl W. along with another Addict will be 
manning the OTW NA booth offering PI folders to those who visit the booth.

We will be mailing information to places that deal with Addicts letting them know our presence in Weld and Larimer 
Counties.  Ernie will get the mailing list and we will go from there.  We would like to do electronic mail as well.  ILS, 
Ernie S.

Phone line Chair, Goldberry Md., I got all the supplies and made 3 more notebooks, after editing and revising some 
things in the last one.  WE now have a notebook to go along with each phone, and one that stats with the phone line 
chair.  There were 2 trainings this month: One in FC by Kurt, and one Greeley by Goldberry, who is now trained.  We 
have a total of 17 people in FC, Loveland, and Greeley on the phone line.  So far each person is doing one week at a 
time, and a pretty large pool of volunteers that will make a nice rotation.  I plan to have another training in another 
couple of months to try and get more people from Loveland involved.  I currently only have one person.  So far 
everything has gone pretty smoothly.  This month, a volunteer had an emergency, so we just made sure that another 
volunteer handled the phone.  Since BFE does not have their phone set up and running yet, we put their meetings on 
our lists in our notebook for referral.  I have made a calendar and called people one month in advance, so I already have 
January covered.  ILS, Goldberry.

Stephanni asked if anyone knew if we have been reimbursed for the ridiculous texting bill.  Ernie said we received only 
$25, and we have no way of figuring it out, and this is why texting has been put onto the phone plan.  Jim asked about 
the BFE Area and our phone line, stating that Region was producing funds.  Nothing has been arranged yet.

CRCNA Liaison:   Open for election



Newsletter Chair:   Jonathan, The newsletter has started strong in 2010.  I feel it will be a valuable resource for us 
here in the OTW Area.  I have downsized the newsletter from 10 pages to 4.  I wanted to get a lot of the “canned” 
information out of there, and get input from the Area.  I have formed a subcommittee.  We meet on the 2nd Wednesday 
of the month at Dazzbog Coffee in downtown Loveland.

I have found a way, with the Area’s help, to make the newsletter more appealing.  I can print the newsletter myself 
from my printer, double sided, in full color, for about the same as the budget before.  I spent $54.41.  The reason it was 
so high this month, is that I purchased a stapler that came with 1250 staples.  One ream of paper for $4.49 covering 2 
months of printing at 125 copies per month.  And Ink totaling $39.00

I have a way that would lower the cost for a 3 month period at a time.  After the first ream of paper is used, Sam’s has a 
box of 10 reams for $26.99.This would be enough paper to cover 20 months of printing the newsletter at 125 copies per 
month.  For the ink, I would like to get a disbursement of $95.92.  This would cover the cost of printing for 3 months. 
It would break down to a monthly cost of $31.97 by purchasing ink in extra large cartridge size.  

I have already spoken to Jeff S., and he has all the subcommittee info and a PDF copy of the newsletter to go up on the 
web, if not already done.

I have a lot of ideas for the year(s) to come about doing this newsletter.  I have never been so excited to do service 
work in my life.  I have a lot of support from my home group, and members of other home groups.

I would just like to bring to the table the idea of ink and paper because it will save us money and keep us around the 
same budget, but having done in full color.
Thank You, Jonathan L.

 Kurt B. reiterated that we need to be real careful and follow the traditions when writing the news letter.  Sjon stated 
that we need to be careful of using personal printer and computers.
  
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business
CAR Presentation was brought up to Shawn.  The RD didn’t confirm if we could have the discussion after the next 
ASC, and Stephanni needs to confirm that we can keep the Pulliam Building after the ASC…

Dawn stated that she had the receipts from last PI presentation for $35.00

Elections for Open Office
Jim stated the 4th Concept in how we do elections, and that we need to nominate the person best fit for the position, and 
not to just throw out names.  Karen stated that we are going to be following the new guidelines criteria before we hold 
the elections.  Shawn read from the service manual, page 6.

Chris read from the Guidelines Procedure and General Qualifications.

Subcommittee requirements were read.  

Literature Chair:  Qualifications were read.  Trino F. was nominated. With a second.  Trino declined.  Dave L. was 
nominated with a second, and asked to qualify himself.  Karen asked if he had transportation and his own bank account 
and an income.  He stated that he was going to school, and does not have a bank account.  Shawn stated that we need to 
have something in place in case Dave’s credit does not allow him to be a signer.  Shawn stated that he would not like to 
have someone that could not have their own point of accountability.  Was stated that his roommate is the ASC Vice 
Chair, and that Karen stated that she was able to take this on when she was in early recovery and given a chance.  Just 
wants to make sure that as he is leaving with large amounts of money, and that he is held accountable.  Was stated that 



he is not an account signer, but in possession of a debit card, and only responsible for making deposits.  Was stated that 
Red won’t check to see if he can be a signer until someone is elected.

Treasurer:  Karen was nominated with a second, but declined.  Levi was nominated, but declined.  Trino was 
nominated but declined.  Position will be held open for election at the next ASC.

CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M. clarified a little more, being the past Liaison.  Kurt B. was nominated, but declined. 
Jennifer was nominated with a second.  Jennifer qualified herself.  Levi asked if she had transportation to get herself. 
She did.  Was asked her clean time, stated that she had 100 days, but has been at ASC level in the past.  Francisco was 
nominated, but declined.  Mike L. was nominated and qualified himself.  Shell asked what he did with personal 
recovery, as it’s “Recovery based service, not service based recovery. A vote was taken.  Mike is the clear majority, 
and is the new CRCNA Liaison.  Mike asked if there was a budget for this, and it was stated that yes, and needs to 
bring a proposal for a budget at the next ASC. 

New Business
  Raising budget for newsletter from $35 to $50.  Entailed buying in bulk and printer ink.  Shell stated that putting in 
color is not as important as donating to other aspects of the Area.  Karen stated that using personal computer and 
compared it to the diversion of money, property and prestige.  Levi stated that we need to have GC conscience on if we 
do color on it. And that it’s still a work in progress to see where the best deal on paper and ink.  Adam stated that we 
are doing a step and tradition every month, so this will be a monthly publication.  Levi stated that he was for the 
newsletter budget.  Color is appealing, and that there will be a history of NA, and personal stories.  Shawn was against, 
stating that we are losing more pages per month and less copies per month, but we want to make the newsletter a higher 
budget?  Motion dies, without a clear majority.  The budget will remain at $35.

RCM budget was discussed.  Shawn asked for an annual budget of $400, stating that the assembly in Steamboat will 
cost to stay, as well as needed gas money.  Karen stated that the RCM’s are there to represent OTW Area, and should 
support them.  Motion passes.

Karen wanted to know when the new phone line training is going to be.  Goldberry was waiting for…  Karen asked if 
we had any Spanish speaking Addicts to answer the phone.  The answer was yes, one.

Shawn asked if there was a guide to local service provided by the Secretary.  Shawn stated that we need to have people 
that get railroaded into GSR’s, and kinda have a blank stare, and not interacting with the discussions.  Jim stated that 
what does this come out of, Secretary budget, Literature, or administrative.  Karen stated that we need to not to have 
these to force people into doing this, and that we have the tool but will it be used.  Shawn agreed with Karen, but the 
Area should still provide these tools.  Karen stated that she was for this.  Levi stated that he was against this.  Stephanni 
stated that she was against it, due to the fact. That it should be up to each individual group.  A vote was taken, and the 
Secretary is in charge of ordering the service books from Literature, and having them available to each new member 
that wants a book.

Dawn asked that since Chris has resigned, that who does it?  Was stated that he will be doing as much as he can, but 
will fall onto Cory to Chair next month until a new Chair is elected.

Upcoming Events
Bowling in Greeley.  See web for more information.

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
Treasurer, Secretary, Area Chair

Open Discussion
Stacy said that people are railroaded into positions, and some are interested are not being given the chance to be 
nominated and serve.

Stephanni stated that the Secretary Position is open next month, and is still interested in the position for another term.



Disbursements
Karen stated that we need to make sure that we are not spending what we are not sure of what we have..

All disbursements were approved, however the exact amounts were not turned into the Secretary.

Motion to close at 11:25

Next ASC Meeting :
February 7th, 9:00 AM
The Pulliam Building
545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



 

Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes February 7th,  2010 

Open:   Cory opened the meeting at 9:03 with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of 
the 12 Concepts.

Roll Call:  Stephanni C., Carlos, Josie, Bailey, Tiffany, Danny G., Kas C., Kurt B., Desiree V., Dawn H., Jim M., 
Shawn H., Goldberry M., Cathy S., Ernie S., Mike L., Adam C., Bill C., Sjon C., Rebecca K., Karen C., Lacey, Helena, 
Jennifer C., Erik, Red B., Stacey A., Greg P., Shane P., Jonathan L., Levi B., Bob R., Corrie M., Lilias R., John S.

Guests:  

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:    Motion to approve last month’s minutes, 2nd, approved. 

Group Reports:
4th Street Recovery:  Levi B. GSR, Bob S. GSRA, 7th is good.  Group needs help in attendance at the Thursday noon 
meeting.  Area donation of $20  

Addicts Helping Addicts: Rebecca K. GSR, Shealee S., GSRA, Meetings are very small but group is carrying the 
message.  2-3 new comers per month come to meeting and go on to bigger groups for regular attendance both in and 
out of the Area.  This group could use support.

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Meetings and 7th are doing great.  Jim stated that there will be the Jackson 
Lake camping trip June 11-13.  Sites will be $36 for the weekend.  A flyer will be coming soon. 

Addicts United:  Not in attendance.

Clean Serene Freaks:   Adam C. GSR, Dave L. GSRA, Attendance and 7th have been average.  Adam is the new GSR, 
Dave L. is the new GSRA, Justin M. is the new Lit Char, and Deanna H. is the new Secretary.  Area donation of 
$71.82.

Drug Busters:   Erik GSR, All is well.

Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Josie GSR, Carlos GSRA, Attendance has picked up.  Group has had out of 
state visitors who have been in detox.

Free at Last:  Not in attendance.

Freedom Springs:  Dawn H. GSR, Attendance is steady but could always use more support.  The church where 
meeting is held will be housing the homeless from Feb.8th-Feb.14th.  So the meeting will change rooms during this time, 
but will resume in its normal room on Tuesday, Feb. 16th.  7th has not been very strong, affording the groups needs. 
Area donation of $10

Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance

Great Balls of Fire: John S. GSR, This is a new strong meeting with great recovery and fellowship.  Group is in need 
of one Basic Text and one JFT, and will ask the Area to donate. 

Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacy A., GSR, Newt L. GSRA, Newt is the new GSRA.  7th is keeping up with literature and rent. 
All is well.  



Hope Dealers:   Helena GSR, Jennifer GSRA, Really need Addicts with long term recovery to attend.  Would love to 
have volunteers for speaker meetings.  Starting March 4th, there will no longer be a Thursday meeting.  Area donation 
of $10

Just For Today:  Bill C. GSR, Attendance averages 15-25 Addicts.

Mass Addicts:  Kas C. GSR, All is well.  Need support from members with clean time.  Area donation of $41.29   

New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 

NA Nooner:  Bailey H. GSR, Tiffany R. GSRA,  7th is low with an average attendance of 20-30 Addicts.  The group 
will not be meeting on February due to a holiday.  Tiffany is the new GSRA.  Area Donation of $100

On Higher Ground:  This group has closed due to no support from the fellowship.  Area donation of $15.68 

Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Great meeting with steady attendance and 7th.  A new home group member has 
joined.  Possibly  starting a second meeting on Saturday mornings.  Group is still in need of home group members and a 
GSRA.  Area Donation of $12, and a WSO donation of $11

When At The End Of The Road: Corrie M. GSR, Attendance has been great, with some meetings standing room 
only.  Lots of new comers!  7th is really good some days.  Area donation of $50

Uncut:  Lacey GSR, 7th is small with 10 Addicts in attendance.

XX Genes:   Karen C. GSR, meeting is growing with many women attending from different facilities.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 
in  to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  Open for Election

Vice Chair:  Corey M., Attended the CRCNA XXIV planning committee with our CRCNA Liaison.  The committee is 
asking Addicts from around the Region to help, with many service positions open.  I highly recommend attending the 
next planning committee with Mike L.  I completed the transition of our Literature Chair Dave L.  He has met all the 
requirements and fulfilled all he said that he would.  Thanks Dave!  

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Shawn H. reporting.  Wanted to thank Stephanni for arranging an extended time for our space so we 
can have the CAR presented to us.  No donations to WSO.  The regional Vice Chair has stepped down.  

CRCNA donated $6,231.39 to the Region.  The Region is still broke!  The Region has $10,782.93 when the Region 
met last time.  The new budget system is a little different than the old one.  We used to try and keep a $5,000 general 
fund for things that would come up through the year with no idea what would happen and hope for the best.  

The Regional PI Chair noted that Regional PI had a good turnout.  Thank you Ernie for furthering our connection with 
the Region.

CRCNA XXIV has elected some of its trusted servants.  Don T. Hospitality, Jeff S. F&E, Danielle W. Merchandise, 
Gigi H Display and printing, Patti H. Registration.  Did get another vote for Vice Chair, and Steve K. is the new Vice 
Chair.



Check D., our RDA will be presenting after our ASC meeting on the Conference Agenda Report (CAR).  It is 
important for NA members because it is the future of NA as a whole.  NA takes the voices of every Addict and listens. 
This is a chance for each member to discuss their wants for the future of NA as a whole.  It is important that we 
participate in this presentation so that we can inform our fellow Addicts at group level.  The GSR’s will then vote at the 
Regional Assembly in April.  The RD will then carry that conscience to the WSC.

CRCNA is still taking bids for CRCNA XXV.  There is a lot of hype about it being our 25th conference.  If we want to 
try and get it in OTW Area we can discuss it, or we can just be happy wherever it lands.  The bids will be voted on at 
the July CRSC.

All Major service positions at regional level, except for the RD and RDA will be opening at the April Assembly.It 
seems like some fresh blood may be needed.  If you know anyone with some clean time, experience, and willingness, 
please send them to the Assembly in April.  It is a great way to serve and bring experience to your program.

The next CRSC meeting will be in Denver March 21st, from 10AM- 3PM at 1212 Mariposa St.

Mike asked how it went with our Area voting against special awards.  Shawn was the only person to bring this up, and 
was asked to make a motion to make this not happen again.  He stated that it seemed that people all at Regional.

Secretary:    Cory M., Vice Chair has the laptop.  Disp. For $13.37 for coffee and creamer.  Guidelines and Service 
handbooks are available.  I would like to thank the Area for giving me the opportunity to serve this past year as the 
ASC Secretary.  I didn’t realize how big of a job this was going to be when I nominated myself, but has been an 
awesome learning experience for me and my recovery.  I hope this body deems me fit to serve another term.

Treasurer:  Red B., The beginning balance on January 3rd, 2010 was $1550.76.  We had the following disbursements 
that day of:

• $150 for Activities
• 80.41 for Newsletter
• $30 for PI Rent
• $30.98 for Secretary expenses
• $12.90 for literature.

Total disbursements that day were $304.29
We paid the phone bill for $82.15
We donated $10 for internet.
We had group donations that day of $330.71
We added $70 back to the account for canceling check #113630
We had an account correction not in our favor for $10.03
This leaves us with an account balance of $1545 minus our prudent reserve of $600, for a general fund balance of 
$945.00

I am submitting a budget for treasurer expenses for 2010 in the amount of $100 for PO Box rent, stamps, envelopes, 
and misc. printing

Ernie asked if the rent disbursement for PI rent.  Answer was yes. Correction on newsletter from $80.41 to $54.41. 
Kurt asked for clarification on what and when we donated to Area.  Red found the discrepancy and clarified that a 
donation in Dec., 08 didn’t get to Region until 2009.  Shawn stated that the Regional report gave total donations from 
each Area, and OTW had the largest amount of donation in the region.

Activities Subcommittee:  John S.  In attendance were 7 Addicts.  Discussed news concerning a DJ and its costs.  We 
searched for one and one was found.
Discussed plans for a trip to the museum in Denver.  Discussed different choices:  Air and Space, Natural Science, and 
Contemporary Art.  The Museum of Contemporary Art was chosen.  The event will be March 21st.



Requesting disbursement for Valentine’s Day dance flyers from Kurt B., and $35 for flyers for the Museum trip.
Planning to have a 4th of July picnic in Ft. Collins

We have a $230 donation from the New Year’s dance.  We are making the donation this month because the Treasurer 
was not in attendance last month.

Des asked how much the museum was going to cost. John clarified.  Dawn asked if there was going to be a speaker. 
John stated that Jaqueline B. would be speaking.  Jim stated that they were having a March activity.  Jonathan stated 
that if there are any   activities desired to be put in the newsletter, to contact him.
    
Literature Sub-Committee:   Dave L.  A report was given verbally, but not submitted to Secretary. 

Hospitals and Institutions: Sjon C., We had 12 people in attendance.  Stressed the “does and don’ts” of H&I.  We are 
looking to go into going into Weld and/or Platte.  We need members from the Area other than Greeley.  Would like 
some service members from Loveland and Ft. Collins.  Let Sjon know if you are going into facilities so you can be 
trained.  We meet at the same time as Region, but plan on attending the Regional H&I subcommittee meeting.  I am 
working on being more internet savvy, and checking emails and web more often.  Wants to know the needs and 
concerns of others that want to do.  Dawn stated that all was well in LCDC Women’s.  Shawn brought up that there 
coup be a virtual meeting done through our region’s website.  

Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V., I bought $38 in new merchandise and for 4 meetings worth of rent, totaling 
$58 spent this month.  This leaves $395.91 in the bank.  The next subcommittee meeting will be February 20th at 3 PM 
at 3rd and Railroad in Loveland.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S., 5 Addicts were in attendance.  The committee voted to spend some of 
its budget on completing the PI folders with information from WSO.  Jim M. said that he would take care of ordering 
the materials.  This will cost $20 of the budget to complete 39 folders.

The 2010 PI budget was discussed.  It was agreed that a $100 monthly budget.  This will cover literature, postage, 
folders, cds and sleeves, printing, rent, and other misc. expenses.  Rent is $10 leaving $90 for other expenses.

Goldberry is still in the process of working with another Addict to get unlimited texting added to the phone line.  The 
Area will be informed when this is done.  The Phone line committee wants to remind all Addicts who are doing service 
on the phone line that it is NOT for personal use.  The schedule for the phone line has been assigned for this month, and 
will be ready to go a month in advance from here on out.  /currently there is one phone in Greeley, and one in Ft. 
Collins.  The phone line is receiving about 2 calls per day.  Another phone training will take place this Spring.

Karl W. will be manning an NA booth at the Weld County Resource Fair.  He will be handing out PI folders to 
participants who visit the booth. He will also be collecting the names, company names, phne numbers, and email 
addresses of those to be added to our contact list.

It was suggested that after the Resource fair, the PI subcommittee keep 20-25 folders on hand at all times, ready and 
available to hand out. 

A report was turned in by our webmaster, Jeff S. He is asking for any other volunteers that may be interested in helping 
with the upkeep of our website.  Jeff is doing the best that he can, but it sometimes takes longer than intended.  He 
suggested that we use the Blast to get things out sooner.

Dave asked that before subcommittee ordered some things from world, that they see him because he has some of the 
things left over that they need….

CRCNA Liaison:  Mike L., Nominations and elections were had for the CRCNA planning committee.  The Chairs are 
as previously stated in the RCM report, with the addition of Program Committee which will carry over from last year 
for the next 4 years, the Webmaster which was carried over for the next 5 years.



There are a lot of hoodies still left over from CRCNA XXII.  They are planning to be sold at a super discount.  The new 
Merch chair will be getting a hold of Corey M. to see about selling some at the OTW Valentine’s dance.  

Jim stated that Mike should get together with Jeff to get the Chair information on our website changed.  Mike will get 
this done.  Corey asked how to get a hold of the CRCNA Merchandise Chair.

Newsletter Chair:  Jonathan, The committee met 3 times last month to get things going.  We have a comic strip now, 
good content, and great recovery.  5 Addicts are working on the subcommittee to get this done.  I was sick for a bit in 
January, so we had to push hard to get things done.

Levi B. was voted in as the Vice chair.  We discussed a budget, and unanimously voted that the budget be increased to 
$50 for printing costs.  This is only a $15 increase.

We are always looking for recovering Addicts in OTW Area with good amounts of clean time (two yrs or more) to give 
their story in the newsletter.  Also, GSR’s of the Area are being asked for a list of clean time birthdays in the 
newsletter.  Just email Jonathan with them.

The subcommittee meets the second Monday of every month at Daz Bog Coffee in downtown Loveland from 8:30-
9:30.  We also meet the 4th Monday of the month from 5:45-6:45 for a final edit.
  
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Elections for Open Office
Treasurer:  Corey asked if  Red was interested in another term.  Red stated that he had been doing this position for 
over 2 ½ years and declined.
Red nominated Trino with a 2nd.  Trino accepted and qualified himself.  Was asked if he had a job.  Trino stated that he 
did go out of town for work at weeks at a time, and that if anyone needed to get put onto the Area bank account it 
would be on his time, because he just couldn’t get here to do it on the spot.  Was asked if his time with work and 
children were going to hinder him from being able to do this job.  He stated that he spent much time talking with family 
and sponsor, and was hesitant in the past, but is now ready to take on a position.  Trino was voted in as the new ASC 
Treasurer by unanimous vote.

Secretary:  Stephanni was nominated with a second. Accept. Stacy was nominated and declined.  Cathy was 
nominated and declined. Jim stated that the guidelines need to be turned in no later than 5 days after the ASC. 
Stephanni stated that she will conform to this..  Shawn asked about the Guides to Local Service, stating that this was a 
part of the Secretary’s  position. She stated yes.  Ernie stated that  Secretary could get with webmaster and post her own 
minutes on the web.  Stephanni will retain the position of Secretary.

Newsletter:  Jonathan was nominated with a second, qualified himself.  Was voted in unanimously and will retain the 
position of Newsletter Chair. 

Area Chair:  Kurt nominated with a 2nd,accept. Red nominated with a 2nd, declined.  Joe nominated with a second. 
Kurt and Joe qualified themselves.  Shawn asked both what lit sources each used to better fulfill the position.  Joe 
answered that he would use the Traditions, concepts, and Basic Text.  Kurt stated that he had talked much with his 
sponsor, and read several pieces such as the concepts, and much to do with the Roberts Rules of order, and had done 
the research for this position, and hold the GSR’s accountable, and that the ASC support them in that.  Kurt is the new 
Area chair by unanimous vote.



New Business
One written motion turned in.  GBOF wanted Area to donate one BT and one JFT.  Motion passes with majority.

Karen wanted to know who brought the online meeting flyer.  Jim stated that he didn’t realize that it couldn’t be here 
and wasn’t approved.  Karen stated her opinion on the matter.

Red asked why and how we approve gas money for certain service committees, due to last month’s approval of $400 
for the RCM’s.  Karen stated that they are required to go to these Regional sub’s, and that we should support them. 
Newt stated that if we requested from the Region for gas disbursements, they would get them. 

PI budget was discussed.  Ernie stated that the budget would have a monthly cost of $100.  Vote was taken to approve 
this amount.  Budget approved.

Des brought up her budget and cap.  Stated that there was already a budget cap in the guidelines, and that didn’t need to 
be approved by the ASC.

Activities budget was discussed.  $150 was the requested about per month.  John clarified that we use most of that 
money within each month, but not always, get’s used with purchasing fliers, refreshments, and change for at the door 
events.  Shawn stated that the subcommittee needs to bring anything over the budget amount up to ASC for approval.

Newsletter budget was discussed.  Jonathan brought up his budget from last month.  His subcommittee voted that they 
bring this up at the next ASC for another vote to increase to $50, a $15 increase, to print in color.  Karen stated that $50 
was too much.  Rebecca stated that since we have copies left over, and have fewer copies, then it seems to be doing ok. 
Shawn stated that we might want to make fewer copies with so many being left over after all is said and done.  The 
budget was approved.

Shane came to ask what it takes to start a new meeting in the work release program in Greeley.  Was curious if it was a 
H&I meeting, or an outside meeting. Karen stated that she had taken a meeting into a halfway in LCDC, and that 
anyone could start a meeting.  Shane stated that he facilitates a program that as part of his curriculum, and that he 
needed to happen there once every 3 months.  Karen was asking if they were wanting us to go in and start the meeting. 
Dawn clarified this by stating that they were trying this in the past to discuss taking one in or not.  Newt stated that 
anyone can start an NA meeting, but have to follow our NA guidelines and traditions.

Was stated that we need to disburse money for the Guides of Area service. See disbursements.
  

Upcoming Events
Valentine’s Dance February 13th from 8PM-1AM.  3448 N. Taft, Loveland, CO.  DJ, Speaker, Fun in Recovery. This is 

an Area fundraiser
Jackson Lake Camping Trip June 11-13  more details to come

Open Discussion

Disbursements
Mike L. asked for approval for gas reimbursement in the amount of $15.  Approved

All other disbursements were previously approved within each subcommittee’s budget:
• Stephanni C. $13.37 for coffee
• $35 for activities flyers
• $50.36 for activities flyers
• $18.20 for PI
• $30 for PI
• $20 for PI



• $65 for Valentines Dance for activities
• $26.50 for H&I Literature
• $65.50 for Secretary Literature
• $52.72 for newsletter

 Karen asked that with a new term of Treasurer, that the old Treasurer give its audit.

Motion to close at 11:30, 2nd, approved.
Next ASC Meeting :

March 7th, 2010 9:00AM
The Pulliam Building
545 N. Cleveland Ave.

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes March 5,  2010  

 
Open:   9:00 with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Pray and the reading of the 12 Concepts. 
 
Roll Call:   Stephanni C., Desiree V., Dawn H., Jim M., Shawn H., Bill C., Karen C., Helena D., Lacey, Ernie S., 
Cathy S., Adam C., Mike L., Trino F., Danny G., Erik, Corrie M., Bob R., Melanie S., Levi B., Mike M., Greg P., 
Stacy A., Elisabeth L., Bailey H., Tiffany R., Josie S., Mark M., Melanie K., Kas C., Kurt B., John S., Corey M., 
Lindsey, Dave L., Frank M. 
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to Approve February Minutes, 2nd, minutes approved. 
 

Group Reports: 
4th Street Recovery:   Levi B. GSR, Bob S. GSRA, 7th has been good.  Monday attendance has been good, however 
the noon meeting on Thursday’s could use support.  Area donation of $20  
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  March 31st will be last meeting, Area donation of $20 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Cathy S. GSR, Mike M. GSRA, Meetings are going well, and 7th is good.  The Jackson Lake 
camp sites are all reserved, but you can still reserve on the other side of the park.  Area donation of $75 
 
Addicts United:  Melanie K. GSR, Elisabeth GSRA, Meeting has great attendance.  Sabine will be speaking the 1st 
Friday in April.  Elisabeth is the new GSRA.  Area donation of $89 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Adam C. GSR, Dave L. GSRA, Things are going really well and meetings are strong. 
 
Drug Busters:  Erik, GSR  All is well  
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Josie S. GSRA, Things are about the same.  There is a 2nd Anniversary in 
Albuquerque, NM March 12-14.  There is a new Spanish speaking meeting in Ft. Collins, Bueno Voluntar, Sunday 
from 9-10, and Wednesday from 6:45-7:45.  Is asking the Area for help with literature to get the meeting on its feet. 
 
Free at Last: Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Dawn H. GSR, Lindsey GSRA, Meetings are going well.  Just love it when Addicts keep showing 
up.  IHN will be happening again beginning April 4th, and we will be moving upstairs for that week.  Ending balance 
last month was $131.  After paying rent and 2 BT, Area donation of $50. 
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  Frank GSR, Meeting is going well with an average of 30 Addicts.  Candles are lit 
every Friday!  Area donation of $27.65 
 
Great Balls of Fire:  John S. GSR, Going to be relocating, location TBD.  Meetings are going well. 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:  Stacy A. GSR, Newt L. GSRA, 7th is keeping up with rent and literature.  Attendance is well. 
 
Hope Dealers:   Helena D. GSR, There are no more Thursday meetings.  Group needs speakers and support from 
Addicts with a year or more Clean. 
 



Just For Today:   Bill C. GSR, Tuesday Book Study is good with attendance averaging 15 Addicts.  Friday’s are big 
with an average of 30-35 Addicts.  7th is low.  
 
Mass Addicts:     Kas C. GSR, All is good.  Area donation of $31.05 
 
New Horizons:   Not in attendance 
 
NA Nooner:   Bailey H. GSR, Tiffany R. GSRA,  Group is doing well with an average of 25 Addicts.  7th is low.  
Group would like to mention that an individual was caught taking money out of the basket and was confronted.  Group 
is still in need of a Wednesday opener.  Area donation of $100  
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, There is a new Saturday meeting.  Meetings are strong with good attendance and 
7th.  Group could use more members, as well as a GSRA.  Area donation of $23, World donation of $23 
 
 Uncut:  Lacey GSR,  Attendance is consistent with 10 Addicts.  7th is ok.  Group could use more support.  The address 
in the news letter is incomplete. 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Corrie M. GSR, Attendance and meetings are good.  Group is going to start 
keeping birthday coins in its inventory.  Area donation of $50 
 
XX Genes:  Karen C. GSR, Meetings are going really well with an average of 15 Women.   

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 

in  to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B., Kurt opened the meeting with a reading about service.  ASC Chair Changes:  This meeting is to do 
Area business and help NA group meetings with anything they need to assist them in their Primary Purpose.  ASC 
meeting starts promptly at 9AM, and will go no longer than 11:30.  We will break which can be motioned by a voting 
member.  A timer has been established that will limit opinions to 2 minutes. (Please base your opinion on you groups 
conscience or the Principles of the NA program.  During the discussion of the motion, there will be two opinions on 
each side, 2 for, and 2 against, unless the body feels that there is a need for more discussion.  During the motion, a 
“friendly amendment” can be entered as long as it is in agreement to the person or body that is creating the motion.  
Simple motions will be voted upon two ways; a show of hands is for main motions, or a verbal if the motion is part of 
the parliamentary motions which happens during standard procedure.  I will maintain the right to interrupt if you are 
not relating to the topic or motion at hand.  This is known as the “Order of the Day.”  I will maintain order and hope 
that everyone would respect any person who holds the floor.  Please do not interrupt the speaker or cross talk.  If there 
is anything that is not already on the agenda, see me before the meeting and I will add it to “New Business”, or if you 
feel that there is something that cannot wait, let me know before the meeting, or you can contact me at home to add 
something to the agenda before the meeting.  I am here to serve this body and uphold the principles of this program. 
 
Vice Chair:   No report. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  No report turned in.  
 
Secretary:    Budget is on hold until I figure out how many “Guides to NA Service” I might go through in the year. 
The phone list has been updated and will be sent off to WSO.  Make sure I get your report! 
 
Treasurer:   Trino F.,  We had a beginning balance of $1545 with the following disbursements that day of: 

 $13.37 to the secretary 
 $150.36 to activities 
 $68.20 to PI 
 $15 to CRCNA Liaison 



 $110.85 for literature 
 $52.72 to newsletter 

 
Total disbursements that day were $410.50.  We had a deposit of $797.93.  This brings the balance to $1932.43 minus 
our prudent reserve of $600, for a general fund balance of $1332.43 
The end of year audit report is as follows: 

 2/19 we had a + $15 
 4/5 we had a + $15 
 8/1 we had a - $30.48 

The balance was only off by $.48 
 
Activities Subcommittee:   John S., We had fliers printed for the trip to the museum to be distributed to the groups and 
at Area activities.  Discussed plans to have a bowling night and also to put together a Co-ed Softball team.  Heidi did 
all the research for the team and has started collecting money from those interested.  Talk to Heidi M. if you are 
interested in playing on the softball team.  The team will not be funded by Area funds, and is being put together by 
Addicts that just want to play, and will be funded by the Addicts themselves.  Bowling will be in Loveland with the day 
to be determined.  We have $10.06 to return to the Area after the costs covered for the Valentine’s dance. 
 
Anybody who wants events or support from Area activities, Please contact me. 
     
Literature Sub-Committee: Dave L., February Literature sales were $562.62 and was deposited on February 17th.  
This brought the account balance up $599.39.  I made a purchase of $1.79 for supplies, and made an order for $519.88, 
leaving a balance of $77.72.  Thanks to Trino for helping with the literature sales for the last two months.  Frank M. 
stepped up as the new literature vice chair.  I will be posting the new subcommittee meeting day and time on the Area 
website.  It will be at 4PM on the 2nd Sunday of the month.  Please contact me if you have any interest in helping out 
this subcommittee. 
 
Any GSR’s that did not receive “Guide to Area Service” please see me or Stephanni during the break. 
 
Thanks to Red for his help with this transition.  Your support made the move a lot easier on me.   
 
Thanks for letting me serve!  
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C., Sjon was not feeling well, but wanted everyone to know that everything was 
going well, and that the subcommittee is meeting the last Saturday of the month at the same address.    
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree V., I sold a total of $125 worth of merchandise at the Valentine’s dance, 
leaving a total of $475 in the bank.  The next subcommittee will meet March 20th at 3PM at 3rd and Railroad in 
Loveland. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Ernie S., The subcommittee met on February 20th in Greeley with 6 Addicts in 
attendance.  Karl, Ernie and Jim all attended the Regional PI meeting.  Region is planning a state-wide symposium.  It 
is still in the planning stages, with an approximate time in September in either Denver or Colorado Springs.  Each Area 
has been asked to supply a list of businesses, schools, and law enforcement agencies within each Area. 
 
Ernie received a training packet from the Regional PI chair.  This is intended to help train Addicts who want to be 
involved in PI.   See Ernie if you would like to check this out from me. 
 
Region has put together a draft of how the new PR subcommittee should look.  This draft will be a point of discussion 
at our Area’s PI subcommittee in April. 
 
We discussed reaching out to schools and some possible help in reaching the Spanish speaking communities.  Addicts 
were asked to think about these things and bring it back to the next subcommittee meeting with their ideas. 
 



The next PI subcommittee will be meeting on April 17th.  The subcommittee decided to cancel the March meeting due 
to the Sponsor/Sponsee breakfast already planned for that day. 
 
The Phone line  chair held a training last month and we now have 18 Addicts trained to man the phone line.  We still 
have no one in Loveland, and it would be really helpful if those in Loveland could step up. 
 
The phone company was called and Goldberry was added as an authorized account holder.  We added texting to our 
plan, with 300 texts per phone per month for $15.  This was the cheapest we could do.  Our contract will be ending 
soon, and we will be shopping companies to try and find the best deal.  Our bill is currently around $91 a month. 
 
The phones are scheduled out to different committee members through mid-April.  No one will have it for more than a 
week at a time, and will only have it about once every 4 months.   
 
Everyone has been doing a great job with no major incidents. 
  
Was brought up that there is a meeting taken into a women’s facility in Ft. Collins, and wanted clarification if it was a 
PI or H&I meeting.  Dawn clarified that it is just an Addict taking a meeting to women in the half-way house.  Des 
asked if there was a date for the next phone line training.  No date is scheduled at this time.   
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Mike L., Mike and Corey M. attended the meeting in Lakewood.  The new Program Chair is Allen 
T. from the Mile High Area.  He is looking for support from our Area for his program committee.  The next 
subcommittee meeting will be March 13th right before the next committee meeting at the same location.  Mike H. from 
Mie High was elected as this year’s Web Chair.  This year’s Sponsor/Sponsee pancake breakfast will be March 20th.  
The flier was “blasted” out to all on the Blast, containing the flyer with location and time.  I also sent out an email 
about this year’s logo contest.  All entries need to be in by March 10th, and will be voted on at the next committee 
meeting on March 13th.  The convention will be at The Double Tree hotel October 15th-17th in Grand Junction.  We will 
be doing a walk-through August 13th and 14th with the CRCNA planning committee.  25 rooms have been reserved at 
$99 per room per night.  So far, I am loving my service position and am eager to be a part of this year’s CRCNA. 
 
Kurt asked if there were going to be overflow rooms.  Mike clarified that it is only the walkthrough, so only 25 rooms 
are needed. 
 
Newsletter Chair:   Levi reporting.  Still looking for people that want to share their story.  Levi thanked Kurt for 
printing the newsletter, which came under budget.  Jim stated that there were pictures of the NA booth that was used 
during an info fair, and if they wanted them to put in the newsletter.  Levi also stated that if people needed newsletters 
without staples and names and phone numbers, to please contact this subcommittee. 
   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
Shawn H.  Our CAR report is due in April and basically shows how WSO will run for the next 2 years.  Saturday April 
17th, 650 Youngfield Ct.  Denver.  Kurt stated that these motions should be brought back to groups and voted on, so 
that they can be brought to the Regional Service Meeting in April.  Dawn brought minutes from the MALCNA Report. 
To discuss the report.  Kurt will try and post this on the GSR Checklist on our website. 
 
Trino stated that he is only missing Kurt as a signer on the Bank Account. 

 
Elections for Open Office 

PI Chair-  Positions details were read.  Ernie was nominated with a 2nd, an accepted.  Ernie qualified himself.  Vote 
was taken.  21 for, no against, no abstain.  Ernie is the Chair 

 
 
 



New Business 
  First motion is to donated $500 to region made by region.  Open for discussion.  None.  A vote was taken. 18 for, 
2against, 2 abstain.  Was asked what the minority opinion was.  Shawn stated that the money at Region isn’t being used 
very well.   
 
To donated 1 Spanish Basic Text, 1 Spanish, and one English JFT,  Karen asked if that was all that the group was 
needed.  Josie stated that Esperanza donated a lot already.  Trino asked if there was already a meeting that had taken 
place.  Josie also stated that the meeting was happening in a vote 22 for, none against, none abstain 

Upcoming Events 
Karaoke and Dance by Addict Seeking Sanity, March 13th in Greeley.  See Area web and your Home Group for flyers, 

address, and time. 
Jackson Lake Camping trip in June.  Campsites are all reserved, but you may reserve on the other side of the park.  See 

website and flyers for more details. 
9th Annual Sponsor/Sponsee Pancake Breakfast on March 20th.  See Area web for more details 

A Day at the Museum on March 21st.  See Area web for more details. 
Colorado Regional Assembly on April 17th.  See Area and Regional web for more details. 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:    

Merchandise Chair 
 

Open Discussion 
Karen stated that we should discuss how the Region is using our funds.  Stated that they are just kinda doing what they 
want with our funds.  Melanie asked if Region had an actual budget.  Jim stated that all that money has already been ear 
marked, and that the Region basically functions at a $0 amount in the bank.  Karen stated that we are one of the only 
Area’s that actually donates to Region.  Ernie asked for clarification on if this was about how our region is using its 
funds.  John stated that there have been discussions in some of the groups that he attends, and that a lot of our money is 
being blown at the regional level.  Stated that since we do have a lot of money, that we should figure out a way to better 
spend and serve our Area better, if we do have a problem with how the Region.  Jim stated that there will be a piece of 
Literature going around the CRSCNA meeting about how funds are being spent.  Levi stated that we can spend our 
funds by splitting funds between WSO and Region.  Melanie stated that there were a lot of good things stated, that even 
though we do donate a lot of money, that we shouldn’t make that our focus on how we donate.  Melanie II stated that in 
the guide to Local Services states that we can donate either to Region or WSO.  Erik stated that Shawn clarified how 
our money is being spent, and would like to be more informed.  And that after the minority is stated, and if we can then 
take another vote.  Shawn stated that he brings this up and can vote however he wants, and that the Area is informed.  
Kurt found what is says in our Point of Order, and that is can be brought up again, and the original motion holder can 
rescind the amendment.  Shawn stated that it was reported, and that our RCM’s were standing for our Area beliefs as 
trusted servants.  Erik asked that with all of this “stuff” being discussed, how would he vote.  Shawn stated that it’s up 
to the GSR vote to carry all of this.  Ernie stated that we need to be careful of not donating to Region, and we need help 
in the future, we may not be able to get it.  Dawn stated that since she is on a Regional Subcommittee, that all the 
money is accounted for.  Levi stated that we should just all show up to the Regional Committee.  Melanie stated that 
she was at Region in September, and that there is a lot of “aloofness” at region, and that we need to stand firm on our 
grounds as GSR’s 

Disbursements 
Trino stated that he could not get a Second Check signer for the phone line, and paid the bill himself, and would like to 
be reimbursed for this in the amount of $90.95, stating that he is aware the we don’t do this under normal 
circumstances  For 19, 0 opposed, 0 abstain. 
Kas C for Lit. $28, Ernie S. for PI $59.25,  $48 for newsletter printing, $10 for printing the minutes, $500 for Regional 
donation, Ernie S. for $10 PI subcommittee. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Motion to close at 10:45 
Next ASC Meeting : 

April 4th at 9:00 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes May 2, 2010  

 
Open:   9:03 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Stephanni C., Dawn H., Lindsey F., Kas C., John S., Kurt B., Jim M., Shawn H., Janene R., Trino F., 
Victor R., Mike L., Danny G., Greg P., Sjon C., Goldberry M., Bailey H., Stacy A., Mike M., Dave L., Taylor M., Levi 
B., Bob R., Adam C., Corrie M., Corey M., Ernie S., Cathy S., Sharon F., Karen C., Newt L., Josie S. 
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:   Motion to approve last month’s Minutes.  Karen stated that the Area make sure 
they get their name on the roll call.  Stephanni stated that there is one amendment to the Minutes.  Frank from Free at 
Last and New Horizons emailed Stephanni with his groups’ donations of  $125 from Free at Last and $50 from New 
Horizons in Area Donations.  Motion to approve with a second.  Minutes approved   
 

Group Reports: 
4th Street Recovery:    Levi B. GSR, Bob R. GSRA, Attendance is good.  7th Tradition has been low.  Thursday noon 
meeting could use support. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Attendance has been minimal, and this group needs support.  Area 
donation of $6.55 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Mike M. GSR, Meetings are going well.  Group is averaging 50-58 people attending the 
Sunday night birthday night.  Area donation of $200 
 
Addicts United:  Not in attendance. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance. 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Adam C. GSR, Dave L. GSRA, Group announced that the 5th annual Poker Run will be held 
July 24th and flyers are now available. 
 
Drug Busters:   Not in attendance 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Josie S. GSR, Meetings are going really well, and more females are starting 
to attend.  Wednesday is going to be bilingual night.  There is going to be a speaker, speaking Spanish, and translation 
is possible.  The group is also requesting for speakers to come and speak at their speaker meeting.  Dave stated that he 
still had the Spanish version of the group readings available. 
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Dawn H. GSR, Groups needs a Sunday night and Tuesday night opener.  This month after paying 
rent of $50.00 and getting supplies, we were able to purchase $44.25 of much needed literature, Leaving us with a 
balance of $1.75 after an Area donation of $10 
 
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance 
 



Great Balls of Fire:  John S. GSR, Group has regular attendance, however meeting place  is in dire need of a new 
location.  Anyone that might have a location, get with John.  7th Tradition is paying rent. 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Stacy A. GSR, All is well. 

 
Hope Dealers:   Not in attendance 
 
Humbling Asking:  Victor R. GSR, Attendance is steady with an average of 8 Addicts attending.  Group is still 
looking for more support.  Area donation of $10 
 
Just For Today:   Bill C. GSR, Greg P. GSRA, All is well.  There are summer kick-off picnic flyers available.  Group 
wants to remind the Area that the Tuesday Book Study meeting is a closed meeting. 
 
Mass Addicts:  Kas C. GSR, Meetings are going well with an average of 20 Addicts attending.  Group could use 
support from Addicts with longer clean time. 
 
New Horizons:   Not in attendance 
 
NA Nooner:     Bailey H. GSR, Tiffany R. GSRA, 7th tradition is “ok.”  Average attendance of 25 Addicts.  Group is 
having a potluck on May 31st.  Flyers are available.  Event will be at the San Born Park in Greeley.  There will be no 
meeting on May 31st due to Memorial Day.  Area donation of $100 
 
Primary Purpose:  Janene R. GSR, Group positions were up for election.  Janene is the new GSR, Shell H. is the new 
Secretary, Patti B. is the new Treasurer, and Marsha B. for Birthday meeting.  Attendance is good.  Group is in need of 
a new GSRA.  Shawn stated that the Saturday morning meeting is not put on the Area meeting list.    Ernie asked if the 
meeting was really being held at a house.  Trino clarified that the meeting was held a t an Addicts house only one time 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Corrie M. GSR, Attendance has been very good with an average of 20-25 Addicts 
attending.  7th Tradition could be better.  The group will be having a speaker on Friday, 5/8, followed by a BBQ.  
Suggested donation will be $5, no Addict will be turned away.  Please announce to your groups and take a flyer, which 
will also be posted on the web. 
 
Uncut:  Not in attendance 
 
XX Genes:  Karen C. GSR,  Meeting is going well with good attendance.    

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 

in  to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B.  ? 
 
Vice Chair:  Corey M., It is my understanding that the Vice Chair position is up for election next month.  I just would 
like to announce that I will not be running for another term.  I will be moving to a new Area in the near future, and 
intend on picking up service positions there.  Being the Vice Chair proved to be all that I thought it would be, as I had 
the opportunity to help in a lot of different subcommittees.  I got a much better understanding knowledge of the inner 
workings of the subcommittees, as well as the ASC.  I would highly recommend this position to anyone considering 
running, as it was a great learning experience and good for my Recovery as well.  I would like to ask that the GSR’s 
announce the position is opening for election next month.  Thank you for letting me serve. 
 
 
 
 



RMC 1/RCM 2:  RCM 1 – Shawn H 
Taken from the Regional Assembly minutes.  

 
ELECTIONS: 
• CRSC Chair: Alan H from Mountains West 
• Treasurer: Alan S from Mile High 
• Secretary: Susan M from Boulder 
• Web Servant: Mike H from Mile High 
• H&I: Dawn H from Off The Wall 
• PI: Tawni C from Mile High Area 
• PR Linda L from Pikes Peak 

 
REPORT FROM RD and RDA : by Brenda 
Report From the Delegate Team 
 
 
Results of the CAR     Results of the CAT 
MOTION:       All motions on the CAT were "FOR" 
#1: For         
#2: For 
#3: For 
#4: For 
#5: Against 
#6: Against 
#7: Against 
#8: For 
#9: Against 
#10: Against 
#11: Against 
#12: Against 
#13: Against 
#14: Against 
 
Proposal #1: Passed with 6 reservations 
For CRSC to submit a bid to host WSLD XXVI in 2012.  Intent: To have the opportunity to gain experience relating to PR efforts 
from other regions and area. This would also benefit areas in the Colorado Region that are struggling 
 Maker: Mac M 
 
Question and discussion: 
• View the support document in Addendum A  
• The date must be sometime in Oct/Nov, which is the same as CRCNA 
• It does compete with resources for CRCNA 
• There are two years to plan and it is much smaller which would help mitigate the strain on resources 
• The intent is to work with CRCNA on setting dates that could complement each other 
• The PR symposium might also become a part of the schedule. It has been combined with a Friday Professional symposium in 
other regions. CRSC PI is likely to work on this project. 
• PR has already discussed this proposal. Several PR members spoke in favor, one spoke opposed, no official vote was taken in 
committee. 
• The GSRs have taken this proposal to their home groups and are ready to vote. It should be their decision not the PR 
committees.  
• There is $500.00 seed money, the rest would have to be raised through F&E. There are two years to do that. It would 
potentially conflict with CRCNA F&E. 
• The seed money comes from the previous year's event and anything above that goes to the hosting region. The last two years 
the region received ~1,300.00 
• It is a three day service learning event with participation from surrounding Regions and  
NAWS 
• It is hoped it will draw new people into service, and up the passion for service. 



• The bid needs to be ready by this WSDL event in October 2010 which includes a letter of intent from this body, there are no 
financial needs to submit the bid 
• The average attendance has been 200 people 
• It could be a nice stepping stone to bidding on the World convention someday. 

 
Jim took time to thank all the GSR’s that attended the Regional Service Committee.  
 
Secretary:     Stephanni C., Make sure that I get your reports so I can get them put into the minutes.  Need a 
reimbursement for coffee that is within approved budget.   
 
Treasurer:  Trino F., Our beginning balance was $1646.35.  We had the following disbursement that day of: 

 $15 to PI 
 $40.40 to Literature 
 $4 to ASC Chair 
 $48 to newsletter 
 $10 for internet 
 $25 to CRCNA Liaison 
 $46 to H&I 
 $93.05 for  phone bill 

Total disbursements that day were $281.45.  We had a deposit of $461.70.  This brings a balance of $1826.60, minus 
our prudent balance of  $600, leaving the general fund of $1226.60 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  With the short time had to get this Bowling going, John made all the arrangements with 
Sweetheart Lanes. The Barn dance was discussed.  There probably won’t be any cost needed from the Area, and that 
the CRCNA subcommittee would be using their funds. Levi stated that there was going to be a City of Loveland clean 
up day at a park. Was stated that is an outside issue.  Shawn asked that if the price for bowling was only for Addicts, 
and not their family members.  John stated that this is the way it is going to be, and that he is going to be keeping track 
of all persons bowling.  Shawn stated that he would like to see some more clarity so that the Area doesn’t get screwed.  
Shawn also stated that he appreciated that John waited to get the funds approved through a vote, instead of using the 
funds last month and holding onto them.  Karen stated that we can all get our activities put onto the Regional website.  
Trino stated that you can put in your activity, but not the flyer.  Jim stated that there is a way to put the link of the 
activity from our website onto the Regional site. 
     
Literature Sub-Committee:    Karen asked why the rest of the literature wasn’t available today. Dave stated that his 
inventory is so depleted, he wouldn’t be able to fill any of the orders.  Sjon asked if there was a way to get an order 
form specifically made for H&I. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Karen asked if there was any possible way to give Step Working Guides to LCDC 
women’s unit.  Dawn stated that LCDC orders their own literature and is trying to get on top of it.  It is encouraged that 
the facilities stay self supporting and do their best to s  Victor asked if LCDC was still doing their training on 
weekends.  Sjon stated that you needed to be approved to go in, but wasn’t quite sure how Larimer County worked.  
Karen stated that you need to be a guest 3 times before you can be approved, and that there are two training sessions 
per year for LCDC.  
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Desiree is not able to make it.  The chair position will be voted on during Elections. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Ernie S., The subcommittee met on April 17th.  Ernie, Karl W., and Josie S. 
attended.  We received a copy of the PI handbook in Spanish, and gave it to Josie from Esperanza de Vida.  We are 
talking with members about ways to reach out and decided that we are going to start with the Probation Department in 
Greeley.  Then we can reach out to other Probation Departments in the Area.  I will call and get a point of contact to get 
the ball rolling. 
We also discussed our participation with the Regional PI Symposium, and are still up in the air on whether or not to get 
involved with this or not since it will be taking place in Colorado Springs.  We will discuss it at the next Regional PI 
meeting, as well as our next subcommittee. 



 
Kurt stated that he was at the 9 News Health Fair and there were a lot of 12 step programs represented, however we 
were not.  Ernie stated that if there are places that we want to be represented, that we as an Area need to get with the 
Subcommittee to get the ball rolling.  Ernie also stated that if there are any reports under the subcommittee umbrella, 
they need to be turned into the subcommittee meeting.  
 
CRCNA Liaison:  Mike asked that if we have any of the merchandise surveys to get them back to him to turn in next 
week when the CRCNA subcommittee meets.  
 
Newsletter Chair:    
   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
None 

Elections for Open Office 
Merchandise Chair:  No volunteers.  Jennifer was nominated with a second, and accepted.  Sjon asked what her clean 
time was.  Stated 7 months.  Jenny qualified herself.  Trino asked if she had internet access, and if she would be able to 
get onto the bank account.  Yes to internet, and maybe not be able to get onto the account.  Sjon asked if it was going to 
be able to make it to all of the activities.  Dawn stated that Jenny was nominated to chair a meeting at her home group, 
and that Jenny stated that her schedule was so hectic, she never knew what was going to be able to happen.  Shown 
asked what her financial status was, and that if she was stable enough to be able to do it.  Mike asked if she has ever 
taken or misused funds.  She stated no. Trino stated that that she should talk to her sponsor and pray about it before she 
just jumped into this position.  Karen stated that 21 voting members.  All for, 0, all against, 22. 

 
Literature Chair:  Dave was nominated with a second.  Dave declined.  Dave did an “oops,” and does want the 
nomination.  Dave qualified himself.  Karen asked that in the event that the literature order does not come in, that he 
bring in the literature that he does have.  Dave stated that he will.  Vote was taken.  21 voters, 21 votes for Dave as 
Literature Chair, none opposed. 

New Business 
 

Motions 
Motion to donate $22b6.60, stating that anything over $1000 has been suggested to donate.  Motion made by Karen C.  
Intent is to fulfill our 7th Tradition.  Trino stated that he is not sure if we have that amount.  Dawn stated that with the 
donations, we have about 300 left after today’s donations.  Motion was set aside while Trino crunched the numbers.  
Trino stated that there is $??   Karen asked why do we not have what we have in donations today.  Trino stated that 
there is no way to find out who gave what because there was no ledger at this time.  Was put on hold once again.  Total 
approx. donation this month was  $326 dollars.  There is $1160 total in bank account.  Karen amended the motion to 
$160.  Trino stated that he wanted rent to be covered, and wasn’t sure when it was due.  For  Opposed  Tie breaker with 
Chair to decide.  Motion fails. 
 
Motion to give Activities $200 above the approved budget by John S.  Intent is to cover the cost of Bowling night, and 
to facilitate fun in Recovery in the OTW Area, and to put our contributions to work in our Area.    John clarified the 
expenditures, as well as the funds not used will be turned back into the Area.  Shawn asked if the flyers were already 
printed, stating that the flyers already stated that the bowling would be free without previous approval of funds putting 
the Area on the spot.  John stated that things did go backwards with the process.  Mike L. clarified that this was brought 
up last month, and discussed.  Sjon stated that he thought that it was ok with the Area.  John stated that  
 
Motion to put together a committee of interested Addicts to put together a bid to host CRCNA XXV.  Motion made by 
Jim M.  Intent is to bring Recovery to Northern Colorado and carry the message.  John asked if this would be an adhoc 
or what exactly this is.  Levi stated that this would take a big committee and a lot of planning.  The motion was 
clarified, that this is only a bid.  Dawn stated that if just by chance we did get the bid, that it would be the CRCNA 
subcommittee doingb all the work to put this together.  Ernie stated that Mile High was interested due to the fact that it 



was CRCNA XXV, and if that was still the case.  Jim stated that he spoke with someone from that Area, and that 
person hadn’t   Motion Passes. 
   

Upcoming Events 
Adam stated that the next time we have the Jackson Lake camping trip to get it out to the entire Area so that everyone 
has an opportunity to try and get a camp site 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:    
Area Chair 
Area Vice Chair 
Merchandise Chair 

Open Discussion 
Karen stated that we need to discuss how the Activities made flyers.  We need to make sure that.  And that Shawn 
stated that he has heard both sides, and the 10th concept.  Shawn stated that some groups were not present today due to 
the fact that Area can be abrasive.  Anyone should be able to state an opinion without a reprisal. 

   
 

Disbursements 
For H&I going $4 over budget.  16 for, motion passes. 
 

Motion to close at 11:20 
 

Next ASC Meeting : 
June 6th, 9:00 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes June 5, 2010  

 
Open:   9:07 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of NA 
Service, as well as an excerpt from the Basic Text pg. 62, Tradition 3  
 
Roll Call:   Stephanni C, Trino F, Janene R, Shawn H, Jim M, Sharon F, Desiree M, Amy J, Karen C, Corrie M, Bob 
R, Ernie S, Mike L, Adam C, Mike M, Bailey H, Elisabeth L, Stacy A, Bill C, Greg P, Sjon C, Dawn H, Luke H, Heidi 
M, Kas C, Kurt B, John S, Dave L, Newt L 
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:     Karen moved to approve with a second.  Minutes approved. 
 

Group Reports: 
Read was an excerpt from “A Guide to Local Service, pg. 35 
 
4th Street Recovery:    Levi B. GSR, Bob R. GSRA, We survived the month.  All is well. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon GSR, Group has light attendance and needs support.  Area donation of $5 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Mike M. GSR, Sunday and Wednesday are going well.  If we don’t find a Saturday opener 
by June GC, the Saturday meeting will have to close.  Gearing up for the Jackson Lake Campout Jun11-13. 
 
Addicts United:  Elisabeth R. GSR, Attendance is great averaging 35-45 Addicts.  Group is in need of a GSRA. 
 
Buena Venido:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Adam C. GSR, Dave L. GSRA, Meetings are going well.  We elected Jim S. as our new 
literature Chair, and Bobby W. as our Club Liaison.  Getting ready for the annual poker run.  We will be asking the 
Area to help us fund this.  
 
Drug Busters:   Not in attendance 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Josie GSR, Discussion was had on if the group had the funds for their 
literature last month. 
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Dawn H. GSR, Due to lack of interest in service at the home group level,  we are going to close 
our Sunday meeting.  Four Addicts cannot do it all the time.  We will continue with the Tuesday and Thursday 
meetings.  After texting with her home group during the ASC meeting today, Dawn stated that they will rotate the 
Sunday opener, and remain open at this time. 
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:  Not in attendance 
 
Great Balls of Fire:  John S. GSR, Attendance is low, but steady. Group has expanded and is doing well.  Monday 
night is now outside at Spring Creek Park.  
 
Hugs Not Drugs:   Stacey A. GSR, Newt L. GSRA, All is well.  



 
Hope Dealers:   Luke H. Acting GSR,  Luke stated that the group may be closing due to low attendance.  Shawn asked 
to clarify if the meeting will be closing.  Luke stated that there are not a whole lot of home group members, which is 
the issue.  Should know by the end of the month. 
 
Humbling Asking:  Not in attendance 
 
Just For Today:   Bill C. GSR, Greg P. GSRA, Meeting attendance is going well. 
 
Mass Addicts:     Kas C. GSR, Meeting is moving because it is dying.  The meeting will relocate to Full Throttle 
Coffee shop on June 20th. 
 
NA in the Way Way: Amy J. GSR, Pam J. GSRA, New Women’s Group!  This is a closed meeting that meets inside 
Community Corrections in Larimer County.  We do take a 7th Tradition.  Average of 1-7 Addicts.  The women in the 
facility are not required to attend.  Area donation of $5 
 
NA Nooner:   Bailey H. GSR, Tiffany R. GSRA, Good turnout for the Anniversary BBQ: 62 adults!  There will me no 
meeting on July 5th, due to the holiday weekend.  Area donation of $100 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance     
 
Primary Purpose:  Janene R. GSR, Meetings are going great and we are in need of a GSRA.  Area donation of $55 
World donation of $58 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Corrie M. GSR, Attendance has been great, averaging 20-25 Addicts.  7th Tradition 
could be better.  Kathy M retired as our Treasurer from the past 7 years.  Our new treasurer is Amy K.  Area donation 
of $20  
 
Uncut:  Not in attendance 
 
XX Genes:   Group is doing very well.  Karen stated that there is a new conference call meeting that is registered with 
WSO   

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 

in  to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B, A lot of discussion has brought to my attention from members of NA about the constant battle they 
have with the half-way house and other clinics in our Area.  Addicts are not attending certain meetings because of the 
saturation these facilities bringing their clients to the meetings.  They become a stigma and cause internal frustration 
within our fellowship.  I would like to ask all of you in this room to put yourself in their place.  Remember the days you 
walked into the rooms of Narcotics Anonymous.  The fear that dwelled within you, the fear of reaching out.  I ask that 
as a representative if Off the Wall fellowship, that we get the message out to the members of our Area and ask true 
members to carry the message to new comers.  We could not have become members, if we had not had that “Desire.” 
 
Read was another excerpt from the Basic Text pg. 63, 3rd Tradition.   
 
Vice Chair:   Open seat 
 
 
 
 
 



RMC 1/RCM 2:   Shawn H. Regional donations to NAWS:  $1200 
 

General information:   
 The RD and RDA did not speak much on the World Service Conference.  They are going to do a formal 

presentation at the next Regional Assembly, that is currently set for Steamboat Springs. 
 The WSC report is 30 pages long, so here is the link if you would like to check it out.  www.na.org/conference  
 We are starting an adhoc committee which is going to go over the Regional Guidelines.  There were multiple 

people sharing frustration with the lack of clarity in the guidelines.  This will be starting soon.   
 Dawn, the H&I Chair, said that there was only one rep that showed up to the H&I subcommittee.  They weren’t 

able to get any business done.  So if there are people interested in H&I at the regional level, please start 
attending.  I can get contact info if you would like it. 

 The Western Service Learning Days was discussed again.  It was brought up that Mac head an adhoc committee 
to get started on getting a bid packet together.  The dates will be October 29th-31st, 2011.  There was also 
discussion on whether it would add to CRCNA, or take away from it, since it is one week apart.  Since all that 
has been voted on was getting the bid packet, we ended the discussion and left the rest to the new adhoc 
committee. 

 An open discussion topic that was brought up by CRCNA was whether they should allow a band who is going 
to play at CRCNA to sell goods at CRCNA.  They are going to give us a discount on the show if they can.  
There was a lot of discussion on whether this broke traditions, or was even something that the Region was ok 
with. 

 CRCNA packets are due in July.  This Area has decided to do a bid packet at the CRSC in July.  So Jim and I 
will have one filled out and presented by then. 

 
Proposals 

 It was brought up that the next Assembly in September was on a Jewish holiday.  There were multiple members 
there that would not attend and made a motion to move it to that Sunday.  There was a lot of discussion on this.  
I requested that we hold the motion and bring it back to the groups since they would be affected.  That was 
turned down.  Jim and I voted against the measure, but it carried.  The new date is Sunday, September 19th 
instead of the 18th.  So the plan for Steamboat Sunday, September 19th at 9:30 AM.  Groups, please start 
planning a way to get your GSR’s there.  The RD and RDA will be voted on and most likely guideline changes. 

 
Elections 

 Still no Vice Chair elected.  If you are interested in it, it is a 2 year commitment and can be a great learning 
experience and way to give back to NA. 

 
The next CRSCNA Meeting will be Sunday, July 18th, 10AM-3PM at the Denver Inner City Parish Building.  1212 
Mariposa St. in Denver. 
 
Secretary:    I still have an extra coffee pot and was wondering if John would like to have it for Area activities.  I have 
the new contract for our reservation of our meeting place.  I will need a check in the amount of $97.50, which will have 
us paid up through December 2010.  I will need a disbursement for ink and paper that is within my budget.  I need to 
get a couple of people’s email and phone number to update the Area phone list.  Make sure I get your report.  Karen 
stated that she would hold the coffee pot for Activities.  Shawn asked if  Stephanni was able to get the Area laptop 
back.  Stephanni stated that the Literature chair is now in possession of the laptop.  Jim stated that he gives Stephanni a 
hard time for not having the minutes done, in the past, in a timely manner, and thank her for stepping up and getting 
them to the ASC in a more timely fashion. 
 
Treasurer:   Trino F.  Our beginning balance was $1826.60.  We had the following disbursements that day of: 

 $38 to PI 
 $8 to ASC Chair 
 $48 to newsletter 
 $350 to Activities 
 $104 to H&I 
 $8.47 to Secretary 



 $10 donation for internet 
 $93.05 for phone line 
 $60 for PO box rental 

Total disbursements that day were $719.52.  We deposited $326.55.  This brings to a balance of $1433.63 minus our 
prudent reserve of $600 for a general fund balance of $833.63 
 
Activities Subcommittee:   John S.  At last month’s meetings we discussed the many upcoming events.  Final plans 
were made for bowling night.  Karen volunteered to help with the event.   There were 58 Addicts in attendance.  We 
ended up with 10 lanes.  There were many smiles and everyone had a blast.  Thanks to Karen for her help.  We look 
forward trying this again in the winter.  We spent $459, receipt attached, with shoe rental covering additional costs.  
 
Next we discussed movie night.  Kurt let the subcommittee know that he had reserved the venue and everything was in 
order for that event.  The event went off well, with 35 Addicts in attendance.  After final expenses of $70.14, we are 
donating $73.40 back to the Area. 
 
Next we discussed OTW Area Unity Days.  We decided that due to the success of the event in the past that we would 
like to do it again.  We chose August 21st as the date and decided to hold it in the same location as last year.  Sjon 
volunteered to talk to the City of Greeley and reserve the park space and pavilion.  A format was discussed and it was 
decided that this year’s event will be an all day event beginning at 10 AM, with marathon meetings, volleyball, 
speakers, as well as lunch and dinner bbq’s with members bringing side dishes. 
 
The next order of business discussed was the OTW Annual Barn Dance CRCNA fundraiser.  Two possible dates were 
discussed and needed to be confirmed with the DJ and Barn Owner.  Kurt Volunteered to put a flyer together once I 
had confirmed the date.  The date has now been set for July 17th.  We still need volunteers to help clean up the barn on 
July 10th. 
 
Mike asked about the flyer for the Barn dance.  The flyer states that there are supposed to be directions on the back of 
the flyer, but it’s not there.  John reiterated the fact that it is just a temporary flier until CRCNA subcommittee approves 
the flier.  It will be updated at that time. 
     
Literature Sub-Committee:   Dave L.  Last month’s total sales were $446 with a deposit of the same amount 
deposited on May 4th.  The incoming order from NAWS was incorrect so I sent back 8 mini BT’s.  Shipping costs for 
that were $12.89.  I made the order for June in the amount of $469.06 giving us an account balance of $27.77.  Thanks 
to Taylor M. for helping me get orders out to the  Tri-city area last month.  
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.  LCDC is going well.  IRT is strong with a lot of panel members.  ICCS will be 
moving its location.  This month’s meeting will continue at its regular time.  The subcommittee could really use 
support.  
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open seat 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:    Ernie S.  Our meeting was  held May 15th with 4 Addicts in attendance.  
Nothing to report to Region due to no meeting in May. 
 
The PI committee is in the process of putting together an email to Weld County Probation and Parole members so we 
can give them a presentation about NA.  If all goes well, we will target the Weld County Chiefs of Police to provide 
them with the presentation as well. 
 
We would like to clear up the texting issue once again.  WE DO NOT have unlimited texting.  The hotline phones are 
to be used for person to person calling to talk to a live Addict.  It was never intended to be used as a texting format.  
The only reason we have texting on our plan at all, is so we don’t run up huge fees.  Our phone plan is expiring, se we 
can start to shop around to see if we can find a better plan.  Stephanni stated that if we wanted to block texting all 
together, we could do it for free.  
 



CRCNA Liaison:  Mike L.  Host and Hospitality room sign up will most likely be open around June 1st.  The CRNA 
fundraiser and spaghetti dinner is going to be May 29th.  Sorry I couldn’t get let the Area know about it sooner.  F&E is 
really excited about our Area hosting the Barn Dance again this year.  A lot of talk about having a band play at the 
convention, problem being that not all the band members are in recovery.  If you haven’t reserved your room for 
CRCNA, get on it!  They are available now.  There is a selection of 6 speakers for Saturday night and Sunday morning 
up for a vote.  This will be submitted to CRCNA by July 12th.  There is the possibility of having a Saturday mid day 
speaker from Colorado.  The next CRCNA meeting will be July 10th at the Silverthorne Public Library at 10 AM.   
 
Jim asked that there was a rumor that the night time speakers were going to be in split rooms.  Mike stated that the 
venue for the speakers is so small, that there will be an overflow room with a projection screen. 
 
Newsletter Chair:   Jonathan L.  This month has gone well.  Subcommittee attendance is good.  There is not really that 
much to report on for the month.  Our production costs once again this month were $48.00.  We are still under budget.  
We are still looking for more support from Area in the form of stories.  If you have over 2 years clean and would like to 
write your story please email us and let the Sub Committee know. 

	  
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
No old business 

 
Elections for Open Office 

Merchandise Chair:  Newt was nominated with a second.  Newt declined.  Seat is still open for election. 
 
Vice Chair:  Karen nominated Kas.  Kas stated that he was unsure if he would be able to fill subcommittee slots if there 
was an empty chair at the time.  The seat will remain open. 
 
ASC Chair:  Kurt was nominated with a second and accepted.  Karen asked if he was willing to take the subcommittee 
open positions until they are filled.  He is.  Vote was taken, and Kurt will retain his seat as Area Chair. 
 

New Business 
 Motion 1:  CSF would like to borrow $400 from the Area to help kick off its annual Poker Run.  Karen stated that 
money is being given to the Unity Club with the funds raised.  Stephanni clarified that they are only paying for the rent 
of the facility.  Clarity was asked if it was a home group fundraiser for the group or the money back to area.  Shawn 
stated that the Area funds should be used for Area activities and not home groups.  It should be an Area event, not just a 
group event.  Was also asked why so much was needed, and it wasn’t that much last year.  Stephanni clarified that the 
amount was just a little more than last year, and that last year’s amount was approved via steering committee due to no 
ASC in July, and that last year the group returned the amount plus another $200 on top of what was borrowed.   Vote 
was taken. 16-8, motion passes. 
 
Motion 2:  NA in the Way Way group is requesting key tags and literature for its tiny group.  Vote was taken, Motion 
passes unanimously. 

Upcoming Events 
Just for Today Group’s summer kick off June 19th at 3 PM in Greeley.  See Area web for more details. 

CRCNA fundraiser Barn Dance II on July 17th  More info to come via flier approval. 
Clean Serene Freak’s Presents Freedom Ride V on July 24th.  See area web and flier for more details. 

NA Unity Days August 21st.  More details to come. 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
Area Vice Chair, Merchandise Chair,   

 
 
 



Open Discussion 
John asked that since we don’t meet next month, what should he do if he needs Area funds next month.  Karen stated 
that if he needs more than the allotted budget, then he needs to ask for a steering committee. 
 
Karen spoke of the Conference call meeting being held at 5:30 AM.  There have been 500 Addicts listening World 
Wide. 
 
Shawn wanted to ask the Area their opinion on Regional meetings being held on holidays and postponing them.  Kas 
stated that if the holiday is on a calendar,   we should have it.  Karen stated the if  they are going to move the meeting, 
they should move it to a following Saturday, as opposed to doing it the following day, being a Sunday.  We have 
known about the assembly for over a year, and now it’s being brought to our attention that there is a holiday falling on 
that day. 

 
Disbursements 

All were within budget or approved in motions. 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
August 1st, 9:00 AM 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes October 3rd, 2010, at 9:04 AM  

 
Open:   9 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Stephanni C., Steve B., Trino F., Kurt B., Taylor M., Adam C., Jennifer C., Jessica C., Sjon C., Victor R., 
Bailey H., Deb B., Mike M., Candain M., Greg P., Shawn H., Jim M., Mike L., Sharon F., Racio R., Paco N., Virginia 
A., Alan W., Bobby W., Karen C., Frank 
 
Guests:   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Motion to approve the September minutes with a second.  Minutes approved. 
 
Opening Reading:  An excerpt from “It Works, How and Why”, Tradition 5, pg. 161     
 

Group Reports: 
4th Street Recovery:   The Thursday noon meeting has been cancelled due to no support.  This group needs support!  
There are no home group members, and all service positions are available. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Small attendance, but repeat attendance. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Mike M. GSR, All is well.  We are having a subcommittee meeting following the 4 PM 
meeting today to discuss the December 11th activity.  Area donation of $50 
 
Addicts United:  Not in attendance 
 
Buena Voluntad:   
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Adam C. GSR, Dave L. GSRA, Everything is going swell! 
 
Drug Busters:   Not in attendance. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:     
 
Free at Last:  Not in Attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Dawn H. GSR, Jenny reporting.  All is well. 
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:   Not in attendance 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Not in attendance 
 
Humbling Asking:  Victor R. GSR, Everything is going well.  Average of 6-8 Addicts attending.  There is a core 
group that shows up, but we could still use support. 
 
Just For Today:   Bill C. GSR, Greg P. GSRA, All is well. 
 
Mass Addicts:  Not in attendance  
 
NA in the Way Way: Not in attendance 



 
NA Nooner:   Candain GSRA,  Averaging 18 Addicts, with an average 7th Tradition of $5.  Area donation of $100 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb B. GSR, Bailey H. GSRA,  Average of 10 Addicts in attendance with a steady 7th.  All service 
positions are filled.  Saturday meeting is frequently being bumped due to church activities, so we are seeking a new 
location. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  New meeting opening beginning Thursday, October 14th.  Group will NOT be signing 
court cards. 
 
The War is Over:  Alan W. GSR, Gina A. GSRA, Group voted unanimously to join the Area.  Group voted on its 
trusted servants.  Alan W. GSR, Gina GSRA, Bobby Secretary/Treasurer.  Group is inviting people celebrating their 
first year clean to be a guest speaker.  Group is discussing a Speaker Jam in January.  Area donation of $200 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Frank, all is well. 

 
XX Genes:    Karen C. GSR, Jessica C. GSRA, All is well.  We did not go to the Regional Assembly due to it falling 
on a Sunday.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy is turned in 

to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Read and discussed was IP # 28, “Funding NA Service”, as voted by the Area at the August ASC. 
 

 
Officer Reports 

 
Chair:  Kurt B., Sometimes we need to look at our steps and traditions in the literal sense.  The language that is written 
in our Basic Text is worded that way for a reason.  It is a simple program for complicated people.  Our Primary Purpose 
is mentioned in many area of our text.  It is stated simply so we cannot confuse it.  Carry the message to the Addict that 
still suffers.  I do service to balance my recovery.  That is part of our principles.  As long as I keep the primary purpose 
in mind, I cannot go wrong.   
Read was an excerpt from “it Works, How and Why,” Tradition 5, pg 161  
 
Vice Chair:  Seat is still open.  
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M., Shawn H., The Regional Assembly was held in Edwards on September 21st.  We’d like to 
thank all those that attended.  We’d also like to thank all those home groups who made it financially possible to cover 
their GSR to attend the Assembly and have their voice heard. 
 
The RD and RDA gave a Power Point presentation regarding the proposed new service structure.  There is a survey 
online looking for your input on the service structure proposals.  These surveys need to be submitted by December 31st, 
2010.  It is located at www.na.org/servicesystem  These proposals are asking us to have a paradigm shift in the way we 
approach service meetings.  Therefore, we feel it would be important to put together a presentation on this information.  
This will be for any and every member of the OTW Area that is interested in these proposals.  More will be revealed. 
 
Once again, the Regional H&I an PI chairs made the comment that OTW had not been represented at their last 
Regional meetings. 
There was a motion on the floor that would change the RD and RDA positions to be 4 years.  This motion was defeated 
by members of the Assembly.  Therefore, the RD and RDA positions will remain at 2 years each. 
 



Elections for RD and RDA were held.  There were no changes here.  Brenda E (Pike’s Peak) was re-elected to another 
term as RD, and Chuck C. was re-elected to another 2 year term as RDA. 
 
We are still in need of a Chair and Vice /Chair at the Regional level. 
 
Budgets for the upcoming year were presented for discussion.  I have a copy of each Trusted Servant’s budgets for 
study if you are interested in previewing. 
 
A donation of $1000 was made to NAWS. 
 
We, your RCM’s, spent $160 of the $400 given to us to attend the Regional Assembly. 
 
Region’s Donation’s to NAWS was $1000 for the year, which is down from previous years. 
 
Literature survey for NAWS  is now available at www.na.org/litsurvey 
 
Off the Wall Area had the highest attendance at the Regional Assembly in September.  Was asked that anything over 
$1500 was supposed to be automatically donated to NAWS, and why isn’t that happening with such a surplus of cash.  
Was stated that that was last year’s budget, and is no longer in affect.  Now the amount is $5000.  Budget numbers are 
going to be sent around to be looked at by ASC members, because we need to vote on this subject.   
 
Secretary:    Stephanni C.,   Please see me if you are a new GSR, and would like a copy of the “Guide to Local 
Services” handbook and/or a copy of the Area Guidelines, please see me before you leave today.  I do apologize for 
being late in distributing the past two months minutes.  I will do my very best to not let it happen in the future.  I was 
contacted by Jonathan, the Newsletter chair, and he wanted me to pass this on to all of you:  
 
 “Steph, this is Jonathan Lewis.  I am no longer going to be involved in the Off the Wall area.  I am going to meetings 
in a different area.  Therefore, effective immediately, I am resigning as Newsletter Sub-Committee chair.  I am sorry 
for the last minute on letting you know, but between school, a full time job, and getting my company going I have no 
free time anymore to properly serve at this position.  Whoever would like to take this over can contact me and I will 
forward them the templates used in Publisher and any past newsletters that they need to do this position.  I am sorry, 
but like I said, I do not feel that I can properly serve at this position any longer.  Could you please let them know at area 
this weekend?  Thank you, Jonathan L.” 
 
Treasurer:   Trino F., Our beginning balance for September 5th was $1335.03, with the following disbursements that 
day of: 

 $2.40 to ASC Chair 
 $25 to ASC Secretary for printer ink 
 $109.31 to PI 
 $29 to H&I 
 $30 to Merchandise 
 $21.25 to Literature for old IP’s 
 $93.43 for phone service 
 $500 for a Regional donation 

Total disbursements that day were $810.39.  We had a deposit in the amount of $949.63, bringing our balance to 
$1474.27, minus our prudent reserve of $600, for a general fund of $874.27 
 
Activities Subcommittee:   John S., Let me begin by apologizing for not attending this month’s OTW ASC, as I have 
many requests for the subcommittee.  Before I address these requests, I would like to say thank you for the opportunity 
to serve the OTW Area the past year.  As my term as Activities Chair comes to an end, it is my intention not to run 
again.  I will be more than happy to assist with upcoming 2010 activities as needed.  As it stands now, the following 
requests are needed to carry out the remainder of already scheduled events in 2010: (see new business motions).  What 
is within budget, are donations such as OTW T-shirt, Basic Text, and JFT.  Again, I apologize for my absence and hope 



to see you all soon. Was asked that if it was true that monthly budget did  not roll over from previous months.  Answer 
was correct, it does not roll over from previous months. 
    
Literature Sub-Committee:    Our total order on September 5 was 753.50 bringing our account balance to $754.53. I 
made an order to NAWS on September 13 for $735.94, making our balance $18.59. I made the changes to the order 
forms, adding all of the new literature and making adjustments to the list as needed. I amended the list to better help 
groups order items they might need, and then I got the printing done at Kinko’s. The money I needed to do the printing 
was slightly more than we had in the account so I will reimburse myself $19.20 for the printing after the meeting today. 
Thanks for letting me be of service. Dave L. 
 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C., 8 Addicts attended the subcommittee meeting.  TRT is good, LCDC had good 
disbursements between men’s and women’s sides.  ICCS needs more variety of panel members.  In new business, panel 
members must carry a clear NA message, Detox center was tabled, and we would like to disburse $35 for frames at 
TRT.  Sjon brought applications for entrance into Weld County.  He also stated that he had schedule conflict with 
Regional H&I.  Was asked if  we could just send a representative to Region because Region would really like for us to 
be sending someone.  Was stated that the ASC members please announce and send out information to home groups that 
H&I needs help. 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Bailey H., 7 Addicts were in attendance.  The new shirts arrived, and the total cost was 
$250, and are now available for $10 each.  A table at CRCNA was reserved for OTW.  There are flyers and a mass 
email sent out for a design contest for Addicts to submit a new design for OTW merchandise in the future. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Ernie S.,  Bailey stated that she and another Addict attended a public forum to 
represent NA.  Victor is now the phone line chair.  He asked that people from Ft. Collins Step up and be able to take the 
phone. 
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Mike L., There was no subcommittee meeting this past month.  Online registration is over, and the 
cost is now $35.  Was asked if the hospitality room was full yet.  Mike wasn’t sure, because they didn’t meet last 
month. 
 
Newsletter Chair:   Jonathan L., See Secretary report. 
   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
Regional Assembly in April was discussed.  Date is still to be determined.  We need to discuss what kind of food do we 
want to have for the Assembly.  Was asked what size room do we need.  Enough for approximately 50 people is 
needed.  Numerous places to have the Assembly, and will be determined at another time. 

 
Elections for Open Office 

Vice Chair:  Nominated was Bobby W.  He accepted and qualified himself.  Was asked if he was able to keep 
meetings on task as the ASC Chair does.  Was stated yes.  Kurt stated that he would 100% would like Bobby would 
like on his side.  Was asked what his vision was for this committee.  Was stated that he would like to make it more 
clear to GSR’s that this is their committee, and that this committee works for them.  Bobby was voted as the new Area 
Vice Chair 
 
Activities:  Steve was nominated and declined.  Karen was nominated and declined.  Position will remain open. 

 
New Business 

Was asked what to do with some of our surplus that doesn’t sell in literature.  Was stated that maybe use as door prizes 
at the Halloween Dance. 
 



Motion 1:  Room rental for Halloween dance in the amount of $150.  Was stated that the place was researched at 
several locations in the Area.  Was asked that why is there a flyer out that makes us tied down to voting yes.  Was 
clarified that we are not tied to this event, and could cancel it if it is not approve. 14-2-1.  Motion passes. 
 
Motion 2:  Deposit for tri-Area New Year’s Eve dance in the amount of $150.  Was stated that maybe we could wait to 
vote on this for a month.  Was stated that we need to set aside that money today 15-1 motion passes. 
 
Motion 3:  Donation from Area to help start a new meeting with readings.  17-1 
 
Motion 4:  Move $112 from Area account to the literature.  Was stated that it kind of undermines the point of the other 
motion.  Was stated that that is exactly the point, and to be able to adjust the budget.  Was stated that when there is an 
overage, that there should be things being donated to Area by literature subcommittee.  9-3-5  Motion fails. 
 
Motion 4:  Donate “mini” versions of literature  Was asked that with this donation are we reimbursing the committee.  
Dave stated that these were dead inventory, and just wanted ideas thrown out to figure out what to do with this.  Was 
stated that we could just credit this account.  Was clarified that the motion does not talk about money.  It is a donation.  
Motion passes by one vote 7-6-4 
 
Shawn would like to know what our opinion is on the Regional budget tiers.  Was asked why there was no 
administrative budget on the tier.  Was stated that these were set costs, and not on the tiered budget.  Also was stated 
that there is an Adhoc committee looking at the budgeting process to help evaluate the system, quarterly. 
 
Was discussed what our thought of changing the service system structure at Region.  Area was asked if RCM’s would 
like to give a presentation on this.  Was stated that this is not a RCM vote carried by Area, but is online and up to every 
individual Addict.  Was asked if that the only way that this will pass is by a survey?  Answered know, that this will be 
on the CAR, but need input from Addicts worldwide, and is then formulated into different avenues, and then will, after 
one year’s time, the CAR will then be voted on by ASC’s, RCM’s, and so on.  Wanted clarification on this 
informational meeting, if there is, that it is just for GSR’s.  Was stated that this is for every Addict.  Was stated that we 
might want to go back to our groups to find out if there is interest from other Addicts to move forward with an event.  
This will be taken back to groups, and put on the agenda for next month’s ASC. 

 
Upcoming Events 

Halloween Dance  See Flyer and web for more information. 
Tri-Area New Year’s Eve Dance and Dinner  More will be revealed. 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:  

Activities Chair 
H&I Subcommittee Chair   

 
Open Discussion 

 
Disbursements 

Passes by motions in new business 
 

Motion to close at 11:28 
 

Next ASC Meeting : 
November 7th, 2010 at 9:00 AM 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes January 9th, 2011  

 
Open:   9:15 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:  Stephanni C., Sharon F., Jennifer C., Jessica C., Beth W., Victor R., Mark M., Bill C., Trino F., Kurt B., 
Bobby W., Newt L., Frank M., Karen C., Taylor M., Amber S., Sjon C., Jim M., Will S., Greg P., Candain M., Randy 
V., Deb B., Keith B., Mike M., Beth A. 
 
Guests:  Scott N., Daniel C. 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Jim asked that the percentage of savings for a two year CRCNA hotel contract 
be stricken from the record because he is not sure what the actual savings is.  Stephanni did so.  Motion to approve with 
a second. 
 
Opening Reading:   Read was the 6th Tradition and an excerpt from It Works page 171.     
 

Group Reports: 
Read was an excerpt from It Works page 138, Tradition 2. 
 
4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Jen C. GSRA, Attendance has dropped and the group is in need of support. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Mike M. GSR, Amber S. GSRA, Our group registered for the NA Way magazine.  The 
holiday dance went well.  Group will be having an activity in April.  The group is in favor of hosting CRCNA XXVI.  
Area donation of $100 
 
Addicts United:  Beth A. GSR, Group is need of home group members and will be moving as of February.  Karen 
stated that if there is no attendance, that it is a good time to do step work.  The main focus is to keep the doors open.  
Kurt stated that meeting attendance is down everywhere, and that the holidays tend to do that.  Beth stated that she isn’t 
going anywhere!  
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:   Taylor M. reporting.  Group elected new meeting chairs and is in need of a GSR, GSRA, and 
Secretary.   
 
Drug Busters:  Mark M. GSR, All is well.  Area donation of $25   
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Not in attendance 
 
Free at Last:  Victor R. reporting.  Stated that the meeting is doing very well carrying the message to the newcomer.  
Was asked who the GSR is.  Victor stated that it is unclear.  Was asked where the 7th Tradition was.  Was stated that 
the 7th is used for buying a ton of literature 
 
Freedom Springs:  Jennifer C. GSR, Attendance is good, all is well.  Area donation of $40. 
 



Friday Night Dead Without It:  Frank P. GSR, Meeting is going very well.  30-40 Addicts are attending.   
 
Hugs Not Drugs:  Newt L GSR, Group is still struggling.  Was barely able to make rent.  The group is having Tuesday 
speaker.  
 
Humbling Asking:  Victor R. reporting.  Group is having speaker meetings. Stated that the meeting is still going. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P. GSR, Randy V. GSRA, All is well.     
 
NA in the Way Way: Not in attendance.  Was also asked if this meeting is still going.  It is unclear.  Sjon is going to 
look into that. 
 
NA Nooner: Candain M. GSR, The groups church was closed December 31st and January 3rd, so the meeting was at 
TRT.  Group is having a cosmic bowling night January 15th for $14 per person at 7: PM in Greeley.  Meeting will be 
closed on January 17th.  Area donation of $100     
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb B. GSR, Meetings on Thursday are consistent with a good core group of people.  Groups 
needs a greeter and a GSRA.  Saturday attendance is rising.  There have been no problems with the meeting, however 
the group is not opposed to moving the Saturday meeting.  Group voted yes on hosting CRCNA XXVI.  Area donation 
of $40 and WSO donation of $40 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Not in attendance. 
 
The War is Over:  Bobby reporting; Was stated that attendance is good, but the trusted servants are burned out, and 
the meeting has now folded.  Beth asked if the meeting was really only open for 5 months.  Was stated that it was. 
 
When At The End Of The Road: No report.  
 
XX Genes:    Jessica C. GSR, The meeting is going well and actually growing.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 

in  to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt C., So we are here in a new year.  Thank God to NA and the principles of this program, which I am 
allowed to participate in another exciting adventure in my recovery.  I know that 2010 an AFGO for many of us.  Each 
month, I try to find a theme in recovery that applies to our situation.  This month is about remembering our primary 
purpose as to why we gather.  Oh yeah.  Every month is about our primary purpose.  I may sound repetitive at times, 
but we are here to do service.  Why you choose to show up every month in this basement is up to you.  I go to our 
literature for experience, strength, and hope, and share it with you.  I welcome your suggestions for a renewed agenda.  
We do this together!  (Read was an excerpt from the Basic Text page 16.) 
 
Vice Chair:  Bobby W.  I would like to remind everyone here that this committee exists for the sole purpose of 
supporting the groups in the Off the Wall Area in their collective effort to fulfill their primary purpose of carrying a 
clear Narcotics Anonymous message to the addict who still suffers. 
 
To this end, I would also remind everyone of our obligation to our members who faithfully contribute their hard-earned 
donations to each meetings’ 7th Tradition. 



It is each GSRs duty to his or her respective group to ensure that those members’ voices are heard in matters 
concerning our Area’s business, particularly the disbursement of their funds.  So please stay for the entire meeting. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  Jim M., Keith B., Jim reporting, 
The NA Way magazine will no longer be sent automatically to NA groups, trusted servants, and service committees.  
Service bodies will be able to request multi-copy subscriptions on behalf of their committees, trusted servants, and 
groups.  Service bodies can visit www.na.org/subscribe for more information on multi-copy subscriptions.  The January 
2011 issue will be delivered only electronically, and to readers who have re-subscribed.   
 
A couple of other things from NAWS:  JFT Daily meditations can be sent via email by subscribing at 
www.na.org.subscribe  New groups, as well as any changes within a group, should register with NAWS at 
http://web.na.org/?ID=updateplatforms-newregfm If you would like to take the literature survey, you may do so at 
www.na.org/litsurvey by April 1st, 2011. 
 
WCNA 34, In the Spirit of Unity in San Diego on September 1st-4th.  You may go to www.na.org/wcna for pre-
registration information.  Pre-registration opened on January 3rd.  Because of convention security, you must be pre-
registered to attend the convention. 
 
Regional Business:  Meeting changes:  Whether you are a new meeting, an existing meeting with changes, or a meeting 
who is closing your doors, these changes need to be reported to the regional web servant at 
www.naco;orado.org/contact.php or you can mail the information to Colorado Region of Narcotics Anonymous, 
Attention Web servant, PO Box 1437, Denver, CO 80201 
 
Don’t forget that the Regional Assembly in April will be held in Greeley at the Trinity Episcopal Church 3800 W. 20th 
Street.  At this assembly, we will be voting on the following trusted servants: Regional Secretary, Regional Treasurer, 
Regional Web Servant, and Regional PR Coordinator.  If you would like any information on any of these positions, you 
may contact Jim M. or Keith B.  It is important that each GSR is represented so that each group has a voice in Regional 
business. 
 
RCM 2011 Budget Proposal:  At this time, there is no need for a budget for the RCM team for 2011.  If a need arises, 
we will bring it to the Area and have it voted on then. 
 
Was stated that it is a good idea to put a room rental for the Assembly in their budget.  Was stated the Assembly is only 
two hours away, and because 7th Tradition is down, they may not stay down there.  
 
Secretary:    Stephanni C., Please make sure that if you are a new GSR to see me if you would like a Guide to Local 

Service or a copy of the Area guidelines.  I do apologize for not being very prompt with the Area minutes.  I am now a 
full-time student, and sometimes, the last thing I want to do is look at a computer screen.  I have been doing Area 
service since I was 6 months clean, and your Secretary for the last two years.  I am ready to pass along position, and be 
a different part of the ASC.  I can never give back enough what NA has given to me.  Thank you all, very much.  
 
Treasurer:  Our beginning balance was $1,526.52. We had the following disbursements that day; 
• $9.00 to ASC chair 

• $19.75 to PI 

• $59.90 to H&I 

• $117.00 to City of Loveland 

• $50.00 to City of Loveland damage deposit  

• $12.90 to Literature 



• $15.00 to CRCNA Liaison 

• $93.43 to T-Mobile 

• $4.00 service charge for 12/30 

Total disbursements that day were $380.98  We had a deposit of $635.00  This brings our balance to $1,780.54 minus  
our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a general fund of $1,180.54. 

 
Also stated that the Area year-end report is going to be passed around for people to look at.  Was also stated that the 
checking account audit was also done. 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Frank, No real report because Frank is still unclear on what he is supposed to be doing.  
Frank was asked about what was going on with some missing funds.  There was a violent outburst by the Activities 
chair, during which he struck the Area Vice-Chair in the head with a cup of ice.  He then stormed out of the ASC very 
angrily after threatening the Area Vice-Chair with more bodily harm.  Was asked that the 11th Concept be read.  Was 
stated that the amount was in the neighborhood of $480, and someone needs to be held accountable.  Due to the 
intensity of this outbreak, a motion was made to take a break.  Motion passed. 
     
Literature Sub-Committee:   Dave L., Mike M. reporting, The literature sales in December were $528.30 and a 
deposit for the same amount was made on December 7th.  This made our balance $568.49.  An order was made in the 
amount of $499.05 bringing the account balance to $69.44 
 
Apologies for my absence today and in the future.  I got a new job and am scheduled on Sunday mornings, and will no 
longer be able to attend the ASC meetings.  It has been a privilege and an honor to serve with all of you.  I thank you 
for the chance to serve and will look forward to seeing all of you at regular NA meetings in the Area.  Thanks for 
letting me be of service.  Dave L. 
 
Was asked if Mike was going to take over the position.  Mike stated that he is going to hold the position until a new 
chair is elected. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:   Sjon C., 9 Addicts attended the subcommittee meeting.  LCDC meetings are going well.  
There is still talk about people going in by themselves. TRT is going well, however the Panel leader is not always 
showing up.  ICCS is going well. 
 
We are still in need of a H&I Vice-chair. 
 
We are still waiting to hear back from Detox. 
 
Greg P. was nominated as the work-release panel leader.  This panel will most likely be on Thursdays from 6PM-7PM. 
 
We made some changes within our subcommittee after going over our guidelines.  We voted to change the guidelines 
so we can vote for someone to step down. 
 
The Regional H&I Subcommittee meeting is January 23rd in Ft. Morgan. 
 
We had a discussion about out TRT panel leader. 
 
Was stated that the issue with LCDC has been cleared, and that three more women have been cleared to go in.  Was 
also stated that coming up is the bi-annual LCDC training orientation.  The requirement is three years off paper.  Was 
reiterated that the women could really use support. 
 



Merchandise Subcommittee:  Bailey H., Sjon C. reporting, Bailey is having some medical issues and it is unclear if 
she will be able to hold her position.  Was stated that the Area Chair should try and contact Bailey to find out what is 
going out.  Another Addict stated that he attempted to visit Bailey and there is some concern.  Trino stated that there is 
only $24.00 in the Merchandise account, and this raises a red flag.  Was stated that in our guidelines that if a chair is 
not present for more than two ASC meetings then the position should be open for election. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Ernie S., Jim M. reporting Six Addicts were in attendance at our subcommittee 
meeting. 
 
We had three Addicts attend the Regional H&I meeting which took place on December 11th.  The following 
information was brought back to OTW Area:  Regional PI is still in need of a Vice-chair.  The clean-time requirement 
for this position is three years.  The Vice-chair is responsible for attending all Regional PI meetings, as well as aiding 
the PI Chair when needed.   
 Plans are also being put together to possibly host a booth at the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo from August 26th-
September 5th.  This will take a huge commitment on behalf of Addicts from across the Region.  If you are interested in 
helping with this endeavor, please contact Ernie S.  More information will be shared as soon as we receive more 
concrete plans. 
 Regional PI is in the process of putting together regional PI guidelines.  They are currently deciding on what trusted 
servants are needed, clean-time requirements, and duties.  Thus far, Regional PI Vice-chair has a 3 year clean-time 
requirement, and the Regional PI Secretary has a 1year clean-time requirement. 
 Off the Wall shared our PI packets which are made available to professionals at resource fairs.  The Region liked 
what our Area has come up with, and is looking at helping out with these packets.  Mile High asked if they could use 
one of the packets as an example to come up with their own PI packets. 
 
Area PI:  We continue to place our outreach efforts in our Area’s school districts.  Our next step in the process is to 
send out a mass mailing to all the high schools.  This includes 14 high schools in Weld County, 1 in Estes Park, 6 in Ft. 
Collins, 1 in Berthoud, and 4 in Loveland.  The information packets will include an introduction letter, a current 
mailing list, 4 IP’s; NA Membership Survey, Information about NA, Resource in Your Community, and By Addicts for 
addicts; a Phone line poster.  This mailing will be addressed to each counselor at his or her school, and will go out 
sometime in January. 
 
We had an Addict step up to be the new web servant.  He will be contacting Jeff S. to learn more about the knowledge 
and skills needed to effectively do the job.  He will then report back to the PI subcommittee in January to let us know if 
he has the qualifications to do the job.  Then at the January subcommittee meeting, he will be either confirmed or 
denied as the new web servant. 
 
In 2011, the PI subcommittee will be researching the possibility of hosting a booth at each of the 9 News Health Fairs.  
We will share more information on these fairs as we receive it. 
 
If you are aware of an event or location where our PI presence could be of benefit, please contact Ernie Sd.   
 
The next subcommittee meeting will be held on January 15th, 705 13th St. in Greeley from 10AM-11AM. 
 
Victor stated that there are still problems with the phone line, however a few addicts have stepped up. 
 
CRCNA Liaison:  Jim M. reporting.  Planning for CRCNA XXV has begun.  The first meeting was held on Saturday, 
January 8th in Englewood. 
 
Monthly planning meetings will be held the second Saturday of every month.  They will begin at 10:45 at the 
Englewood Public Library, 1000 Englewood Parkway. in Englewood.  The meetings will take place in the Anderson 
room.  The next meeting will be on February 12. 
 



The focus on this first meeting was election of trusted servants for subcommittee chairs.  The following were elected: 

• Hotel and Hospitality:  Mike P. 

• Programming Chair:  Coy P. 

• Printing and Display:  Patrick G. 

• Merchandise:  James H. 

• Registration:  Mike H. 

• H&I:  Terry C. 
(All elected were from the Mile High Area) 
 
If you are interested in working on any of the subcommittees, please get in touch with the chair of the subcommittee for 
meeting times and locations 
 
The CRCNA XXV theme and logo contest is underway.  Entries must be received by February 9th so they can be voted 
on at the February CRCNA planning meeting.  All entries must be camera ready.  Send all entries to: CRCNA Theme 
and Logo Contest, PO Box 1437, Denver, CO 80201 
   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and Adhoc 

committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
Was stated that we make a flier for the Regional Assembly in April.  Volunteers were asked to make this flier.  Deb 
stated that she would be willing to make a flier. 
 
CRCNA XXVI was discussed on if we are still willing to host this 
 

Elections for Open Office 
Area Treasurer:  Trino nominated himself again for this position   Trino stated that we  really need to look at making 
some of our terms in our guidelines and make them two year terms because it is hard to get the names changed on the 
bank account.  A vote was taken.  Trino will remain Treasurer. 
 
CRCNA Liaison:  Stephanni was nominated and accepted.  Karen was nominated with a second.  Stephanni qualified 
herself.  Was asked if she was going to be able to do this position and be the secretary at the same time.  Was asked to 
clarify if Stephanni is willing to take the Secretary position until it’s filled.  She was asked that since she is so busy, is 
she able to make it to the CRCNA meetings.  She stated that the once a month commitment and she can absolutely find 
the time to do this.  Was stated that the closer to CRCNA, the more presence the liaison will be needed.  She stated that 
this will not be a problem when that time comes. 
 
Karen qualified herself.  Was asked that knowing that the Activities chair position is may be open, is she willing to wait 
and do that.  Karen stated that she is not willing to be the Activities chair.  
 
Vote was taken.  Karen is the new CRCNA Liaison. 
 

New Business 
The outburst was discussed, and we were reminded of the 12th Tradition.  Was stated that this is the fourth outburst 
from this Addict at various points within the Area.  Was stated that we want the very best for this Addict.  Was also 
stated that there is a pamphlet out that discusses violence in our meetings at all levels.  Was stated that we do not need 
to tolerate this kind of unacceptable behavior.  Was stated that we all need to remember that person is an Addict, and 
has the right to recover.  Was also stated that the way this is being handled is being handled the way that it should be up 
to this point.  Was stated that behavior does not preclude recovery.  Was also stated that it is not up to this body to 
susceptible to violent behavior and safety is in question.  Was stated that we need to take a long hard look at removing 
this person from his position.  Was stated that we voted this Addict into this position, and we need to look at how we 



can remove the Addict from this position.  Was stated that this body is not holding people accountable.  Was stated that 
this is our commitment and accountability and leadership.  Was stated that we need to change and grow, and not stay in 
our old ways.  Was stated that we should not assassinate the character of the Addict.  Was stated that there is concern 
for personal safety.  Was stated that this particular Addict is scared and embarrassed that there is money missing.  Was 
stated that how we respond to keeping ourselves safe with threats to violence needs to be brought to our attention.  Was 
stated that we do have the right to call in the authorities at any time.  Was stated that we need to discuss “cop-calling,” 
because it was said more than once.  Was clarified that it is not up to this body to call the cops, it is up to the individual.  
This is about our safety, and not how it used to be when we were out on the streets.  Part of the pamphlet of  violent 
behavior was read.  The guidelines on removal of a chair position were read. 
 
 
 
 
Motion 1:  To remove the newly elected Activities chair due to his violent behavior.  Intent is to create a safe 
environment and appropriate problem solving skills.  (see discussion on previous page)   
Was stated that an office is better left open than to have it filled with a person that is not qualified.  Was stated that the 
motion be amended to say “temporarily remove.”  The amendment was declined. A vote was taken.  17 for removal 
and 1 abstention.  The motion that passed was for permanent removal. 

 
Wanted it stated in the minutes that the person removed does have the ability to question the removal either in writing 
or in person. 
 
Was asked what is going on with the missing funds from the New Year’s dance.  Was asked how we can have this 
discussion when we don’t know how much money is in question.  Was stated before the outburst, that the money was 
going to be taken care of.  Was stated that the chair will find out what is going on with the missing money.  As stated 
by Daniel that the Denver Area is going to take care of the missing funds for now.  Was asked again what this money is 
and where it came from.  Was stated that it was difficult to get in touch with Frank about the money that was missing 
that was from ticket sales.  Was stated that  $300 is missing from one person’s envelope, and $180 is missing from 
another person’s.  Was stated that the money from the envelope that was supposed to have $180 was accounted for.  
Was clarified that the money from the $180 envelope was given to Kurt, which he then gave to the Activities chair.  
Was stated that since we have the money in our 7th tradition has the funds and that we cover our cost to keep the event 
going.  Was stated this being brought up was the real issue at hand, and that we need to take our responsibility for the 
event, and then internally 
 
 
Motion 2:  To pay Daniel back his $150 that he used for the New Year’s event.  Was stated that regardless of Daniels 
using his own money, he should be repaid.  Vote was taken.  17 for, 1 abstain.  
 
Motion 3:  To cover the funds necessary to pay back the Mile High Area for the New Year’s dance in the amount of 
$480.  The money should come out of our 7th Tradition.  Was stated that we need to make sure that we cover our 
responsibility to things outside our own Area.  Was stated that we should table the motion, even though supported, until 
we have more clarification on where the missing money is.  Vote was taken.  Motion passes by unanimous vote. 
 
 

Upcoming Events 
Cosmic Bowling in Greeley 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:    

Literature Chair, Activities Chair, and Secretary 
 

Open Discussion 



Was asked whose responsibility it was to get a speaker at the Tri-area event on New Year’s dance.  Was stated that it 
was the Activities Chair’s responsibility. 
 
Was stated that an Addict is very proud to be a part of this body, and that we handled a situation today that once baffled 
us. 
 
Was stated that we donate to the region since money is just sitting there.  Was also stated that we have money out there, 
and we should wait to see if that money comes back and we know how much we actually have. 

 
Disbursements 

All disbursements were approved 
 

Next ASC Meeting : 
February 6th, 2011 at 9:00 AM 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes February 6th, 2011 

 
Open:   9:04 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Stephanni C., Mike M., Jessica C., Jennifer C., Sjon C., Pat H., Dave A., Ernie S., Jim M., Candain M., 
Sharon F., Amber S., Deb B., Keith B., Daniel M., Amy K,., Karen C., Daniel F., Taylor M., Chris K., Bobby W., 
Kurt B., Trino F., Bill C., Mark M., (Newt L., Jacqueline A-B). 
 
Guests: Scott N. – Visiting / Vice Chair for N. Oxford  
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a second.  Minutes Approved. 
 
Opening Reading:   Read was an excerpt from It works, Tradition 1, page 125 

 
Group Reports: 

 
Read was an excerpt from It works, Tradition 4, page 154 

 
4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Jennifer C., GSRA.  Attendance small but steady.  Could use support. 
Area Donation: $ 5.00 to area. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Mike M., GSR, Amber S. GSRA.  Meetings going well.  Planning damce for April 9th 
and Jackson Lake in June.  Subcommittee meeting on Sunday, Feb. 13th after the A.S.S. meeting.  $200 donation to 
area. 
 
Addicts United:  Beth A. GSR.  Location is changing to: 3761 So. Mason, starting on Friday, 2/25/11.  The 
meeting is closed for the next two weeks.  Still need home group members. 
 
Back to Basics:  Dave. A representing.  We formed on 01/12/11 and have had 4 meetings varying from 12 – 21 in 
attendance.  We meet on Wednesday nights in Ft. Collins at 7:30 p.m. at 709 Wagner St.  Our format is that of an 
open NA meeting.  We are not wheelchair accessible, the room being downstairs.  We held a group conscience and 
chose the name Back to Basics.  We decided to pay the facility rent by giving them one Basic Text each month, 
plus a can of coffee.  We registered ourselves with the WSC.  The world used to send out packets of lit to new 
groups, not sure if they still do that.  We are purchasing 2 Basic Texts for January and February rend along with 
some white booklets.  We have not elected any trusted servants yet, but hope to do that on the last Wednesday of 
February.  We are excited about the new meeting, and want to thank the phone line chair for getting us listed on the 
web and meeting schedules.  
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR  Chris K.: GSRA  New GSR is Taylor M., new GSRA is Chris K.  New 
secretary is Dave L.    
 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR  We just paid rent, needed 2 Basic Texts and 9 year, 10 year medallions.  Ned 
celebrates 27 years next month.  Donation: $10 to area.  
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 

Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Not in attendance  
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR  All is well, attendance is good.   
 
Friday Night Dead Without It:   Not in attendance 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR. Group needs a lot of support.  Group was just able to make rent.  We have a 
speaker meeting every 2nd Monday of the month, (Feb. 14th this month). 
 
Humbling Asking:  Not in attendance 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR  Randy L.: GSRA  Meeting attendance is good, all is well.  Donation: $100 to area.    

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  (Still in need of a GSRA).  Paid rent: $50. Meeting going good.  Closed on Feb. 
21st.  $10.00 for key tags.  Working on a skating activity for March.  Donation: $100.00 to area.    
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR  Thursday meeting is doing well and strong.  Saturday meeting attendance is 
down – could use support.  Rent paid for 2 months.  Donation: $50.00 to area, $50.00 to world. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR  Doing well.  Donation: $25.62 to area.  
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Daniel GSRA.  New GSR to be voted in.    
 
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Great meeting – attendance is consistent.    

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B.   I want to thank the volunteers for stepping up and taking charge of the recent chaos that we 
endured in the past month.  I had a few addicts that took the lead in continuing and activity event for February and 
had another addict contact me on updating our website.  This is important for  the communication of our fellowship.  
I have head of addicts leaving our fellowship and talking smack about how things are running.  I want to remind all 
about our 12th tradition; principles before personalities.  This is how we will continue to “Do the next right thing”, 
(although I hate this saying); It used to be work the steps or die …  In any case, as long as we uphold the traditions 
of NA we can’t go wrong.  The addicts that came before us experienced the same issues, yet, we are still here.  
PLEASE send the message back to your home groups that our area is business as usual.   
“What a change from the way that we used to be!  We know that the N.A. Program works.  The program convinced 

us that we needed to change ourselves, instead of trying to change to people and situations around us.  We 

discovered new opportunities.  We found a new sense of self-worth.  We learned self-respect.  This is a program for 

learning.  By working the steps, we come to accept a Higher Power’s will.  Acceptance leads to recovery.  We lose 

our fear of the unknown.  We are set free.”   (Basic Text: Why are we here, pg. 16)    
 
 
 



Vice Chair:   Bobby W. 
 
Unfinished Business - 

 
At the last ASC meeting, I was tasked by the Area Chair to inquire into the status of the Merchandise Sub-
committee and to forward a check in the amount of $480.00 to Brittany L. to cover our missing funds for the New 
Year’s Eve Bash.  After riding around in my wallet for 2 weeks, I finally remembered to send the check to Brittany, 
so that assignment is complete. 
As for the Merchandise Sub-committee:  I reached Bailey H. by phone and she explained to me that she is, in fact, 
dealing with a painful medical issue and is unable to complete her term as Merchandise Sub-committee Chair.  She 
has since turned in all items and inventory pertaining to that position and the position is now open.  Kurt, 
Stephanni, and I sat down with bank personnel to review all transactions on the Merchandise account for the past 6 
months and while some dubious practices were discovered (such as large cash withdrawals), there was no concrete 
evidence of any personal wrong-doing.  This assignment is also complete. 
 

Vice-Chair’s Report 
 

At each ASC meeting, I address the issue of good stewardship of our members’ contributions to our 7th Tradition.  
This one will be no exception. 
Our recent financial incidents have prompted me to look into the “nuts and bolts” of how we handle our money and 
it seems to me that we need to take some steps toward helping our trusted servants in the management of our 
members’ funds.  We owe this to the members who faithfully drop their dollars into the baskets at our meetings.  It 
is my hope that we can all see that any steps taken are intended to help ease future problems and are in no way an 
indictment of any individual, past or present. 
One area that we need to look at is over-sight.  I have some possible solution to offer in this regard and will be 
bringing them up in “New Business”. 
On a personal note, I wish to thank the many of you who have offered me your support after the incidents that 
occurred at last month’s meeting.  Many of you have felt the need to provide me with “Frank Reports” regarding 
his whereabouts and status.  I assure you that none of this is necessary.  As far as I’m concerned, there is no issue 
between me and Frank.  I would welcome the opportunity to sit down with him and sanely talk about whatever is on 
his mind.  My part in this is that this is a non-issue. 

 

Possible Financial Solutions 
 
 

Designate electronic “Over-sight” status to the Area Vice-Chair regarding all sub-committee accounts.   

• To help provide accountability to the members in our area. 

• To assist Sub-Committee Chairs in money management.  

• To help provide information to the Vice-Chair so that they can adequately fulfill their duty as liaison. 

Use checks and/or debit card(s) to conduct all business. 

• To help provide accountability to the members in our area. 

• To leave a trail of records that can be more readily followed in the case of discrepancies.  

Eliminate all unnecessary functions of business.  Example – All debit cards be held by the Treasurer and the sub-
committee chairs only be given the numbers from those cards. 

• To prevent any one of us from walking around with “live” plastic in our pockets. 

• Look into the possible closure of the Merchandise account.  



Personal Note:  The reason I feel that the Vice-Chair should be the designated the “over-sight” person is that this is 
in keeping with the job-description as specified in our guidelines.  I was not elected to have this responsibility and 
would be willing to resign and be considered for reelection if this committee makes any clarification as to the duties 
of the Vice-Chair. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team reporting 
Region met on January 16, 2011 in Denver at 10:00am.  Both of the OTW RCM’s were in attendance.   
 
RD/RDA 
The Service System Project deadline was December 31, 2010: this doesn’t mean the work group does not want to 
have your comments, because they do!  The newest power points and information are still located at 
www.na.org/servicesystem.  Updates will be posted to his website as the work group moves through the responses 
and so far, they are pleased with receiving responses, whether negative or positive.  
 
Living Clean Project: The approval draft will be ready in April 2011. 
 
Literature Survey: Respond to: WWW.na.org/litsurvey.  Need to complete survey by April 1, 2011. 
 
WCNA 34: Pre-registration started January 3, 2011.  Please pre-register to assure your spot at the convention.  
Currently, the fixed number of registrations is 16,000 and WCNA will increase the numbers as registration 
increases.  You can register online at: www.na.org/wcna34.  Hotels in close proximity to the convention center are 
filling up quickly.   
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team reporting (cont’d)  
 
New literature available is the Spanish Sixth Edition Basic Text.  Two new styles of commemorative tri-plate 
medallions are the pink/pearl and black/silver.  Available also is the gift edition and special numbered 
commemorative edition of It Works: How and Why. 

 
World Service Learning Days (WSLD) 
The Colorado Region will be hosting this event in 2012.  The planning is already underway for this event.  Mac M 
was elected as the chair for this event.  They are still in need of a vice chair, secretary, and treasurer to round out 
the executive board.  This committee has been meeting directly after Regional meeting at 1212 Mariposa in Denver.  
There will be plenty of need for service work.  Contact Mac at: (720) 328-1119 or hgmcaveniaiii@aol.com for 
more information.  
 
Public Relations (PR) 
Plans are in the works for several road trips, including one to Lamar.  (Yes, it seems that there is a weekly NA 
meeting in Lamar and it has been there since July – Yeah!!).  Once we confirm this meeting, and have obtained the 
info, Mike will get the up-date for inclusion on the Regional meeting list.  
Our monthly meeting schedule for 2011 is done (odd months online and even months at the library in Castle Rock) 
with the exception of what we’re going to do for our meeting in May.  Please note PR and every one of the 
subcommittees is liking for addicts to join them in completing their projects …….  Any addict may join regardless 
of clean time, previous service.  Become a member of one of these subcommittees today!  Contact Linda L. for Pr, 
Tawni C. for PI, Dawn H. for H&I, or Steven and Beth for FedDev/OR.  
 
CRCNA Incorporation Board: 
 
Tiffany S. chair of CRCNA XXIV, Grand Junction was elected as the final member at large position.  The board is 
seeking the help of a lawyer to help them with the non-profit status petition.   
 
CRCNA XXV: 
 



Tiffany S. has been asked to cast the play for this year’s CRCNA.  They are looking for members w have 25 years 
plus of clean time who would like to share a piece of their experience.  The member with 25 years will them be 
asked who they would like to play a younger version of themselves in the play.  Names of members with 25+ and 
actors will be sent to Tiffany S. 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team reporting (cont’d) 
 
In order to receiver meeting rooms for free from the hotel, it is very important that we meet our room requirements.  
Hopefully you will be planning on staying at the hotel this year. 
 
CRCNA XXIV: 
 
The books have been closed, and a donation from the profits was given to the Colorado Region.  CRCNA XXIV 
wrote a check to the Colorado Region for $9656.29.  This was after they left the $5,000.00 seed money in the 
account for CRNCA XXV. 
 
AD-HOC Budgetary Review Subcomittee: 
 
Shawn H. was voted to head up this subcommittee.  This committee is charged with reviewing guidelines, 
procedures and process of the budget. 

 
Activities: 
 
If your home group or our Area is planning an event, it would be very helpful to refer to the region calendar before 
planning, so that your event or activity is not in conflict with other events taking place.  When our events are 
finalized, we are asked to post them on the region calendar with is located at NAColorado.org.  
 
GSR Training 
 
There will be training for all new GSRs at 9:30 am  on April 16th at the Regional Assembly in Greeley.   
 
Colorado Region 2011 Budget 
 
The budget requests for 2011 were voted on.  The following budgets are as follows:  
 
Administration: $453.00 
RD/RDA: $3550.00 Tier 3 
Public Relations: $5310.00 Tier 2 
Total Budget of: $13,390.00 

 
Secretary:    Stephanni C.  If you are a new GSR and want a copy of Guide to local service or Area guidelines, 
please see me before you leave today.  I did get the laptop back from Dave L.  On Tuesday, God-willing, I will be 
three years clean.  As you may know, this is the end of my term as ASC Secretary.  It has been an honor and a 
privilege to serve this body for the last 2 years.  I am struggling to keep up with the minutes, but I love to do it. It is 
hard for me to let go of this position.  Regardless, I will never be able to give back enough, for what NA has given 
me.  Godspeed   
 
Treasurer:   Trino F.  Treasury Report for January 9, 2011:  Beginning balance: $1,780.54 
Disbursements:  

$3.00 to ASC Chair 
$5.00 to PI 
$1.20 to Activities 
$12.90 to Literature 
$12.22 to Secretary 



$150.00 to Daniel F. 
$480.00 to Mile High Area 
$94.22 to T-Mobile 
$30.00 fee for a canceled check 

Treasurer:   Trino F.  Treasury Report for January 9, 2011:  (cont’d)  
 
Total disbursements that day were: $788.54 
We had a deposit of $335.00 and a canceled check $150.00 

       This brings our balance to $1,477.00 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a general fund of $877.00. 
 
Activities Subcommittee:   Open seat.  Daniel reporting.  Stated that there are fliers for the Valentines dance 
available.  Stated that he will run the activities until June, should no one be elected. (Thank you Daniel)! 
     
Literature Sub-Committee:    Open seat.  Mike M. filling in.  (Thank you Mike)! 
 
Last month’s sales: $515.90 
Ordered from WSO: $524.56 
Bank balance: $60.78 
Total inventory before today’s sales: $1908.01 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C. reporting 
   
Met on 1/21/2011 – 8 addicts were in attendance.  Rent due for this month. 
TRT – Going good.  Need new panel leader. 
LCDC – Women’s going good – 5 women signed up to go in.  Men’s going good.   
ICCS –  Going well, Sam speaking 1/21/11. 
Old Business – Open Positions - Vice Chair position and TRT Panel leader.  Karl voted in for new TRT panel 
leader. 

 
New Business – Steve B. voted in for Work Release panel leader. We went in on Feb 3rd.  Jail and Detox on back 
burner for now.  H& I Regional will be 1st Saturday in March in Longmont at 11:00am.  I received a call from Chris 
from Buena Voluntad wanting two members to find out about Spanish speaking meetings in LCDC. 
Next H&I Meeting: February 26, 2011 @ 11:00am. 

   
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open seat 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:     Ernie S.   
Met on 1/15/2011.  There were 3 addicts in attendance.  
The high school information packet was finalized and will be sent to 26 high schools the first week of February.   
Pat H. was voted in as the new web servant.  We’d like to thank Jeff S. for all of his service to OTW and as web 
servant over the last 2 years.   
Phone Line: There is still a need for recovering addicts to be of service and carry the phone in Loveland and Ft. 
Collins.  There is a one year clean time requirement and being an active member working an NA program.  
The committee is in the process of having a table banner made that will be used on the from of tables when the PR 
committee sets up a boot at the fairs we attend.  The banner will be a royal blue, with the same design that is on the 
cover of the Basic Text.  
Was asked if the budget was ready.  Was stated that the position is open for election next month, so the 
subcommittee will wait to decide what the new budget will be. 
Pat H., asked for groups and ASC to make sure that if there are any changes to the website to contact him.  Was 
stated that there is a question about putting phone numbers on the web.  Was stated that it is up to the individual 
ASC Chair or Subcommittee Chair whether or not they want their number on the web.   
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C. 



 
We meet this Saturday, Feb. 12 @ 10:30 in Denver.  The CRCNA theme logo contest ends of Feb. 9th.  I am 
submitting a budget of $110 for the year: $10 a meeting for gas for 9 months, and in October, there will be 2 extra 
meetings.  
   

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 

 
Old Business 

Was stated that with all the inventory and money are hard to account for.  Was stated that we have an obligation to 
stay accountable for the money that comes in from our meetings.  People struggle to just put into the basket, so we 
should be honoring that with good money management.  Was asked for clarification about the debit cards.  Was 
stated that some of our subcommittee chairs have debit cards with their actual name on them.   
Was stated that we may need an Adhoc committee to help revise the guidelines to help with this.  Was stated that 
every person at this Area be able to have input on this subject.  Was stated that the Vice Chair was supposed to be 
on all accounts.  Vice Chair stated that only the Treasurer has the ability to look at all accounts.  Treasurer stated 
that just recently, that he has now made it possible to look at the accounts online.  Was stated that if an Adhoc only 
has a few members discussing the changes, that is more in the interest of the entire Area to have input, rather than 
an Adhoc.  Was asked how long these debit accounts have been active.  Was stated about 7 years.  Was asked if this 
is a new problem, or has it always been this way.  Was stated that the Merchandise debit card is now inactive.  Was 
stated that at this point, we are not being charged for signature cards at this point, but we will be.  Was stated that it 
would more easy to have only the Treasurer, Chair, and Vice Chair be on the account. 
 
Missing Activities money.  Was stated that every attempt has been made to contact the previous  
Activities Chair with no avail.  Was stated that we are being reimbursed for profit from the Tri-Area event a 
percentage based on ticket sales in each of the three Areas. 
 

Elections for Open Office 
 

Activities Subcommittee:  Open seat.  No volunteers or nominations.  
 
Literature Chair:  Mike M. was nominated and accepted.  Mike qualified himself.  Was asked if he held any other 
Group positions.  Stated that he is resigning as GSR of his home group.  Vote was taken.  Unanimously, Mike is the 
new Literature Chair.  Mike did state that he will be unable to attend the May ASC, so someone will have to do this 
for him. 
 
Merchandise Chair:  Stephanni volunteered herself and qualified herself.  Was asked if I would be ok with being 
taken off the account.  Was asked what if the Secretary position doesn’t get filled, would she be able 
 
Secretary:  Sharon F was nominated.  Scott was nominated.  Sharon Qualified herself.  Was asked if she was able 
to work well with the computer.  Stated she can.  Was asked if she has an NA sponsor and works an NA program.  
Stated yes.  Was asked if being a GSR for her homegroup would conflict with this position.  Stated that the group is 
very small, and will have to be discussed with the group.  Was asked if she had an internet connection.  Was asked 
if she could get the minutes done in a timely matter.  Was asked if she could deal with all of the stress that comes 
with this position.  Was asked  if the need arises that She need to voice her opinion, could she do that.  Stated yes. 
Scott qualified himself.  Was asked if he had an NA sponsor and works an NA program.  Was asked if he had a 
homegroup.  Stated is still finding one, but working with a lot of groups right now. Was asked that since he doesn’t 
have the 6 month Area service, why does he want this position. Stated that he just wants to get involved with Area 
service. 
 
Vote was taken  Sharon18, Scott 4  Sharon is the new ASC Secretary.   
 

New Business 



 
 Jim M.  Was asked to add to the agenda that if there are any clean-time birthdays, that they be recognized.  All 
agreed that this would be a good idea. 
 

New Business (cont’d)  
 

Motion 1:  Adhoc  Was asked how often would this committee meet until the decision could be made.  Was stated 
that the Adhoc doesn’t make a decision, but brings their findings to the ASC.  Was asked how often and where the 
Adhoc would meet.  Was stated that it will taken as long as it takes, when or where is up to the Adhoc.  Was asked 
if there were people in the room that are willing to volunteer for the Adhoc.  Was asked that is the Vice Chair really 
willing to step down to do this Adhoc.  Was clarified that he was not elected with the proposed changes, and would 
do that and asked to be re-elected.  Was asked that more than 5 people be in this Adhoc.  Amendment was denied.  
Was stated that the guidelines do need to be revised anyway, so they should be really looked at with more deeply, 
because the guidelines are not be followed as much as they should be.  Was stated that this Adhoc is not about an 
entire guidelines revision.  Was stated that the motion was made to help be more accountable for our funds.  Vote 
was taken.  For 21 Unanimous. 
 
Motion 2:  $300 for the Valentine’s Day dance.  If the rental could be a lower cost, can we disburse less.  Was 
asked if contact was made for the facility.  Stated yes.  Was stated that since the call has already been made, why 
would that amount change.  Motion passed with: 15 [Yes], 1 [No], and 2 [Abstentions]. 

 
 

Upcoming Events 
Valentine’s Day Dance on February 12th.  See flyer for more information. 

  
Open Area Opportunities for Service:    

Activities Chair, PI Chair 
 

Open Discussion 
 

Was asked if we do have all of the shirts that were supposedly purchased.  Was stated that the new Merchandise 
chair take inventory to see what the value of our Merchandise is.  Was stated that we just hand the money in the 
account and merchandise on hand to Stephanni 
 
Was asked who is going to have the access to the online account.  Was stated that since it is already in the Vice 
Chair’s position, then he just should be on it.   There is no motion needed for this! 
 
Was stated that all chairs that require a budget see Trino before they leave. 

 
Disbursements 

 
All disbursements were approved. 
 

Next ASC Meeting : 
March 6, 2011 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes     March 6th, 2011  

 
Open:   9:08 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Goldberry M., Beth W., Jessica C., Jennifer C., Kelly S., Deb B., Fransisco R., Abel C., Ernie S., Jim 
M., Jessie K., Greg P., Candain M., Amber S., Jacqueline, Kim W., Angie E., Sjon C., Stephanni C., Taylor M., 
Chris K., Keith B., Dave A., Newt L., Bobby W., Kurt B., Trino F., Bill C., Mark M., Sharon F. 
 
 
Guests:  Angie GSRA , Kelly, Jessie, Amber new GSR for Addicts Seeking Sanity 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a second.  Minutes Approved. 
 
Birthdays (clean time celebrations): Stephanni: 3 yrs Feb 8th, Amber 1 year Feb. 8th 
 
Opening Reading:   Read: Tradition Two and an excerpt from It Works. Tradition 2, pg. 141 

 
Group Reports: 

 
Reading:  Read was an excerpt from It works, Tradition 2, page 136 

 
 
4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Jennifer C., GSRA.  Small but steady attendance.  $20 donation to 
area. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S.  New GSR.  Need GSRA.  April 9th – 50’s themed dance, (on area site).  April 
3rd – Dance subcommittee meeting.  Jackson Lake campout on June 10th – 12th, noon to noon.  $7 per vehicle, $40 
per side.  No pets.  18 sites available, 2 tents per site.  6 people per site. Flyer available.  $50 donation.   
 
Addicts United:  Beth A. GSR.  Full Throttle will be opening again – meeting to start again on 9pm on Friday – 
Open this Friday, 3761 Mason St.  Will send blast to Sharon with all info by 3-9-11. 
 
Back to Basics:  Dave A. representing.  709 Wagner, Ft. Collins, (address was incorrect on Feb. minutes).  We 
have several members interested in becoming trusted servants.  5 – 20 addicts at each meeting.  We are going to 
make the 1st Wednesday of the month a Step/Pamphlet Study.  
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR  Chris K.:  Friday night chair position is open for Friday night candlelight 
(closed to addicts only) meeting.  Meeting also needs support.  We have set a date for the Poker Run: July 23rd. 
Question: Is the poker run going to be funded by the area? Answer: No, it will be funded by the group. 
 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Need GSRA.  Attendance up; newcomers, oldcomers, allcomers.  Ned celebrated 
27 years clean.  Needs; More meeting lists.  $40 donation. 

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:  Abel spoke, has concerns of how to obtain literature ??  



 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR  All is well.   
 
Dead Without It:   Not in attendance 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR. Still lacking in attendance, average is 13 people.  A few more people attending 
our 2nd Monday of the month Speaker meeting, average: 23.  Mike H. will be speaking next Monday.  We have 3 
more home group members as of out last group conscience. 
 
Humbling Asking:  Not in attendance 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR  Randy L.  Closed book study on Tuesday, 7:00pm, Open discussion Fridays at 
7:00pm.  $30.00 Donation. 

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  Things going good.  March 26th is Bingo night activity.   Needs: Literature: 2 
JFTS, 1 It Works, and 1 Step Working Guide.  $100 donation.  
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR, (Still in need of a GSRA and a greeter).  Saturday attendance low.  Attendance a 
little low; 7 – 10 on Thursday, and 5 on Saturday.  Rent paid both places for the next 2 months.  Purchased lit today.  
$17 Donation to Area, $17 Donation to World  
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR  February slow, but picking up.  $9 Donation.   
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Angie GSRA representing. Daniel voted in as GSR, Kim – Secretary, Amy – 
Treasurer.  Attendance good – Lots of newcomers.  Having a Workshop.  Question: When is the Workshop?  March 
25th  1pm  (after the meeting).    $50 Donation, purchased $42.20 worth of literature. 
 
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.   Meeting continues to grow.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Vice Chair:   Bobby W. 
Adhoc committee met twice to discuss financial solutions.  These are the recommendations of the Adhoc 
committee: 
1) Operation of all accounts to be done on one account 
2) Use checks instead of cash  
3) Timely deposit on all funds 
4) Approve events and fliers ahead of time  
5) There will be no cash withdrawals 

 
Recommendations were discussed: 
Question: Will there still be any cash withdrawals? 
Question; Does the merchandise and literature chair need to go thru the treasurer?   
Question; Was it addressed where the Vice Chair will oversee transactions? 
Question; Would literature chair be separate or could they have their own separate account so that he doesn’t wipe 
it out.  The committee wanted to have a single account so that it is easily monitored, and we won’t have to pay extra  



Vice Chair:   Bobby W. (cont’d) 
 
to transfer the account names.  All three accounts will have a ledger of its own.  Each division will have a separate 
budget, then show transactions on the ledger monthly.   
Question; After a main event, the money would be deposited – Is that correct?   
Answer: Deposit slips will be given out for this purpose.   
Question; Is it up to the chair to account for monies designated for the individual.   
Answer: Yes. 
Question;  It was asked why we couldn’t have separate accounts?   
Answer;  Body was run with two separate accounts, now we would like to go back to one account so that it can be 
overseen.  
Question; Was there discussion about how a division could be self supporting?   
Answer;  Only groups are to be self supporting.  
Question; How do we handle the money? Does this decision go to a group level?  This body needs to decide.  Vice 
Chair: Good with however we want to deal with this, (go to group level, or not). 
Recommendations were accepted by ASC, and it was decided to bring the recommendations back to the groups for 
group conscience. 
 
Chair:  Kurt B.    
Chair: Asked if there were any ideas on how to make this meeting better or more effective?  
It was stated that we start on time.  It was agreed to. 
It was asked to see if new GSR’s would have training, and could there be a training in this meeting once every two 
months?  Answer: GSR training does happen at events throughout the year.  Information offered: Regional 
Assembly: April 16th, 10am.  GSR training at 9:30am.  Adhoc committee for regional budget – any questions? No.  
Meeting schedules: 8 cents a piece.  If other printing is needed, please let the Chair know, the source that we use for 
printing schedules gives us a good price.  

 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B.  RCM Team reporting No report – did not meet.  You can register for hotel 
reservations for CRCNA XXV in Denver. 
 
Secretary:   Sharon F.   Thank you to this body for your vote of confidence for me to serve in this position.  I am 
both honored and grateful. And thanks to Stephanni for all of her help in the transition. 
Yearly Budget: $350 for building rent and printing expenses.   
Other:  I've had some trouble with the area laptop.  After I tried to load my printer software onto it, I got the "blue 
screen of death" when I tried to reboot.  I took it to a computer repair service in Longmont for a quote to fix it.  I 
have a printout of what it needs.  It doesn't look to be cost effective.  Right now, even plugged in, it doesn't stay 
running for more than 10 minutes.  I’m not sure where we go from here.   

 
Treasurer:   Trino F.  Our beginning balance was $1477.00  We had the following disbursements that day:  
$ 9.00 to ASC Chair 
$ 76.00 to PI 
$ 30.00 to H & I 
$ 300.00 to Activities 
$ 48.30 to Literature 
$ 9.59 to Secretary 
$94.22 to T-Mobile 
 
Total disbursements that day were $560.11 
We had a deposit of $ 618.42 and $ 286.00 collected at the Valentines’s Day dance for a total deposit of $ 904.42. 
This brings our balance to $ 1814.31 minus our prudent reserve of $ 600.00 for a general fund of $1214.31.   
 
ILS, 
Trino F. 



Activities Subcommittee:   Open seat.  Scott reporting for Daniel.   
Valentines dance went great.  Scott has moneys and turned into Trino.  Chair turned in the check for the New 
Year’s Eve Bash to Trino.   
From Daniel, (read by Scott): Hello everyone, Sorry that I could not be there this month, but as it goies, my work 
has taken me out of town this weekend.  I want to say that we had a great time for the Valentines dance, and the 
speaker was great.  We didn’t do too bad, we got $300 from area to put it on, and we brought in $ 286.00, so it cost 
a total of $ 14.00 to have some fun in recovery on a Saturday night.  I turned the moneys in to Trino, and he put it in 
the bank.   
I sadly regret that I will not be able to step up as the Activities Chair, because by work requires me to be in two 
states at the same time.  I would like to say thank you for being able to be a part of service to this area.  This was 
what I needed to be a part of for my recovery.  I do have some sodas left from the dance and a willing to hold on to 
it for another event.  Please let Scott know what you want me to do with it.   
Once again, thanks for letting me be a part of my recovery. Daniel    
 
Literature Sub-Committee:   Mike M. 
February sales: $ 739.80 
New Lit Purchased: $720.35 
Current Inventory Value: $ 2004.04 
Current Bank Balance: $80.23 
Next meeting: 3: 30 today after the Addicts Seeking Sanity meeting.  Scott helping today.  (Thanks Scott)!.  

 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.  Met February 26th.  There were 5 addicts in attendance. Vice Chair position is 
still open.  H & I Regional meeting was cancelled.  Paid rent for 3 months. Bought $ 69.30 in literature.   
Work Release: Going good, had 4 meetings, need IPs. 
TRT: Going good.  Speaker meetings set up for every 3 weekends for the year.  Need some more IP.  
ICCS: Struggling – Need to work on who will be going in doing the meetings at LCDC: Women and men – Sjon 
will find out.  
Old Business: Vice Chair position still open. 
New Business: Detox will start March 2nd.  Need a panel leader, but Steve B. will cover until then.   
Next meeting March 26th 705 13th St.  11:00am. 
     
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Stephanni C. Next meeting: March 26th, 12 noon 705 13th St. after the H & I 
meeting.  Found bank statements – no description – handed over to treasurer.  Counted the funds and the 
merchandise. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Open Seat   Ernie S. reporting  Met on February 26th.  There were 5 addicts 
in attendance.  The high school information packets were sent out the first week of February.  Within a couple of 
weeks, we heard from Rocky Mountain High School in Fort Collins.  There were asking for more copies of the IPs: 
For Young Addicts by Young Addicts, and NA, a Resource in Your Community.  The committee voted to help 
them out with providing them with an initial order of the IPs and providing them with an order form for their future 
use.  May be over budget.   
Once again, we are seeking addicts who would like to carry the phone and take calls.  There is still a big need in 
Loveland and Ft. Collins.  There is also a need for addicts who can give directions to meetings in their hometowns.  
Signup sheets will be taken back to each home group where addicts can sign up and then the signup sheets will be 
returned at the April area meeting.  Be sure to check out the Area website.  There have been a lot of updates and 
changes.  You can now directly link to: The Colorado Region of Narcotics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous 
World Services, NA Recovery Literature Online, Just for Today,: Today’s Daily Meditation, and the Area 
email.  All of the subcommittees and chair people names and numbers have been printed out as well. 
Table banner for the booth at presentations has been made. 
If there is an event, festival, or activity where you feel that our presence would be of benefit, gather the information 
of: contact person, cost, dates, and location and come to the monthly subcommittee meeting, or send the 
information to Ernie S. 
Next meeting: March 19th, 10am 705 13th st. Greeley.  



 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.  (Jessica C reporting since Karen is ill).  Committee voted on a new theme and logo 
which will be announced at the Sponsor.Sponsee Breakfast on Saturday, March12 in Lakewood, 9am.  Only 2 
liaisons were present.  More to be revealed when Karen feels better.   

   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Unfinished Business 
 

2011 Regional Assembly will be at 3800 West 20th St. in Greeley on April 16th form 10am to 4pm.  Lunch will be 
provided.  Any additional information?   
 
Our Vice Chair met with an adhoc committee to develop recommendations on how the ASC committees handles 
funds and banking procedures. 

 
Elections for Open Office 

 
Activities Subcommittee:  Scott N. nominated by Candain, and the nomination was seconded.  Scott qualified:  He 
has a lot of free time. Currently Vice Chair for North Oxford House, has an NA sponsor, is working the steps, 
meets the clean time requirement. 
Question: Have you ever been convicted for mismanagement of funds.  Yes, but several years ago. 
Question: Are you able to be thick skinned enough to run the committee wit the stress? Yes.  
Question: Does your work at the Oxford house conflict? No, the last Oxford house has been opened – he will have 
more free time to do more.  
Question: Will you be able to reach out to other people to deal with stress related to the position? Yes, he has to 
deal with this all of the time.   
Scott was voted in as our new Activities Subcommittee Chair.  Congratulations, Scott! 
 
Public Information: Ernie nominated for 2nd term, and the nomination was seconded.  Ernie has done a great job 
for the area, and has a wealth of knowledge. 
Ernie will remain as our PI Subcommittee Chair.  Thank you, Ernie! 

 
New Business 

Written Motions 
 

Motion:  Made by Sharon F.  Motion was seconded by Taylor M.  To replace the area laptop, disbursing monies to 
accomplish this, $500.00.  Intent: To have a working laptop for area use, to record minutes and email area members 
information.  Motion Passes.  Unanimous.   Chris K. and Dave A. volunteered to get a quotes for new and 
refurbished laptops.  It was decided to get a new one, Dave A. will get pricing.  Question: Could treasurer write a 
check for the laptop? Yes. $1,293 available. 
 
Motion: Made by Jim M.  Motion was seconded by Ernie S.  To make a donation of $250.00 to the Region.  Intent: 
To help carry the message to the still suffering addict at the regional level.   
Question: Regional donation hasn’t been made in months. Why do we sit on this money? We should make a $250 
donation.  Motion made for $250 to donate to region? What is the average donation? Answer: $500 to 1000. Bump 
it up to $400.  Feeling that we need to keep it to $250.  Prudent reserve is kept at $600.  Motion is for $250 
donation. Motion passes: 24 in favor.  
 

Upcoming Events 
 

April 9th – 50’s themed dance. Allen B to be the speaker.  Campout reservations are going fast.  Speaker Jam is in 
the Mile High Area. On info on the website. 



 
Open Area Opportunities for Service: 

 
Open Discussion 

 
Scott was asked by the treasurer for the budget he would need. 

 
Disbursements 

 
$65.00 not approved. PI chair qualified that it is a cloth for the NA booth.  Mailings put us out over budget. Motion 
passes. 

 
Next ASC Meeting : 
April 3, 2011 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    April 3rd, 2011  

 
Open:   9:02 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Dawn H., Francisco R., Abel C., Karen C., Jessica C., Jacqueline A-B., Thelma, Kurtis, Ernie S., Jim 
M., Amber S., Danny G., Greg P., Candain M., Sjon C., Keith B., Deb B., Chris K., Taylor M., Stephanni C., 
Daniel F., Newt L., Daniel Mc., Dave A., Larry R., Kurt B., Trino F., Bill C., Mark M.  
 
Guests:  Thelma, Larry R., ,  
 
Birthdays:  Chris, 9 months, Daniel, 18 months, Candain, 18 months,  Kurtis 26 years 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a second.  Minutes Approved. 
 
Opening Reading:   Read was an excerpt from It works, Tradition 4, page 157 

 
Group Reports: 

 
Reading:   Read was an excerpt from  Basic Text, Tradition 4, page 64 

 
 
4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Jennifer C., GSRA.  Attendance small but steady.  $5.00 Donation to 
Area.   
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S.; GSR, Danny G.; GSRA.  April 9th 50’s dance; 2608 7th Ave., Greeley.  Bring 
snacks to share.  Presentation on NA History.  Jackson Lake sites are sold out – can still get a site, just not with the 
group.  Donation: $100.00 to Area. 
 
Addicts United:  Beth A. GSR. Jessica reporting for Beth.  Meeting is now open, and needs support and home 
group members.  Group is 3 weeks reopened., attendance was 22 on the first night, 14 on the second, and 3 on the 
3rd Friday.  Have 3 home group members now.  My car cought on fire at the last meeting, so please excuse my 
absence.   
 
Back to Basics:  Dave. A representing.  Larry R. has been nominated as GSR.  This meeting is going well.  Last 
week, we had 24 in attendance, mostly men.  With the women’s meeting earlier in the meeting, we are having 
trouble attracting females.  But we will keep trying.  We held a group conscience, and Larry was nominated as 
GSR.  He is attending today to see if this is something he wants to do.  So please, no cursing, no fighting, no actions 
of any kind that might scare him away, as he is a gentle soul.  We are making rent and buying some IP’s and tags.  
We will celebrate birthdays every meeting.   
 
ASC Laptop –  
After communicating with the executive committee about the research I did into laptops, I was given the OK to to 
to Best Buy.  I bought a sweet little Gateway for $376 and change.  It has Windows 7 with Office 2007, 3 GB of 
ram, a 360 GB disk, a fast processor along with a webcam.  I put on Avast virus checker.  Sharon and I went over it 
this morning.  Should be good for many years to come. 

 



Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR  Chris K.:  Recovery Ride (Poker Run) date changed to 7/30.  Flyers 
available.  Friday Chair position available and Unity Club liaison available.   
Question: Is the Recovery Ride a  CRCNA fundraiser?  Answer: No, last Poker Run donated funds to Area, was not 
a CRCNA event. 
 
Dead Without It : Thelma J.: (New) GSR.  (Welcome, Thelma!)  Meetings are going good.  We have a lot of 
newcomers.  We have strong attendance; 25 – 40.   Donation: $20 to Area. 
 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Six newcomers yesterday, steady stream.  Good attendance.  

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA  Abel: Group needs support on 
Wednesday bilingual meeting.  Thanks for the literature.  Group Meeting on May 7th at Paco’s house.  
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR   Dawn H. reporting;  All is going well – no worries.  After rent, lit and 
supplies, we have a $50 donation to Area.   

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Still struggling with attendance,  averaging 13 people.  Two new home group 
members.  Still are able to pay rent, so 7th is OK.  Don’t forget Speaker Meeting  on 2nd Monday each month.  Larry 
S. speaking on April 11th.  Need more participation from other groups to up our attendance. 
 
Humbling Asking:  Not in attendance 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR.  Randy; GSRA.   All is well.  Next Friday is Speaker Meeting: Red. B.  Summer 
picnic on June 18th, Farr Park, (flyer forthcoming).  Donation; $53.   

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  (Still in need of a GSRA).  Going good, have concerns about kids at meetings.  
Paid rent.  No Minutes report up on web yet.  Closed April 22nd.   Voted that the Nooner group will do child care, 
working on it.  
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR.  Thursday meeting has consistent attendance of 10 – 12 people.  Saturday is still 
low.  No longer in need of a new meeting place on Saturday, staying put.  Purchased lit and medallions today.  Will 
have treasurer position open in 2 months, GSRA needed.  Donations; $37 to Area, $40 to World.   
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.  Need support.  Will be using: How It Works and Why 
text next month. 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Daniel GSR.  (Unable to locate written group report).    
 
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Meeting is going great.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 
 
 
 



Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B. 
- Whatever I place in front of my recovery, I’ll lose. –  
I was told this early on in my journey of Recovery.  I know that my higher power is what helps me stay clean.  I 
know that through N.A., I have to be vigilant.  Too many times, I have seen the idea that; “this time it will be 
different”, will send my fellow addicts back to using and the power that this disease can yield.  Once we use, we 
lose the power that was given to us when we walked into these rooms.  The DESIRE that we will do whatever it 
takes not to go back to that old way of life.  That power is “pwerlessness” we cannot win by ourselves, but we can 
overcome this disease one dat at a time, through the basic principles of recovery.   
 
“ I love the Twelfth Step like I love the program, like I love my God, and my life today.  The Twelfth Step has given 

me a way to go.  I work with others, share at meetings, support N.A. as a whole, by being active.  I am just so 

grateful that God has seen fit to let me live again, and for the people who have been put into my life.”   

(Basic Text – Unmanageable, pg. 196) 
 
Vice Chair:   Bobby W.  Not present.  Note: Ad Hoc Addendum notes received on 4/10 are posted in Old Business 
section. 

 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. , Keith B.  Jim M. reporting:  
The Colorado Regional Service Committee met on Sunday, March 20, 2011 in Denver, CO.   
The Regional Assembly will be held Saturday, April 16, 2011 at 10:00am to 4:00pm in Greeley at 3800 W. 20th 
Street.  There will be GSR Training held from 9:30 to 10:00.  This is for any new GSR who is attending his/her first 
Regional Assembly.  Light breakfast snacks will be provided with coffee.  Lunch will be served for GSR’s in 
attendance and trusted servants of the CRSC.  Please car pool if possible, as parking might be crowded. 
 
Election of Regional Board members will be:  

Sectretary, Treasurer, PI Chair, H & I Chair, PR Chair, Web Chair 
 
Regional Guideline changes will be voted on at the Assembly.  These can be found at the NAColorado.org web site 
under the Regional Service Committee tab.  Each GSR will provide a vote for their home group on the regional 
guideline changes.  Changes are highlighted and strike throughs represent deletions.   
 
We will begin a Regional inventory at the Assembly.  Please take the following 3 questions back to your home 
group and come to the Assembly with ideas and be ready to brainstorm issues as well as possible solutions. 
 

1) Is Region serving your Area and the groups in your area?  
2) How can Region better service your area and your groups? 
3) Do people know what Region does?  How can Region better inform you about what Region does? 

 
Any motions that you would like to send before the WSC need to be given to either Keith or Jim no later than June 
25th, so that they can get them to the RD and RDA before July 1st.  The idea should be in motion ready format.  The 
motions will then be discussed at the July CRCS meeting.   
 
The NAWS Annual Report for fiscal year July 1, 2009 – June 30, 2010, can be seen at 
http://www.na.org/?ID=reorts-ar-2010-TOC. 
 
Living Clean Project:  The approval draft will be ready in April 2011.  Cost to purchase a copy of the draft is $8.50.  
This can be found at the NA.org website. 
 
Gift Editions of: It Works, How and Why are now available for $15.75 at the NA.org website.  
 
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the Regional Assembly on April 16th.   



 
 
Secretary:    Sharon F.   
I apologize for the March Minutes not appearing on the website.  There was a misconception on my part on which 
documents were supposed to be posted on the web, so I removed the web address from the send out list.  The email 
containing the Minutes sent directly to the web servant email address was being filed in a spam folder, due to a 
setting that Pat was unaware of.  Both of these problems have been corrected.  However, this affected some groups’ 
ability to have a group conscience about the Adhoc recommendations, which I deeply regret.  With the corrections 
made, the information should be posted within the guidelines, and if there are any problems, Pat and I will 
communicate at an earlier time in the posting cycle.  I am sending around the Phone List so to update email 
addresses, etc.   
 
Treasurer:   Trino F.  Stepping down as treasurer.  GSRs to take it back to groups.   
Treasurers report for March 6, 2011. 
Our beginning balance was $1814.31.  We had the following disbursements that day: 
 

• $16.00 to ASC Chair 

• $158.08 to PI Chair 

• $13.00 for extra copies of the area meeting list for a group in our area 

• $69.00 to H & I 

• $10.00 to Activities 

• $250.00 to Region (Donation) 

• $94.22 to T-Mobile 
 

Total disbursements that day were: $616.00. 
We had a deposit of $643.29 and $30.00 for a canceled check fee that the bank is not going to take out.  That brings 
the deposit to: $673.29. 
This brings our balance to $1877.00 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00, for a general fund of: $1277.00.   
 
I am getting ready to start a new chapter in my life which is not going to allow me to fulfill my term as the Area 
Treasurer.  I would love to thank all of the GSR and Area Chairs for having faith in me with a very important role 
at the Area level.  Thank you all for being a part of my journey.   
 
Activities Subcommittee:   Scott N.   
Will meet on the last Saturday of every month at 705 13th st., 7 to 8pm. 
Question:  What if an Activity is scheduled at the same time as the subcommittee meeting?   
Answer: Subcommittee meeting will be rescheduled a couple of weeks ahead.   
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   
March Sales:    $610.40 
New Lit Purchased:   $559.13 
Current Inventory Value  $2038.07 
Excess Given General Fund $35.00 
Current Bank Balance  $96.50 
 
The next Literature Subcommittee Meeting will be today at 3:15pm at 3800 West 20th St. in Greeley.  We welcome 
any input on how we can better serve the fellowship.  Please check out the online literature survey on the NAWS 
website.  I will not be able to attend ASC on May 1st, and welcome any volunteer to help with sales fot that 
meeting.Scott N. has volunteered to fill in.   
Question: Can Scott handle monies?  Response: Chair is going to get with Vice Chair,: One idea – monies signed 
off to Vice Chair for the month.   
 



Literature Sub-Committee:    (cont’d) 
 
Question: Can we go without Lit for one month?  
Answer: No, we need to have texts and lit available to the addict.  Monies can be handed off to Vice Chair or 
Treasurer.  6/5/08 Scott Clean Date.  Discussed on how to handle – Chair: This bodies’ decision.  Kurt will talk to 
Bobby to take over the funds for the month.  Gratitude was expressed for following the guidelines.   
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C. reporting.   
Met March 26th, 7 addicts in attendance.  Voted on literature for Panel leaders. Next meeting April 23rd   11am, 705 
13th St.   All is going well. 
Comments:  Mark M. – meetings are very appreciated.  Abel:  Need Spanish speaking in Detox meetings.  Ernie: 
Work Release meetings need Spanish speaking members also. 
       
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Stephanni C.  
Met March 26th.  4 addicts in attendance.  Inventory was done, pricing was done on the inventory.   Some inventory 
is outdated.  
Question:  Which T-shirts are outdated?  Answer: Shirts with the white on the black background. 
Question:  Will you be at the Regional Assy?  Answer: Chair not sure if she will be able to attend. Karen C. has 
offered to take the merchandise to the Regional Assy.  Question:  Do we have to vote if Karen will take the 
Merchandise?  (No notes of answer).  Question: Is the Off  The Wall shirt the same as the Nooner was selling.  
Answer: OTW logo is the only difference.   
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Ernie S. 
PI subcommittee met on Saturday, March 19th, 2011.  There were 5 addicts present.  An election for trusted servants 
was held.  Karl W. was elected as Vice Chair, and Jim M. was elected as secretary for the upcoming year.   
A yearly budget was discussed, and the subcommittee is submitting a monthly budget of $100.00 a month from 
April 2011 to March 2012.  Ten dollars of the monthly budget will be used to pay rent.  This leaves the committee 
$90.00 a month for meeting lists, literature, postage, posters and other needs as they arise.   
Beginning in May 2011, the PI subcommittee will now meet the 4th Saturday of the month at 10:00am, 705 13th St 
in Greeley directly before the H & I meeting.  This allows more addicts the chance to attend both subcommittees on 
the same day.  
The PI subcommittee is looking at the possibility of contacting safe houses, shelters, Salvation Army, Women’s 
Pregnancy Center, and any other like facility where we might be of service.   
The PI subcommittee donated two Basic Texts to Platte Valley Youth Center in Weld County, and two Basic Texts 
to the Probation Office in Greeley. 
The web master has added a link on the front page for others to suggest other links we’d like to see on our website.  
There is now a direct CRCNA link from the Off The Wall website. 
There will not be a PI subcommittee meeting in April.  
The CRCNA registration tab is available on the website.  
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.   
New Logo sent to Area Secretary.   CRCNA Oct. 21 – 23rd.   Next meeting April 9th . 
Rooms are avai1able. (303) 370-9094.  
Question:  Can you register online yet? Answer: No / Yes.  Tab is there – will need to try again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CRCNA Theme and Logo 
 

   
 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 

 
Old Business 

 
GSRs to attend Regional Assy for GSR Training.   
These are the recommendations of the Adhoc committee: 
 
1) Operation of all accounts to be done on one account 
2) Use checks instead of cash  
3) Timely deposit on all funds 
4) Approve events and fliers ahead of time  
5) There will be no cash withdrawals 

Please see the Addendum from Bobby: 

ADDENDUM 

Vice-Chair’s Report 

April 3, 2011 
My apologies for missing the April 3rd ASC – I had worked all night the night before and would 

have been running on no sleep.  I have a hard enough time keeping myself reined in when I’m 
rested as most of you well know. 

Kurt told me that some clarification was needed as to the Ad-Hoc committee’s 
recommendations for more secure and efficient money management, so here goes: 

1. Operate all OTW Area business from one bank account, and any debit 

card(s) attached to the account be held by the Area Treasurer. 

Reasoning:  Our area does not post enough transactions to warrant the maintenance of more 

than one account.  Maintaining the required signature cards is burdensome for all the signers 
because they all must present themselves at the bank every time a new signer is elected. 

Also, our bank has begun charging us with a service fee, per card, each time we make 
changes. 



ADDENDUM 
Vice-Chair’s Report 

April 3, 2011       (cont’d) 
 

 

2. Use checks for all transactions (or at least for all transactions over a 

specified amount.)  AVOID CASH WITHDRAWALS! 

Reasoning:  To provide better accountability and security for all involved.   

3. Require timely deposits of all funds.   
Reasoning:  To reduce risk of loss by putting the funds into the bank at the first opportunity.  
(Provide trusted servants who are over-seeing the collection of money with deposit slips, etc.) 

4. Establish standing operating budgets (S.O.B’s) for the Merchandise, 

Activities, and possibly Public Information sub-committees.  Each sub-

committee would be required to maintain its own account ledger of 

expenditures and include an accurate financial reconciliation to the ASC 

each month. 

Reasoning:  To provide a clearer picture of how our money is being spent, giving all members 

attending the ASC a better view into the financial workings of all sub-committees. 

5. Better planning.  No last minute events and no fliers printed until an event 

is actually on the calendar. 

Reasoning:  Common sense. 
 

If any further clarification is needed by anyone, please feel free to call me any time after 4:pm 
on any day. 

 
Your Humble Servant, 

Bobby 
970-222-1375 

 
Discussion: 
Adhoc tabled.  Due to Bobby not here and Minutes that weren’t posted on the website. 
Objection: Tabling Adhoc affects signers, due to a limited amount being signed. Costs 10 dollars to change singers.   
Answer: Signers have no bearing on guidelines.  We can take the idea back to the groups.  
Question: Why table?  GSRs have the responsibility to take the info back to the groups.   
Statement: Guidelines will change if recommendations are accepted.  
Chair: Are we going to vote on these recommendations today? 10 OK 9 NO, 2 Abstensions. 
Recommendations will be put in the minutes for vote next month. 

 
 

Elections for Open Office 
 

 
New Business 

 
Open Position: Treasurer.  Please take this back to your groups. 



 
Upcoming Events 

 
What: Addicts Seeking Sanity Group – “50’s Night” Speaker Meeting and Sock Hop (Flyer)  
When: Saturday, April 9th, 2011, 6:30 pm. 
Where: Clubhouse, 2608 7th Avenue, Greeley CO. 
 
What: Addicts Seeking Sanity Group – 5th Annual Jackson Lake Unity Weekend  (Flyer)   
When: June 10th – 12, 2011 6:30pm  
Where Jackson Lake State Park, 26363 County Road 3, Orchard, CO 80649 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:    
 

ASC Treasurer 
 

Open Discussion 
 

Written Motions 
 

Motion: Donate $500 to Region. Motion made by: Karen C.  Seconded by: Jessica C.   
Question: Do we have the money?  Answer: Right now with $1,408.69 minus $600 pr, we have: $800.69. 
Question / Concern that Region is sitting on funds, budgets are over. Response: Donation made to world of $4000.  
Question: Are Budgets / monies separate? Stated that there is no reason to sit on funds.  
Question: Shouldn’t we wait to determine what is being done by the Adhoc first?   Answer: No.   
Call to vote.  12: For, 5: Against, 1 Abstention.  Motion Passes.  

 
 

Disbursements 
 

 
Next ASC Meeting : 
May 1, 2011 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes     May 8, 2011  

 
Open:   9:18 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
 
Roll Call:   Amber S., Deb B., Taylor M., Candain M., Dawn H., Angie E., Ernie S., Jim M., Bobby W., Keith B., 
Abel C., Paco R., Mike M.,  Sharon F.      

 
Guests:  None 
 
Birthdays; Angie E.; 9 months,  Bobby W.; 6 years,  Mike M.; 10 years, Abel C.; 6 months.   

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a second.  Minutes not 
approved.   Changes: 1) Clean Serene Freak’s group didn’t donate Poker Run proceeds to CRCNA, money was 
donated to Area.  Amber’s birthday is incorrect.   
Motion to approve April Minutes after acknowledgement of corrections by Deb B., seconded by Ernie S. 
 
Opening Reading:   “Teachable”  “We have learned that it is okay to not know all the answers, for then we are 
teachable, and can learn to live our new life successfully”. 
 

In a way, addiction is a great teacher.  And if addiction teaches us nothing else, it will teach us humility.  We 

hear it said that it took our best thinking to get to N.A.  Now that we’re here, we’re here to learn.  The NA 

Fellowship is a wonderful learning environment for the recovering addict.  We aren’t made to feel stupid at 

meetings.  Instead, we find others who’ve been exactly where we’ve been and who’ve found a way out.  All we have 

to do is admit that we don’t have all the answers, then listen as others share what’s worked for them.   

As recovering addicts and as human beings, we have much to learn.  Other addicts - and other human beings – 

have much to teach us about what works and what doesn’t.  As long as we remain teachable, we can take 

advantage of the experience of others.  

       

Just for Today: I will admit that I don’t have all the answers.  I will look and listen to the experience of others for 

the answers I need. 

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.   Attendance small but steady.  Could use support.  
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S. GSR, Danny G. GSRA.  All is well.  Jackson Lake group sites full, but they 
have other sites available.  Group inventory is May 21st – group members only.  Area donation: $60. 
 
Addicts United:  Beth A. GSR.  Taylor reporting:   Meeting is closed. 
 
Back to Basics:  Dave. A representing.   Not in attendance. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance. 
 
 
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 

Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR, Chris K.: GSRA.  Having a lot of newcomers coming in.  All chair 
positions are open.  Could use some support.  Sub-committee meeting for Poker Run is doing good.  Ray L. is 
Activities Chair. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.  Not in attendance. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Attendance good.  Area donation: $20.   

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.  Abel reporting:  Meetings are 
going well, Wednesday night meeting is bilingual, could use support. 
 
Free at Last:  Bobby reporting.  This meeting needs support.  Unless there is someone to go up there on Friday 
nights, the meeting may cease to exist.  Will a group be willing to make the effort to go up and do the meeting there 
in Estes Park? 
Chair:  Please take this back to the groups.   
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  Dawn H. reporting.  All is well.  Area donation: $100.   
 
Dead Without It:   Not in attendance. 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Not in attendance. 
 
Humbling Asking:  Kurt B. reporting:   Meeting is closed.  Jeff donated literature to the Steps and Traditions 
Roulette meeting, and funds were donated to Area. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR  Randy L. GSRA.  Not in attendance.  

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  (Still in need of a GSRA).   Meetings going good.  Day care did not go thru.  
Group decided that kids 2 and under can go to the meetings.  No meeting on May 30th. 

 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR.  Carrying a strong message of recovery.  Rent paid 2 months on both meeting 
places.  Lit and medallions purchased.   
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.   Kurt B. reporting.  Changed to study of  “It Works; How 
And Why”.   Bought 4 “It Works; How And Why” books for the meeting.  Area donation: $25. 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Daniel GSRA.  Angie E. reporting.  Having a BBQ at the church on Memorial 
Day weekend.  Details forthcoming, and to be posted on the website.  Area donation; $25. 
    
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Angie reporting.  Women’s meeting, is going well.  

 
 
 
 

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 

 
 
 



Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Bobby W.   - Unfinished Business – Adhoc Recommendations – 
 
It was discussed that we should postpone the voting on the Adhoc committee recommendations since many 
members were not present.  Bobby read bylaws for voting (suspending a vote) when not enough members are 
present.  Bobby’s experience is, that we need to take care of business at hand, and vote on the adhoc committee’s 
recommendations so that the monies can be properly taken care of, and that we can change it later if needed.  
Discussion;  The ASC guidelines state that whomever are present is adequate for a vote.  It was also stated that we 
only need 2/3 of the present members present to vote on the Adhoc recommendations.   
Bobby read each recommendation, discussion followed.  When needed, changes were made and agreed upon, and 
then called for a vote:   
 
1) Operate all OTW Area business from one bank account, and any debit cards attached to the account be 

held by the Area Treasurer. 
Discussion:  Drug Busters Group: Concern of large amounts of money (cash) at hand at any time, so how can 

each subcommittee manage this without own accounts?   

Primary Purpose Group:  Merchandise & Lit to have their own accounts?   What is the reasoning?   Each Chair 

may have high amounts of cash in hand at any time.   

Vice Chair explains that it is difficult to assess use of all different accounts and cards, and transaction sheets, 

and the bank charges money for changes of signers.  

Literature Chair was asked how this will affect how he does the Lit.  He stated that there are pros and cons for 

both sides.  Separate accounts has Lit chair only spends Lit money.  But then the bank system is not efficient.  If 

a subcommittee needs Lit, they have to do a disbursement form, then get it from Area, etc.  Joint accounts can 

be a hassle, but he is in favor of it.   

Changes to the wording of the guidelines will need to be changed to:  Lit can spend in one month no more than 

what it made the last month.  One figure per month should be kept by the Lit and Treasurer Chairs. 

Vote: 13 For, 0 Against, 1 Abstention.  Recommendation passes. 

 

2) Use checks for all transactions (or at least for all transactions over a specified amount).  AVOID CASH 

WITHDRAWALS! 

Discussion:   Addicts Seeking Sanity group:  Recommendation should be amended to; No cash withdrawals at 

all.  Vice Chair stated that the recommendation was stated that way because a last minute withdrawal might be 

necessary.   RCM1 stated that planning needed to be better.  Drug Busters Group:  Why have the 

recommendation state “checks” only, when we have debit cards?  Chair;  Agreed, sometimes Chairs need to 

make online purchases.  Primary Purpose group:  Amend to; “Use checks or debit cards” only.  Treasurer has 

the debit cards only.  Amend the recommendation to; “checks or debit only”?  Accepted.  Suggested: Eliminate;  

“(or at least for all transactions over a specified amount).  AVOID CASH WITHDRAWALS!”  Accepted. 

Recommendation amended to: 

Use checks or debit cards for all transactions. 

Vote: 14 For, 0 Against.   Amended Recommendation passes unanimously. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

Vice Chair: Bobby W.  – Unfinished Business – Adhoc Recommendations (cont’d) 

3) Require timely deposits of all funds.   

Discussion: Addicts Seeking Sanity Group:  Change to requiring deposits within no more than 5 business days.  

“Timely” is not specific enough.  Nooner Group:  What about reserve for change box, such as Merchandise?  

Answer; Cash does not need to be maintained.  48 and 24 hours deposit timeline were also suggested.  There 

may always be exceptions.  Vice Chair: 2 hours after the event, unless other arrangements are made.   Critical to 

have it deposited right away.  Concerns are that there is not a Home State bank in all cities.  Answer: Vice Chair 

may then be contacted, then he/she may make the deposit.  ASC agreed to amend to require timely deposits of 

all funds within 24 hours.  

Recommendation amended to: 

Require timely deposits of all funds within 24 hours. 

Vote: 14 For, 0 Against.   Amended Recommendation passes unanimously. 

 

4) Establish standing operating budgets (S.O.B.’s) for the Merchandise, Activities, and possibly Public 

Information sub-committees.  Each sub-committee would be required to maintain its own account ledger 

of expenditures and include an accurate financial reconciliation to the ASC each month. 

Discussion:  Addicts Seeking Sanity Group:  Include Lit and H & I sub-committees, say all sub-committees in 

the recommendation.  Freedom Springs Group:  It may be too much to keep a separate ledger and budget. Drug 

Busters: We have chosen people with skills to do the job.  RCM1: Budgets are part of the job. Freedom Springs 

Group: Verbiage makes task seem overwhelming to everyone. Chair: Each sub-committee is to get an account 

ledger.  Drug Busters: Treasurer will account for all monies in ledgers and report to ASC. Addicts Seeking 

Sanity: If ledgers are bought, each sub-committee chair will be trained.  Vice Chair: Had in mind a training day 

for this.   

Recommendation amended to: 



Establish standing operating budgets (S.O.B.’s) for all sub-committees.  Each sub-committee would be 

required to maintain its own account ledger of expenditures and include an accurate financial 

reconciliation to the ASC each month. 

Vote: 13 For, 1 Against.   Amended Recommendation passes. 

 

5) Better Planning.  No last minute events and no flyers printed until an event is actually on the calendar. 

Chair:  Clarifying that this recommendation is for Area event vs. group event.  If group comes to Area for 

support, it becomes an Area event.  Vice Chair:  Area suggests the events.  Group can step up and host the 

event. This cuts out the happening of the event getting planned before the money is asked for.  Need something 

specific, timeline. Task Activities for planning details ahead, maybe 2 months ahead.  Since Activities chair is 

not here today, can we decide on the timing?  Yes.  Guidelines will not be changed until a later date.  Vice 

Chair: What be a holdup of planning Activities a year ahead?  ASC agreed on amending the recommendation 

to:  All events must be presented to ASC 60 days in advance of the event. 

Recommendation amended to: 

All events must be presented to the ASC 60 days in advance of the event. 

Vote: 13 For, 0 Against, 1 Abstention.   Amended Recommendation passes. 

 

Chair:  Addendum to the Guidelines will be changed after going back to the groups. 

 

 

Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

Secretary:  Sharon F.  Contacted Becky Stewart at the City of Loveland to reserve this meeting room for August 
thru December.  The cost will be: $197.50.  The first Sunday of October is already reserved by another group, so 
we’ll need to decide today on the Sunday we would like to meet for that month.  The next Sunday, October 9th is 
available.  I will submit a motion to call a vote for changing the October meeting date to the 9th. 
  
Treasurer:   Trino F.   Not in attendance, but sent a report via email.  Keith reporting:  

The bank returned a check for non-sufficient funds. Vice Chair: Where is the money? $50 missing.  Chair: One 

person is responsible he will take care of it. 

Off The Wall Treasure Report for April 3, 2011 

Our beginning balance was $1877.00. We had the following disbursements that day; 

• $6.60 to ASC chair 

• $18.40 to PI 

• $84.00 to H&I 

• $389.31 to Secretary  



• $500.00 to NA Region Donation 

• $94.18 to T-Mobile 

Total disbursements that day were $1092.49 
We had a deposit of $436.00 minus $50.00 for three checks that did not have sufficient funds. One for $30.00, 
$10.00 and another for $10.00.This brings our balance to $1,170.51 minus our prudent reserve of $600.00 for a 
general fund of $570.51.  I apologize for not being able to make this ASC, it look like I will not be able to stay for 
the rest of my term. I will be more than happy to help out our New Treasure thank you all once again for being part 
of my recovery. 
ILS, 
Trino F. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team.  Jim M. reporting 
 
Regional Assembly was held on Saturday, April 16, 2011 in Greeley.  We’d like to extend a huge thank you to all 
the GSR’s and GSRA’s who were in attendance.  OTW was very well represented! 
World Service Structure System Proposal: The 2nd draft of the Service System Proposal came out in March, 2011.  
It is available to view at:  
http://www.na.org/admin/include/spaw2/uploads/pdf/servsys/Service System Proposals Report March2011.pdf 
This is very important to become familiar with, as there will be proposals coming from World which will be 
brought to the CAR meeting in 2012.  Each group will be asked to bring a vote to the Spring 2012 Colorado 
Regional Assembly.  Later in the year, we can look at setting aside some time for the RD and RDA to come and 
present this information.  We might even look at tying this in with an activity so to get more addicts involved.  
The Regional PR sub-committee is looking at compiling a resource pool of people they can call upon to help be of 
service in all areas and levels.  The will be looking for help in H & I, PI Fellowship and Development & Outreach 
and general PR.  This list is for the regional level.  More information will be coming on this. 
 
New trusted servants at the Regional Level are: 
Secretary: Open 
Treasurer: Jim H. 
H & I: Dawn H. 
PI: Mac Mc. 
PR: Tawni C. 
 
Regional Guidelines were presented and accepted.  A copy of the new Regional Guidelines can be viewed and 
downloaded at: http://www.nacolorado.org/region/CRSCNAGuidelines.pdf. 
  

Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team.  Jim M. reporting (cont’d) 
 
Western Service Learning Days XXV1 coming to Colorado in 2012 is still looking for addicts to be of service.  
They are in need of a Vice Chair and Treasurer.  These positions require being in attendance at the Regional 
Service Committee meetings.  Other sub-committee Chairs which need to be filled are: Fundraising, Entertainment, 
Hospitality, Merchandise, Programs and Registration.  The WSLD meets on the third Sunday of odd numbered 
months at 3:30 following the RSC meeting at 1212 Mariposa, Denver. 
Region Inventory Discussion: Region is there to serve areas just as Area is here to serve groups.  Therefore, your 
ideas and concerns are important.  If you have ideas on how Region can better serve our area, please get those ideas 
to Keith B. or Jim M., and we will forward those to the Regional Service Body. 
 
Again, a huge thanks to all who were of service and attended the Regional Assembly. 

 



Activities Subcommittee:   Scott N.   Not in attendance.   
 

CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.  Not in attendance, but sent a report via email: 

 CRCNA 25 Report 
April 9th, 2011 

 
Good Morning, Our CRCNA meeting was held Sat. April 9th in Englewood. 
I am going to divide my report into sub committees. 
Fundraising: Our area needs to begin planning our Fundraiser, Barn Dance.  We are attentively looking at having 
the dance in August.  The next event is in Pikes Peak area, Mexican Dinner, flyers are on line!  Our Chair for the 
Fundraising is Patrick G. (720)233-3881.   
Programs: Listening to speaker tapes 
Merchandise: Limited on T shirt ideas-pre convention shirts $15 
Web: We can begin reserving time slots to chair Marathon meetings, also, reserve a slot for your homegroup to 
host the Hospitality room. 
Registration:  Early bird reg. ends in June. 
H&I: A letter to facilities has been designed and ready for distribution. 
Printing/Display: discussing the colors to use on logo. 

 
Grateful to Serve, 
Karen C. 

 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.  Candain reporting: 
H & I met on April 23rd.  Seven addicts were in attendance.  LCDC Women’s group is going good, 10 women 
going in.  LCDC Men;s group is also going good, but could use support.  Work Release is going good.  Detox is 
struggling.  TRT is going great.  ICCS is going good, (doing better).  Need a Vice Chair.  Need a chairperson for 
Detox, or it might not happen anymore. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M. 
 

Off the Wall Area Literature Report 5/8/11 
 

April Sales    $ 675.50 
New Lit Purchased  $ 699.47 
Current Inventory Value  $2082.54 
Current Back Balance  $    72.53 
 

Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M. (cont’d) 
 

As reported in the recent issue of the NA Way Magazine, literature prices will see a 5% increase on all items except 
for the Basic Text.  This change in World service prices will take effect on July 1st, 2011.  I plan to have revised 
order forms with new prices ready for use starting in August. 
 
Since the ASC does not meet in July, I would like to note that groups may want to plan ahead for stocking literature 
in their order next month. 
 
Literature sub-committee meetings will resume next month. 
 
Grateful to serve, 
Mike M. 



 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.   No meeting this past month.  There were 9 addicts who were at the 
9 News health fair. 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Stephanni C.  Not in attendance.   

 

Chair:  Kurt B.   I want to thank everyone for their support in doing service in this area.  Without your 
commitment, we cannot do business in the OTW area and the addict that does not know NA may miss out on the 
message of recovery.  I ask that everyone join me in a moment of silence to say the “we” version of the Serenity 
Prayer for everyone who is in need to hear the message of recovery … 
 
“As long as the ties that bind us together are stronger than those that would tear us apart, all will be well.”   

Basic Text, pg 57 
 

   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

 
Elections for Open Office 

 
New Business 

 
Upcoming Events 

 
What: Addicts Seeking Sanity Group – 5th Annual Jackson Lake Unity Weekend  (Flyer)   
When: June 10th – 12, 2011 6:30pm  
Where Jackson Lake State Park, 26363 County Road 3, Orchard, CO 80649 

 
  

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 
ASC Treasurer 
ASC Chair  
ASC Vice Chair  

 
Open Discussion 

 
Written Motions 

 
Motion by Secretary to reserve October 9th for the October ASC meeting date has been tabled until the next ASC 
meeting. 

Disbursements 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
June 5 , 2011 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes     June 5, 2011  

 
Open:   9:16AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts by 
Dave A. 
 
Roll Call:  Jessica C., Jennifer C., Keith B., Ernie S., Jim M., Greg P., Candain M., Amber S., Taylor M., 
Jacqueline A.-B., Sjon C., Newt L., Daniel Mc., Dave A., Kurt B., Mark M., Sharon F.   

 
Guests:  None 
 
Birthdays; Jim M.: 5 years, Newt L.: 26 years, Jacqueline A.-B.: 20 + years.  Congratulations All! 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes by Mark M. seconded by Ernie S. 
 
Opening Reading: Read by Jennifer C. 
 

Honest Prayer 
 

“Although honesty is difficult to practice, it is most rewarding” 

 

How difficult we find it to be honest!  Many of us come to NA so confused about what really happened in our 

lives that it sometimes takes months and years to sort it all out. The truth of our history is not always as we have 

told it.  How can we begin to be more truthful? 

Many of us find it the easiest to be honest in prayer.  With our fellow addicts, we sometimes find that we have a 

hard time telling the whole truth.  We feel certain that we won’t be accepted if we let others know us as we really 

are.  It’s hard to live up to the “terminally hip and fatally cool” image so many of us portrayed!  In prayer, we find 

an acceptance from our Higher Power that allows us to open our hearts with honesty. 

As we practice this honesty with the God of our understanding, we often find that it has a ripple effect in our 

communications with others.  We get in the habit of being honest.  We begin to practice honesty when we share at 

meetings and work with others.  In return, we find our lives enriched by deepening friendships.  We even find that 

we can be more honest with ourselves, the most important person to be truthful with! 

Honesty is a quality that is developed through practice.  It isn’t always easy to be totally truthful, but when we 

begin with our Higher Power, we find it easier to extend our honesty to others. 

 

Just for Today: I will be honest with God, myself and others 

 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.  Attendance small but steady.   
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S. GSR, Danny G. GSRA.  All is well, Jackson Lake campout next weekend.  
Wednesday meeting needs opener.  Question: How was group inventory?  We just had a person come in and show 
us how to do inventory.  Now we can do inventory. Question: Who was the inventory training person?  His name is 
Bob, (some members volunteered to share his number).  Donation: $100. 

 
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 

Back to Basics:  GSR: Larry R.  Dave A. reporting.  Meeting is happening, going well.  Question: where do you 
meet? 709 Wagner. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance. 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR, (In need of a GSRA).  Poker run event planning is going good, T-shirts 
are in.  Need a Friday Chair, and need some support for that meeting.  Voted on getting a bank account.   
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.  Jessica reporting. Good attendance. BBQ at the end of August. Flyer to 
follow. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Attendance is good, but times must be hard, 7th is down.  We pay $50 a month in 
rent, and that is a hard nut to crack..  Why doesn’t Area have a 7th? 

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.  Abel reporting:  Not in attendance 
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  All is well. 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  We are still struggling – attendance is down.  7th Tradition is suffering.  
Stuggling to pay rent.  We were only able to pay half of our rent last month.  The place we rent from will let us 
slide a bit.  Speaker is Mike P. from “Ain’t Dead Yet” on June 13th. 

 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR  Randy L. GSRA. Attendance is good.  Summer kick off picnic on June 18th at Farr 
Park.  Donation: $50. 

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  We will be closed July 4th.  On June 1, 2011, we have been open for 4 years.  
Purchased $10.00 worth of white key tags, 1 “It Works, How and Why”, and 2 Basic Texts.  No daycare, just allow 
children under 2 to attend the meeting with the member.  Donation: $100. 
  
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR.  Saturday meeting needs support.  Last Saturday there was only one newcomer 
present.  Donation: $30 Area, $30 World. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR. Attendance is good.  Need more home group members.  
We’re woring out of “It Works, How and Why”.  Donation: $37.19.     
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Daniel: GSR, Angie: GSRA.   Attendance is good, a lot of return newcomers, 
7th is down. Our picnic BBQ was a great success, thanks to everyone who supported this event.  Will be looking for 
a new GSR as of July 2011. 
    
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.   Meeting is growing, No donation this month, but were able to buy a Basic Text for 
the group. 

 
 
 
 

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 



 
Officer Reports 

 
Vice Chair:   Bobby W.  Not present. 

 
Secretary:  Sharon F.   Spoke to Becky Stewart at the City of Loveland.  All of the dates for this meeting, (first 
Sunday of each month, August thru December), are available except for October.  Asked if we could revive the 
motion tabled at the last Area meeting for changing the October Area meeting to the second Sunday in October.  
 
Treasurer:   Trino F.  Returned all related information to Chair.  
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Keith B. RCM Team.  Jim reporting: 
Regional Campout: 
Idea was brought up whether we would like to do a regional campout.  Each area has been asked to their respectie 
areas, and have GSRs go back to home groups to see if there would be interest in a Colorado Regional Campout.  
This would not happen until summer of 2012.  Since we do not have an Area meeting in July, and the next regional 
meeting is in July, pleas send Jim M. a sinmple email at Gymjoey@gmail.com. on what your home group thoughts 
are on a Regional Campout, so we can report back to the region.   
Public Relations Learning Days: 
Each area (RCM?) has been asked to go back to their respective areas and have GSRs go back to their home groups 
to see if there would be interest in the Regional PR hosting some type of learning days event.  This event can take 
place before the Regional Assembly on Saturday, Sept. 17, 2011, or the possibility of being tied to another event.  If 
your group has any ideas or thoughts on this, please email those to Jim M.  
United States Fellowship: 
There has been a lot of emails and conversation on the U.S. Fellowship.  The Colorado Region has not opinion on 
this issue.   
Regional Assembly: 
Next Regional Assembly will be held in Colorado Springs on September 18th 2011.  We will present more 
information as it comes. 
Regional Public Information:   
The Regional PI will meet the 4th Sunday of each month at the Public Library in Castle Rock, CO.   
Hospitals and Institutions: 
H and I is looking for a vice chair of the regional sub-committee.  Contact Dawn H. for more information.   
WSLD: (Western Service Learning Days): 
WSLD is still in need of a vice chair and treasurer.  This committee meets directly following the Regional Service 
Committee in Denver.  If interested, contact Mac for more information at: 720 328-1119. 
Budget Ad-hoc Committee: 
The budget ad-hoc committee will be meeting on June 12 at 9:00am. In a “Go to Meeting” (via computer)  If you 
are interested in being a part of this committee in looking at how region deals with funds, contact Shawn H. 
NAWS:  
Living clean book project can be purchased for $8.50 at the NAWS website or can be downloaded in pdf format.  
The draft will be up for final approval at the next year’s conference.  
World Donation:   
The closing budget had an excess of $183 and some change.  Therefore we sent a donation of $183.00 to world. 
Activities: 
June 25th, 3rd Annual Luau: 11am to 7pm: Cherry Creek State Park: 4201 S. Parker Rd., Aurora, CO.  $9.00 per car 
for park entrance and $3.00 per person for event.  Flyer at: 
http://www.nacolorado.org/denver/events/3rd%20annual%luau%20flier.pdf. 
July 8 – 10: Ain’t Dead Yet campout in Leadville, $15.00.  Registrations can be found on Colorado website. 
July 8 – 10 Clean and Serene Campvention: Dillon Reservoir.  No fees, just bring your own food and water and 
sleeping arrangements. 
July 23rd: B.F.E. hosting a picnic in Yuma, CO. 
Were we supposed to have a world representative here?  Not sure what happened with that. 



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
Activities Subcommittee:   Scott N. Not present. Candain reporting.  Should we look for another Activities Chair? 
Yes.   

 
CRCNA Liaison:  Karen C.  I have not received any funds for transportation.  We met Saturday.  CRCNA 

fundraiser at Lakeside Amusement Park on Friday, June 17th.  $12.00 per ticket at the door.  No money exchanged, 

bring tickets to home group.  Sorry for the short notice.  Speaker meeting and food.  Bring a side dish.  Gates open 

at 4:00.  Speaker at 8:00.  There is a lot of interest in the Barn Dance.  We need to come up with dates so that they 

can start planning,. Next meeting is at the campout. Question: NA meeting at Lakeside. What about anonymity?  

Will be in a pavilion. What part of the $12.00 goes to the fundraiser? 2.00 from each ticket.  Will it be posted on the 

website? Yes, on the CRCNA website. 

Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.  We met May 28th.  Need a vice chair position filled.  Please bring back to 
groups. Candain voted in as chair for Work Release.  TRT is going good.  Detox is going good now.  LCDC 
Women is going really well.  ICCS is going good, people are showing up outside meetings.  Next sub-committee 
meeting: June 25t at 11:00am. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   

       May Sales $ 470.45 

       New Lit Purchased $ 530.18 

       Current Inventory Value $ 2186.27 

       Current Bank Balance $ 12.80 

      As reported in the recent issue of The NA Way Magazine, literature prices will see a 5% increase on all items except for the   

       Basic text. This change in World service prices will take effect on July 1st 2011.1 plan to have revised order forms with new              

prices in August. New prices will be in effect for this area starting at September ASC meeting.  The next Literature 

Subcommittee meeting will be today at 3:15 PM at 3800 W 20th st. in Greeley.  

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.    
The PI subcommittee met on Saturday, May 28, 2011 at 10:00 a.m. in Greeley. 

Discussion about our presence at the 9 News Health Fair in Evans in the Month of April. Positive point is that we had a 

presence there. Negative point was that there was not much traffic at our booth. However this being the first year for the 

fair at this facility there were a lot of bugs to work out by the facility. 

Web site has been updated. There is a new feature for a link to a clean time calculator. This link can be found on the front 

page of Off the Wall's web page. It gives clean time amount and shows the key tags earned for the specific amount of clean 

time. This link is connected to the North Shore area in Louisiana, so a huge thanks to our brothers and sisters in that Area. 

If your home group is having an activity, speaker meeting or special event please send a copy of the flyer via email to the web 

master at otwnaweb@gmail.com so that these events can be posted on the web site. 

Phone line is still looking for recovering addicts who are members of NA and have at least 1 year clean time to help carry the 

phone and help the addict who calls in for help. If interested contact Ernie S, Karl W, or Victor R for more information.  



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

PI (cont’d):  There is also a phone line volunteer signup sheet going to each home group for addicts to sign up on. There is 

still a need for people to volunteer in Loveland and Ft. Collins. ^ 
The PI subcommittee has voted on placing their energy for the summer months on the small towns 

located in the two counties who hold fairs in their towns. For example, Eaton holds Eaton Days every year. Many of the 

towns hold fall festivals or other types of celebrations in their towns throughout the summer months. If you are aware of 

any of these activities please get the information to Ernie S or Karl W so the subcommittee can do the necessary foot work 

involved. It would be helpful if you knew the town, dates and a contact person. We'd love to set up a booth and have a 

presence at as many of these as possible. 

If you have other ideas for where PI can have a presence please feel free to contact us with the idea, contact information and 

what would be needed, booth, presentation, etc.. 

At the Regional PI level it was decided that NA would have a booth at the Colorado State Fair in August. This is a huge 

undertaking and will take a lot of service work on behalf of addicts throughout the state. NA had to agree to have their booth 

manned for 12 hours a day from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. for 11 days. The State Fair will run from Aug. 26- Sept 5,2011. We will 

have more information for the training and what is involved as we receive it from the Regional PI committee. 
For the month of June the only expense the PI Subcommittee will have is $15.00 for meeting schedules.  
Questions: How is your attendance for the PI sub-committee meeting.  3 to 5 people.  Where is the State Fair? 
Pueblo. 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Stephanni C. Resigning. Kurt B. read a letter from Stephanni: 
“Hello Area, 

I haven't seen many of you in quite some time now. I hope everyone is enjoying the beginning of summer with all 
the nice weather we have been having. I am writing this letter as my formal resignation as the Merchandise Chair. 
After careful consideration, I have decided that I can no longer hold the position. I just cannot put in the time that 
is needed to fulfill this commitment. This is not fair to the Area and the Addicts that we serve. Not having 
enough time is a good thing. I never did anything with my life before recovery. Now, my life is so full, I barely 
have the time to take a minute out for myself. 

This is not an easy decision to make. I absolutely love doing Area service.  
Thank you all for giving me the opportunities that you have, for I am truly grateful. I will see you all at a 

meeting or an event in the near future. 

Godspeed,  
Stephanni” 

 
Chair:  Kurt B.    
We do this! I do nothing but keep this meeting focused towards our primary purpose. In the past year or so, this area has gone 
thru controversy and/or chaos. It became something we had to deal with. We did it in a manner that reflects that we were doing 
the right thing for the right reasons. Even when this group lost our way, we found a way back to our main reason for gathering 
once a month. We made sense of our journey along this road that moves us forward (never straight). I want to thank the members 
of this committee for allowing me to be a part of this daily miracle. I can't We can. 

       "You mean that our primary purpose is to carry the message? I thought we were here to stay clean. I thought that 
our primary purpose was to recover from drug addiction. "For the individual, this is certainly true; our members 
are here to find freedom from addiction and a new way of life. However, groups aren 't addicted and don't 
recover. All our groups can do is plant the seed for recovery and bring addicts together so that the magic of 
empathy, honesty, caring, sharing and service can do their work. The purpose of this tradition is to ensure that 
this atmosphere of recovery is maintained. This can only be achieved by keeping our groups recovery-oriented. 
The fact that we, each and every group, focus on carrying the message provides consistency; addicts can count on 
us. Unity of action and purpose makes possible what seemed impossible for us - recovery. " Basic Text 

Trad 5 pg. 64 



Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

ASC Chair: Barn dance should be on Aug. 27th.  Trying to contact the owner, (Barn owner is not a member of 
NA).  Event is on the CRCNA website as a proposed event.  CRCNA pays the tab, need input from the groups.     
Was stated that we appreciate all that you do, Kurt. Thanks for what you do.   
 

   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Unfinished Business 
 

Recommendations for more secure and efficient money management All items below passed during the May ASC 

and will be entered into our OTW guidelines as an addendum ARTICLE VII: HANDLING AREA FUNDS d. Budget 

Process.   F. through J. 

f. Operate all OTW Area business from one bank account, and any debit card(s) 

attached to the account be held by the Area Treasurer. 

g. Use checks or debt card for all transactions 

h. Require timely deposits of all funds within 24 hours. 

i.  Establish standing operating budgets (S.O.B's) for all sub committees. Each 

sub-committee would be required to maintain its own account ledger of 

expenditures and include an accurate financial reconciliation to the ASC each 

month. 

j. Better planning.   No last minute events and no fliers printed until an event is 

actually on the calendar. All events must be presented 60 days in advance of 

event to ASC. 

 
Ad-hoc recommendations will be entered into the area guidelines  
Comments and questions; These are guidelines, but if there is an emergency, we can vote on something if it needs to be 
changed.  Training may be needed for ledger entries.  Questions: Will the new treasurer take care of the ledgers?  Each 
sub-committee will have its own ledger.  Was stated that in our literature list, there is a ledger.  No, we will buy ledgers 
instead of using those.  Secretary is responsible for buying ledgers?  Yes.  How will we make the transition from 
multiple bank accounts to one bank account?   We will need to have a treasurer voted in.  Should guidelines brought 
into the guidelines of the sub-committees? When we make changes to guidelines for the area, shouldn’t we change it 
for the sub-committees at the same time?  Some of the guidelines don’t apply. Sectretary should add it to the 
guidelines.  Ad-hoc committee might be good to review guidelines, written motion.   
  

New Business 
Elections for Open Office 

 
Literature Chair:  Mike M. was nominated by Dave A.  Seconded.  Unanimous.   
Mike M. is our new Literature Chair. 

 
ASC Treasurer: Deb B. nominates Keith B. Seconded.  How will you do both positions?  He will step down from the 
RCM2 position.  Do we need another RCM2 since it is a 2 year commitment.  A person can do both chairs at once.  It 
is important to decide this, even though we do have a backup position on RCM.  Does this person have the time?  No, 
only time for one position.  Position should be a passion for the person.   
Qualify: Home opener for the Saturday meeting in Greeley.  Been involved in NA, been a treasurer for his own 
business, does not necessarily have the passion for the RCM job.  Qualifications read by chair. 3 years continuous clean 
time, bookkeeping knowledge.  Question: have you been involved with area service for a year? No, 7 months.    



Elections for Open Office (cont’d) 
 
ASC Treasurer: (cont’d) 
Although we can hold more than one position, we don’t want to overload a person, and we like to have the positions 
open, so that we can rotate.   
Vote: 15 For, 3 Abstensions. Keith is our new ASC Treasurer.  
 
ASC Vice Chair:  Dave A. nominates Mark M. Mark accepts. Qualifies: 19 years clean time, got involved in area 
service for 6 years, 2 years literature chair, had experience with financial issues.  Considered treasurer, but would like 
to be involved in subcommittee activities, and to how better to carry the message.  Questions and comments: Are you 
willing to fill Kurt’s position when the time comes?  Part of this position, is to be on the bank account,. Do you have a 
job to qualify for this position?  Yes.  Do you have time to go to the sub-committee meetings, as we are in a busy time, 
will you have time? I will not go to every subcommittee meeting, but will like to be involved. Are you working the 
traditions? No, but I am familiar with the traditions. Do you have an NA sponsor? Do you work the NA program? Yes, 
I have cut back on other fellowships. Could you learn and grow with this position?  I see myself as a foil to the other 
argumentative types.  How will you handle conflict and disagreements?  I would like to go from the viewpoint of 
talking to resolve conflicts. I also believe that Roberts rules of order are important, but group conscience is also.  
Vote: 4 for, 9 opposed, 6 abstensions.  Seat is still open. 

 
ASC Chair:  Dave A. nominates Kurt B., seconded by Mark.  Requirements read. Kurt qualified. 22 years clean., 
works NA program, Steps and traditions. Has held many NA service positions. I do this because it is part of my 
recovery, I am committed to service in NA. 
Vote: 19 For. (Unanimous). Kurt continues as our ASC Chair.  
 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 

RCM position 
ASC Vice Chair 
Activites Chair 

 
Written Motions 

 
Motion tabled in the May meeting is revived to change the October ASC meeting to the second Sunday in October, 
October 9th.  Questions and comments: Could we keep it the same date?  People are used to the same date.   
Vote: 19 For. (Unanimous).  Motion passes. 
 
Motion: To form an Ad-hoc committee to oversee the adding of guidelines.  Questions and comments: Are we going 
through the whole guidelines, or just the changes. Yes, the whole thing.  Fine tune and add.   
Vote: 9 For, 8 Against.  Motion fails. 
 
Motion: WCNA / Unity day event on Sept 4th, 2011 ASC would provide money for burgers, brats, etc. Labor Day 
Weekend? Yes.  Everyone gets to listen to the speaker at World on Sunday morning.  BBQ is done for the after noon. 
Downside is that it is on Sunday, and that since we don’t have a July ASC, it may be harder to get information out. 
Amendment: Move meeting out to next meeting date. No.  ASC at Dave’s house.  Does it say whether we allow how 
much for food? $200.  It is a positive experience. My only issue, that it needs to be an area event, and that it needs to 
have a flyer. 
Sept. 4th 10:30am to 1:30pm.  
Vote: 17 For, 2 Abstensions.  Motion passes. 
 
 
 
 



Written Motions (cont’d) 
 

Motion: Let the CRCNA Chair organize the Barn dance event. August 27th date is proposed.  Questions and comments: 
Are you willing to organize? Yes. What is expected, CRCNA did minor stuff, sanitation, clean-up, etc., pre and post 
production. How many people do the cleanup? 10 to 20. He doesn’t charge for the use of the barn if we clean up 
beforehand.  
Vote: 19 For. (Unanimous).  Motion passes. 
 

Open Discussion 
 
Daniel Mc. read a letter to sent to World, and copied to the Off the Wall Area: 
Grievance: Denied service.  Concept 10 read. 
Dear OFTW: 
Recently I was denied service by the PI subcommittee. From Charlie A. sent a letter to World. 
From time to time, I hold the Phone line phone, and recently I was asked to relinquish the Phone.  My sponsor is a 
member of  AA, and this is the reason cited for the phone getting relinquished.  
 
Comments: Our literature states that we are to carry the NA message, so how does someone carry the NA message 
appropriately if they have a sponsor outside of NA?  Stated that we can bring the NA message even while holding 
memberships in other fellowships.  We need to know where the lines are drawn as far as cross fellowships. The only 
thing to drawn on is the tradition that is stating that the only requirement is to stop using.  The message for NA is clear, 
and needs to be conveyed as such and very clear.  It is possible to bring the NA message when having other beliefs, 
and/or other healing programs.  PI meeting can field these questions at the next PI meeting, 4th Saturday of the month.   
Service commitments have requirements.  Can I vote on your sub-committee meeting, and change guidelines, when 
majority rules.  As members, we have the desire to stop using. We choose membership, we are stating that we are 
powerless over addiction. Traditions don’t protect us against anything, we need to choose to follow those traditions, to 
be protected. Important to understand what you are choosing.  
ASC Chair: We will see what World says. 
 

 
No disbursements today, since Vice Chair is not here, and he has the checkbook. 

 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

What: Addicts Seeking Sanity Group – 5th Annual Jackson Lake Unity Weekend  (Flyer)   
When: June 10th – 12, 2011 6:30pm  
Where Jackson Lake State Park, 26363 County Road 3, Orchard, CO 80649 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
August 7, 2011 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes     August 7th, 2011  

 
Open:  9:10 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts by 
Mark M. 
 
Roll Call:  Keith B., Forest C., Jessica C., Jennifer C., Ernie S., Jacqueline A.-B., Patricia G., Amy K., Darren H., 
Amber S., Sjon C., Candain M., Greg P., Karen C., Taylor M., Adam C., Mile M., Newt L., Dave A., Kurt B., Mark 
M., Sharon F.  

 
Guests:  Darren H.  Voted in as new GSRA for When at the End of the Road group.  
 
Birthdays: Greg P.; 2 years, Jessica C.; 2 years, Taylor M.; 18 months, Jennifer C.; 1 year, Jacqueline A.-B.; 24 
years, Dave A.,; 25 years Amber S.; 18 months.  Congratulations All! 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes with a second.  Karen C. moved to 
approve, Greg P. seconded.  Minutes Approved. 
 
Opening Reading:   Read by Taylor M.;  The Joy Within Basic Text p. 103. 
 

The Joy Within 
August 6th 

 
“Since the beginning of our recovery, we have found that joy doesn’t come from material things but from within 

ourselves.” 

 

Some of us came to Narcotics Anonymous impoverished by our disease.  Everything we’d owned had been lost to 

our addiction.  Once we got clean, we put all our energy into recovering our material possessions, only to feel even 

more dissatisfied with our lives than before. 

Other members have sought to ease their emotional pain with material things.  A potential date has rejected us?  

Let’s buy something.  The dog has died?  Let’s go to the mall.  Problem is, emotional fulfillment can’f be bought, 

not even on an easy installment plan. 

There’s nothing inherently wrong with material things.  They can make life more convenient or more luxurious, but 

they can’t fix us.  Where, then can true joy be found?  We know: the answer is within ourselves.   

When have we found joy?  When we’ve offered ourselves in service to others, without expectation of reward. 

We’ve found true warmth in the fellowship of others – not only in NA, but in our families, our relationships, and our 

communities.  And we’ve found the surest source of satisfaction in our conscious contact with our God.  Inner 

peace, a sure sense of direction, and emotional security do not come from material things, but from within. 

Just for Today:  True joy can’t be bought.  I will seek my joy in service, in fellowship, in my Higher Power – I will 

seek within. 

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:    Forest C.; GSR.  232 W 4th St..   Average 9 – 10 people attending.  Recovery is happening. 
Schedule change for Thursday night. 

 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.  Attendance small, but steady.  2 newcomers came 
in, and have been attending the last couple of weeks.  Paid rent.  Could use support. 
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 

Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S.; GSR.  Danny G.; GSRA.  Will be having literature study on Wednesday 
nights, (started July 6th).  Need a Wednesday opener.  Needs and concerns to be discussed with New Business.  
Area donation: $200.00. 
  
Back to Basics:  Larry R.; GSR.  Not present.  Dave A. representing.  Meeting is happening, will follow up with 
GSR. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.; GSR   Adam C.: GSRA.  New GSRA voted in; Adam C.   Poker Run was 
awesome.  $600.00 Donation  
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.: GSR.  Patricia: GSRA.  Trisha reporting:  Average 25 addicts in attendance for 
meeting.  BBQ went great. 
 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.; GSR   Good attendance, Newcomers.  Couldn’t have a group conscience this month, 
because Treasurer was fossil speaker. 

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.  Not in attendance  
 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.; GSR.  All is well. 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Still struggling with attendance and 7th Tradition; 8 – 9 addicts per meeting. 
Seventh tradition is suffering.  Need support.  Speaker meeting tomorrow night, 8/8. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR.  Need a GSRA and a Friday opener.  All is well.  Area donation: $65.00. 

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: In need of a GSR.  (Still in need of a GSRA).  Bingo August 20th.  Announcement on 
the website. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.; GSR.  Keith reporting.   Saturday meeting is closed.  $52.00 world donation.   
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.; GSR.  Attendance up and down. 10 - Could use support, need 
more home group members.  Area donation: $12.30. 
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Amy; GSR.  Angie; GSRA.  Lots of newcomers, which is awesome! Darren 
voted in as new GSRA, Angie voted in as GSR.  Area donation: $5.00.      
 
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Meeting is going great. 

 
 

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 

 
 
 
 



Officer Reports 
 
Chair:  Kurt B.   So in the past 4 years, my life has changed dramatically; not for the worse, not necessarily for the 
better, just different.  I have gone from a career path where I give the orders to a path where I am at the bottom 
working my way up.  Now this is not a bad thing.  I have remembered how hard it is to work with my hands.  I have 
learned how to remain humble when the boss wants me to do something I did twenty or thirty years ago that I swore 
I would never do again.  I just do it!  I have learned that I will do what I have to in order to stay alive.  That is the 
same for my recovery.  I will do whatever I have to in order to stay clean.  Change is constant, what works today 

may not work tomorrow.   

 

“Some things we must accept, others we can change.  The wisdom to know the difference comes with growth in our 

spiritual program”                                   Basic Text pg. 92. 
 
Any questions or concerns about my position or this body’s commitment and why we are here? 
Thanks for letting me serve. 
 
Phone Line training flyers are available.   
 
Vice Chair:   Open Seat 

 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M; RCM2. not present, but sent a report; Kurt reporting for Jim:   
First off, let me apologize for not being in attendance this morning. I am attending the Pikes Peaks camp out at 
Cottonwood Lake in Buena Vista. 
Regional Assembly will take place in Colorado Springs on Sunday, September 18, 2011 at 10:00 a.m... There will 
be GSR training at 9:30 for new GSR’s. The location is 2551 Airport Rd. As always all GSR’s should attend so that 
each home group has a voice in the business of the Region. There will be a proposal brought regarding the 
possibility of having a Colorado Region Campvention in July 2012. Each GSR will have a vote for their home 
group. 
Living Clean Project, the newest piece of literature up for approval is still available for $8.50. The deadline to 
purchase an approval issue will be the end of October as it will come up for vote at the CAR in 2012. Each home 
group will have a vote on this at the Colorado Regional Assembly in April 2012. Therefore it might be a good idea 
for each home group to purchase an approval issue so each group can be informed when it comes up for a vote next 
year. The book can also be downloaded and read on line at: www.na.org/?ID=LivingCleanProject.  
There is still a need for a vice chair at the Regional H&I subcommittee and the PI subcommittee. If interested in 
either of these service opportunities contact Dawn H for H&I and Mac Mc for PI. 
CRCNA XXV is fast approaching and there are still a lot of rooms available for the event at the host hotel, the DIA 
Crowne Plaza in Denver.  If you have not made your reservation and are planning on staying please do so as soon 

as possible. You do not pay for the room until the convention. We have contracted for 255 hotel nights 
and our meeting spaces are based off of the amount of hotel nights we reserve. If we do not make our commitment 
we end up having to pay for our meeting space. The sooner we make our commitment the more meeting space they 
free up for us. Although the convention is close proximity to our Area it would be great if each person planned to 
stay rather than drive back and forth each day!  You can make your reservations on line from the CRCNA XXV 
link at http://www.nacolorado.org/crcna/ 
The Colorado Region donated $1,160.13 to the World Service Office.  
We are in need of an addict to step into the RCM 1 position as we currently only having one RCM representing the 
Area.   In December, I (Jim M) will have served my two year commitment as RCM 2 and will not be seeking 
another 2 year term. Therefore it would be great to have another addict step up and be able to join me (Jim) for the 
last four months of the year and the final 2 Regional meetings, one in September and one in November.  
GSR Training – Sept. 18th. ? Is the Campvention in addition to our convention, or in place of? In addition to. 
. 
Secretary:  Sharon F.:  Paid rent for the ASC meeting room for August thru December.  The original amount of 
$197.50 was incorrect, so a check for the new amount was generated for $147.50.  We also received our $50.00 
deposit back.  All receipts are forwarded to the Treasurer. 



 
Treasurer:   Keith:  No Report.  Starting balance 1052.57.  Paid phone bill, 188.42. Paid literature Chair, paid P.O. 
Box  bill, 46.00.  One account set up now, closed out the other accounts. Waiting for the debit card.  3 checks were 
written without 2 signatures because Chair and Treasurer couldn’t get together.  Received Merchandise funds.  
Comment to Treasurer: $40.00 CRCNA refund needed.  
 
Activities Subcommittee:   Open seat.   
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.  There’ve been some changes in banking that have been covered by the 
Treasurer.  Inverntory value is up because of new pricing from World Service.  World Services has increased 
literature prices on most of their items.  The new forms are marked “new prices Revised 08/11” at the top.  Please 
take these forms back to your group.  The old prices are still in effect today, but new prices will be in effect next 
month.  The next Literature Subcommittee meeting will be today at 3:15pm at 3800 W. 20th St. in Greeley, (before 
the Addicts Seeking Sanity meeting).  Chair stated: Basic Text did price did not go up.  
Literature Sub-Committee:  Mike M. (cont’d) 
 
June Sales    $530.60  
New Lit Purchased $539.00 
Current Inventory Value $2297.02  

 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.  Still in need of an H & I Vice Chair.  I, too, will finish my commitment in 
December.  Need H & I support at the meetings.  Please take back to groups.   
Question: Is LCDC going OK? Yes, Women’s group is very strong.  Men’s LCDC could use support.   
Question: How is work release going?  Going strong, facility is really supportive, willing to buy literature, etc.  
Comment: LCDC men’s meeting is also for NA members who have been incarcerated for whatever reason, so it is 
great to give support.  
     
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open Seat 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.   No Report.  NA will have a booth at the State Fair.  Dates and 
times are listed  on the Colorado Region Website.   
Question: Are we going to need literature for that? Will we need meeting schedules?  
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.   Did not attend the campout, so did not go to the last meeting, (meeting was at the 
campout).  Gathering today after this meeting to clean up the barn for the barn dance.   Will go to the CRCNA 
meeting this month.   

   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Unfinished Business 
 
Questions on the Addendums to the Guidelines:  “Each subcommittee is to establish budgets.”  
Question: Each subcommittee?  Just sub-committees that deal with monies from in and out funds, only,  (only 
Merchandise, Activities, and Literature).    
Question: Accountability for each sub-committee for each month?  Yes, at each Area meeting, each sub-committee will 
be reconciled for the previous month.   
Discussion on;  “Deposits to be made within 24 hours”.   Ledgers are to be filled out.  Ledgers are to be filled out to be 
sure if there is a discrepancy, it can be verified.  New Ledger books look OK.  Question: Could we use an Excel 
spreadsheet?  Area decided on ledger books.   
Question: How are we going to do this, when the Guidelines are not updated?  Guideline changes are to be submitted in 
draft form for the September Area meeting, then if accepted, put into print in October. 
 



Unfinished Business (cont’d) 
 
Leftover Poker Run T-shirts – could we sell them at the Barn Dance?  CRCNA Chair to ask at next meeting.  Regional 
meeting to seek volunteers for State Fair.  Meeting will be posted on the regional website.  
 

Elections for Open Office 
 

Activities Subcommittee:  No nominations.  Bring back to groups. 
 
Merchandise Subcomittee: :  No nominations.  Bring back to groups. 
 
RCM2 Chair: :  No nominations.  Bring back to groups. 
 
Vice Chair: Dave A. nominated, he accepts.  Requirements are read.  Dave A. qualifies.   Clean date 6/29/1986, 
meet all qualifications. Charter member of the ASC, lots of NA service.  
Questions:  Have you ever served as Vice Chair?  Yes.  Why are you seeking this position?  Because it is open, and 
I could learn a lot from the current Chair. 
Dave A. is our new Vice Chair. 
 

New Business 
 

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Concerns; Are funds getting passed on from Area to Region?  What is the prudent reserve?  
Answer: The prudent reserve is $600.00, and is there to support Activities and Literature.  Motion needs to be made 
to donate to Region.   
H & I: Since we don’t have an Activities Chair, we normally have a Unity Day Picnic, are we going to do it this 
year?  We had it as an Area event, since Area funds were used.  We can have an activity without an activity chair.  
What happened to the activities subcommittee?  They were meeting after the Area meeting, headed by the previous 
Activities Chair.  Do we need a motion to put on this event, and to get volunteers, and fliers?  Yes.  A motion will 
be put together. 
 
   

Upcoming Events 
 

CRCNA Fundraising and Entertainment Event: 
Barn Dance 3 

Saturday, August 27th 2011 
Dogs and burgers at 5:00pm, Speaker Meeting at 7:30pm, DJ Dance at 9:30pm  

Location: 8879 North County Road 17, Fort Collins, CO  (See map on backside of flyer) 
 

Boulder Area Event: 
Bowling 

September 24th 
Information to follow 

  
Open OTW Area Opportunities for Service 

 
Activities Subcommittee 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee 
 
RCM2 Chair 
 

 



Written Motions 
 

1) Motion to send $500.00 to region.   
Question:  What is total balance?   $1646.50.  We will have approx. $1000.00 after bills are paid.   
Vote: For: 15 Abstentions: 2.   Motion passes.  
2) Motion to subsidize the Hugs not Drugs for rent. 60.00. 
Questions:  How long has the group been struggling?  About 3 months.  Have you checked to see if they could 
lower the rent?  Yes, not willing to lower.  Have you checked on a different location for the meeting? We can’t see 
paying less than $10.00 a month, because of wear and tear, etc.  Have you asked Area for funds before?  No.  How 
many months do you expect to have to ask for help?  Not sure, speaking meeting has helped to boost attendance, 
but it hasn’t panned out completely. This is a meeting that has been going on for a long time.  
Comment;  It has been heard that the building has another 12 step meeting sign on the door?  No, hadn’t heard that.   
Concerns are that the group’s doors weren’t open on time, such as 4th of July.  When a group needs support, there is 
an issue if there is no one there on time to open.  Does the meeting need to be discontinued? When a group chair is 
funding the group on their own, is it time to look at closing the meeting?  
Vote: For: 14.  Abstentions: 2.  Motion passes:  
3) Motion to set up a committee to have an annual picnic.  Karen C. volunteers to chair committee. 

For: 14. Abstentions:    Motion passes. 
 

Disbursements 
 

Vineyard Church; $23.20 
Rent for H & I; $30.00 
CRCNA: $40.00 
Hugs Not drugs: $60.00 
Ledgers: $35.97 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
September 4, 2011 9:00am  

 (Followed by a linkup to Sunday Morning World Convention Speaker Meeting from 11:00am to 1:00pm.) 
OTW ASC will provide Brats, Burgers and Dogs & fixin’s.  Please bring a dish to share. 

453 West Swallow (Dave A.’s House) Corner of Swallow and Kildeer  
 (Contact Dave A. for more info: 970 682-0437) 

Ft Collins, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    September 4, 2011  

 
Open:   9:09 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts by 
Jim M. 
 
Roll Call:   Amber S., Darren H., James R., Mark M., Deb B., Tim G., Karen C., Fransisco R., Dave A., Keith B., 
Angie E., Jessica C., Jennifer C., Taylor M., Albert B., Jim M., Bill C., Newt L., Sharon F. 

 
Guests:  Tim of Clean Serene Freaks, James: H & IVice Chair & Albert  
 
Birthdays; Deb ; 11 years, Angie; 1 year, Darren; 1 year.   Congratulations All! 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes by Karen, and was seconded.  
 
Opening Reading:    
 

“The only thing we can change is the way we react” 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Forrest GSR.  Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.   Small but steady attendance.   
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S. GSR, Danny G. GSRA.   Looking into organizing a dance in December, either 
the 3rd, 10th ro 11th.   Need a Sat opener & secretary.   $125 Area donation 

 
Back to Basics:  Larry GSR (?)  Not in attendance. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance. 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR, Adam: GSRA.  All is well.  Sending $100 to World, $100 donation to 
Area. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Not in attendance. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Good meetings, steady stream of newcomers, many from LCDC.  Area donation: 
$10.00.   

 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.  Closed Saturday meeting.   Other 
meetings going well.  
 
Free at Last:  Dave. A reporting: He called Justin in Estes, they get a lot of tourist come in to the meetings. Trying 
to get a GSR. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  Going well.  $30 donation to Area. 

 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 

Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Made rent this month, because of the attendees contributing more.  Attendance 
is still way down.  Thanks to the Area for helping to catch up on the rent.  We’ll try it out, and see how it goes.  
Please bring back to groups that this group needs support.   

 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR, Randy L. GSRA.  Bill reporting: Attendance is good, need addicts for service.  
Area donation: $15.00. 

 
NA Nooner:   Candain M.: GSR.  James reporting   Bowling, October 1st at Classic Lanes in Greeley.  Still in need 
of a GSR, GSRA.   
  
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Deb. B.: GSR. Thursdays at 7pm.  Steady attendance avg. 10 people, some newcomers 
attending.  Did not have the business meeting before this meeting.     
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.  At World Convention. 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Angie.; GSR, Daniel GSRA.  Meetings doing very good, constant flow of 
newcomers, in need of support from old timers.  In the process of starting 2 evening meetings.  Picnic tomorrow at 
Edora park at 2:00 pot-luck, speaker meeting at 3 or 3:30.   
Question: What nights for the new meetings?  Sunday, Monday or Tuesday nights.  
    
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Meeting going well.   

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A.   
Welcome to my house and thanks for putting up with the tight space. Kurt and I went to the bank to sign a card, but it 
is necessary for all 4 of us to be there to resign. We deposited $112 from sales of OTW merchandise at the Barn Dance. 
They will be sending the credit card to the PO Box soon. I bought a copy of the Living Clean project. If you want to 
look at it, please feel free. I talked to Justin in Estes and the Friday night mtg. is going well with tourists coming 
through. He is trying to convince a sponsee or two to step up and become GSR's.   He also asked about whether NA is 
interested in getting back into the "Bridging the Gap" program to help Harmony graduates link up with contacts when 
they get out of treatment. 
Question: What about the phone line to help the Harmony grads?  Should we  have a 7th Tradition jar today for 
that?  How much was the phone hook?  $50. 
Questions: Suggest we reimburse Dave for the phone line.  Yes, in support of that since Dave A. got the line.   
Concern: “Bridging the Gap”:  Make note that it is an AA term.  Harmony house has guidelines that restricted us, 
so we put it under outreach.  Same philosophy for outreach is good, got activity from Denver, etc.    
Concern: We still haven’t paid the business for the Barn Dance fliers.  Will be taken care of today.  
I have receipts for the food I bought for today, came to 2 dollars and change over.  I will reimburse for amount we 
don’t use.   
Our Area has been selected as one of 15 groups that will be able to do a “shout out” at the World Convention before 
the speaker meeting begins.    

 



Secretary:  Sharon F.  I have completed a draft of the updated Area Guidelines that now include the addendum 
items for the handling of ASC funds.  There are four copies that we can pass around for review.  The changes are 
highlighted in yellow.  I also changed the contact name at the City of Loveland so that is now current.   
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   Balance: $1797.00.  Does not include $290 donation from today.  Check for Region will be 
given to Jim M. for him to give to region.  Having only two people on the account isn’t working all that well, since 
signers live in different areas.  I did call Kurt to be sure it was OK to expend these funds.  Comment: Could we get 
one person to sign some checks ahead, then Keith could go ahead and use them. Not such a good idea – not secure.  
Need to follow protocol. Dave A. will be added to the account. Deb B. will have time to bring the checkbook to the 
other signers.   
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M.  
Regional Assembly will take place in Colorado Springs on Sunday, September 18,2011 at 10:00 a.m... There will 
be GSR training at 9:30 for new GSR's. The location is 2551 Airport Rd. As always all GSR's should attend so that 
each home group has a voice in the business of the Region. There will be a proposal brought regarding the 
possibility of having a Colorado Region Campvention in July 2012. Each GSR will have a vote for their home 
group. 

 
CRCNA XXV is quick approaching! Do NOT forget to make your room reservations to stay at the host hotel! 
There are still rooms available! If we do not make our night commitments of 255 nights CRCNA will end up 
having to pay for the meeting space we use. If we fulfill our commitment the room space is free and more room 
space is opened up. You do not want to miss a minute of this convention so please plan on staying for the weekend! 
Living Clean books are still for sale from World until Nov.  Bring back to groups.   
Vice Chair: Assemblies are to be attended by the GSRs.  Car pool if necessary.   
Are they voting at the Sept. Assembly if we are going to have the Campvention? Yes. 

 
Activities Subcommittee:   Open Seat. 

 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.   We had our committee meeting at the hotel where CRCNA will be.  We did a walk 
through, and we were impressed with the space.  Barn Dance was great.  Silver Coins are going to be sold, and 
other merchandise.  DOC training will be there for people who want to go into H & I.  Last meeting before CRCNA 
will be    Speakers chosen: Marie H. from Denver, Dan T. from Sacramento. Contact programs chair to host 
workshops, etc.  
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.   New Vice Chair:  James R.   James reporting.  LCDC, Work Release, Detox 
are all good.  TRT is good, but need females – had one step up.  Looking at 2nd meeting for new treatment in 
halfway house.  Inner Balance in Loveland has made inquiries and are looking into resource requirements.   $49.10 
left in budget.  
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.  
August Sales S 856.30 
New Lit Purchased $ 749.33 
Current Inventory Value $ 2,234.68 
World services has increased literature prices on most of their items. For this reason, I have revised the literature 
order forms for our area. The new forms are marked "new prices Revised 08/11" at the top. These are the ones I 
passed out last month. Any previous order forms will not be accepted. 
The next Literature Subcommittee meeting will be today at 3:15 PM at 3800 W 20th st. in Greeley. 
Area Lit order forms are distributed.  Glad everyone is using the new forms. 
Statement to Lit Chair: Debit card should be coming soon so that it will make your life easier. 

 
 
 
 



Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.  Jim. M reporting.   
PI met on Saturday, Aug. 28, 2011 at 10:30 a.m. in Greeley. There were 5 addicts in attendance. 
PI has been granted permission to place a literature rack at the Student Center on the Colorado State University 
Campus. We will also be making literature available in the health center as well as the counseling center. The 
literature rack will include: 
OTW meeting schedules, 
IP #1 Who, What, How Why, 
IP #7 Am I An Addict?, 
IP #11 Sponsorship, 
IP #13 By Young Addicts for Young Addicts, 
IP #16 For the Newcomer, 
IP# 19 Self Acceptance, 
IP #22 Welcome to NA. 
The rack will contain 30 meeting schedules and 15 copies of each IP. The rack and literature will be monitored by a 
recovering addict. The folks at CSU are also willing to maintain literature in the rack as well. 
PI had a booth present at the Northern Colorado Substance Abuse Conference at the Ranch in Loveland on August 
24-25. This was a conference for professionals who work with people who have substance abuse issues. 
Professionals in attendance included, but not limited to, therapist, drug court employees, counselors, treatment 
center employees, and probation officers. During this two day event there were approximately 60 meeting 
schedules and 40 phone line posters taken by these professionals. The booth was manned by 7 Off The Wall 
recovering addicts. 
A grievance filed by an addict concerning the qualifications necessary to be of service to carry the NA phone line 
was addressed by the committee. After contacting the World Service Office and looking at the present guidelines 
already in place the PI subcommittee has added a new qualification to help avoid this issue in the future. The 
following motion was made: To become a phone line volunteer you must have a Narcotics Anonymous sponsor. 
The motion passed and is now a part of the Off The Wall Phone Line Guidelines which can be accessed on line. 
This decision was not made lightly and took many months of discussion and prayer. One of the key factors in 
making this decision came from the preexisting guidelines which state; To become a phone line volunteer you must 
have knowledge of the 12 Steps and 12 Traditions of Narcotics Anonymous. The committee felt very strongly that 
in order to receive this knowledge that the addict would need to be actively working a NA program with a NA 
sponsor out of NA literature.  Another already existing guideline the committee took into consideration when 
making this decision was the following; A phone line volunteer must use Narcotics Anonymous language; you are 
an addict not an alcoholic, you are clean not sober; you refer to the basic text not the big book. We respect the AA 
traditions, just as they would respect our. 
If you are a new trusted servant at the Area Level please provide Ernie with your email address and any other 
contact information which can be passed on to Pat H, Area web chair, so he can post it on the website. If you'd 
rather not have your personal email or phone number posted please let Ernie know that as well. 
Question: Does UNC have a contact name? No, it was just a person who contacted NA PI. 
What happened with the grievance about the phone line, and who can carry it?  Resolution:  The phone line carrier 
must have an NA sponsor. 

 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open Seat.  

 
Chair:  Kurt B.   At World Convention. 
 

   
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 
 
 
 

 



Elections for Open Office 
 

Activities:   Adam C. Nominated by Karen C.  Adam declines.  Taylor volunteers for the Vice Chair position.  
Taylor will think about the Chair position and come back next month. 
 
Merchandise:  Taylor nominates Deb B.  Deb B. Will need to talk to her sponsor. 
 
RCM:  Deb B. Nominated by Karen C.  Requirements read. Deb. B. qualifies: 11 years clean time, NA sponsor , 
working the steps, concepts.  She is organized, have served as a GSR.  Only concern about serving is part of the 
requirements is being considered a resource for the concepts.  She hasn’t had a lot of experience yet with the 
concepts.  Any questions for Deb?   (None). 
Deb B. is our new RCM.    

 
Old Business 

 
New Guidelines.  Several concerns:  
Please leave contact at Loveland City nameless.  Need to revise how the sub-committees are using funds, presently 
is not in the guidelines.  Comment: Each committee spends the monies as appropriate, then reports to the ASC. 
There is nothing added on how area funds are handled in each sub-committee sub-section.  Structure is not present 
for this to happen.  In May, we decided on this exact wording, and it was voted unanimously.  Last month, we 
added an adhoc to add these requirements to each individual sub-committee guideline sub paragraph.  Could we 
table it until next month?  No, we can flesh out these minor changes, then vote on them.  When we change 
guidelines, we should be thorough, so that we can avoid changing the guidelines over and over again. Could we add 
the statements for each sub-committee so that we can vote on it next month?  Agreed. 
Secretary: New draft will be presented at October ASC meeting that has the Loveland City contact name removed, 
and a statement for following budget guidelines added to each sub-committee sub-section. 

 
New Business 

 
What is going on with the Unity Day meeting?  Sjon is overloaded.  Sharon will help organize picnic if it’s in 
Berthoud.   
Victor asked if he could get a starter kit for a meeting.   
Question:  Is the meeting starting separate than the one that is at the End of the Road?  Yes, it is a separate meeting. 
Victor: New meeting starting, do not have materials.  Do you have a Basic Text?  No.  Victor was given a starter 
kit.  Meeting will possibly be Monday or Tuesday in Ft. Collins.  Where?  In the vicinity of East Elizabeth.   
Comment: We encourage anyone who would like to start a meeting, and will support them.   

 
Upcoming Events 

 
Bowling in Boulder: September 24th - sponsored by the Boulder Area 

  
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
ASC Activities  
ASC Merchandise 

 
Written Motions 

 
1) To reimburse Dave A. $50.00 for the phone line. 
Passed unanimously. 

 
 
 



Disbursements 
 

P.O. Box:     $46.00 
Dave A.:    $50.00 
Business Card Factory:  $102.37 
CRCNA:    $10.00 
Unknown:   $95.00  
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
October 9th, 2011 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    October 9, 2011  

 
Open:   9:15AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts  
read by Angela 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes by Dave A., and was seconded by 
Taylor.  

 
Roll Call:  Angela A., Angie E., Jessica C., Goldberry M., Deb. B., Shell H., Jim M., Forrest C., Greg P., Amber S., 
Jacqueline A.-B., Newt L., Sjon C., Taylor M., Mile M., Tim G., Stacey J., Dave A., Kurt B., Keith B., Sharon F.   

 
Guests: Tim: New GSR for Back to Basics, Shell: New GSR for Primary Purpose, Angela: New GSR for new 
group – no group name yet.   
  
Birthdays; Tim: 6 months, Kurt: 23 years.  Congratulations All! 
 
General Information: Bobby W., (former Vice Chair), left meeting materials, and are available for any group that 
may need them.   

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:  Forrest GSR.   Attendance 5-9 had 17 last week.  Doing good.  Area Donation: $20.00 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.  Attendance is growing, had some people come in 
from out of state.  Area Donation: $10.00  
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S. GSR.  Need a GSRA.  Corn  Maze Activity: Oct. 28th,  Dance on Dec. 10th.  
Fliers on the table.  Where is the corn maze? Hwy 85 in LaSalle.  Area Donation: $30.00   

 
Back to Basics:  Tim G.:  GSR   Attendance 8 – 10 per meeting.  Need guys with time and recovery, capable and 
willing for sponsorship, etc.  Need a meeting starter kit.  Area Donation: $10.00 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not present 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR, Adam: GSRA.  Could use support for Friday and Wednesday night 
meetings.  Thinking of changing Wednesday meeting time.  Open service positions available: Friday and Saturday 
Chair, and Unity Club Liason.  Added new people for service: Jimmy R.: Activities Chair, Vickie D.: Literature 
Chair.     
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Not present. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Kurt B. reporting.  Meeting is going really well, avg. of 20 – 25 people. Area 
Donation: $64.40. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.  Not present. 
 
Free at Last:  Group is at Harmony, they are carrying it for the time being. 
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  Not present 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Attendance is up to about 14 per meeting.  Making the rent with the 7th, most 
people are putting in 2 dollars now.  Most people who show up are newcomers.  Would be nice to have people who 
have been around for awhile to come.  Question: Speaker mtg. tomorrow night.  Yes.  Who is speaking?  Do not 
know who it is yet.   
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR, Candain M.; GSRA.  All is well.  Candain is our new GSRA.  Area Donation: 
$75.00. 

 
NA Nooner:   Jim M. reporting: Very much a newcomer meeting.  Average of 20 people per meeting.  In need of a 
GSR, And GSRA.   Big Mike S. will be a Tuesday opener.  Area Donation: $25.00. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell: New GSR.  Deb. B.: GSRA.  GSRA is Deb. B.  New Secretary: Shawn H.  Meeting is 
being well attended, strong message.  Open Position: Greeter.  Donation: $38.00 to Area.  $38.00 to World. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.  Now have 6 home group members, averaging around 12 
people per meeting.  Meeting is doing well, celebrated our one year anniversary starting over on Basic Text 
readings.  Area Donation: $4.15.  
 
When At The End Of The Road:  Angie E.; GSR.  Darren GSRA.  Strong meeting, average of 20 people per 
meeting, lots of newcomers.  New night meeting doing great.   2nd Saturday of every month will be a potluck, 
buying $127.20 in Lit.  
    
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR   Attendance is down, could use support.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A.  I hope my first attempt at chairing in September was considered at least mediocre. My 
misunderstanding of the financial part of the proposed additions caused me to interject into the discussion more 
than I should. But agreement was reached and we will deal with that in old business. Thanks to all attendees for 
putting up with the tight space, but it seemed everyone had a place as it should be in NA. I plan to attend some sub-
committee meetings later this month. I thought we had a card that I needed to sign at the bank, but they were 
unaware. More will be revealed. 
Report regarding Unity Day 
I believe a good time was had by all. Major thanks to chef Newt and to all for the variety of food brought by 
attendees. Other than me not knowing what to say for the shoutout, hopefully the convention heard us, esp the hoot 
hoot. It seemed that everyone, 45 people, had a seat for the phone hookup, even with the outside speaker not 
functioning. I have the receipts for the treasurer. I overspent the $200.00 budget by $2.57 and according to our 
bylaws the overage is considered a donation. Since I had no idea of how many people would show up, I 
overbought. One full box of burgers, 2 packs of sausages, buns and chips were not consumed, along with half the 
pop. I donated some to the EOTR picnic the next day. I have highlighted the stuff that stayed with me and have a 
check for $88.88. We collected $47 in 7th tradition and $9.00 in pop which I deposited in the bank. All told the 
event cost the ASC $50 for the hook up, and $111.12 in food less $56 or $105.12 total. Lets do it again in 2 years! 
Servirtudinously, Dave A. 



   
 

Secretary:  Sharon F.   I’m sending around the Phone List with the Roll Call sign-up sheet.  Please update 
information if needed.  I’ve completed the 2nd draft of changes for the Area Guidelines, and have highlighted copies 
available for review.  If we accept these changes, I will include the revised version with the mass email of the 
October minutes.  I’ll also bring copies to the November Area meeting for those who may still need a copy. 

 
We have received a notice from the City of Loveland for the increase of rate fees for rental of this meeting room for 
2012.  The cost will now be: $30.00 per month, up from $19.50 per month.  This will bring the total to: $330.00 per 
year, (up from $214.50), not including the $50.00 deposit.  Do we need to vote on accepting this increase?  Answer: 
We’ll discuss it in New Business. 
Questions: How far in advance are we paid?  We’re paid through December.  Do we want to look for something 
else?  Comment: There was a room next to the Coloradoan that may be available, I’ll check into that.   Comment: 
this location was chosen, because it is central in location. 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   Balance: $2101.05.  Donations: 364.88. We owe for 3 months for phone bills.  
Disbursements:  
Phone bill.: $290.00  
Literature: $432.00  
Vineyard Church: $ 57.0 0 

 
Balance: $1086.50 not including prudent reserve 
Question: Did you figure out what the unknown was from last month?  Yes, it was for the phone bill. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. & Deb. B.  Jim M. reporting. 
We would like to first of all thank those GSR's who attended the Regional Assembly on September 18, 2011. We 
realize it is a lot to ask to spend a whole day away from family to be of service, so a huge thank you. It is important 
to have your home group's voice heard at these Assembly meetings. 
Elections: Marcia S. from the Mile High Area is the new Regional secretary. 
Openings for Trusted Servants: Fellowship Development Subcommittee Chair and H&l Vice Chair. Up for 
elections at the November 2012 regional meeting are CRCNA XXVI Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Secretary. 
The CRCNA chair, vice chair and treasure are all seated voting members on the regional board and are expected to 
attend all regional meetings as well as regional assemblies. 
CRCNA XXVI will be held in Off the Wall Area in Loveland in October 2012. The delegates at Regional 
Assembly directed the CNAC board to move forward with contract negations' with a local hotel. This will require 
some service work to be done by local area addicts. Another important way to support CRCNA XXVI is to make 
your room reservation for the hotel, once they become available in the spring of 2012. Although the hotel is in our 
back yard it is important to help honor our contract of room reservations with the hotel so that we receive our 
meeting space for free. More will be revealed as it is received. For now enjoy CRCNA XXV in a few weeks! 
This proposal for holding a Regional Campvention passed! Therefore look for the 1st Annual Campvention to be 
held at Turquoise Lake in Leadville, CO July 2012. This will run under the current CRCNA guidelines and will be 
looking for trusted servants to set up and be of service. Plan on being a part of the first annual Regional 
Campvention by attending the event! 
2012 Budgets: The administration board, each subcommittee, the R.D. and R.D.A. each submitted their proposal for 
their 2012 budgetary needs. The budgets are still based on the Three Tier system which was passed at the Regional 
Assembly in Sterling in 2009. All budgets were passed with a few changes. Below is a brief overall chart of the 
budgets: 
    Tierl Tier 2 Tier3 
PR. Budget 4370.00 6922.00 8622.00 
Admin. Budget 3580.00 3780.00 4130.00 
RD/RDA Budgets 2620.00  3820.00 
Ad Hoc Budget/CNAC 1200.00   
Total 11,770 10,702 16572 



The reason the PR budget is so large is that it includes the individual budgets for PI, H&l, Web, F.D. and PR. If 
your home group would like to view each budget I can email you a copy of them or I have a copy you may view 
today. 
The RD and RDA gave a presentation on the "12 Concepts- History, Development, and Application". These tie in 
with the new service structure system which will be up for vote at the April's Regional Assembly. 
Assembly and carried to the CAR in spring 2012. If this Area would like Chuck C, RDA to come to an area 
meeting to make the presentation he is more than willing to do so. We would just need to pick a date 
and let him know. The presentation is about 20-30 minutes in length and provides an in-depth look at 
the Concepts from inception to implantation. 
Colorado State Fair: Mac M, Regional PI Chair, reviewed the results of the IMA booth at the Colorado State Fair. 
He noted that contact was made with over 425 people during the nine days of the fair and that many people had 
picked up literature or made a note of the NA website featured on the banner. The PI committee is planning on 
attending the State Fair again next year. 
Once again the WSLD will be held in Denver in October 2012 a week prior to CRCNA XXVI. There is still a need 
for addicts to step up and be of service to help insure this event is a success. If interested contact Mac Me. at 720-
328-1119. 
Region is seeking direction on how to effectively better serve the area and groups of the Colorado Region. We are 
asking input from each home group on the following questions, What would be most valuable to them in terms of 
information and updates from Region? 
1. Content 
2. Form / Format 
3. Delivery Method 
4. Timing 
Please gather your group's thoughts and bring them to the November Area meeting so the Jim and Deb 
may compile them and take them back to the Region in November. 
World is collecting pictures from NA activities, dances, camp outs, picnics, conventions or where addicts gather 
celebrating living clean. They are collecting these to produce slide shows for future conventions. There is a need of 
pictures from those involved in the Fellowship in the United States. For more information contact the World 
Service Office. 
The Colorado Region set a donation of $1289.76 to NAWS. 
Respectfully Submitted by, 
Jim M and Deb B, RCM team  
Questions:  Is the donation quarterly?  We look at what balance is not encumbered.  In July, the donation was 
$2757.00  Are you bring in the 12 concept discussion to this body?  We were thinking of doing an activity around 
it.  Maybe our meeting can help out with this.  One of the reasons why we were thinking about doing it at the Area 
meeting, is that we could get all of the groups at once. 

 
Activities Subcommittee:   Open Seat. 

 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.   Angie reporting.   Karen has requested gas money.  Still a couple of hospitality 
rooms available.  Question: Could you describe it?  Provide food, drinks, for snacks.  Hotel up here is not going to 
allow to bring in homemade food.  If I go online, is there information of what times it is available? Yes.  It is also 
part of the job to clean up.  The block is booked up.  We will have a live hook-up on Sunday with 4 speakers.  
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Chair: Sjon C.  Vice Chair:  James R.  Meeting the 29th due to CRCNA.  Met on 
September 24th.  There were 5 people in attendance.  Rent is paid, we spent $49.10 for Lit.  ICCS – Going well.  
We go in on Sundays. ICDC Mens – Going good, could use some help.  TRT – Going good, could use women 
going in.  Detox going well.  Inner Balance (Loveland) meeting woun’t happen at this time – don’t have people to 
take it on.  ICCS Monday meeting -  Jim M. voted in.  Happens every other Monday.   Harmony is not an H & I 
matter.  If Area wants to pick it up, they can. 
Question:  What needs to happen to get Inner Balance meetings going?   Loveland Inner Balance meeting will not 
happen from Greeley people, will need to have Loveland, Ft. Collins people come in to host.  There was talk about 
Harmony, it isn’t part of H & I.  It is an Area issue.  I was wondering what the requirements are for LCDC?   



Hospitals and Institutions:  (cont’d) 
 
Requirements: Weld county: 3 years off paper, 6 months clean before sharing. You go through a full day class 
where the show you what you need to do, after you are cleared, they do it 4 times a year.  What is needed for Inner 
Balance? Panel leader is needed to head it up.  They are taking them do another meeting, there has been some 
dysfunction with that. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.  Last month’s sales: $436.65.  This month’s purchase: $432.00.  Last 
month’s sales were under the $500 mark.  Orders of $500 and over gives us a break in shipping costs, 6% discount. 
Basically, inventory dollar value is $2000 and something.  We are a bit overstocked according to the Guidelines. 
You say this is unusual, to order under $500?  Yes, it is unusual.  Can we wait to order when we have a minimum 
of $500?  Don’t think this will be an issue in the future. 

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Ernie S.  Kurt reporting.  Ernie has moved to Denver.  No one has stepped 
up to be Chair.  Karl is serving as Vice Chair in the interim.  Put it out to you groups that we need a P.I. Chair.  I 
printed 400 schedules, meeting at the same place same time as always, except for this month, they will meet the 
29th.  

 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open Seat.  

Chair:  Kurt B.   I want to thank everyone that attended the ASC meeting last month and for the shout out at world. 
That was such an awesome ending to an incredible week in San Diego and the convention. Thanks Dave for hosting the 
ASC and the spiritual meeting. 

We now have 41 meetings a week. This still includes some of the groups that have not checked into the ASC in quite a 
while, but it shows that we are growing. We are experiencing growth through-out the world. We have more than 
38,000 meetings in the U.S. and more than 20,000 more internationally. Our area is growing and we need to ensure 
that we are upholding our fifth tradition. "Each group has but one primary purpose- to carry the message to the addict -
who still suffers." 

All our groups can do is plant the seed for recovery and bring addicts together so that the magic of empathy, honesty, caring, 
sharing, and service can do tlteir work. Tlie purpose of this tradition is to ensure that this atmospfare of recovery is maintained. 
This can only be achieved by keeping our groups recovery-oriented. TJie fact that we, each and every group, focus on carrying the 
message provides consistency; addicts can count on us. Unity of action and purpose makes possible what seemed impossible for us-
recovery. Basic Text pg. 64 

Any questions or concerns about my position or this body's commitment and why we are here? Thanks for 
letting me serve.   Are your groups registered to the World?  It is important that each group be registered, so 
that they will be counted.   

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Elections for Open Office 
 

Activities:    Any nominations? I do remember that Taylor was nominated.  Taylor accepts the nomination. 
Requirements were read.  Taylor qualified: Currently NA sponsor, work the steps with an NA Sponsor, 3 months 
shy of having 2 years clean, GSR of our group, Chair groups.  Questions:  Is your program strong enough to handle 
opposition?  Are you freed up enough with all of your other commitments?  Yes, I am busy this month, but will be 
freed up next month.   Can you delegate? Have you worked the Traditions?  Is there anything that states that we 
have a certain number of activities per year?  No.  Is there a GSRA that would help with the group?  Yes, we have a 
GSRA, and my GSR position will be up in January.  Can you ask for help when needed? Yes.   
Vote: Unanimous.  Taylor is our new Activities Chair! 



 
Merchandise:  No nominations 
 
Public Information : No nominations.  Please bring back to groups. 

 
Old Business 

 
Guidelines.  Do we need to take this back to the groups, or is it OK as it is? OK as it is.  Secretary will finalize and 
send out with the October Minutes. 
Unity Day?  We couldn’t plan forWe could have a thanksgivinig Unity Day.  That would be kind of neat. 

 
New Business 

 
Region Service:  There are four areas where we are asking how region can better serve the Areas, Groups.  What is 
the best way to communicate, format, timing? 

      How can the region have an idea on how to serve the area.   
Comment: Location for meetings is central.  It is a problem for this region, that it is a whole state, instead of just a 
city, and is spread out so far.  
Comment:  One thing that would help.  A regional calendar here at Area.   Have the communication available of 
what  specific things happen when, elections, assemblies, etc.   
Question:  What about a projector that could show it on a screen.  That would give a visual to help.  It would be 
helpful to GSRs to get together a bullet list of what they need to know. 
Suggestion: Put it on our website, in a format to bring back to groups. We meet in November, so we can make one   
up. 
Comment:  Next year is the assembly here, GSR’s may need to be thinking about the new service structure.  I’ve 
purchased a  CAR to refer to. 
Question:  Living Clean Project will need to be finalized, people can get this online to review it. 
There was an idea on how to get the GSR’s interested, we could have a information gathering, where the CAR is 
gone over indetail.   
Take back to your groups.  Information will be taken back in November. 
Assembly will be on the Western slope in the town of Serenity. 

 
Discussion on whether we would like to keep meeting here;   It never hurts to look around. Need better acoustics. 
Does it matter where? Could it be held at Unity Club?  I will check it.  We need room for 30 people +.  Needs to be 
somewhere that is available to us each 1st Sunday on a consistent basis.  We ended up here because it was neutral 
and non-affiliated.  It is really important that we don’t attach ourselves to any affiliation. We need to look for a 
neutral location. 

  
Upcoming Events 

 
CRCNA XXV 

October 21 – 23rd, 2011 
15500 East 40th Ave. 

Denver, CO 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 
ASC Merchandise 
 
Public Information 
 
 

 



Written Motions 
 

1) Donate a starter kit to Back to Basics.   Motion made by Taylor, seconded by Sjon C.  Question: Don’t you 
have what is needed since you have been meeting for awhile?  We need posters and literature.  Are the posters 
available? No, it would take about a month.  How much are they?  Cost: 3.50 a piece. 7 poster set: 10.00.  The 
importance is that we are in a recovery house, so if we have the posters, we will have a presence even when we 
aren’t there, we can give a NA message.  Motion passes unanimously. 

 
Note to all:  Tri area new Year’s bash is now a Quad area, since Pikes peak is joining us.  Kurt is heading this up.  
We have 500 flyers, and tickets.  Cost is $20.00 for banquet.  We will not have as many tickets available in our 
Area because Mile High is large.  We will get 40, tnere are 200 total available.  These are banquet tickets only.  
Hotel is $59.00 with continental breakfast.  First come, first serve.  If Mile High Area doesn’t sell all of their 
tickets, we can buy more of theirs. 

 
Disbursements 

3 months Phone Bill:  $290.00  
Literature:  $432.00 

Vineyard Church:  $57.00 
CRCNA Chair:  $10.00 

 
Activities 

 
Addicts Seeking Sanity Group in Greeley Sponsors: 

Corn Maze Scream 
Friday, October 28th 

6:30 to 10.00pm 
Fritzler’s Scream Acres 
20861 Hwy. 85,  LaSalle  

 
Boulder Area Sponsors: 

 Halloween Ball  “Night of the Living Clean” 
Saturday, October 29th 1710 29th St. Unit 1C,  Boulder  

Speaker Jam starts at 7pm 
 

Addicts Seeking Sanity Group in Greeley Sponsors: 
Winter Dance 
December 10 

$5.00 Donation & Potluck – Bring something to share 
Doors open at 6:30pm, meeting begins at 7:30, Dance to follow 

2608 7th Ave.,  Greeley 
 

 
Next ASC Meeting: 

Sunday, November 6th 
9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    November 6, 2011 

 
Open:   9:05am with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts by 
Lyndsay.  .Minutes approved by Kurt, seconded by Taylor. 
 
Roll Call:   Dawn H., Angela A., Jessica C., Jim M., James R., Darren H., Thelma J., Candain M., Sjon C., Amber 
S., Lyndsay E., Deb B., Lena, Taylor M., Jayde M., Fransisco R., Newt L., Dave A., Kurt B., Keith B., Mark M., 
Sharon F. 

 
Guests:   Lyndsay E.: (GSRA for Addicts Seeking Sanity), Lena, Jayde M., Dawn H., (here for Freedom Springs 
group) 
 
Birthdays:   Dawn H.: 7 years, Mark M.: 20 years.    Congratulations All! 

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:    Forrest GSR.  Not present. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Jennifer C.; GSRA.  Attendance is sporadic – may be due to the 
weather. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S.: GSR,. Lyndsay E.: GSRA.  Meetings going well.  Dance is Dec. 10th at 2608 
Club Greeley.  Ice skating on Dec. 23rd, information coming.  Question:  Are there flyers for the Ice skating event? 
No, not yet.  Area Donation: $150.00. 

 
Back to Basics: Tim E.:  GSR  Not present. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not present.  

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR, Adam: GSRA.  All is well.  Elected Lauren C. for Saturday Chair, Chris 
C. for Friday Chair.  Club Liaison position is open.  Meetings need help with people with clean time. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Meeting attendance has been steady with 15 – 25 people. Lots of newcomers.  
New Home Group members always needed.     

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  We have no donation because I spent it all on literature.  So we are selling books 
and giving out coins at a brisk pace.  This must mean we are reaching a lot of addicts.  
 
**Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R. (Paco).: GSR, Abel C.;: GSRA.  Bilingual meetings will 
be going Monday thru Thursday - Needs support.  Question: Has it been changed on the schedule? No. 
 
Free at Last:  Not present. 
 
**Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  Dawn H. reporting:  Hello all....Our home group has been going through 
struggles due to lack of participants with service. We did close the Sunday meeting but I am happy to say it is open 
again, beginning tonight. A trusted servant did step up and we are very happy to have her. Also, we have been 
restructuring.  
 



Group Reports: (cont’d) 
 
**Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  Dawn H. reporting:  (cont’d) 
Since there are only 4 committed home group members, we have rotated our positions to keep them filled. After our 
last group conscience I feel that we are heading in the right direction and definitely have the unity that is needed to  
make a strong (and happy) home group. We will be having a consistent GC that is held the 3rd Tuesday of the 
month @ 6:00 p.m. If you are looking for a home group, not sure of where you want to be, come to our GC and 
experience what being a member of our home group is like. Sunday meeting is going to re-start, Jessica C. will be 
opening this meeting.   
Question:  Is the meeting at the same time as before, 7:00pm ?  Yes. 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L.: GSR.  Still struggling with attendance. Our Seventh Tradition is covering rent, lots of 
newcomers.  Need support from other members in town. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg P.: GSR. Candain: GSRA.  Meetings going good.  Area Donation: $30.00. 

 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
**NA Nooner:  Needs a GSR.  Jim M. representing.  There will not be a meeting on November 24 or 25th.  Area 
Donation: $30.00.   

 
No Matter What!:  Angela A.,: GSR.  Meeting going good, strong recovery.  We need 2 Basic Texts.   
Question: When and where is the meeting?  Monday night from 8:00 to whenever everyone has finished sharing, 
1200 South Taft. Hill Rd.  Shepard of the Hills Church. 

 
Primary Purpose:  Shell: GSR.  Deb B.: GSRA.  Deb reporting: Group attendance is steady.  Some new members 
have joined the group.  All positions are filled.  Bought literature.  Area Donation: $20.00.  World Donation: 
$19.00. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.  Meetings going good.  Area Donation: $1.41. 
  
**When At The End Of The Road:  Angie E.; GSR, Darren H.: GSRA.   Lots of newcomers, average of 14.2 
people at each meeting.  Opened up a Saturday night meeting, same location (1201 Riverside Ave.) 7:30pm to 
8:30pm.  Area Donation: $25.00 
    
XX Genes:  Jessica C.: GSR.  Meeting is good, needs support, though.   
 

 ** Signifies changes in meeting format or schedule 
      

 If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 
in to Area Secretary! Thanks 

 
Officer Reports 

 
Vice Chair:   Dave A. I have been remiss in submitting my budget for the next year. I plan to ask for $0.00 unless I 
need less. On 10/12 I contacted Red and on the 14th and he brought over a box of archives for the secretary, the 
mail and the key for the PO Box.   He took the credit card to give to Mikey as they live close to each other and 
Mike needed it to make the fit order.    1 was wrong to do this as all Lit needs is the number. It should have either 
stayed with or been given to Keith or Kurt. I believe It has been given to Kurt, There was the Qwest bill which was 
late, 1 went to the PO Box this morning and have delivered the mail to Keith. 
A concern about our website not being paid for was raised by a member, but I checked and it was accessible. 
However, it has not been updated with Oct minutes or other details on the GSR checklist page. 

 



Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 
Vice Chair:   Dave A. (cont’d) 
Talked to Mary Jo at 224-7783 at the Coloradoan. Fee is $7 an hour with $125 damage deposit. 8:30 - 11:30 = $21 
Sundays are wide open as they normally don't get much call for it then. Also, for new business, we need 
to talk about the Jan ASC as it falls on 01/01/12 which is the morning after many people will 
have spent the night partying at the New Year's Eve Bash.  
Most in Humbleichnessingly, Dave A. 

 
Secretary:  Sharon F.  Copies of the new Guidelines are on the table.  Please take the updated copy to keep with 
your group information.  We do need to discuss in New Business if we are going to change the location of the Area 
meeting place, and discuss the Area Meeting date in January.    
Question:  Didn’t we pay a year ahead?  No, we’re paid thru December.  We contract for 6 months at a time. 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   Beginning Balance: $1635.10.   Area Donations: $259.00  Total: $1894.10.  Will pay new 
Phone Bill: $100.00, Mailbox Rent for 12 months: $62.00, Vineyard Church (copies): $9.00, H& I (Stamp): $18.00, 
Activities: $283.25.  Ending balance:  1072.25. I’m confused about the web bill.  ASC Chair: We donate 10 a 
month.  We can talk to Trino about how this works.   
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M.  / Deb. B.  Jim reporting:  
NAWS Membership Survey: 
The Membership Survey is open until Dec 31, 2011 and can be found at 
http:memsurvey2011.quesnonpro.com. This survey is taken every two years in conjunction with the world 
convention. The information gathered is used in the IP titled NA Membership Survey. 
The Living Clean Approval Draft Book: 
The Living Clean approval draft book can be purchased from the World Service Office until the end of November. 
It can be found on the NAWS website under specialty items and retails for $7.50. This piece of literature will be 
voted on at the April Assembly and then the RD and RDA will carry our vote to the World Conference in the 
spring. Each group will have a vote so be sure to become familiar with this piece of literature. 
Regional Input: 
At the October Area we asked that each GSR go back to their home group and 
gather information on how the Region can effectively better serve the area and the 
groups of the Colorado Region. Region was seeking information in terms of 
information and updates from the Region on: 
1. Content 
2. Form/Format 
3. Delivery Method 
4. Timing 
Was there any information you gathered hi which you would like us to report 
back to Region for the OTW Area. 
12 Concepts Presentation: 
Also in October we asked that you go back to your home groups and see if there was any interest in having Chuck 
C. our RDA come to the Area and do a presentation around the 12 Concepts-History, Development and 
Application." Just a reminder that this is a 20-30 minute presentation, which will help understand the new Service 
Structure which will be up for a vote at the April Assembly. Another idea might be to tie this in with an activity like 
the Valentines Dance, rather than have a speaker we could have this presentation. 
RCM Position: 
December 2011 our Area will be looking for another trusted servant to become the new RCM. Jim M's 2 years as 
RCM will be coming to an end and will not be seeking another 2 year term. It is important to have 2 RCM's at 
Region to help carry the conscience of Off the Wall Area. Please announce that this position will be open. If anyone 
is interested and has any question on the responsibilities please have them get in contact with Jim M. 
 
 



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Jim M.  / Deb. B.  Jim reporting:  (cont’d) 
 
CRCNA XXVI: 
CRCNA XXVI has signed the contract with the Embassy Suites in Loveland, CO. There will be a need for 
recovering addicts to step up and be of service for this event. On November 20, 2011 at the Regional Service 
Committee Meeting we will be electing people for the following positions: chair, vice chair, treasurer and secretary. 
Chair, vice chair, and treasure all sit on the Regional Committee and carry a vote. Therefore they are expected to be 
at all Regional meetings as well as Regional Assemblies, hi January 2012 CRCNA XXVI will hold their first 
committee meeting where they will be electing the chairs for the following committees: 
Hotels and Hospitality 
Hospitals and Institutions 
Programming 
Registration 
Convention Information and Website 
Fundraising and Entertainment 
Merchandise 
Print and Display 
For more information and clean time requirements for each of these positions go to the Colorado Region NA 
website and hit the CRCNA link and on the right and side of the page and refer to guidelines and forms. 
Living Clean project draft is available for review, please review it so that everyone is familiar with it before the 
vote. I forgot to put the checklist for how region can better serve the groups, I will get that together.  
Questions: When is your term over, 2 months? No, next month.  Vice Chair:  I’m going to put this into a motion – 
could we buy a CAR for the groups with all of the service structure changes, and the Living Clean project.  Yes, 
that would be a good idea. 
What are the dates for the Regional Meeting? Officer position election date is November 20th.   Subcommittee chairs 
will be choosing the location  and time for the subcommittee meetings in January.   

 
Activities Subcommittee:   Taylor M.  I have met with Melissa from mile high area and Tina from Boulder 
area. Both are the activities chair for their area. I also met with Annathe treasurer for the New Year's bash. Candain 
M in Greeley has tickets as well as I do. I have not gotten a subcommittee yet. First meeting is after Area on the 6th 
of November. We need to give the $150.00 for the hotel still.  As far as the area goes I would like to have the GSR's 
to bring to their groups on what kind of activities they would like to have or see go on for the area  Thanks for 
letting me be of service, Taylor.        
Questions: How many tickets do we have left for the New Year Bash.?  About 40.  
If we sell all of our tickets, can we get more? Yes, Pikes Peak has backed out.   
How much are they?  Tickets: $20 for dinner and dance, $7.00 for the dance only.  $59.00 for the rooms.  
Have we paid for the flyers?  Yes.  
Was it $133 for the hotel?  No, it was the printing of the flyers and the tickets.   

 
CRCNA Liaison:   Karen C.   Great convention, and I was honored to do one of the readings.  I’m so proud of the 
Off the Wall Area, ? How was the turnout?.  We don’t have numbers yet.  Nice attendance, H & I was off the hook.  
LCDC: will work to get them on for next year. New groundbreaking things happened. ? How often do you guys 
meet for H & I?.  The DOC came to us and had the training. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.   Vice Chair:  James R.   We met on October 29th, there were 9 addicts in 
attendance.  Budget is $78.90 on Literature.  Rent paid, rent due in December.  LCDC Women’s going good.  
LCDC Mens: Need more men going in – would like at least one or two more members for rotation.  ICCS is going 
good, Patti says the year is looking up for new panel members, people seem to want to be there.  Detox is going 
good.  TRT: Going good – have about 20 people.  Work Release: Going good, more people are now going that want 
to be there.   



Hospitals and Institutions:  Sjon C.   Vice Chair:  James R. (cont’d):  New Business: Talked about (and got) a 
stamp for literature that gives our area name and the phone line number.  Looking to get people in the Weld County 
Jail, they really want us, (they’re willing to “lift” some of the requirements.  Weld County  Training is 3 hours 
instead of 8 hours.  They will be willing to do the training quarterly.  H & I is incredible, please give it some 
thought.  This position is up, we discussed it at the last area, so that people could bring it to their groups.  Buying 
Literature: 30 Intro to NA pamphlets, 10 White books, meeting lists.  Next Meeting: November 26th 2011 at 11:am. 
Questions: Do you have any of the Weld County assessment forms available? James: I have some, out in the car.  
What do we need to do to get into LCDC?  We need to have Men and women, but two of each to go into a meeting.   
Where is the Weld County. Jail?  Greeley, North East end of Greeley.  Just to let you know, we are the area that is 
going into the most facilities :  ICCS = Interventional  Community Correctional Services.   
Statement: In the publication of Reaching Out, 2 of members in the facility are in the book.  
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.  Who ordered the posters? He’s not here. Can someone take them to the 
meeting? Dave A. volunteers to do this. 
 
October Sales   $ 622.40 
New Lit Purchased                    $ 598.03 
Current Inventory Value             $ 2155.23 
I have one copy of the approval draft of "Living Clean, The Journey Continues" available for $9.50. The next 
Literature Subcommittee meeting will be today at 3:15 PM at 3800 W 20th st. in Greeley.  
Grateful to serve, 
Mike M. 

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   James (H & I Vice Chair) reporting.  Greeley has the phone line.  There are 
concerns about the web servant, may need to ask for someone to fill in.   
Question; Who can help fill in for the web servant?  Joe K., and Jeff S.  Pat is in the hospital. He had a serious car 
accident, has had multiple  surgeries. He is recovering slowly. The PI position is open, and will be voted on today.   
Questions: When do we bring new meeting lists, is it 200 per month?  No, its 200 per quarter.  200 are printed and 
brought on a monthly basis only when there are changes.   

 
Merchandise Subcommittee:  Open Seat.  

Chair:  Kurt B.                                                                                                                                                                    
If you missed the CRCNA convention 25, you missed history of NA in Colorado. NA has grown in size and 
continues to grow. I would like to let everyone know that Off The Wall Area has the honor of hosting CRCNA 26. 
The elections for officers of the CRCNA committee will be in Denver on November 20th and the sub-committee 
chairs will be elected in January 2012. I urge everyone on this board and anyone in our area to get involved. When I 
lived in San Diego, I was on their committee for five years. Although we were set up differently than in Colorado, 
the service that I did in those years will never be forgotten. That feeling that I get at our convention can last longer 
than a weekend. I made friends that will be in my life forever, and I am grateful to give what I have received in 
recovery.                                                              All home groups; it takes a lot of volunteers and commitment to put 
on this weekend event. Please talk up the need for service and let addicts know that we need help. 

"Unity is the spirit that joins members around the world in a spiritual fellowship that has the power to change lives. By 
striving to see beyond our individual ideas and the interests of our own group, we come to understand that the common welfare of 
all NA must come first. Through our trust in a loving Higher Power, we find the strength to work together toward our shared 
goal of recovery from addiction. In the unity that grows in trust, we are ready to work together for our common good. (It 
Works..Trad. I p g  133) 

Any questions or concerns about my position or this body's commitment and why we are here? Thanks for letting 
me serve. 

KurtB. 
   



Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary.  Thanks! 

 
Elections for Open Office 

 
Merchandise : Candain nominated by Taylor M.  Guidelines read for the position.  Candain qualified: I have a 
little over 2 yrs. clean, am currently the GSRA for the Just For Today group.   
Questions:  Do you have viable transportation to get to activities? Yes.   
Can you balance a checkbook? Yes.   
What about you having children, being able to get to events?  My parents will help.   
Are you aware of the “Handling of Funds” portion of the guidelines?  Yes.  
Can you get to Loveland to make the deposit?  You are very busy.  Service recovery doesn’t always mean 
personal recovery. Yes, I can do what is needed to get the deposit made in time.   
Candain is our new Merchandise Chair! 
PI – Deb B. nominates James, Karen seconds it.  James respectfully declines.  Jim M. is nominated , but 
respectfully declines.  Karl is temporarily taking care of P.I. 
H & I: Dawn M. nominates James.  Sjon seconds it.  James qualifies: Currently Vice Chair for H & I, has done 
service for many years.  Current H & I Chair states that James has really stepped up to the plate to help when he 
was out of town.   
James is our new H & I Chair! 

 
Old Business 

 
Unity Day: Too late for outside activity, tossed around Thanksgiving event, but it’s too late to plan per the 
guidelines. 
Region Service to Groups: Where is that going?  We could get an NA calendar together.  Wasn’t the issue 
about the Area serving the groups? Yes, they are willing to support as needed. 
Web Servant: Vice Chair has volunteered to do the web servant job unless his sponsee wants to.  Pat needs to 
focus on his recovery.  Do we want to ask him what he wants to do? 

  
New Business 

 
What do we want to do for next year for this meeting place?   
Discussion: Nice facility. Not a central meeting place.  Might be an extra 10 minutes.  $21.00 for 3 hours.  $150 
deposit.  The Coloradoan meeting room.  Are they flexible on opening times? We could ask if we could 
coordinate with the women I talked to.  This is only a 9 dollar difference a month in the meeting place.  Greeley 
is well attended, could we see what the groups’ input is.  I think it is a waste of time. Would the Coloradoan be 
available, because it was closed a few times before.  Location is per the GSRs.  Home groups think we should 
stay in this location.  They leave that responsibility to the GSRs.   
Decision: Stay with Loveland.  
Move January meeting date?  
Sharon to do inquiry on if the building is available on the 1st. 
In the event that one of our members in the hospital, why isn’t it communicated?   
Can we do something to notify everyone of this event.  Statement: sponsor wasn’t made aware of it for 6 weeks. 
We don’t have a PI chair, so we didn’t have a usual person in that position that could have communicated it to 
the area.  We already have the NA blast to communicate any changes if it is used appropriately. 

 
Written Motions 

 

Could the “No Matter What’ group get two Basic Texts?  Submitted by: Angel A.  Seconded by Karen C. 
Motion passes unanimously. 
 



Written Motions (cont’d) 
 
Donate $500 to the Region.  Submitted by: Jim M.  Seconded by: Deb B.   
Discussion: Our balance is $1700 with or without prudent reserve?  Including our prudent reserve.  We only 
took in $200 this month. I think we need to keep it in the area for now since we are buying the CAR, etc.  
Statement: We are starting to make sure we don’t sit on money. We don’t want to be fear based on what we do 
with the money.  Need to give $400 to Merchandise, so aren’t we getting low on funds?  This will cut us to 
$200 plus prudent reserve.  Do we need to save for December?  Merchandise needs to be ordered, so there is a 
need for funds in that area.  Merchandise alone does not focus on our primary purpose.  $500 is too much.    
Vote: For: 8.  Against: 7. Abstentions: 3.  Motion fails. 
 
Give Activities $283.25 for New Year’s Eve Bash.  Submitted by Taylor M, seconded by Adam C.  
Discussion:  Is this motion is just for flyers and tickets?  No, it’s for everything.  Aren’t we already committed?  
Yes.  
Motion passes unanimously. 
 
Donate $300 to region.  Submitted by Deb B, seconded by Jaqueline A-B.   
Discussion: Motion is undermined by already having the motion fail for $500.  We wanted to express that this 
figure is after budget consideration.   
Vote: For: 17. Against: 0.  Abstentions: 2  Motion passes. 

 
Disbursements 

 
Phone Bill: $100.00 
Mailbox Rent for 12 months: $62.00 
Vineyard Church (copies): $9.00  
H& I (Stamp): $18.00 
Activities: $283.25. 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 
Public Relations Chair 
 

Upcoming Events 

CRSCNA Committee Meeting 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Sunday November 20, 2011 

Denver Inner City Parish Building 
1212 Mariposa Street 

Denver 

What: Addicts Seeking Sanity, Winter Dance (Flier) 
When: Saturday, December 10, 2011, Doors open 6:30, Meeting at 7:30, Dance to Follow 3 Speakers, Clean time 
countdown, Potluck, Fundraiser for the 6th Annual Jackson Lake 

Campout \Nhere:Club, 2608 7th Ave Greeley, CO 

New Year’s Bash 

New Year's Eve- 6:00pm 
1850 Industrial Circle Longmont, CO 

 



 
Next ASC Meeting: 

December 4, 2011   9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    December 4, 2011 (Revised) 

 
Open:   9:11AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts by 
Lyndsay.   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Motion to approve last month’s minutes by James R., and was seconded by 
Dave A.  
  
Roll Call:    Jennifer C. Angela A., Victor R., Jim M., Shell H., James R., Darren H., Greg P., Candain M., Sjon C., 
Lyndsay E., Amber S., Jacqueline A.-B., Colin, Taylor M., Mike M., Keith B., Kurt B., Dave A., Mark M., Sharon 
F. 

 
Guests:  Lyndsay, Darren, (new GSR for When at the End of the Road group - new GSRA is Patricia), Victor. 
 
Birthdays:   Sjon: 4 years Nov. 12th.   Congratulations Sjon! 

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:    Forrest; GSR.  Not present. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR.  Rebecca K. is our new GSRA.  Group is struggling, will get with P.I. 
to see what we can do to reach out to the community.  Area donation: $100.00. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S.; GSR,  Lyndsay E.: GSRA.   On Jan. 15th, celebrating 15 years of the meeting 
being in place.  Meetings will be open over the Holidays.  Dance is on Dec. 10th, at 2608 7th Ave. and Cosmic 
Skating coming up on Dec. 23rd.  Area Donation: $120.00. 

 
Back to Basics:  Tim G;. GSR   Dave representing: Distributed posters to the meeting.  The GSR is MIA.  
Comment: Lit Chair talked to Tim.  He is living out in Brush, (needed to move out because of roommate situation). 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not present. 

 
** Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.: GSR.  Open positions, GSRA, Secretary, and club Liaison, We moved our 
group conscience to the 18th instead of on Christmas.  Meetings are growing stronger.   
Question:  Are the meetings going to he open on the holidays?  Yes. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Not present. 

 
** Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Not much money over expenses, pay $200.00 for 3 months rent.  Selling lots 
of  books.  Need more.  More newcomers.  Note to all: The meeting will not take place at the church on Dec. 24, 
but will be at Avagoros restaurant, just south of the church.  Area Donation: $8.30. 
Question:  Are you having a meeting on New Year’s Eve?  Should be open. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.   Not present. 
 
Free at Last:  (Harmony Meeting).  Not present.   
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  All is well, the meeting will be open on Xmas day.  Area Donation: $35.00. 



 
Group Reports: (cont’d) 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Not present. 
 
Just For Today:   Greg P.: GSR, Randy L. GSRA.  All is well.  Family fun event is Saturday, January 7, 1015 9th 
Ave.   Question: Is there cost for event?  No, it’s free. 

 
**NA Nooner:   GSR, GSRA positions open.  James R. reporting.  Format has been changed for sharing of about 5 
minutes.  Had a smoking on church ground problem, made announcements, getting better.  On Dec. 26th and Dec. 
30th: the meeting will be held at TRT, (across the street).  Area Donation: $ 28.00. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What!:   Angela A.  Average of 22 people – one rehab center comes in – there were 37 people at the last 
meeting.  Meeting is strong - spirit of recovery.  Area Donation: $5.00. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H.: GSR.  All is well, positions are filled, strong meeting and message.  Many newcomers 
sticking around.  Area Donation: $34.00.  World Donation: $34.00.  
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Jacqueline A.-B.: GSR.  Attendance is down.  GSR election next week.  Area 
Donation: $9.55.  
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Darren H.; GSR, Patricia:  GSRA.  Lots of newcomers, attends are up!  We’ll 
be open over the Holidays.  Area Donation: $10.00. 
    
XX Genes:  GSR position open.  Dave A. reporting.  GSR has resigned.  Please let your groups know that this 
meeting needs support. 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary!  Thanks. 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A.   
I gained access to the OTW website from a previous webmaster.   I played around with ftp and html and pdf s and 
all that stuff. It was a blast.   I added links to other areas event pages and added the election schedule to the GSR 
checklist page. Lots of links were added for maps for H&l and where the OTWA is located. We lost access for 
some reason to the fortnet page where we could edit blast recipients. That was restored so I added myself, Sharon 
and Taylor. An e-mail from Pat H said that he was doing better and had finally gotten on the web from his hospital 
room. Any feedback is more than welcome. I am creating a document to put in the P.I. notebook so as to help future 
web servants. In addition to attending the P.I. subcommittee meeting I also was at the H&l mtg. I was impressed by 
the level of commitment by those in attendance. I was not aware of the merchandise mtg. at noon or else I would 
have attended that as well. The set of posters were delivered to the Back to Basics meeting. The GSR has not been 
seen by anyone at the meeting. Please announce it needs support. 
On a more serious note, in the last couple of months 2 sponsees of mine called with a concern. It seems that several 
newcomer women have been treated in an inappropriate manner. Some whimsically call it "13th stepping".   I also 
heard it referred to as "nicking a newcomer" in a meeting recently. N.A. has no 13th step. In reality this is predatory 
behavior and is not acceptable and is oftentimes actionable sexual harassment.   I do not wish to start a witch hunt 
or rumors and innuendos. It is up to people with some time to step in to call people on their shit.   It is up to all of us 
to protect and guide our sisters and brothers in recovery. To have a newcomer driven away and go back into active 
addiction because of predatory sexual behavior is a travesty. If you are uncomfortable dealing with these issues caJI 
me, or Karen or your sponsor or whoever you can trust and let's put a stop to this. 



  
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
Secretary:  Sharon F.   
I contacted Dave Klith at the City of Loveland, and he confirmed that the Pulliam building will not be open for rent      
on January 1st.  He has “penciled in” our meeting slot for January 8th, and every first Sunday of the month from 
February thru June.  There has been an increase for the deposit for the rental.  The city is requiring more money for 
deposit, since they have recently had some damage resulting from rentals.  This increase was not listed on the rate 
increase letter, but was stated that they would be raising the deposit fees significantly.  I apologize for missing this 
and not following up sooner.  The deposit is now $50.00 per meeting, so for 6 months, it is $300.00.  With the 
monthly meeting fee of $30.00, the grand total is: $480.00 for January thru June.  Of course we will be getting back 
the $300.00, but it is a chunk for us to pay all at once.  I will be able to sign the contract on Tuesday of this week.  
Should this go to New Business for discussion?  Chair: Yes. 
On a lighter note: From looking through the archives, in the first records I found for Off the Wall Area, was a bank 
statement showing a balance of $600.54 in May of 1991, (maybe our prudent reserve(?)), and a phone bill from US 
West Communications for $29.24.  I haven’t found actual minutes yet, but isn’t it amazing to know that our area 
was established over 20 years ago! 
I have received request(s) to edit the Area Guidelines.  These request(s) were above and beyond the taking out the 
statement where Merchandise should have no more than $600.00 in its bank.  If the guidelines are to be edited, 
shouldn’t we either form an adhoc committee, or don’t we need a vote to get this accomplished?  There may be 
more statements that we would like to change, and are unaware of, since the guidelines may not have had a recent 
thorough review.  
  
RCM 1/RCM 2:   Jim M. and Deb. B.  Jim reporting. 
NA Way Magazine: Need to re-subscribe to receive the magazine on line. 
Membership Survey is up until Dec 31,2011. There is a direct link to the survey on our Area homepage. 
WCNA Merchandise and Audio Recordings: Discounted merchandise from WCNA 34 is available online at 
http://www.hicorpinc.com/na. Audio recordings from WCNA 34 are still available for sale at 
http://www.siattend.com/Association.aspx?aic=NA. 
 
2012 Conference Agenda Report (CAR): Scheduled to be released by 28 November in English -translated 
versions by 28 December. The CAR is available for purchase from the WSO at $13, including shipping and taxes. It 
is also available on the web free of charge from the link at www.na.org/conference. The user name is CP2012 and 
the password is WSC2012. The log in information will remain the same through WSC 2012 and conference related 
material will continue to be posted here. 
The following is a summary of what you can find in the 2012 CAR:  
Service System 
The revised proposals, resolutions for decisions, and straw polls to obtain a sense of the fellowships’ 
wishes.  
Living Clean 
Material discussing our literature development process and the approval draft of Living Clean.  
FIPT Motions  
We are offering motions related to electronic enhancements, bundling of NA literature, and corrections to 
existing material.  
WCNA Rotation  
We are proposing changing the convention from every two years to every three years after 2015 and 
changing the rotation pattern.  
IDTs 
Material is out for Self Support, In Times of Illness, and A Vision for NA Service. We encourage people to 
participate in these discussions. (See http://www.na.org/?ID=2011_IDT for more information on these 
IDTs.) 
 

 



Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 

RCM 1/RCM 2:  Jim M. and Deb. B.  Jim reporting. (cont’d): 
 
CRCS Budget: 
Based on available information, 2012 Budgets will be set at Tier 1. The Budget Ad-Hoc committee will continue to 
monitor through 2012. Yearly budgeted expenses for 2012 come in at $10,570.00. This is above the current amount 
of money received so the Region will be relying heavily on 7th tradition gifts. 
Resource Pool Signup sheet is now on the Colorado Regional website. The signup pool will be used by the PR 
committee to have a pool of people to call on when trusted servants are needed. This can be obtained at the 
following website. 
http://www.nacolorado.org/region/PR%20Resource%20Pool%20SiRn%20up.pdf 
 
Campvention: The 1st annual Colorado regional Campvention is looking for trusted servants to serve. Elections 
for Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Secretary will be held at the January Regional Meeting. Chair, Vice Chair and 
treasure will sit on the Regional Board as a voting member. 
 
CRCNA XXV: CRCNA XXV turned over approximately $5,500 to the Colorado Region of NA. 
CRCNA XXVI: Chair: Alan T (Mile High), Vice Chair: Kurt B (OTW), Treasure: Mike H (Mile High) Secretary: 
open. Subcommittee elections will take place on Jan. 14, 2012 at 10:45 at the Englewood Public Library. 
Area Donation to Region for the year of 2011 was $1550.00 World Donation of $876.17. 
 
Next Regional Assembly may be in the Grand Junction area – possible the town of Serenity.   
Questions:  Was the $5,500 from CRCNA XXV over and above seed money?  Yes, that is profit.   
How did this CRCNA compare to previous years?  Pretty average.  Grand Junction CRCNA turned in over 10,000, 
(maybe because costs were less than in the Denver area).  We don’t have a CRCNA Laison yet, that election will be 
in June. 
 
** Hospitals and Institutions:  James R.  Need a Vice Chair, ICCS Panel Leader, Jail Panel Leader.   
Sub-committee met on Nov. 26, there were 10 people in attendance.  Detox - Going good, 98% people are involved.  
ICCS T – Been going in for 2 months, people that go in must be off of paper for a year.  Need a panel leader.  ICCS 
– ½ way – may change to 2 days per month.  TRT – Going good.  Work Release – Going good.  Could use women 
going in.LCDC – Alan is now orientated, Mike is now going in.  Old Business – Two people are able to go into jail 
– could use more people.  Increased budget to $120.00 per month.   
We are doing a presentation for Weld County this Tuesday at 2:00pm, and a presentation for Reflections for Youth   
with P.I. on Wednesday.  Bought a few flyers for groups that state our needs and facilities we’re in.  Next meeting 
is Dec. 17 at 11:00am instead of Dec. 24th.  The address: 705 13th St.    
Question:  How do people know when and where the H & I meets?  The meeting is posted on the website.  
 
**Merchandise Subcommittee:  Candain M.   
Sub-committee met on Nov. 26th.  Established a budget of $400.00 per month.  Rent is $20.00.  Talked about giving 
away old merchandise to Activities, (7 shirts, 3 tank tops).  We talked about and voted on a new shirt with sleeves, 
(long-john shirts), t-shirts, and light zip-up jackets with a simple design.  Next meeting is Dec. 17 at 12:00pm 
instead of Dec. 24th.  The address: 705 13th St.    
Question: Do we have a firm order of $400.00?.  It is about $360.00.   
Treasurer: I have an outstanding check for 150.00 made out to Merchandise.  Should have been to Activities.   
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.   
We met after Area on November 6th.  Deb B, Karen C, Jim M, Sjon C, Lindsey, Lena, Sharon F, Candain M, and 
Adam C were in attendance. 
Combine education and fun annual events. What fun is, socialize and family.  Budget - $350.00, (has been 
$250.00) for last few years. Kurt B took the check for the Flyers and the Tickets.  Fundraising a neutral place 
and have them multicultural.  We have a speaker for the New Year's Bash.  



Officer Reports (cont’d) 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.  (cont’d) 
We are looking into getting our own recording device for speakers. And looking into DJ'in on our own. We are also 
asking for 20$ for a banquet ticket for our speaker but that is within budget. 
Activities so far for 2012: 
January- 12 concepts and dance in Berthoud 
February- CARR and Valentine Dance in Loveland. 
March- Speaker and dance green for St. Patrick's in Greeley 
April- Prom night in Berthoud. 
May- Learning and Bingo night in Loveland fundraiser 
June- Field day, picnic Berthoud 
July- Greeley family, fireworks in Loveland undecided 
August- undecided 
September- camping trip- Fort Collins 
October- CRCNA 
November- undecided 
December- undecided 
New Year’s Bash : I have to have everything in on Dec. 20th, so the last date of the sale for tickets is Dec. 19th.   
Next sub-committee meeting is right after the Area meeting today. 
Question: How many New Year’s Bash tickets are left?  I have 9 left. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   
November Sales: $654.00.   
New Lit Purchased: $557.16. 
Current Inventory Value: $2148.37. 
Last subcommittee meeting, we discussed stamping literature with the Off the Wall Area stamp.  Did not feel this 
was necessary for all Literature sold in this area, but will listen to group input on this subject.  We are overstocked a 
bit, but within the guidelines, we have some specialty items as well;  2 Living Clean approval drafts, a paperback 
version of Miracles Happen with a CD, a large print Basic Text, and a Basic mug.   
Question:  Is that a gift edition of How it Works and Why on the table?  Yes, I missed that.   
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.    

                                                 Checks:   
Starting Balance: $1,120.99           #1328 Rent Merchandise $20.00 

            Donations:  $   461.00           #1329 Activities $20.00 
                              $1,581.99            #1330 Vineyard $45.00 
         Prudent Reserve:  $    300.00            #1331 Void   
            Balance:  $1,281.99             #1332 City Of Loveland $480.00 
                                                           #1333 Copies (Dave A.) $100.00 
                                                           #1334 Merchandise $200.00   
         Dispersements:  $  930.85             #1335 Void 
                Balance:   $  351.14             #1336  Ink James $35.85 
                                                           #1337 Rent Karl P.I. $30.00 
         Total Deposit:  $  878.75 
 

CRCNA Liaison:   Open Seat    
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Open Seat.  Report received via email to Secretary: 
The PI subcommittee met at 10:00 a.m., on Saturday, Nov. 26, 2011. There were 6 addicts in attendance. 
Web Servant: 
In the absence of Pat H. area web servant Dave A, Area Vice Chair, has stepped up to the plate and taken on the job 
of web servant. Dave was able to obtain the password for the web site from former web servant Jeff S.  



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Open Seat.  Report received via email to Secretary: (cont’d):  
Web Servant: (cont’d): 
This has allowed Dave to do the necessary updates on the web site. A blast was sent out with information from 
world on clearance priced WCNA merchandise. On the homepage of the Area website Northeastern Colorado was 
replaced with North Central Colorado and a map was added. 
Phone Line: 
Phone line is running smoothly. There were 2 concerns that came from the phone line which included how people 
calling in may obtain more information and signing of attendance cards. Therefore, included in phone line training 
will be information regarding our Area, Regional and World Websites. The signing of attendance cards is not a PI 
issue but a home group issue so we did not deal with this. We also received a call from an Area in New York asking 
permission to use the 1992 CRCNA theme and logo, which was held in Estes Park. 
Flyers: 
If you are aware of where flyers are at in your city please let Karl W know. The committee is trying to put together 
a data bank of these locations for future use to do updates and contact information. 
New Contacts: 
As always the PI committee is looking for new places where we might be able to do a presentation or provide 
meeting schedules or literature. We will be in contact with Northern Colorado Aids Project (NCAP) offices in Fort 
Collins and Greeley to see if they would like some meeting lists. 
Trusted Servants: 
The PI committee is still in need of a Chair to fulfill the remainder of this term. 
 

 
Chair:  Kurt B.   
It takes all of us to conduct business at the area level. The only thing I am charged to do is to create an agenda every 
month and keep order during the meeting. As you may or may not know, I have accepted the position of Vice Chair for 
CRCNA XXVI. 
I have been the chair of the OTW area since February of 2010. I have fulfilled my commitment and will continue to do 
so. Dave and I have spoken about this in detail and he has volunteered to assume the chair position when and if there is 
any conflicts. Since the elections for CRCNA subcommittee will be held on January 14, 2012,1 wanted to enclose 
information for all positions and the responsibilities that are required. Please take this information back to your groups 
and share with them about the different opportunities that are available. 

Tradition 9 - "NA as such ought never be organized; but we may create service boards or committees directly responsible to 
those they serve.". 

The Ninth Tradition goes on to define tiie nature of the things that we can do to help N.A. It says that we may create service 
boards or committees to serve the needs of the fellowship. They exist solely to serve the fellowship. This is nature of our service 
structure as it has evolved and been defined in the N.A. service manual. (Basic Text 3rd ed. Trad. 9, pg. 68) 
 
 I’d like us to get a jump on CRCNA since it is in our Area next year.  It seems a little late every year when the logo 
comes out.   
Questions to Chair:  How does the Olympic Committee do it?  (They get paid).   
Isn’t there a way that there can be layers of service for CRCNA?  Yes, there are.  There will be a need for people 
from this area to volunteer as well. 
Can we get the financials put together and establish priorities before we do the motions, so that we will have it all 
covered, since we only have $777.00?  Yes. 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 



Old Business 
 

      Thanks to Dave A. for keeping up the website. 
      Colorado region position is open in January, but ours is open today. 
 

Elections for Open Office 
 

Public Information Chair:  Dave A. nominates Victor.  James E. seconded.  Victor qualifies: I’m working a solid 
program, attending a lot of meetings, in contact with many different addicts.  Attraction involves footwork, tying to 
reach the still suffering addict.  There are a couple of people who are on the subcommittee that have been 
instrumental in my recovery.  I believe in the mission of  P.I.  
Questions:  Do you understand the requirements, and are you able and willing to fulfill them? Yes.  
What is your clean time? 5 years.  
 How long on the sub-committee? On and off for 4 years.  
There has been a concern about an issue where you made a personal choice instead of consulting the subcommittee.  
There was an issue with a meeting not going on at times, so I felt I needed to make a split decision so to not have 
addicts try to go to a meeting that was not steady.   
Do you have an NA sponsor, and are you working the steps?  Yes. 
Would you be moving the sub-committee meeting to another location?  I’m willing to make changes as necessary. 
Victor is our new PI Chair. 
 
 
RCM:  No nominees. 

 
New Business 

 
Discussion:  Let’s prioritize.  Rent of the building is a first.  The CAR is also needed, because the voting on the 
service structure will be coming up soon.  It has huge changes.  Could we place Activities and Merchandise further 
down the list, since they do not directly affect our primary purpose?  OK.  
Increase in deposit for Pulliam building:  
Does the $480.00 come out of prudent reserve?  No, it needs to come out of the $777.99.  Will we get back a 
deposit that we have now?  Yes, $50.00.   Could we make the $300.00 come our prudent reserve?  Even though it is 
money that we will get back, it is still a draw from the account.  It is a great idea to take it out, but money needs to 
be flowed back in to the prudent reserve.   
Paying for the CAR: 
Can we download the CAR for free?  Yes, there are a lot of pages, but it includes the Living Clean Project.  If we 
are going to pay this much for a CAR report, and only a few people go to the Regional Assembly, is this the best 
way to spend our money?  I would like to propose to reduce the qty. to two Spanish copies, and 13 English copies. 
This is a really critical change to the service structure.  If we had Chuck come and do a presentation, this would 
alleviate some of the copies. We also have access to printing cheaply.  We could just download the CAR, then that 
would reduce the cost.  Could we add this into the Activities budget?  We don’t need to pay the Activities budget all 
at one time.  Vice Chair will download the CAR and print out what he can for $100.00.  We need to stress this to 
our groups for our 7th Tradition, we need to make this clear that it’s needed for expenses.  
Increase in Activities Budget: Is the Activities budget needed this month?  No, it doesn’t have to be paid out 
today.  Remember, Activities also will bring in money.   
Merchandise Budget:  Is the order for the full $400.00?  No, it’s for $360.00.  Merchandise is great, but does it 
directly relate to our primary purpose?  Could we reduce the order?  Yes, we can reduce it to $200.00. (see Motion 
#4). 
Changes to the Guidelines.   Does there need to be motion to form an ADHOC committee to make these changes?  
Yes.  Who would Chair it?  Vice Chair. Yes, I will agree to do that. I will get with Sharon to establish a time, 
(perhaps after the Berthoud meeting).  Anyone interested in attending is welcome.  Suggestion made to 
communicate these changes at the ASC meeting, not via email this time.  Agreed. 

 



Written Motions 
 

Pulliam Building Rent:   Made by: Sharon F.  Seconded by: Mark M.   
Motion to use $480.00 for rent and deposit for this building for six months.  This is an increase of $10.50 per month 
rent, and an increase of $250.00 for the deposit for six months, and is due at the time the contract is signed.  The 
$300.00 would come out of our prudent reserve, since it will be returned at a later date.   
Discussion:  Do we get back the deposit we have currently?  Yes.  And how much is that? $50.00.  Can we build up 
the $300.00 that we get monthly to put back in the prudent reserve?  Yes.  We would need a motion for that.  Will 
they make an exception for the deposit?  No, I asked him, they are doing this across the board.  Do we want to go to 
the Coloradoan?  Were we sure that we could get 4 hours time?  The Coloradoan wasn’t a central location.  We 
don’t want to rush to get another place.  If we stay here for 6 months, we could look for another place in the 
meantime. 
Vote: Yes: 18     No: 2   Abstentions: 0 Motion passes. 
 
Buy $100.00 copies for the CAR:  Made by: Dave A.  Seconded by: Mark M.    
Motion to spend $100.00 for copies of the CAR to inform OTW Fellowship. 
Discussion:  Are there going to be any of those copies available at the event?  Yes.   
Vote: Yes: 15     No: 0 Abstentions: 1 Motion passes.   
 
Activities Budget:  Made by: Taylor M.  Seconded by: Sjon C. 
Motion to increase the Activities budget to $350.00 from $250.00.   
Discussion:  Is this a monthly budget?  Yes, but if there is not an Activity, it doesn’t get spent.  It is not asking for 
the money this month. 
Vote: Yes: 14     No: 1 Abstentions: 1 Motion passes. 
 
Merchandise Budget:  Made by: Candain M.  Seconded by: Jacqueline A.-B. 
Motion to establish a budget of $200.00, (modified from $400.00), for Merchandise for events, especially with the 
New Year’s bash coming up.   
Discussion: We haven’t had a good merchandise stock, so it would be good to get it built up again.  Merchandise is 
not directly for the primary purpose, so it seems difficult to support it with this amount.  This subcommittee did 
have money that was given back to the general account before, but we need to boost it so that it will be a self 
sustaining subcommittee.  This would be an investment that would eventually increase revenue for the Area.  
Would you be willing to accept a friendly amendment to the amount?  Yes, we will be willing to lower it to 
$200.00.   
Vote: Yes: 13     No: 0 Abstentions: 1 Motion passes. 
 

      H & I Budget:  Made by: James R.  Seconded by: Jim M. 
Motion to increase monthly budget to $120.00 from $100.00 and to ask for $22.50 over current budget for this 
month to help cover Lit, ink and rent.   
Discussion: What do you want to increase the budget to? 120.00.  Do you need the money this month?  Yes please. 
Vote: Yes: 16     No: 0 Abstentions: 0 Motion passes. 
 
Prudent Reserve Replenishment: Made by: Mark M.  Seconded by: Dave A. 
Motion to deposit $50.00 a month to replenish the prudent reserve for the rent deposit, (if funds are available).  
Vote: Yes: 14     No: 0 Abstentions: 0 Motion passes. 
 
ADHOC Committee to Review Area Guidelines:  Made by: Jacqueline A.-B.  Seconded by: Shell H. 
Motion to establish an ADHOC committee to review the Area Guidelines and make recommendations for changes 
to the ASC. 
Unanimous.  Motion passes. 
 
 

 



Upcoming Events 
 

What: Addicts Seeking Sanity    Ice Skating Party 
When: Friday, December 23rd 7pm - 8:45, $5 with $2 skate rental fee 

Where:Greeley Ice Haus, 900 8th Avenue 
 
 

What: New Years Eve Dinner & Dance 
When: Saturday, December 31st, 2011 in conjunction with Mile High and Boulder Areas 

Doors open 6:00 PM, Banquet requires a ticket, Dance Follows, $20 Banquet & Dance 
$7 Dance Only 

****   Tickets for the Banquet with Dance must be purchased by Dec. 19th **** 
Where: 1850 Industrial Circle, Longmont, CO 

 
 
 

What: Just for Today   Family Fun Event (Board Games, etc.) 
When: Saturday, January 7th  From 2pm – 5pm 

Where: 1015 9th Ave. Greeley, CO 
Free 

 
 

What: Addicts Seeking Sanity    15th Anniversary Party 
When: January 15th, 2012 

Where: 3800 W. 20th St., Greeley, CO. 
Sunday meeting 4:00 p.m. 

Birthday Celebration 5:00p.m. 
Short Speaker Meeting : Founding members of the Group 

 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 
 
RCM 

 
Disbursements 

 
Rent Merchandise: $20.00    Copies for CAR: (Dave A.) $100.00 
Activities: $20.00     Merchandise: $200.00  

  Vineyard Church: $45.00    Ink for H & I: (James R.) $35.85 
          City Of Loveland: $480.00    Rent for P.I.  (Karl) $30.00 
             
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
January 8th, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave. 

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes    January 8, 2012 (Revised) 

 
Open:   9:03AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Garrett. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  Corrections: Our area has been active for over 20 years, not nearly 20 years, 
and the phone bill needs to be taken off of the disbursements list – somehow it was repeated from the month before.  
Motion to approve last month’s minutes by Dave A., and was seconded by Newt L.  

 
Roll Call:   Forrest C., Jennifer C., Chris G., Victor R., James R., Deb B., Darren H., Cameron W., Sjon C., Patricia 
G., Angela A., Goldberry M., Greg P., Candain M., Carolynn R., Brandyn K., Garrett G., Kori D., Colin B., 
Lyndsay E., Shell H., Newt L., Taylor M. Mike M., Adam C., Keith B., Kurt B., Dave A., Mark M., Sharon F. 

 
Guests:  Brandyn; GSR for Serene Machine, Chris, representing Friday Night Live, Colin; GSR for Steps and 
Tradition Roulette, Garrett; Temp. GSR for Back to Basics, Kori; Rep. for Back to Basics group, and Cameron. 
 
Birthdays: Sharon F.; 6 years, Patricia G.; 9 months.  Congratulations All! 

 
Opening Reading:  (No reading due to time constraints).  

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Forrest; GSR.  Moved across the street to 245 W. 4th St.  Meetings are stronger, but could 
always use support. Need service positions filled.   Area Donation: $16.00. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Rebecca K.; GSRA.  Meeting attendance still small – could use 
support.  Area Donation: $10.00.   
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Amber S. GSR, Lyndsay E.; GSRA. Lyndsay reporting:  Meeting attendance is strong. 
Snow tubing event at Red Feather on Feb. 25.  On Jan. 15th, we’re celebrating 15 years of the meeting being in 
place, join in the celebration at the Sunday meeting.   

 
Back to Basics:  Garrett G.; Temp. GSR  Consistently receives support from 1st time attendees and newcomers, 
which makes up the large majority of our attendance, which is between 5 – 15 addicts. Need home group members, 
and support from the local NA community.  Area Donation: $15.00. 
  
Buena Voluntad:  Not present 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor M.; GSR, Adam: GSRA.  Lots of service positions are available.  Wednesday night 
could use support.  We are getting posters of our Steps and Traditions.  This is my last month as GSR. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Not present. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Good attendance.  Area Donation: $26.30.   
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.   Not present.  
 



 
Group Reports: (cont’d) 

 
Free at Last:  Victor reporting. Treatment center meeting – going well.  Many clients in the treatment center are in 
their very first NA meeting.  Need support from members with some recovery willing to carry the message of 
recovery. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  All is well.  Area Donation: $50.00.  
 
Friday Night Live:  Chris G., Temp. GSR.  Attendance strong, all positions available.  Group conscience next 
week at 7pm.  Next one will be reported next month.  Purchased $32.80 in Lit.  Is there a required ASC attendance 
to vote on Motions?  Yes, either the GSR or GSRA may carry a vote, but only one is allowed at any given election.  
Area Donation: $3.20 (missing orange Keytag cost). 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Still experiencing a lack of attendance – a lot of newcomers are showing up, 
but we are able to make our rent.  
 
Just For Today:  Greg GSR, Randy L. GSRA.  All is well, 15 to 25 people per meeting. 

 
** NA Nooner:   .: GSR.  James R. reporting.  Meeting will be closed on January 16th.  Still in need of a GSR 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Angela A.; GSR.  Meeting is strong, great attendance, very recovery focused.  
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H.: GSR, Deb B.: GSRA.  Attendance steady, 7th is down slightly.  Rent went from 
$10.00 per month to $15.00 per month.  Clear strong message of recovery.  Area Donation: $11.00, World 
Donation: $12.00.  
 
Serene Machine: Brandyn K., GSR, Carolynn R: GSRA.  Attendance is about 20 per meeting.  Service positions 
are filled.  Area Donation: $12.00. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B.: GSR.  Meeting attendance is an average of 8. Purchased $23.40 in Lit.  
Area Donation: $18.60.  
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Darren H.; GSR, Patricia G.; GSRA.  As usual, lots of newcomers, number of 
attendees has picked up.  Purchased $111.95 in Lit.  Area Donation: $25.00.  
    
XX Genes:  Not present.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A.   
The Ad Hoc Committee for ASC guidelines review was held Dec 21st after the Berthoud meeting. Many thanks to 
Jim, James, Sharon, and Rebecca for their feedback and input.  We'll go over the proposed changes under old 
business. I attended the P.I., H&l and Merchandise subcommittee meetings on Dec 17th.  8 new Loveland meetings 
were added to the schedule and I tried to stay current with activities and updates. Kurt and I met to talk about how 
many condensed copies of the CAR to make as well as to pay for them.    
 



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
Vice Chair:   Dave A. (cont’d)  
The entire $100 allocated was put in a tithe envelope to the Vineyard as their copier was used, so no receipt is 
available but Kurt witnessed me putting it in a donation box at the church. We will be talking about the CAR later.   
I also made a few copies of the Glossary of terms for the CAR.   I attended the Dec Addicts Seeking Sanity speaker 
event and Dance and was thrilled to see the Fellowship and Unity and Love. Truly special! 
Question:  Should I add my new email address to get the Blast emails?  Yes, I will send around a sheet for those 
who would like the Blast email, please sign up. 

 
Secretary:  Sharon F.   
We received the refund of $50.00 for the deposit for the Pulliam bldg. for the last six months, and was deposited on 
January 3rd.    
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B.  
I’ve got a new job, so I may not be able to make all of the regional meetings.  
Question: Will your position be open because of this?  No, I will try to make it to the meetings.  Are the meetings 
on Sunday?  No, they are on either Saturday or Sunday. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  James R.    
Need a Vice Chair.  ICCS – need a panel leader.  Patty has stepped down as Panel Leader.   
LCDC Women’s is only allowing one pod at a time to go to the Women’s meeting, since there was a fight, so 
attendance is smaller.  
LCDC Mens;  Didn’t have a meeting – once per facility.  Now also Ray and Mike are cleared to go in.  Looking at 
maybe a Lit. rack.   
ICCS ½ Way: Last 2 meetings in Dec. were canceled since Patty cannot fill in due to her job.  Have 1st and 3rd 
Sundays covered for January, will do what we can and change per resources.  
ICCS TRT – Changed from a 7:00 meeting to a 4:00 meeting.  Clients responded well.  Facility said they’d contact 
Jim, (Lead TZMM).  If it was problematic that he’s not off paper 1 year – They’ve not called and said so.   
Detox – Janene stepped down as Panel Lead, Bill C. was elected new Panel Lead.  Meetings going well.   
Work Release – Going good – doing some speaker tapes – received more compliments of Dave A. ☺ 
TRT – Doing good – Have a new person (Sherri) going in.  Count has been down to 20 to 15. 
Weld County Jail – Dawn H has orientation this month, no one else cleared to go in but Steve B. 
Questions:  When is the next subcommittee meeting?  January 28th.  What is the minimum clean time requirement? 
Jails require 3 years off paper.  To go into other institutions, the requirement is 3 months clean to go in, and 6 
months to share.  Are there training requirements?  For LCDC, you have to be cleared, then have the training to go 
in, you can go in as a guest speaker, but then must be cleared.  Weld County doesn’t have the same requirements. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Victor R.  (No written report).   
We are looking into whether we can put some Public Service announcements on the radio.  We used to do this.  
Questions:  What time is the P.I. subcommittee meeting?  At 10:00 on January 28th.   
Are we creating our own public service announcements? No, we are using the canned announcements from World. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   
December Sales $500.70 
New Lit Purchased     ... $434.24 
Current Inventory Value $2018.84                           
Question: When I is the next Literature Subcomittee meeting?  Today at 3:15 before the Addicts Seeking Sanity 
meeting. 3800 W. 20th St. in Greeley. 
 
 
 



 
Officer Reports (cont’d) 

 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M.  
Doing a local contest for design; January, February, March, decide in April.  Chair ordered 10 long sleeve 15 T-
shirts, New Year's Dance new and old.  Chair will sell merchandise.  All sub-committees are possibly moving 
including Merchandise.  7 in attendance for Dec. meeting.  Flyers for contest?  Going to Denver to get ideas and 
supplies for merchandise other than shirts. 
Question: This logo is separate from the CRCNA logo?  Yes.  Logo must say Off the Wall.  Flyers are on the table.  
Entries must be received by March 31st, 2012. 

 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.  
We met on Dec. 4th, we had 10 in attendance- Sharon, Candain, Jennifer, Sjon, James, Jim, Josh, Steve, Greg, and 
Chantelle. .I got in contact with Chuck at the New Year's Eve bash to do a workshop on the CARR for our 
valentine dance. I made a flyer for the valentine dance to get approved by the body. Still working on the DJ system 
ourselves and speaker tapes. Karen C got the church booked for the dance 150$. At the dance we will sell soda and 
snacks. The New Year's Eve bash was a blast. I had a lot of fun helping set that up. We had a great turn out. Anna B 
the treasurer of the Bash will get in touch with me for the financial part of it. 
Thanks for letting me serve Taylor M.  And I want to thank Dave A. for helping me with the flyers for the 
Valentines dance. 
Questions: Why are you leaving your position?  That information is in error – I just got this position.  How many 
tickets were sold from our area for the New Year’s Bash?  We sold 44 from our area.  Next subcommittee meeting 
is today after Area. 

 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   Starting Balance: $ 754.65. took in 183.30.   
Question:  Is the Area in need of money?  There have been a lot of rumors that the Area is short of money.  Yes, 
last month we had a lot of expenses, $300.00 deposit for this meeting place.  How does our area use funds for 
CRCNA?  It’s separate.   

 
CRCNA Liaison:   Open Seat    

 
Chair:  Kurt B.    
I have no report in January due to the time constraint, we are going to continue, moving forward to Unfinished and 
New Business items. Thanks for your support 
Any questions or concerns about my position or this body's commitment and why we are here? Thanks for letting 
me serve. 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
 

      Dave A. presents the changes to the Area Guidelines.   
      Each change is gone through and voted on: Take it back to groups, approve, or discuss:  
      Article 1;  Approved. 
      Article 2, Section A; – Approved. 
      Article 4; Discussion; How does that work when you nominate yourself?  Normally you don’t need a second to 
      nominate yourself.  Even if you nominate yourself, it still has to be seconded.  Approved.  
      Article 5, Section S;  Approved. 
      Article 5, Section D,  b. and c and f; Approved. 
      Article V, Section D; Approved. 
      Article 6, Section B; Approved. 
 



Old Business (cont’d) 
 

      Dave A. presents the changes to the Area Guidelines. (cont’d)  
      Article 6, Section D; h.  Discussion; What is the difference for requirements of subcommittee chairs, and officers? 
      Six months clean time.  Approved. 
      Article 6, Section D;  Discussion; I’d like to suggest that we make the deposit time 48 instead of 72.  Does 
      anybody have a problem with changing it to 48 hours instead of 72?  No.  Change it to 48 hours.  Approved. 
      Article 8; Approved. 
      Statement of service; Approved. 

New Business 
 

Conference Agenda Report (CAR).  Agenda is brought forth every 2 years. Every other year, we make changes to 
how the World Service operates.  Take the CAR back to your groups, so to give you an idea on how to vote.  In 
April, during the Regional Assembly, each GSR will have a vote to how the World service will operate.  The 
Living Clean project is not included, (it is included on the web).  Question: Could we go through it by the table of 
contents? Yes, that is a good idea.  You’re carrying your group’s vote. Motions were read by Dave A. (page 42).   
Motion 1: To approve the Living Clean project. The Living Clean Project is not NA approved.  How is the 4th 
Tradition work as far as literature: It’s up to the group if they want to use unapproved literature. Things will change 
slightly, (most likely) on this document. 
Motion 2: To allow the World Board to make non-substantive changes to Fellowship approved literature.  Any 
changes will be announced in advanced. 
Motion 3: To allow the World Board to bundle, excerpt, and repackage fellowship approved material.. Could be 
made so that literature can be brought in to institutions without staples, etc.  
Motion 4: To allow the World Board the ability to create and approve enhanced electronic or digital versions of 
texts. This could be to change the language, or add a link.  
Motion 5: To hold the World Convention of NA every three years beginning 2018.  There have been issues with 

finances, because it is not self-sustaining. 

Regional Proposals: 
Proposal A: Carolina Region: for the WSC to consider a proposal for the creation of Written Service Material 
dedicated to assisting the members of NA as a whole on 1) How to actively participate in lit and publication 
projects, as well as to have resource material available in providing guidance for the development of literature and 
publish locally.  This to establish a way for how written works are voted on and published.  Are we voting at the 

regional level? Yes, we will vote at the Regional level, then, votes will go to the World Board. Since NA is non-

profit, it needs to be decided whether this would be a feasible thing to do. The Living Clean project is not approved, 

but we have some at our home groups. Question: An abstained vote comes back as a “NO”? Yes. 

Proposal B: Hawaii Region: To produce a book-length publication called the NA Way; Celebration Edition 
comprised of a compilation of articles published in the NA WAY 1982-2012.    
Proposal C: Tejas Bluebonnet Region: For Board Approved Literature, be clearly marked on front: “Service 
Related Material”, and not intended to be read during recovery meetings.   
Proposal D: South Brazil Region: That members who wish to receive the NA magazine in hard copy format pay a 
subscription fee to cover the costs of printing and mailing. 
Proposal E: Upper Midwest Region: Our idea is to revisit the discussion of the world board members no longer 
having voting status at the world service conference.  Question: Are all World Board members addicts? Yes, the 

board members are, but the trustees are not.  What is the clean time requirement?  Either 12 – 15 years.  I’m going 

to the world service office on Friday – I’ll ask.  
Could we take this back to our groups?  No, we need to discuss the service structure changes – it is a big deal. 
Service System Proposal:  Question;  Could we just take this back to our groups, and not discuss it now?  No, we 
need to discuss the service structure changes – it is a big deal. 
The new service structure would have only one representative per state, regions will filter all voting to one regional 
representative that would go the the world service conference.  This is not complete.  They will give out the 
completed information in February. Go to the CAR presentation on Feb. 11th.  Chuck is familiar with the service 
structure changes.  Some areas have 14 regions, but some like ours, only have one region per state.   

 



New Business (cont’d) 
 
Service Structure Proposal:  (cont’d)  
Question: How is the consensus?  It will be a consensus at Region.  We will vote on it in April at the Regional 
Assembly, hopefully Chuck will get the additional information before the Feb. activity.  Regional Assembly is in 
Grand Junction in April, car pool or (maybe) take the bus or train.  

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
      ASC Treasurer: Keith B. nominated by Taylor, Seconded by Deb.  Requirements are read.  Keith qualifies.  I have 
      worked as the temporary Treasurer since June, Clean date is 1/1989.  I’m a member of the Addicts Seeking Sanity 
      group, and I have an NA sponsor.   
      Keith B. is elected to continue as our ASC Treasurer! 
 

CRCNA Chair:  Take it back to your groups – we are the host area.   
Question: What are the requirements?  Requirements are read.  Remember, that gas money will be reimbursed.  
Goldenberry volunteers with the condition of missing a couple of meetings due to upcoming surgery.  Seconded by 
Dave A.  Goldberry qualifies: I was on the CRCNA 22 committee.  I have an NA sponsor, who has a sponsor, 
working my program.  Clean 8 years.  How long has the position been open?  It just opened.   
Question: Do you have reliable transportation? Yes, I now do! 
Shell nominates Greg.  He respectfully declines. 
Goldberry is our new CRCNA Chair! 

 
RCM2: Sjon nominates Chris.  He respectfully declines.  Cameron nominates Newt.  He respectfully declines. 
Bring it back to your groups that this position is open. 

 
Upcoming Events 

 
CRCNCA XXVI Election of Subcommittee Chairs:  Jan 14th, 2012 from 10:45 a.m. to 1:00ish p.m. at the 
Englewood Public Library in the Anderson Room at 1000 Englewood Parkway. 

     
Regional Campout Committee, Administrative Committee Elections - Sunday January 22nd, 2012 from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. at the Denver Inner City Parish Building, 1212 Mariposa Street, Denver 
 
Western Service Learning Days XXVI - WSLD 26 Committee Meeting - Sunday January 22, 2012 from: 3:30 
PM to 5:00 PM at: Denver Inner City Parish 1212 Mariposa St Denver 
 

Valentine’s Dance and C.A.R. Workshop 
When: February 11, 2012, 6:00 pm 

Where: 3448 North Taft Ave., Loveland 
Cost: Couples: $8.00, Singles: $5.00  (C.A.R. Workshop only: Free) 

Snacks and refreshments will be sold 
 

Written Motions 
 

Motion #1: To approve the Valentine’s Day dance flyer since it is less than 60 days in advance.  
Discussion: I put the Activity Schedule on the website. 
Vote: For: 19.  Motion Passes. 

 
Motion #2: Get Serene Machine some white clean tags. Volunteer some white key tags from each group to Serene 
Machine. 
Vote: For: 21.  Motion Passes. 

 



Disbursements 
 

Phone: $100.00 
Activities Chair: $15.00 

Copies: $30.00  
Prudent reserve: $50.00 put back per refund of deposit 

  
Next ASC Meeting: 

February 5th, 2012 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes      February 5, 2012  

 
Open:      9:06AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Mark M. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Corrections: Sharon F.: I didn’t include the donation of $16.00 from the 4th 
Street Recovery group.  Dave A.: Service System instead of Service Structure .  H & I: Jim is the panel leader 
instead of Daniel.  Lyndsay motioned to approve the minutes, Chris seconded. 

 
Roll Call:   Sharon F, Penny L, Pat L, Amy J, Jennifer C, Angela A, James R, Darren H, Forest C, Garrett G,     
Kori D, Greg P, Candain, Victor R, Deb B Colin B, Newt L, Shell H, Lyndsay E, Chris G, Adam C, Jimmy R, 
Steven S, Taylor M, Dave A 
 
Guests:  Lyndsay new GSR for ASS Steve new GSR for Serene Machine, Amy new for Two XX Genes, Penny: 
GSRA for Just For Today,  Jimmy: GSRA, Cory: GSRA for Back to Basics.  
 
Birthdays:     Taylor: 2 years. Penny: 6 years. Keith: 23 years  Colin 1 year.                      Congratulations All! 

 
Group Reports: 

 
4th Street Recovery:  Forrest C.: GSR.  Need more home group members. Do you want the new meeting on the 
meeting list?  New meeting is under a trial basis.  What time? 5:30pm on Wednesday.  Area Donation: $20.00. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.; GSR, Rebecca K.; GSRA.   Attendance small but steady.  Area donation: $5   
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Lyndsay E.; GSR.  Feb 25th  Snow tubing, info available on the web.  Area Donation: 
$100. Question: The flyer on the web says not to look at the Google maps, is that right?  Yes. – follow the map on 
the flyer 

 
Back to Basics:  Garrett G.; Temp. GSR. Cory: GSRA.  We are currently looking for a new meeting location. Our 
meeting needs support in terms of home group members and attendance. Area donation: $10   
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not present 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam: GSR.  Jimmy R. GSRA.  All positions have been filled. We are having financial 
hardship since a previous member mishandled funds.  We will be filing a motion to get literature and to have our 
rent paid.    
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR.   Is this meeting still going on? Yes, I attend regularly. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M.: GSR.  Good attendance. 30+  More newcomers Area donations: $27.30 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA.    

 
Free at Last:  Is this meeting still going on? Yes. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C.: GSR.  All is well, attendance is good. Area donation $33.  
 



Friday Night Live:  Chris G., Temp. GSR.   GSRA: Eric. I. Group is stable; attendance has been between 15-30. 
Still asking for female support from those who can sponsor. Area Donation: $4.40. 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Newt L. GSR.  Still struggling with attendance, average 8-9 people. 7th did not quite pay rent 
this month. $1.50 short. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg GSR.  Penny L. GSRA.  Attendance and 7th are good. New GSRA Penny L.  
All is well. Area Donation: $50 

 
 NA Nooner:   GSR needed. James reporting.  Bingo event Feb. 18th,  flyers are on the table. Area donation: $50 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance.  
 
No Matter What:  Angela A.; GSR. Meeting is strong. Come check it out. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H.: GSR, Deb B.: GSRA.  Great message, steady attendance. Members plan to attend 
CAR workshop. Need a couple more home group members. Area Donation: $22 World Donation: $22 
 
Serene Machine: Stephen GSR, Carolynn R: GSRA.  Could use support. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B.: GSR.  Good, estimated 8-10 attendees per meeting. 6 home group 
members. Area donation: $15.58 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Darren H.: GSR, Patricia G.; GSRA.  Lot of newcomers. 
    
XX Genes:    Amy: GSR.  Looking forward to 10 year celebration. Average attendance 4-6 women. 7th is low but  
HG members have decided to give more freely, getting caught up on rent.   
 
Does anyone want to know how much we bring in a meeting?  Total today is: $327.28 
.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A.  
I attended the P.I., H&I and Merchandise sub-committee meetings on Jan. 28th.  I hope to attend the Literature and        
Activities sub-committees in March, now that the Church of the NFL is almost in hiatus. I am still the temporary 
web master for the Area.  I looked at the regional website and it turns out they are in the process of going to a new 
format so that is why updates are not being made to some pages. 
I met Keith B at the bank in Loveland and was added to the signature card. Kurt also signed it as well.  In going 
over the minutes for the last year, I found that it was impossible to audit our finances solely using them.  This is not 
the fault of the Treasurer or the Secretary.  We, as a body need to establish a simple way of doing business.  Last 
month, GSR’s were coming up to the treasurer giving him donations which were not in their reports.  We need to 
list disbursements in the minutes even if they are standard every month.  We are making Keith’s and Sharon’s jobs 
very difficult.  To that end I talked with Keith and we decided on a few simple changes.  We ask that a group report 
not be given if the amount of their donation is not ready until after they buy literature.  We can come back to them 
later, if necessary.  It is critical that we be responsible and accountable in our accounting methods.  The members of 
N.A. may not know what we do here, but we owe them diligence with their 7th tradition dollars. 
I did a CAR presentation at the EOTR on Friday and believe it went well.  I also downloaded the CAT and   have 
read that.  I apologize if I was overzealous at the last ASC about the proposed new Service System.  There will be 



straw votes taken first, so nothing final will be decided this year.  However, the direction that we are going, or not, 
will be largely determined by what is done at the WSC this year so being informed is important. 
I believe we have this room starting at 8:30 a.m.  If that is the case, I would be willing to be here at 8:30 and talk to 
new GSR’s about what their duties are and what it means to be a GSR.  Or, if a GSR has a question about 
Traditions or the Concepts, we could kick it around a little and see what happens.   I do not mean to infer that I am 
expert, I just want to share my ESH with newcomers to the ASC, and to get the chance to meet some of you in an 
informal way. 

 Supercalifragilistically yours, 
 Dave A., Vice Chair 

 
 

 
Secretary:  Sharon F.  There are copies of the revised Area Guidelines on the table, along with the service values, 
so please get a copy for your group.   I’ll also send it out via email. I’m going to send around the area phone list, so 
please update or add your information.  As some of you may know, I won’t be volunteering for another term as 
Secretary.  My work schedule has changed, and I feel it is in the best interest of the area, to have a secretary who 
may be able to devote the time and attention this position deserves.  Thank you so much for letting me serve in this 
position, and for your continual patience throughout the last year.  This is an amazing area, and I’m grateful to be a 
part of it.  I will continue to serve as GSR for the Addicts Helping Addicts group in Berthoud. 
In loving service, Sharon. 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   I forgot the checkbook, but everyone will get their checks, Kurt will meet me to sign the 
checks, and they will get sent out to you. I have a yearend report, there are copies on the table.  Questions: What is 
the smaller report?  Year end donations, the other is monthly.  How are we doing on our prudent reserve?  We have 
$350 in prudent reserve.   

 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B. Region met on January 22nd.  CRCNA position of Secretary was filled by Anna H.  We 
now have liability insurance, that covers groups and events up to 500 people.  April 7th is a chili cookoff in Castle 
Rock that will benefit Western Service Learning Days.  Spring Assembly is Saturday, April 21st. in Grand Junction.  
There is a train that leaves on Friday. CRCNA is looking for speakers.  Western Service Learning Days is a go, 
October, 12, 13 & 14th.   
Questions; Regional campout is where? Leadville.  Just want to encourage GSRs to go to the assembly, it’s 
important in this service position to go.  Are there flyers for these activities?  Not yet, the officers just got elected.  
Just for your information, the campout is a great experience.   
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  
We met on Jan 28th 2012 and had 13 members present. 
LCDC Women’s- facility did not have 3 meetings last month due to the facility cancelling them (holidays) and 
staffing).  Since going one pod at a time after the fight a few months ago, some pods are waiting 3 weeks for a 
meeting and groups are smaller.  Meetings going very well.  Dawn is stepping down as panel leader. 
LCDC Mens- Won’t be able to do a lit rack as it as the facility said it could not be made of metal and those are the 
only racks NA has.  Meeting going well.  Asked about Spanish meeting lists, we don’t have. 
TRT- Lower attendance.  Karl’s term is up, will stay in if need be.  Looking to fill up speaker slots on the 3rd 
Wednesday of month.  Meetings are fine. 
Detox- Have a male and female going in.  Asked about speaker tapes or cd’s. 
ICCS half way house- Sjon went in 2x last month.  No panel lead at this time. 
ICCS IRT- meetings going better, more comfortable. 10-12 every week. 
Work Release- Candain wasn’t able to go in to a few, had someone cover and attendance has been small. 
Dawn H has orientation on Feb. 6th at 6:45pm.  Region has some Basic Texts left over from literature order that can 
be used for WCJ.  Dawn will act as single point of accountability in getting meetings started in WCJ.  Thank you 
Dawn. 
Penny was elected new secretary, congrads. Thank you Candain for your service. 
James R was elected as Panel Lead for ICCS halfway house. 



Karl was re-elected as Panel Lead for TRT – congrads and thanks. 
Still looking for V. Chair and LCDC Women’s Panel Lead. 
Discussed a member going in to a facility that is rarely in meetings, unsure of program.  Panel leader will discuss 
with member and bring back. 
Attended Regional H&I Feb 4th, may get some ideas about orientation from Boulder Area. 
Passing out sign up sheets. 
Requesting $119.55 literature. 
Next H&I sub-committee Feb 25th 11:00. 
ILS, 
James R. 

 
Please take sign up sheets back to your groups.  Next meeting is Feb 25th at 11:00am. Is the $119.55 for literature 
within your budget?  Where is the H & I subcommittee meeting?  705 13th St. in Greeley. What is the website 
address: http://www.fortnet.org/na. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Victor R.  Phone line is running smooth.  Seem to be getting more calls. 
Please make sure when phone is handed off, the personal numbers are not given out.  8 addicts were in attendance 
for the January meeting, we’re still talking about getting an announcement on the radio.  We liked at putting 
information on bus benches, etc., but it is not feasible per the cost.  I’m personally going to look into the cost of the 
phone.  We may be able to get it cheaper, so to have more money for costs for growth.  Next meeting: February 
25th, 10:00am, 705 13th St.  We are still looking for a phone line chair, and a secretary. 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M.  Our order got doubled, so we owe some money.  We will sell 
merchandise at the February dance.  Do you have new Merchandise? Yes.  Do you have the original logo? I had 
someone ask me for a T-shirt with the old Off the Wall logo.  No, we don’t have it. 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.  Last meeting we had 9 addicts in attendance.  The Green and Serene dance 
March 17th, Vineyard church in Greeley.  I have the New Year’s Eve bash report. We made $79.05.  Please join me 
for the next Activities subcommittee meeting, today after Area.  May 18th is movie night is in Fort Collins, 
fundraiser for our area, movie is Paul, Spike and Mike beforehand.  This is an R rated movie, so no kids.  What 
time is the movie?  We don’t know yet.  If people just want to attend the dance, what time does it start?  7:30pm. If 
people just want to attend the CAR workshop, is it free? Yes. 

 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M. 

 January Sales                                         $ 761.60 
New Lit Purchased                                  $720.60 
Current Inventory Value                       $2,143.88 

 
I have the new service pamphlet: Social Media and our Guiding Principles. The cost is $0.30. I recommend that we 
purchase one for each group, they’re only 30 cents apiece.  

 
 

The next Literature Subcommittee meeting will be today at 3:15 PM at 3800 W 20th St. in Greeley. 
 

CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry.  Not present.  Kurt: All positions are filled, all subcommittees are listed on the 
agenda.    

 
Chair:  Kurt B.    

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 



 
Does anybody have any questions about the CAR?  We don’t have to vote on it this month, it will be voted on next 
month, then in April as a Region.  There are a lot of opinions on the web out there about the CAR, but read the 
CAR and draw your own conclusions.  The World Board will take the votes from the straw polls and make a 
determination from that on how to go from here on what objectives we will be voting on.  We have to vote in the 
Assembly.  Are we going to vote on the straw poll issue?  Not as an Area, we will going to have Deb carry the votes 
for people who will not be at the Assembly.  What are we voting for in March?  We will take a tally of the group 
votes, and give them to Deb.  We really need to let Chuck know how we feel about the proposals, instead of just a 
Yes or No.  The Colorado Region will take one vote to the World.  Each group has one vote on each proposal? Yes. 
We can only voice our opinion at one conscience? Yes.  There are others that believe that you can have a vote at as 
many consciences as desired.   You may offer an opinion at several different consciences.  

 
New Business 

 
Kurt: A question was brought up whether a person may nominate themselves.  I researched this, and when 
nominating yourself, it doesn’t need to be seconded, but an endorsement is preferred.  

       
 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 

      RCM 2: No nominations or volunteers. 
 

ASC Secretary:  Dawn H. nominates Jennifer C.  Qualifications are read.  Jennifer qualifies: 19 months clean, I 
have a NA sponsor, and I’m working the steps.  Question: Do you feel you have skills of time management, and 
organizational skills?  Do you have a laptop?  We have an area laptop.  Do you have skills in typing?  Yes.  Do you 
have a job that would allow you to be here on Sunday mornings?  Yes. 
Jennifer is our new ASC Secretary! 

 
Discussion 

 
We need to have more accountability to funds that are turned in.  It is our responsibility to have the correct amount, 
mistakes do happen, but we need to try to be correct in our amounts.  It would be ideal to go off of the Minutes to 
get the information.  The Treasurer has been trying to get an up to the minute figure, so this can be complicated.  
Could we save the donations reports for after the group reports?  Possibly.  There is a good possibility that the count 
is wrong, because most of the money is in dollar bills.  Could we do receipts to keep track of the donations,  Yes, 
that is a great idea.  Keith is willing to start doing that. 

 
 

Written Motions 
 

Motion#1:  Clean Serene Freaks group asking for money for literature; $88.55.  Question: You don’t have 
contributions?  We had a Treasurer that mishandled the funds.  Does your group intend to pay the area back?  We 
fully intend to pay back the money for the literature, we have donated a lot in the past. Is there a prudent reserve? 
No, we are at bare minimum.  The offending party has offered to pay it back, but $100.00 per month may be too 
much for him.  Have you elected a new Treasurer? Yes.  What literature do you want to get?  We have it selected 
out.  How much money do we have?  Do we have enough to cover both?  We have $26.76 into our prudent reserve 
if we pay this and the amount for Motion#2.   We had a motion last time to put $50.00 back into our prudent 
reserve, if we give this money out, we won’t be able to do this.  I think $600.00 is too much for a prudent reserve. 

      Vote: Yes: 16, No: 5.  Motion passes. 
 
Motion#2: Clean Serene Freaks group asking for money for rent; $180.47.  Does this all have to be paid at once?  
We can go to the Unity Club and explain what happened, but that is how it is set up.  



Vote: Yes: 22, No: 1.  Motion passes. 
 
Motion#3: Area provide each group a 30 cent pamphlet that is on Social Media and NA, the amount will come 
from Literature funds. 
Vote: Yes: 19, No: 0.  Motion passes. 
 

 
Disbursements 

 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

Valentine Dance and CAR training: February 11th 
 
 
 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
March 4, 2012 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes March 4, 2012  

 
Open:    9:04 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by  Dave A. 
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Candain motioned to approve, Adam seconded. 
 
Roll Call:  Steven S, Mark M, Dane T, Amy J, Angela A, Sharon F, Pat L, Penny L, James R, Darren H, Chris G, Eric 
I, Stephanni C, Greg P, Deb B, Lyndsay E, Shell H, Victor R, Francisco R, Newt L, Adam C, Jimmy R, Candain M, 
Taylor M, Colin B, Mike M, Keith B, Kurt B, Dave A 
 
Guests:  Pat: GSR for Hugs not Drugs, Eric: GSR for Friday Night Live, Dane: Treasurer for Serene Machine 
 
Birthdays: Penny 6 years, Chris g 7 years, Darren 18 months, Eric 2 years, James 10 years , Stephanni 4 years 
                                                                  Congratulations All! 
 
Opening Reading: 12 Concepts of Service 
 
 
Group Reports: 
 
4th Street Recovery:    Forrest C.: GSR. Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Rebecca K.; GSRA.  Small but steady attendance. Thanks to the support 
we’ve received from members of other groups in the past few months. $14 donation. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Lyndsay E. GSR. Fliers for Jackson Lake Campout June 8-10. Registration starts today 3/4, 
$40 per site. $75 donation. 
 
Back to Basics:  Not in attendance.   
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam: GSR, Jimmy R: GSRA. We have a new Friday night chair. Heurick H. All is well thank 
God!!! $38.03 donation. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J. GSR.   Not in attendance. 
 
Drug Busters:   Mark M. GSR.  We had 50 addicts at last Saturdays meeting! In celebration of this we are    donating 
$50 to area. Though we have great attendance we have few home group members and even less group conscious 
participation. We are struggling with this issue and would appreciate any input on how to deal with this issue.  $50 
donation. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R. GSR, 705 13th St Greeley Mon and Wed 730 -9:30 needs 
support no donations. Question: How is the rent facility situation working out? We paid.  
 



Free at Last:  Victor reporting meets in Estes Park 25-30 people average. Meeting going well, is in need of support 
from people carrying a strong NA message- chance to connect with people who are brand new. Great opportunity to 
meet up with people from OTW area before they join our fellowship. 
  
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C. GSR.  All is well. $80.70 donation. 
 
Friday Night Live: Eric GSR.  Attendance 10-20. Meeting is stable, half way through CAR Voting. $10 donation. 
 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Pat GSR 7th just barely paying rent 6-8.  Voted to change from open ended meeting to one hour 
meeting from 7:30-830 pm.  
 
Just For Today:  Greg GSR, Randy L. GSRA.  Dave came to group conscience for CAR presentation. Attendance is 
good. All is well. 
.  
NA Nooner: James reporting Bingo was good with 20 people. No closed meetings in the month of March looking for 
openers, GSR and GSRA.     . 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Angela A. GSR.  Monday at 8 topic meeting fliers for the upcoming topics available. Come check 
us out. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR, Deb B. GSRA.  Good attendance strong message, needs more home group to help in 
service including alternate opener. Meeting to go over Car @ Deb and Keith’s today. $14 donation. 
 
Serene Machine: Steven GSR  moved from Tues Thurs Sat and Sundays only now. Meeting doing well. Needing help 
with holding service positions. $56 donation. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin GSR. Everything’s good decided last week of the month to read stories. Have 
extra readings if needed by another group. $20 donation. 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Darren H. GSR, Patricia G. GSRA.  Attendance is up a lot of newcomers. Are done 
voting on CAR.  93.50 in literature and $30 donation. 
    
XX Genes:    Amy J GSR Group is going great – we are almost caught up on rent. Home group members are stepping 
up with 7th tradition . 10 year celebration. 
 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is turned 
in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 
Officer Reports 
 
Vice Chair:   Dave A.   
In the last month I did 3 presentations of the C.A.R. I am humbled and filled with gratitude at the unity I have seen in 
our area and the turnout for the C.A.R. presentation by Chuck, Brenda & Tommy O. My opinion is that whatever is 
decided by the collective group conscience of NA at the WSC is fine by me. I also downloaded and read the C.A.T. 
which has the complete budget for the last year for the WSO and other tidbits of interest. It is posted on our web site in 
the GSR Checklist page. I reconfigured that page a little to conform more with the purpose of the ASC. As the temp 
webmaster the pages were changed as things aged off or new activities or info came in. I deposited a check, in a timely 
fashion, given to me by Taylor which was OTW’s return from the New Year’s Eve Bash for $362.05. I gave the receipt 
to Keith. I worked on the agenda for today, to help Kurt out. I am investigating and trying to wrap my mind around 
consensus decision making, in the event this body chooses to go that route. 



 
Secretary:  Jennifer C.   
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B.  We haven’t met just reminders sent out a blast in regards to hotel and train information. 
Tally reports from two groups so far. Please make sure that tally sheets get to me before April 19. They are on the 
region website, Taylor has a copy. Deadline for tally sheet is April 19 for the assembly. 
Question: How many groups have done car group conscience? Still have time Dave and I can explain it. This is your 
groups vote at world the final responsibility 2nd concept it’s important. If you choose. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions: (Report attached) James R.     
Met on the 25th of February.  LCDC meetings are good facility asks for shorter meetings. 
Please put the word out we need more women going in to LCDC women’s. TRT has been taken care of. Work release 
doing good. Detox going good. ICCS the halfway house down to first Sunday of the month looking into a speaker 
meeting. We will see IRT changed to 2nd and 4th Monday. Weld county scheduling is one pod a month 12 units plus 
that we will be going into 2 people going in. There are applications; looking for people. They will not allow inmates to 
keep literature. Dawn will be helping with some of the books, overflow from region. Did anyone bring the signup 
sheets back? Please feel free to give it to me at anytime.  Spanish speaking meeting lists? Dave is willing to post them 
if someone is willing to translate. Curious how region feels about it RCCM. Still need vice chair, LCDC  lead and Weld 
county lead requesting. Received a thank you letter from new Crossroads for literature and meeting lists that were 
given to them. James directed them towards XX genes. Shell would like to take lit to domestic violence center in 
Greeley. Question: What are they looking for in regards to application for going into jail? Answer: Weld County is an 
extensive application looking into old record. 
  
      Moved next subcommittee meeting to march 31st due to 705 13th street Greely  
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   (Report attached.) Victor R. CAR checklist updated. Conversation about phone 
line. Possibility of bouncing to personal cells as other areas have.  Many outbound calls were made, looking into that. 
Looking into getting a listing into various white paged to place phone line number. There was a lot of discussion as to 
how we might let area high schools know of our presence; lot of work, I think it would be worth  it.  Might want to wait 
until red ribbon week next fall.  Looking to get basic texts into public libraries. 
 Printing of meeting lists eats up 25% of budget. Subcommittee felt that area should pay for meeting lists from the 
general budget, motion was made for this. New subcommittee flier. Please make announcements GSRs for poster 
drives, only have a handful of people coming. We are in need of secretary; it’s a great place for service work. 
Opportunity attending two 9 news health fairs April 14 and April 20 in Fort Collins 2700 S Lemay. Getting in touch 
with Pikes Peak PI chair about getting PSA s on TV, will be asking.   Question: HEATH is at Greeley April 14  I 
provided some other info for Mead. Are we attending? Answer: Another area is taking care of it probably the Boulder 
area. Question: I saw a full page ad in the phone book in public service section from other fellowship. Can we do that? 
Answer: We have addicts investigating, great place. Question: What was cost of thrifty nickel ad? Answer: 30$ for one 
week. 
. 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   
February sales $838.85 
New Lit Purchased $781.20 
Current Inventory Value $2,077.52 
Subcommittee will meet directly after area.  The Literature Subcommittee Chairperson position will be up for election 
in two months, so anyone interested in this position should stick around for Lit meeting.  
At the last literature subcommittee meeting, we decided to change the time of our meeting to directly after the area 
meeting at the area meeting place. 
E subscribe cards sent from world passed out. 
Today’s lit sales? Calmed down still good. 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M  
Last month for logo contest. Need $46 to pay t-shirts. $30 for rent. Total $76. 



In the month of February over $150 in merchandise sold. Next sub March 31 at 12 o’clock.  
Questions: Are you going to sell at Sponsor/Sponsee Pancake Breakfast? Yes  
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.  
We had 8 people in attendance. We talked about the activities in April and June. In April we are having a funky 
bowling night at chippers lane in Fort Collins. Dress in your best 70’s outfit. In June we are going to do a traveling 
dinner. We need help from home groups to host each stop. We need 4 in total. One for drinks and refreshments, one for 
an appetizer, one for the main course and one for dessert and the main speaker. We will sell tickets and raffle tickets. 
For various NA items we will discuss that today in the subcommittee meeting. We are also looking for a bus to take on 
the ride so we can ride together. That will be on June 16th. Funky bowling will be on April 28th. We did have a prom 
night planned for April but the cost of the room is a little much so we voted on something different. I got the check 
from the New Year’s Bash which was 362.05$. The Valentines Dance was a success we had a lot of people who 
attended to CAR workshop and I heard it very helpful for some people who didn’t understand what it was. We made 
327.25$ so we made a profit of 77.35$  
Thanks for letting me be of service, and see in Greeley at the Green and Serene Dance 
Questions: June 16 Valentines dance successful 320.27 gave to Keith made 77.05 snets that night I want to thank 
everyone for helping set up and and cleanup 
Amy: Would like to start in Greely and end up in Fort Collins. Would be up to the group. Will not be during meetings. 
We can pull off a really awesome event. Question: What is a surprise speaker? No one know who is speaking 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   $705.60 balance. Four credits. $1,043 including donations and lit. A couple more deposits: 
362.05 New Year’s and $50 merchandise. Deposit not made in a timely fashion, my bad. 8 checks that went out. 
$1066.74 balance this statement including the $386.83 in donations today.  
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry:  I didn’t make it to the last meeting. So I will make it to next weeks we will be 
carpooling. Just wanted you to know I was having surgery. I go in next week for the other one. 
Kurt: Meetings going well all of the subcommittees are being attended with a lot of new ideas. Hotels and Hospitality 
says if you want a hotel room with a mountain view sign up now. There is a difference this year with the Hospitality 
room: you cannot have hot plates, waffle makers, toaster ovens crockpots nothing that can prepare food it must be store 
bought. They are allowing us to have pizza that is a stretch for them. Awesome lay out for us. Registration has some 
great ideas for their swag packets. Both of those sub committees meet locally the others in Denver. That’s it. Get 
involved. Need everyone’s help GSRs send it out to your groups. 
 
Chair:  The area has experienced some growth pains. As our financial issues arise, we have to keep in mind that we are 
self-supporting, through our own contributions. Our groups contribute what they can. Our fourth tradition reminds us 
that:                                                                                                                                                               
“Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or NA as a whole”                                      
“One might ask. ‘Are we truly autonomous? Don’t we have service committees, offices, activities, hotlines, and       
other activities in NA? They are services we use to help us in our recovery and to further the primary purpose of our 
groups.                                                                                                                                                                   
“Autonomy gives our groups the freedom to act on their own to establish an atmosphere of recovery, serve their 
members and fulfill their primary purpose. It is for these reasons that we guard our autonomy so carefully.”                   
It would seem that we, in our groups can do whatever we decide, regardless of what anyone says. This is partly true. 
Each group does have complete freedom, except when their actions affect other groups or NA was a whole. Like group 
conscience, autonomy can be a two-edged sword. Group autonomy has been used to justify violation of the Traditions. 
If a contradiction exists, we have slipped away from our principles. If we check to make sure that our actions are 
clearly within our bounds of our traditions; if we do not dictate to other groups, or force anything upon them; and if we 
consider the consequences of our action ahead of time, then all will be well.” (Basic Text 5th Ed- Fourth Tradition pg 63, 64) 

 
Reason I bring this up is because we had some issues last month with a treasury of a group that affects NA as a whole. 
But that is what we are here for. From day one I have stressed that we come here and ask for help when we have issues 
that arise. We should take care of our own groups and also social surroundings, take care of those facilities, church, 
coffee houses so that they know will take care of it. 



 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
 

Car information? We can discuss items as needed, Are there any questions concerning the CAR or understanding of 
voting procedure? None. 
       

New Business 
Elections:  

RCM II 
 Deb nominates Stephanni.  Qualifications are read.  Stephanni qualifies: 4 years clean. I was area secretary for two 
years. Question: Can you tell me your experience working the traditions? Through service. Will physically getting to 
meetings be a problem? No.  Stephanni was elected as RCM II. 
 
PI Chair 
Candain nominates Victor. Qualifications are read. Victor qualifies: 5 and half years clean I feel passionate about this 
subcommittee my firs t exposure was through the phone line 20 years ago. I believe in the mission of what PUI stands 
for it would be an outward expression. Question: So the Yankees are in the world series, and you have a pI meeting at 
the same time which one takes precedence? PI of course.  Victor was elected PI chair. 
 
 Congratulations! Thanks for your service. 
 
 
Motion 1 
Take the cost of printing meeting schedule away from the responsibility of the public information subcommittee and 
place it on general administrative budget of the area. 
Intent: to allow the public information subcommittee to have a greater amount of funds to work to fulfill our primary 
purpose 
Made by Victor R Seconded by Dave A 
Motion: Passes 24, Fails 0 
Motion Passes 
 
Motion 2 
Request $80 for a train ticket to the Regional Assembly April 20. 
Intent: For the 2x genes GSR to be able to attend the RA in GJ CO 2x genes cannot afford to send the GSR- however 
the GSR will pay for her own lodging 7 other expenses. 
Made by Amy J seconded by Angela 
Motion: Passes 14, Fails 6, Tabled 2  
Motion fails 
 
 
Motion 3 
That the ASC observe the 7th tradition as part of the regular meeting format. 
Intent: To show solidarity with our groups that we walk the talk when we say that we are self supporting through our 
own contributions. 
Made by Mark M seconded by Chris G 
Motion Passes 5, Fails 14, tabled 5 
Motion fails 
 
 
 



                                                                                   Disbursements 
                                                                              17$ CRCNA liaison  
 
 

Upcoming Events 
 

Green, Clean and Serene Dance 
Saturday, March 17th Dance and speaker 6 pm to midnight 

1015 9th Avenue, Greeley 
 

Funky Bowling 
Saturday, April 28th, 6:30pm 
Wear Your Best 70’s Clothes! 

830 N. College Ave (Chipper’s Lanes) 
$12 includes 2 games and shoes 

 
 

CRCNA Kickoff (Sponsor) Breakfast 
Saturday, March 24th, 9am-11 am 

All you can eat $10 
1595 Pearl Street 

 
\ 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
April 1, 2012 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
PI Report                                                   Feb 2012 
 
 
The PI subcommittee met on Saturday, Feb 25, 2012 at 10:00 in Greeley at 705 13th St.  There were 5 addicts in 
attendance. 
 
The meeting opened at 10:01 followed by the reading of the 12 Traditions of NA and the serenity prayer. 
 
Web Report: 
The CAR and the CAT have been added to the OTW website.  The GSR checklist has been revised and updated. 
There are new activities and service opportunities on the site as well. 
 
Phone Line: 
The phone line is running smoothly.  There is still some conversation taking place as to whether we should be 
looking for a new phone carrier with a better rate or change the way the phone line is handled.  This is still just a 
discussion and research item.  Tons of personal calls were made- will look into this. 

 
Old Business: 
We are looking into getting a listing in the white pages of the area phone books.  Jim M will gather this information 
and report back to the subcommittee in March. 
 
There was an ad in the Thrifty Nickel newspaper which ran for one week on page 5 of this publication. There was 
also an ad in the Coloradoan under the free local announcements. James R is going to look into the Greeley Tribune 
to see about free advertisement in the paper. 
 
The attempt to get PSA played on local radio stations has turned into somewhat of a frustrating process. Trying to 
get people to respond to phone calls and messages has been somewhat daunting.  The subcommittee is placing this 
on the back burner for the time being. We believe we may have a PSA on the air at 99.1 in addition to 107.9. 
 
There was more discussion on how we might better let the area high schools know of our presence. The committee 
talked about sending an email and a postal letter to both the principals and the counselors of each high school. 
However with schools coming up on the testing season and the scheduling season for the next school year the 
committee thought it might be more advantageous to try to connect with them next fall during Red Ribbon Week 
which falls in October. Therefore the subcommittee will revisit this in the fall of 2012. Also during drug awareness 
month. 
 
There was concern expressed about how the literature rack is doing at CSU. Does it still have literature or do we 
need to restock it. Victor was going to as a NA member who attends CSU if he/she would mind checking on it and 
getting back to us as to its status. We are still in the process of trying to get into UNC, AIMS Community College 
and FRCC. Some posters were placed in building at AIMS. 
 
New Business: 
It was discussed that the printing of area meeting list is eating up approximately ¼ of PI’s monthly budget. It was 
discussed that since area meeting lists are an area responsibility shouldn’t the cost of the meeting list come from an 
area administrative budget set up strictly for meeting lists. Therefore PI would have more the whole budget for PI 
events and needs. It was discussed that this used to be the responsibility of the secretary to provide the meeting lists. 
Also the guidelines state the meeting lists need to ve brought quarterly not monthly. This would also save the Area 
money if the meeting lists were brought only 4 times and year rather than 10-11 times a year. 
 
It was brought up that during 10-15 minutes of the PI meeting should be spent in a brainstorming session as to ideas 
of how and where PI can be placing their efforts. All addicts welcome to participate – a flier distributed to groups. 
 



There is new recruitment poster for PI work. Please place these on your bulletin boards, in your notebooks as well 
as your verbal announcements. Becoming a part of the PI subcommittee is a great opportunity for service work. 
 
 The PI subcommittee will be looking to do poster drives on selected days soon, when a group of addicts look to hit 
small retail establishments, asking if posters with the phone line number can be placed in their establishment. 
 
Victor R will be getting in touch with the PI chair from Pikes Peak to gather more information about the PSA’s that 
are currently being run on their local television stations. The hope is to see about getting similar PSA’s on our local 
stations. 
 
The PI subcommittee is looking for a new secretary as the current secretary has served the committee for two years 
and will be stepping down in February when the term is up. 
 
We will be asking for a check for $30.00 to pay our rent to clubhouse so we are current. The check will cover rent 
for the months of Jan, Feb and March. 
 
The next PI subcommittee meeting will be at 10:00 a.m. on Sat. March 31, 2012. This will be the fifth Saturday of 
the month rather than the fourth Saturday to give members a chance to attend the CRCNA sponsor/sponsee pancake 
breakfast in Denver. 
 
Honored to serve, 
Victor R. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



H&I Report                            3/4/2012 
 
Met on 2-25-12, had 8 in attendance. Had Pat L. as a new panel member- welcome Pat L. 
 
LCDC Men- Meetings good. Facility has asked that we be done ½ hour early, have had shorter meetings, may go in 
to set up earlier, for more time for meeting. Losing a few that had been going in, have some new. Jimmy R went in 
1st time last Thursday. Eric & Jeff are alternating weeks they go in. Collin B is also cleared and going in. 
 
LCDC Women’s- Only 2 women going in- REALLY NEED WOMEN TO GO IN! As on other has stepped back. 
No Presidents day meeting. Still one pod at a time. 
 
TRT- Going good. Had malfunction with a speaker, was sick, but was able to speak the next week. Had another 
member come in & filled in & did topic. Population is up - @ 19 at times. Few IOP, clients had some “Oxford 
House” clients coming, with go ahead of TRT, told them they needed to go to regular meetings. 
 
Detox- All is good, full rotation of people. 
 
Work release- doing good, getting into a rotation, been having a time with regular rotation of panel members. 
 
Halfway House ICCS- Lacking resources went to first Sunday of the month. Called Dionne & left message. 
Problem with participation & disruption. May do another week of month with speakers. 
 
IRT- Went in during a graduation ceremony, changed to 2nd & 4th Mondays as not to conflict with future 
graduations. Jim was sick, missed a meeting for the month. 
 
WCJ- Dawn did orientation. Looking at starting on Wednesday between 7 and 9. Going into “classrooms” in the 
pods. 1 Pod a month, but if no one in pod wants a meeting, can go to another that does 12+ units to go into. Can do 
a men’s and a women’s. Women’s is hard to get into. Next orientation in May. All lit must be stamped, not likely to 
do pamphlets or stuff inmates can keep. Dawn will help with literature from region. 
 
Working on having new LCDC men/ new members in general show up to sub-committee, per guidelines. 
  
Picking up – Speaker sheets. 
Ask about Spanish speaking regional meeting. 
Still need Vice chair. LCDC women’s panel lead and WCJ panel lead. 
Asking for $84.70 in literature. 
Requesting $30 for rent for March-May. 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes April 1, 2012  

 
Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Angela A. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Motion to approve last months’ minutes by Chris G, Adam C seconds. 
 
Roll Call:   Mark M, Sharon F, Victor R, Angela A, Helena D, James R, Penny L, Pat L, Heurich H,  
Chris G, Forest, Stephanni C, Lyndsay E, Deb B, Shell H, Colin B, Taylor M, Candain M, Adam C, Jimmy R, Dave 
A, Kurt B, Keith B, Jennifer C 
 
Guests/ New GSRs:  Heurich GSRA Friday Night Live 
 
Birthdays: Shell 16 years, Angela 5 years, Heurich 6 months, Helena 6 months Congratulations All!                                                                
 
Opening Reading:  

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Forrest C. GSR. 5-10 attendance steady. Need officers. Needs support. $10 donation 
Questions: Wednesday meeting still going? No. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR; Rebecca K. GSRA.  Attendance small could always use support. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Lyndsay E. GSR; Josh B GSRA We will be going to regional assembly so will carry our 
own CAR votes. $330 donation.  Jackson lake fundraising. 
 
Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance. 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam C GSR; Jimmy R GSRA. They went through the tally sheet for the C.A.R. report. 
They had a hard time with it. Freedom Ride is set for Aug 4. It is on the region calendar. $ 2.82 donation. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J. GSR.  Not in attendance   

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M. GSR.  Lower attendance - good weather.  27 year anniversary. 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R. GSR; Abel C. GSRA.  Thanks for support from other 
groups. 

 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C. GSR. All is well.  $100 donation  
 
Friday Night Live:  Eric GSR; Heurich GSRA. We are well. We got our support from women. Thank you. 
Purchasing 60.30 in literature. $.70  area donation. 

 



Hugs Not Drugs:    Pat. GSR; Newt GSRA Attendance is the same, low, still need support. Rent is paid. Questions: 
Are you still having speaker meetings? No not right now. 
 
Just For Today:  Greg GSR; Penny GSRA.  Meetings going well. Good attendance. In need of home group 
members. Literature purchase of $73.30 and $60 area donation. 

 
 NA Nooner:   We got 3 new members that gives us 5 total hey! $16 donation. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Angela A. GSR.  Strong meeting, topic meeting very solution focused. No needs or concerns at 
this time.  
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR; Deb B. GSRA Need home group members, need alternate openers with 1 year or 
more. CAR report completed and passed on to Deb.  Great message strong attendance. $21 area donation. 
 
Serene Machine: Brandyn K GSR; Carolynn R GSRA (Chris meeting still happening but needs support) 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B. GSR. All is well. CAR report complete and submitted last month. $ 9.85 
donation. 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Darren H.GSR; Helena GSRA.  Memorial Day Picnic flier available next area. 
Thanks to James and Victor for speaking at group conscience on PI and H&I. Newcomers meeting. Attendance 
good. $119 literature purchase. $ 29 area donation. 
    
XX Genes:   Not in attendance. 
.  

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Vice Chair:   Dave A.  I prepared a couple of motions to amend our guidelines per the vote last month to change the 
responsibility and cost of printing meeting schedules from the P.I. sub-committee to the executive committee. I have 
given them to Kurt for your consideration. I was late in getting Back to Basics removed from our meeting schedules, 
but Garrett was at the meeting place so that no addict would show up expecting a meeting and not finding an addict 
with whom to talk. I am slowly learning to not get involved with discussions. Watching Kurt, trying to emulate his 
style as chair is important to me. Please announce that we need a new Literature Chair. Mike has done an incredible job 
and he is stepping down next month. I’m certain he will be available to show a new person the process he uses. 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B. and Stephanni  
Upcoming- Regional Assembly in Grand Junction 4/21 
Will elect new Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer & Secretary 
 
*CAR/CAT – Discussion 
*Why aren’t GSRs attending? 
*What would draw participation? 
*What do groups want/need from Region? 
 
WSLD- Seeking topic input, need help with planning and implementation. Contact Mac. Elected new vice chair Jeff. 
Online registration available group cod NAW. 



 
Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout: 
  -Merchandise Chair needed 
  - Theme and Logo Contest 
    PO Box 1437 
    Denver, CO 80201 
4/4 next meeting  
 
P.R. – Needs Area PI Participation. Working on developing new website. Will work on meeting list in Spanish. 
 
Archive Project- Looking to organize and store current inventory and develop an archive system to preserve NA assets. 
Should it be a subcommittee or resource position? Input on whether or not our Region should take this on? 
 
BFE Area needs help taking meeting into Sterling Correctional Facility. Tues PM. 
 
CRCNA- Online hotel reservations are available. 
 
Boulder Area H&I – CD Library being compiled. Information attached. 
 
Grateful to serve, 
Deb B 
Stephanni C 
 
If you have opinions about why you voted one way or the other that needs to be communicated and also why regions 
are not being attended by GSRs those of you not able to make it please share why with me. 
Concern over subcommittee voting at regional. Discuss with groups but not for a vote yet. Assembly talking of making 
one in Denver and next one traveling. 

 
Hospitals and Institutions:  James R.  Met 3/31 Had 16 in attendance. Also attended Boulder H&I orientation for 
ideas. As we have no formal orientation process yet. 
LCDC Men- have 10 that are cleared, a few communication glitches led to no meeting, otherwise going good. Eric J- 
was officially elected as panel lead. Rotates with Jeff.  
LCDC Women’s- Two members left going in- need women for LCDC- Please take to groups! 
WCJ- 1st meeting made it in- one person showed up. Doing good every 2 weeks, trying for womens very much in need 
of members. 
I.R.T.- Good crowd, good meetings 
Detox- going good 
Work release- Doing good- Doing some speakers! Lost a few , getting a new one. Open to all in facility. 
½ Way- went to 2nd and 4th Sundays- also doing speakers. 
TRT- Lost one, getting a new one. Doing good. Attendance up & down. 
All panel leads showed up. Want to thank all panel leads for their work. Welcome Mike H, Jason B & Mike H as new 
members to sub-committee. 
Discussed changing guidelines for new panel members 1) requirements 2) need for attending sub-committee to qualify 
or having panel leads use discretion & orientate. 
Please bring back speaker sign up sheets ☺ 
Requesting $99.20 in lit. Next meet. April 28th @ 11:00 
Also did presentation for When at the End of the Road, during group conscious. 
Some of the lit being purchased is going to more PR efforts to help PI meet its budget & some lit we have on hand is 
also being given to PI for booths & also other PR efforts. 
ILS, 
James R 

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Victor R. We met March 31, 2012 



Looked to get number listed in white pages. Address needs to be changed. Front door direct looks most likely to 
cheaply do this. 
Handed out NAWS membership surveys in an attempt to more efficiently familiarize our PI members with our 
demographics and our efforts. 
Health Fair- doing two days in Greeley and looking to do a day in Campion (Loveland) with a new addict willing to 
participate. 
Looking to put basic texts in libraries (both public and colleges/high schools under new submissions) Asking region 
coordinator to help with acquiring books to distribute to do this. 
Looking to spend $32 for 1 week ad in Thrifty Nickel. 
Will pay $10 rent to clubhouse for rent current for April. 
Elections: 
Michell A – Secretary 
Steve- looking into becoming phone line coordinator. 
We will be doing poster drive soon. Looking into having posters on busses. 
A Womens Place $38 introductory guides. 
Please make announcements at your home group about the fact that we need people 
Next meeting April 28 10 am 705 13th St 
Victor 

Question: The 9 news health fare how does that work is it all on same day? Greeley will be in a few weeks the 
Loveland site is in Campion. We are also doing two health fair dates in Fort Collins. 
 

Literature Sub-Committee:    Mike M.   
                        March Sales     $734.00 
                        New Lit Purchased $650.86 
                        Current Inventory Value    $2038.04 
 
 
Last month I ordered 15 Just for Today books, but there were only 10 delivered. The note on the packing slip said “WE 
ARE LIMITING THE AMOUNT OF JUST FOR TODAYS TO 10 PER ORDER THANKS FOR YOUR 
PATIENCE”. I hope this does not present too much of a problem. The Literature Subcommittee Chairperson position 
will be up for election next month, so any person interested in this position should stay around for the lit meeting. 
The next Literature Subcommittee meeting will be today, here after the ASC meeting. 
 
Merchandise : Candain M.  Meeting started at 12.10 on March 31. 4 people were in attendance.  
 Still have inventory.  We got 5 designs for the contest. We will vote at next meeting so if anyone wants to be in      
voting show up next month. We are making a motion. Next meeting April 28th at noon. 
 
Activities :  Taylor M. So last month we combined the literature and activities subcommittee together and it ran 
smooth. We had a total of 12 in attendance. We discussed the bowling activity and the traveling dinner. We are going 
to get a stamp for bowling so we can stamp the members who paid. The bowling alley needs some sort of recognition 
that they have paid. The traveling dinner we have a home group that is devoted to doing the grand finale with dessert 
and speaker. We are still looking for one home group in Fort Collins, one in Greeley and one in Loveland. We are 
looking at next year for a camping trip.  
 The Green and Serene Dance turned out nice. We made 234.77$ which I have deposited in the bank. Thank you 
everyone who helped set up and tear down.  
 I want to thank Amy J for making the flier for bowling it turned out awesome, and Kurt for making the movie 
flier.  It is funny and awesome.  
Thank you for letting me be of service, 
Taylor M 
 
 Question: The traveling dinner what are you looking for the home group to do? Space and service members. No matter 
what committed to Desert Grand Finale 6-16. Do they need to supply kitchen? No. 
 



 
Treasurer:   Keith B.    

       1189.74 ending balance last month 
       576.18 donations today with literature order today it balances out. 

 
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry. Kurt. We had a pancake fundraiser. Next fundraiser in Arvada Skate party. The 
other planning is going well. Tell people you can register and not pay until after your stay. Next meeting  
Question: still cannot register for CRCNA online. 

 
Chair:  Kurt B.   As the chair of the OTW Area, I have tried everything I can to uphold the traditions and 
guidelines of service to this Fellowship. I learned many years ago that we cannot bend our traditions to meet our 
own personal needs. When something looks like it is the right thing to do and I am sure of it, that is when I need to 
talk to my sponsor and double check. I still have the disease of self-centeredness and just because I am free of all 
mind and mood altering chemicals does not mean that it just disappears. I have to check my actions against the 
traditions that are set forth for this fellowship and make sure my reasoning does not violate what I have found to be 
true. Besides that, it WORKS for me and countless addicts in recovery. 
 
“Our traditions protect us from the internal and external forces that could destroy us. They are truly the ties that 
bind us together. It is only through understanding and application that they work.” 
(Basic Text, 5th edition, pg 58) 
 

       Any questions or concerns about my position or this body’s commitment and why we are here? 
Thanks for letting me serve. 
 
Dave pointed out that in guidelines area chair and treasurer annual reports are due. Will have report next month. 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
 CAR information- We can discuss items as needed. Are there any questions concerning the CAR or understanding of 
voting procedures?  
 
What: Colorado Region Area Assembly with C.A.R. vote. 
Where: Grand Junction> NO LONGER AT THE RAMADA. Moved to Country Inns, 718 Horizon Dr 
When: Saturday, April 21st 
Room Rate: $65 per night 
Train Rate: Take the train from Denver to GJ on Friday 4/20 for $61 and $76 back on 4/22 (plus tax) 
       

New Business 
 

Elections 
 Merchandise chair: Candain nominated. Requirements read. Candain qualified. I have 2 ½ years clean been doing 
service since I had 6 months clean. I have an NA sponsor attend meetings regularly and am currently merch chair. 

Congrats Candain. 
 
 
                                                                         Written Motions 

 
 
 

Motion 1 



 
To fix discrepancies in ASC guidelines. Delete “and distribute hard copies at least 4 times a year at the ASC. Add G to 
say facilitates the printing of meeting schedules to be given out at every ASC. 
Passes 20, fails 0, tabled 0 
Motion passes 
 

 
                                                                                       Motion 3 
That all funds that merchandise puts into the general funds be available for us to use for purchasing merchandise when 
we place orders if applicable 
passes 3 ,fails 14, tabled 3   
Motion fails 

 
Motion 3  

To reimburse Jennifer C $40.00 for copies & printing and coffee and refreshments. A $10 for a new file/archive box.   
passes17, fails 0, tabled 3 
Motion passes. 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
 
Literature subcommittee chair 
 
 

Upcoming Events 
What: Funky Bowling 
When: Saturday, April 28th, 6:30 pm 
Funky: Wear your best 70s clothes! 
Where: 830 N College Ave (Chippers Lanes) 
How much: $12 includes 2 games and shoes 
 
What: Adult Movie Night 
When: Friday, may 18th, 8:30 for Paul, with cartoons before 
Which: No Kids Allowed, Adult Cartoons and the movie “Paul” 
How Much: $8 includes popcorn and a soda 
 
What: 6th Annual Jackson Lake Campout 
When: June 8th-10th 
Where: Jackson Lake, 40 miles East of Greeley 
More Info: ALL CAMPSITES in the Group Area are SOLD OUT 3/12/12 
How: to register 
 

 
Disbursements 

For Mike M for receipt books 18.27 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
May 6, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes May 6, 2012  

 
Open:   9:07 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Ray. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: James motioned, Adam seconded 

 
Roll Call: Sharon F, Goldberry, Angie, Helena, James R, Lyndsay E, Josh B, Penny L, Pat L, Stephanni C, Deb B, 
Candain M, Victor R, Colin B, Taylor M, Heurich H, Adam C, Newt L, Ray L, Keith B, Kurt B, Dave A 

 
 
Guests:  Angie xxgenes, Josh addicts seeking sanity, Brandon visitor, Heurich gsra Friday night live, Ray Friday night 
live 

 
Opening Reading: Teachable 

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Forrest C GSRD Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F GSR, Rebecca K GSRA.  Attendance is small we have decided to change 
meeting to Thursday night at 7 starting June 1. Not meeting May 9. $5 area donation 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Lyndsay E GSR.  Josh B GSRA, Meeting going well. Jackson Lake June 8, 9, and 10. 
Our group is requesting a financial inventory that our area is in line with our 11th concept. $160 donation. 

 
Bonfire at the Lake: 
 
Buena Voluntad:  not in attendance 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam GSR. We are closing our Sunday night meeting. $6.70 area donation. 
 
Dead Without It:   Colin reporting. $5 donation big group 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M GSR. Good attendance inviting home group members $23 area donation 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R GSR, Abel C.; GSRA not in attendance 

 
Free at Last:   
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C  GSR.  Closing Sunday meeting. All is well. 
 
Friday Night Live:  Heurich gsra  All is well, looking for service positions. We are thriving. Closed book, step and 
traditions study. $8 area donation. 

 
Hugs Not Drugs:    Pat L GSR.  Around 7-10 people in attendance. Rent is being paid with no reserve left over. 
Need secretary & treasurer as well as support from NA members. 
Just For Today:  Greg GSR, Penny GSRA Meetings going good, 7th Good. Speaker meetings on Friday starting 



1st Friday of Month starting 1st Friday of month- June speaker will be Dawn.Picni on June 30th at Bittersweet Park, 
flyer to be posted soon. Literature purchase $77.35. Area donation $50.00. 

 
 NA Nooner:  James reporting. No meeting on the 28th of May. Needs GSR and a Thursday opener & a GSR.  
$40 area donation. 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Angela A GSR. Everything is going well for the most part. Very strong meeting with a clear 
and concise NA message. Area donation $10. 
 
 
Primary Purpose: GSR Shell H, GSRA Deb B Attendance is slightly up. Continue to carry a strong message  of 
recovery. Area donation $35 World donation $15 
 
Serene Machine: Heurick reporting. Really needs support. 9am tues, thurs, sat and sun. meets at 2445 fourth street. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B GSR. Good. Attendance around 8-10 people. Area donation $16.80 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena GSRA.  Attendance is good but we need sponsors. Memorial Day picnic 
is Monday the 28th after meeting at Edora Park. Corrected fliers going out. 
    
XX Genes:  Angie  GSR Attendance consistent but we could use sponsors. Doing good, strong message. Bought       
one basic text. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   I played around with creating a Spanish mtg list and it is pretty close. Couples are available here and 
online. The formatting needs work, but for now it is a good first pass. Major thanks to Amy for the translation 
suggestion and to others for feedback. In attending the H&I, PI, Activities, Merchandise, and Literature 
subcommittee meetings I am overwhelmed by OUR UNITY and feel that all involved are doing a grand job, with 
no member having to act on their own. My son and I attended the Funky Bowling night and truly enjoyed ourselves. 
$49.25 in profit from that event was deposited in a timely fashion as was the money given me by the treasurer after 
the last ASC. As always, I went to our PO Box this morning and brought the contents. CRCNA XXVI early bird 
registration is online and hard copies are on the table!!!  
The ASC guidelines were modified per the changes voted on last month. I printed out a few copies. They are also 
posted online at our website. The web servant is always modifying and tweaking the web pages depending on mood 
and suggestions. A link to the Wyo-Braska event page was added, and activities added or deleted as needed. The 
April 2012 NA Way Magazine is now posted on our home page. A link to Local Service Committee Resources was 
added as it is hard to locate so hopefully this makes it easier. 
The WSC finished yesterday. One wonders what was decided. 
Most humblingingnessly, 
Dave A Vice-chair and Web servant  

 
Secretary:  Jennifer C 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B./ Stephanni 



Regional was April 21. Really good turn out. Discussed: The issue of voting members at region. There is discussion 
about so many subcommittees and rather the entire committee needs a vote or just the chair. If you have an opinion 
about that please bring it to me. Shawn, new budget proposal. It would eliminate the tier system and would be more 
of a fluid budget process being discussed. We reviewed the CAR and the CAT it appears that for the most part our 
region is in support in the service structure concepts that was presented. Chuck to that to World and more will be 
revealed. Campout registration forms on table, available on website. Report attached. 

      Region operates on consensus vote, unless elections.   
 

. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  James R.  Report attached. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Victor R.  Report attached. 
I have no excuse for missing last meeting. I apologize. We had 5 booths at 9 health faires this past month. Next 
meeting on 26 of May at the usual place. Sharon from Berthoud has requested getting posters. Desperately need a 
phoneline coordinator.  

 
Literature Sub-Committee: I do not think they are discontinuing the step working guide. 

      April Sales Total               $641.10 
      Sold to Groups                  $509.40 
      Allocated to H&I              $96.20 
      Allocated to PI                  $35.50 
      New Lit Purchased            $613.95 
      Current Inventory List       $2054.20 
 
      At the last Lit Subcommittee meeting Mark M was elected vice-chairperson. 
      The Literature Subcommittee meeting Chairperson position is up for election to this month. I will not be seeking 
      another term for this position. If anyone else is elected to this position. I will work closely with that person to help  
      ensure a smooth transition. 
 
      The next Literature Subcommittee meeting may or may not be today, here after the ASC meeting. 
      Grateful to serve, 
      Mike M 
           

 
 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M. We met april 28 four addicts in attendance. We did vote on new logo. 
We want to put a survey out to see what people may want. Next subcommittee meeting is June 2 right after H&I.  
Questions: What is the budget for merchandise? 200 a month.  Not used every month 
 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M. Report attached 

      Please remember don’t bring kids. Still looking for traveling dinner host.  
Movie is area fundraiser. Adult cartoons after the movie. Friday night. 
Question: What is your budget? $350. 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   Written audit for last year. Includes group donations and donations to the region. Can pass 
the copy around. These are month to month. I am a little overwhelmed at times with this if anyone has a better way 
of doing this. There are records for everything 

 
        

 



CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry Unable to attend last month. 
The crcna registration fliers are out. There are several subcommittees that could still use help. Anyone who wants to 
lend a hand the committee meeting is this Saturday in Denver.  
 Ray: new merchandise you can only get by preregistration. Registration price goes up after June fundraising event. 
 
Kurt : went to walk though. Very nice for us. Embassy has an open bar everynight, just warning. We need to boost 
registration for hotel rooms is down.  They have a  free hotel shuttle. Please note no hot plates, or crockpots or cooking 
in hospitality room.  
 
 

Chair:  Kurt B.    
 
You know Dave does all the work. I really want to thank Dave and all you guys. I am going to let Dave take over 
next month. Put the word out we are looking for a chair and vice chair.  
Does anyone know where the volleyball net is? 
 
 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
       
Will meet at 8:30 to discuss financial inventory. 
 
New Business 
Rent $30 a month, $300 deposit New location? Pros not that expensive, centrally located 
Cons: money tied up in deposit.  
One month to look for another place. Just putting it out there. Then bring to vote. 
Prudent reserve was used for this deposit. Is already paid. Contract needs to be signed again in July for August- 
December.  

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
Literature chair open position. 

 
                                                                                    Written Motions 
Motion 1 
To reimburse Jennifer $26.53 for copies and supplies. 
 for motion passes. 
Passes 
 
Motion 2 
To donate $400 to CRSCNA.  
Passes 14, Fails 4, Tabled 0 
Motion Passes 
 
Motion passes.  
 
Motion 3 
To bring our prudent reserve current 
Passes 16, Fails 2 Tabled 0 
Motion Passes 



 
Motion 4 
 Motion on the floor that the area buys a software program to keep books. 
Table the motion. 
 Bring back with options. 

 
Upcoming Events 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Disbursements 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
June 3, 2012 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Activities Report 5-6-12 
So we had a blast at 70s bowling. I hope that everyone had a great time. We are coming close to the movie night. That 
should be amazing please do not forget that it is not kid friendly. We have everything all in place. I have not had time 
to inventory our stuff but I will be doing that sometime this week. We are still looking for our traveling dinner hosts. 
We need to get some in Greeley and Loveland to participate.  At the last meeting we talked about the movie and what 
types of refreshments we are having. We have talked about our July event. And what the tentative new schedule will 
look like. Hope you all are ready for some fun in the sun.  
MAY- Movie night  
JUNE- Traveling dinner 
JULY-unity day  
AUGUST-Barn dance 
SEPTEMBER-still discussing 
OCTOBER-CRCNA 
NOVEMBER-Gratitude Game Day 
DECEMBER- New Year’s bash 
Thank you for letting me be of service 
Taylor M 

 
H & I Report 5/6/2012 
Sub-committee met on 28th of April, 14 in attendance. 3 new members to the subcommittee showed up. All facility 
meetings are going good, Still in search of more women for LCDC & both men & women for Weld county jail. Please 
note if you have an application in at WCJ. The process has slowed due to the programs coordinator being on maternity 
leave. TRT is seeking a female for the 4th Wed of month. Re-tooled guidelines a bit- mostly added that panel members 
need to have worked or currently working 12 steps of NA & regular NA meeting attendance. Also panel leaders can 
qualify & orientate new panel members, for those who cannot attend the sub-committee on the 4th Sat. Would still 
request that those who can, show up to the subcommittee. Copy of new guidelines, get with me or check our website- 
thank you Dave A. next meeting on June 2nd, as our regular weekend is on Memorial Day weekend. 
ILS, 
James R  
Please continue bringing speaker signup sheets as you can. A list has already been made available to panel leads look 
forward to adding more members. Req $116.90 in literature. 
 
 
 
PI Subcommittee mtg  4/28/2012  at 10:00 am 
With no Chair or Vice-Chair present, the web master decided to start the mtg.  Jim reported that we could get one free 
listing in the “Front Door Directory” but would have to pay for the other 3, so we voted to list us in FTC and then 
decide whether to pay for Lvld, Grly or Windsor. We will use the P.O. Box as our address. They have not returned calls 
and have not been that easy to work with since we mentioned we were looking for free listings. Dex has also been hard 
to work with and the want $$$$. 
James talked about getting Basic Texts in the libraries in the 3 libraries in Grly. They seem ready and willing to take 
them. There are also 6 high schools in Grly so we need at least 9 from regional. What about UNC, AIMS,FRCC, CSU? 
He participated at Christ Community Church where there were a total of 5 12-Step programs. However, on  4/22 in 
Campion, NA was the only program there and we got good response. On 4/29  Karl had a small table in Evans and that 
was very welcomed. Someone walked off with key chain thinking they were free, so we talked about creating a display 
case to look but not touch. 
We need a phoneline coordinator as the current one is going on 2 years service and wants to observe the spirit of 
rotation. 
General discussion about  for with McKee or PVH, about putting meeting lists for possible addicts with their discharge 
papers? And if they have old schedules, maybe highlight to check the web, or call the phone line for current meetings.  
The topic of the Bus Lines came up, as well as Billboards and Benches. The latter two are 2 pricey for us, especially 
since we can’t prove our non-profit status. What about flying a plane over a Rockies game, or the Larimer county fair? 



Sharon from Berthoud requested help in getting flyers to Estes for their summer festivals as they get lots of people. Try 
to work with Chris Meeker at Mt Crest, to get accurate meeting info throughout their PVH network. 
Privileged to serve, 
Victor R 
 
4-21-12 Regional Assembly 
Discussion 

- Who should vote at Region? 

- New budget structure 

- CAR/CAT: seemed to be mostly re: service system 

CRCNA 
New banner revealed / same logo with improved graphics. 
Lakeside fundraiser $12 need “ticket” to get that price 
Pikes Peak Mexican Dinner 
CRRMCO- Register now! 
Service Recourse Pool- Complete form to be in participant pool for service job/projects. 
Region Elections:  
 Chair- Sean H 
 Vice- Kyle  
Treasurer- Jim C 
Secry- 
Take back to groups: Archive project- do we want to create a subcommittee for this or a project (short- term) How far 
do we want to go with it? 
Treasurer’s opening report available for review. 
Grateful to Serve, 
Deb B. 
 

 

 

 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes   June 3rd, 2012  

 
Open:  9:13 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Angela A. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Taylor motioned to approve 

 
Roll Call:   Angie E, Helena A, Angela A, Brandon K, Goldberry M, Victor R, James R, Penny L, Pat L, Sharon F, 
Candain M, Deb B, Chris G, Heurich H, Josh B, Lyndsay E, Shell H, Jim M, Adam C, Taylor M, Dave A, Kurt B 
 
Guests/ New GSRs:  Penny GSR of Just for Today, Chris G GSR of Serene Springs, Brandon GSRA of No Matter 
What 
 

Birthdays: Jim 6 years,  
 

Opening Reading: Self Acceptance, JFT April 26 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery: not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Rebecca K. GSRA.  Starting new night for meeting, will be looking at 
our funds for printing posters to distribute around town- so we have no area donation at this time. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Lyndsay E. GSR.  Josh GSRA. Jackson Lake next weeks 8,9,10th No Dogs! Archiving- 
need more info (price, when we pay) vote on software- stay the same votes @ region- rcms & people elected at 
region assembly. Area donation $90. 

 
      Bonfire at the lake:  Not in attendance 
 

Buena Voluntad:  Not in attendance 
 

Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam GSR We have closed our Sunday night meeting. We feel that the software is not 
needed. But we elected a trusted servant for a reason our trust is with you. Area donation $27.77 
 
Dead Without It: Not in attendance 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M GSR.  We are canvassing for volunteer for GSR & GSRA. Area donation $40 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:     

 
Free at Last:  Victor reporting group meets 7:30 Friday meetings averaging 30-35 people. People with time would 
be a welcome addition as most are newcomers questions does that group honor the 7th. Yes and they use the money 
to buy JUST FOR TODAYS FOR newcomers. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C GSR.  Birthday night 2nd Tuesday of the month. Last Thursday of the month is GC. 
All is well. Area donation is $34. 
 



Friday Night Live:  Not in attendance 
 

Hugs Not Drugs:    Pat GSR. Newt GSRA 5-10 people in attendance mostly around 6-7. Meeting still happening, 
hard to keep a strong personality from going over the one hour time frame; however anyone may leave when they 
choose to. Will make another for effort to end on time. Have been asking for support and unity to no avail as of yet 
our HP is holding us up at this time.  
 
Just For Today:  Penny GSR All is going well. Speaker for July 6th is Dave A from Ft Collins. Picnic is scheduled 
for June 30th at Bittersweet Park from 11am to 10pm 16th St and 35th Ave at the west side of park. In need of new 
members, GSRA and Secretary.   

 
 NA Nooner: 5 years at this location (hey!) Need GSR, GSRA Thursday opener. $30 donation 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Angela A GSR: Night meeting. Recovery house no longer coming. Solution oriented meeting-
come check us out!   
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR:  7th is increasing, attendance is increasing. Newcomers that are coming back. We 
voted to increase our rent to $20 per month from $15 per month to show our gratitude. Need alternate opener, more 
home group members would be great. We think GSRs and RCMs and people voted in at assembly should be the 
only voting members. Area donation $60 World donation $60. 
 
Serene Machine: GSRA  
 
Serene Springs: Chris G GSR First meeting is tonight. We had a GC and elected seven trusted servants. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Helena GSRA. Attendance is up. Treasury is in transition. Miscommunication 
No donation, no order form.   
    
XX Genes:   Angie E GSR Low attendance needs support. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Vice Chair:   Dave A. 
 

 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Good morning. I do apologize for being late and having to leave early. I have a Renaissance 
themed wedding to go to this morning. 
The CRSCNA meeting was a long day. It did not seem that much was accomplished because there were two critical 
issues that needed to be tended to. 
The first issue was the approval of the CRCNA budget and more specifically the H&I portion of it. The CRCNA 
H&I committee was requesting $600 more than it has in past years because they wanted to give every H&I 
registeree to get a Basic Text. The discussion was long and heavy and topics included that this might be the only 



way for some attendees to get the book to not being fair to other members that were regular new-comers and they 
would not be included in this budget. The proposal was blocked and the rest of the budget was approved. 
The other topic concerned the Regional PI Chair who is also the WSLD Chair. The Chair of these committees was 
not in attendance and it seemed almost to be a last straw. It was decided that this Chairperson be removed from the 
positions. The PI Chair is an open seat at this point and Tawny C, the PR Chair, will do what she can for this 
position in the meantime. 
ILS, 
Stephanni 

 
. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  6/13/2012 report attached 
Are meeting at work release, detox, IRT at the halfway house. TRT, WCJ Womens, LCDC mens & LCDC 
womens. Still have vice chair open and LCDC and WCJ womens panel leads open. Need men for WCJ. Have 
cancelled going into ICCS in Greeley at this time. Met June 2nd, all leads and members were present. Requesting 
$30 rent. Requesting $75.60 in literature. Next subcommittee is June 23rd. 
 
 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  06/03/2012 
-Web- all is well. 
-Phone line- vice chair is taking care of Greeley activities for the moment where all is well. In FTC, I have been 
making announcements for several months to no avail. I need to find a chair for the phone line and will step away 
from the position one way or another very soon if this can’t be done. There are only 4 people in FTC/ Loveland 
currently carrying the phone. 
-Issues- efforts to help Berthoud meeting were made in terms of getting poster templates to them to distribute. 
Bonfire meeting time was discussed as being potentially problematic and I’ve subsequently been told that there are 
people at this meeting an hour before and an hour after meeting time and we are going to list meeting as a specific 
time varying as the summer progresses. 
-Northern Colorado Medical Center in Greeley was contacted and the counselor in the ER who does evaluations 
was happy to receive 30 meeting lists and 23 little white booklets. They said they’d make use of our website. 
McKee Medical Center was contacted (counselors)- they said they already use website. 
-Old business- Libraries 3 in Greeley and 3 in FTC need basic texts dropped off. UNC and AIMS CC will take 
basic texts too.  We will look to region to assist us in this endeavor as our budget is way to low to address this ( at 
least currently) Loveland libraries will or already have received basic texts and CSU has agreed to purchase one 
with their own funds to put in their stacks. We will look for high schools to do the same is shortly, or in drug 
awareness months . 
-A basic text and the pamphlets A resource in your community, information about NA and Membership Survey 
were dropped off for review, as they requested a copy of the book and something that said a little something about 
our organization. These were left with her 5/17, have not yet heard back on whether or not the book will be 
admitted into schools. Greeley curriculum and assessment dept. 
Thank you so much for allowing me to be of service as this has been a learning experience. 
Honored to serve, 
Victor R 
 
  
Literature Sub-Committee:   6/13/2012 
 
May Sales Total                                $842.00 
 
Sold to Groups                                  $738.00 
 
Allocated to H&I                              $104.00 



 
New Lit Purchases                            $791.94 
  
Current Inventory Value                   $2091.44 
 
The Literature Subcommittee Chairperson position is still up for election. I will not be seeking another term for this 
position. If anyone else is elected to this position, I will work closely with that person help ensure a smooth 
transition. 
 
The nest Literature Subcommittee meeting may or may not be today, here after the ASC meeting. 
 
Grateful to serve, 
 
Mike M 
 
PS There is no truth to the rumor about IP#10 Working Step 4 being discontinued. 
 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Sold $15 in merchandise going to ask for $200 budget for new merchandise.  
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M.  
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.    
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry 

 
Chair:  So this is it. My last area meeting as chair. I have enjoyed this commitment and will miss all of you and 
coming here. I will probably end up taking a different position in the future just so I can still be a part of such an 
important group in my life. 
When I volunteered more than two years ago, I spoke with my sponsor about the nature of my character defects. He 
told me this would be a good growing experience and it would help me with the few faults that I had left. (insert 
joke here) Empathy and Humility are a few that I work on a regular basis. I still have much to learn and more to 
experience in NA. 
 
Before I joined area, I heard all the rumors about how there were so many strong personalities. I heard the rumors 
that in order to have a position in Off the Wall Area, you had to have an NA sponsor. I call BULL SHIT. As long as 
I carry a clear NA message it does not matter who my sponsor is. It could be George Clooney or Steven Tyler. It 
shouldn’t matter. Okay, enough about that. 
 
When I volunteered, I told myself that I would stick to the traditions. I read Roberts Rules and Consensus Based 
Decision Making. I honestly cannot understand the attraction of CBDM. I have seen it work, but most of the time I 
have seen it cause more confusion then solutions. 
 
I wanted to empower the groups of the OTW area. The GSR’s are the conduit to the meetings and the purpose of 
area is to support the groups. I learned early in my recovery that NA service works because of the simplicity of the 
upside down pyramid. 
 
We carry the message through PI, H&I and other various subcommittees. Each subcommittee is part of the primary 
purpose. There is a saying “attraction rather than promotion” that only works if we attract the newcomer. We don’t 
promote our program, but we become an example that recovery is possible for anyone. I am living proof of that. I 
decided that NA was my home and I need to take care of it. Keep my house clean and my front door presentable. 
This is my belief, it may not be yours and I don’t expect it to work for anyone but me. The truth for me lies within 
our NA literature and that’s why each month I put the agenda together, I referenced our Steps and Traditions. I tried 



to make each meeting a learning process in which we would build upon the base that NA has given us freely. We 
do this together, our various service commitments are a small part of something that only our Higher Power knows 
how powerful it can be. We can! This is a WE program. 
 
In closing, I want to thank you all for putting up with me. I didn’t become a dickhead in one day, so easy does it. 
 
I love you all and hope that we continue to do great things for Off the Wall Area and to carry the message to the 
addict that still suffers. 
 
Kurt B 

 
 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 

 
 
 

Written Motions 
 

Motion 1: To have $350 for activity in August. 
Passes 
 
Motion 2: Primary purpose in Greely would like the prudent reserve to be $500 rather than $600 to begin in August. 
Our group feels $600 is too much for the area to hold on to rather than donating to region to further primary purpose. 
Fails 
 
Motion 3: To reimburse Jennifer for $17.32 for copies. 
Passes 
 
Motion 4: $17 for gas to CRCNA meeting.  
Passes 
 
Motion 5: To increase the Public Information budget to $180 a month. 
Passes 
 
Motion 6: That Serene Springs be given $22.70 in Literature. That is 1 text, 1 starter kit, 1 reading card packet. 
Passes. 

 
Disbursements 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
08/05, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 545 N. Cleveland Ave.  Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
H&I Subcommittee Meeting Minutes: 6/02/2012 

 
Present: James R, Pat L, Penny L, Jim M, Dawn H, Candain M, Eric, Bill, Josh, Karl W. Ten in attendance for 
meeting today. 
 
Prayer & concepts were read at beginning of meeting. 



 
Minutes read from last month and approved. 
 
Chair report: James went to Area meeting. $104.00 in merchandise purchased and distributed. Regional H&I moved 
to July 7th. Meeting lists have been updated and will get copies asap. Guidelines have been changed and are 
available on line. 
 
LCDC men’s: Meetings going good. Have another male who did training so now have 4 total men. Jeff is co-leader 
with Eric so helps with maintaining continual weekly meeting. There are ten men trained but only 4 men are cleared 
to go in for meeting. 
 
LCDC women’s: Everything going well. Not missing any meetings. Kathy and Ellen have been cleared. Kathy will 
start and will go to see if this is service she would like to do. Still looking for more women to help. 
 
TRT: IOP has been having meetings in basement room where we have been having our meetings and they have not 
been getting out on time so this has caused our meetings to be shortened anywhere from 15-20 minutes or more. 
Spoke to director about this and they will move IOP so that we have access to the basement to do our meeting. 
Janene has stepped up to do 4th Wednesday meeting. 
 
Detox: Going good. 
 
Work Release: Kind of hectic this month. People not really wanting meetings, maybe there is one that is interested. 
The rest all want to talk about outside issues so difficult to keep on track of the meeting. Speaker tape was done this 
month. 
 
ICCS Half Way House: Problems this month with getting people to commit to do meetings regularly. Will be 
stepping down from this location for now. Had a speaker scheduled and cancelled, and another person had other 
commitments so unable to attend. This location is not a priority at this time for meetings to take place. 
 
ICCS/IRT: All is well! 
 
WC Jail: Kathy has been cleared and went in this month. Ellen also requesting application to be cleared to go in. 
Meetings went well, was excited when leaving about doing meeting in the womens location. Dawn is focusing on 
women’s as still need another male to be cleared so Steve can focus on going into the men’s area with another male. 
Dawn has decided not to go into the mens location anymore will leave that up to the men to do. 
 
Elections: 
                 Vice chair: position still open 
                  LCDC Women’s: still open 
 
New Business: None 
 
Old Business: Guidelines have been changed and are available on line. 
 
Other concerns: 
 
Meetings are going to stay at this location as PI has decided to move. 
 
Speaker tapes will be tabled at this time as not sure where this are being stored and availability of getting them to 
copy. 
 
Next Meeting: June 23 @ 11am 
Closed meeting @ 11:45am 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes August 5, 2012  

 
Open:  9 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service   
 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Chris made motion to approve, Shell seconded 
 
Roll Call:  Sharon F, Deb B, Bill C, Helena D, Angie E, Penny L, James R, Stephanni C, Josh B, Candain M, 
Colin B, Brandon K, Victor R, Katie M, Chris G, Adam C, Ginny G, Heurich H, Roman K, Shell H, Lyndsay 
E, Dave A, Taylor M, Keith B 
  
Guests/ new GSRs:  Josh GSR for Addicts seeking sanity, Bill GSR for Serene Machine, Heurich GSR Friday night 
live, Katie visiting 
 

 Birthdays: Deb 12 years, victor 6 year, Ginny 6 months, Josh 9 months, Angie 2 years, Brandon 18 months, 
Collin     18 months, Dave 26 years 

 
 
Opening Reading: Third Tradition page 65, 6th Edition 
Membership in Narcotics Anonymous is not automatic when someone walks in the door or when the 
newcomer decides to stop using. The decision to become a part of our Fellowship rests with the individual. 
Any addict who has a desire to stop using can become a member of NA. We are addicts, and our problem is 
addiction. The choice of membership rests with the individual. We feel that the ideal state for our Fellowship 
exists when addicts can come freely and openly to an NA meeting, whenever and wherever they choose, and 
leave just as freely. We realize that recovery is a reality and that life without drugs is better than we ever 
imagined. We open our doors to other addicts, hoping that they can find what we have found. But we know 
that only those who have a desire to stop using and what we have to offer will join us in our way of life. 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    Not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Rebecca K. GSRA. Attendance is growing thanks to everyone in 
the area who supported us in the last two months.  Question: How is your move going? It is going well for 
people in town we have two people from Berthoud who are attending regularly. Area donation of 10.70 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh GSR.  Jackson lake 89 people! Our activities person is planning on a hike 
around the Big Thompson River on sept 22 more will be revealed. $185 area donation 
 
BONFIRE at the Lake: Chris reporting meeting going well, not really looking for support but we sit around 
the lake watching the sunset. Not a smoking meeting 
 
Buena Voluntad:  not in attendance 
 
Clean Serene Freaks: Adam GSR, Ginny G I forgot long weekend. Sorry LOL JK love everyone. Roman K 
is  
Friday night chair, Ethan R is Saturday chair, and Chris G is Tuesday chair. $77.81 area donation. 



 
Dead Without It:   GSR.  Colin reporting average attendance is 25 people. Bought key tags, etc today. 
 

Drug Busters:   Mark M. GSR.  I haven’t been to all the meetings last month but last meeting was 20 
people and we are buying $40 in literature. $25 area donation 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Candain reporting that meetings lost their space and may no longer 
be meeting. 
 
Free at Last: Not in attendance. 
 

Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C GSR.  All is well  area donation 
 

 
Friday Night Live:  Huerich GSR.  Nothing to report. Area donation $43  
 
Hugs Not Drugs:  Penny reporting that no longer meeting due to lack of support. 
 
Just For Today:  Penny GSR Meeting going well, good attendance, Sept speaker will be Sharon from 
Berthoud. In need of Tuesday opener, GSRA and group members. $100 area donation. 
 
NA Nooner:   James reporting $20 white keytags, 2 stepworking guides, 1 just for today $3 to area service  
committee. HOME GROUP MEMBERS! GSR GSRA 1 It works how & why Thursday opener 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Brandon GSRA Need topic openers talk to Steve or myself. Always could use support. 
Still kicking ass and chewing bubble gum, may need more gum.  

 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR, Deb B. GSRA. Doing well, newcomers and oldtimers keep coming back. 
Good attendance, steady 7th. (need more home group members and people willing to serve) Area donation $41 
World donation $41 
 
Serene Machine: Doing well and attendance is about 5-15 people each meeting. $13 area donation. 
 
Serene Springs: Chris G  GSR We are well ☺ 
 
    
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B Good attendance average 8 people. $25 area donation. 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena. GSR Attendance is down last couple weeks. We meet at 5-10 at 
noon M-F Saturday at 7:30. Group conscience last Saturday of month.  Area donation $75 and other $48.50. 
    

XX Genes:   Angie E GSR Attendance is low. No donations. No literature. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 



Vice Chair:   Happy Sunday All, 
I am not completely up to par yet as I had sinus surgery and tonsillectomy a couple of weeks ago. However, I 
am very excited to begin this new journey. I have been reading the guidelines and will continue to do so in 
order to really familiarize myself with them. I have also been playing around in the website to make myself 
more knowledgeable of the “happenings” of NA and the website in general as I have had a hard time 
navigating the site in the past. I plan to attend the next subcommittee meetings and will do my best to make 
them every month. I look forward to learning a lot over the next two years. Thank you for your faith in me. 
In Loving Service, Lyndsay E 

 
Secretary:  Lease signed area will meet, 8/5, 9/2, 10/7, 11/4 and 12/9. Deposit of $300 was paid. Rent of $150 
was paid. Thanks Sharon for all your help, ils Jennifer C 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Lots of business was accomplished this month. 
-Southern Area has re-formed and sent representation to Region. 
-Mtn West & Mtn High areas may be combining 
-CCRMCO (regional campout)- ending balance $1800-donated $800 to Region and $1000 seed for next year. 
Reserved for 6/21, 22 and 23. 
-CRCNA – still need to sell rooms. Topics chosen for workshops and marathon meetings.  Fundraising events 
– flyers on the table. 
- WSLD- new service members are working hard. Questions about missing or unaccounted $ being 
researched. And agenda set – sending around speaker forms on table. 
- WSC was successful - $200,000 made.  
- Presentation by Chuck & Brenda at Regional Assembly. All GSRs should plan on attending 
- CRCNA 2013 will be in Keystone! 
-Other area activities flyers on table. 
Grateful to Serve,  
Deb B 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Hospitals and Institutions:  Attended Regional H&I on July 14th. Have a new V Chair @ Regional H&I – 
Stevie from Boulder. Discussed fundraisers from selling t-shirts to a donation box at CRCNA to get more B.T 
into institutions. There will be an H&I training at CRCNA. Got 2 BT into alternative homes for youth in 
Greeley. Changed guidelines to state that positions are elected for a 1 year term. We are looking for panel 
leaders for both detox & IRT (and a U. Chari) Both panel leads will remain until filled or life circumstances 
warrant otherwise. Candain was re-elected as panel lead for work release. Am under impression will be 
looking for a new meeting place. Will let you know ASAP what we find. TRT now meets from 5 Reserved 
$43.65 in literature. ILS, James R 

 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Victor R. Phone line going well smooth transition. Web is going well, 
no issues. We have a fair going on Sept 14 in Greeley, drug awareness month, all 12 step groups invited. One 
of our members has been asked to sell shirts. In Sept we are planning to purchase IP and redo our mailings to 
high schools; and send to counselors directly. We will be sending four addicts by addicts and welcome to NA. 
The regional PI subcommittee will supply 10 basic texts to be submitted to high school libraries. We have a 
member currently attending a fair right now. We are 40 cents over our budget. The budget increase has 
allowed us to fulfill our primary purpose. Looking to do poster day really soon where a couple of addicts go 
into establishments and ask permission to hang posters. 
     Questions: Do we have an increase of calls since these posters started?  



 Dave: The notebook has a record but we haven’t gathered the data. Once I get the book we will try to get the  
data. 

   I have fliers to for Larimer county phone line please pass around.  
James: About the Greely phone lines, we don’t get calls on weekends; we get about 2 a day. We have been 
getting harassing calls we thought they dropped off, it started again. The police have not been called.        

 
Literature Sub-Committee:   On 6/3/12 there was $417.20 of literature sold. $293 in cash, $76.00 for H&I, 
$25 for PI and a donation to Serene Springs group. I ordered $367.30 in new literature from WSO. There was 
a shipping and handling fee of $44.08 bringing the total to $411.38. This brings the value of the new inventory 
to $2156.35. 
There are new tri-plate (three colors) medallions available at $22.60. The new Miracles Happen Book and CD 
are now available for $27.80 and $10.60 respectively. Someoene asked about the Living Clean Journal at the 
last literature subcommittee meeting and I have seen nothing about it on the NAWS website. There is a Basic 
Journal that can be had for $20.00. The next Literature Subcommittee meeting will be after the ASC meeting.  
Mark 

 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Sold $50 worth of merchandise at the Freedom Ride. Next subcommittee     
meeting will be after HI when we figure out the location. Candain 

 
Activities Subcommittee: July’s event was a bust, it was fun but it didn’t have a lot of attendance. We had 
people show up but not as many, so we lost $66. We also bought a volleyball net. I deposited $184 that we 
made at the poker run, we are having a bit of a discrepancy. I am giving the $350 back today. But Clean 
Serene Freaks have not had a group conscience on what to do with the rest of it. So I apologize for the 
inconvenience. Grateful to serve. Taylor M (area paid for t-shirts, food, and other stuff) Rent $220 

 
Treasurer:   Starting balance $532.83.  Group donations $640.31. $350 back from activities. Recvd $50 from 
merchandise.  Ending balance $1573.00.  Lockbox from Freedom Run in my position, Taylor had the key. 

 
CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry more rooms need to be reserve rooms for the discounted price Asking groups to 
sign up for the hospitality room, no cooking whatsoever. Next crcna meeting is Sat Aug 11 at nine at the 
embassy suites. Sign up online at the crcna website. Timeframe is two hours starting at 12 pm Friday 
afternoon the last slot is Sunday at 8 am. The programs committee has been working very hard there is going 
to be things for kids to do a large slot with babysitting provided.  

 
Chair:  I got to thinking about how my motives have changed around this service position from when area 
was formed. I must admit I feel humbled by the opportunity to help and to be part of. Thanks! Hopefully, all 
y’all enjoyed your break from area service. Of course Taylor was busy with the Unity Day picnic and the 
Poker Run, so not all of us were off duty. Plus Mark was inventorying his stock and H&I never rests and 
neither does the Phoneline. 
        As for me, I attended the JFT picnic and had the opportunity to speak there. More service oriented I 
played around with a free Google app@accounting. I’ll pass around a first pass at 2012. Hopefully, this will 
enable current and future treasures to use the same system without having to buy any software. Reports can be 
posted on the web for all to see. We are not there yet, but will be. I waited too long to work with Keith but we 
will set a mtg today and move forward if all y’all like what you see. The exec committee needs to meet at the 
bank to create a new signature card. We will do that soon. Additionally, I took over as Larimer County Phone 
coordinator and to that end I would like the groups in Larimer County to take some of these fliers and 
announce the need for volunteers. Training is necessary, but that can be done in an hour or two. The phone 
would be held for a week or so at most. The webmaster has tried to keep everything updated and mtg 
schedules are available as always. Looking at the WSO website meeting info under Find a Meeting, Option #1 
can be used to find our website, but Option#2- Meeting Search shows Fort Collins/ Loveland as vastly under 
reported. I asked for the Back to Basics group to be removed. Greeley looked pretty good as does Estes. For 
Berthoud the day needs to be changed.  Please register at http://www.na.org/?ID=updateforms-ngp-form or 



update at http://www.na.org/?ID=updates Fliers available about World Unity day, 09/01 and Conv swag. –
Dave A 

 
 
 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, 

and Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
       
 

New Business 
 

Google App for accounting can also be put on website, take it back to your groups and look at it. 
 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:  none 

 
Upcoming Events 

Barn Dance 
 

Written Motions 
None 

 
Disbursements 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
September 9, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes September 2, 2012     

 
Open:  9:06 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Lyndsay  

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Correction of date change of next area to Sept 2, 2012. Motion to approve as 
changed made by Sharon, seconded by James 

 
Roll Call:  Sharon F, Thelma, Angie, Helena, Penny, Josh, James R, Stephanni C, Brandon K, Victor R, Adam C, 
Ginny G, Heurich H, Candain M, Taylor M, Lyndsay E, Dave A 

  
Guests/ New GSRS: Brandon GSR of No Matter What 
 

Birthdays: Lyndsay 5 years, Thelma 3 years. Congrats!  
 

Opening Reading: From the 12 Traditions of NA Basic Text pg 64 
The Second Tradition concerns the nature of leadership in NA. We have learned that for our Fellowship, leadership 
by example and by selfless service works. Direction and manipulation fail. We choose not to have presidents, 
masters, or directors. Instead we have secretaries, treasurers and representatives. These titles imply service rather 
than control. Our experience shows that if a group becomes an extension of the personality of a leader or member, it 
loses its effectiveness. An atmosphere of recovery in our groups is one of our most values assets, and we must 
guard it carefully, lest we lose it to politics and personalities. 

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:  Not in attendance. Needs support. 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F GSR, Rebecca K GSRA. Attendance small but steady. $11.50 area donation.  
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh GSR. Hike is Sept 22, Dunraven- North Fork trailhead leave @ 10am sharp. Corn 
maze in Lasalle, meet in parking lot @ 6:30 pm. If you need more info contact Brit B number on flier. $80 area 
donation. 

 
Buena Voluntad:  not in attendance 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam GSR Friday and Wednesday needs support. We have Tuesday & Lit chair open. All 
is well. $113 area donation. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J GSR.  We just had our BBQ two weeks ago. It was great we had about 70 people. 
Our meeting is holding about 35 to 40 people every Friday all. We are doing good. We don’t have any needs or 
concerns. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M. GSR. Good attendance except for Tour de Fat day Bought 2 basic texts  
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”: not in attendance 

 
Free at Last:  not in attendance 
 



Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C GSR.  All is well. 
  
Friday Night Live:  Heurich GSR.  At this point in time we have nothing to report. $43.00 area donation.  

 
Just For Today:  Penny L GSR. All is well, meeting #s are good and 7th is keeping up with our needs. Speaker 
meeting 1st Friday of month this month is Sharon from Berthoud next month will be announce at a later time. Need 
Tuesday opener, GSRA and new members. $12 area donation. 

 
 NA Nooner: James reporting. No meeting on Sept 3 (Monday) $20 donation to ASC. Sept 29th Bingo at Bingo 

planet. Need GSR, GSRA. Greg P new Thursday opener.  2 swg, 1 bt, 1 jft, 1 whw ☺ 37.75 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What: Brandon GSR Meeting time has moved to 8:30pm until we can find an 8:00pm opener. Brandon 
K is now the GSR. We need home group members to further our primary purpose. As always we need people to 
speak on topic, call me! 
 
Primary Purpose: Shell H GSR, Lyndsay reporting.  Attendance and 7th is steady. We like the new budget form. 
$9 area donation; $9 world donation. 
 
Serene Machine: not in attendance 
 
Serene Springs: Chris G GSR, Brandon L GSRA Need support, brought back poker run do what area thinks. 
Buying $18 for literature 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette: not in attendance 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena GSR Attendance is good.  15-20.  $50 area donation. Back to basics 
donated an additional 39.35. 
    
XX Genes:  Angie E GSR   Attendance is starting to pick up lost 2 weeks, but our 7th covers rent- still catching up 

with rent. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Chair:   Dave A. 
Just got the NAWS news and it talks about Living Clean being available in Oct. there will be a phone app for the jft 
and an electronic version of the basic text 8.90. 9 (section on volunteering implementing service changes)if there are 
things that the groups want to relook at the service system I am just throwing it out there that that something to look at 

Vice Chair: Lyndsay 
 
Secretary:  Jennifer C 
 
RCM 1/RCM 2:   Deb B/ Stephanni Regional Assembly Se[t 16 in Brighton. From 10-6 pm all gsrs should be 
there. Questions: Where can I get the address? Link online. Sharon: I had heard that they actually changed it to  
Boulder.  Has moved to Boulder 

 
. 



 
 
Hospitals and Institutions: Sub-committee met on Aug 25th with 10 addicts showing up. All panel leads and area 
vice chair and guests attending. TRT looking at moving to 5, but is still at 5:30 as of now. ICDC is in need of 
regularly committed men going in. IRT is now done, as the chair has had to step down due to work, and lack 
members/resources to fill positions. The H&I meeting are going well. LCDC womens is 2x a month, LCDC is 
rotating between Eric & Jeff. Bill will stick with Detox till position ends or till he cannot. Work release is working 
on the sign that it’s there & open to anyone being removed & put back up. WCJ womens is shifting some chairing 
responsibility to Cathy S. need a V Chair, GSRs please take to groups & check for interest in H&I as we need 
resources. We continue looking for new meeting place for sub-committee. Will be Sept 22 at my place, unless place 
is found. Have 3 places that should be getting back & will be following up. Thanks, everyone for their service! 
ILS, 
James R 
Requesting 42.80 in literature 

       -sub-committee addressed how we speak of service, as we can sometimes deter members by speaking poorly of 
places in which we serve. My self included, I encourage all to speak about how service has impacted recovery ☺ 

 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:  -met yesterday 9/1 4 addicts present 
- Web - no issues. 
- Phoneline – new member to be trained ; phone going over to ftc yesterday 
- Rally for recovery 9/15 to be attended by 3 addicts 
- Continuing bus ads- 4 buses for another month. 
- Thrifty nickel 1 week at time also looking for coordinated regional PR effort to run cold in thrifty nickel 
permanently. 
-Still awaiting 10 books from regional PI to place in various Greeley and FTC libraries. 
- redoing 50 letters to educators (guidance counselors) with several IPs 
-Looking to cooperate with team Fort Collins, a drug prevention organization in FTC to get an OTW link to our 
web page and phone # listed with them. 
- looking for new meeting place. 
-purchasing $22 stamps (50) for mailings 
- $20 NA a resource in your community 
- Looking for a poster drive day this month TBA 
Honored to serve, Victor R 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:  On 8/5/2012 we sold 1006.95 of literature. Of that 819.05 was cash, 97.25 was in 
checks, 42.65 went to H&I and 48.00 went to PI. I ordered 1004.80 more literature on 8/14/2012. The total value of 
the literature inventory is now 2189.79. This was the largest amount ever sold by the Off the Wall Area Literature 
Committee. I apologize for any inconvenience experienced due to the rush and my own inexperience. I have been 
informed by Dave A that “Living Clean: The Journey Continues” will be available in October and the gift edition in 
December, just in time for Christmas.  
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M. We do not have any new merchandise, hopefully we will by CRCNA 

we are trying to make it work that we will have quite a bit of merchandise but at an inexpensive price. Esperanza De 
Vida is giving us some merchandise. 

 
Activities Subcommittee: We met this morning and were hosting the CRCNA hospitality room on Saturday night 
from 6-8 pm. We also discussed the money. We believe that clean serene freaks lit order fits so 259.95 that was ok 
with us. That will leave the area activities 446.60. Thanks for letting me serve, Taylor M 
 
Treasurer:   Lyndsay acting treasurer 305 
 



CRCNA Liaison:   Kurt B reporting. All rooms are sold. If you need a hotel Holiday Inn is offering at same price. 
We still have desert bar, buffet, will go fast. After Speaker jam in Conifer the registration goes up to full price. 
Question: Will they make the flier available online? Yes. If you have costs involved with printing fliers for your 
groups you can submit for reimbursement. Question: How many rooms? 290 room nights booked. 

 
 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 

 
Old Business 

Accounting spreadsheet for transparency. It is a simple spreadsheet to show how much groups donated, activities 
raised, just a sample. 
 
Questions: 
James- I think it’s good what I like is that is shows the expenses as well. 
Penny- We are very happy with the results as well. Is that something that would be printed out and given at area. 
Dave- Ideally. Keith will bring it to area and then be able to have a starting point that is the intent ideally. 
 
Poker run accounting will be discussed in motion.  
Adam- I just wanted to mention that the literature we purchased is mostly pamphlets and stuff we give away 
Dave- The lesson we learned is better communication. 

 
 

New Business 
 

Please announce that Phone line needs Larimer county volunteers. 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
                                                                                  Activities chair 

 
Upcoming Events 

 
Trail Hike and a Meeting 

Addicts Seeking Sanity 
10 Am 

Sept 22, 2012 
 
 

Fritzlers Corn Maze 
Addicts Seeking Sanity 

6:30- 10pm 
Friday, Oct 5,2012 

Lasalle 
 

Bingo Night 
NA Nooner 

Sept 29,2012 
Bingo Planet, Greeley 

 
 

CRCNA Speaker jam 
 

Written Motions 



Motion 1: To give clean serene freaks their literature order of 259.95.  
Intent : To keep the primary purpose of Narcotics Anonymous with literature. 
Passes 
 
Motion 2: To have an overage of $4.00 for printing, and the purchase of the remaining quantity of “NA- a resource in 
our community” after they are distributed to the groups. 
Intent: to have them ready for a fair presentation or other PI event. 
Passes 

Disbursements 
Can be covered by cash at hand today. 

 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
October 7, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes October 7, 2012  

 
Open:  9:03 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Taylor 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Adam motioned to approve Lyndsay seconded 

 
Roll Call: Sharon F, Angie E, Helena D, Roman K, Stefan S, Chris G, Brandon L, Katie, Josh B, James R, Patti B, 
Greg P, Candain, Deb B, Colin B, Victor R, Brandon K, Adam C, Heurich H, Taylor M, Shell H, Lyndsay E, Dave 
A, Keith B   
 
Guests/New GSR Patti new GSR for the Nooner, Brandon GSRA for Serene Springs, Greg gsra Just for Today 
Roman GSRA clean serene freaks 
 

Birthdays: Helena 1 year, Heurich 1 year, Josh 1 year, Adam 4 years, Candain 3 years, Mark 21 years 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

4th Street Recovery:    not in attendance 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Rebecca K.GSRA. Small but steady attendance could use support.  
$26 area donation. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Josh B GSR.  The hike went well 7 people showed up, the corn maze went good as well, 
10 people showed up. $65 area donation. 

 
Buena Voluntad:  not in attendance 

 
Clean Serene Freaks: Adam GSR, Roman K GSRA  Roman K is our new GSRA. Always in need of support. 
Adam C celebrated 4 years, Ray L 19 years, Heurich H 1 year. $5.45 area donation. 
 
Dead Without It:  Thelma GSR, Colin reporting 7-20 addicts every meeting, mostly newcomers 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M GSR Birthday meeting had 40 people got $60 Literature 

 
Free at Last:  Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C GSR.  We are in need of support and home group members. 
 
Friday Night Live:  Heurich GSR. Attendance is good. All is well, we discussed moving to a new location. $20 
area donation Questions why are you considering moving the meeting? Answer: Due to conflicts with traditions in 
Loveland.  

 
Just For Today: Greg GSRA  New meeting place- Oct 2 first meeting all is well Ellen S Speaker for Oct Kurt B 
was spke $28 area donation  

 
 NA Nooner:  Patti GSR Bingo 12 attended. 20 area donation  
 



New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Brandon GSR.  All is mostly well. New time is working well for the group as attendance is 
steady. In need of home group members. Questions: So the time change working out ok. Yes attendance has been 
the same. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H. GSR  Good meetings, newcomers and oldtimers coming back. 7th steady, no issues. 
Courtney W has become a member & opens 1x a month. Need additional home group members for spirit of 
rotation, GSR attended Region. 
 
Serene Machine: Not in attendance 
 
Serene Springs: GSR Chris G, Brandon L GSRA Doing well, new GSRA. Buying $17.15 worth of literature. $.44 
area donation. 

 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B GSR   just finished reading thru It Works How & Why, starting up Basic 
Text over, so bring your Basic Text! $22 area donation 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena GSR;  Kim W GSRA All is well. 
    
XX Genes:  Angie GSR question does your group need any assistance from the area not this month 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:   Good morning everyone!   I hope the end of summer was kind to you and yours.  In September I managed our 
Phoneline.  Today I hope to pass it on to allow others to experience the gratitude of talking to another addict or helping 
someone find N.A.  I donated 31 envelopes to the P.I. committee for their Sept mailing but licked nary a one.  By 
attending the merchandise subcommittee mtg, I was able to participate in the selection of our logo/theme/shirt 
colors/etc which was exciting. Webmaster duties were light with mostly removals of activities and one meeting, plus 
the changes for JFT.  My 11 year old son, Zachary, and I played Bingo on the 29th and it was a blast!!! Speaking about 
blasts I can't wait for WSLD XXVI and then CRCNA.  I hope to see you all at one or both.  Please do not hesitate to 
contact me with questions or concerns or a solution.  Most thankfulnessingly, Dave A. 
 
Vice Chair: This month went by very quickly. I worked on our google docs to try to update the document with the 
receipts. I've decided though that it needs a name because "google docs" just doesn't cut it, it's too awkward and not at 
all explanatory.  I also attended the subcommittee meetings. Although we have so many wonderful "trusted" servants it 
has come to my attention that we are in need of many more. H&I is in dire need of help.  
In my recovery it has usually taken a little nudge from someone else in the fellowship to get me thinking about new 
service positions. I often don't see the growth in myself that others can see. Each one of us has a gift to give in this 
program. In order to keep that gift we must give something away.  
If you have a full "plate" of narcotics anonymous; service, sponsorship, and steps, please look around. If you see 
something in another addict, let them know. Tell them about the growth you see in them and suggest they use it to 
better NA. Give them a gift that they can give back. Share with another addict the many ways that service to NA has 
helped you stay clean.  
"Everything that occurs in the course of NA service must be motivated by the desire to more successfully carry the 
message of recovery to the addict who still suffers." Basic Text, pg xxvi, and "Service gives us opportunities to grow in 
ways that touch all parts of our lives." Basic Text, Just for Today - Living the Program, pg 98.  
That's my biased plug.  



In loving service, 
Lyndsay E. 

 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Held subcommittee Sept 22 at new meeting place and had 8 in attendance. Larimer 
County Jail is now on the 2nd Monday and working on getting more women in. LCJ men is at 2nd Thursdays of the 
month. Dawn and Erik both stepping down as chairs at LCJ. Erik still co-coordinating. Both up for election. Detox 
position up in December. Work Release and TRT are going good. Weld County Jail also lost Dawn; leaves two 
going in, Cathy S elected panel lead. Will be orientated soon. Really need groups to let member know our needs. 
Subcommittee decided $5 a month was good for rent. Asking $10 for last and this month. Got 10 Basic Tests into 
WCJ from Region! Got info for our facilities to Tawni for WSLD. Still in need of V Chair. This position is up for 
election next month. Next subcommittee is Nov 3 @ 11:00- so not conflicting with CRCNA. Plan on attending  
WSLD. Requesting $44.00 in literature. Also will be needing Work Release Chair in months coming soon. Really 
need our needs communicated to the group so asking gsrs when they give their group reports. Next November 3 at 
11 o’clock. 1450 Westwood dr in Windsor 
 

Public Information Subcommittee:   P&I 
9/22/2012 
~Web-Servant – Dave. A (Acting Web-Servant) – Just keeping up with meeting changes, speaker jam cancelled, 
sterling needs to be changed to Monday’s and Friday’s only.  
~Phone Line – Karl W. – Purchased 2 new notebooks, one for Ft. Collins, one for Greeley, phone will come back to 
Greeley in November, possibly have rotation of phone in Ft. Collins for 2 months and Greeley for 3 months.  
~Rally for Recovery – cancelled until next September, Million Dollar Meth grant ran out of money. 
~Victor contacted PR coordinator about having ads in Thrifty Nickel 4 times a month instead of one but asking for 
funds from region, will bring at next region meeting.  
~Team Ft. Collins – Drug awareness and protection program – Spoke to “Interim” Director – NA would like to be a 
resource on their website (Link and Phone Number) 
~Books Distributed – 3 books to library district in Greeley, 1 to aims, 1 to UNC, have not spoken to high schools but 
James plans to call, still have 4 books to distribute, gave 2 books to poudre library district.  
~Victor - folded, stuffed, licked, stamped 51 letters / envelopes to send to high schools and middle schools, educator 
letters, excerpts from pamphlets, cost $0.65 each. 
~Bus Routes – Victor wants to add one more bus route in Ft. Collins, there were votes to contact Greeley bus routes on 
prices before adding one more in Ft. Collins.  
~Subcommittee meeting place – Vineyard Church – How much do we want to pay for rent? Vote for $5 a month paid 
one month at a time. One check written for all three subcommittees instead of 3 $5 dollars checks – one for $15 
~Spoke about changing wording on area meeting schedules. Liked idea from al-anon pamphlet about what NA does 
and does not do. Change for those is welcome and needed.  
~Budget and disbursements 
Budget     $180 
Meeting Place   $5.00 
Karl – Notebooks   $5.62 (cash please) 
Bus Posters – Ft. Collins   $80.00 
Thrifty Nickel (2 weeks)   $64.00 
Printing Posters   $10.00 
Literature (Victor’s discretion)  $15.38 

Balance    $00. 
 
Literature Sub-Committee: We sold $762.00 of literature last ASC meeting on 9/2/12. Of that $452.20 was cash 
and checks, $10.80 was for Public Information, $42.80 was for Hospitals and Institutions and $256.20 was a 
donation to Clean Serene Group of NA. I ordered $758.86 of new literature which brings the total value of the 
literature inventory to $2161.73. There will be a Literature Committee meeting right after this ASC meeting for 
those of you would like to attend please do. 
 



Merchandise Subcommittee We met in the new place after H&I we made a big order of shirts for both men and     
women. Order will be in on Friday. Will turn all checks in to Keith and get just one check for the amount. 

Questions: I am supposed to write a letter about alternative merchandise to CRCNA for the NA Nooner. Dave: I 
will try to  

 
Activities Subcommittee:  We are running a hospitality room at crcna Saturday from 6-8. We are getting ready for 
the New Years Bash. Activities subcommittee will be immediately after area. 
 
Treasurer:   As of 9/28 balance  $1361.35. $821 deposit (7th donations and freedom ride) our phone bill, 
disbursements all within budget can give balance after 
 
RCM  
Shell reporting we went over activities first. Pikes Peak has a chili cook off Nov 16th. Southern now feels that they 
are ready to have region state fair was a little Banquets need to be sold. Costume scariest funniest and NA related. 
WSLD needs workshop chairs I have a contact number if someone needs a ride 10 pass for Saturday got a report 
from WSC living clean was approved world convention will be every 3 years consensus voting has passed, 
predetermined regions approved, IP service not to be read at meetings. They did an update on NA in Iran 1800 
meetings NAWS 90 lit sales 10 donations. Ebooks will be sponsorship, BT, how it works, archives was talked 
about came up with terms for service resource person 12 years clean 2 year service commitment, maintaining 
scanning budget proposal ad hoc meeting Nov 3 in person or virtual 4100 E 100th in Thornton. Chuck got RD, RDA 
is open, need a PI chair (announce that) assemblies will be on Saturdays instead of Sundays will now be coupled 
with an activity. Will go to area to ask for them to put on an activity the same day hopefully that will increase 
attendance. Motion to allow only people representing a conscience should be allowed to vote at region, it was 
rescinded.  
 
Deb consensus based decision making means basically you have discussion and take positive and negative points 
and if anyone has an objection they have to back it up with steps and traditions and address things in a 
compromised way. Dave this is how they vote at world and regional and will be suggested in the new service 
structure. This body could move toward that if you want to. 

 
CRCNA Liaison: Goldberry was not able to go to last months meeting. This coming Saturday will be my last 
month. I have a ride so there will be no gas money issues. I had fun and thank you for letting me serve.  
 
 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
      Ongoing accounting/ transparency of ASC’s finances. 
      Trying to move back to previous style of treasury, instead of adding in money brought in at the ASC meeting, and 
go by what we had to begin with. We will try to go back and fill in the previous months. If anyone has a motion about 
what to name this besides Google doc. Keith: I think this is a good way for everybody to understand and this is a 
position that needs to have total transparency and I think this is a good way I am behind it and just need a little help.  
Lyndsay what I did was enter the incoming money but I did not understand the outgoing and with that I think we can 
get together and fill that in. 
 
 

New Business 
 

Elections: 
                                                                                  Activities chair  
                                                                                Taylor nominated  



                                                                                 Congrats! Taylor 
 
 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
Upcoming Events 

 
Written Motions 

Motion 1: To have an overage of $5.00 for rent to our new meeting place for October. 
passes 

 
 

Disbursements 
 

Activites 
WSLD XXVI 

CRCNA XXVI 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
November 4, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes November 4, 2012  

 
Open: 9:03 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Traditions by 
Victor R 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Shell motions to approve Lyndsay seconds - approved. 

 
Roll Call:   Sharon F, Kim W, Helena D, Josh B, Heurich, Brandon L, Martin W, Greg P,  Patti B, James R, Penny 
L, Colin B, Victor R, Steve D, Candain, Adam C, Taylor M, Deb B, Sheri S, Shell H, Lyndsay E, Dave A, Keith B  
 
Guests/ New GSRs:  Kim When at the End of Road GSRA, Steve No matter what 

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.GSR, Rebecca K.GSRA.  Attendance growing. Did the first portion of the 
poster drive last Monday, will do an evening drive at a later date. $8.80 area donation. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh GSR Corn maze went good about 10 people showed up. We hosted a hospitality 
room from 6-8 am Saturday morning and it went well. Not a lot of people but good fellowship. $110 area donation  
 
Anonymous New meeting ( no name yet) 614 8th Ave, Greeley requesting group starter packet. Had 20 people first 
meeting. 16 people the second. First group conscience Nov 5th group name to come. 

 
Buena Voluntad: 
 
Clean Serene Freaks: Adam GSR All is well $52.30 area donation. 
 
Dead Without It:  Thelma GSR.  Colin reporting Good meetings with 20 addicts per meeting. 

 
Drug Busters:   Mark M. GSR.   

 
Free at Last:  Victor reporting. All is well- getting 30-40 people. A great way to connect with people who will be 
coming into our area. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C GSR   Needs support. No area donation. 

  
Friday/Monday Night Live: Heurick GSR 315 E 4th, Loveland new location. Bought $220.55 in literature and key 
tags. Everything is going well. 
 
Just For Today:  Penny GSR, Greg P GSRA We have settled into our new location and meetings are going well. 
Mike M from Greeley will be Friday night Speaker on 12/7 and we are planning an activity of Gingerbread house 
making and ornaments in December. No date set as of yet but will be announced when determined. $70 area 
donation. 

 
 

 NA Nooner:  Patty GSR Ave attendance 20 to 25 per meeting. $47 area donation. 



 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Steve GSR.  We have topics for the next 4 months and the fixers are on the table for each 
homegroup if you would like, if you want to share on a topic. Speaker Jam event, potluck, reaching newcomer. You 
can contact me. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR Steady attendance and 7th, need a gsr and gsra, need home group members or 
members or willing to serve for spirit of rotation. $38 area donation, $38 world donation. 
 
Serene Machine: Not present 
 
Serene Springs: Chris G, Brandon GSRA  
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B. GSR Good approx. 10 attendees per meeting. 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena GSR,  Kim GSRA.  All is well. Attendance is good. Last Sat is Group 
Conscience/Birthday meeting. No needs or concerns at this time. Sponsorship is needed. No area donation 
    
XX Genes: Angie GSR, Kim reporting Nothing to really report. Attendance is still low. Roughly 5 reg attendance. 

Please spread the word  on the womens mtg! 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 
Chair:   NOTE – IN DECEMBER WE MEET ON THE 9th, NOT THE 2nd!!!  The OTW presence at CRCNA was 
beyond my expectations.  I attended marathon meetings chaired by James, Josh, Britt and the webmaster.   Jacqueline 
on Friday night was complemented by workshop presenters Chris G, Shell, Garrett, and Danielle to say nothing of the 
Traditions workshop.  I was moved to tears followed by moments of pure joy and have to say this was one of the best 
CRCNA’s I have ever attended.   Many thanks to Taylor for allowing me to do service in the hospitality room along 
with Sharon, Goldberry and Brandon.   Plus I got the Larimer county phone from Taylor and was able to get an addict 
to a mtg in Ft. Collins and give directions to another to CRCNA while sitting in the hospitality room.  WHAT A 
TREAT!  The phone was transferred to Greeley on Sunday thanks to Karl W. Two weeks prior I attended WSLD 
where I heard more info about the proposed service system.  The PI, H&I, Merch and activities mtgs yesterday were 
informative and well attended as usual.  Keith, Lyndsay and I worked together to get a check to merchandise for the 
stuff to sell at CRCNA.  I’ve reached a new level of gratitude for the members of NA but for the OTW in particular as I 
branched out my sponsorship tree and feel a part of as never before.  You people are rad, bad, cool, neato, gnarly, 
groovy, mucho grande, bodacious and incredible! 
 

 
Vicechair: Lyndsay 
 
Secretary:  Jennifer C 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  Regional meeting in a couple of weeks if you want to attend that you are more than welcome. 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:   We met Nov 3rd & had 10 in attendance we are working on integrations, a report form 
from the H&I handbook. LCJ-mens is losing a member who is moving and one meeting didn’t happen per the 



facility. LCJ women still going in 2nd Monday.  Looking for panel leads for both LCJ Mens & Womens. WCJ- We 
are communicating with and are looking at moving to Tuesdays. No meetings have happened as Cathy is just 
recently orientated & is waiting to hear back from WCJ. Detox lost a member but meetings are going well. Looking 
at moving to Mondays per panel lead change. TRT is good, attendance is up. A speaker didn’t show & had to 
cancel, but did 4 out of 5 meetings. Work release is good panel lead staying on. Requesting 74.55 in literature & 
$5.oo for rent.  Also attended WSLD & got some feedback and listened to a number of informative folks. Next 
meeting is Nov 24th at 11 am. Thanks for allowing me to be of service! James R 
 
Public Information Subcommittee: Report Attached. Questions: Mark How does it work with advertising, Im not 
sure with the traditions because Im pretty new, but I have a buddy who works at 96.1 who could put up ads. Victor: 
They are federally obligated to put on PSA’s but cannot pick and choose which ones, there should be someone at 
the station in charge of that. Dave: Awesome thank you. 
 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:  We sold $517.40 from worth of literature last ASC. Of that $457.80 was in cash and 
check $15.20 was for PI and $44.40 was for HI. I ordered  $558.79 worth of literature from WSO bringing the total 
value of the literature inventory of $2296.72. At the last Literature Committee meeting the need for a vice chair for 
literature was discussed and it was decided to make an announcement at the next ASC. So there will be another 
Literature Committee meeting right after the ASC meeting. Anyone interested in this position please attend. If I 
were to get sick or not be able to attend the ASC for any other reason there would be no one sell literature. Mark 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: $445. Did good at CRCNA sold 18 shirts, 4 pre-orders, 8 old, 15 blue, 9 red, 1, 5. 

We have 38 left. Candain 
 
Activities Subcommittee:  We had CRCNA last weekend. It was awesome, thanks to Dave and everyone who 
helped. Now we have the New Years Eve Bash coming up on Christmas Eve…Lol. We have tickets to sell they are 
currently $22. I have tickets, Candain has tickets, and I am currently looking for someone in Fort Collins to sell 
tickets we have 300 tickets this year. At the next meeting which is today we will discuss speakers and money. We 
were under budget I have $140 to return to area. Taylor M 
 
Treasurer:   Keith B.   $259.56 balance. Reason is wrote large checks for merch & active we are into our prudent 
reserve. PO Box due now, phone bill due now and a few disbursements we need to make. 
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Goldberry 

 
Chair:  Kurt B.    
 
 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
      Ongoing accounting/ transperancy of ASC’s finances. 
 

New Business 
H&I Chair is open 

James elected, Congrats! 
 

Proposed to the meeting schedule, to add for the newcomer with the intent to make it more for the newcomer. 
Take back example to the groups.  
 
 



 
 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
Upcoming Events 

What: New Year’s Eve Bash 
When: December 31st, 2012 DUH! Formal Attire Optional, but suggested 

Details: 6:00 Banquet, 7:30 Speaker, 8:30 Dance 
Cost: $22 for Banquet and Dance- Only 200 tickets available, $7 Dance Only 

Where: 1850 Industrial Circle, Longmont CO 
Other: Radisson Hotel at 1900 Ken Pratt Blvd is offering $59 room rates which includes breakfast 

Disclaimer: NA is NOT affiliated with outside enterprises, rooms are mentioned as a courtesy to our members. 
 

 
Written Motions 

Motion 1: To have a $18 overage of funds to pay for a 2nd week of an ad in the Thrifty Nickel.  
Passes 

 
                 Motion 2: Motion to remove from the guidelines that last line all VII –remove “all events must be     

presented 60 days in advance of event to ASC” 
Fails 

 
                 Motion 3: To set up a pay pal account so we can use credit cards. 

Tabled 
 

Disbursements 
Outgoing disbursements of 547 is approximately more than 300 more than we have in account. We brought in 908 

today. We will still have 600 in our prudent reserve. 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
December 9th, 2012 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PI Subcommittee Report 11/4/2012 
- Met on 11/3/2012 at 10PM at 1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor, 7 recovering addicts were present. 

- Phoneline Greeley- just got phone- 10 recovering addicts are currently on the rotation (of 3 months). FTC about 3-4 

recovering addicts on the rotation. Phone just left FTC. 

- Web- everything is going smoothly- no issues at all. 



- Basic Texts – One high school was not interested in having book in their library. 2 basic texts are absolutely now amongst 

the shelved books in 2 FTC public library branches. Can be loaned out to 50 different libraries around state. 

- Greeley bus advertisement CO is currently asking for $52.50 for a bus poster after initially loving told us the rate was 

$100. A subcommittee member is going to speak with them about potentially lowering this rate and we are also looking 

into opportunities in Loveland. 

- The PI subcommittee is looking into redoing area meeting schedules having 2 sections of the “For the Newcomer” IP on 

one side thinking that this is more appropriate for the person walking through the door for their first meeting. The 

subcommittee would like to ask the ASC for assistance in handling this matter preferably in the form of GSRs taking this 

issue back to their groups for a vote of whether or not the groups are in favor of a change. 

- Hundreds of posters were printed for a poster drive which will simultaneously be held in Greeley, Loveland and FTC on 

Sat Dec 1st (spread the word) 

- Team Fort Collins – a drug prevention and education program that targets primarily youth added our home page as a 

link on their webpage. 

- Creative Counseling Services and Touchtone Partners, two counseling agencies Loveland several presentations done 

over the past month. 

- An individual at the Loveland Probation dept was reached vie email in a general information letter. 

- We are still trying to reach McKee Medical Center in an attempt to get our literature and meeting schedules placed 

there and restock the same at Mountain crest a mental health/ substance abuse center and the ER and Poudre Valley 

Hospital. 

- No response from 51 education letters to High Schools and middle schools. 

- Day Drug & Alcohol Program at CSU has a fully stocked 8 slot NA lit rack w/ meeting schedules. 

- Did not mention in subcommittee meeting- try again to get some public service announcements on air. 

- Look into putting stock stack of flyers at Walgreens Pharmacy 

Honored to Serve, 

Victor R 

 

 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes Dec 9, 2012  

 
Open:   9 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Penny. 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 

 
Roll Call: Sharon F, Rich H, Heurich H, Roman K, Chris G, Josh B, James R, Josh O, Pat L, Penny L, Patti B, 
Greg P, Victor R, Brandon K, Adam C, Taylor M, Sheri S, Lyndsay E, Dave A, Keith B, Jennifer C 
 
Guests:  Paul GSRA Night Live Groups, Rich GSR Serene Machine, Josh GSR Monday Night Greeley Meeting 

 
Opening Reading:  

 
 

Group Reports: 
 

 
 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F.GSR, Rebecca K. GSRA. Attendance small but steady. Open for GSR 
position in January. $13.01 area donation. 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh GSR Saturday changed to 7:30 future dance in March more will be revealed. Voted 
yes on meeting list change. $50 area donation. 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam GSR, GSRA Roman K  New Tuesday chair Jen C, new literature chair is Adam C. 
We are buying 3 Living Clean books. Support is needed. We approve the new meeting list. 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J 

 
Drug Busters:   

 
Free at Last: 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C. GSR.   
 
Friday/Monday Night Live:  Heurich H GSR.  All is well attendance is good as per usual. We could use support 
from members with time on Monday for the newcomer. Voted yes for the new meeting schedule. $42.47 area 
donation.   
 
Just For Today:  Penny GSR, Greg P GSRA Meetings are going well. Gingerbread house making has been 
cancelled. Our location is having heat situations at this time so suggest you dress warm for meetings. 

 
       NA Nooner:   Patti GSR People count high 7th low, Dec 24, 25, 31, Jan 1 TRT 1309 10th ave in basement. $21 area 
donation 

 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 



No Matter What:  Brandon GSR.   
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR Strong meeting, good message, newcomers coming back, oldtimers bringing 
strong message. Jerrod is our newest home group member. Need Gsr, Gsra, new members and home group. $22 
area donation. $23 world donation. 

 
Serene Machine:  
 
Serene Springs: Chris G GSR, Doing Great!! Attendance is high 20-30. We always have a lot of Newcomers for 
anyone looking to get involved in sponsorship. We are looking for a new gsra if you would like to be involved in 
group service. We like the new list format. Area donation $.71. 
 
Stairway to Recovery: GSR Josh O, GSRA Pat L Meets Monday in Greeley 614 8th Ave. Our group voted on a 
name, Stairway to Recovery. We voted in the affirmative for the change to the meeting schedule. Attendance has 
been good w/ 15-20 attendees. We voted to make no donations or purchases until we’ve become more established. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B. GSR 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Helena D GSR, Kim W GSRA All is well at least per meeting. Voted to keep 
meeting lists the same. $75 area donation. 
 
XX Genes:  Angie E GSR, Needs support – donation for newcomer packet. Voted yes to new meeting schedule. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Chair:   The web peon changed BK to mean mtgs with Basic text and/or other NA literature study and added ST+ 
for Steps and Traditions studies and removed H++.  A  “hits counter” was placed on our home page. In one month 
we recorded 435 hits. Links to other area’s mtg scheds were added along with a doc BFE. Also a page was added 
with free IP’s to download or for professionals to get information. Are there any meetings that will no be held due 
to Xmas, Xmas eve, New Years’s eve or day? If so, please let the web servant and the area know via the web blast 
ASAP. Thanks! I talked to Justus from Estes Park and he recently celebrated 24 years. Their Thursday night mtg is 
going okay, but they could always use support from “the valley” as he calls us flatlanders. Lastly, after getting some 
information about Nov CRSCNA, I am waiting for the posting of the minutes as well as gathering more personal 
experience from attendees.-Dave A 
 

      Vice Chair:  Shortly after area last month is was brought to my attention that we at the last ASC were wrong about 
election of RCM. As I reread the guidelines I realized that RCM would need to be reelected. As stated in Article IV: A. 
Section J- in case of resignation or open position, the election to fill that position can be held at any regular ASC 
meeting…..if a position is filled in a month other than the scheduled above the elected will serve until the normal 
month and then needs to be re-elected.  
I talked to Dave and he had realized the same. Dave sent an email to let the RCM know that we would need to hold an 
election. 
I went to subcommittee meetings this month. We still need help with our subcommittees. The chair members, along 
with their trusted servants are doing an amazing job but still need help to fill positions and be of service. Please take 
this back to you home groups. If you are a new GSR and don’t quite understand your role at the ASC please come to 
Dave or myself and we can help with this. Dave is willing to have new GSR orientation before ASC. Thank you for 
letting me be of service. Lyndsay E. 
 



 
RMC 1/RCM 2:  Report Attached Question: did they voice how storage of these archives would help the 
newcomer? A lot of this is brought out at CRCNA.  I don’t know that benefits the newcomer other than that is our 
history 
 
Hospitals and Institutions: Report  Attached .   Questions: If I just want to show up how does that work? You can 
get with the panel leads or myself and get you into it. If you are interested in TRT get with me or with Carl. If you 
know of anyone who might support these you might want to tell them you can just show up. 
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Report Attached Questions: Have you looked into increasing the budget? 
Originally it was 100 we have increased it to 180. I would like to see our 7th spent in our area instead of just being 
sent to region. Are the posters being checked to see if they are still up? We plan to follow up on them, we have kept 
records of where they have been. 

 
Literature Sub-Committee:   Attached 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M.  
 
Activities Subcommittee:  We do have the anti valentines day dance coming up will be in Loveland Sat feb 16 at 
6. We still have a lot of tickets for sale for New Years bash. We got receipt for flyers that we made and speaker 
tickets. Questions: How much is the dance? 5 dollars for single 8 for couple. 
 
Treasurer:   Thanks for letting me serve. As of this meeting $635.96, balance includes prudent reserve. Lease due 
150, phone bill 100, all within budget. Took in 229.19. total requests 434.33. Leaves 151.00 Keith B.    
 

  
 

 
 

 
Written Motions 

 
Motion 1: Area donation of $15 to make newcomer packets and get 3 each of all keytags. Packets will include IP 

#7, 11, 12, 16, 22 and 5 white booklets. 
Passes 

 
Motion 2: To increase the PI budget to $200 from $180 to cover our expanded duties of putting 3 bus posters in 

Greeley busses at a cost of $60 a month.  
Passes 

 
Motion 3: Drop the 6% ASC charge on all literature. Article VI  Sub C 

Passes 
Disbursements 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
Jan 6, 2013 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
PI Report 
11/24/2012 
 
Web Servant – Dave A 
~Schedules – talk about adding more phone line numbers for other areas 
~Added a link to free IP’s – made statement “Copies for addict’s only” 
~Added a tab for CRRMCO (regional campout) 
~Changed codes on meeting lists (+++90 minutes, taken off) 
~Would like to scan posters into PDF files to make easier access 
~Added hit count to website 
 
Phone Line – Greeley, Karl W 
~Running steady and solid 
~Need Spanish speaking person for phone line, 1 call we couldn’t help because of language barrier, Dave is going 
to talk to Humberto in Ft. Collins 
~Greeley has phone line for Dec and Jan 
 
Phone Line – Ft. Collins, Dave A 
~needs to retrain Helena and talk to Steph to see if she wants to do phone line 
~will work out a rotation before they get the phone back 
 
Next Media (bus prices) – Karl W. 
~Greeley pricing versus Ft. Collins, there was a glitch in the computer system, when the glitch was fixed the price 
for Greeley is the same as Ft. Collins, also the same in Loveland 
~Need to know who to send the invoice to 
~Motion (Dave) to add 2 bus routes in Greeley, James Seconds 
 
Thrifty Nickel 
~Goes from Cheyenne to CO Springs, $32 a week 
~Talked about asking region for money to pay for these adds 
 
New Business 
~Ask area for budget increase of $20 a month 
~UNC Dean of Students office – Lyndsay’s mom works there, IP’s in Student Activities and DOS office. 
~PVH ER and Mountain Crest have literature, printing out meeting schedules for them also 
~PSA’a – need members to contact clear channel stations, find out who is in charge of PSA’s 
~F/U with phone alls to educators who received letters,  schools 
~Poster Drive- this coming Saturday, flyer at homegroups, would like to do this  2-3 times over the next couple of 
months. 
~Send letters to treatment centers to facilitate gateway from NA to facilities. 
~We need more people to come up with more ideas:  
What are you passionate about? 
What speaks to you? 
How did you hear about NA? 



Distribute to groups. 
 
Open Discussion 
~Dave A, suggestion, give your report at ASC as if you were talking to a new GSR, Dave is willing to host a GSR 
workshop in AM before ASC – 8:30 
~Add more info regarding phone line. 
 
Disbursements 
~4 ads in Ft Collins $80.00 
~3 new posters $60.00 
~Rent $5 
~Ad in the Thrifty Nickel $32 
Ask for overages +$20 
Total spent $177 
Use extras if approved for IP’s and literature 
 
Off the Wall Literature Committee Report 12/9/2012 
Ho, ho, ho. Last month we sole $869.05 of literature of ASC prices. $792.75 was cash, $60.80 went to H&I and 
$6.50 was for a Starter Kit for a new meeting. I reordered $847.96 worth of literature bringing the value of the 
literature inventory to 2352.50. When I went over the order forms after the ASC I noticed some math errors were 
made. H&I was charged $11.90 for 10 introductory Guides to NA which cost $1.90 each. That would be $19.00 by 
my math so the treasurer owes the literature Subcommittee $7.10. This would be a moot point if it were not that I 
owe a couple of meetings money for math errors that were made on their order forms causing them to be 
overcharged. That would be $5 for When at the End of the Road, $1.25 for Serene Machine and $.50 for No Matter 
What. This comes to $6.75 so I am asking for a cash disbursement for this amount so that I can pay these people 
back. I also redid the order forms and made 20 copies at Office Max at a cost of $3.83 and I am asking for a 
disbursement for this amount also. Please look over your new order forms. You will find them a little different than 
before but they include almost all the literature we have for sale. There were other mistakes made in the frenzy of 
literature sales that went on last month. One group got charged for 3 Living Cleans they did not get. Those have 
been delivered now and all is right. Another problem occurred when I took inventory and saw that I was missing 
two It Works How and Why but had sold two less Step Working Guides that they ordered. We will gladly exchange 
them if the group in question will come forward. I will be making a motion to drop the 6% surcharge from the 
Literature Committee prices from now on. Back when the Literature committee had its own account there was a 
guideline that stated we could not buy more literature than we sold. If this amount was less than 500 it resulted in 
our getting charged a shipping and handling fee of 6%. The 6% charge was meant to recover that expense. Since we 
do not have\ our own account to balance and our funds come out of the ASC account there I have been informed by 
Dave A that there is no longer a restriction on how much literature I can order so I can always order enough to 
avoid paying the fee. My concern is that this fee is being passed down to the most vulnerable people in our 
program, the newcomer and it flies in the face of our saying that we are self supporting through our own 
contributions. This is not a contribution it is a fee. There will be a Literature Committee meeting right after the 
ASC. We will be electing a vice chair so anybody interested in that position should attend. Ho, ho, ho. 
  
 

 
ASC report for H&I 12/9/2012 
The Hospitals & Institutions subcommittee met on Nov 24th with 9 members present. Larimer county jail we have 2 
women every 2nd Monday & I believe they take an open discussion or topic meeting in and are looking for more to go 
in. The men’s side of Larimer county jail has 2 men the 1st Thursday and we are seeking another committed member to 
go in the 3rd Thursday. This is also an open discussion or topic meeting. Need 1 yr clean, 3 yr off paper. Need panel 
lead/ coordinators for both LCJ meetings. At the detox in Greeley we have 4 members going in now every Monday, 
just changed from Wednesday. This is a topic/ panel presentation where panel members pick a topic & share their 
experience on that topic. The panel lead/coordinator  position is open this month. This position entails ensuring 



literature supplies, leading the meeting or coordinating other members (at least 2) go in to lead & do the meeting, as 
well as help maintain good facility relations & report to the subcommittee and 6 months prior H&I experience. 
Weld county work release meets every Thursday &has 4 members on rotation from 5-15 clients in attendance. Usually 
a just for today topic discussion or from the basic text or IPs (pamphlets).\ 
North Range Behavioral Health Treatment Center in Greeley goes in on Wednesday& has 4 members on rotation. This 
is a discussion on pamphlets geared towards early recovery & basic text. The 3rd Wednesday is usually a speaker. 
Attendance is up. Our literature rack, which we were hoping to move upstairs where we meet, is staying downstairs at 
this time. 
Weld county jail women’s we have 2 members and go in every other Tuesday. This is an open discussion/topic- last 
meeting was a story from the basic text. One meeting was missed as a member forgot. This is not a pattern (we hope). 
We are looking for more members here as well as it’s a man and a women and would like just same gender on each 
side. Need 1 yr clean, 3 yrs off paper and pass a back ground. 
Looking for a v chair 1 yr clean time, 6 months H&I experience. Assume chair responsibilities in chair absence and 
help coordinate resources. Requesting $33.15 in literature $5 rent. 
ILS, James R 
Nest subcommittee Dec 22 @ 11 am 
1450 Westwood drive Windsor CO 
May not be here next area, will send report. Thanks & gratitude for all who are of service. 
 
 
RCM Report from the November Colorado Regional Meeting 
 
Good morning Off the Wall. I have been racking my brain for a few weeks on how I was going to write up this report 
to you all. The last regional meeting was one of the most intense Narcotics Anonymous meetings I have ever attended. 
I bared witness to complete disregard to the 8th Concept as well as the 2nd and 12th Tradition over poorly timed 
questions and complaints about some of the things that happened at CRCNA XXVI during the XXVII elections. Some 
of our members from all over the region actually got up and walked out. After the meeting was over I was talking with 
an addict and he stated how that must have been hard to sit through. My answer was simple; my region elected me to 
do a job and I was going to sit through whatever turmoil there might be. I went home that day sick to my stomach, had 
a few sleepless nights, and many conversations with my sponsor and other addicts from across the Colorado region. 
What I took away from this is that we are all a sick group of people that are continually trying to heal and get better 
over time. This was quite a learning experience and has prepared me for situations in and out of Narcotics Anonymous 
that can make us feel uneasy and unsure. As difficult as it was, I am truly grateful to be a part of this service body and 
hope to continue to serve our members. Now, on to what you need to know… 
 
The Colorado Regional website is being “redone” for lack of a better word. They are looking for a new logo with a 
contest to find it. Here are the details: See Appendix C for details, and get creative! Submit your entry by January 15, 
2013. Submit them through the contacts page on the regional website. 
 
RD and World Service 
As we all may have heard, the NA service system is changing. Here is what the RD reported to us: “NAWS is 
beginning the process of field testing the ideas in the Service System Proposals and posted related material to the 
Service System webpage: www.na.org/servicesystem  Among the materials you will find is the field testing frame, 
which explains the field test in some detail. There are also a couple of different introductions to that frame, one to 
regions that are talking about reunifying or sharing services, and another to communities that were asked to become 
part of a “core group” of field testers. For more information, see the documents in question.” 
Also, NAWS is creating a Traditions book to go along with our traditions, kind of like the Step-working Guide. You 
can go here to give input and see what’s happening here: These are some of the strategies for gathering input, and they 
can all be accessed through the project page at www.na.org/traditions. Send any material used with sponsors/sponsees- 
to worldboard@na.org. 
  
CRCNA XXVI Update 
 



CRCNA XXVI was a huge success according to the raw numbers. There were 843 registered to attend and here is the 
breakdown: 238 H&I, 539 paid registrations, and 66 newcomers. Please note that this is only people that registered. 
The number was much larger that actually attended workshops and speakers. It looks like CRCNA XXVI will be 
giving the Region around $9,000 after all is said and done. 
 
Colorado Regional Campout 
A guidelines ad-hoc has been formed to create guidelines for the regional campout. The next Regional Campout 
meeting will be on January 12 at 11 AM and ending at 1 PM Location: gotomeeting.com for online access or 2200 S 
Valley hwy in Denver 
Archives Ad-hoc Report 
 
Some of you may be aware that the Colorado region has a ton of stuff that concerns Colorado and World Service 
History. We have things such as hand-written changes to the very first Basic Text written by Jimmy K himself. 
Apparently, the list of what we as a region possesses is quite extensive. The region has elected a Trusted Servant as a 
Resource Position to oversee and preservce these items in a storage unit. Presently, the archives and CRCNA items are 
scattered about a single storage unit. Here is what you, as the OTW area need to take back to your groups. Do we see 
the need to rent a separate storage unit for the archives that will insure that NA’s history stays preserved? The annual 
cost for this will be approximately $770. 
 
Budget Ad-hoc 
There is a budget ad-hoc committee helping to make how the Region spends money easier to understand. We presently 
work off of a tier system that is  based on how well CRCNA does. The next meeting will be January 12 at 11AM and 
ending at 1 PM Location: Gotomeeting.com for online access or 2200 S Valley Hwy in Denver . Use North East 
entrance Call Kyle with any questions or directions  
 
Regional Elections 
There were two groups being elected at the Regional meeting: CRCNA Administration and the Colorado Regional 
Campout Administration. 
 
The new CRCNA Administration is: 
Chair- Alan H from Mountains West 
V ice Chair-  Brandi J from Mile High 
Secretary- Stephanni C from Off the Wall 
Treasurer- Open 
 
The new Campout Administration is: 
Chair- Anna H from Mile High 
Vice chair, secretary, treasurer open. 
 
Proposals 
That the expense for CRCNA Storage Unit be moved to the CRCNA budget (guideline change- must be ratified in 
April assembly). Passed by consensus. 
 
That CRCNA Registration bags will never contain advertisements for outside vendors. Rejected by Stand-aside. 
 
That CRCNA provides labeled pens and magnets. Proposal withdrawn. 
 
That in perpetuity CRCNA bags and merchandise do not include any object meant to be thrown, tossed or propelled 
(items such as balls, hacky sacks, airplanes etc) Rejected by stand aside. 
 
To ban form any indoor Regional event, convention and meeting any electronic cigarettes as their basis for vapor is 
antifreeze (polyethylene glycol) Passed by consensus. 



I think that pretty much covers the day. I may have missed some things but you can always go to the Regional website 
to look at the meeting minutes.  
In loving service, 
Stephanni C RCM 2 
 

 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes  January 6, 2013 

 
Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Penny 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: approved 

 
Roll Call:   Sharon, Mike M, Rich H, Paul W, Brett A, Angie E, Katie M, Chris G, Josh B, Patti B, Greg P, Penny 
L, Stephanni C, Colin B, Brandon K, Victor R, Taylor M, Adam C, Candain M, Shell H, Lyndsay E, Dave A, Keith  
 
Guests/New GSRS:   
 

Birthdays: Sharon 7 years, Paul 14 years Congratulations! 
 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

 
Addicts Helping Addicts:  Sharon F. GSR, Rebecca K. GSRA.  There is no one able to step up as GSR so the 
Berthoud meeting is closed. We are going to donate the literature to the New Sunday meeting, thank you so much 
for allowing me to serve. 23.05 Area donation 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh B GSR.  We are going to start studying Living Clean on Wednesday we are have a 
Jackson Lake fundraising dance hopefully on the 23rd.  $10n area donation. 

       
      Buena Voluntad: I attended that meeting because the PI committee needed to verify that someone speaking    
Spanish was there. Umberto has been for three years. I will be getting some literature he celebrated 17years I will be 
getting a coin for him. 
 

Clean Serene Freaks:  Adam C GSR, All service positions are open. We are for the climate controlled storage for 
region. $29.64 area donations 
 
Dead Without It:   Thelma J.; GSR. Colin reporting. Group is alive and well a lot of newcomers.  

 
Drug Busters:   Not in attendance 
 
Esperanza de a Vida “Hope for Life”:    Francisco R.; GSR, Abel C.; GSRA 

 
Free at Last:  Victor reporting. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer M GSR.  Needs support 
 
Friday Night Live: Paul W Good meeting Monday – Lit study could always use support $2.50 area donation 

 
Just For Today:  Penny L GSR, Greg P GSRA Meetings are going well. #s are good and 7th is holding steady. 
Speaker for February will be Keith B.  Area donation of $73 

 
      Mass addicts: Meeting starting tonight so no gsr yet. 7pm 



 
 NA Nooner:   Patty GSR. Closed Jan 21st Monday no meeting. “Home Group Members Need!!!” Holiday meeting 

were real large $30 area donation 
 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Brandon K GSR We need home group members y’all! Still Rock. Home group members 
needed, concerned about the lack of home group members. $1.85 area donation. 
 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR  Group attendance, new group member Jerrod T. 2 new activities! Tradition 
workshop after the meeting on Feb 28th collecting people’s stories and experiences with traditions. If you don’t 
want to come to the workshop you can email it to me and I will submit it word for word. There is a flyer with the 
two questions world has for  us. We are going to do a raid a meeting.  Drug busters 2/2 for meeting and lunch. 
Please join! $37 area donation, $37 world donation.  
  
 
Serene Machine: Rich have gotten some home group members, different people to chair every day, attendance has 
been growing. We were able to purchase our own literature today.  Everything has been going great. Questions: 
Were you able to set up a checking account for your group? I would love some input on that. We will visit that here 
in a bit. 
 
Serene Springs: Attendance down during the holidays. Good solid core group. Bought $30.00 of literature. 
Activities survey (bring back later) need GSRA voted against Regional spending additional money on storage 
 
Stairway to Recovery: Mike M reporting. Attendance steady. Nothing much to report things going well for that 
group 

 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B GSR ~8-10 people reading the Living Clean text $17.37 area donation 
  
When At The End Of The Road: Brett A GSR, Helena GSRA All is great lot’s of newcomers $20 area donation 
    
XX Genes:    GSR  
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
       
      Chair: I attended all 5 sub-committee meetings and chaired  Activities. After the December ASC, Jennifer worked 
to renew the contract for the next 6 months and was told that the rent was going up from $30 a month to $40. Given 
that we needed to pay the rent and sign the contract before today, the executive committee decided to pay the increase. 
We were also told that the rent would increase $10 a month each year for the next 4 years. This is a central location and 
this body voted several times to stay here. I met with the contact and ask for reimbursement of $240.00. Kurt B 
contacted T-Mobile and we are stuck with the $100 a month. I can work with P.I. for options to reduce the bill – 
changing carriers, getting rid of call forwarding and going to one phone, something. Payanywhere.com has a free 
swiper and charges 2.69% per swipe. It would be easy to set up for Merchandise and Activities and even Literature. 
New guidelines are available in hard-copy and on-line as always. By attending Buena Voluntad, I found a Spanish 
speaker for the phone lines to contact if necessary. Dave A 
 

Vice Chair:  Happy New Year Everyone! I hope you all had a safe and fun filled evening. I attended the 
Subcommittees this month and still am so grateful for the faithful service that our subcommittee chairs, and other 



trusted servants, provide. I was elected secretary of Public Information and am happy to be of service for such an 
important part of NA.  If you have not been able to make it to the Subcommittee meetings yet please come and get 
involved. I also had my first experience with Hospitals and Institutions. I went in to Detox on New Year’s Eve and 
was reminded why I keep coming back. I was humbled by the still suffering addict. H&I still needs help. They are 
in need of panel leads and members to go in and carry the message. If you are curious about H&I but are unsure 
whether it is a good fit for you, just ask. You can talk to anyone that has been involved to get more information. 
Thank you for letting me be of service. Lyndsay E 

 
Secretary:  Jennifer M 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Deb. B./ Stephanni Question: Do you know where and when Assembly will be?  No there is 
discussion.  

 
 

Hospitals and Institutions:  James R.    
 
Public Information Subcommittee:   Report attached. 
 
 Questions: How effective are the posters? As far as I know there is no way to measure how well they work. Have 
we seen an increase in calls since we started doing these advertisements? I don’t know, there is that data available 
though. Can we see that kind of data? I think they can make copies. We are getting 7-9 calls a week. I think that 
research has been done at a higher level. 
 
Loveland did 12 presentations at two different facilities. We will be coordinating with Victor if you are willing to 
speak contact me. 
Mike: Not that I don’t believe in H&I and PI  are valuable, How much money do we need to put into something 
before it becomes us forcing our will? Does the expense… 

 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:    Woo Hoo Happy New Year! Unless your Chinese, Vietnamese, Sinhalese, Tamil, 
Malay Teluga, Thai, Hindu, Arabic, Iranian, Jewish, Korean, or Ethiopian. Pretty much the rest of the world and 
don’t forget that is summer on New Year’s for half the world, just for today. We sold $559.90 at the former ASC 
prices last year. Of that $31.50 went to H&I, $10.00 to PI, and $22.00 in a donation to 2X Genes. I ordered $508.37 
of new literature bringing the value of the literature inventory to $2514.57.  The new order forms are now posted 
online with the WSO prices on them. Please download that to use for ordering from now on. There may be some 
confusion at first because of the amounts being in cents instead of nickels but if those items are ordered in 
increments of five that will solve the problem. Also since I do not have pennies for change it will make my job a lot 
easier. WSO has produced a gift edition of Living Clean that is priced at $30.00 .  There are now three books 
available for online purchase at Amazon and ITunes: Basic Text for $8.90, It Works for $5.90 and Sponsorship for 
$5.90. Also there is a collector’s edition of Just for Today available for $30.00 Mark 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Sorry I didn’t make it last month. $80- old, $396-$18, $140- $20= $616 total. Did 

not sell at the New Years bash waiting to sell at the Un-Valentines dance. Nothing new going on. Thanks Candain M.  
 
Activities Subcommittee:  Taylor M. Question: In your opinion does it kind of break even? Yes. 
 
Treasurer:   
$312.90 is our balance of what is in the account today. Not including 240 coming in today. Does anyone want to 
take a look at this bank statement? It is crystal clear as to what has come in and what is going out.  
 
Question? Is there a prudent reserve. No we are into our prudent reserve 290. 
 
Question? We still have $300 deposit out there. Yes if we decide to move we would get that back. 



Phone  $100 
 Rent 240 
PI 169 

 
Asking  Literature to not make an order and decrease the 2000 inventory. 
The body is okay with not buying any literature this month. 

 
According to the guidelines 1000 in inventory and 400 in special items.  Buy books buy medallions, purchase what 
was purchased the month before.  

 
 
   

Old Business 
       
Keith and I met on Friday and we went over the accounting sheet for area.  We went back and tried to fill this in 
completely. I tried to color code things. The things in green are an average. Misc expenses on second page. Tried to 
break it down a little bit for the PI and HI but this is not including literature.  Also show donations to the region etc. 
Again that were are paying $100 a month for phone, we might want to look at. This is not 100% but is pretty accurate. 
For activities and merch there is both what they have been given and what they give back. For the most part activities is 
a break even. Jus trying to show in maybe to much detail I don’t know just trying to show for the groups how we 
handle that money is critical.  
 
 
 
 
                                                                                       New Business 

 
We averaged 350 in 7th. And then activities brings in some and merchandise brings in more. This is an attempt to create 

budget based on what we have done this last year. Basically we take in less than we make. Does anyone have any 
questions? 

Shell: For me what has always been a concern is merchandise, I don’t understand why it’s not self sustaining like 
literature. My personal is that it does not further our primary purpose. 

 
Chris: I feel similar to shell but I also feel that way about activities that both of them should be raising money not 

costing it. 
Lyndsay: I think we need to do less with what we have. If this was a household we do not have enough to pay our bills. 
Dave: Historically what happened has happened is that there was some malfeasance. Merchandise will make money I 
believe, I tried to show that activities will break even. PI has increased its budget, not that  the money is not being well 

spent. 
Mike: On the subject of money flow, I was asked  to be here about the change in literature. The mark up on literature 
consistently brings money to area. Getting rid of that is a decision to not bring that money into the general fund. We 

don’t have enough money to come in. Anyone wants more details on this please ask me. Without the mark up it is not 
technically self supporting. With the markup it always worked out to both support the group by providing literature at 

lower cost than they could get from world. and the asc 
 

Victor: We are so limited with the human resources I have racked my brains for a long time trying to figure out free 
way to fulfill our primary purpose. As of right now the only way that I know is that it costs money to carry the message 

to the masses. I really strongly iterate what shell says. I am hamstrung as to how to do that without spending money. 
 
 

Group checking account that is simple, legal and hopefully without many charges. Experience shared. Pros and cons. 
There is a treasurers handbook, it works pretty well. 

 



Elections: 
Treasurer: requirements read Keith nominated, accepted, and qualified himself. Congratulations Keith. 

 
CRCNA Liaison: requirements read, Angie E nominated, accepted, and qualified herself. Congratulations Angie E. 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

Secretary, Newsletter, RCM 
                              

Upcoming Events 
  

Primary Purpose Raids Drugbusters! 
Saturday, February 2nd at 11am 

Meet at PP address in Greeley @ 9:30 to carpool to FtC or meet 
At Drugbusters at 531 S College. Use SW door to downstairs to basement. Group Lunch after TBD 

 
Un-Valentines Dance 

Saturday, February 23rd, 6-9 pm 
315 E 4th St, Loveland 

 
Primary Purpose Hosts a Traditions Workshop 

Thursday, February 28th at 8pm after the 7:00 meeting at 929 15th St in Greeley. 
 Provide input and feedback for ne NA Traditions book 

                                                                       
 

Written Motions 
 

Motion 1: Please table discussion of the 6% until can be discussed with groups. 
 

Motion 2: To purchase the sweeper, tabled will investigate and take  
 

Motion 3:To bring some options for asc meeting room in the following year that is cheaper. 
 

 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
February 3, 2013 9:00am 

The Pulliam Building 
545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  

Loveland, CO 
 

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hospitals and Institutions report for Jan 6th 2013 
 
Sorry I am not able to at Area as I am out of state with family at this time. My gratitude to Lyndsay who is willing 
to read my report. The H&I subcommittee met on Dec 22nd with 6 members present. 
 
At Larimer County Jail- women’s we now have 3 women going to do a panel presentation where the members 
share their experience strength and hope. We have been going in on the 2nd Monday of month at 6:30 to 7:30. We 
have another Monday as member waiting to get cleared and may look at going in on another Monday as resources 
allow. Looking for Panel Coordinator. Karen has been our point of contact. Meetings have been going well. 
 
 Larimer County Jail Mens is going in 1st and 3rd Thursday of month at 7:30 to 8:30 PM as a panel presentation as 
well. We are looking for more committed members to go in regularly. Missed one meeting last month. Meetings 
going okay otherwise. Also looking for Panel Coordinator, have been in contact with Colin to coordinate the goings 
on as Erik J has officially stepped down. Thank you Erik for your service work at LCJ. 
 
Weld County Jail womens we have two members going in every other Tuesday at 7-8. This is typically a sharing on 
literature such as reading from the Basic Text. Meetings going okay otherwise. Also looking for Panel Coordinator, 
have been in contact with Collin to coordinate the goings on as Erik J has officially stepped down, Thank you Erik 
for your service work at LCJ.  
 
Weld County Work Release which meets Thursdays at 7-8pm and is usually a literature discussion with the Just for 
Today or NA pamphlet. The panel coordinator is stepping down and it looks that without any one step into place we 
will no longer be going in at this time. More will be revealed. Would like to thank Candain for her service work at 
work release ☺. 

 
At the Detox Center we meet every Monday from 7-8 and do a literature discussion or topic discussion. Meetings 
were successfully changed from Wednesday to Monday. Bill C  has stepped down from panel coordinator and Sheri 
S was elected into that position. Would like to thank Bill and Sheri both for their service work at detox. ☺ Looking 
for more regular people to go in to Detox as well. 
 
At the North Range Behavioral Health treatment center that meets on Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30 where we 
usually do discussion on a pamphlet or Basic text, meetings are going well. The literature rack is now upstairs 
where we meet, this will help us keep track of lit needs. Looking for a female to commit once a month. The panel 
coordinators position is up come January. 
 



Also recently received a request from Platte Valley Youth to have NA provide meetings there as we have in the 
past. Sent a response thanking them for their interest and keeping them updated on what resources we have 
available to be able to make a commitment to do so or not. 
 
Just a reminder, outside of the jails only 3 months is required to sit in and check out what we do, 6 months to share. 
The jails typically require 1 year clean and 3 off paper and a light to heavy background check. We are also in need 
of a Vice Chair for this subcommittee. Requirements include 1 year clean time and 6 months clean. The panel 
coordinator position requires at least 1 year clean time and 6 months H&I experience. For more information on 
qualifications about panel coordinator or Vice chair please attend the next subcommittee at 1450 Westwood Dr in 
Windsor at 11 am on January 26th 
ILS 
James R ☺ any questions please call 970-301-5334  
 
 
 
 
 
 
PI 12/22/2012 
Attendance- Victor, Candain, Karl, James, Dave, Lyndsay 
12 Concepts read by James 
~Web Servant- Dave A- Posted info on web- new group name “Stairway to Recovery”, posted about NA Nooner 
address for Christmas eve and Christmas, changed the time for A.S.S. meeting on Saturday night, appx 100 “visits” 
per week on website (changed wording from “hits” to “visits”), also worked on Regional Campsite page. 
 ~ Phone Line- Still need to talk to Helena and Stephanie about helping with the phone line in Larimer County, 
Dave needs to talk to Humberto about helping (Spanish Speaking) phone goes to Ft Collins in January, Paco could 
help with Spanish Speaking in Greeley but is very hard to get a hold of. 
~Old Business- Fort Collins busses wrote a check $83.08  
                     Printed 3 posters for use in Greeley, Next Media, busses $60.00 
                     Waiting to hear back from Boulder about joint effort for thrifty nickel ads and price 
                     Region may not be willing to pay for the add if someone doesn’t physically go to region to ask 
 ~Poster Drive put up around 150 posters, Karl 5 others took more posters around Greeley last weekend 
~ Boulder might still be listing the old Greely phone number, James has asked them to change it or take it off their 
lists 
~New Business- MCR- IPs needed, they want 50 for MCR and 50 for new ER in Greeley 
                         Possibility of making a stamp for PI will state NA with our phone line number 
                        PVH ER wants more white booklets, What is the NA program? And Am I an Addict? 
Victor spoke to Denver addict will “make it happen” to run PSA scripts that leaves 20 more stations CO; James, 
Dave and Victor will each call appx 7 stations about PSA’s we have no say when adds play 
Karl would like a list of places that posters were put up and of places that said no. He wants to put on a flash drive. 
Greeley Tribune has a daily planner at the bottom of the paper that randomly lists adds for certain 12 step programs, 
James would like to email them and inquire about adding NA to that ad 
ASC asked Kurt to call and get prices on a new phone service, because of the holidays he could not get through 
Elections Lyndsay elected Secretary 
~Budget 
IPs and White Booklets 
*MCR and ER in Greeley 20?  Am I, 20 What is, and 10 White Booklets (Totaling 40 Am I, 40 What is, and 20 
White Booklets 
*PVH – 10 Am I, 10 What is, and 10 White Booklets 
Bus Ads $143.08 
White Booklets $26.00 
Rent $5.00 
Total $174.08 



*The extra money of the budget will go to print IPs from website. We will skip the thrifty nickel ad this month. 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes February 3, 2013 

 
Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Penny 

 
Roll Call:   Taylor M,  Bob L, Angie E, Helena D, Kim W, Paul, Lilias W, Josh B, James R, Pat L, Penny L, Greg 
P, Colin B, Victor R, Brandon K, Candain M, Sheri S, Shell H, Lyndsay E, Keith B 

 

Birthdays: Taylor 3 years, Brandon 2 years, Keith 24 years, Paul 14 years, Colin 2 years. Congratulations! 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 

 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh B GSR If all goes well fundraiser event is moving to April 13th 2608 7th ave moved 
due to complications. Keep 6% surcharge, go ahead to look for place to meet, we are requesting more info about 
swiper $170 area donation Accepting donations for Jackson Lake fundraiser – cups, t-shirts etc group report. 
 
Buena Voluntad: Not in attendance. 

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  We are for 6% surcharge on lit. We are talking about the poker run. 
 
Dead Without It:  Thelma GSR ~30 members/meeting 
 
Drug Busters:   Lilias GSR  Things are going well. Attendance is steady. We were raided yesterday and it was 

wonderful. I am the new GSR.  Need more home group members. 
 

Free at Last: Not in attendance 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C. GSR Going well, attendance is up. Voted against the 6% surcharge. 
 
Friday/ Monday  Night Live:  Paul W GSR. Lit study. Monday nite needs support with time $42 area donation   
 
Just For Today:  Penny L GSR, Greg P GSRA Tues night is book study, Friday night open discussion. Birthday 
meeting last Friday of the month. Meetings are going well. Tuesday night book study bringing in a lot of 
newcomers #s are really good for meetings but 7th is down- no literature purchase today. Our group voted to keep 
the 6% increase for literature since area is having money issues. $20 area donation. 

       
      Mass Addicts: 
 

 NA Nooner: Patti GSR End of this year or as soon as June the nooner will no longer be here. Vote to keep 6%, no     
card swiper. Closed Feb 18th. 

 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Brandon GSR Topic group conscience this Monday, please come. As always need home group 
members the opener is looking for a replacement. $200 area donation 

 



Primary Purpose:  Shell H GSR, Cortegnay GSRA Excellent turn out for raiding drug busters and lunch. Please 
encourage members to attend tradition activity 2/2 following the meeting- no experience w traditions necessary! 
Come be heard. New GSRA Cortegnay W, new greeter Crystel. Vote to continue 6% surcharge and supported 
trying card swiper for merch or anything else. $25 area donation, $25 world donation. 
 
Serene Machine:  Bob L GSR, Rich GSRA Growing in size and now has a group conscious meeting and several 
home group members. Voted to keep 6% on literature. Area donation $100 
 
Serene Springs: not in attendance 
 
Stairway to Recovery: Pat L GSR Attendance approx 20 ppl – have $82.37 but are holding back until our prudent 
reserve is $90.00. We pay 50%of 7th for rent, so no donation today. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B. GSR ~ 10 members/ meeting. Voted to keep 6% lit surcharge $19.40 
area donation 
 
When At The End Of The Road: Helena GSR, Kim W GSRA All is well. Attendance between 20-40 per meeting. 
Area donation $60  
    
XX Genes:    Angie GSR,  Strong message of recovery and newcomers Awesome! Area Fundraising Spaghetti 

Dinner 3/23 5-7:30. Area donation $10 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
    
     Chair: I contacted the City  of Loveland about other places where we could meet that would cost less. To that end 
we are going to look at rms 1 & 2 above. I updated the accounting sheet and added 2013 and our hope is to keep that 
accurate and current. A mistake in the merchandise money in of $250 was corrected and the almost final version will be 
posted on the GSR page. I heard a few comments about the last ASC  that we were giving too much info or what was 
being presented was difficult to digest. Also, I heard a member say that the ASC mtg caused them a hole in their spirit. 
Checking with other members my feelings were echoed in that what happened was a powerful show of unity and 
compromise. No names were called and while a few egos were dinged, it was not so much as to cause people to quit or 
lash out. The OTW area is a bastion of recovery, unified with respect and dignity, IMHO. Hopefully, members feel free 
to speak their piece here and it is never too late to revisit decisions that have been made. We are not purrfect but I 
believe that one’s recovery is not left at the door and spirituality is evident here. I do not meat to dismiss other addict’s 
feelings. Having been called away to Oregon to help with my failing father, and then returning sick, I was unable to get 
the sweeper for activities so as to accept credit cards. This will be done by the Dance, if the ASC sees that as ok under 
old business. The previous chair told me that the Newsletter position was disbanded but it is still listed in the 
Guidelines. Should we vote it out, try to elect someone, or… Lastly, I was thinking for clarity that we elect RCM1 in 
even years and 2 in odd. Discuss, take it back to the groups, or just move on. With love and groundhogness, Dave A 
 

Vice Chair:    
 

Secretary:  none 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Report Attached 

 
Hospitals and Institutions:  Report Attached  
 



Public Information Subcommittee: Report Attached 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:   Report Attached 
 
Merchandise Subcommittee: Candain M.  
 
Activities Subcommittee:  getting $312.12 from new year’s dance which is 12 over what we put in 
 
Treasurer:   $732.72 deposit made Jan 9 
                      $100 for phone , paid, 10 for subcommittee rent, 250  for activities 
                      Total left 489.65, with what we took in 647.40 
CRCNA Liaison:   Report Attached 

 
 
 

 
Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 

Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 
 

Old Business 
       
                                                           Get a sweeper motion passes 
 
Newsletter look into whether it was voted to remove in previous 
 

New Business 
 

Secretary  
Jennifer elected 

, 
RCM II   

Guidelines read, Ray qualified and elected. Congrats! 
 
 

 
Open Area Opportunities for Service:   

 
Upcoming Events 

Tradition meeting on the 28th in Greeley 
 

Written Motions 
 

                                Motion 1: That Off the Wall area make any donation directly to WSO. 
                                                                                Tabled 
 
                                Motion 2: To sell literature at the activity rather than donate 
                                                                                Passes 
                                 
                                Motion 3: To sell literature to another area 
                                                                                Tabled 

 
Disbursements 

732.72 deposit for Jan 9th 



 
Next ASC Meeting: 

, 2013 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Literature Report 2/03/13 
In last month’s report I misstated the value of literature inventory as 2514.17 when it should have been 2346.85. I 
am not sure where the discrepancy came from but I have cross checked it with my inventory and found that this is 
the correct value. Too many hours staring at my computer screen. That said, we sold 497.56 of literature last month 
bringing the literature inventory value to 1849.29. In an effort to reduce the inventory as suggested last month I 
have put together a package to donate to Activities for raffle prizes. 
If approved this would bring the Inventory value to 1692.59, still pretty high. There are a lot of service booklets that 
I’m not sure how to get rid of that don’t sell very well, if anyone has any ideas I’m open for them. 
On another note, I have been thinking about why the treasury is so low and I went back and checked what PI and HI 
have been given. Since I started in June, PI has been donated $99 worth of literature; HI has been donated 306.80 
worth; 316.40 was donated to groups of which 256.20 was for Clean Serene Group. That is a total drain on the 
budget of 722.20 over 6 months since we didn’t have an Area on the 4th of July 2012. 
Mark 
 
PI meeting Feb 3 2013 
- No January meeting due to all but 2 members absent 

- Old bus none because of lack of Jan meeting 

- New bus 

- Web serv all is well 

- Greeley phoneline all is well 

- Larimer phone still looking for someone to hold phone for 1st week shift. Phone is moving from Greeley to Larimer Cty 

- New phone plan now paying 43 and change per month as opposed to 100/month  will stay with this plan for now this 

will save to area about $678/year. 

- Please make announcements in Larimer Cty meetings about the need for people to carry phone. 

- In acknowledgement of the 11th concept the PI subcommittee has unanimously decided to temporarily cut our # of bus 

posters that we are currently running from 4 to 2 in FTC and from 3 to 1 in Greeley to about the area to get out of the 

red. We will also not run a American Classifieds Ad this month. 

- We will continue to monitor the financial situation at the GSC and adjust our spending accordingly 

- Expenditures 

Victor R 26.40 James R 18.25 Next Media 20.00 Street Media Group 43 Get 

-We have experimented with getting our meetings/phone #/ and web address in the Greeley Tribune Daily planner and 

will continue to see what this yields. 



-Our plans to contact local radio stations have been delayed a little bit but we will continue pushing forward on the 20+ 

stations that we plan to contact. 

- Delivered 50 IPs and little white booklets to Rick and Freestanding Emergency room in Greeley 

Honored to serve,  

Victor R 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hospitals and Institutions report for the Off the Wall Area Service Committee Feb 3rd 2013 

I was unable to attend the Hospitals and Institutions sub-committee meeting on Jan 26th. I would  like to thank Lyndsay 

for showing up in my place, even though herself and Sheri S were the only members able to attend that day. 

 

In Larimer County Jail- Womens- we currently have 3 women going in and one waiting for clearance. We are going in on 

the 2nd and 4th Monday and doing a literature discussion. We are looking for a panel coordinator at this time. 

 

In Larimer County Jail- Mens- we currently have at least 3 men going in on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. This is a panel 

presentation with the men sharing their experience, strength and hope about addiction and recovery. I have looked 

around for a fourth committed member to go in and help the 3rd Thursday, and in the end, Eric j expressed his 

willingness to go in while he is able to. We had concerns about possibly discontinuing the 3rd week without anyone else 

to go in. Attendance has been lower than usual, we suspect due to our inability to go in as regularly as we had been. 

Looking for a Panel Coordinator for this facility as well. 

 

Spoke with Humberto about the possibility of a Spanish speaking NA meeting at the Jail in Larimer County and decided 

work schedule too difficult an obstacle to work around. 

 

The Detox Center in Greeley goes in every Monday.  This is usually a literature discussion. The transition from Bill to 

Sheri as Panel Coordinator has gone very well. Thank you both for your service ☺ 

 

The North Range Behavioral Health Treatment (TRT) meeting is every Wednesday and is going well.  

This is a literature discussion, based on our Informational Pamphlets and the Basic Text. Meetings are well. Karl W’s 

position was to be up for election last month, but since there was no meeting, we will be holding it in February. He is 

willing to continue to fill the position if no one else fills it. 

 

Weld County Jail- womens- We have two going in every other Tuesday and usually reading stories in the basic text or  

other literature. We are working on getting more women to go in, and have an application for the mens. 8 books were 

recently donated as I had them on hand, we are also encouraging that they buy their own literature and ensure they are 

on the library cart and not being given to inmates- as we don’t intend to be regularly donating large quantity of books. I 

believe one week was missed due to illness. 

 



Platte Valley Youth Correctional Facility- Kas C is coordinating the efforts to get back in after an almost 8 year absence. 

He and Brandon K are awaiting back ground checks as the final step to getting cleared to go in. Also looking at getting 

Taylor in as well.  More will be revealed. Thank you all three for your service work ☺ Will be electing a Panel Coordinator 

as this starts going. 

 

 Weld County Work Release- Greg P is heading up efforts to get back in on Thursdays. We went back in last Thursday and 

went over the Triangle of Self-Obsession and had 6 in attendance. Greg will be filling in while he can, thank you Greg ☺ 

Will be electing a Panel coordinator for this as well. 

               We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience- fills in                    

for Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels. Panel coordinator position requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I 

experience and be able to help coordinate resources for designated facility and help chair the meetings. Anyone interested in 

H&I please note- only 3 months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months to share your experience strength and hope 

for detox, work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down- jails- and require 1 year clean, 3 years off paper, and a back 

ground check. Our next subcommittee meeting is Feb 23rd at 11:00 am at 1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor at the Vineyard 

Church.  Please contact me if you have any questions 970-31-5334. 

ILS, 

James R 

Crcna Liaison Report – January 

Thank you for allowing me to serve as your CRCNA Liaison this year and to be of service to the fellowship of Narcotics 

Anonymous. This truly is yet another gift from my Higher Power to help me to live a life, beyond my wildest dreams, and to stay 

clean another day. I am truly blessed. 

This year’s CRCNA will be held on Oct 4, 5 and 6th. 

The trusted servants have been elected and they are as follows: 

Chair: Alan H- Mountains High Area 

Vice Chair: Brandi J- Mile High Area 

Secretary: Stephanie C- Off the Wall Area 

Treasurer: Open 

 

 Subcommittee Trusted Servants 

Hotels and Hospitalities- open 

Program Chair- Patrick G- Mile High 

Printing and Display- Greg G- Boulder 

Fundraising and Entertainment- James K- Mile High 

Merchandising- Open 

Registration- Open 

Website- Spencer S- Mile High 

Hospitals and Institutions- Richard T- Mile High 

 

New Business 

Theme and Logo Contest 

Entries must be made by April 12, 2013  

Digital entries- send to crcna@nacolorado.org 

Mailed entries- CRCNA XXVII Theme and Logo Contest 

                             PO Box 1437 

                             Denver, CO 80201 

Prize for winner is a Full Registration Packet 

 

GOTOMEETING.COM 

 

They are looking into allowing anybody to attend the CRCNA and Subcommittee meetings online or by phone. More will be 

revealed ☺ 

 



Next CRCNA meeting is Feb 9th at the Englewood Public Library 

 

Agenda 

Fundraising events 

Preconvention merchandise/online purchase 

Registration brochure update 

Subcommittee budget 

Angie E 

 

 

January RCM Report from the Colorado Region 
Good morning Off the Wall.  The CRCSNA meeting was yet another exciting and eventful day.  Many 
people showed up in lieu of the happenings at the November Regional Meeting.  Surprisingly enough, we 
were able to accomplish quite a bit considering the amount of discord that was present.  I would like 
you all to understand that I will never report on personalities or individuals.  The position you all 
elected me to do is report the Regional business, not the behaviors that ensue to get the business end 
accomplished.  So basically, I try to summarize a 5-8 hour day into several paragraphs.  January’s 
minutes from Region are 45 pages long.  You can always go to the Regional website to review the 
minutes for more information if you are interested. 
RD and RDA Reports 

Not much to report.  As reported last month, the service system and traditions book projects are 
underway.  You can get more information at the following websites:  www.na.org/servicesystem and 
www.na.org/traditions  I did report that report to the Region that the Primary Purpose group would be 
having a Traditions workshop for anyone that would be interested. 
The WCNA registration in now open.  The convention will be held in Philadelphia over Labor Day 
Weekend www.na.org/WCNA 
CRCNA Updates 

CRCNA XXVI- The convention was very successful. A donation of $7302.64 was made to the Colorado 
Region.  What this did in turn, was take the Region to a Tier 3 budget for 2013.  Please feel free to go 
to the Regional website and guidelines to see the tier system. 
The Hotel and Hospitality chair did resign since the last CRCNA meeting.  Open positions are H&H, 
Merchandise, and Registration. 
A treasurer was elected at the Regional Meeting.  Mike P from Mile High is the CRCNA XXVII 
Treasurer. 
PR 

Still in need of a PI Chair. 
Website logo contest has been extended to March 15th  
Other Elections: 

CRRMCO Secretary: Tink V. was nominated, qualified, and Elected 
CRRMCO Vice Chair: OPEN 

PI Chair: OPEN Patty P was nominated, qualified, and asked for time to consider whether she’s able to 
accept the nomination. This position will be discussed in the March meeting. 
 

Proposals 



That all elections held at the November Region meeting be retaken during this January meeting, based 
on the First Tradition and the election process that occurred at the November meeting. Rejected by 
Stand Aside 
 
Hold a Lessons Learned and Successes Session for CRCNA. The session should be held in January 
when the incoming and outgoing chairs are present. It should be a regular agenda item in January. 
Approved by Consensus 

 
Miscellaneous 

 

There was a 10th concept grievance brought to the Region and attended to according to the person 
that brought the grievance to the Region.  This was a majority of the conversation throughout the 
day. 
 
A Regional inventory was suggested.  There will be a proposal on how to do this efficiently at the 
March Regional meeting. 
 
Linda L. has resigned from all positions and will be leaving the state. 
 

 

Activities Around the Region 

 

Valentines Dance 
February 9 - 6 pm Speakers - Couples in recovery 
Dancing to follow until midnight. 
Boulder American Legion, 4760 28th Street, Boulder 
See naboulder.org for more information. 
 
CRCNA Guideline Review Ad-Hoc Meeting 
February 5 – 7:00 p.m. 
9050 East Hampden Avenue, Denver (Village Inn) 
 
Budget Ad-Hoc Meeting 
March 2 - 10:00 am 
2200 South Valley Highway, Denver CO – Northeast side entrance and also available on GoToMeeting 
 
Campout Committee Meeting 
February 9th,  12 Pm at Englewood Public Library 
1000 Englewood Parkway 
Englewood, Co 
 
 
 



  

 
Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes March 3, 2013 

 
Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of 
Service by Penny 

 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 

 
Roll Call: Taylor M, Charle A, Lilias R, Helena D, Rich, Paul, Ray L, Josh B, James R, Penny L, Greg P, Victor R, 
Pat H, Colin B, Shell H,, Cortainey W, Lyndsay E, Dave A, Keith B 
 
Guests/ New GSRs:  Courtney, GSR Primary Purpose, Charle Clean Serene Freaks, Pat for Stairway to Heaven, 
 

Birthdays: Penny 7 years, James 11 years, Stephanie 5 years. Congratulations! 
 
 

Group Reports: 
 
Addicts Seeking Sanity: GSR Josh, Area merchandise will be selling lit at the Jackson Lake Fundraiser dance, 
which is April 13th, doors open at 7pm- speakers are Garret S, Sharon B and Josh B. Which starts at 8 followed by 
raffle and dance. $125.00 area donation. 
 
Buena Voluntad:     

 
Clean Serene Freaks:  Taylor GSr, Charle gsra We don’t want to donate directly to WSO. For moving the ASC, 
where to go, how much it would be and more research. We need more home group members. questions: re the 
poker run will you be seeking any help from the area answer I don’t think so 
 
Dead Without It:  Thelma Gsr 

 
Drug Busters: Lilias R Gsr Attendance is steady. Things are going well. We voted to send money to world, or to 

split the donation in half and give half to region and half to world.   
 

Free at Last:  Victor reporting. 
 
Freedom Springs:   Jennifer C. GSR.   
 
Friday/Monday Night Live:  Paul GSR Meeting has new location 319E 4th St. Upstairs effective immediately. 
Needs support $5.75 area donation  

 
Just For Today:  Penny L gsr, Greg P gsra: Meetings are going well, 7th is a little low but holding steady- great 
recovery sharing/ focus on Tuesdays with book study on Tuesdays, Fridays #s are great. James R will be speaker on 
4/5/13. Our group has decided to send money through region to world. We believe in our trusted servants that are 
elected to serve our region. Thank you for their service. $45 area donation 
 

      
      Mass Addicts: Al A GSR, Steve D gsra : Gsr, Gsra, treas & secrty elected. $10 a month rent, event on 17th passed a 
motion to become a text free zone 
 



 NA Nooner:  Meetings going well, attendance is steady. Not closed for any reason in March. Let area decide on 
funds sent to world. $9.10 area donation. 

 
New Horizons:  Not in attendance. 
 
No Matter What:  Victor reporting. Topic meeting, just got new topics. Meeting is rockin. Killer speakers 15-20 
attendance. 

 
Primary Purpose:  Shell H.GSR, Cortainey W Gsra Held successful tradition activity. Newcomers and oldtimers 
in attendance. Will have another session March 28th after meeting. Look for email. Attendance and 7th is steady. All 
is well. $16 area donation, $16 world donation. Questions Would you be willing to post the results in an email blast. 
Yes but once I get them all together I am not going to do it twice. 
 
Serene Machine:  Bob GSR, Rich GSRA The Group has grown in Home Group Members and new comer visits 
and literature sales. $40 area donation. 
 
Serene Springs: Not in attendance 
 
Stairway to Recovery: Pat H reporting. Attendance has been good; with 20+addicts attending most meetings. 
Home group membership is a bit weak. We only have 5 members. We would like to have more home group 
members but would also like meeting attendees sign our phone list whether they become a home group member or 
not. Although we have finally achieved a prudent reserve, no decision was made at our last group conscious to 
make an area donation. It will be discussed at our next group conscious, on March 25th after the meeting, between 
8:00 and 9:00pm. 
 
Steps and Traditions Roulette:  Colin B.GSR No concerns 
  
When At The End Of The Road:  Helena GSR, Kim W gsra, All is well. $35.00 area donation 56.70 other 
donation 
    
XX Genes:  Helena  reporting. The meeting is in a different place but the Spaghetti dinner is at the old church. 
 

 
      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is 

turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks 
 
 

Officer Reports 
 

Chair:  Many thanks to Lyndsay and Victor for their help last month on such short notice. I’m sure I was not 
missed at all. In Feb, I attended all sub-committee mtgs as well as an impromptu merchandise mtg. Thanks to Steve 
and James and Josh for their help with merchandise. If you missed the Un-Valentine’s dance, and most members 
did, you lost out on a night of fellowship, frivolity and frolicking. I bought a swiper and tried to set it up but it 
required a street address not P.O. Box and didn’t like the info I put in. So, I will try again using the EID that is on 
the ASC checking acct. Kudos to the Primary Purpose group for holding traditions book workshop. Lots of good 
info was brought up and shared. New mtg schedules are available with only the charge to XX Genes. The 
guidelines were changed to reflect the reinstatement of the 6% surcharge. Per article VII section D, subsection e, an 
audit was performed using the data sheet attached along with bank statements. An online login was created so that 
the executive committee can check the bank balance at any time. I am grateful that I was able to answer calls on our 
Phoneline. In Loveland & FTC please announce that we need members with >1 yr to help. 

 
 

Vice Chair: 3/2/2013 



This month I attended the Subcommittees. We actually had all subcommittees this month in Windsor. Literature is 
going to start having their subcommittee after activities. I attended the Un-Valentines dance which wasn’t very well 
attended but I had fun fellowshipping with other addicts.  
I have decided that I will be filling out an application to go into the Weld County Jail. Going to school at night doesn’t 
give me very many opportunities to attend; however, I will apply so that when I get the time to go in I can. H&I is in 
such great need that they will take anyone who meets the requirements for help whenever you can go. It doesn’t have to 
be a huge commitment but an hour or two once a month or once every few months if that is all you can do. Please talk 
to fellow addicts about their service commitments, think about whether you can help, and come to the subcommittee to 
find out more information.  
Thank you for letting me be of service to Narcotics Anonymous. Giving back to this program is what keeps me clean.  
ILS,  
Lyndsay E.  

 
Secretary:  Jennifer C 
 
RMC 1/RCM 2:   Ray / Stephanni check email blast for info on go to meetings They are being used all throughout 
the region for the  CRCNA submeetings. good  way to stay  involved and they have a app for it. region assembly in 
April in southern area? Centrally located for April region meeting. 3rd week of the month? One thing about the 
assembly they like to have an activity especially if it involves travel. Josh: Very important that off the wall gsrs 
attend assembly and have a vote. Lilias: I  will definitely do my best if anyone needs a ride let me know.  

 
 
Hospitals and Institutions:  attached 
 
Public Information Subcommittee: attached 
 
Literature Sub-Committee:   We sold $492.70 worth of literature of which $104.30 was for H&I and $19.80 was 
for PI. We owe Clean Serene Freaks $17.50 for Living Cleans they were charged for which I did not catch until 
later. That will make our total sold $475.20. That brought the literature inventory value to $1374.09. I ordered 
$569.69 more literature bringing this month’s literature value to 1943.78. 
I went to the Un-Valentines Dance with all of the books listed in last month’s Literature Committee report. I sold 
three books for $59.90. One gift edition Basic Text, one Just for Today gift edition and one How It Works and Why 
gift edition. These will not show up on this month’s totals as they were sold after last area. 
I am requesting a disbursement of $8.30 for a one and two year medallion that I ordered as a part of a special order 
I made for a 39 and 40 year coin for the Drug Busters group for Kathy’s 39th anniversary. I had to order the two 
extra coins because WSO does not allow online orders of less than ten dollars and this was a rush order. The $8.30 
is for two medallions at $2.90 each and half of the $5.00 shipping charge. I also would like to be reimbursed for 
some copies I had made and more brown envelopes that cost me $5.97. That is the total of $14.27. 

 
Merchandise Subcommittee: James reporting: Questions; are we going to make the cups Josh I am the unofficial 

vice chair for contact Steve B.  They have the entire logo on them. Dave A: They are clear cups for 6 bucks on the 
other side you can get your name which would be 8, and your clean date for 10. Steve B is taking orders as well. Those 
are made to order, paid for in advance, trying not to outlay more money for stuff. Merchandise is up for reelection. 

 
Activities Subcommittee:  Questions: Stephanni:” I am floored that the dance ended at9 and they all went upstairs 
to play poker. People lose their lives over gambling. How much money did this dance make? 14.60. 
 
Treasurer:   As of this bank statement $563.15. Deposit $312.12 from New Years Eve bash. $295.00 in 7th 
tradition today. 
    
 
CRCNA Liaison:   Logo/Theme contest has been extended. 
 



 
 

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and 
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks 

 
Old Business 

 
Motion 1:  
That the off the wall area make any donations to world.  
 
Motion 2: To sell literature 
 
Failed 
 
Motion 3: Move the asc to another space.  
Bring back ideas. New Business 

 
Elections PI Chair Victor nominated and accepted, Victor qualified 

 
 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:   
Merchandise Chair 

Upcoming Events 
What: URMCNA XIV Fundraiser 
When: Saturday, March 16th, 6-9 pm 
Details: Taco Bar- $5, Speaker, Raffles & open mtg after Speaker 
Where: 4603 Lion Park Dr, Cheyenne, WY (Old Community House) 
 
What: Mass Addicts Potluck Dinner and 2 Speakers 
When: Sunday, March 17th, 6-7 pm potluck, 7-8 speakers, hosting every 3 months thereafter 
Details: 1 speaker>1 year clean and 1 speaker <1 year clean 
Where: 220 E. Oak Street, Fort Collins 
 
What: XX Genes hosts fundraiser for OTW area 
When: Saturday, March 23rd, 5-7:30 pm 
Details: Spaghetti dinner & Speakers 
Where: 1208 W. Elizabeth Street, Fort Collins 
 
What: Jackson Lake Dance Fundraiser 
When: Saturday, April 13th, 7-9pm 
Details: 7- potluck, 8- Speaker, 9-1 raffle and dance 
Where: 2608 7th Avenue, Greeley 
 
What: 7th Annual Jackson Lake Campout 
When: June 14th – June 16th 
Cost: Parking $7 a day per car 

 
 
 
  
  

Written Motions 
Motion 1: Removed newsletter from guidelines and elections 



Fails 
 

Motion 3: Combining the subcommittees would be easier on everyone else the same guidelines. 
 

Disbursements 
 
 

Next ASC Meeting: 
April 6, 2013 9:00am 
The Pulliam Building 

545 N. Cleveland Ave.)  
Loveland, CO 

 
Your Secretary thanks you for your patience! 

 
 
 
 
Victor Pi met on the 23rd 
There were 8 addicts present 
Webmaster- everything good 50-100 visits per week. We are like at 2000 visits since November 
Made updates to xxgenes meeting 
Phoneline is now in Fort Collins. I had it for three weeks first two weeks slow last week was nutty. We need more 
phoneline volunteers in Fort Collins. Going back to Greeley at the end of this month. I had wanted to go down 
Dave informed me that our phone costs have not gone down to 43 dollars as I previously thought but more like 79. I 
will try to make those changes. 
Boulder area still has wrong phone number for our area  
High Schools- Zero responses to our letters, asked subcommittee if we should continue to pursue with phone calls. 
Voted not to concentrate on professionals and colleges instead. 
Radio stations- 2 members contacted stations with mixed results. One kept ringing. The other said they need to be 
paid. I contacted two that said they would welcome psas on their station. We are contacting the Wyo-Braska area to 
make sure they are not conflicting. 
Greeley Tribune a member has been putting our meeting in the daily planner. A couple in every week is added with 
our meeting, phone number etc. 
We are still in by weekly announcements of our meetings with web address and phoneline number. 
Rubberstamp made with our phone number going out on all literature. 
Weld county mental Health? Given ip copies 
health fairs. 44$Two buss adds in Fort Collins, $20 for one bus add in Greeley. 
 
Can I get some more packets for the women’s center in Greeley. Lists schedules in Spanish and English white 
booklets. Anything you can spare. Yes. 
 
 

Hospitals and Institutions report for the Off the Wall Area Service Committee March 3rd, 2013 
The H&I subcommittee was held Feb 23rd with 12 attending, including new to the committee Dawn K. Penny was re-
elected as secretary. Thanks you both for you service. 
In Larimer County Jail- Women’s- we currently have at least 4 members going in, and Dawn H has also started to go 
back in as well. We are going in on the 2nd and 4th Monday and doing a literature discussion. We are looking for a panel 
coordinator at this time. 
In Larimer County Jail- Men’s- we currently have at least 4 men going in on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. This is a panel 
presentation with the men sharing their experience, strength and hope about addiction and recovery. We have a new 
panel member, Dave A going in. We also have elected a Panel Coordinator- Dave A. Welcome and thanks ☺ 
Attendance is up and down (believe I reported it was down, but it was corrected in that it fluctuates) 



The Detox Center in Greeley goes in every Monday. This is usually a literature discussion. As we have had one 
member step down, we’ve had another step into place. Attendance is good. 
The North Range Behavioral Health Treatment (TRT) meeting is every Wednesday and is going well. This is a 
literature discussion, based on Informational Pamphlets and the Basic Text. Meetings are well. Karl W was reelected as 
Panel Coordinator, thanks for your service. ☺ 
Weld County Jail-women’s- we have two going in every other Tuesday and usually reading stories in the basic text or 
other literature. Meetings are going when we get in. Have been addressing the cross talk and staying focused on the 
meeting. A suggestion was a format change. Have 6-10 women attending. Also current members are required to re-
apply, as they do every year. Need more women to go in, and have an application being reviewed for the men’s. 
Platte Valley Youth Correctional Facility- Kas C continues the efforts to get back. We are still waiting back ground 
checks as the final step to getting cleared to go in. More will be revealed. 
Weld County Work Release- This meeting is a literature discussion and goes every Thursday. Attendance is good, 
averaging 9. Have Shane, Sjon and James going in. Greg P was elected as Panel Coordinator, thanks for your service. 
We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience- fills 
in for Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels. Panel coordinator position requires 1 year clean and 6 
months H&I experience and be able to help coordinate resources for designated facility and help chair the meetings. 
Anyone interested in H&I please note—only 3 months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months to share your 
experience strength and hope for detox, work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down- jails- and require 1 
year clean, 3 years off paper, and a back ground check. Our next subcommittee meeting is March 23rd at 11:00 am at 
1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor at the Vineyard Church. Please contact me if you have any questions 970-301-5334. 
ILS, 
James R ☺ 
Requesting 95.65 in literature. 
 
PI Report: 
2/23/2013  
Webmaster- Dave A 
50-100 visits per week, may need to add a 5 digit counter 
Made the updates to XXgenes meeting, changed on website and phone list 
Added new activities as they come 
 
Phoneline 
In Fort Collins now, Victor had for the last 3 weeks, the first two weeks were very slow, and last week had more calls 
Dave will have phone next 
Need more phone line volunteers for Fort Collins 
Will have for two months and then it will go back to Greeley 
Victor wants to go to 150 minutes from the current 500, consensus is stay at 500 
Dawn has a trac phone that costs $25 dollars a month and has 750 minutes, however we are currently in our contract 
Informed that phoneline is not 43 but 79 still 2 phones 
 
Educator Letters 
There have been two letters sent out in the last two years 
We have had 0 responses for the last 51 letters that were sent out 
Looking to do two health fairs in April 
 
Radio stations  
Victor called 8 radio stations, 2 in WY 
James called two clear channel stations, one number just kept ringing, the other said they only do paid psas 
  
Daily Planner in Greeley Tribune 
James hasn’t put anything in yet will pursue 
 
There was a rubber stamp made to stamp all 



 
NCMC 
James talked to NCMC, they no longer have a mental health department, they use North Range now, he went back to 
the ER, we can give them 20 pamphlets and meeting lists. 
 
New Business 
Victor plans to run again for Chair, March is the Election 
Urgent Care on 72nd wants PI information 
Bus Posters- addicts have only seen a poster on one bus 
3 presentations coming up next month 
Need more people for phone line in Ft Collins 
Budget 
Bus $63.00 
Also literature that we print for appx $50.00 
 



























Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes  June  9 , 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by Brett

Roll Call:   Rich, Brett A, Paul W, Pat L, Josh B, Jim M, Chris G, Katie M, Adam C, Taylor M, Penny, Brandon K,
Ray L, Dave A, James R, Steve B, Stephanni C

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Josh B Gsr We are currently going over Living Clean in Lit Study. The Saturday meeting
is back to 7pm. All is well. The date for Jackson Lake campout is the 14th-16th. Once again no dogs allowed. The
Speaker for Saturday is Billy G from $130.00 area donation. And there will be a  July 7th after the meeting
Stampede Day.

Buena Voluntad:

Clean Serene Freaks: Taylor M Gsr Our poker run will be on August 31st We need support. We have open
positions available, gsra, club liaison

Dead Without It:   We celebrate clean time birthdays every Friday night. Attendance is good 20-30 at each
meeting. Attendance is good 20-30 at each meeting. Always lots of newcomers but sharing and recovery is real
strong. Thanks for letting me serve Kurtis R

Drug Busters:

Free at Last:

Freedom Springs:  Dawn H Gsr I am out of town this week so obviously I’m not at the Area business meeting.
The meetings are going well and I look forward to serving as the GSR for the next year. We are now just getting our
money straightened out so we are unable to purchase literature and donate to the Area. We are located at 3448 N Taft
Ave in Loveland. Feel free to come out and join us at one of our two meetings that are held at 7pm on Tuesday and
Thursday. It’s always nice when you have a large meeting, as you have that much more recovery to take in and give,

Happy to be in service, Dawn H

Friday/Monday Night Live: Paul W Gsr Lit study meeting $25 area donation

Just For Today:  Penny L Gsr, Greg P Gsra All is well #s are good. 7th is actually going up a little- picnic is
scheduled $50 area donations.

      Mass Addicts: Al Gsr, Steve H Gsra GC and spiritual darts on 4th Sunday. Potluck on 16th catching up on money

 NA Nooner: James have openers for all days of the week. Starting June 3rd open wheelchair accessible. Have flags
on table asking for a donated starter kit from area.

New Horizons: Not in attendance.



No Matter What:  Brandon K Gsr All is well, attendance is slightly down so please attend. Need topic speakers,
call me or Steve D.

Primary Purpose:

Serene Machine:  Rich Gsr Attendance is steady and good. $40.00 area donation.

Serene Springs: Chris G Doing well going though gsra s like crazy so I may continue a 2nd term if elected. Bought
our lit rack.

Stairway to Recovery: Pat L Gsr attendance is about 20 people, 7th average $12.00 per meeting one new group
member $15 area donation.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Katie reporting. Attendance is good. All is going well. Questions: You are going
through the new book right? Yes section by section.

Swag’d out: gsr Quintessa great good attendance increases every week last week 28.

When At The End Of The Road: Our bbq went well 30+ in attendance. We have been asked to move at the end of
this month due to church expansion have tentatively planned for 301 east Stuart.

XX Genes:  Katie M GSR 10 year coming up having bbq July 13, 2013 want home groups to get together,
attendance good.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair:  I went though orientation at LCJ and plan to go in at least once a month. In attending the EOTR picnic I
was able to see lots of friendly faces and enjoy the beautiful day. Getting the budget data sheet up to snuff for
August is a major goal. As far as the swiper – I need our routing number and the home number and the home state
website was down on Friday evening to last night. More effort on my part will be needed.

      Vice chair: On honeymoon in Mexico

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Ray / Stephanni

Hospitals and Institutions:
The subcommittee met on May 25th with 3 members present. I was out of town for a graduation in the San Luis
Valley. Penny R and Sheri S helped fill the gaps while I was away- thank you for both for your help.
otherwise not supported by our traditions NA meetings. Spoke about open closed and H&I meetings, the
institutional Group Guide, but mostly the emphasis on the importance of getting to meetings if they have the
opportunity so they can get sponsors, be familiar with how an actual NA meeting is and abiding by our traditions
(like not endorsing specific religions, etc) Seems like we are on the same page and she noted no awareness of any
NA meetins there started by clients.
We gave 4 books to Kas for Platte Valley Youth. I sent emails to all Committee members about the upcoming day
of this month’s meeting and small attendance last month- in part suggesting the guidelines the Area has for not
missing more than 2 sub-committee meetings without a report and 3 without a report and gave one copy out for the
mail I don’t have.



LCDC men’s: Dave A has been orientated on May 19th and is now official. Sjon will be rotation off of the 1st

Thursday so Dave will be going in with Mark M then with Colin on the 3rd Thursday. Active recruiting for a
replacement for Sjon has begun.
LCDC women’s: everything going great. We are still going in 2x a month, the 2nd & 4th Mondays. I have submitted
3 new people to be cleared thru our coordinator at LCDC. Continuing to seek new volunteers to step up and see if
they would like to come in and even if it is something that would benefit their program or have the willingness and
open mindedness to try.
TRT: Meeting from 5:30-6:30. #s are up around 17 per meeting. Dawn H was speaker this month. Things are going
good. We are looking for a female to go in as we had a member move away.
Detox: Numbers range from 5-12 per meeting. We are doing introduction to NA for topics. Kathy and Ernie have
offered to help for Dawn who moved.
Work Release: Going in every Thursday. Had 2 in attendance last week, has been up and down. We had Pat L go in
week before last for first time.
Weld County Jail: Haven’t been in since March. WC made changes & didn’t inform me. I tried numerous times to
contact Julie the program director & finally contacted her by email. We are still scheduled for Tuesday but have no
one to go in with at this time. Janene R has submitted paperwork to get approved.
Platte Valley Youth: Still have 2 members going in 2nd and 4th Saturday. Have been reading out of the Basic Text
and Informational Pamphlets. We are looking to elect a panel lead. We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-
committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience- fills in for Chairperson and helps coordinate
resources for panels. Panel coordinator position requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience and be able to
help coordinate resources for designated facility and help chair the meetings. Anyone interested in H&I please note-
only 3 months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months to share your experience strength and hope for
detox, work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down- jails- and requires 1 year clean, 3 years off paper,
and a back ground check. Our next subcommittee meeting is June 22nd at 11am at 1450 Westwood Drive in
Windsor at the Vineyard church. Please contact me if you have any questions 970-301-5334. ILS James R

Public Information Subcommittee:

Literature Sub-Committee:   The previous inventory value was $1628.30. We sold $468.65 literature less the 6%
surcharge is $440.53 bringing the Literature inventory value to $1187.77. We ordered $377.67 of new literature
bringing the new Literature inventory value to $1565.44. There was a $45.32 shipping charge on that order so the
total was $422.99.
Of the $468.65 of literature sole $102.15 was for H&I. I have made this part of my sales reports every month but I
wonder if this is really necessary since there really isn’t any sale. This is more of a disbursement and I wonder if it
is giving us a false value on the inventory value. I haven’t been able to do a hard inventory since I moved to my
new home so I will do that before the next ASC in August to try to get a better handle on what the inventory is
actually worth. I have tried to remove the 6% in all my calculations so that should be accurate but when I make
cash sales that is the amount that I need to reorder or I will begin draining the General Fund. For example our cash
sales were 365.50 last ASC. If we reordered that and what H&I got then the General Fund would lose 102.15. At
the rate that H&I takes literature we would never recoup that even with the 6% surcharge because H&I has gotten
on average about 100.00 in literature each month and 366.50 in sales includes only 21.99 surcharge. Since I also
ordered less than 500 worth and got a 45.31 shipping charge this means that we lost 23.32. If we ordered enough to
avoid the shipping charge we would lose the 102.15 less the 21.99 or 80.16 plus the difference between the 500.00
and the 440.53 that is actual cost of the literature sold.
It gets worse. If I don’t order enough to cover the H&I orders then the inventory will continue to decline and I will
have shortages in literature across the board. I’m not sure how to proceed at this point and I offer this topic up for
discussion as new business.

Merchandise Subcommittee: May -Discounted all shirts to 10.00 cost from what I could learn was below 10.00.
Sold a lot at Chey convention alternative merchandise on Sunday of that convention $140.00 or 14 shirts sold still have
14 shirts sold still have 14 shirts will get prices and be getting new logo shirts and new merch example welcome mat
etc $140.00



June- All good have new logo but till I get rid of old shirts will not get new shirts. All so did not need 100.00 or any
money till after May sometime if u do not have $136.00 total

Activities Subcommittee:  August 24th is the barn dance, day to help clean up the barn Aug 17th. There will be
flyers. We as an area need to choose a speaker but everything else CRCNA subcommittee will do. There are other
activities coming up. Question: are you planning anything for World unity day? Yes you are going to have a busy
weekend.

Treasurer:   Keith B.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Elections:

Vice Chair: Jim nomintated, guidelines read, accepted, elected. Congrats!

Open Area Opportunities for Service:

Written Motions
Motion 1: To have a starter kit donated by area to new noon meeting.  Passes.

Motion 2: To donate Clean Serene Freaks $250 for the Poker Run that will be in August. Passes.

Next ASC Meeting:
August 4, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes August 4, 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by Penny

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: James motioned to approve, Penny seconded. approved

Roll Call: Lilias R, Victor R, Andrew M, Krista W, Angie E, Stephanni C, Keith B, Dave A, Lyndsay H, Shell H,
Jim M, Quintessa, James R, Newt L, Ray L, Katie M, Chris G, Ernie S, Karl W, Penny L

Guests/ New GSRs: Andrew GSR for Serene Machine, K GSRA for Serene Machine, Ernie GSR Addicts Seeking Sanity,
Carl temp GSRA for NA Nooner

Birthdays: Victor 7 years, Carl 26 years, Dave 27 years, Newt 28 years, Quintessa 6 months

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie GSR Helen F GSRA Fort Fun activity Sept 7th when at the end of the road after.
July 7th we had 70 people. $270 area donation.

Buena Voluntad: not in attendance

Clean Serene Freaks: not in attendance

Dead Without It:   not in attendance

Drug Busters:   Lilias GSR Things are going well. Attendance is steady; our 7th has fluctuated a little, due to the
fact that it is summer. $4.00 area donation.

Free at Last: Dave is going well with built in attendees from Harmony making up the bulk of the members. (all
male clients plus family members) They celebrate birthdays every meeting and to keep up with the large number of
newcomers they have a huge bag of white key tags. They also give JFTs to clients who graduate the next night. So
their 7th tradition is all spent on key tags and books which they order from the WSO.

Freedom Springs:  Dawn H GSR Once again I’m not able to be here due to not being in state at this moment.  I
did however want to let you know what is happening at Freedom Springs. We meet Tuesday and Thursday nights 7 pm
until 8 am at 3348 N Taft in Loveland. The meetings are book study/ open discussion based. Home group members
seem to be picking up (yeah!) average attendance is 9-15 addicts per meeting, and everything is running smoothly. We
had a beginning balance of $148.10 on 7/18. After paying rent, $50 for the month of July, our prudent reserve of $50,
supplies $22.77 we are left with a balance of $25.35 which will be used toward rent for August. Thank you all for your
continued support. Happy in service Dawn H

Friday/Monday Night Live: Paul W GSR Good meeting attendance is better. Always could use support. $20 area
donation.



Hope Group: Meetings are good, mostly newcomers. Have 3 homegroup members 10 to 30 average in the 20s. 7th

is good. Will start giving white key tags out. Meeting needs people with clean time to come and carry the message.
In need of GSR/GSRA/Treasurer/ Thursday opener James is secretary. $30 area donation. $30 world donation.

Just For Today:  Penny L GSR, Greg P GSRA Everything is going well. Picnic went well thank you for all who
attended. No needs or concerns. $70 area donation.

      Mass Addicts: mtg attendance has been steady at 20-25 people. 50-75% are guys from the half-way house, some of
whom seem interested in recovery. More “regular” addicts are welcome. All but 1 of the original home group members
are in the wine. The group has been helped financially by a few members but is now called upon to be self-supporting
as of Aug 31. Rent is paid through then, $10 month, and we have supplies and some literature. We celebrate birthdays
weekly and will have our next potluck on Sunday, September 22nd at 6pm. Flyers are available. $4.86 donation to area.
The swiper was used to deposit $5 in our checking acct and they take 14 cents for every $5 of transaction.

      NA Nooner:

New Horizons: There is a new adolescent/ teen treatment center called Fire Mountain, close to Estes on the road to
Longmont. They bring 7-12 clients so meeting attendance has sky rocketed. A few core members with time keep
things running and the door open. If you have never been, you might want to drive up the canyon some Thursday
night. The clubhouse is one of the nicest places for a mtg you have ever seen.

No Matter What:  Brandon K GSR All is well, new topics posted. Need more in attendance and home group
members.

Primary Purpose: Shell H GSR 7th steady. Attendance steady (slight dip in summer) need home group members
and service. $56 area donation.

Recovery Swag’d Out: Quintessa GSR Fully self supporting regular attendance is regular of about 13-20.

Serene Machine:  Andrew M GSR, Krista W GSRA, All is well. Attendance has gone up. 7th tradition is steady.
More people with clean time is always appreciated. $5 area donations

Serene Springs: Chris G GSR Doing well. Average attendance 10 people. $10 area donation.

Stairway to Recovery: Not in attendance

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Katie pretty steady no needs or concerns and a donation of $39.37

When At The End Of The Road:  Brett GSR Angie E GSRA, GC & birthday meeting is last Sat of the month.
Attendance is good. Lots of newcomers. New location is awesome! We moved to our new location 301 E Stuart at
Trinity church. Attendance is good a lot of newcomers we could use support from those with clean time. Question
have you seen attendance drop off since you moved? No its good.

XX Genes: Katie M GSR Ten year BBQ went well, keeping it strong, attendance is steady. $15 area donation.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks



Chair: Having been to every group in OTW since becoming chair has brightened my spirit. (Except XX Genes but
I did hit their 10th anniversary picnic) I cannot express how grateful I am to have participated in the ASC doing
service with old friends and new. I feel a part of as never before! If I offended anyone with my feeble attempts at
humor or made your 4th step because of my opinions and attitude, I apologize for the 1st and am happy you are
working the steps for the 2nd! More to the point, the swiper is now set up and tested. We had some confusion with
the City of Lvld about the deposit for the Pulliam Bldg, but that was straightened out and $300 was put in our
account. Due to not having the bank statement in June the perception was that we were digging into our prudent
reserve of $600. That was not the case. The ASC accounting sheet is now up to date and Lyndsay, Keith and Jim
will be more on the ball than I. A situation arose with employees of the half-way house in FtC poking their heads
into mtgs. One actually came in, took off his badge and sat down. Granted these were open mtgs, but it was quite
disconcerting to some members. A call was placed to the Director of Community Corrections. They are required by
law to do spot checks of the clients whether at work, a mtg or wherever they are signed out to be. He agreed to
write all the supervisors and ask that their checks be less heavy handed. More will be revealed. I have the key to our
PO Box which is at the FtC South Branch. Someone from FtC that is always here needs to take over the
responsibility of getting our mail, esp the phone bills and bank statements. In a talk with Mark, our Lit chair, we
went over the questions he had and can review those under old business so the body is clear and any concerns can
be addressed. Lastly, I will continue in my role as Larimer County Phoneline chair so you ain’t getting’ rid of me
easily! Mucho Grande Gritudunously….

Vice Chair: I attended an orientation for Weld County Jail on Thursday last week. After seeing the pods I was
filled with gratitude that I never had to experience the inside of jail. Weld County is in dire need of addicts to bring
in the message. The chaplain believes that there is a great need and I agree. If you have any interest please let James
know. I was googling myself and it connected me with my full name to the NA off the wall website. ILS, Lyndsay
H

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Stephanni I did not go. I have no real excuse. I did talk to my sponsor about this I really don’t
know how to rectify this situation besides making a better effort for September assembly and November.  I screwed
up. I went through the minutes. There is a new secretary and they really just seem to go through the bullet points.
You can always go to the website.  I do not know where the assembly is.
Ray I also was unable to attend.
I was unable to find any information about where the inventory information is. I think we were supposed to get
back to them with that.

Penny: Do we have a date for the assembly? Sept 22

Hospitals and Institutions: The subcommittee met on June 22 with  5 members present. I also attended the
Regional Hospitals and Institutions meeting in Arvada on July 20th. We are hoping to have the Colorado prisons
that have NA meetings linked up to the World Convention as California was a few years back!!! The regional H&I
sub-committee is looking for anyone approved to go into the prisons to go into the Sterling Correctional facility to
host the World Convention link up, as they need someone to be there from the outside, and at this time no one is
available to do so. They are also looking for anyone interested in going in regularly to the facility to do H&I. Please
let me know if interested- I have some flyers to go to the home groups as well for Department of Corrections H&I.
harmony is looking for NA speakers let me know if interested.
Larimer County Jail mens: We continue going in the 1st and 3rd Thursday of the month. We didn’t go in on the 4th

of July. Meeting starts at 7pm have to be out by 8:15, makes it tough to do meeting. Dave is looking at recruiting a
few people to help out. Lisa, the jail coordinator doesn’t help in rounding the men from the pods to go attend the
meeting.
Larimer County Jail women’s: We are still going in 2x a month, the 2nd and 4th Mondays.
North Range Behavioral Health Transitional Residential Treatment (TRT): Meeting from 5:30-6:30 every
Wednesday. Attendance is down a little. Have a female member stepping down.
North Range Behavioral Health- detox: Going will. Attendance ranges from 4-12. Ginny G and Andrew S are going
in to check out what we do and have attended at least 1 meeting.
Work Release: Going in every Thursday at 7pm Attendance has been low, but at least a few there if not 5.



Weld County Jail- Women’s: Kathy spoke w Chaplin Joe and we have at least 2 women approved and orientated as
of this month. No start date is yet determined, but we are finally looking at setting up a regular, if only once a
month, to go back in!! I also spoke w Chaplin Joe and in regards to the background checks his statement was if it
has been awhile (could not get a stated time) or if someone has a clear background, have them apply, and it would
be on a case by case basis.
Platte Valley Youth: Still have 2 members going in 2nd and 4th Saturday. We are looking to elect a Panel
Coordinator.
We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience-
fills in for Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels. Panel coordinator position requires 1 year clean
and 6 months H&I experience and be able to help coordinate resources for designated facility and help chair the
meetings. Anyone interested in H&I please note- only 3 months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months
to share your experience strength and hope for detox, work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down-
jails- and require 1 year clean, 3 years off paper, and a back ground check. Our next subcommittee meeting is
August 24th at 11am at 1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor at the Vineyard church. Please contact me if you have
any questions 970-301-5334. ILS, James R requesting $112.15 in literature.

Public Information Subcommittee:   I am under prepared for today. I was not present for the last time we met.
We have lost our contract with the bus ad company reason being they did an inventory and found out that public
service ads were not accepted. In the interest of transparency I was issued a check for $200 and change and had
intended to return the unused portion of that but I didn’t do that so I still that unused portion I deposited into my
account and am writing checks from my own account. We were refunded $63. That amount was inaccurate frankly
I am a little frustrated in dealing with these companies.

Literature Sub-Committee:

Merchandise Subcommittee: Steve is out of state.

Activities Subcommittee:

Treasurer:   As of 7/31 our balance including prudent reserve is $1,183.88 – phone bill of $53.00. Also our bank
bag is so big I can’t put it in the deposit box but the bank will give us a key to put it  in the large deposit box.
Questions: Is there a fee for that key? No. Keith B.

CRCNA Liaison: Angie E I didn’t attend last month but I did read over the minutes. I will have a more thorough
report next month.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

1. Why report the amount of Lit “donated” to H&I and PI? For transparency of 7th tradition money.

2. Should  “donated” amount be included in sales? Yes, it has always been done that way but wasn’t clear.

3. Should the inventory be counted with the 6% surcharge or not? Yes, maybe both with and without.

4. Do they bylaws need to be modified? Possibly do away with Article VI, Sect D, Sub e @ separate inventory



New Business

Open Area Opportunities for Service:  Newsletter chair

Upcoming Events
Standing on Higher Ground campout Aug 9-11th

 Barn Dance- Saturday Aug 24th

CSF Poker Run Saturday Aug 31st

World Unity Day Speaker event and Brunch Sunday Sept 1st

Addicts Seeking Sanity Fort Fun and Raid on When at the End of the Road Sept 7th

Mass Addicts Potluck and Speakers on Sunday, September 22nd

Next ASC Meeting:
September 8, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



Literature Committee Report for 8/4/13

I did a hard inventory of the literature stock but only of the things that I sold last ASC assuming that
everything else hasn’t changed since the previous ASC. That gave me a value of the literature inventory
of $1119.39. Amazingly when I subtracted what I sold from the previous months literature value the
total value was $11118.79 less than a dollar difference. So I will begin this ASC with the $1119.39 figure.
I sold $609.60 worth of literature at ASC prices of which $118.05 was for H&I. That means that ASC
made approximately $28 on the 6% surcharge. I reordered $722.84 worth of literature which brings the
August literature inventory value to $1892.23. I apologize for being so short on items last ASC. I didn’t
take into account the two month gap between ASCs so after consulting with the ASC chair and others at
the last subcommittee meetings I went ahead and ordered $722.84 of new literature for this ASC which
is about $200 more than I sold last ASC. I hope that will be enough! As a reminder the issue of how H&I
is a drain on the general fund needs to be discussed or at least understood in the context of other
disbursements. Also I am unsure how to document these sales/donations to H&I. We have to be aware
that when H&I makes an order the cash that I bring in sales does not cover that and will not be reflected
in the treasurers report until next ASC. Also it is not accurate when I report that I sold H&I 115.05 worth
of literature at ASC prices because ASC does not make a 6% profit on this order. We actually just gave
them what I paid for it at WSO prices. So really if I subtract the 6% surcharge from that H&I order the
value I get is $108.15. When I subtract the $28.00 we made on the rest of the literature sales total cost
to the ASC was $80.15. I have been trying to subtract that out in my reports so that I am being accurate
and transparent as to how much money is actually being added to the treasury by the 6% surcharge.



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes September 8, 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by John B

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: approved

Roll Call:   Andrew M, Paul W, Ellen K, Goldberry, Keith B, Lyndsay H, Jim M, Dawn H, Shell H, John B, Steve
B, Stephanni C, Lilias K, James R, Ernie S, Brandon K, Angie E, Helen F, Quintessa, Pat H

Guests/ New GSRs: Ellen Just for Today, John Gsra primary purpose, Goldberry xxgenes

Birthdays: Lyndsay 6 years Ellen 6 years Angie 3 years Congratulations

Opening Reading: “Service to the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous has its own rewards. When we practice
spiritual principles in our daily lives, a stronger relationship with our Higher Power develops. Our relationship with
our group and the fellowship grows stronger, too. Service in NA is a learning experience that allows us personal
growth. We begin to look beyond our own interests, setting aside our self-centered view of life in order to better
serve the whole. We benefit spirituality in return for our unselfish service.” It Works How and Why, Tradition Two,
page 143

Group Reports

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie Gsr Meetings going well. New home group members, Nick J, Penny R and Alyssa.
Sunday meetings are good averaging 40-50 people. Wednesday meetings are good; 15-20 people. Saturday Book
study: Living Clean 20 people average. ASS has agreed to host the hospitality at CRCNA from 6-8 Saturday
morning. $60.00 area donation

Buena Voluntad: not in attendance

Clean Serene Freaks: Taylor M Gsr, Ginny Gsra, Andrew reporting Saturday meeting no longer a book study. All
is well.

Dead Without It:   not in attendance

Drug Busters:   Lilias R GSR Things our going well. Our attendance has been low the past couple of weeks. Our
treasurer is currently recovering from surgery so no donation.

Free at Last: not in attendance

Freedom Springs:   Dawn GSR We have been having an average of 10-15 addicts attending and on some nights up
to 20-25 so it seems we are growing, which is always nice. Our 7th has been paying the rent and buying supplies and
that’s about it. We got behind on the rent (by a couple of weeks) so I’m happy to say that we are back on track. It can
only get better. After paying rent and buying supplies, we have $14.60 plus our prudent reserve left in our treasury.
Unfortunately we won’t be able to donate to Area this month and we have hope that, once again, it can only get better.



Hope Group: Attendance averages into the high teens and low twenties. The rumor that the building is has sold is
not true. But it is up for sale. We have 4 home group members, open positions are treasurer, gsr and gsra $50 area
donation, $50 world donation
Just For Today:  Ellen GSR Penny L stepped down, new GSR is Ellen K who stepped up. Tues & Fri night
meetings both doing well. Tues is a step meeting. $100.00 area donation

      Live Group: Paul GSR New meetings women’s group at 6 on Wed men’s group at 7:15 on Wed and Thursday
noon meeting.

      Mass Addicts: Gsr Dave A The group is doing well with between 10 & 25 members per meeting depending upon
whether the halfway house men attend. 7th is low, but we are keeping up. Rent will be paid for Sept-Dec soon at $10 a
month. That seems low, but again 7th is very low. The last Sunday of the month is Spiritual Darts so come find out how
that works. We celebrate clean time every meeting. Our quarterly pot luck is the 22nd of this month, with the food
theme being what you might bring to a tail gate party. Any and all are welcome with that style of food or any other, but
please attend! Flyers are available. A name change may be in the works. Lyndsey from Ftc and Don H from Longmont
speaking. $5 area donation.

 NA Nooner: Gsra Karl W, 1309 10th ave Saturday 12-1  Meetings are lasting 45 minutes. Still an average of  13-
15 facility people and 5 outside members. Karl has asked one other place to hold meetings they have not responded.
We are putting the word out there to come support and have not gotten results. $5 area donation.

New Horizons: Not in attendance.

No Matter What:  Brandon Gsr Attendance has been low, but we still are still meeting. Lots of newcomers! We
need people. $20 area donation.

Primary Purpose:  Shell H Gsr, John B Gsra Meeting attendance & 7th are steady, good unity among members.
We celebrate birthdays every week. It has changed its business meeting from before the meeting until after the
meeting. $17 area donation, $17 world donation.

Recovery Swagg’d Out: Quintessa fully self supporting no changes need support.

Serene Machine:  Andrew M GSR All is well, can always use new  home group members

Serene Springs: not in attendance

Stairway to Recovery: Pat H reporting Average attendance has been good, for the last 2 months, at about 18
addicts per meeting. The 7th tradition has been averaging about $0.50 per attendee since the groups inception. It was
decided at our last group conscience on, August 26th, to donate $15.00 to Area. There is not much else to report.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: not in attendance

When at The End Of The Road:  Brett Gsr, Angie E Gsra Meeting is going good. Lots of halfway house and rehabs.
Needs support. Average attendance is 15 – 20. We are in the beginning stage of planning a Thanksgiving feast. Voted
to donate to area every 6 months.

XX Genes: Goldberry GSR doing well- strong group meeting regularly buying 1 book 5 home group members $15
area donation

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks



Officer Reports

Chair: This past month I went into the Weld County Jail for the first time. I was amazed by the amount of jolt that
experience gave my spirit. The area officers all met at the bank this month as well to change the names on the checking
account. Keith and I have updated the Google Docs treasury sheet to the best of our ability. I believe it is correct but I
might have to have a pow-wow with Dave to make sure. I am truly honored to be of service to our area and am so
grateful you have put your faith in me to be area chair. I will also be asking for a monthly budget to cover the costs of
printing the agendas and google docs treasury pages. I will be asking for a monthly budget of $30 and will provide
receipts for my purchases at Kinko’s. I do not believe I will use $30 every month. Probably closer to $12 but I will put
the money on a Kinko’s card and will only ask for more money as I am closer to running out.
Next month you will notice that I am going to change the agenda by removing “inactive” groups. As stated in our
guidelines: Article II, item C. A quorum for conducting business consists of a simple majority of eligible participants-
determined by chair roll call. If an N.A. group is not represented at two consecutive regular ASCs they are accorded
“inactive” status for the purpose of quorum at the second ASC missed. A group will regain “active” status for
quorum purposes when it sends a GSR or other representative to the ASC.
The item stated above does not “inactivate” the group from the area as a whole just as a participating group at the ASC.
This will ensure that we are conducting business in a timely manner. As stated above, once group sends a GSR to the
area they will regain “active” status. If you wish to discuss this more in new business we can do so at the time, ILS
Lyndsay H

Vice Chair Jim M:

Activities: A World Unity Day event was held in conjunction with WCNA 35 in Philly. 18 addicts gathered in Ftc
to eat, pray, love and listen to the Sunday morning meeting from 9:30 to around 11:45. The readings were done in 4
different languages after shout outs to various other places that were also calling in.  Iceland, Australia, Quebec &
Iran were heard along with many correctional facilities, both men and women. Tears were shed and hearts were
gladdened by really feeling part of a world-wide NA fellowship. We’ll do it again in 2 years when WCNA 36 is
Brazil!!! A t-shirt was sold for $5 and the rest of the shirts will be given to merchandise to be sold at CRCNA or
elsewhere. 2 bins of Activities stuff can be handed over to the current Activities chair or held to be distributed next
month when several people are going to run for the position. The CRCNA F&E chair was contacted about the barn
dance and a plan was hatched to do the cleanup prior. We tried to find chairs and tables for the event but were not
able to help. Not sure if the actual dance happened but it was reported a good time was had and the speaker was
most excellent. More will be revealed in the CRCNA report later this month.

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Ray L / Stephanni the assembly is the 21st

Hospitals and Institutions: Report attached.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Report Attached
questions: is there an established protocol for that? No I don’t believe there is but I think that the gravity of the
issue mean that some sort of protocol should be. Questions; I am unclear of this check that was given to you and
you writing checks? I was not here for an ASC I was written on lump sum check and I don’t have receipts for that
but I do know. It was discussed at subcommittee but this was a one time thing. I can show you the total amount that
was deposited into my account. Questions? As far as getting all the areas together I believe I gave you the regional
pi chairs number. I have not heard back from anyone. At this point I think the thing to do would be to have our
RCM bring it to region. Question: How did you know of the newcomer who came to the closed meeting? I was
called and he wasn’t a newcomer.

Literature Sub-Committee:   It looks like I understated the inventory value by $10 last month. After re counting
the inventory I had a value of $1902.04 instead of $1892.23. That’s all good. I sold $594.25 in literature at ASC
prices. I also gave $112.15 to H&I which is $104.05 at WSO prices. The actual value of this literature at WSO was
$660.86 minus the $104.05 for H&I and subtracting this from the $594.25 in cash taken in means that literature



earned the ASC $37.44. This left me with $1241.18 worth of literature. I ordered $729.65 in new literature bringing
the total value of the literature inventory to $1970.83. There was a $43.76 discount and a $41.16 freight charge so
the actual cost to Area was only $727.03.
Last month I ordered 25 ninety day keytags and I had 34 on stock. When I went to do inventory after the ASC I
found I had sold 34 keytags and sold out. I did not know how this happened and I went back and checked the order
invoice and it had the 35 ninety day keytags on it. I suspected they did not put them in the order but I did not take
inventory of the order when it got here. This time when I got Septembers order I did an inventory of it and lo and
behold I was short one Basic Text. I honestly do not know if this has happened before but sine the inventory has
checked out fairly closely I do not think it has or at least not anymore noticeable. I did not expect this to happen at
the world level and I should have been checking, the orders more closely. I will from now on I will be calling world
next to see if we can be reimbursed for the items in question. The 25 keytags cost us $12 and the Basic Text is $11.

Merchandise Subcommittee: not much to report still working on selling out of the t-shirts about 30 left probably
going to the rally on recovery with the pi set up a booth there and stuff new logo on my computer is you want to see it.
Don’t pay any attention to the colors. The actual logo is here to look at. Coffee mugs on special order 26 from that to
turn in. Next month will be asking for a disbursement for that. My position is open

I will still continue do to what I can until someone steps up. Question: Merchandise is not open until April.
Questions How old are those shirts I am wondering if we can use them as door prizes or something like that.
Answer: I was ordering new shirts in October and use them as raffle type items after the one or two functions in
October. Question: why did we not have our merchandise at the barn dance? Normally when there is a fundraiser I
don’t participate in fundraisers the fundraiser was for crcna and I didn’t want to conflict with there fundraising.
Normally I just participate at functions for the area or the groups.

Treasurer:   Keith B.   $1513.09 balance including prudent reserve deposits from square inc must be card reader.
See monthly accounting sheet. Disbursements Secretary 30 Lyndsay 20 Hi 5 for rent PI for printing 16 total 136.00

CRCNA Liaison: Angie E Keystone Inn is sold out. The next meeting is this Saturday. There are 300 registered
so far. 150 banquet dinners purchased. I will send out a blast report. This Saturday is NA Idol in Boulder is the last
crcna fundraiser. Questions: If you are going to get a hotel within 30 days you will be paying up front when you
make your reservation for the full cost of the room. Question: Who is the speaker at the event? Tina B Questions:
just a couple things to note they are trying to do an exercise/yoga contact me or angie if you are able to help. Also
they are doing campfire meetings at night with guitars and drum circles.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Do the guidelines need to be modified? Possibly do away with Article VI, Sect D, Sub e @separate inventory
Are you at 20%now, close probably less. I do keep them as part of the inventory. Jim: I would be support of getting rid
of the article. We have already spoken to this that if things have to be special ordered then we should not have special
items sitting. Mark: How is special defined also? Dawn: I also have trouble identifying it wouldn’t be part of the
inventory. Mark: is not necessary to pay in front because it gets confusing keeping track of what inventory I have and
what money I have.

New Business
Meeting changes protocols:

Discussion: I don’t think this is part of this bodies responsibility it should be brought back to the groups. It should go
back to the PI subcommittee. It should be communicated to the webmaster and then we will get the meeting list printed.



The bus bench ad @ $75-100 to produce and 75-100 per month based upon where it ran. Did you contact them to see if
we can say where we want it? No. Questions: are you asking to increase our budget? No we freed up a large amount of
money because of the bus ads in Fort Collins being cancelled. Question: If its within budget why does it need to come

to area? Motion made to have it go back to pi committee since it is within budget? Passed

Are meetings ending short in other groups in Loveland and Fort Collins? Various solutions were discussed.

Motion for $500 regional donation passed.

Open Area Opportunities for Service:  Newsletter Chair, Activities Chair

Upcoming Events
Regional Assembly: 9/21 GSRs encouraged to attend, lunch provided 9am to 5pm 1400 Lafayette St, Denver, CO

Mass Addict Potluck and Speakers on Sunday, September 22nd

CRCNA XXVII- October 4th-6th 2013, Keystone, CO
Next ASC October 13th, 2013- Elections: Activities Sub-Committee Chair

Written Motions

To amend guidelines to state a trusted servant that missed two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned. Ex H&I chair misses 2 H&I sub-committee

w/o report is considered to have resigned. Passes

Next ASC Meeting:
October 6, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!

PI 8/24/2013
Phoneline- was in Ft Collins 4-5 calls per week, Dave doesn’t get service at work, noticed he didn’t have service
even when he got home so he took at battery and then it worked again. Greeley getting the phone today, they
currently have 8 people after losing 3 people; will have the phone for 3 months.
Street media- bus posters in FtC we no longer have a working relationship with them which frees up $60 per month.
Next media- bus posters in Greeley- sent a contract for 3 months for 3 posters ($20 per poster, per month) We
decided to run only 2 posters on the bus in Greeley. Would also like to do a bus bench in Greeley. It would cost
$100 to create the poster and $75-100 per month for the bench ad.  Will talk to members at ASC to decide if they
want to pursue this. Also will try to find out where the bench would be.
Rally for recovery- 9-14-13 from 11 to 3 at Journey Christian Church, will have two tables (one for PI one for
merch) Steve will bring Area merch and Karl will bring the shirts he has left from the nooner. James will give a 3-5
minute presentation.
Radio Station in Greeley proposed a contract which entailed a minimum of $600 per month. PSA efforts are
stagnant and done.
Thrifty Nickle 32 for 1 week in August. Voted to do that every month and vote passes.



Victor had talked about $200 he had in his account at area. To clarify why they did that, the treasurer was not at
area and James and Dave made a quick decision to give him 1 check instead of 5. Was a one-time thing, no plans
for this to happen again. Will hold onto $32 remaining.
We would like to collaborate our Thrifty Nickle charges with the region. Would like to speak to Region PI chairs
about this. Victor will contact Stephanni and Ray to ask them to take to Region.
We are moving the lit rack at CSU to the Work enders
An addict states that it is not legal to reprint IP’s from website which we have been doing for cost purposes. Victor
called world to find out if this is true and they said that groups can print them but not individuals (?). World sent us
$300 IPs. We have decided as a group to use up the IPs we’ve already printed and then not use this method again.
The NA listing in the Greeley paper has shown up approximately once every month. No listing in Coloradoan will
try to rectify this.
Boulder is still listing old phone numbers on their website, however they have said they will fix it.
Budget:
Thifty Nickle - $32
Bus Posters - $60
Rent - $5
Meeting Lists - $8
Total - $105 out of $200 ($95 remaining)
There was a situation which the subcommittee finds very problematic Mon & Fri meeting moved and two new
meetings never sent out blast or contacted webmaster. FTC, Greeley, Berthoud and Estes never new about schedule
change. Will be looking for vice-chair for subcommittee 10 IPs will be given to PVH emergency room and 10 to
mountain crest. Please make announcements about PI flier opportunities as we feel that simply placing them in a
binder w/o announcing them will not carry the message about the phone line and H&I opportunities

Off the Wall Hospitals and Institutions Report for September 8th 2013

The Subcommittees met on August 24th. All Panel Coordinators and committee members showed up!!!!! We had
some discussion about going in alone. The subcommittee backed up guidelines that allow on the rare occasion, this
is allowable, if this is a pattern, we need to inform the facility we cannot make the commitment. Dave A has made a
flyer for H&I and other service needs. We ask that the GSR’s express the needs of H&I, as well as other service
bodies, in their group conscience or other announcements. Anyone interested in helping H&I at CRCNA can get a
hold of Dawn H, as we are looking for anyone wanting to be at the table to welcome addicts from the facilities as
they come in. This involves welcoming, handing out welcome packets with literature, meeting list and white key
tag and giving out information on how to be of service to H&I.

Larimer County Jail Men’s- This is a panel presentation with the men sharing their experience strength and hope. It
meets on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. Had a member that didn’t show up twice and so didn’t go in the first time but did
the next. There was a great one on one meeting on one occasion. Have a member that will go in very rarely but will
on 9/17 and another that will go in for Dave on 9/5.

North Range Behavioral Health Treatment- This is typically a literature discussion and a once a month speaker
meeting. It meets every Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30pm. One male panel member has stepped down to just once a
month, and a female has stepped down entirely. Have no fear, a number of females and a male have stepped up to
fill these places. Attendance is back up. Had a young speaker this month and did an awesome job speaking. Always
looking for speakers.

Weld County Work Release: This is literature discussion on IPs and also rotating from the basic text and JFT. Do
open discussion from the reading that was read. It meets every Thursday from 7 to 8pm. Numbers range from 2-10.
Another member has picked up the slack for the Panel coordinator this month as he has been working. We have had
late starts due to shift changes and head count. They do have signs posted for the meeting, just no interest other than
the ones that come for a “class requirement” Have four panel members going in on a rotation basis.



Weld County Jail Women: We are going in the first time since April. This meeting is a literature discussion, with
good questions. Attendance was 18-20 women. There is a lot of enthusiasm that we are back from all sides . This
was Lindsey & Cathy will continue to go in twice a month. We continue to look for more women to go in to
support our efforts here.

Weld County Jail Men: There has been a damper on clean time and off paper has created problems getting men to
go in. We are spreading the word for need of panel members.

Larimer County Jail Women’s: This meeting is a literature discussion. This meeting goes in the 2nd and 3rd week of
this month, with about 13 in attendance. No panel members had been going in with the Panel Coordinator, as she
had decided to carry the message any way possible. After some discussion and looking at guidelines it was decided
to reiterate to all panel members that if no commitment by others is made, we would inform the facility that we are
unable to continue going in as we do not go in alone regularly. I have been informed that this communication has
taken place and other members are going in with the Panel Coordinator. Process to get cleared has become difficult
as it requires applying online, much like applying for a county job, as opposed to the here is a name, social and
birthdate just by word of mouth. Suggested we make laptops available at area or events to make it more accessible
to those wanting to go in. Please let us know if you are interested in going in

North Range Behavioral Health Detox: This is typically a literature discussion. We go in every Monday from 5:30
to 6:30pm. Attendance is from 1-12. There is some cross talk and clients giving advice and lots of AA talk during
the meetings. We are redirecting back to the message.

Platte Valley Youth Correctional Facility: This is a literature discussion on the Basic Text. This meeting goes in
every 2nd and 4th Saturday from 7 to 8pm. The addicts there are being educated and it is being established who and
what NA is, as they have no to very little experience with us. Kids are great and seem very interested. Was
approached by staff member to not allow kids to talk about their past. Going through basic text and have to ask one
of the kids to share or else they sit in silence. Attendance is 5-8. Need women as this is male & female facility. It is
just men doing the meeting now. Brandon was elected to the Panel Coordinator position.

We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience-
fills in for Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels. Anyone interested in H&I please note- only 3
months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months to share your experience strength and hope and detox,
work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down- jails- and require 1 year clean, at least 3 years off paper,
and a background check. Our next subcommittee meeting is September 28 at 11am at 1450 Westwood Drive in
Windsor at the Vineyard church. Please contact me if you have any questions 970-301-5334.
ILS,
James R
Requesting $115.00 in literature and $5 in rent.



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes September 8, 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by John B

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: approved

Roll Call:   Andrew M, Paul W, Ellen K, Goldberry, Keith B, Lyndsay H, Jim M, Dawn H, Shell H, John B, Steve
B, Stephanni C, Lilias K, James R, Ernie S, Brandon K, Angie E, Helen F, Quintessa, Pat H

Guests/ New GSRs: Ellen Just for Today, John Gsra primary purpose, Goldberry xxgenes

Birthdays: Lyndsay 6 years Ellen 6 years Angie 3 years Congratulations

Opening Reading: “Service to the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous has its own rewards. When we practice
spiritual principles in our daily lives, a stronger relationship with our Higher Power develops. Our relationship with
our group and the fellowship grows stronger, too. Service in NA is a learning experience that allows us personal
growth. We begin to look beyond our own interests, setting aside our self-centered view of life in order to better
serve the whole. We benefit spirituality in return for our unselfish service.” It Works How and Why, Tradition Two,
page 143

Group Reports

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie Gsr Meetings going well. New home group members, Nick J, Penny R and Alyssa.
Sunday meetings are good averaging 40-50 people. Wednesday meetings are good; 15-20 people. Saturday Book
study: Living Clean 20 people average. ASS has agreed to host the hospitality at CRCNA from 6-8 Saturday
morning. $60.00 area donation

Buena Voluntad: not in attendance

Clean Serene Freaks: Taylor M Gsr, Ginny Gsra, Andrew reporting Saturday meeting no longer a book study. All
is well.

Dead Without It:   not in attendance

Drug Busters:   Lilias R GSR Things our going well. Our attendance has been low the past couple of weeks. Our
treasurer is currently recovering from surgery so no donation.

Free at Last: not in attendance

Freedom Springs:   Dawn GSR We have been having an average of 10-15 addicts attending and on some nights up
to 20-25 so it seems we are growing, which is always nice. Our 7th has been paying the rent and buying supplies and
that’s about it. We got behind on the rent (by a couple of weeks) so I’m happy to say that we are back on track. It can
only get better. After paying rent and buying supplies, we have $14.60 plus our prudent reserve left in our treasury.
Unfortunately we won’t be able to donate to Area this month and we have hope that, once again, it can only get better.



Hope Group: Attendance averages into the high teens and low twenties. The rumor that the building is has sold is
not true. But it is up for sale. We have 4 home group members, open positions are treasurer, gsr and gsra $50 area
donation, $50 world donation
Just For Today:  Ellen GSR Penny L stepped down, new GSR is Ellen K who stepped up. Tues & Fri night
meetings both doing well. Tues is a step meeting. $100.00 area donation

      Live Group: Paul GSR New meetings women’s group at 6 on Wed men’s group at 7:15 on Wed and Thursday
noon meeting.

      Mass Addicts: Gsr Dave A The group is doing well with between 10 & 25 members per meeting depending upon
whether the halfway house men attend. 7th is low, but we are keeping up. Rent will be paid for Sept-Dec soon at $10 a
month. That seems low, but again 7th is very low. The last Sunday of the month is Spiritual Darts so come find out how
that works. We celebrate clean time every meeting. Our quarterly pot luck is the 22nd of this month, with the food
theme being what you might bring to a tail gate party. Any and all are welcome with that style of food or any other, but
please attend! Flyers are available. A name change may be in the works. Lyndsey from Ftc and Don H from Longmont
speaking. $5 area donation.

 NA Nooner: Gsra Karl W, 1309 10th ave Saturday 12-1  Meetings are lasting 45 minutes. Still an average of  13-
15 facility people and 5 outside members. Karl has asked one other place to hold meetings they have not responded.
We are putting the word out there to come support and have not gotten results. $5 area donation.

New Horizons: Not in attendance.

No Matter What:  Brandon Gsr Attendance has been low, but we still are still meeting. Lots of newcomers! We
need people. $20 area donation.

Primary Purpose:  Shell H Gsr, John B Gsra Meeting attendance & 7th are steady, good unity among members.
We celebrate birthdays every week. It has changed its business meeting from before the meeting until after the
meeting. $17 area donation, $17 world donation.

Recovery Swagg’d Out: Quintessa fully self supporting no changes need support.

Serene Machine:  Andrew M GSR All is well, can always use new  home group members

Serene Springs: not in attendance

Stairway to Recovery: Pat H reporting Average attendance has been good, for the last 2 months, at about 18
addicts per meeting. The 7th tradition has been averaging about $0.50 per attendee since the groups inception. It was
decided at our last group conscience will be on September 26th after the meeting, between 7:30 and 8:00pm there is
not much else to report.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: not in attendance

When at The End Of The Road:  Brett Gsr, Angie E Gsra Meeting is going good. Lots of halfway house and rehabs.
Needs support. Average attendance is 15 – 20. We are in the beginning stage of planning a Thanksgiving feast. Voted
to donate to area every 6 months.

XX Genes: Goldberry GSR doing well- strong group meeting regularly buying 1 book 5 home group members $15
area donation

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks



Officer Reports

Chair: This past month I went into the Weld County Jail for the first time. I was amazed by the amount of jolt that
experience gave my spirit. The area officers all met at the bank this month as well to change the names on the checking
account. Keith and I have updated the Google Docs treasury sheet to the best of our ability. I believe it is correct but I
might have to have a pow-wow with Dave to make sure. I am truly honored to be of service to our area and am so
grateful you have put your faith in me to be area chair. I will also be asking for a monthly budget to cover the costs of
printing the agendas and google docs treasury pages. I will be asking for a monthly budget of $30 and will provide
receipts for my purchases at Kinko’s. I do not believe I will use $30 every month. Probably closer to $12 but I will put
the money on a Kinko’s card and will only ask for more money as I am closer to running out.
Next month you will notice that I am going to change the agenda by removing “inactive” groups. As stated in our
guidelines: Article II, item C. A quorum for conducting business consists of a simple majority of eligible participants-
determined by chair roll call. If an N.A. group is not represented at two consecutive regular ASCs they are accorded
“inactive” status for the purpose of quorum at the second ASC missed. A group will regain “active” status for
quorum purposes when it sends a GSR or other representative to the ASC.
The item stated above does not “inactivate” the group from the area as a whole just as a participating group at the ASC.
This will ensure that we are conducting business in a timely manner. As stated above, once group sends a GSR to the
area they will regain “active” status. If you wish to discuss this more in new business we can do so at the time, ILS
Lyndsay H

Vice Chair Jim M:

Activities: A World Unity Day event was held in conjunction with WCNA 35 in Philly. 18 addicts gathered in Ftc
to eat, pray, love and listen to the Sunday morning meeting from 9:30 to around 11:45. The readings were done in 4
different languages after shout outs to various other places that were also calling in.  Iceland, Australia, Quebec &
Iran were heard along with many correctional facilities, both men and women. Tears were shed and hearts were
gladdened by really feeling part of a world-wide NA fellowship. We’ll do it again in 2 years when WCNA 36 is
Brazil!!! A t-shirt was sold for $5 and the rest of the shirts will be given to merchandise to be sold at CRCNA or
elsewhere. 2 bins of Activities stuff can be handed over to the current Activities chair or held to be distributed next
month when several people are going to run for the position. The CRCNA F&E chair was contacted about the barn
dance and a plan was hatched to do the cleanup prior. We tried to find chairs and tables for the event but were not
able to help. Not sure if the actual dance happened but it was reported a good time was had and the speaker was
most excellent. More will be revealed in the CRCNA report later this month.

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Ray L / Stephanni the assembly is the 21st

Hospitals and Institutions: Report attached.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Report Attached
questions: is there an established protocol for that? No I don’t believe there is but I think that the gravity of the
issue mean that some sort of protocol should be. Questions; I am unclear of this check that was given to you and
you writing checks? I was not here for an ASC I was written on lump sum check and I don’t have receipts for that
but I do know. It was discussed at subcommittee but this was a one time thing. I can show you the total amount that
was deposited into my account. Questions? As far as getting all the areas together I believe I gave you the regional
pi chairs number. I have not heard back from anyone. At this point I think the thing to do would be to have our
RCM bring it to region. Question: How did you know of the newcomer who came to the closed meeting? I was
called and he wasn’t a newcomer.

Literature Sub-Committee:   It looks like I understated the inventory value by $10 last month. After re counting
the inventory I had a value of $1902.04 instead of $1892.23. That’s all good. I sold $594.25 in literature at ASC
prices. I also gave $112.15 to H&I which is $104.05 at WSO prices. The actual value of this literature at WSO was



$660.86 minus the $104.05 for H&I and subtracting this from the $594.25 in cash taken in means that literature
earned the ASC $37.44. This left me with $1241.18 worth of literature. I ordered $729.65 in new literature bringing
the total value of the literature inventory to $1970.83. There was a $43.76 discount and a $41.16 freight charge so
the actual cost to Area was only $727.03.
Last month I ordered 25 ninety day keytags and I had 34 on stock. When I went to do inventory after the ASC I
found I had sold 34 keytags and sold out. I did not know how this happened and I went back and checked the order
invoice and it had the 35 ninety day keytags on it. I suspected they did not put them in the order but I did not take
inventory of the order when it got here. This time when I got Septembers order I did an inventory of it and lo and
behold I was short one Basic Text. I honestly do not know if this has happened before but sine the inventory has
checked out fairly closely I do not think it has or at least not anymore noticeable. I did not expect this to happen at
the world level and I should have been checking, the orders more closely. I will from now on I will be calling world
next to see if we can be reimbursed for the items in question. The 25 keytags cost us $12 and the Basic Text is $11.

Merchandise Subcommittee: not much to report still working on selling out of the t-shirts about 30 left probably
going to the rally on recovery with the pi set up a booth there and stuff new logo on my computer is you want to see it.
Don’t pay any attention to the colors. The actual logo is here to look at. Coffee mugs on special order 26 from that to
turn in. Next month will be asking for a disbursement for that. My position is open

I will still continue do to what I can until someone steps up. Question: Merchandise is not open until April.
Questions How old are those shirts I am wondering if we can use them as door prizes or something like that.
Answer: I was ordering new shirts in October and use them as raffle type items after the one or two functions in
October. Question: why did we not have our merchandise at the barn dance? Normally when there is a fundraiser I
don’t participate in fundraisers the fundraiser was for crcna and I didn’t want to conflict with there fundraising.
Normally I just participate at functions for the area or the groups.

Treasurer:   Keith B.   $1513.09 balance including prudent reserve deposits from square inc must be card reader.
See monthly accounting sheet. Disbursements Secretary 30 Lyndsay 20 Hi 5 for rent PI for printing 16 total 136.00

CRCNA Liaison: Angie E Keystone Inn is sold out. The next meeting is this Saturday. There are 300 registered
so far. 150 banquet dinners purchased. I will send out a blast report. This Saturday is NA Idol in Boulder is the last
crcna fundraiser. Questions: If you are going to get a hotel within 30 days you will be paying up front when you
make your reservation for the full cost of the room. Question: Who is the speaker at the event? Tina B Questions:
just a couple things to note they are trying to do an exercise/yoga contact me or angie if you are able to help. Also
they are doing campfire meetings at night with guitars and drum circles.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

Do the guidelines need to be modified? Possibly do away with Article VI, Sect D, Sub e @separate inventory
Are you at 20%now, close probably less. I do keep them as part of the inventory. Jim: I would be support of getting rid
of the article. We have already spoken to this that if things have to be special ordered then we should not have special
items sitting. Mark: How is special defined also? Dawn: I also have trouble identifying it wouldn’t be part of the
inventory. Mark: is not necessary to pay in front because it gets confusing keeping track of what inventory I have and
what money I have.

New Business
Meeting changes protocols:

Discussion: I don’t think this is part of this bodies responsibility it should be brought back to the groups. It should go
back to the PI subcommittee. It should be communicated to the webmaster and then we will get the meeting list printed.



The bus bench ad @ $75-100 to produce and 75-100 per month based upon where it ran. Did you contact them to see if
we can say where we want it? No. Questions: are you asking to increase our budget? No we freed up a large amount of
money because of the bus ads in Fort Collins being cancelled. Question: If its within budget why does it need to come

to area? Motion made to have it go back to pi committee since it is within budget? Passed

Are meetings ending short in other groups in Loveland and Fort Collins? Various solutions were discussed.

Motion for $500 regional donation passed.

Open Area Opportunities for Service:  Newsletter Chair, Activities Chair

Upcoming Events
Regional Assembly: 9/21 GSRs encouraged to attend, lunch provided 9am to 5pm 1400 Lafayette St, Denver, CO

Mass Addict Potluck and Speakers on Sunday, September 22nd

CRCNA XXVII- October 4th-6th 2013, Keystone, CO
Next ASC October 13th, 2013- Elections: Activities Sub-Committee Chair

Written Motions

To amend guidelines to state a trusted servant that missed two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned. Ex H&I chair misses 2 H&I sub-committee

w/o report is considered to have resigned. Passes

Next ASC Meeting:
October 13, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!

PI 8/24/2013
Phoneline- was in Ft Collins 4-5 calls per week, Dave doesn’t get service at work, noticed he didn’t have service
even when he got home so he took at battery and then it worked again. Greeley getting the phone today, they
currently have 8 people after losing 3 people; will have the phone for 3 months.
Street media- bus posters in FtC we no longer have a working relationship with them which frees up $60 per month.
Next media- bus posters in Greeley- sent a contract for 3 months for 3 posters ($20 per poster, per month) We
decided to run only 2 posters on the bus in Greeley. Would also like to do a bus bench in Greeley. It would cost
$100 to create the poster and $75-100 per month for the bench ad.  Will talk to members at ASC to decide if they
want to pursue this. Also will try to find out where the bench would be.
Rally for recovery- 9-14-13 from 11 to 3 at Journey Christian Church, will have two tables (one for PI one for
merch) Steve will bring Area merch and Karl will bring the shirts he has left from the nooner. James will give a 3-5
minute presentation.
Radio Station in Greeley proposed a contract which entailed a minimum of $600 per month. PSA efforts are
stagnant and done.
Thrifty Nickle 32 for 1 week in August. Voted to do that every month and vote passes.



Victor had talked about $200 he had in his account at area. To clarify why they did that, the treasurer was not at
area and James and Dave made a quick decision to give him 1 check instead of 5. Was a one-time thing, no plans
for this to happen again. Will hold onto $32 remaining.
We would like to collaborate our Thrifty Nickle charges with the region. Would like to speak to Region PI chairs
about this. Victor will contact Stephanni and Ray to ask them to take to Region.
We are moving the lit rack at CSU to the Work enders
An addict states that it is not legal to reprint IP’s from website which we have been doing for cost purposes. Victor
called world to find out if this is true and they said that groups can print them but not individuals (?). World sent us
$300 IPs. We have decided as a group to use up the IPs we’ve already printed and then not use this method again.
The NA listing in the Greeley paper has shown up approximately once every month. No listing in Coloradoan will
try to rectify this.
Boulder is still listing old phone numbers on their website, however they have said they will fix it.
Budget:
Thifty Nickle - $32
Bus Posters - $60
Rent - $5
Meeting Lists - $8
Total - $105 out of $200 ($95 remaining)
There was a situation which the subcommittee finds very problematic Mon & Fri meeting moved and two new
meetings never sent out blast or contacted webmaster. FTC, Greeley, Berthoud and Estes never new about schedule
change. Will be looking for vice-chair for subcommittee 10 IPs will be given to PVH emergency room and 10 to
mountain crest. Please make announcements about PI flier opportunities as we feel that simply placing them in a
binder w/o announcing them will not carry the message about the phone line and H&I opportunities

Off the Wall Hospitals and Institutions Report for September 8th 2013

The Subcommittees met on August 24th. All Panel Coordinators and committee members showed up!!!!! We had
some discussion about going in alone. The subcommittee backed up guidelines that allow on the rare occasion, this
is allowable, if this is a pattern, we need to inform the facility we cannot make the commitment. Dave A has made a
flyer for H&I and other service needs. We ask that the GSR’s express the needs of H&I, as well as other service
bodies, in their group conscience or other announcements. Anyone interested in helping H&I at CRCNA can get a
hold of Dawn H, as we are looking for anyone wanting to be at the table to welcome addicts from the facilities as
they come in. This involves welcoming, handing out welcome packets with literature, meeting list and white key
tag and giving out information on how to be of service to H&I.

Larimer County Jail Men’s- This is a panel presentation with the men sharing their experience strength and hope. It
meets on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. Had a member that didn’t show up twice and so didn’t go in the first time but did
the next. There was a great one on one meeting on one occasion. Have a member that will go in very rarely but will
on 9/17 and another that will go in for Dave on 9/5.

North Range Behavioral Health Treatment- This is typically a literature discussion and a once a month speaker
meeting. It meets every Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30pm. One male panel member has stepped down to just once a
month, and a female has stepped down entirely. Have no fear, a number of females and a male have stepped up to
fill these places. Attendance is back up. Had a young speaker this month and did an awesome job speaking. Always
looking for speakers.

Weld County Work Release: This is literature discussion on IPs and also rotating from the basic text and JFT. Do
open discussion from the reading that was read. It meets every Thursday from 7 to 8pm. Numbers range from 2-10.
Another member has picked up the slack for the Panel coordinator this month as he has been working. We have had
late starts due to shift changes and head count. They do have signs posted for the meeting, just no interest other than
the ones that come for a “class requirement” Have four panel members going in on a rotation basis.



Weld County Jail Women: We are going in the first time since April. This meeting is a literature discussion, with
good questions. Attendance was 18-20 women. There is a lot of enthusiasm that we are back from all sides . This
was Lindsey & Cathy will continue to go in twice a month. We continue to look for more women to go in to
support our efforts here.

Weld County Jail Men: There has been a damper on clean time and off paper has created problems getting men to
go in. We are spreading the word for need of panel members.

Larimer County Jail Women’s: This meeting is a literature discussion. This meeting goes in the 2nd and 3rd week of
this month, with about 13 in attendance. No panel members had been going in with the Panel Coordinator, as she
had decided to carry the message any way possible. After some discussion and looking at guidelines it was decided
to reiterate to all panel members that if no commitment by others is made, we would inform the facility that we are
unable to continue going in as we do not go in alone regularly. I have been informed that this communication has
taken place and other members are going in with the Panel Coordinator. Process to get cleared has become difficult
as it requires applying online, much like applying for a county job, as opposed to the here is a name, social and
birthdate just by word of mouth. Suggested we make laptops available at area or events to make it more accessible
to those wanting to go in. Please let us know if you are interested in going in

North Range Behavioral Health Detox: This is typically a literature discussion. We go in every Monday from 5:30
to 6:30pm. Attendance is from 1-12. There is some cross talk and clients giving advice and lots of AA talk during
the meetings. We are redirecting back to the message.

Platte Valley Youth Correctional Facility: This is a literature discussion on the Basic Text. This meeting goes in
every 2nd and 4th Saturday from 7 to 8pm. The addicts there are being educated and it is being established who and
what NA is, as they have no to very little experience with us. Kids are great and seem very interested. Was
approached by staff member to not allow kids to talk about their past. Going through basic text and have to ask one
of the kids to share or else they sit in silence. Attendance is 5-8. Need women as this is male & female facility. It is
just men doing the meeting now. Brandon was elected to the Panel Coordinator position.

We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee. Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience-
fills in for Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels. Anyone interested in H&I please note- only 3
months to sit in on a panel and see what we do- 6 months to share your experience strength and hope and detox,
work release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down- jails- and require 1 year clean, at least 3 years off paper,
and a background check. Our next subcommittee meeting is September 28 at 11am at 1450 Westwood Drive in
Windsor at the Vineyard church. Please contact me if you have any questions 970-301-5334.
ILS,
James R
Requesting $115.00 in literature and $5 in rent.



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes October 13 , 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by Shell

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved

Roll Call:   John B, Shell H, Jim M, Lyndsay H, Keith B, Ray L, Jen C, Brett A, Goldberry M, Lilias R, Kurt B,
Steve B, Brandon K, Victor R, James R, Andrew M, Ernie S, Ellen K, Mike H, Joe B, Chris G

Guests/ New GSRs: Jen GSRA Live Group

Birthdays: Ernie 6 years, Mark 22 years Congratulations

Opening Reading: “Everything that occurs in the course of N.A. service must be motivated by the desire to more
successfully carry the message of recovery to the addict who still suffers. It was for this reason that we began this
work. We must always remember that as individual members, groups and service committees, we are not and
should never be in competition with each other. We have learned, painfully, that internal strife cripples our
Fellowship; it prevents us from providing the services necessary for growth.” Basic Text, page xvi

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie Gsr, Helen F gsra need Sunday opener in November. $130 area donation.

Clean Serene Freaks: Mike H GSR, Joe gsra Decent attendance. Need more support for Tues and Wed. and Tues
chair.

Drug Busters:   Lilias Gsr Things are going well, attendance is back up. We have decided to open up our chair
position for anyone with more than 6 months who wants to chair. $100 area donation.

Free at Last: not in attendance

Freedom Springs:   Jennifer reporting. Things are going well at Freedom Springs. We have roughly an average of
12-15 people at meeting. After we paid rent which was $35. We had $62.75 left. We paid $12.75 for supplies. Which
left us a balance of $50. We are buying 4 Basic Texts and key tags with that.

Hope Group: James reporting. Meetings have lots of newcomers, average attendance is high teens, low twenties.
Lost both Wed & Thurs openers, but meetings still going. Appreciate those with time and who sponsor that regularly
come to the meeting. Building prudent reserve. Have opener & Gsr positions open.

Just For Today: Ellen Gsr We are awesome! Both groups are doing well. 7th is great. Attendance is great. $50 area
donation.

Live Group: Paul W Gsr, Jen C Gsra All meetings have good attendance. New meeting started Saturday at 7:30
1 ½  hour long. Rotating format open meeting. New alt gsr Jen C. $.75 are donation.



      Mass Addicts: Dave A Gsr The group is doing well. Our September potluck was a huge success with 40 people in
attendance and the speakers, Lyndsay from Fort Collins and Don from Longmont were well received. As with most
groups we could use members with more time to show up but we are managing. Our next event is a Halloween party on
Oct 25th and flyers are available on the tab le. Then our December potluck will be held on a date to be determined as we
need to work around the pagan rituals of the building where we hold our meetings. We have a $5 donation for the area
and Victor will be buying a Basic Text for us because he is a wonderful person!

 NA Nooner: Carl Gsr We are no longer going to be having this meeting we no longer need your support and I am
happy to no longer be asking for support for a meeting that died. $9 area donation.

New Horizons: Not in attendance.

No Matter What:  Brandon Gsr We have changed our format to have topics based on NA lit and a speaker meeting
every end of the month. Need home group members.

Primary Purpose: Shell H Gsr, John Gsra Attendance good, 7th good, good message, good unity among members.
Need more home group members.

Recovery Swagg’d Out: not in attendance

Serene Machine:  Andrew M Gsr, Rich Gsra All is well. More non-serentity-house addicts are appreciated to help
show newcomers that the program works.

Serene Springs: Chris G Gsr, Doing great average about 29. buying some literature today we are trying to honor
the spirit of rotation we have a new gsra and chair

Stairway to Recovery: Pat H reporting. Things are going well. Come see us. Attendance in September averaged
15. 7th tradition averages $.50/person. We have lost 2 basic texts. We expressed faith that they went to addicts that
will benefit from them. At our Group Conscience we decided to replace the basic texts.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Kurt. Birthday anniversary celebration November 14th Potluck & Fellowship 6:00
pm. fliers on the table $26 area donation.

When At The End Of The Road:

XX Genes: Goldberry GSR Good attendance every week. No literature this month. $20 area donation.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair: Lyndsay H- I looked at the old minutes for the ASC to look for the motion that passed about newsletter
chair being removed from guidelines. There are a few months of minutes that are not on the archive. I am guessing
this motion took place in 2010 and I am assuming that the motion is on one of those missing minutes. We are going
to revisit the vote to remove newsletter chair since we cannot find the information. Jennifer has updated the
guidelines and she has printed a few copies to look over, we will talk about newsletter chair before we reprint a
bunch of guidelines, then we can make enough copies for everyone. I forgot to pick up the bank bag this month,
therefore I will take the money with me and drop if off at the bank on Monday and can pick up the bank bag at that
time. Sorry it slipped my mind, more than once.



Vice Chair:  Jim- If you go to world na.org there is a membership survey take back to your groups to let them
know about that.

Secretary: Jennifer C- It is time to sign new lease for the meeting place here at the Majestic. Do we want 3 months
or 6 months? I appreciate the typed reports but if possible please email to jcole8932@gmail.com. I am requesting
$10 more for copies this month in order to copy enough of the guidelines.

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Stephanni- Mile high is going to start doing social media with their area. They are going to have
an adhoc committee that is going to make stipulations with what and how they post. The archival position is falling
apart. The CAR report is going to be released at Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum that is going to be in Denver this
month.  The fund flow was talked about. NAWS only gets 9% of what they need from literature sales. I want to talk
about how we donate here. It was actually a very short region. Questions: Do we have a date for the Rocky wareas
and gave them to Victor.
Question:  Did the region donate to world ? yes 3000

Hospitals and Institutions: Report Attached: Questions Is Platte valley looking for both males and females? yes
We need an H&I chair

Public Information Subcommittee: Report Attached

Literature Sub-Committee:   Last ASC I sold 595.00 I ordered 529.75 Present value of literature stock is 1766.00
if it seems low I did not include specialty items I contacted WSO about past shortage and was reimbursed. I am
requesting $10.70 for copies and envelopes. Happy Halloween

Merchandise Subcommittee: Went to the Rally for Recovery in Greeley. Almost sold out of shirts only have 6 left
will get somethings going on next month when we have activities. Questions: Which logo is going to come out?
Answer it a round symbol with the names of all cities in the corners. It’s brand new.

Activities Subcommittee:

Treasurer: Keith- as of 9:30 we have a balance of $1299.25. $500 area donation made to region last month. That
basically is where we are at. Sounds like we need to renew our lease. Did not print out monthly statement, can do
that next month for 2 months.

CRCNA Liaison:

.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business
Area guidelines were amended no one opposes changes.

New Business

Fund flow discussion tabled until next month

Elections
Activities Chair Kurt elected



Open Area Opportunities for Service:
H&I Chair

Upcoming Events

Written Motions
Motion 1: To disburse $200.00 to activities to support our tri area New Years Eve Dance. Passes.

Motion 2: To have a Living Clean book donated to the No Matter What group due to insufficient funds. Passes.
Motion 3: To remove the position of Newsletter chair from Area guidelines. Passes.

Disbursements
Secretary- Jennifer $40 and $300 for rent
Literature- Mark $10.70
Chair- Lyndsay $30
Activities- Kurt $200

Next ASC Meeting:
November 3, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!

Off the wall Hospitals and Institutions report for October 13th 2013
The subcommittee met on September 28th.  Had 9 members present.
Larimer County Jail Men’s – This is a panel presentation with the men sharing their experience strength and hope.  It
meets on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. Had a thank you to the volunteers event on a night during a meeting.
North Range Behavioral Health Treatment -   This is typically a literature discussion and a once a month speaker meeting.  It
meets every Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30pm.   Attendance is good.

Weld County Work Release:  This is literature discussion on IP’s and also rotating reading from the basic text and JFT.  Do open
discussion from the reading that was read.  It meets every Thursday from 7 to 8pm.  No report this month.

Weld County Jail Women:   This meeting is a literature discussion.  Read chapter 3.  Going in 2x during the month 1st and 3rd

Tuesday.  Attendance was 10-15 addicts.  We continue to look for more women to go in to support our efforts here. The books
we donated were given to inmates specifically.  So with the next set of books given I will speak w/ Pastor Joe about putting them
on the library cart in hopes of them walking out a little less.  Our hope was this was communicated from Julie to Joe, this was not
done, so we will fill in the gaps of communication.

Weld County Jail Men:  Continue to be in need of men to go in.  Have 2 applications out not yet turned.

Larimer County Jail Women’s:  This meeting is a literature discussion.  This meeting goes in the 2nd and 3rd week of the month.
No report this month.

North Range Behavioral Health Detox:    This is typically a literature discussion.  We go in every Monday from 5:30 to 6:30pm.
Attendance is ranging from 1-12.  Meeting is going well.

Platte Valley Youth Correctional Facility: This is a literature discussion on the Basic Text.  This meeting goes in every other
Saturday from 7 to 8pm.  One meeting didn’t happen due to flooding.  Have been doing meetings by picking topics from the



index by putting finger randomly on it.  Are looking at have male and females at the same time in order to get everyone in
meetings.

We are still in search of a vice chair for the sub-committee.  Requires 1 year clean and 6 months H&I experience – fills in for
Chairperson and helps coordinate resources for panels.  Anyone interested in H&I please note – only 3 months to sit in on a panel
and see what we do – 6 months to share your experience strength and hope for detox, work release and TRT.  All other facilities
are lock down – jails – and require 1 year clean, at least 3 years off paper, and a back ground check.  Our next subcommittee
meeting is October 26th  at 11:00am at 1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor at the Vineyard church.  Please contact me if you have
any questions 970-301-5334.

ILS,
James R
We are requesting $102.95 in literature and $5 in rent.

PI Report

9/28/2013

Web Servant - Pat
No activities, would like to check with other regions to add to our web page, need to update Sterling and Yuma

Phone line -
Had a lot of calls when one addict had the phone, two new people in Greeley trained

Rally for Recovery -
Went well, gave away appx 10 meeting lists, some pamphlets were taken, mostly addicts other members knew, James
spoke for 5 minutes about NA

Protocol for meeting changes -
Send email blast stating to give us changes by the Wednesday before Area so we can update meeting lists, Pat will also
post on the front page of the website to send a blast if there are changes

Coloradoan -
There is an online version event page, Dave needed to change the number because they had the church phone number
listed for meeting, we could possibly be in the calendar, the noon meeting will be posted.

Tribune -
They have not posted any 12 step programs but have listed LAMB. James will contact them and ask them to at least
post website once a week

CSU literature rack -
Dave contacted someone and hasn&apos;t gotten a response, he will continue to try. If we do not get a response we will
just go pick it up

Bus Ad&apos;s -
Bench Ad - Victor hasn&apos;t followed up but will soon, vote passes to gather more information about where the ad
will go - we will gather more info for next month and can decide then.

Fort Net (website) -
Do we need to donate them for the web service they provide, Pat states the website is good and will be worth what we
will pay. We voted to pay $50 for past months and then $10 a month continuously. Motion passes



NEW BUSINESS

*PSA&apos;s - Dave wrote world about PSA&apos;s and hasn&apos;t heard a response after a week, will try again

*We have new flyers for phone line and subcommittee meetings

*Elections -

               Vice Chair - James nominates Dave and Dave accepts, Dave elected



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes  November 3, 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of
the 12 Concepts of Service by Goldberry

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Amended roll call then approved.

Roll Call:   Ernie S, Sheri S, Mike H, Ellen K, Pat L, Kurt B, Goldberry M, James R, Steve B,
Dawn H, Victor R, John B, Shell H, Lilias R, Brett A, Paul W, Jen C, Stephanni C, Andrew M,
Keith B, Lyndsay H, Jim M, Brandon K

Birthdays: Goldberry 10 years Congratulations!!!

       Opening Reading: “Sharing in regularly scheduled meetings and one-on-one with recovering
addicts helps us stay clean.      Attending meetings reminds us what it is like to be new and of the progressive
nature of our disease. Attending our home group provides encouragement from the people that we get to
know. This sustains our recovery and helps us in our daily living. When we honestly tell our own story,
someone else may identify with us. Serving the needs of our members and making our message available
gives us a feeling of joy. Service gives us opportunities to grow in ways that touch all parts of our lives.”
Basic Text, page 95.

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie S Gsr Helen F Gsra Discussed what we do with money as far
as Area, Region and World donations. Decided to have our area to investigate further and bring
info to our group. Ernie S Saturday opener, Mike M Sunday opener. $80 area donation.

Clean Serene Freaks: Mike H Gsr Joe B Gsra Attendance has fallen off a bit and 7th has
dropped along with it. We have a new Tuesday chair. Lit chair is open. Avg attendance is 5-8.
Could use support from oldtimers from the area.

Drug Busters:   Lilias R Gsr All is well Attendance is up and steady. We are switching around
chairs so other people can have the chance to chair.

Freedom Springs:   Dawn H Gsr Our meetings are being attended regularly 10-12 average
getting one Living Clean book with balance 7.45

      Hope Group: Wont’t have meeting on Nov 28th. Having bowling event Nov 23rd at Chippers
Lanes. Flyers available. Have new Mon, Tues & Wed openers. Thanks to those with time who
come to the meeting- lots of newcomers average just above 20. $15 area donation.



Just For Today:  Ellen K Gsr Keith Gsra our attendance an 7th both are down. We are able to
make rent and still have enough to buy literature and we are donating $35 we are down to home
group member number of four and that s why we are asking for support.

      Live Group: Paul W Gsr Jen C Gsra All meetings are doing good- sat night live is growing
mens changed to 8pm

No Matter What:  Brandon Gsr Meeting needs support as there are generally newcomers
present.

Primary Purpose:  John B Gsr Changed group conscious to every other month next gc dec
19th for holiday time. Attendance and 7th steady. Need attendees and home group members.
$14 area donation

Recovery Swagg’d Out: Quintessa Gsr 10-15 people a week. Group needs homegroup
members $30 area donation.

Serene Machine:  Andrew M Gsr Attendance is steady but low $. Addicts with clean time are
always welcome/appreciated/needed to help introduce people to the NA message

Stairway to Recovery: Pat L As of Mon Oct 28th we had a total of $100 from 7th tradition We
average approx 21 attendees per meeting. Rent is met. Could use new group members and an
opener. $15 area donation.

When At The End Of The Road:  Brett A Gsr Meetings going well. Attendance steady new
people taking interest in serving as chair on different days. $90.48 area donation.

XX Genes:  Goldberry GSR  All is swell $21.00 area donation.

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can
read it,  copy is turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair: I believe I remembered everything this month. : ) The google doc’s have been updated
and are current. The meeting lists have been printed. We have the bank bag and the deposit has
been made. We have agendas and they have all the information they need. YAY! This is
definitely a learning process, thank you for your patience. ILS Lyndsay H

RMC 1/RCM 2:  My apologies for not being able to make it, as I am out hunting and had the trip
planned over a year ago. I will be able to attend the next region meeting  and carry any information
Off the Wall needs me to do. Ray L
Region meets November 17- Stephanni



Hospitals and Institutions: Report attached

Public Information Subcommittee:   Report attached. Questions: Google group is no
different with than the off the wall blast you have to give us your email and  be invited. Dave C
at Fortnet.org my impression is that  they are kind of cooling on hosting on our web site and
that may be coming up.
Can we have some definite answers as to where we are going with
The blast email problem has to do with the server?
There are two checks that look like they haven’t cleared yet. One is $50 for Fortnet. The $40 to
Lamar I just sent in to their billing office in Louisiana a couple days ago.

Literature Sub-Committee:   Starting with $1766.00 worth of literature we sold $628.60 at ASC
prices. ASC gave literature worth $97.45 to H&I and $9.25 to the group No Matter What at ASC
prices bringing to total to $521.9. The actual cost to Area of literature sold was $586.88. The actual
cost of literature given to H&I and No Matter What was $98.00 so the total cost to Area
was$488.88. This leaves a profit of $33.02. After sales we were left with $1179.12 worth of
literature. I then ordered 518.10 of new literature bringing the total worth of the literature
inventory to $1697.22. After discounts the total cost of the literature order was actually $516.24
adding another $1.86 to the total profit from last month to $34.88.

Merchandise Subcommittee: Not much to report the coffee mugs and water bottles will no longer
be personalized because of problems getting names right & dates right. I am going to be talking
with activities to see if I can get help or ideas from them to help get things going for merchandise.
Really hard for myself to act alone. Next meeting November 23 at noon Windsor at Vinyard
Church call Steve B to help in anyway

Activities Subcommittee:  Notes from  Oct. 13th

Attendance: Kurt B, Chris G, Jen C, Jenny C., Ernie S., Joe B, Goldberry C, Ray H

Make and publish schedule for activities

January – New Year’s Eve Dance
February – Valentines Dance
March
April
May –
Memorial Day Picnic – WATER Group
June – ASS Camp-Out

Rafting Adventure

July – Area Camp-Out
August- Poker Run
September – Barn Dance
October
November
December

It was discussed that we make a flyer and tickets for the Tri-Area New Year’s Dance as what has tradition has dictated
in the past. Discussion was brought up about holding our own event to allow the newcomer that cannot travel to have
an event.

Request to produce flyer to get the home groups involved in events. Sponsorship from home groups will be the key to
the success of the years events.



Discussion to hold the AAC meeting on Saturday, the same day and location as all the other sub-committees at 8AM.
Next meeting will be October 26th.

We are meeting with Mile high in Longmont at Starbucks Nov 9th anyone welcome.
Questions: Have you come up with a budget? 300 was the previous budget.

Treasurer:   Starting balance of $1120.06. We took in 310.48 today. After disbursements ending balance of 703.75
(including 600 prudent reserve) Keith B.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business
Last area Stephanni had brought up possibility of donating money directly to world. Shell researched and had sent out

an email blast with results, 64 pages, but the blast malfunctioned. Shell: My group as always donated to World but I
also think the region does a really good job about donating. I encourage you all to take a look. There is also a pamphlet
called “Where our money goes”
Discussed money flow and regional budget will be online.

New Business

Elections:
H&I Chair Sherry S nominated, accepted, qualified elected

Open Area Opportunities for Service:
                                                                                           RCM 1

Upcoming Events
Step and Traditions Roulette 3 year anniversary- Nov 14th, 6pm at 4800 Wheaton Drive Ft Collins

Cosmic Bowling at Chipper’s Classic Lanes- Nov 23rd, 7:45pm@ 2454 8th Ave in Greeley
Mass Addicts Potluck Dinner and Speakers, December 15th, 6pm@220 East Oak Street, Ft Collins
New Years Eve Party- Dec 31st, 6:15 pm, banquet, 9pm dance@1850 Industrial Circle, Longmont

Written Motions
Motion 1: To approve $300.00 for the group sponsored event Thanksgiving potluck. Knowing that we are not

scheduled with-in the guidelines of planning ahead 60 days. Passes.

Motion 2: Activities subcommittee has requested  that we as an area plan a year in advance our activities. We are
looking for group participation for those events. We would like to add our events onto the meeting schedule with

sponsored events by month. Passes.

Motion 3: To add us to the  rental payment for our subcommittee meeting at 1450 Westwood Dr Windsor CO
80550 The additional cost is $5.00 a month and $5.00 a month for rent of our storage facility. Passes.

Motion 4: To approve the amount of $62.79 difference of the $200.00 given to activities last month. Passes.

Motion 5: To give $  to Fortnet. Withdrawn.

Motion 6: To give the PI subcommittee $5 for rent being that we are spending all of our monthly budget for
October. Passes.



Disbursements
             40 phonebill, 62.79 activities, 10 for rent, 78 post office, 30 secretary, 200 PI, 300 Activities

Next ASC Meeting:
December 1, 2013 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!

Off the wall Hospitals and Institutions report for November 3rd 2013
The subcommittee met on October 27th and had 12 members present including all but 1 panel lead and other elected
positions as well as 2 new members!!!  We did elect a new Vice-Chair, Sheri S.  We are working on having a link up to
the Larimer County Jail application to the OTWA website to make it more accessible to be able to apply for LCJ.
Larimer County Jail Women’s:  This meeting is a literature discussion.  This meeting goes in the 2nd and 4th week of the month
and has had 2 members going in at all times.  Topics have been fear, change and life on life’s terms with attendance ranging
from 12 to 23.  We are looking for more women to go in.

Larimer County Jail Men’s – This is a panel presentation with the men sharing their experience strength and hope on
what to do when getting out.     It meets on the 1st and 3rd Thursday. Went in 2x last month; however we only had 1
member show up to one and didn’t actually get go in so that we didn’t go in by ourselves.  Attendance was around 10
for the meeting that was held.
North Range Behavioral Health Treatment -   This is typically a literature discussion and a once a month speaker meeting.  It
meets every Wednesday from 5:30 to 6:30pm.   Attendance has been up, around 17 -20.  Had a few members miss the 4th, as
they took the 4th to mean the last Wednesday of the month, however, there was a new member there and we were able to go
in.  We had a good speaker this month.

Weld County Jail Women:   This meeting is a literature discussion, recently going over a story in the basic  text.  May start going
over topics as other meetings do.  We are going in every other Tuesday.  Attendance is 8-10.  We continue to look for more
women to go in to support our efforts here and the facility will do a special orientation if we get members approved to go in.
Cathy was re-elected to be panel lead – this should have happened in September, but I over looked this. I dropped off 6 basic
texts, 1 Spanish basic text, and one English and Spanish JFT.  I did speak w/ Chaplin Joe and he understands the book issue, but
re-iterated that books walk out with inmates.  He suggested that maybe 10 – 15 Introductory Guides to N.A. a month would
work if we could or would.  We are currently going to follow this suggestion as our budget allows for it.

Weld County Jail Men:  Continue to be in need of men to go in.  Have 3 applications out not yet turned in.

North Range Behavioral Health Detox:    This is typically a literature discussion, have been going over IP’s.   We go in every
Monday from 5:30 to 6:30pm, but this upcoming Monday will be going in at 6:00 due to construction.    Attendance is ranging
from 1-8.  Still have some cross talk and a onetime sleeper!  We are looking for more members to go in.  The panel Lead position
up in December.

Platte Valley Youth Services Center: This is a literature discussion on the Basic Text going chapter to chapter.    This meeting goes
in every other Saturday from 7 to 8pm.  Attendance ranges from 8-10.  The meeting is now mixed, had 1 female attend.  We are
working on getting females to go in.  Also can have visitors go in w/ the panel.

Weld County Work Release:  This is literature discussion on IP’s and also rotating reading from the basic text and JFT.  Do open
discussion from the reading that was read.  It meets every Thursday from 7 to 8pm.  Attendance has been up.  No report this
month.



Anyone interested in H&I please note – only 3 months to sit in on a panel and see what we do – 6 months to share your
experience strength and hope for detox, work release and TRT.  All other facilities are lock down – jails – and require 1 year clean,
at least 3 years off paper, and a back ground check.  Our next subcommittee meeting is November 23rd at 11:00am at 1450
Westwood Drive in Windsor at the Vineyard church.

My thanks to Off the Wall Area for allowing me to serve as H&I chair.

ILS,
James R
We are requesting $          in literature and $5 in rent.

10/26/2013

James, Dave, Jennifer, Karl, Sheri, Lyndsay, Jim, and Wendy

12 concepts read by James

Web Servant - Pat
10/25/2013
Report to the OTW Area PI sub-committee
I am sorry everyone, that I am unable to attend the PI sub-committee meeting but I was
unable to alter my schedule to do so.
Meetings
As far as I know all meeting on the meeting lists are current.
A couple things that are needed for the website are:
1.  Need No Matter What Topics for November and December
2. Need a new Mass Addicts Potluck/Speaker meeting Flyer; for the December 15th
meeting. Also need information on the March ?, 2014 meetings. A generic flyer for all
future speaker meetings would be good also if the meeting dates could be nailed down for
a year or by saying something like 3rd Sunday of every 3rd month.
Finally; Paul and Jen the GSR for the Live Group, are now up to speed on how to
update the meeting lists for their groups meetings.
Activities
Instead of listing individual activities from other areas or regions to fill our activities page
when things are slow in OTW Area; I have included a statement to use the links at the
bottom of the activities page to find activities in adjacent areas and regions.
I also verified all these links are active. All links were good except for the Mountain
High Area (un-repairable) and the Colorado Region Events page. The Colorado Region
events page address changed, due to the Colorado website update, but is OK now. Check
out the new Colorado Region website.
I got the new activities sub-committee flyer up on the activities page and on the activities
sub-committee page. Hopefully this will encourage groups to sponsor more activities.
I should have cornered Kurt the new Activities Chair at the last ASC meeting. I need to
confirm that he is Kurt B. is the new Activities chair. I will probably just email him to get
his permission to put his e-mail on the Activities service page.
Literature
One thing that will need to be updated at a future date, will be the literature order form.
I know that I heard that NAWS will be increasing the price on literature. I could not find



an increase date on the NA WS website. I'm sure Mark has this under control. I just need
the new order form to place on the website before the prices goe up.
The Blast
It will be important in the near future to test and implement the Google Groups Blast.
My thoughts are we need to enroll a group to test the Google Group. I am sure that 5 to
10 in this group would work.
I would also set up a completely separate Google group that can be abandoned and not traced back to OTW area. This
is just so if we screw up all the settings we can just abandon it and start over. Once we know what we are doing
we can set up some ground rules for sending a blast and get started with the official, dedicated "OTW Blast Group". I
am sorry I have not been screwing around with this, but I think: it will be simple.
Once again sorry I am not there.
Pat H. - Web Servant

Phoneline - Greeley Karl
Have the phone for the entire month of November then it will go back to Fort Collins.

Dave's Report
Reports to P.I & H&I 10/26/13
I called Jim Weber again and had already talked to Kas about checking the IP rack. Hearing nothing I wrote Jim about
the rack. I also wrote WSO PR (twice) about PSA's. This is the response.
My apologies. I recall seeing your original email but it seems to have gotten lost in the shuffle, so thank you for
following up. Honestly, the relevant law about broadcasting is not something we really have much information
on. Since NAWS doesn't ourselves air any PSAs we don't have direct experience to share. My very non-expert
understanding is that a lot of those sorts of rules went out during the Reagan era when so much was deregulated, but I
honestly don't know. To find the info, I would be limited to the same routes as yourself searching the Internet, and
asking other NA members. That said, if your research concludes that the only way to air a PSA would be to pay for
it, I am aware of nothing within NA's guiding principles that would prevent a service body from paying for the use of
air time; it does not seem meaningfully different from paying for other third party services like meeting space. I know
the Pike's Peak Area created some television PSAs a while back. Although radio and TV may have different nuances
regarding FCC rules, seeing as they are in your region it might be worth getting hold of their PI subcommittee and
seeing if they have the relevant knowledge you are looking for. I hope that is in some way helpful. I am sorry that I
don't have more specific help to offer in this regard. Let me know if I can be further resource in this. On a final
note, we'd love to hear any PSAs you create; please share them if you are willing.
I wrote PP PI and heard back from Shannon. She said that PSA's are supposed to air for free but is waiting to hear back
from John B who is the guy that made the PSA's and is getting them out. I also wrote Tawni, the reg'l PI chair about
when their mtgs are and to introduce myself, although I think I met her a few years ago. Jenny is interested in working
the phoneline so right now it looks like we have Dave A, Victor, Dave W, Karen & Jenny. I would like to stick with us
handling 2 months for now which means getting the phone back at Nov's mtg and giving it back to Karl in Jan. Also
wrote reg'l webmaster about posting time and place of future reg'l mtgs along with agendas. They do a piss poor job
in my opinion of informing addicts. Yes, we get info from our RSR's but not enough is on the website, IMHO.
I will try to understand the difference between PR and PI subcommittees to see what direction we need to head. Lastly,
I believe Lyndsay has served her commitment as secretary and if no-one steps up then it is my duty to serve.
H&I - Went to LCJ twice. On 10103 Mark and I had a great mtg. On 10/17 I had left my phone at home on the bed and
so could not contact Colin. He didn't show. I was determined to go in by myself, but was sitting and waiting and
thinking and not thinking and it became apparent to me that I could not go in alone. So, I returned my badge to the
deputy and left. I called Colin and he is still interested in going in once a month, but has been busy. He did go in twice
in Sept. So, we will continue trying to recruit men and women for LCJ and the LC phoneline.

Greeley Tribune - James
James has noticed that they do not list us regularly. If he calls then we usually show up.

PI presentation at Touchstone - Chris called Victor to let him know that he and two other addicts went to give a
presentation. Subcommittee members were concerned because for someone to do a presentation they should be



attending the subcommittee. Thankfully Jennifer was at the subcommittee and could give us good information about
the presentation. We decided that we simply need coordination of efforts in the future.

Fortnet - Blast
The blast is not always working, we are thinking of switching to google groups but need to gather more info. I.E. Do
you have to have a gmail account to use the blast?

Bus Bench Ads in Greeley
It is 2 for the price of one so two bus benches will cost us $90 a month. It costs $100 to fabricate the posters for the
benches so we voted to spend the $200 this month to fabricate the posters. Some addicts will decide on the best benches
to target "our people".

Thrifty Nickle - We decided not to do the ad this month because of funds for bus benches. Still trying to coordinate
with other areas and region to try to get an ad in every day of the month.

Budget is spent on fabricating bus bench ads.



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes December 1, 2013

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by Lilias R

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Minutes amended to say Greg P GSRA of Just for Today Group

Roll Call:   Jim M, Lyndsay H, Keith B, Pat H, Tink V, Ray L, Wendy M, Jen C, Karl W, John B, Rich H, Victor
R, Steve B, Stephanni C, Helen F, Sheri S, James R, Ellen K, Mike H, Joe B, Lee H, Kurt B, Lilias R

Opening Reading: “The principle of anonymity lies at the core of our fellowship’s  understanding of group
conscience. The ideas of each individual group member have their importance, but the group takes its guidance
from the collective conscience of all its members. Before the group makes a decision, its members consult their
Higher Power, seeking spiritual guidance on the matter at hand… The same principle applies to NA’s concept of
leadership. Though individual members serve as NA leaders, these leaders act only as our servants, carrying out
their duties in accordance with the group conscience.” It Works, How and Why, Tradition Twelve, page 210

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Helen GSRA will be open both Christmas night and New Year’s Night. No Changes.
Need Wednesday opener. Area sending money to region was discussed, discussion tabled. $180 area donation.

Clean Serene Freaks: Mike H GSRA, Joe B GSRA Attendance and 7th has dropped. Average of 6 addicts per
meeting.  Need support.

Drug Busters:   Lilias GSR All is going well. We had to move our location for the Thanksgiving weekend but we
will be back to our normal location this week. We voted to send 50% of the regional donation to region and the other
50% to world.

Freedom Springs:   All is well.

Hope Group: James reporting Average attendance teens to low twenties.  Last week has been mid to high twenties.
Dan M new books and lit person.  Mondays now a literature discussion (BT right now)- going good. Bowling had 21
bowlers and 21 non bowlers for a total of 42 in attendance. No meetings on Dec 25th & 31st & Jan 1st as the church is
closed.

Just For Today: Ellen K GSR, Greg P GSRA 7th is down, but it is what it is. Both meetings are steady. We
discussed the donate to world topic and decided our group will remain autonomous and make our decisions at each
GC to donate. Discussing a summer activity- more will be revealed. $50 area donation; $20 world donation

      Live Group: Paul W GSR, Jen C GSRA Group conscience will be the 20th. Attendance is growing especially Sat
nite. Business as usual. Faith in region. $40.47 area donation.

      Mass Addicts: Victor reporting All is well $5 donation

NA Nooner: James reporting New meeting Sundays at noon



No Matter What: Victor reporting All is well. In large need of support and home group members 7th tradition is
very low. Please make announcements about our need for support.

Primary Purpose:  John GSR Attendance is a little low. Group conscious is Dec 19th. No donation. 7th had
declined. Need home group members. GSRA needed.

      Swagg’d Out: Jennifer reporting Attendance 15 steady. Need support New GSR …by the way I super freak’n miss
area heayayyyy!

Stairway to Recovery: Pat H GSRA Things are going well. Our attendance has included both newcomers and
addict with time and experience at most meeting. Attendance in November averaged 20. Seventh tradition has been
a bit lower than average at $.32/attendee. Our last group conscious was November 25th. We selected a new opener
and chair. It was decided that we should carry more literature. We decided to have 2 Basic Texts available to
purchase and several white books available to give away to newcomers. We decided to donate $10.00 to Area. We
need more home group members willing to be of service. We will need a new treasurer some time soon. Our next
group conscious will probably be December 30, 2013.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Kurt B reporting. Potluck went really well. Good turnout for potluck 30 people.
$44.23 area donation.

When At The End Of The Road:  Brett GSR, Anige E/Rich GSRA $86 area donation

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair: I have decided to put the treasury into an Excel Document starting January 1st. I believe it will be easier to
work with. The idea is to have it ready for our treasurer so that he or she will be able to keep it up and then print
them for the ASC. Also, our RCM elections have been confusing for a couple years now. This has been explained to
me. We should always be electing the RCM II position. After RCM I position is up the RCM II moves into the role of
RCM I. This would mean that we only elect RCM II. For example, Stephanni’s term is up, therefore Ray moves into
RCM I and we elect RCM II. Hopefully this helps clear the confusion, perhaps I was the only one confused. I believe we
have figured out google groups and we will discuss this in old business. I also want to thank you all for being
“servants” like the opening reading talks about. I appreciate your service to OTW area.
ILS, Lyndsay

Vice Chair:

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Report Attached

Hospitals and Institutions: Report Attached

Public Information Subcommittee:   Report Attached

Literature Sub-Committee: Literature Report 11/3/13



Starting with $1766.00 worth of literature we sold $628.60 at ASC prices. ASC gave literature worth $97.45 to H&I
and $9.25 to the group No Matter What at ASC prices bringing to total to $521.9. The actual cost to Area of literature
sold was $586.88. The actual cost of literature given to H&I and No Matter What was $98.00 so the total cost to Area
was$488.88. This leaves a profit of $33.02. After sales we were left with $1179.12 worth of literature. I then ordered
518.10 of new literature bringing the total worth of the literature inventory to $1697.22. After discounts the total cost of
the literature order was actually $516.24 adding another $1.86 to the total profit from last month to $34.88.

 Questions: There is a price increase going into effect in January 2014. We will need new price list.

Merchandise Subcommittee: The logo that I have came from a logo contest. The only advice I got is to hold another
logo contest. I talked to another member about a single point of accountability but that is a little different then
merchandise. There are a lot of things in merchandise that I am not willing to do myself. Maybe if I resign my position.
I would like to take back to each group that do you feel that there is a need for merchandise in your area? Questions: So
are you holding off on printing new shirts? Yes.  Its not so much the movement of merchandise. It is not the selling
problem it is the support and help.

Activities Subcommittee:  Report Attached

Treasurer:  Our beginning balance is $452.65 which includes prudent reserve which means we are below the limit. I
am beginning to understand why it was set up that money was given to area then to region. Part of what was going here
is now going to world. We are going to have to discuss cutting back.

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business
We need to vote on what we need to do to give a portion of our funds to region and world. Is there actually a

motion for this? No. Everything will stay as is.
Google groups blast. Just want to clarify that it is our email blast that changes not the website.

New Business
Discussion over expenditures because we have dipped lower than our prudent reserve. We need to make sure we ask

for disbursements before the ASC meeting ends.

Elections

RCM II
Qualifications read. James nominated, qualified and elected. Congrats!

Upcoming Events
Mass Addicts Potluck & Dinner Dec 15th 220 E Oak, Ft Collins 6PM

Holiday Marathon Meeting Dec 24th & Dec 25th 531 E Eisenhower, Loveland CO
New Year’s Eve Bash

Written Motions
Motion 1: To have H&I subcommittee budget remain at $120 to maintain literature for rent for every month. Passes

Next ASC Meeting:



January 5, 2013 9:00am
The Majestic Gathering Place

                                                                             315 East 4th Street
Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience

Off The Wall Hospitals & Institutions report for December 1, 2013

James R. and I attended the CRSC-H&I meeting in Denver.  Basically went over the current and proposed budget.
 Was informed that as a whole-we have 275 members serving at 55 facilities that offer 138 meetings a month.  OTW
Area H&I subcommittee met on Saturday Nov,23rd with 13 members present.  Brandon K. was elected as Vice Chair.
We currently have about 30 members serving at 6 facilities that offer a total of 16 meetings a month. The subcommittee
decided to provide GSR’s Weld County Jail volunteer applications for them to take to their Home Groups.  I have those
available today.

Larimer County Jail Mens-Meets the 1st& 3rd Thursday 7:30-8:30
Larimer County  Jail Womens-Meets the 2nd & 4th Monday 6:30-7:30 - In need of women to be of service.
North Range Behavioral Health Transitional Residential Treatment- Meets Wednesday at 5:30-6:30- In need of
speakers for the 3rd Wednesday of the month-if interested see Karl W. or Sheri S.
Weld County Work Release-Meets every Thursday 7-8
Weld County Jail  Womens-Meets every other Tuesday 7-8-Have only 2 women cleared to go in at this time. 1 returns
to school in Jan.-In need of women to step up to continue this meeting!
Weld County Jail Mens-We have I male cleared to go in. 3 applications are out as of now.
North Range Behavioral Health Detox-Meets every Monday 5:30-6:30-Panel lead position is up as of December.
Platte Valley Youth services Center-Meets every other Saturday 7-8-Still in need of females to go in.

Anyone interested in H&I service!!.. You only need 3 months clean time to sit on a panel to check out what we do! 6
months clean time to share your experience strength and hope at Detox , Work Release and TRT. All other facilities are
lock down jails-requiring 1 year clean-at least 3 years off paper and a background check. Our next subcommittee
meeting is December 28th 11:00 AM 1450 Westwood Dr. Windsor (Vineyard Church).  ILS, Sheri S. 970-40545
 Requesting 82.90 in literature and $5 in rent.

82.90 Lit
27.02 operating expensed (receipts)
Total $114.92

Off The Wall Area Activities Committee                  November 23rd 13

Attendance: Jennie, Jen, Steve, Dave A, Chris G, James, Kurt B
Bring God in
Thanksgiving Potluck Nov 28
Goldberry rec’d $30 for decorations and place settings
Jennifer rec’d $40 for a turkey
Kurt rec’d $40 for a turkey



Chris is donating pie pans and whip cream
Tink donating corn bread
Steve is bringing 4 gallons of cider and cups
We will get there at 2:30 to setup and decorate,  Drew is bringing key
Chris has remaining $152 for event
Marathon Meetings Dec 24th and 25th sponsored by Live Group and us 531 East Eisenhower
Signup sheet on website, 12 hours each day from 9-9
Potluck/dinner and white elephant gift at 6pm each night
Need to ask group what rent will be and how much we should ask from area.
New Year’s Dance – Dec 31 6-1 Longmont
Met with Mile High and Boulder chairs. Decided split 3ways no matter how many tix sold
Joe K speaking from OTW, decided 90 minute meeting and count down.
Request to donate a Living Clean book from our area for old timer
Tickets or money need to be in by Dec 24th,make sure you write on the back kind of meal.
Doors open at 4:30m if you would like to help
Valentines Dance Friday Feb 14th sponsored by Freedom Springs Group 3448 North Taft Avenue
More details to follow

Concern brought up about the cost of flyers for event – If you go to a copy store, a color copy is .29
If you buy a print cartridge at home and paper the cost will be about $30-$45 depending on your
Printer. The cost for the fancy flyers is .29. The time it takes me to produce it is zero cost.
No matter if the flyer is professional or homemade, the cost is the same…

RCM Report
Hello Off the Wall
This is my final report as your RCM and here is what you need to know..
It seems the tri-Area New Year’s event is in full swing. Mile High and Boulder both spoke of it and are very excited.
Have you gotten your ticket yet?
The CAR Report was released this past week. You can look it up online at: http://na.org/?ID=conference-index . It will
also be discussed in Denver at a Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum next weekend, December 7, 9am-5pm at the Holiday
Inn Hotel & Suite Denver Airport 6900 Tower Road. You can ask the hotel for a discounted rate should you choose to
stay. I do not have that phone number.
This year’s CRCNA was not quite as successful as in years past. CRCNA made a donation to the Region in the amount
of $4731.64. There were a couple of factors that contributed to such a low number. First, there were a couple of
fundraisers that had some issues and didn’t bring as much in as they could have. One was the barn dance more than
likely caused by misinformation on social media and the other was because of the flood and Boulder had to cancel their
event all together. Another factor was the sale’s tax rate for Summit County. It was much higher, about 4% as opposed
to what it was last year at .25%.  The final factor, was simply being in the mountains. Things just cost more up there.
Elections for CRCNA and the Regional campout happened and process went down so much more civilized than last
year’s.
Your CRCNA Admin Committee is:
Chair- Brandi J Mile High
Vice-Chair- Mike P Mile High
Treasurer- Ty C, Mile High
Secretary- Leah H, Mile High

Your Campout Admin Committee is:
Chair- Alan H, Mountains West
Vice Chair- Mike H, Mile High
Secretary- Stephanni C, Off the Wall
Treasurer- OPEN



That is about it. It has been an honor and a pleasure to serve our Area for the past two years. I learned a lot about
service. I can truly see how the Traditions and Concepts come into play and understand them like I never have before.
It was awesome!
Gratefully serving,
Stephanni C

Public Information- 11/23/2013
10 recovering addicts present
Web Servant- Pat-  Meeting lists have been caught up, printable and web, activities are up to date, google blast is being
tested, seems like it is working, will put up a link to subscribe and unsubscribe on the web once we know the blast is
working, will also send a message through old blast to let people know to subscribe.

Phoneline- Phone was transferred to Fort Collins, has a new case because someone ruined the old one but there is a new
one, but it doesn’t clip.

Greeley Tribune- James- Every time he calls he seems to see our ad in the paper. They have submitted 2 or 3 times
since the last subcommittee.

Coloradoan- Dave- Terry hasn’t seen it in the hard copy paper but it is online every day.

Literature Rack- Kas got it back from CSU, we will most likely be putting it at Work Enders.

Old business
Bus benches on Monday in Greeley- Victor will be notified by email with pictures when the bench is up, we have one
month free, then it is for one bench and one is free. We do not owe until December.

New business
James will check at Aims for the TV’s that may still be rolling our ads, make sure phone line number is correct.
Dave will check into bus flex, possibly a different company to run our bus ads.
The Live Group is doing a 5th tradition outreach to an outpatient facility giving presentations, doing that about once a
month. There was concern that this is practicing outside our traditions. Victor will call Chris and ask him to attend the
subcommittee. We have decided as a group that we need more information and possibly have a member from Live
Group to attend subcommittee regularly to ensure we are practicing within our traditions.
Budget
$90 bus bench
$5 rent
$32 thrifty nickel
$20 bus ad interior (Greeley)
Total $147



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes January 5, 2014

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts of
Service by Ernie S.

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: needed to correct lit report

Roll Call:   Rich H, Jennie W, Angie E, Mike H, Joe B,  John B, Pat L, Michael W, Kurt B, James R, Jenna B,
Dawn H, Ellen K, Courtnay S, Wendy M, Jen C, Ray L, Steve B, Pat H, Sheri S, Ernie S, Jim M, Lyndsay H, Keith
B, Lilias R

Guests/ New GSRs: Courtney, Mike

Opening Reading: “Those of us who have been involved in service or in getting a group started sometimes
have a hard time letting go. Egos, unfounded pride, and self-will destroy a group if given authority. We must
remember that offices have been placed in trust, that we are trusted servants, and that at no time do any of
us govern. Narcotics Anonymous is a God-given program, and we can maintain our group in dignity only
with group conscience and God’s love.” It Works How and Why, Tradition Two, pg 61

Group Reports:

       Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Report attached at end

Clean Serene Freaks: Mike H GSR Group is going well. Attendance still averages 6-8 people. 7th tradition has
risen. Tuesday chairperson is open. Could use support.

Dead Without It:   not in attendance

Drug Busters:   Lilias Gsr Things are going well, attendance is steady. $52.25 area donation.

Freedom Springs:   Dawn H GSR Meetings have been small, 7th has been small just made rent this month a few
dollars to spare.

      The Hope Group: Attendance is good Pat L is new Thursday opener. All is well. Purchasing $70 in literature.
Need GSR & GSRA $37.57 area donation.

Just For Today:  Ellen K Meetings are doing well 7th is low. $20 area donation.

      The Live Group: Jen C GSR All is well going great! All meetings could use support. New Thursday noon
meeting. Pamela is group secretary, Rochelle is treasurer (alternates are still open)



      Mass Addicts: Not in attendance

No Matter What:  Not in attendance

Primary Purpose:  John Next group con Feb 28 good attendanve 7th has been getting better, new treasurer Josh O
looking for GSRA and home group members

Recovery Swagg’d Out: Jennie reporting Attendance is good 7th covers our expensed and area donation. Service
positions available.

Serene Machine:  Rich GSR We’re suffering low or no attendance. Home group members and chairs are not
attending meetings. Would appreciate support. Need/concerns: Attendance/ whether this group will continue. $50
area donation.

Stairway to Recovery: Pat L GSR  Our meeting attendance averages 19 recovering addicts and our 7th tradition
averages $8.00. Both are monthly averages. Rent is paid to date and we have our prudent reserve and nothing above
that at this time.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Not in attendance

When At The End Of The Road:  Angie E Attendance good. Reporting First Sat of every month is a speaker
meeting.

XX Genes:  Goldberry M GSR  Going strong 8-10 people a week

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy is
turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Chair– Happy New Year!! I was unable to finish the google docs treasury sheet for this year because I did not have
the correct Literature report. When I receive the updated report I will finish google docs and bring it to the next
ASC with copies for everyone. Starting with the new treasurer I will no longer be updating the google docs. This

would be a treasurer responsibility, however it isn’t in the guidelines to do a monthly statement. It is helpful to have
the information but is not currently required. Does area want to add this to the guidelines or do we leave up to

treasurer discretion? Also, if we do add it to the guidelines we should discuss keeping it as google docs or changing
to excel document. We can discuss this is new business. Lyndsay H

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Ray/ James Not a whole lot to report. We went to the Rocky Mountain Zonal. We learned a lot
about the CAR and they are trying to bring a traditions workbook. Region is next Sunday and we can bring back
whatever you guys want. If anybody is interesting in watching a few videos NA.org under eventsthen  World
Conference. If they are not able to go to our event.

Hospitals and Institutions: The sub-committee met on Saturday December 28th with 7 members present.

We have several service positions that will be open as of February.
Secretary                                                                                                                                                         Detox- Panel
Lead
Work Release- Panel
Larimer County Jail Men’s- Panel Lead
TRT- Panel Lead



It was brought to our attention that members have been approached to help at the Sterling facility. After a discussion, it
was voted on by the sub-committee to focus our resources on filling positions needed in our area.
I have brought with me today a flyer/sign-up sheet for GSR’s to bring back to their home groups. We are asking
members with at least 1 year of clean time who are willing to speak at an H&I facility to please sign up. I would
appreciate if GSR’s would bring those back to me next month when we meet.

H&I Facilities We Serve-

Larimer County Jail Men’s-Meets the 1st& 3rd Thursday 7:30-8:30
Larimer County Jail Women’s-Meets the 2nd & 4th Monday 6:30-7:30
North Range Behavioral Health Transitional Residential Treatment (TRT)- Meets Wednesday at 5:30-6:30- In need of
 a female for the 1st Wed. of every month.
Weld County Work Release-Meets every Thursday 7-8  -Panel members needed.
Weld County Jail Women’s-Meets every other Tuesday 7-8- Will not be continuing meetings for now as 1 of the 2
panel members we have is returning to school. If anyone is interested in getting cleared to serve on that panel or any
other lock down facility panel-please see me for an application.
Weld County Jail Men’s-We have I male cleared to go in as of now.
North Range Behavioral Health Detox-Meets every Monday 5:30-6:30- Panel Lead needed.
Platte Valley Youth services Center-Meets every other Saturday 7-8-Still in need of females to go in.
Anyone interested in H&I service!!.. You only need 3 months clean time to sit on a panel to check out what we do! 6
months clean time to share your experience strength and hope at Detox , Work Release and TRT. All other facilities are
lock down jails-requiring 1 year clean-at least 3 years off paper and a background check.

Our next sub-committee meeting is January 25th @11:00 AM -1450 Westwood Dr. Windsor (Vineyard Church)

 ILS,   Sheri S.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Public Information

12/28/2013

Attendees – Steve B, Mark, Dave A, Lyndsay H

~Phone line – In Larimer county until end of January and then it will go back to Greeley, had an addict call the phone
line and stated he saw the bus bench and that he needed help. He was given information for a meeting in Greeley

                Phone line guidelines – Dave re-read our guidelines and believes they are bad, bad, bad. He pulled guidelines
from World and would like to adopt their guidelines, we will take it to area and get some input

~Public Relations – Dave is wondering if we can conform to what the world does when it comes to PR. World no
longer has public information as a separate committee, they include PI in PR. Dave believes there is a reason that this
has evolved over the years and is wondering if we would like to conform to this also

~Victor spoke to work enders and the literature rack will be put in soon with some IP’s

~James got the mirror (UNC’s newspaper) pricelist, subcommittee was wondering if they possibly do PSA’s but I don’t
remember anyone saying they would contact them to find out.

~Dave did find out that the Flex bus is not a part of the Ft. Collins bus system we have previously done business with
and might be an option for ads

We did not discuss the budget



Literature Sub-Committee:   We started with an inventory value of $1780.48. We sold $614.45 worth of lit at
ASC prices. Of this $79.65 was for H&I at ASC prices. This gave us a cash deposit of $530.80. The WSO price of
literature sold was $577.11 and the WSO cost of H&I orders was $73.02. That gives the actual cost of literature
sole $504.09. That gives as a total profit from the surcharge of $26.71. That left us with $1203.37 worth of lit. We
ordered $573.90 of new lit  bringing the value to $1777.99.
Happy New Year! WSO prices have gone up and will take effect on 2/2/14. I have changed the order forms to
reflect that. I either have or will get it posted on the website so they can be printed off there. The general increases
are $.55 for books $.40 for medallions and $.10 for keytags. This could get confusing as I know some of you are
still using outdated order forms. To avoid making this change harder on us those of you that use the old order forms
next month will be provided with a new order form and you will have to redo you order and go to the end of the
line. I do not have enough time to do this for you, sorry.
ASC donated a Living Clean book to Activities for the New Years Dance. I am asking for a disbursement for
$11.00 for copies. Also in the process of doing inventory I came up with an excess of 30-40 Welcome to NA IPs so
I assume that someone may not have gotten theirs. If that is the case I will gladly remit them as I ordered another 50
this month.
If you have not noticed I now have a Vice Chair. Her name is Pamela. She will be assisting me from now on.

Merchandise Subcommittee: We met at Sat no one arrived. I was holding off to do anything I was seeing if
anyone showed up . Other than that I am just waiting to see what groups brought back

Activities Subcommittee: New Years tickets- After back and forth the banquet tickets from OTW were 17 tickets
(28%) tickets sold in all three areas were approx 120 tickets (67%) of 180 available. Dance was a success.
Approximately 250 people.

Make and publish schedule for activities- because of the lack of participation due to the holidays, we are postponing the
postings for the schedule till next ASC meeting.
January- New Year’s Eve Dance- area                                                July- Area Camp Out
February- Valentine’s Dance- Freedom Springs                                 August- Poker Run
March- Potluck- Mass Addicts                                                            September- Barn Dance
April-                                                                                                    October-
May-  Memorial Day Picnic WATER group                                       November-
June- ASS Camp-Out                                                                           December- Potluck- Mass Addicts
          Rafting Adventure
It was discussed that we make a flyer for Valentine’s day dance to be able to hand out at our Tri-area New Years
Dance. 60 days out is still our standard for events so we need to make arrangements way in advance. Spoke with Jenni
C(home group member) who said they are getting the church on Saturday Feb 15th. Decided to make it an Anti-VD
dance. Also going to hold the CAR at 5pm Cost of flyers $28.19 Event hall $125 Still need to hire DJ and decorations.
Request to produce flyer to get home groups involved in events. Sponsorship from home goups will be key to the
success of the years events.

Treasurer:   I didn’t get mail so flying by the seat of our pants. We have a balance of $781.84 we took in today
368.82 leaves us $1150.66. Couple of things to note, there was a check floating to Fortnet for $50 they did cash it.
$368 going out today leaves $697.66 including prudent reserve of $600.00.

CRCNA Liaison:

Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee, and
Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business



  Did anyone talk to their groups about whether or not to keep merchandise? Out of 10 groups reporting 4 are for
keeping merch the others didn’t discuss it. Take it back to your groups that Activities/Merchandise need support.

New Business
Changing Phoneline guidelines through the PI committee.

If interested show up to subcommittee meeting.
Google Docs

Open Area Opportunities for Service:
Treasurer, Secretary

 Upcoming Events
Dance February 15, 2014

Written Motions
Motion 1: Area o donate $97.66 to Region. passes

Motion 2: Merchandise committee to combine  back to Activities passes

Next ASC Meeting:
February 2, 2014 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!

ASS Group Conscience 12-29-2013
Helen F chair

•  Donations
90 rent
312.53 after rent
40 Jackson Lake
82.00 Books and lit
190.93 balance
190- to area

Openers

• Wednesdays
All is good. Almost done with living clean book. Will start over once we are complete with book.  Need opener for Wednesday.

• Saturdays
All is good.

• Sundays
Meetings are good
Move churches coffee or move our coffee to literature table
Mike will make decision

New Business



• dates for Jackson lake
• June 6,7,8
• June 13,14,15 back up.
• Jim voted as chair and accepted
• Jim was voted in.

New Business:
Do we need to have a merchandise committee?
• voted and passed that area should combine merchandise with activities.
Wednesday opener:
Alyssa B offered and voted in.

Thought of adding a timer
Idea was voted down.

Meeting closed



Off The Wall Area Service Committee Minutes February 02, 2014

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12
Concepts of Service by

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: approved

Roll Call:   Joe E, Mike H, Goldberry M, Haunna K-O, Angie E, Ray L, Tink V, Pat H, Kurt B, Michael W,
Rich H, Jenna B, Steve B, Ellen K, Courtney S, Nick J, John B, Dawn H, Ernie S, Sheri S, Wendy M, Jim
M, Lyndsay H, Keith B,  Mike M, Victor R, James R, Lilias R

Guests/ New GSRs: Jenna, Nick, Angie, Hanna

Birthdays: Keith 25 years, John 1 year Congratulations!

Opening Reading: “There is often a vast difference between group conscience and group opinion, as
dictated by powerful personalities or popularity. Some of our most painful growing experiences have come
as a result decisions made in the name of group conscience. True spiritual principles are never in conflict;
they complement each other. The spiritual conscience of a group will never contradict any of our traditions.”
Basic Text, Tradition Two, pg 61

Group Reports:

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie S GSR New Activities chair Nick new secretary Stephanie175 area donation

Buena Voluntad:

Clean Serene Freaks: Mike H Gsr Joe Gsra Attendance has risen slightly, 7th the same. Will be re-electing
all chair position except Tuesday at the end of the month.

Drug Busters:   Lilias Gsr Our group is doing well, attendance is steady. We are currently brainstorming to
come up with an event to sponsor for the area.

Freedom Springs:   Dawn h Gsr We are surviving and we have no donations

Hope Group: Meetings are going well. Attendance was in low 30s most of month. High teens low 20s last
week. Trey is new Friday opener. Lissa is new books & lit. Bowling at classic lanes April 5th 8:45-10.
Thanks to those with time who support as we have lots of newcomers. $21.22 area donation, $21.22 world

Just For Today:  Ellen Gsr Courtney Gsra We are doing well our 7th is low we have no area donation at
this time as we give newcomers books for free. So we are buying $56 in lit. We are planning a Dowdy Lake
camp out July 18-19



       Live Group: Pamela reporting

      Mass Addicts:

 NA Nooner: Gsr

New Horizons: Not in attendance.

No Matter What:  All is well. Attendance growing back to 15-20 per mtg

Primary Purpose:  John B Gsr Good attendance 1 meeting 26 members

Serene Machine:  Rich Gsr Very low attendance, need support $50.00 area donation

Stairway to Recovery: Things are going well. In 2013 we had 52 weekly meetings with average
attendance of 20 people. The 7th tradition in 2013 averaged $.50/attendance. Our last group conscious was
January 27th. Seven home group members attended. We decided to donate $10.00 to Area. We will need a
new treasurer some time soon. Our next group conscious will be February 24th, 2014.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Kurt reporting average 12 members a week 21.24 area donation

When at the End of the Road:  Angie E GSR, Haunna GSRA Attendance over 20-25. Lots of newcomers.
Speaker meeting 1st of every month- Birthday meeting last Sat of every month. Can always use support from
old timers. $184.03 area donation.

XX Genes:  GSR

      If your meeting report is not on here, make sure a written, preferably typed so I can read it,  copy
is turned in to Area Secretary! Thanks

Officer Reports

Vice Chair:  Jim  na.org/traditions there are all sorts of places to put input into the tradition workbook
project. If you are interested maybe take it back to your home group. There are three different formats to
submit.

RMC 1/RCM 2:   Confirmed Chuck C RD will be coming to the dace to give a car workshop.
The RD and RDA will be doing workshops for any area that wants one.
CRCNA XXVIII subcommittee chairs were all filled and the meetings are on the website
Camp Out is still looking for a Treasurer
James did a much better job of taking notes so I will let him fill in the blanks.- Ray

Hospitals and Institutions: OFF THE WALL HOSPITAL & INSTITUTIONS REPORT FOR 2/2/14
The subcommittee met on Saturday January 25th with 11 members present.



We have 3 Panel Coordinator positions open as of this month!
LCJ-MENS –TRT-Work Release
Regional H&I was Jan. 19th. I was unable to attend and I sent a report. The Vice Chair position is also open as
Brandon K. has stepped down due to work and school. James R. was elected as Panel coordinator of North
Range Behavioral Health Detox. And Pat H. was elected as our Secretary. I dropped off NA intro guides to the
WCJ along with 2 female volunteer applications and 1 male.  I attended the Activities Subcommittee to ask on
behalf of the H&I subcommittee if they were willing to tag a short (15 min?) presentation along with any of
their upcoming activities.
                                       H&I FACILITIES WE SERVE-
TRT:  (Karl W.)- Lots of women in attendance. Census is up.  2 women have joined the panel.
PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: (Haunna  J reporting for Brandon K) - Hauna went in with Kas and shared her
story. It is unclear whether Brandon is able to keep his position as panel lead. Dave asked Hauna if she is
willing to take on that position. Hauna is checking into any age requirements needed.
WORK RELEASE: No report
LCJ WOMENS: (Karen C)- Going well Karen also brought her application to turn into WCJ.
LCJ MENS: (Dave A)-Mark & Dave went in on Jan.2nd 11 members in attendance-lots of participation. Dave &
Colin went in on the 16th-there was a lock-down –no meeting held.
WCJ WOMENS: (Cathy S)-Cathy has no one cleared as of now to go in with her. Cathy is willing to step into
other positions if needed.
DETOX: (Sheri s)-Everything is going well.  Am losing a couple people from the panel as of this month. ( Bill
C. & Ernie S.)  Nick J. has been sitting in regularly and will be joining the panel as his 6 months is coming up.
If anyone is interested in H&I service-You only need 3 months clean time to sit on a panel to check out what we
do. 6 months clean time to share your experience strength & hope at Detox, Work Release, and TRT. All other
facilities are lock down jails-requiring 1 year clean-at least 3 years off paper and a background check.
Our Next Subcommittee meeting will be Feb. 22nd @11AM -1450 Westwood Dr. Windsor (Vineyard Church)
ILS, Sheri S. 970-405-4546
We are requesting $80.90 in literature and $5 for rent.

Public Information Subcommittee:   Report attached.

Literature Sub-Committee:   Starting with an inventory value of 1777.99 we sold 506 of lit on 1/5/2014 at
ASC prices. The WSO value of this was $470.95. Disbursed to H&I was $112.20 at ASC prices. The WSO
value of this was $107.80. By subcontracting the H&I order of $112.20 from the total sales of 506 leaves us
with 393.80 cash sales. By subcontracting the WSO value for the H&I order of 107.80 from the WSO value
for the total sales of $470.95 WSO value for total sales from the previous total inventory WSO value of
1777.99 we had left over 1307.04. I ordered 515.80 in new literature which we paid 523.64 for because of
freight charges. This brought our total literature value for 2/2/14 to 1822.54. Since the price increase,
though, the new value of our literature comes to 1948.80.

Merchandise Subcommittee: Report attached.

Activities Subcommittee:  Report attached. Booster.com not affiliated with NA

Treasurer:  thanks for letting me serve. I do not have the bank statement 821.62 beginning there is at least
140.00 in checks. Today 783.16 that gives 1464.78. That will leave 694.00 aprx 770.78 is left balance. I am
not really sure if there are any other checks aren’t there. In March they are sending us a new debit card.

CRCNA Liaison:   all positions were filled first event in April na.colorado /crcna I have printed out a list of
all crcna contacts email and phone numbers. The hotel contracts have been signed.

.



Again, please have a written, preferably typed so I can read it, copy of all committee, subcommittee,
and Adhoc committee meeting minutes given to Secretary. Thanks

Old Business

New Business

Discussed prudent reserve.
Discussed new server for our website.

Open Area Opportunities for Service:
Secretary

                                                                          Treasurer

Upcoming Events
VD Dance 2/15/2015

Written Motions
Motion 1: To increase our prudent reserve from $600.00 to $900.00 Fails

Disbursements

Next ASC Meeting:
March 2, 2014 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                                             315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO

Your Secretary thanks you for your patience!



Notes from  January 25th 2014  sub-committee meetings
Attendance: Kurt B, Mark M, Dave A., Steve (merchandise) Steve’s daughter, James, Victor, Sherri, Pat, Jennie
C, Lilias 5

Activities

New Year’s Eve – We received a check back from the event for $251.07 which means we made a $30.00 or so
profit

Valentine’s Day – We paid the cost for the room at $125 3448 North Taft Ave. and the flyers. The committee
decided to go with a professional DJ since the cheap ones were not available. We made a deal that kept
us in budget. We have a budget for decorations and snacks as well. Voted to add an announcement to the
flyer (no cost)

We voted in a new Vice Chair, Lilias 5 has stepped up to the plate. Chris G has decided to pursue different
service positions within NA. We thank him for his service.

The new schedule with the activities is on the back. The schedule will only be the ones that are printed for the
meetings. Not the ones that are printed on line. Victor volunteered to print the first 200 schedules for the February
meeting. The cost of the schedule is .08 up from .05. The location where the schedule was printed had raised their price
.01 and .03 for the 8.5 x 14” paper.

Merchandise -

It was discussed that we make a flyer for a logo contest for the Off The Wall Area. The design will be voted on by the
area at one of our upcoming events. The design will be posted on a website called BOOSTER.COM. The shirt will be
able to be purchased on line and will be sent to us at the end of the 60 day run along with the profit that will be made.
The shirts will be distributed through town representatives.  The site offers a new way to raise funds with-out using any
area funds. This is something new and it does not cost us anything to try it out.

Next meeting will be at 9am on February 22nd, please join us to support your area.
Thanks for letting me serve

RCM report for Super Bowl Sunday

I attended the Regional Committee Meeting on Jan 19th.

The upcoming Unity Day 9 event is March 29th in Denver. Registration is $20 before March 16th or it is $25 at the door.
NA’s got talent is April 26th.

The 2014 C.A.T. Conference Approval Track Report is available online at na.org under Events tab, under the World
Service Conference listing- or can be purchased for $14 from na.org. It concerns the following:
-2014-2016 strategic plan and proposed project plans
-2014-2016 proposed budget and budget cover
-Proposed revisions to the 2012-2014 A Guide to World Services in NA (GWSNA)



-WSC seating requests and cover memo

We still owe Western Service Learning Day 28 a check. Last one wasn’t cashed. Would like to close the account.

CRCNA will be held in Longmont at the Best Western Plaza (same as CRCNA 21) Oct 24-26 and is having a theme
and Logo contest.

Currently Scheduled Meetings:

Programs
Last Thursday of the month, 7pm
Coffee shop at 556 N Lincoln Ave, Loveland, CO back room

H&I
First Sunday of each month beginning February 1st 11am Red Rock Coffee House
3325 28th St, Boulder CO (28th & Iris)
Free Coffee!!!

Registration First Meeting: January 30th at the restaurant at 9050 E Hampden Ave, Denver CO 80231 Every month:
2nd Thursday of each month, 6pm, 9050 E Hampden Ave, Denver CO 80231

Merchandise First Meeting: January 20th 6:30pm, at the restaurant at 950 E Hampden Ave Denver Every month:
3rd Monday of each month, at the restaurant at 950 E Hampden Ave Denver

Fundraising and Entertainment
Saturday, January 25th at 2:00PM
Village Inn (Havana and Mississippi) 921 S Havana, Aurora, CO 80012

Public information, Public Relations and Hospitals and Institutions will be meeting 3x a year now. The next one is Feb
15th at the Arvada Public Library. They will then be held in June and Oct.

Currently have a non-functioning PI Chair. Seeking resources for the State fair which runs Aug 22nd thru Labor Day
weekend. Have day and night shifts. Looking to see if we are invested in moving forward. Need to ensure we have
adequate resources before making $300 March 21st deposit. Asking 6 months clean time, not discouraging anyone from
being of service. Anyone interested please contact Tawni.

CRCNA guideline changes will be handed out prior to assembly with changes striped out and highlighted prior to
assembly – to RCMs?

Discussion on Mountains West- an area or not?

CRCNA made a $4,700 donation to Region. We voted on Tier 2 budget.

Last C.A.R. we had some issues with Tally sheets and the guidelines stating consensus decision making and the GSRs
being a yes or no voting body, and that with some understanding and discussion some votes change. Will have
summary sheets to help review motions- but no tally or voting by proxy or no show voting this year. Will be doing best
to vote by consensus, but when this cannot be done, will ultimately do yes no votes. Strive to have groups’ conscious,
not just yes or no votes.

Next Regional Meeting is 16 March. Assembly is 19th of April in the Mile High Area.

ILS,
James R



PI Report
- Phoneline Larimer cty 3 recovering addicts carried phone for period of 2 months. Once call was recvd from an addict

living in Greeley who said he got the number from newly installed bus bench ads- we got him to a meeting. We are all
very pleased with this and think the bus bench ads have already paid for themselves. Greeley- lost 1 phoneline volunteer

- Web- Pat’s report $10 for fortnet

- Meeting schedules – new format with activities added.  New 4 panel schedules made 230 copies at $0.08 each. Folding
machines did great job.

- Still having difficulty getting in touch with ? at alternative sentencing head. We’ve been missing one ? in an attempt to
place our literature rack in their facility.

- Coloradoan- ad appears in online version but not in hard copy version in print. We need to call them to get this done
too. Greeley tribune ad daily.

- Aims community college- Ad is now appearing in student center.

- We are looking at adopting new Phoneline guidelines from NA World Services   that ours are outdated and being viewed
as being too strict.

- Pass around copy of Thrifty Nickel for new or newcomer people who haven’t seen expenditures

- Rent $5 Bus Bench $90 Am Class/thrifty nickel $32 Bus inter $20 totaling $147



Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 8:33 AM

From: Karen C.
To: Dave A.
From: Dave A
Via: {OTWASC} Fwd: March ASC Minutes
To: otwasc@googlegroups.com
Re-formatted to print

MARCH 2ND, 2014 MINUTES

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12
Concepts

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved

Guest: Josh-Welcome

BIRTHDAYS: Josh 30 days, James R. 12 years

GROUP REPORTS

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Ernie GSR -Meetings going well $23.00 donation. Jackson Lake confirmed
June 6-8.

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike reported-Attendance is still low to average, 7th is low. All chair positions
are filled. All meetings need support.

DEAD W/OUT IT: Kurtis GSR- Not present

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R GSR-All is going well, attendance is steady. ASC $26.55

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn H GSR-Meeting is becoming solid, need an opener for Thurs.  Chris L. &
Mike E. have taken Tues nights. New GSRA Josh M. Birthdays both nights beginning March 4th, ending
BAL $7.15. Vote yes to Phone line guidelines-prepared for the CAR @Assembly.

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. GSR- Bowling cancelled April 5th, perhaps a movie night in May. New GSRA
Lisa, Janene new Treasurer. Bought $112.55 Lit ASC $8.00, World $8.00.

JUST FOR TODAY: Courtney reported-Meetings going well.  ASC $25.00. Campout July 18-19 reg is
starting March 21st, $10.00per person.



LIVE GROUP: Jen GSR -All is going very well, more meetings coming soon. Men & women’s groups
need support thinking about moving men & women’s groups to weekends for better attendance. Wendy
is new GRSA.  New Tuesday meeting @7:30. ASC $40.00 donation.

MASS ADDICTS: Dave A GSR - Our meetings has been fantastic of late.  In addition to Spiritual darts
we had a candlelight mtg, well received.  Quarterly potluck on March 16th, we have decided to hold
informational sessions on different types of service.  1st up is H&I, have members who heard the NA
message in jail or institution.  The intent is not to do a normal request for help, however show why
H&I  is  important  and  attract  some  members  to  volunteer.   Sunday’s  @7:00  220  Oak.   ASC  $3.00
donation.

NO MATTER WHAT: Not present

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. GSR-7th good, Attendance good, New GSRA Andrew S. ASC $65.35.

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C reported- 10-15 in attendance-going great.

SERENE  MACHINE:  Rich  GSR  -Attendance  is  low,  steady.   Would  love  support-need  home  group
members. ASC $50.00

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat GSR -Things are going well. In January/Feb had 8 weekly meetings
Attendance is down to 12 in Feb. Our 7th averaged .57which is up.  Group conscience voted to use a
timer to limit time to 5 minutes of sharing. New Sec. Mike W. Need home group members, trusted
servants; opener & chair, GSRA, Treasurer.  Next group conscious March 31st.

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Not present

WHEN @THE END OF THE ROAD: Angie E GSR-Attendance is great, average 30 addicts.  ASC$40.80
donation.

XX Genes: Goldberry GSR-Meeting Doing great 4-10 addicts regularly, very close happy group. (Possible
spaghetti dinner to raise funds for ASC.  ASC $5.00 donation.

OFFICER REPORTS:

CHAIR: Lyndsay H.

VICE CHAIR: Jim m: Working as Treasurer today in Keith’s absence.

SECRETARY: Jennifer: Need to renew lease for the ASC meeting place, we are paid until April 6th.

TREASURER: Keith B. Jim gave his report.



SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS

RCM 1/RCM 2: Wanted all  GSR’s  email  to  send CAR handouts.   Regional  Assembly  is  April  19 in
Denver; all GSR representatives are strongly suggested to attend and to vote.

Hospital/institutions: Sheri S.  The subcommittee met on February 22nd with 7 members present.
We elected Dave A. as Panel Lead for Larimer County Jail Men’s and Karl W. as Panel Lead for TRT.
Please inform your home groups that we are still in need of a Vice Chair and also a Panel Leader for
Work Release. Weld County Jail is having an Orientation/Training Thursday March 6th from 7-8:30. We
now have 3 women cleared and are planning to attend that training. We have decided to change our
April subcommittee meeting date to the 3rd Saturday of the month (April 19th)as the Sponsor/Sponsee
Breakfast is the 4thSaturday.

REPORTS:

LCJ MENS: (Dave A) Mark and I went in 6th & 20th good meetings lots of honesty and sadness and
desire to change. Need volunteers to be able to go in weekly.

LCJ WOMENS: No report

WCJ  WOMENS:  (Cathy  S)  Have  not  been  in  since  12/24/13.  Received  a  letter  from  Chaplin  Joe-
Orientation/training will be held March 6th 7-8:30.

TRT: (Karl W) Meetings are going good. People are starting TRT but have been leaving. TRT has a 25
bed capacity with only 11 clients as of now.
DETOX: (James R) Have Nick j, Lisa S, Wally O, and Jason B join the panel this month. I have Sheri S
and Amber S staying from previous panel. I contacted Rachel and gave her my #. Working on finding
the “misplaced” lit rack.

PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: No report

WORK RELEASE: No report.

Anyone interested in H&I service!.. You only need 3 months clean time to sit on a panel to check what
we do! 6 months clean time to share your experience strength and hope at Detox, Work Release and
TRT. ALL other facilities are lock down jails-requiring 1 year clean and at least 3 years off paper and
an extensive background check.  Our  next  subcommittee meeting will  be March 22nd@ 11 AM-1450
Westwood Dr. Windsor (Vineyard Church)

ILS, Sheri S.

Requesting$65.10 in Literature, $20 In office supplies, and $5 in rent.



PUBLIC INFORMATION: Victor reported-All is well w/phone line 2 new addicts in Greeley trained,
physical phone is in Greeley for months. WEB: All is well, able to copy schedules. Bus Bench: signed
6 month contract, allowing us to maintain both benches.  Also, 6month contract for the interior bus
plaque.  Victor is having trouble reaching Alternative sentencing Lady to give her a literature
rack.  Listings: Haven’t seen our ads in Coloradoan or Aims, Greeley Tribune is all well. Guidelines:
Vote next month.

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: Not a great turnout, He feels dancing in our Area is dead.

Dance Expenses: Hall $125.00, Flyers $30.00, DJ $200.00, Drinks/Snacks/Decorations $75.00

            Total: $430.00 Funds received: $338.69.

Talk about April Spaghetti Fundraiser? Talk about rafting-discussion of having a group sponsor
it, attentively, talent show in Aug. or a picnic.

MERCHANDISE: Steve reported-Flyers for Logo contest out (cred=street credibility) cost $19.22 for
200 copies. Goal is to have a winner picked by the ASC at our upcoming events, hopes by April.  If we
have a successful winner we will have merchandise available on our website. Steve has resigned his
position as chair; please announce our new opportunity for service.

LITERATURE: We started w/$1948.80 inventory @WSO prices.  We sold $782.90 ($101.90 H&I) last
month,  our  deposit  was  $680.00,  Giving  the  ASC  a  profit  of  $23.64.  We  ordered  $673.95  of  new
literature, bringing the total value of the inventory to $1869.49.  Shipping charge of $10.25 that brought
our order to $684.20.

CRCNA Liaison: Tink reported-1st CRCNA event is the Sponsor/Sponsee breakfast in April 26th, @8:00-
speaker @10:00 in Denver didn’t have address.

OLD BUSINESS:

None: However, discussed prudent reserve amount, perhaps changing it? Look into more discussion
next ASC.

Web server discussed possibility of our site being unsecured. Discussion around privacy and how there
is no privacy in today’s world.

NEW BUSINESS:

Renewal of the Lease of the ASC meeting hall; Voted unanimously to renew lease for 6 months
@$50.00 a month =$300.00 to be paid in April.

Jennifer handed out new guidelines.



WRITTEN MOTIONS:

Send $200.00 to CRSC - Failed

Renew Lease for 6 months-Passed for May – Nov (No July ASC)

ELECTIONS:

Treasurer- Mike M

Secretary-Karen C

Public Info-Dave A

NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE:

MERCHANDISE  CHAIR

DISBURSEMENTS:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Mass Addicts-Potluck Dinner, H&I presentation & 2 Speakers- MARCH 16

220 E. Oak St Ft Collins, CO

Unity Days Speakers Food Dance

March 29th 1:00-11:00

Denver, CO

Off the Wall Logo Contest

Deadline is 4/26/2014



1st Annual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado

Aug. 22-24th, 2014 Buena Vista, CO

--
This message forwarded by OTWASC group; all messages received are forwarded to all group members
---
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "OTWASC" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to
otwasc+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to otwasc@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/otwasc.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt_out.



APRIL 6th, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved
Guest: Hauna, Gemell R. Welcome
BIRTHDAYS: Mike H 11 years
GROUP REPORTS

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: GSR- Ernie
Treasurer-James 418.64- Beginning Balance,-90.00 rent,-31.00 Books and lit,-20.00 Supplies,-40.00 Jackson lake, 237.64
Balance $235.00 Area Donation. Openers: Wednesday- Elisa, Saturday- Saturday Opener Mike S volunteered and was
voted in.  Speaker jam spaghetti dinner Fundraiser May 17th- 1-5 speakers.
1-5 speaker jam Dinner at 5, Meeting at 7, $5 dollar donation,
T-shirts will be sold for campout @$12.00 up front at time of registration
Tuesday April 8th @6pm next sub-committee meeting.

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H. reported-Attendance averages 6-8 people, 7th is still low, needs support.

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not present

DRUG BUSTERS: Not present

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn H GSR-Meetings are blossoming, avg 10-15 per meeting. We are planning a BBQ Picnic/mtg.
More details to come. GSR is going to Assembly on the 19th and carrying votes.

HOPE GROUP: Jenna reported: New Tuesday opener, Britney. Wally is Friday opener, Discussed a movie night-no date or
movie @this time. ASC Donation $13.00, World $1300

JUST FOR TODAY: Ellen reported-Meetings doing well, last meeting over 20 people, much bigger than usual, happy about
that.  Sold lots of tickets to campout in July, Contact Darla for tickets. $73 for Lit.

LIVE GROUP: Wendy reported- Men & women’s groups have combined their meeting Wed. @6:30, chair is Steve. Tuesday
meeting is a meditation meeting.  ASC $30.00 donation.

MASS ADDICTS: Dave A GSR-Our meetings have been fantastic. For the March potluck we had at least 64 people. A mistake
was made and we had to meet in our normal mtg place, but we made it work, people crammed in and it was very personal
and spiritual.  The next 3 potlucks are now set for the 2nd Sunday of @3rd month as the church has a conflict on the 3rd

Sunday.   So,  please  do  not  let  the  cramped  quarters  of  March  keep  you  away.   The  next  meeting  27  people  were  in
attendance, we’re growing. ASC donation of $10.00, we are also ordering a set of steps and traditions wall hangings to
better carry our message.  Going to Regional Assembly to carry votes.

NO MATTER WHAT: Not present

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B.  GSR-7th good,  meetings going well,  sending a representative to  Regional  Assembly.  ASC
donation of $25.00.

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Jason N reported- Attendance has been good, varies from 5 to 20. Need home group members
ASC donation $15.00.



SERENE  MACHINE:  Rich  GSR-Small  meetings-Needs  support  from  Addicts  w/clean  time  in  recovery  would  be  greatly
appreciated. ASC donation $60.00

STAIRWAY  TO  RECOVERY:  Pat  H.GSR-  Attendance  is  15  per  meeting.  All  is  going  well,  need  trusted  servants.  Group
conscience 4/27/2014. Voted no on CAR/CAT.

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported: Average turn out is a dozen, working on the basic text. Need home
group members-fill all service positions.  ASC donation $37.00.

The Nooner: Gemelle R reported: Voting yes on CARS, Attendance average 10, opening a Friday @9:00 pm. working on a
game night in April. ASC donation $23.00

WHEN @THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna K-O reported -Attendance is great, average 30 addicts.  Memorial Day picnic
planned on Memorial Day. No donation @this time, didn’t get w/Treasurer.

XX Genes: Goldberry GSR-Meeting Doing great 6-10 addicts regularly, strong group. Bought 26.90 in Lit Voting no on CAR.

OFFICER REPORTS:
CHAIR: Lyndsay H.-Happy April!!  I went to the bank to initiate the changes on the account.  Everyone has signed the new
paperwork and the bank acct  has been squared away.   Mike ordered a new bank card,  assured us that  we should’ve
received a new card a while ago.  Since we are in transition, I have added up 2 months of expenses myself so that we can
get moving on this prudent reserve business.  It is an approximation, not exact.
Chair $30. Sec $30, PI $200, H&I $120, Merchandise $200, Activities $350, (phone bill, rent, PO Box,) $110 Total: 2,080.00
VICE CHAIR: Jim m: No report
SECRETARY: Karen C.: Signed new lease for our meeting place, requested a disbursement of $300.00 for our new Lease
for 6months.  I have also requested a $30.00 budget for the year. Requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their
reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.
TRESURER: Mike M. – Thank you for electing me as Treasurer last month.  I appreciate your understanding during this
transitional period as I am learning this position.  I went to the bank to be added on and ordered new bank card, should
be on the way. Working w/Lit Chair to ensure that this month’s order is paid for on time.  I would like to set up an internet
banking account, to view detailed and up-to-date accounts of our finances.
March Lit Purchase:  $644.86
Current ASC Balance $121.60
Prudent Reserve   (-)$600.00
Available                 $613.60          Grateful to serve, Mike M.

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS
RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. /Ray reported- See attached report

CRCNA LIAISON – Tink reported verbally, but later sent a report – see attached

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S.-See attached

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A-See attached

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: See attached
MERCHANDISE: Kurt B. reported- Combined report w/Activities. Attached

LITERATURE: We started w/$1878.15, inventory @WSO prices. We sold $712.75 ($64.45 H&I) last month; our deposit
was $648.30, giving the ASC a profit of $41.55. After sales the inventory was$1845.30.  This is a different total than last
month’s report, because of a $20.00 error in our favor.  I didn’t catch it until I made exhaustive cross checks to find out
why my numbers weren’t adding up. WSO shorted us 5 It works How and Why, $45.00.  Correspondence is very difficult
for me as I have to do it during work hours. My employment blocks cell phone signals; we might run out of books because
of it. Asking for disbursement of $8.26 for copies.

OLD BUSINESS:



Discussed prudent reserve amount, perhaps changing it? Look into making it enough to cover expenses. Unanimously, the
body agreed to leave the $600.00 amount as stands.

NEW BUSINESS: An addict brought to the area to discuss how to get a sponsor, suggest GSR’s to ask:
“ANYONE WILLING TO BE A SPONSOR PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND AND KEEP IT UP, IF ANYONE NEEDS A SPONSOR
CONSIDER TALKING W/ONE OF THESE INDIVIDUALS AFTER THE MEETING (We strongly suggest women w/women and
men w/men)
OK, YOU CAN PUT YOUR HANDS DOWN.”

WRITTEN MOTIONS:
Send $300.00 to CRSC-Passed
Send $400.00 to CRSC-Failed

ELECTIONS:
John B. Elected Merchandise Chair, Congrats!!

NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE in May:
Literature Chair

DISBURSEMENTS:
$300.00 Secretary renew 6 months lease

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Speaker Jam

Jackson Lake Fundraiser
May 17th, 2014

1:00-5:00 Speakers 5:15 Spaghetti Dinner
3800 W.20th Street

Greeley, CO

URMRCNA XV
May 16-18

Evanston, WY

Mass Addicts Speaker/Potluck Night
June 8th @6:00

220 E Oak St FT Collins, CO

1st Annual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado
Aug. 22-24th, 2014 Buena Vista, CO

****************************************************************************

OFF THE WALL HOSPITALS & INSTITUTIONS AREA REPORT FOR APRIL 6, 2014
The subcommittee met on March 22nd with 7 members present.  As of now we have 4 open positions-
*H&I Vice Chair
*LCJ (women’s) Panel Lead
*Work Release Panel Lead
*Platte Valley Youth Panel Lead
Weld County Jail has scheduled an Orientation April 15th @ 7:00 for H&I members who have been cleared to bring
meetings into the facility. Harvest Farms has asked for some Basic Text to be donated to them. We will not have a
subcommittee meeting in April. Our next subcommittee will be meeting on May 3rdas not to interfere with the
Sponsor/Sponsee Breakfast scheduled on April 26th.

 REPORTS:



LCJ MENS: (Dave A) Took only 1 meeting in this month-did not have a 2nd panel member to go in with for the 2nd meeting
of the month.
LCJ WOMENS: (Karen C)  Karen  emailed-she  is  no  longer  able  to  serve  as  panel  lead  due  to  her  changed  work
schedule.
WCJ WOMENS: (Cathy S) attended a presentation on March 6th. Orientation scheduled for April 15th @7pm.   WCJ
MENS: No report
DETOX :( James R) Have 2-3 panel members going in each Monday. Shell H has joined the panel. Lit rack is still missing!
TRT: (Karl W) Speaker for this month did not show up-had to cancel the meeting.
PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: No report
WORK RELEASE: No report
Requesting $65.10 in literature and $5 in rent.
ILS,

Sheri S.

************************************************************************************************

RCM REPORT

Discussion  about  the  regional  website  Brandi  J  Autumn  and  Mike  H  will  start  an  ad-hoc  committee  to  find  a

solution about the lack of information.

Moab meetings have joined Serenity Unlimited Area as they have not had any affiliation with any area or region

in a long time.

They will be hosting a camp-out the first weekend in May Info on their website.

The Chair will be able to fulfill his commitment WSLD committee is looking for $500.00 that was never cashed

and the signers are no longer in Colorado the information is not very clear. We at last report had $3500 in this

account but are unclear what the balance is.

Storage went up $11 every three months

Taxes were $200 less than paid and was added to this year’s budget

RD report- the summery sheet is not a proxy your GSRs need to come to the assembly

RDA report will do workshops in Pikes Peak and Southern Areas

CRCNA report logo contest deadline is coming please announce Pancake Breakfast

CRCNA Condoms brought controversy both Pro and Con workshop about sexual activity and safe practices

CRRMCO has registration online and in paper

HI report why has lit gone up. RD and RDA explained the everything has gone up that is why

Lit has gone up. DOC Chair Teri C is looking for more volunteers her # is 303-437-4461please contact her if

you’re willing to help.

PI Chair change meeting space $ to a conference because they use go-to-meeting. State fair needs help.

WEB Chair World contacted region and asked them to remove world lit from the region website. You can have a

link to world website to the lit buy not the PDF form of the books and IPs or the JFT

CRCNA Guidelines hoping for presentation in the Fall Assembly

Campout Guidelines committee was hoping to have them ready but not yet

Lunch break

Old business: None

Elections None

New Business

Assembly Agenda no business will be done CAR and ,CAT 4th ,Elections 3rd  Chair Vice Chair Secretary and

Treasurer CRCNA Presentation 1st 10 min, AD Hoc meeting for Website Guidelines 2nd PR and Campout 10min

each

ALL GSRs need to show up and vote

1400 Lafayette Street Denver 1st Unitarian Church 9:30 new GSR and New RCM training 10 to 5 April 19th

Website motion for website failed as an Adhoc will make guideline changes to be voted on in Fall Assembly

Go to Meeting cost Region over $500 and the body decided to not renew this service and to start trying free



conference call services.

State Fair spot reserved but Tawni is unable to complete all necessary duties required to fulfill our commitments

at the location.  Specific areas of help needed are:

1)  Regional PI chair is supposed to be spearheading this project. Do we need to select someone to be the point

person on this?

2)  Possibility of Southern Area & Pikes Peak Area coming together & heading up accountability for the tasks at

hand to man this event.

3)  State Fair very important to have a presence there, per history and response from community. Need to start

building that volunteer calendar now and see to it that those persons are tracked to maintain that contact until

the event.

4) Start a volunteer list for the last 11 days of August in our Area.

PI  chair  Debbi  RJ is  unable to attend and discussion was that  some members would go talk to her about  her

position role and possible inability to complete the current obligations.

Disbursements all in Budget other than WSLD that the chair and vice chair will take care of

Ending balance 779.39 over budget Motion to send $500 to World next meeting is the assembly.

************************************************************************************************

Activities Notes from March 22nd 2014
Attendance: Kurt B, Dave A, Lilias R, Mike, Pat H
Looking for new ideas and youth to help spur new interest

Valentine’s Day - lost $92 and change but have a bunch of soda and snacks left over which we can use at
our next event

Next fundraiser?
April Spaghetti Fundraiser – no one stepped up to sponsor it.

When at the end of the Road annual Memorial Day picnic – End of May –more details to follow

ASS Group – Fundraiser for the Jackson Lake Campout – Need more info – Need Date

Rafting? July still have not heard from a group sponsor
Need to have a place, Home Group Sponsor
Camp-out? July –Sounds like home group does not want our help for the campout in Red Feather lakes…

Clean and Serene Freaks – Poker Run? Have not heard any information - Need Date

Merchandise -
Goal is to have winner picked by our area at one of our upcoming events, hopefully in May. All entries need
to be in by the next coming Activities meeting on May 3rd. IF we have a successful campaign then we
should have Merch available on our website over the summer…

Next meeting will be at 9am on May 3rd because of the CRCNA Sponsor Sponsee breakfast Please support
your area.
Thanks for letting me serve, Kurt B
*****************************************************************************************

Public Information Report to OTW ASC 04/06/14

We met on March 22nd at 10:00.  We adopted a new set of phoneline guidelines – pages 81 – 90 from the Public

Relations Handbook.   I plan to attend the Regional Assembly and talk to both the PI and PR chairs and see if it

makes sense to change our PI to PR.   Since NAWS no longer has a PI committee does it not make sense to follow

suit and adopt that model?   More will be revealed.

 As far as the web goes, several members of this body wished to have their phone numbers removed from

the site, for the purpose of anonymity.  Some have chosen to leave their numbers available as well as their email

addresses.  Please contact the webmaster if you want changes made.  RCM info has been added to the ASC page.

 The phoneline is getting lots of calls.  I hope to institute a common method of reporting calls between

Weld and Larimer counties for the purpose of simplicity and to better be able to report number of calls, types of



calls, etc.  In case of need of outreach to rural areas we are thinking about adding links on the web-site or info

from the  phoneline  @ intherooms.com and/or  navideomtgs.com with  disclaimers.   We  need  to  move  into  the

current state of reaching addicts however we can.

 It was decided to discontinue setting up a PI booth at 9 Health Fairs as the clientele is typically seniors,

meaning older than me, and very little activity occurs with the exception of AA members checking us out.  We

hope to participate in the Rally for Recovery in September in Greeley as well as find out if they occur in other

locations in the OTW area.

 It was necessary to move one of our bench ads in Greeley due to a paying customer wanting the site in

front of the police office.  It was moved to near 23rd and Hwy 34.  It will most likely be moved back in June after

the other customer’s rental runs out.   For the $90 we pay a month, the ad at the central hub will always be there.

The other ad is complimentary but might be moved around, which could be advantageous to us.   One bus in

Greeley continues to have a poster.  We have received many compliments about the benches and at least one call

directly related to an addict seeing them.

 Regarding a budget, my understanding is that PI has a $200 a month ceiling.   Current non-discretionary

bills are $90 for the benches, $20 for the bus poster, $10 for Fortnet and $5 a month for rent.  We also have been

buying a week’s worth of an ad in the Thrifty Nickel.  (I hope to get other areas and the Region involved to be

able to have an ad every day)    That  is  $32 a week.   That  could be considered discretionary.   We also buy

pamphlets and basic texts from time to time to restock racks we have in several places.  The texts typically go

to partners where we set up PI booths as a form of payment and information. (As an aside the $50 a month for

the phoneline and cost for printing schedules do not come out of the PI budget but from the general fund.)  So,

we have $125 a month in non-discretionary budget, $32 + $18 a month in discretionary funding for a total of

$175 a month.  I also plan to talk with Transfort in FtC about getting posters back in their buses so that would

add costs.  Plus looking into PI efforts in Loveland & Estes.   I believe the standing $200 a month budget is very

reasonable and allows room for growth from what we typically spend.   Lastly, we will change the billing address

for any monthly costs to the ASC PO box for easy transition.

 Because of the upcoming Regional Assembly on the 19th with the Sponsor/Sponsee breakfast on the 26th

we decided to have our next mtg on Saturday May, 3rd.  The web-site has been update to reflect that.

*****************************************************************************************
CRCNA LIAISON  REPORT APRIL  2014

Please continue to announce PANCAKE BREAKFAST and THEME AND LOGO CONTEST at all meetings.

Submissions will be accepted through April 7th via crcnamail or p.o. box listed on website.

Deposit for convention center has been paid-$1000

New starting balance for the year-$4000

New QuickBooks and laptop to secure data has been purchased by Treasurer-$430 and $53 for the program.

Cost of this is offset by sales of last year’s merchandise that was taken to a California Convention by our current

F&E chair-$480.

Liaison Reports:

BFE-no one in attendance

MILE HI-Tiffany nothing to report, no questions as of yet.

BOULDER-John C.  Still looking for someone to pass the torch to.

MOUNTAINS WEST-no one in attendance

MOUNTAINS HIGH-no one in attendance

PIKES PEAK-Jenn M. absent with notice, Tink relaying information that Jenn needs photos of prior year quilts in

order to start planning her design.

SOUTHERN-no one in attendance

SERENITY UNLIMITED-no one in attendance

The majority of conversation was preliminary approval of subcommittee budgets and what items may be needed

or requested or next month’s submissions.

Also, there was discussion about the Registration Committee distributing condoms at the convention.  Also, the

idea was posed that possibly this would accompany a workshop pertaining to step work regarding sex/social

responsibility. It was decided that we NOT place them in the registration packets, but make them available via

fishbowl or cookie jar.

Next meeting April 12 at 10:45 a.m. Englewood Public Library



May 4th, 2014 MINUTES

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved
Guest: Welcome Bryan R new GSR, Hauna K’O new GSR, Wayne R new GSR Congrats!!!!!
BIRTHDAYS: Lilias 14 years, Sherry 3 years

GROUP REPORTS

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Ernie reported- Upcoming events: Speaker jam & spaghetti dinner Jackson lake
fundraiser May 17th 1-8 pm. See flier Camp out T-shirts will be sold for 15.00 All shirt must be prepaid.  Final day to
pay for shirts will be May 17th.   Area donation is 28.00
CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Not present

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not present

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R-Attendance is steady, so is the 7th tradition, All is well. No needs or concerns-$44.50 donation

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn H reported-Just for today we are doing well, can always use support, and maintain an
atmosphere of  recovery.   Beginning balance $73.00,  prudent  of  $35.00.  The balance we bought  lit.   Jenny is  the new
Treasurer, Jenna is our new GSRA.  We have been discussing our own picnic, went to Activities to ask for help.  Suggested
we ask other Loveland groups to have a Loveland Unity Day!  Scheduled for August 5th, eat @6:00 and then meeting at
Cannon Park, once we have talked to other groups we will have flyers and final details.

HOPE GROUP: Not present

JUST FOR TODAY: Ellen S reported-Campout July 18th-7th is low, Area Donation of $18.55

LIVE GROUP: Wendy M reported-New Wed mixed meeting is  doing good,  Poker  Run is  set  for  June 28th, Our Sunday
meeting is still wrong on web site We need a GSR. Saturday meeting needs support.

MASS ADDICTS: Dave A reported-Meetings have been huge and 7th is up, rent is paid thru June.  Changed how we set up
chairs to make room for more.  We had 40 at our last mtg which was spiritual darts.  If you don’t know what that is show
up on the last Sunday of each month. Brought flyers for next potluck. We are buying Steps n Traditions wall hangings and
one basic text, $5.00 donation. We have 2 home group members w/one returning from a relapse

NO MATTER WHAT: Bryan R. (new GSR) reported-Attendance is high

NOONER: Gemelle R reported: Group is going to review the Friday night meeting. Karl chairs the Wed and the group is
stable.

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-All is well, need servants-$11.00 donation

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Jason N reported- Not present

SERENE MACHINE: Rich reported-Meetings are small and could use support.

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Wayne R. Reported-He was elected as new GSR-Balance is $25.50, 7th was $36.00 for April,
need a GSRA & Lit person.  Currently have 6 home group members.



STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported: Staying at location for now, may look for new place w/furniture. ASC
donation $11.00.

When at the end of the road: Hauna K’O reported- Things are great, great regular attendance, last night at speaker meeting
we had 45 people. Our 7th is healthy, need a GSRA. Group donation to Area is $217.24.

XX Genes: Karen C reported-looking for new GSR-Goldberry got new job in Estes

OFFICER REPORTS:
CHAIR: Lyndsay H-No report
VICE CHAIR: Jim m: No report
SECRETARY: Karen C. Made new disbursement forms, new motion forms and I am changing the GSR reporting form and
w/make  copies  for  next  month.  Requesting  all  Sub-committee  Chairs  to  submit  their  reports  to  email
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or Campbellkaren472@gmail.com

TRESURER: Mike M. –Current available balance $150.47.  I now have access to our online banking info I can have a more
accurate and up-to-date look at our finances. I have received our new debit card w/my name on it.  I have questions about
some long outstanding payments to Lamar CO. I will be seeking answers from our PI Chair.
Grateful to serve, Mike M.

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS
RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. /Ray did not attend; he had the Area donation check, so we will donate to Region next meeting.
See attached report

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S.-See attached

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A-See attached

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: See attached

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported- We  received  all  submissions  for  the  logo  and  theme  contest,  voting  for  those
submissions will take place at the addicts seeking sanity fundraiser;  May 17th and also at the Memorial Day event put on
by when at the end of the road.  We will not be selling merchandise at that event only voting on the new logo.  Once the
new logo has been approved by membership we will then look into purchasing some merchandise as physical standards
and are moving towards going to an online purchasing system we are also looking at alternative merchandise such as hats,
bandanas, jewelry etc.

LITERATURE:
Literature Report for 5/4/14
Last ASC we started with $1845.30 in literature at WSO prices. We sold $640.40 of literature at ASC prices. The H&I order
was for $97.25 at ASC prices. This gave us a cash intake of $543.15. The WSO Value of what was sold was $580.80 and the
WSO value of the H&I order was $92.15. This means that the difference of what the ASC value of $543.15 less the WSO
value of the same literature less the WSO value of the H&I order gave us a net profit of $34.50. Our actual cash intake was
$563.15 because of the $20.00 we recovered that was due to a mathematical error on one order for from the previous ASC.
The inventory value of $1845.30 less the WSO value of what we sold left us with $1264.50 worth of literature. We ordered
$511.27 worth of new literature bringing the total literature value for May to $1775.77.
If I subtract the cash profit from the WSO value of the H&I order that gives us a loss of $57.65. There was also a net
shipping charge of $7.77. This makes the total loss for April’s literature sales to $65.42.  Past Literature reports I have given
have been misleading as I had not done this calculation and have given the impression that we have been profitable and we
have not. Because of the H&I order we have always operated at a loss comparable to the one for April. For this I am sorry
and I wish to caution the next Literature chair to include this from now on so there is no confusion about the fact that the
literature has not contributed to any increase to the general fund but has always lost money and been a drain on the
Treasury. Keep this in mind when considering donations that take us near or below our prudent reserve.
P.S. I am sorry that I was not able to give a printed report this time but I did not get my report done in time this month.



CRCNA Liaison: Tink reported- Pancake Breakfast was a great success!  All Pre-Convention Merchandise was sold out.
Next event is May 17th in Broomfield at Chipper Lanes 100 Nickel Street from 3-6 pm. $15 per person. Flyers are being
provided today for distribution and are also on the website at NACOLORADO.ORG/CRCNA. In Loving Service, Tink

OLD BUSINESS:  NONE

NEW BUSINESS: Phone bill issues w/the billing dates-requesting to change our billing dates to coincide w/our Area.  An
Ad hoc committee was formed to review how the new system might work.  1st meeting scheduled for open discussion
Sunday May 25th @3:00 in Loveland where the Live Group meets.

OPEN DISCUSSIONS: Hauna talked about how we can help support Nar-anon groups.

WRITTEN MOTIONS:
Made by Dave A- No later than 2/2015 hold the WTW Area only in even numbered months
INTENT: To begin moving to the Service System Model.
Tabled

ELECTIONS:
Tink Elected, Congrats!!

NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE:
ASC Chair, ASC vice Chair

DISBURSEMENTS:

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Speaker Jam

Jackson Lake Fundraiser
May 17th, 2014

1:00-5:00 Speakers 5:15 Spaghetti Dinner
3800 W.20th Street

Greeley, CO

URMRCNA XV
May 16-18

Evanston, WY

Mass Addicts Speaker/Potluck Night
June 8th @6:00

220 E Oak St FT Collins, CO

1st Annual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado
Aug. 22-24th, 2014 Buena Vista, CO

RCM II Report - May 4th 2014.
I attended the Colorado Regional Assembly April 19th with a number of GSR’s from Off the Wall Area.
CRCNA did a presentation noting the next convention will be on Oct 24th to 26th 2014 at the Best Western Plaza at 1900
Ken Pratt Boulevard in Longmont, CO.  Room rates are $82.00 a night, one night will have to be paid for upon making
reservation.  48 hours cancellation.  Need to mention CRCNA.  Phone number is 303-776-2000.  They booked a total of 260
room nights.  Currently looking for speakers – need to be submitted by June 27th to Ray L.   5yrs for main speakers.   May
17th is “Bowling for CRCNA” event.  Flyers available.  No condoms will be available as mentioned in prior reports.

Public Relations presentation focused largely on Public Information booth in Pueblo.  We are seeking members to sit at
booth for early or late shifts.   Flyers are available, please take these to your home groups and announce.



Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Camp out (CRRMCO) 3 did presentation.  Will take place on June 20 – 22nd at Printer
Boy Campgrounds at Turquoise Lake.  There are various activities from paintball to ATV and jeep guided tours and rafting,
(events have from 6-12 people minimum to do) ranging from $60 - $100 which is %20 down from normal costs, includes
transportation to and from events – done by Nova Guides.  Need to book these events at Nova Guides.com using CRRCMO
3.  Preregistration is $17 ($5 for children under 12) up to a week before the event (June 14th) or $22 onsite registration –
this includes meal and site.   From 4:30 to 7pm grill your food on their grill, so you don’t have to set it all up upon arrival.
There are more meetings; 8pm welcome meeting, star gazers meetings at midnight, men and women’s meeting, meditation
meeting in the morning, main meeting and farewell meeting and a hike meeting.  There will be Frisbee golf and pulled pork
dinner on Saturday evening, as well as breakfast Sunday morning.  Next committee meeting is May 10th 12pm to 2pm at
the Englewood public Library at 1000 Englewood Parkway and they are still in need of a Merchandise Chairperson and lot
of help at the campout.

Also Women’s Retreat is coming up August 22nd – 24th at the Frontier Ranch in Buena Vista, which Women’s Recovery in
Denver and Sisters in Recovery in Colorado Springs is hosting.  There is a call to speakers – need to have submissions in
by May 31st, can mail to the Pikes Peak Area - Pikes Peak Area Service Office P.O. Box 9857 Colorado Springs, CO 80932;
attn. women’s retreat. Have to register online.  There is no onsite registration.  The event can accommodate up to 100
people.  Price is $170 by mail, $175 online by Aug. 2.  From Aug 2nd to Aug 10th it is $195 by mail, $201 online.  Website is
wcrna.org.  If funds are an issue, please contact online to see about doing service instead.  Registration includes dinner
Friday and Saturday, breakfast Sunday and Saturday, and lunch Saturday.

Elections went as follows
New Regional Chairperson – Kyle A.
Secretary – Erin – reelected
Treasurer – Coy – reelected
Colorado Region is in need of a Vice Chair and Public Information chair (as Debi RJ has resigned)

Some notes from Regional Delegates:
The World Convention of Narcotics Anonymous Unity Day had 10,000 inmates in 101 institutions listening in to the Sunday
morning event, including 8 prisons in Colorado.  The convention didn’t bring in the profit they’d hoped as the costs being
higher than though.  $209,000 in profit.
 A lot of fellowship development is being done in Afghanistan from Iran.  91% of income at world is from literature sales.
There was $600,000 in free and subsidized literature given last year.  Basic Text sales are down over the years, saw spike
when 6th edition was issued.  Basic Text is in 24 languages.  N.A. is in 76 languages.  IP #1 is the first piece of literature
that gets translated and is in 45 languages.

PI report 05/04/14
New mtg sched with activities and all months created.  Added additional space for phone numbers. Met with

Victor and got rack for work-enders, pamphlets, books and checks he had left over.  Paid for bench and bus ads.  The
bill now comes directly to the ASC PO box. Talked to Lyndsay about the rack in the hospital and it needs more stuff so
I’ll give her more today.  Received info from Joe K about coordinating with Loveland Reporter Herald for getting NA
blurb in once a week – he said he has been doing it monthly for a decade or more and he is moving to Germany, so I
will be taking that over.

Retrieved the new card for literature sales and worked with Mike and Mark to have the new order use that.   I
gave the card to Mike this morning.

On June 8th, we will have a short presentation about PI at the Mass Addicts potluck.  We would ask the GSR’s
and others here to ask in announcements that anyone wishing to share their ESH about first hearing about NA through
the Phoneline or the website or bench/bus ads contact me.  THANKS!

I went to the Reg’l assembly and talked with the outgoing chair of the region.   According to the PR guidelines
the PR chair is basically a go-between and umbrella for coordinating PI, PR and H&I efforts.  So in that sense, we really
don’t need a PR chair and leaving PI as it is for OTW makes the most sense.  The Reg’l PI chair resigned due to poor
health so that position is available.  The PR meetings use gotomeetings or some other venue for remote access.   I plan
to participate that way.  The state fair at the end of August needs volunteers to help with our booth.  Participants get
a free pass to the fair for one day.  We will look into the local county fairs to see if having an NA booth there makes
sense.
                The phone was exchanged between Weld and Larimer County.  We plan to coordinate having one Phoneline
book instead of 2 with consistent reporting across both counties.  The South Club in Greeley where Hugs not Drugs
used to meet has a literature rack and bulletin board for NA flyers.  IT has been stripped of all NA material.   A member
will post one of our flyers about the phone line there and see what happens.   The South club will be approached to



see if they want to buy lit to stock the rack otherwise it will be left empty.  New GSR’s and anyone else that is interested
can get on the area blast using the directions on our home page

Web master – updates were made for mtg schedules and activities and service meetings.  If you have not seen
our web, give it a look.  It is far superior to the Reg’l website which is a disaster IMHO.  And don’t get me started on
the ridiculously inferior minutes from the assembly.
                At the Reg’l assembly it was clear that OTW groups as well as the region as a whole want to move to the
new service system.   To that end, I will put forth a motion that we hold the ASC only in even numbered months starting
no later than 2015 to move towards the 3-4 times a year that is suggested for the new model.  This will give the groups
and this body time to adjust, especially as far as literature sales.

ACTIVITES REPORT

Notes from May 3rd which is really April 2014 Report
Attendance: Kurt B, Dave A, Lilias R , Mark M, Pat H, John B, Shawn H, Dawn H, Greg
Looking for new ideas and youth to help spur new interest

            Spaghetti Fundraiser – May 17th at Addicts Seeking Sanity would like us to donate soda and snacks left over to their event.
They will sell at their event and donate to the area. We voted and everyone agreed. They will also be the first event to
have the logo contest entries where the area will pick the winner. Along with the Memorial Day picnic. On May 26th
Loveland Unity Day
Freedom Springs would like to host an event where all  Loveland meeting get together and have a Unity Day Picnic on
Tuesday August 5th. They would like us to provide support for the event, flyers, funding and food. More details to follow. If
any group is interested in supporting see Dawn H
Addicts Seeking Sanity – Is holding an ice skating event where you sponsor a newcomer financially. More details to follow…
Estes in September – We would like to hold an event on September 1st to have a picnic in Estes Park. More details to follow.
If interested in participating see Dave A.
Clean and Serene Freaks –Poker Run? Have not heard any information - Need Date
Merchandise - we should have merchandise available on our website over the summer…
Next meeting will be at 9am on May 24th
Please support your area.
Thanks for letting me serve, Kurt B

OFF THE WALL HOSPITALS & INSTITUTIONS AREA REPORT FOR MAY 4, 2014

The Subcommittee met on May 3rd with 8 members present. Please inform your home groups that we are still in need of
a Vice Chair and a Panel Leader for Platte Valley Youth. Karen C. has stepped back into her position as Panel Lead for LCJ
Women’s as they are now able to have the meeting at a different time. Greg P. was elected again as Panel Lead for Work
Release.
Anyone interested in H&I service!?!  You only need 90 days clean to sit on a panel to check out what we do.  6 months
clean to share your experience, strength and hope at Detox, Work Release and TRT. All other facilities are lock down jails
requiring 1 year clean, at least 3 years off paper and a background check. Our next subcommittee meeting will be May
24th @ 11 AM!
REPORTS:
LCJ MENS: (Dave A) Went in April 3rd –explained to an individual that NA was not a cult and the reasons why we don’t
read from the bible in meetings (Traditions). April 17th meeting was cancelled due to a musical event. May 1st was a short
meeting-there was a lockdown till 7:15.
LCJ WOMENS:  No report
WCJ WOMENS:  (Cathy S emailed her report) we started going in again April 22nd and read Self-Acceptance IP. I have
Karen and Sheri on the panel. We plan on going in again May 6thand then every other Tuesday.
WCJ MENS: No report
DETOX: (James R) All good. Have dealt with varying levels of cross-talk. Jason is stepping down due to family
responsibilities. Paco is joining the panel next month. Current member’s are-Paco, Sheri, Lissa, Nick, Amber, Shell and
Wally.
TRT: (Karl W) Going well. Client numbers are up-had 18 people at the last meeting. Mike M. was our speaker on the
3rd Wednesday and did a great job. The stamp is working out well!
PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: No report
WORK RELEASE: (Greg P) Have been going in every Thursday. Panel member’s are-Shane, Sjon, Pat L, and Janene if
needed.
Requesting $49.10 in literature $5 in rent and $50 for office supplies.
ILS,   Sheri S.



 

June 1st, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES  

Open:  9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 

Guests: Welcome Helen F, GSRA A.S.S., Shannon WATEOTR GSRA, Jenna G, Freedom Springs GSRA, Jennifer Hope Group 
GSRA, Sjon GSRA JFT, Peggy, Ray, Shane! 
BIRTHDAYS: Jim M. – 8 years, Ray – 10 years 

GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY:  Ernie S reporting - Jackson Lake is Friday-Sunday, June 6th – 8th.  Sites are full.  Speaker Jam 

was very successful with about 40-45 in attendance.  $900 donation to area.  Helen F, new GSRA. 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H reporting – Group is going well.  Attendance has risen slightly.  All chair positions will be 

re-elected at the end of June.  GSRA Joe B. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not present 

DRUG BUSTERS: Not Present 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn H reporting- New Sunday night mtg starting June 8th. I’m happy to say that the home group is 

solid.  Once again we have a new GSRA, Jenna G.  After paying rent and purchasing literature we have $20 remaining for 

supplies.  The final details have been worked out for our picnic/meeting in the park.  It is being put on by the Loveland 

groups of the Off the Wall Area.  The Activities committee has played a huge role in helping to make this happen and on 

behalf of every group in Loveland, we want to thank you for your effort and support.  The picnic/mtg will be held August 5 

at 5 p.m. at Dwayne Webster Park (cannon ball Park) directly across the lake and Hwy 34.  It will be shelter #2 next to the 

playground.  We will have food and fellowship and then have our regular Tuesday night meeting at 7:00.  If you wish to 

bring a side dish, please do.  At any rate, all food will be supplied and there is no suggested donation.  We hope to see you 

all there.  We have no issues or concerns at this time. 

HOPE GROUP: Jennifer reporting – GSR, GSRA, Wed and Fri opener and Secy all stepped down.  All positions filled but GSR 

and Friday opener.  Jennifer new GSRA.  Purchasing $49.95 in literature.   

JUST FOR TODAY: Ellen reporting – new GSRA Sjon, Ellen will be leaving the area and will attend her final ASC in August.  

Sjon will then take over.  Ready for camping.  The itinerary will be put out as a flyer shortly – campsite info, etc.  $100 

donation to the ASC. 

LIVE GROUP: Wendy GSRA reporting - New chairpersons for Wed 6:30 p.m. and Thursday noon.  Our attendance is low, 

summer months. No GSR. 

MASS ADDICTS: Dave A. reporting - We continue to have 30+ people at each mtg and the recovery is awesome!  We 

have put together a list of phone numbers, finally…  We will vote tonight about changing the group name to the Fun 

Addicts or something else.  We have $10 to contribute to the ASC and need to buy some medallions.  A set of the Steps 

and Traditions and prayers were framed and are now on display for our group and “Swagged Out” as we share the same 

meeting space.  Our quarterly potluck is next Sunday at 6 with a PI presentation at 6:30 prior to the 7 o’clock speakers – 

Shannon from FtC and Shawn H from Greeley. 

 

NO MATTER WHAT: Not Present 



NOONER: Gemelle R reporting – Need home group members and GSRA.  Need support for Wed noon mtgs.  Softball starting 

June 15th to Aug 17th after noon mtg.  $29 donation to area. 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reporting – Group will no longer be signing papers as of July 1st.  We will be announcing this 

till then due to disruption.  Hike and fellowship, brown bag lunch Sat Aug 16th at 9 a.m. at Devil’s Backbone.  Need members 

with time to share their ESH.  $23 donation to area and $23 to World. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Not present 

SERENE MACHINE:  Not Present 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Not Present 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reporting - : Continue to have a dozen people.  Lost our chairs so we moved to 

the main auditorium where we have seats.  Still need all positions covered.  Bought 20 newcomer tags. $14 donation to 

area. 

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD:  Shannon reporting – had 70 people at Memorial Day picnic.  Still need speakers for 

their 1st Saturday of the month speaker mtg. 

XX GENES:  Dave A reporting - need GSR, $10 donation 

OFFICER REPORTS: 
CHAIR: Lyndsay H- Been an honor to serve for the past 2 years. 
 
VICE CHAIR: Jim M – Ready to receive the torch and be the area chair 
 
SECRETARY: Dave A reporting - Requests all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or Campbellkaren472@gmail.com.   
 
TREASURER: Mike M. – Beginning balance is $963.20.  That allows $363.20 available outside our prudent reserve.  Currently 
still working on changing billing for T-Mobile service.   
 
SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. / Ray - RCM II Report to Off the Wall Area June 1st 2014 

I attended the Regional Committee meeting on May 18th 2014.  The Serenity Unlimited Area is hosting the Standing on 

Higher Ground Campout coming up August 8th.  Flyers are available.  Anyone wishing to go needs to sign up online. 

Coupons for the Lakeside event on June 27th are available.  Need coupon to get in, the cost at the gate is $13 (No 

checks).  Gate and kid rides open at 4pm, BBQ at Phantom Pavilion starting at 5:30pm, some rides at 6, all by 7pm.  Bring 

a side dish or dessert.  No Glass Dishes.  I could not find a flyer for this event 

The CRCNA budget started at $54,086, agreed to go down in H N I literature (now newcomer literature expense) from 

$1750 to $1300 and down from $900 to $700 in printing programs to pass the CRCNA budget.  Also changed was the 

literature under H N I moved to just literature budget for newcomers.  The literature will not be at the H n I registration 

table, but will be available to all newcomers.  

Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout – if registered by June 15th you can save $5.   

Next committee meetings are as follows – June 14that the Philip S. Miller Library, 100 South Wilcox Street in 
Castle Rock.  Public Info at 12:30, Public Relations at 2 and Hospitals and Institutions at 3:15.  Making a 
deposit for $950 by June 30th for the PI booth in Pueblo.  Still need volunteers for this as well as other projects.  
Please let groups know there is a need for service at this level as well.  Please contact Tawni.   Working on web 
servant guidelines at Region. 
Still working on closing out WSLD account. 
Still in need of Vice Chair for Region and Public Information chair of Region.  
The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum to take place July 25th and 26th in Missoula, Montana.  The zonal meeting 
will be focusing on the future of the zone and what the role of the zone should be.  The zone requested NAWS 
participation.  
Important links: 



Na.org/traditions – Book will be written this conference cycle.  Now is the time if you want to have input to this 
new book.  Check out the once a month workshops. 
Na.org/servicesystem – current service system tools are available. More will be added now that the project is 
moving forward 
Issue Discussion Topics – one of which is Drug Replacement Therapy and the treating of addiction with 
medication and the issue this present NA with. 
The World Service Conference had some challenges with those Regions that still use Roberts Rules of Order in 
a Conference that is discussion based in using Consensus Based Decision Making (CBDM).   
Motions made that we voted on as follows: 
Motion 1 – to make the service pamphlet An Introduction to NA Meetings into IP# 29 w/ revisions from the 
CAT (Conference Approval Track ) – PASSED 
Motion 2 – Seating at the WSC is limited to one delegate per Region – No alternates attending.  FAILED 
Motion 3 – The WSC does not automatically fund attendance of delegates.  Delegates from Regions that are 
unable to fully fund themselves may request funding from the World Board. – FAILED  (only motion Colorado 
voted differently on than WSC) 
Motions 4 – To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains group support 
forums: discussion-oriented gatherings focused on the needs of the group – to be included in the Guide to Local 
Service as an option along with our current service units.  PASSED 
Motion 5 - To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains local service 
conferences: strategic service-oriented planning conferences – to be included in the Guide to Local Service as 
an option along with our current service units.  PASSED 
Motion 6 - To agree in principle to move in the direction of a service system that contains local service boards: 
a body overseen by the local service conference that administers the work prioritized by the Local Service 
Conference – to be included in the Guide to Local Service as an option along with our current service units.  
PASSED. 
Motion 9 – approval of Fellowship Issue Discussions project for inclusion in the 2014-2016 NAWS budget – 
PASSED 
Motion 10 – to approve the Service System Project plan for inclusion of the 2014-2016 NAWS budget – 
PASSED 
Motion 11 – to approve the Traditions Book project plan for inclusion of the 2014-2016 NAWS budget – 
PASSED 
Motion 12 – to approve the Public Relations project plan for inclusion of the 2014-2016 NAWS budget – 
PASSED 
Motion 13 – to approve the 2014-2016 NAWS budget – PASSED 
Proposals made by Regions largely failed.  We are going back to Motions for the CAR and proposals for new 
business.  More detailed for all this and other motion, proposals and straw polls will be made in a presentation 
by Chuck and Jayme at the assembly in September.   Made $300 donation. 
 

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:  The subcommittee met with 5 members present.  We are still in need of a 
Vice-Chair and also a Panel Leader for Platte Valley Youth Services Center.  Our next meeting is June 28th at 11 am at 1350 
Westwood Drive in Windsor.  Please continue to spread the word to anyone interested in giving back by getting involved in 
service work!  LCJ Men’s (Dave) May 1st Mark and I went in and had 12 people.  On May 15th Colin and I went in and we 
read “Am I an Addict” and had lots of participation and it went well. LCJ Women’s – no report.  WCJ Women’s (Cathy) 
Numbers vary at least 10.  Karen C, Sheri S and I go in every other Tuesday and have been reading IP’s and then having 
open discussion.  Detox (James) we go in every Monday with 2 or 3 members.  IP’s are read with discussion.  Had a few 
issues with no shows or scheduling conflicts.  Britt B. filled in.  Work Release (Greg)   our numbers have ranged from 8-14.  
We have 2 panel members go in each time.  We go over IP’s or the JFT reading.  I go to all meetings unless I am working.  
Things are going smoothly.  TRT (Karl emailed report) we meet every Wednesday and always have 2 panel members 
attend.  We go over IP’s and Janene F was our speaker this month – got great feedback.  Numbers range from 14-16.  Nick 
J is joining the panel.  Platte Valley Youth (no report) Requesting $25 in Lit and $5 rent.  Grateful to serve. 

 



PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A - Phoneline > per the discussion last month about Naranon, it was decided to talk 

about putting together a web page that includes groups with which we cooperate but do not affiliate.  That list would 

also be used by phoneline volunteers to help aid in giving information to callers in need of something other than a mtg.  

We will go slowly and discuss which links go on that page so as to be in agreement as a committee.    We got a phone 

call from a gentleman that wanted to volunteer and seemed very excited about helping the newcomer.   When asked 

how much clean time he had, he answered 1 day.  He was told that for the time being to work on his recovery and 

contact us in 6 months.   We realized that while we adopted the phoneline guidelines from the PR handbook, the PI 

committee doesn’t have any written guidelines, so that will be worked on.  Additionally we will work toward a single 

reporting mechanism for those that hold the phone so as to better report to this body and hopefully, for simplicity. 

 If you want to be on the area blast, please go to our home page and sign up.  If for some reason, that doesn’t 

work, you can write the webmaster at otwnaweb@gmail.com or me at da8654@gmail.com and we will help.   

Additionally, if you have an activity you want to post also mail that info to the webmaster.   For example, WATEOTR and 

other groups have monthly speakers.   That can be posted if a group so chooses with updates about who are the 

speakers.   Information and communication are the hallmark of our committee.  Also we have had 8330 visits to our 

website in a little over 18 months.  We’ll need to update the counter to go into 5 digits. 

 We discussed having another poster drive and that will be organized for late summer.  Additionally, Mark M was 

elected has Vice-Chair.  THANKS MARK! 

 Thanks to Freedom Springs for the update about starting a Sunday night mtg.  Mtg schedules are up to date and 

250 were printed and are available.  Remember, no ASC in July so take extra copies. 

Lastly, did anyone get a chance to mention the need for members to share next Sunday at the potluck about 

finding NA through the web, or phoneline or ads, etc?  If so, please let me know. 

Gratitudinously yours, Dave A. 

 

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: Looking for new ideas and youth to spur new interest.  Spaghetti fund raiser sold $41.40 
in pop and candy.   They also hosted the logo contest.  Loveland Unity Picnic – flyers available.  Tuesday August 5th groups 
would like the area to supply hamburger and hot dogs and other items.  If any group is interested in supporting the event 
see Dawn H.  Addicts Seeking Sanity – possibly holding an ice skating event where you sponsor a newcomer financially. 
Serene Days in Estes – Sept 6th.   Decided to do an event starting at 3 with follow up meeting after the dinner at Harmony.  
Working out the details and will have something for August ASC.  If interested in participating see Dave A.  Live Group – 
June 28th Poker run did not request area assistance.  Next meeting June 28th at 9 am.  Thanks for letting me serve! 
 

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported- The votes and in and Josie’s submission is the winner!!  We are looking into purchasing 
some merchandise as physical standards and are moving towards going to an online purchasing system we are also looking 
at alternative merchandise such as hats, bandanas, jewelry etc.  More info to follow. 
 

LITERATURE:  Tink reported - I failed to place an order on time for this month and will have to ask that any 
needed items be picked up at the clubhouse in two weeks, or if that is not possible, I will personally deliver to 
you during the month.  There will be a lapse since we are not meeting next month, so I will see to it that 
everyone gets their literature. 
 
 

CRCNA Liaison: Tink reported- Next event is Lakeside Addicts Night Out on Friday, June 27th.  BBQ at 5:30 until 
7:00.  Speaker at 7:00.Bring a side dish. $13 Admission Fee includes parking and full unlimited ride pass for the park. 
 
Programs Committee chose their Recording Vendor and Workshop and Marathon Topics at their last meeting on Thursday 
this week and are ready to present them at the next Regional Committee Meeting. 
 
We will need all GSR"s to please be announcing the need for volunteers to chair/host each workshop at the 
convention.  Please contact Ray L. or Tink V. to sign up. 
 
OLD BUSINESS:  Dave A reported that 6 people attended and a lively discussion was held.  Attached in separate doc are 
the possible changes to our guidelines if the groups decide that we should go to 6 ASC’s a year from 11.  Also a description 
of why those changes are proposed and a list of Pros and Cons to the change. 



 
NEW BUSINESS:  NONE 
 
OPEN DISCUSSIONS:  
 

WRITTEN MOTIONS:  Contribute $250 to Region - Passed 
 

ELECTIONS: 

Jim elected Chair and Ernie elected Vice-Chair 
 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE:  No Elections in August or September 
 

DISBURSEMENTS:  $250 to region.  Ending balance $226.82 over prudent reserve.  Closed at 10:55 a.m. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

Mass Addicts Speaker/Potluck Night  
June 8th @6:00 

220 E Oak St FT Collins, CO 
 

CRRMCO – Regional campout June 20th to 22 
Turquoise Lake Printer Boy Campground, Leadville 

 
 

June 27th Lakeside CRCNA event 
4601 Sheridan Blvd, Lakeside 

 
June 28th – Live Group Poker Run 
531 E. Eisenhower Blvd, Loveland 

Kickstands up at 2:00 pm 
 

Just for Today Campout July 18th and 19th 
Dowdy Lake Campground, Red Feathers Lakes 

 
1st Annual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado 

Aug. 22-24th, 2014 Buena Vista, CO 
 

CRCNA XXVIII October 24th to 26th 
1900 Ken Pratt Boulevard, Longmont 

 

 

 

 



 

August 3rd, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES  

 

Open: 9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Richard L., 
BIRTHDAYS:  Dave A 28 yrs., Helen 13yrs., Jennifer 4yrs., Tink 3 yrs., Hauna and John B 18months!!!  Yahoo 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-Groups are strong &well attended. Jackson Lake was in June; Awesome 
Recovery weekend. We have a group activity at the Greeley Ice House on Sat 12-1:30. Vote No on Guideline changes. 
$240.00 donation. 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H reporting – Group is going well. Attendance has risen slightly. All chair positions will be 
re-elected at the end of June. GSRA Joe B. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not present 

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias reported- Group doing well 7th and attendance has been down; summer? Vote yes on guideline 
change. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: We are in the process of holding another meeting on Wednesdays since we now have a strong home 
group. Our meetings have been well attended w/an average of 20 regularly. The atmosphere of recovery is strong. All is 
well. We are Excited for the Loveland Unity Picnic this coming Tuesday, August 5th. We thank you Activities. Bought Lit 
$94.90 $35.00 donation. 

FUN ADDICTS: Meeting attendance is good and has moved downstairs in the bigger room. New GSR is Jenni W. Changed 
name to Fun Addicts. Don’t forget our Next Speaker Event @6-8 Sept 14th. 

HOPE GROUP: Jennifer L. reported-Temporarily closed Tuesday/Wednesday meeting due to lack of openers. Sire need of 
home group members, rent being paid. Attendance 15-20 people, no donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn C. reported: Campout went well, group is well also.  

LIVE GROUP: Wendy reported-New GSR John K. $200.00 donation. 

NO MATTER WHAT: Not Present 

NOONER: Gemelle R reported–Attendance averaging about 10-15 people on Sunday, 8 people on Fridays. #29.00 
donations.  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Meeting are going good, Need GSRA/Greeter. $35.00 donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Attendance is great, Rent paid, buying Literature-$ donation. 

SERENE MACHINE: Rich H. reported- Meets 245 W 4th St Loveland Sat Sun, Tues Thurs @9:00 Am Small attendances, 
would appreciate all support. $100.00 donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W reported-Our attendance is around 9to15, 7th is good. We need support as in group 
members GSR GSRA, Lit person. $20.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-Meeting move to a new location 3761 S Mason St FTC CO. Attendance 
great, need home group members. $87.45 Donation. 



THE LAST HOUSE: Mark M. New meeting started, 4240 E County Road 66 in Wellington. Located @the Harvest Farm in 
the office basement. Speakers share in the beginning and then open discussion. Open meeting all are welcome. We are 
still developing an identity.  

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna reported- Attendance is good, 20 during the nooner and 60 on Saturday. Good 
amount of Home group members. $177.87 donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–New GSR. Steady attendance, meetings are going well. $10 donation 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim M-reported-I want to thank you for trusting me to serve our Area as your Chair.  It is important for me to be 
reminded that although we are here to conduct OTW area business that ultimately the business we conduct and the 
discussion we make should benefit the still suffering addict, it is that newcomer coming into his or her 1st meeting or the 
addict w/time who is struggling.  This is the reason the opening reading today is about Unity. Let’s be reminded.. Our 
unity is so precious that, given a choice between fulfilling our own wishes and preserving our fellowship’s common 
welfare, we put the best interests of NA 1st.  (works how/why page 209)   

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported-No report 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Welcome all the new GSR’s we have a total of 8 new representatives!! Amazing!!!!!! I 
have gone to the bank and added my signature on the account. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their 
reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or Campbellkaren472@gmail.com. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported- Balance at the beginning of ASC is $726.82, $126.82 over the prudent reserve. Found out 
that if I don’t log in to the bank computer, need to reestablish a new password. Paid $100.00 on the T-Mobile bill w/our 
debt card puts us $50.00 credit. Working w/Victor to get my name on the account, won.t do it; another small detail that I 
w/ll have to work out. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. reported: The Western Service Learning Days (WSLD) bank account was finally closed. A 
cashier’s check in the amount of $3767.49 was issued the Colorado Region. A check for $500 will be reissued as seed 
money for the next WSLD. 

The Off The Wall Area has donated a total of $647.66 to the Colorado Region this year. 

Stephanie C from Off the Wall is the new Colorado Regional Vice-Chair. 

The Public Information (PI) chair and Regional Delegate (RD) and Regional Delegate Alternate (RDA) service positions are 
all up for election at the upcoming Regional Assembly on Sept. 20th. This will be at 315 E 4th Street in Loveland at 
10:00am. Group Service Rep. (GSR) training is at 9:30am. Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Camp Out (CRRMCO) 
guidelines as well as budgets for Public Relations (PR) and Regional Delegates (RD’s) will be voted on. Both have been 
brought here for GSR’s to take back to groups. 

The Regional Delegates (RD’s) went to the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum (RMZF) in Missoula, MT. They were asked for 
feedback from all the Regions about Zonal seating as an alternative to Regional seating at the World Service Conference 
(WSC) – in large part to alleviate space issues as more Regions ask to be seated at the WSC. The straw poll taken 
indicates we are in favor of moving that direction.  

The topics for workshops and marathon meetings have been approved. The Colorado Regional Convention of NA (CRCNA) 
hotel is filling up!!!!! CRCNA next year will be hosted by the Mile Hi area, more than likely at the Westin Hotel in 
Westminster on November 6-8 for better rates. This is not yet a done deal.  

The Campout had 99 registrations. There were 53 pre, 46 on-site, and a $999.91 donation to the Region and $1000 seed 
money for next year. 

We are still looking for those interested in going to help at the State fair in Pueblo at the booth for N.A. There are 2 
people per shift, 2 shifts a day, 11 days to be filled. Please contact Tawni if interested or for more info – 720-838-5738. 

The web servant ad hoc committee was discussed. Our area’s input was expressed, mostly concerns about dead links and 
not able to find World Service Conference (WSC) motions. The calendar on the Regional website was discussed at length. 



It was decided by vote that the Groups or areas should be responsible for putting events on the website, not the 
web-servant, in part, as changes are easier to be made if necessary by an area or group – and that groups or areas may 
not want all events on the regional calendar.  

Motions that groups need to have their groups vote on: 

To move Colorado Regional Convention of NA (CRCNA) bids to be due at the March Colorado Regional Service Committee 
(CRSC) meeting and to add to guidelines. (Instead of bids being due in July as they currently are – more time for 
preparation) 

 

Motion to add to Colorado Regional guidelines that a regional committee member voted or appointed may be removed 
from their position after 2 absences without notice and 3 absences with notice during a calendar year.  

ILS, James R 

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:  

Our last subcommittee met on June 28th with 6 members present. We are still in need of a Vice Chair and also a Panel 
Leader for Platte Valley Youth Services Center. I have contacted the facility and their age requirement for that position is 
21. I received a letter from the Weld County Sheriff’s Office on June 24th informing me that our contact person there has 
stepped down. They are in the process of recruiting a new "religious” leader for that position and will let us know when 
that happens. Our next subcommittee meeting is scheduled for August 23rd at 11AM.  

REPORTS LCJ MENS: (Mark reported) No meeting on the 5th because of lockdown. No meeting on the19th due to 
scheduling. LCJ WOMENS: No report. WCJ WOMENS: (Cathy) Karen, Sheri and I have been going in twice a month since 
March 22nd. Meetings are going well. TRT: (Karl) Sheri S was speaker this month and it went well. DETOX: (James) Have 
2-3 panel members go in on Mondays. Found the lit rack! Becky S joined the panel and Wally O stepped down. We are In 
need of literature. WORK RELEASE: No report PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: No report 

I am requesting $102.85 in literature and $5 in rent today. Grateful to serve, Sheri S.  

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A reported: 

The phone was exchanged between Weld and Larimer County. I remote attended the PR subcommittee mtg on 06/14. 
We tried using gotomeeting but CRCNA was using that so we switched to any meeting. It worked surprisingly well, with 3 
online with cameras and 2 folks that called in. I talked about presentation at the potluck, working on guidelines, 9 health 
fair, unifying the phone line reporting mechanism, election of a vice-chair and lastly concerns about the reg’l website. 
Tawni’s laptop died at 1:45 as she forgot her power supply so the mtg ended abruptly.  

Region has formed a group to look into the web site, so we will see if anything changes. I wrote the region and CRCNA 
about not finding printable registration forms. I Never heard back. I also wrote them about listing Berthoud as part of 
Boulder area when even Boulder doesn’t list Berthoud on their schedule and was written back saying they would check 
with Boulder. If you wonder why I vote against or abstain from sending money to the region this is a huge part of it. Why 
support them monetarily if they don’t bother communicating. They are supposed to support the areas and members. 
Given that I complain about the suckful nature of the reg’l website and it has not improved in many, many months, I may 
run for that position in Sept. I would step down as OTW PI with Mark stepping up. Obviously, I would work with him on 
that transition. Also, I would need someone to take over as Larimer county phone line chair.  

I want to look into Federal non-profit status as the rules and filing fees have changed. It costs $400.00 but would afford 
us non-profit status and it will be easier to get PSA’s on radio and TV. Regarding the latter, since both FtC and Greeley 
have their own TV stations with city council coverage, etc., we should be able to get blurbs running on those. I will do 
more research and come back prepared in Sept. 

Meeting schedules were printed out with the changes to the Steps and Trads mtg included. Please look over them and if 
any changes are needed regarding your mtgs setup – bday, Open, CLOSED, GC and so forth, please write the webmaster. 

Gratitudinously, Dave A. 
 
ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: June 21st notes 
Serene Days in Estes 



Dave has contacted duke at Harmony about possibly having an NA speaker in September. He also contacted Happy from Denver about being a speaker, Happy has committed to being our 

speaker for this event. Dave has stated that the baseline for this event has been established. The speaker meeting will occur at seven pm. 
Loveland Unity Picnic -Dave is currently working with Dawn H to make this event happen. We all look forward to some great fun and fellowship. 
Barn Dance-As of this moment we have yet to have been reached about the barn dance. We look forward to receiving more information in the very near future.  
We also have not heard about the "adopt a newcomer" ice skating trip. The third full weekend in September is the regional assembly.  
The poker run that was supposed to occur in June was cancelled for unspecified reasons.  
Neither October, nor November have events currently scheduled. We ask that GSR’s talk to their groups about event ideas for these months.  

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported:  

I was unable to attend the last subcommittee meeting in June. A selection for the printer has been made and we will be 
able to start production as soon as funds are allocated as soon as we print the first one the picture will be provided in 
going to ask if I can be put online in the merchandise of committee page to promote it do the timing of printing I will not 
have any shirts available to sell at the Loveland unity Day picnic will be able to take pre orders if I can get a working 
model. Thanks John B 

LITERATURE: Tink reported: No report Submitted 

CRCNA Liaison: Tink reported: No report Submitted 

OLD BUSINESS: Guidelines perhaps being changed into the new service structure, overseen by ad-hoc committee 

NEW BUSINESS: NONE 

OPEN DISCUSSIONS: As to why Merchandise cannot change guidelines involving money.  

WRITTEN MOTIONS: 

Made by: Jim M Asking $10.00 a month to pay for agendas Intent: to communicate. PASSES  
Made by: John B Asking for $200.00 for purchase of shirts printing costs. PASSES 
Made by: John B Asking to change ASC guidelines in Article VII, Section D, Subsection H, to add a bullet point 
stating*See Merchandise Subcommittee regarding handling of merchandise budget. Also add “Will maintain and account 
for a standing operating budget, not to exceed $300.00 in cash or merchandise or any mix thereof, any amount of cash 
or merchandise exceeding $300.00 will be deposited with ASC at the next available time that the merchandise chair and 
the treasurer can meet.” FAILED 

ELECTIONS: 

No Elections in August or September 

DISBURSEMENTS: 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

1stAnnual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado 
Aug. 22-24th, 2014 Buena Vista, CO 

 

Regional Assembly 
Sat, September 20, 9:30am – 4:30pm 

315 E. 4th, Loveland Colorado 
New GSR training starts at 9:30 A.M. Assembly starts at 10 A.M. 

 
Hiking with Primary Purpose 

Saturday, August 16, 2014 

Meet at 9:00 a.m.  Bring your lunch.  

Devils Backbone Open Space, Loveland, CO 

 
CRCNA XXVIII October 24th to 26th 

1900 Ken Pratt Boulevard, Longmont 
 

Barn Dance to be determined 



 

 

September 7th, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Darrel B. 
BIRTHDAYS:  Kurt B 26 yrs, Jacob R 9 Months!!!  Yahoo 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-Meeting Strong, attendance is great.  $220.00 donation 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H reporting –Meeting is stable, attendance 15-15 people, 7th is low, needs support 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not present 

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias reported- Group doing well 7th and attendance has been down. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn reported- All is well.  Grateful addicts showed up for picnic!!  

FREE @LAST: Dave A reported-Meeting needs support; many of addicts went up for Speaker, Hoppy. 

FUN ADDICTS: Jenny W. reported-Group attendance is good, need home group members. Our potluck/Speaker Event is 
Sunday @6:00, gonna have a raffle to raise funds for group. $5.00 donation. 

HOPE GROUP: Jennifer L. reported-Change of dates and has moved Mon-Fri @917 10th Ave.  $10.00 donation.  

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn C. reported: Meetings going well $50.00 donation.  

LIVE GROUP: John K. reported-Meeting and attendance is going well, new chair on Saturday elected, John B. (states the 
group thinks he is doing an amazingly fantastic job.)  Group is hosting a time slot @CRCNA hospitality room, Saturday 
night. YES to both motions. $10.00 donation. 

NOONER: Not Present.   

No Matter What: Darrel B reported- Attendance is good, no GSR.  Moving to 301 E Drake, Starting on Sept 27th. 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Meeting and attendance are going good, Need GSRA/Greeter. Hiking event was a 
success, 11 people attended.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Attendance is great, Rent paid, buying Literature-$ donation. 

SERENE MACHINE: Rich H. reported- Meets 245 W 4th St Loveland Sat Sun, Tues Thurs @9:00 Am Small attendances, 
would appreciate all support. $50.00 donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W reported-Our attendance is low, 7th is good. We need support as in group members 
GSR GSRA, Lit person. $50.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-7th is good; need home group members. We are beginning the Living 
Clean Book. $13.00 donation. 



THE UDDER GROUP: New name change- Mark M., 4240 E County Road 66 in Wellington. Located @the Harvest Farm in 
the office basement. They had to move to another room because of the large amount of attendance. Asking Area for help 
w/Literature. 

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Not present  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–New GSR. Steady attendance, meetings are going well.  

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported-I want to thank every person in the room for their support @my 1st Area meeting.  I was nervous, 
everyone helped me.  

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported-No report 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Welcome all the new GSR’s, Amazing!!!!!! I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to 
submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or Campbellkaren472@gmail.com. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Current balance at beginning of ASC $654.82. I have ordered new checks $29.95 a box. 
Donations are low this month and mid meeting we are in prudent reserve.  Due to large literature order this month, will 
work w/Lit chair to avoid any overdraw next month, Grateful to Serve, Mike M. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. /Ray L  
We will be having the assembly September 20th this will be at 315 E 4th Street in Loveland at  
10:00 Am. Group Service Rep. (GSR) training is at 9:30am. Please show up and support the assembly. There will be food 
provided by Region with the assistance of Kurt B our activities chair.   
Two motions that need to be voted on are: 

1.     To move Colorado Regional Convention of NA (CRCNA) bids to be due at the March Colorado Regional Service 

Committee (CRSC) meeting and to add to guidelines. (Instead of bids being due in July as they currently are – more time 
for preparation) 

2.     Motion to add to Colorado Regional guidelines that a regional committee member voted or appointed may be removed 

from their position after 2 absences without notice and 3 absences with notice during a calendar year. 
Are there any needs or concerns that you need me or James to bring to Region?  
Thanks for letting me server Ray L.  
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported: The subcommittee met on August 23rd with 7 members present. We are in 

need of a Vice Chair and also a Panel Leader for Platte Valley Youth.  

Reports:                                                                                                                             LCJ 
MEN: (Dave A) Numbers range from 6-15. Mark and I have gone in 3 times. We are actively seeking men to join the 
panel.                                                                                                                                                                    LCJ 
WOMEN: (Karen C) we have added 2 new volunteers that need to be cleared.                                                         WCJ 
WOMEN: (Cathy M) Karen and I go in twice a month and go over NA literature. Still waiting on a contact person at Weld 
County Jail. Sheri S. stepped down due to new job and school. We are in need of panel members.                           TRT: 
(Karl W) Meetings are going well. Lilias R. was our speaker this month and did great.                                            DETOX: 
(James R) we go in with 2-3 members every time and go over NA IP’s. Paco is out for the summer due to work. Sheri has 
stepped down due to new job.                                                                                                                   WORK 
RELEASE: (Greg P) No Report                                                                                                                        PLATTE 
VALLEY YOUTH: No Panel Lead and no report. James is in contact with Brandon-they (Kas & Brandon) have been going in 
once a month. 
I am requesting $88.50   in literature and $5 in rent today.   
Grateful to Serve, 
Sheri S. 

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A reported: The phone is due to be exchanged between Weld and Larimer counties this 
month.   However, Weld has gained a few more volunteers so they may keep it another month.   The phone was dropped 



and the case broke.   Another was purchased so I am asking for $10.59 in reimbursement for Karl W.  Additionally I will be 
asking for $110 for benches and bus ads in Greeley and $32 for a weeks run in the Thrifty Nickel. 
            I checked the Reg’l guidelines and the Web Master position is for 2 years.  So, I will contact Autumn and see if she 
wants a vice-chair to help her out.   Our Webmaster, Pat H, is also interested in helping so instead of bitching and moaning 
and whining I will try to be part of the solution. 
            CRCNA finally posted registration forms so I printed some out and brought them. 
            The Federal non-profit status that I talked about last month would cost us $500 a year.  I will check out possibilities 
within the state of Colorado for cheaper alternatives. 
            Meeting schedules were printed with the requested changes made.   It was necessary to juggle the days of the 
week a little to get the columns correct.  Growth is good! 

            Lastly, if you are not on the Area blast, please go to our home page and register there.   It is a valuable source of 
information.   
Most cheerfully, 
Dave A. 
 

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: Notes from Aug 23rd Attendance: Dave A, Lilias R , Mark M,  

Looking for new ideas and youth to help spur new interest 

End of the Summer Bash in Estes – September 6th. The All day event to celebrate End of the summer,in Estes. Dave A has 

volunteered to get food and refreshments for the event. The event will move from the park to the meeting hall in Harmony 

House where Hoppy from Mile High area will speak. (20-25 people attended $132.00) 

Barn Dance - After much attention to narrow down the date on the barn dance, we have nailed it to Sept. 13th. We will be 

having a new DJ and Sjon from Greeley will be speaking at the BOND fire dance.  

Let’s thank everyone who showed up for the barn cleaning, we worked for three solid hours and the owner was really 

happy. We moved wood piles cleaned the barn and other sources. We made $30 at the Loveland Unity day which 

we used for refreshments and snacks. The leftovers were brought to the end of the summer bash for the same. 

Regional Assembly – The meeting will be held on Sept. 20th at 315 E. 4th St. at 9:30 to 4:30 everyone in attendance will be 

having lunch up to 40 people. The money is from Region and will be setup by your area activity committee.  All GSR’s are 

encouraged to attend. 

NA Nooner Group – October 4th NA Potluck and Game Night, Bring a side dish and or a snack to go with Mexican food. All 

games will be available, 4:30pm to whenever. (Unity Day raised $87.81 40 people) Kurt B. 

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported: We sold a total of 12 shirts and gave away 1. We also sold a bandana given to us 
free from the printer. I am submitting $215.00 from sales and still have $105 in inventory. Requesting $200 , my budget 
for another production run. I will be changing the merchandise subcommittee meeting time to 12 pm on the fourth Sat. 
of the month. 

LITERATURE: Tink reported: August literature sales total $804 and $102 for H&I.  There were three groups that chose 
the “pre-order” option and I have their literature here for delivery today.  I placed an order for $1160.  Our total inventory 
on hand at the start of today’s meeting is approximately $130.00.  In Loving Service, Tink 
CRCNA Liaison: Tink reported: Website Hospitality Suites are available on line for sign ups by Homegroups. 

Only 20 rooms left at the end of this week.  Working on getting some more rooms blocked for us. 
Quilt tickets are available through all committee members for sale of $1 each. 
Barn Dance clean up went very well with several members showing up to do the work! In Loving Service, Tink 

OLD BUSINESS: NONE 

NEW BUSINESS:  

OPEN DISCUSSIONS: Buena Volutad Group (Spanish speaking meeting)  

MOTIONS: 
Made by: Mark, The Udder group requesting $35.05 literature for group.  Intent: Help newcomers get message. 
Made by: Ray L. To donate $200.00 to region. FAILED 
Made by: John K. To donate $100.00 to Region. PASSED 
 

 



ELECTIONS: 

Activities Chair 

DISBURSEMENTS: 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

Barn Dance 
8879 County Road 17 

Ft Collins, CO 
5:00-Midnight 

 

Regional Assembly 
 

Sat, September 20, 9:30am – 4:30pm 
315 E. 4th, Loveland Colorado 

New GSR training starts at 9:30 A.M. Assembly starts at 10 A.M. 
 
 

CRCNA XXVIII October 24th to 26th 
1900 Ken Pratt Boulevard, Longmont 



 

 

October 5th, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Trino, Colt Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS:  Kurt B 26 yrs, Jacob R 9 Months!!!  Yahoo 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-Meeting well attended. Thank you Dave A and Pat for helping w/the area 
flyer on the home page.  $85.00 donation 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Jacob R reporting –Meeting attendance is very low (5 meetings only chair person) needs 
support. No donation 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Kurtis R reported-Attendance is good 25 to 50 addicts. Celebrate clean time every Friday; group needs 
support. $25.00 donation. 

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias reported- Things are going well, Group attendance has been down. No donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn reported- Things are going well. Attendance is down.  No donation   

FREE @LAST: Not Present 

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: The meeting is going great.  At our September potluck, it looked like it might be a very 
small turnout.  At 6 when we usually start eating, it was only James and me.  However by 7 when the meeting started 
the room was full.  @ 43 people showed up.  The raffle for a basic text was very successful raising much more than was 
spent on the book.   The winning ticket was held by none other than yours truly who gave the book to a newcomer.  We 
are very short on tags so will be restocking.  Flyers for the next potluck are available.    Last week, it was thought we 
could meet upstairs, but the room was packed so we moved it downstairs after doing birthdays.  Spiritual darts was a 
rousing success as usual.  If you want to find out what spiritual darts is, stop by the Fun Addicts on Sunday nights at 7:30 
p.m.  We haven’t tried a candle light meeting downstairs yet but may do that in the future.  Passing a calendar around 
and allowing people to sign up to chair the meeting goes pretty well, but sometimes people have signed up too far in the 
future and forget they are supposed to chair.  The beauty of it is getting more people involved in service.  We have rent 
is paid for the remainder of the year.  However, we are out of coffee and creamer and such and need to restock.  Our 
goal of being truly self supporting is becoming a reality. $5.00 donation. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-Change of days (Tuesday/Wednesdays Meetings are closed) Doors not open. Need 
member’s w/clean time to fill positions and support our group.  @917 10th Ave.  No donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn C. reported: Group is starting the It Works How and Why book; no donation.  

LIVE GROUP: John K. reported-Things are going well; need support. $2.00 donation. 

NOONER: Gemelle R. reported-Game night went well, 30 people in attendance.  Friday night group needs support, Sunday 
is getting larger. $26.00 donation.  

No Matter What: Darrel B reported- Darrel is new GSR (Yahoo!!) Attendance is good, much more comfortable.  Left old 
meeting place in good standing, they were sad to see us go, wished they could have made it work for us. No donation. 



PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-All is well, 7th good.  Those wanting to be of service, so we can have rotation of 
service.  $27.00 donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Attendance is great, Rent paid, buying Literature-$47.00 donation. 

SERENE MACHINE: Not present 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W reported-Our attendance @group conscience was 5 people. Our rent is $25.00. 
$25.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-Meeting attendance picked up and has 12-16 @a meeting.  The 
meeting is above the music store; coffeehouse is staying open for us. We need service positions filled. We are starting 
chapter; Living Clean Book.  $23.00 donation. 

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported-Since we moved our meeting to the basement, now group is small (3 people) 9 
people last meeting, Mark celebrated 23yrs.  The barn is heated, we need speakers. No donation.  

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna Reported-Picked up groups Lit. No donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–Steady attendance 3-7; meetings are going well. No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported-Attended Regional Assembly, extend a thank you for all who served and those GSR’s that were 
present.    

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported-No report 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Made copies of Group reports and I guess I need to make more than 20!!  Our area is 
growing!!!!!   I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or 
Campbellkaren472@gmail.com. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Current balance at beginning of ASC $793.18; $193.18 available above our Prudent 
Reserve.  Now that the problem w/T-Mobile billing has been solved; I can pay the bill over the phone.  I am still having 
problems accessing bank information on-line. I hope to get this worked out soon, so I can be more accurate and up to 
date with our finances.  Grateful to Serve, Mike M. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James R. /Ray L reported: RCM II Report October 5th 2014 

I attended the Colorado Regional Assembly on the 20th of September.  The CRCNA barn dance was reported to have had 
about a $100 loss due to high expenses (portajohns and food) and low attendance.  Looking at changes or whether 
discontinuing is a worth looking at.  Registration for CRCNA is now $40.  Had the Print and Display chair step down, last 
years has stepped up to help.  Please sign up to chair Marathon meetings – only 4 spots filled up as of yesterday.  They 
are watching the budget closely, mostly on budget – the flowers may go over their budget.  There were questions about 
the chairs absence at the Assembly.  Hospitals and Institutions is doing a workshop at the convention – many chairs from 
the areas and a few speakers who heard the message from facilities where the message is carried.  Saturday 3-4pm.  CRCNA 
guidelines should be read for approval by next Assembly – next guidelines committee meeting is Nov. 12th at 6pm – 9050 
E Hampden (Village Inn)  
Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout issued a check for $1059.08 and has $1000 left in seed money for next 
year.  The Guidelines for the campout passed. 
Public Relations Reported that 300+ people stopped by the booth at the state fair.  Had help from Serenity Unlimited in 
mass, and one from Off the Wall, mostly Southern Area helped.  The Region is still looking for Public Information 
chairperson.  Next sub-committee is Oct. 11th, but is still looking for a facility to meet at.  Website is calming down. 
Proposal 1 – passed 

Proposal 2 – passed 

Gave presentation on adding events to the Regional website. 



RD report: We have 63,000 weekly meetings around the world.  We speak 76 languages and are published in 42 (IP #1 
the first piece of literature that is published).   The best N.A. booth was set up next to a needle exchange in NJ.  We have 
5 physical offices – USA, Iran, Belgium, India and Canada – the last two are strictly distribution offices.   
E-literature now includes the Basic Text, It Works How and Why, Sponsorship book and Living Clean on   I-tunes and 
Amazon.  We are currently working on 380 translation projects.  Webinars are available for Public Relations, Inmate Step 
Writing, conventions.   
The 2018 World Convention will be in Orlando, looking at Turkey as a possibility after that.   
In Oct the Introduction and Tradition 1 of the Traditions book will be out for input and review, with more chapters coming 
out together later for the same process.   
Elections 

Jayme from Pikes Peak was elected as the Regional Delegate.  Tawni was elected as Regional delegate alternate.  Michael 
from Serenity Unlimited was also nominated.   
Elections for the CRRMCO Chair, Vice Chair and Treasurer will be held in November. 
All budgets were passed 

Another proposal was to be brought back to groups for the April Assembly: 

1. To change Guidelines that a Regional Committee Member voted or appointed may be removed from their Position after 
2 absences without verbal notice 3 with verbal notice given to an administrative member (v.chair, chair, secretary) starting 
from the onset of the first absence, during a term calendar year. Contact will be made by chair/v chair after first absence. 
Next Regional meeting is Nov 16th, 10:00am @ 1212 Mariposa 

ILS, James R 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:  
The subcommittee met on Sept.27th with 12 members present. We now have an H&I Vice Chair!! Brandon K. accepted the 

position along with also serving as Panel Coordinator for Platte Valley Youth Services. After much discussion, the 

subcommittee voted to close down the Work Release meeting.  We also made the decision to change the date of our next 

subcommittee meeting to Saturday Nov, 1st at 11AM due to CRCNA.     

PANEL COORDINATOR REPORTS 

LCJ MENS (Dave A) The panel went in on Sept. 4th and had 12 attendees and on the 18thhad 1 guy show up. Talked to 

the jail contact person and they do have a budget to buy books.         

LCJ WOMENS (Dawn H reported) 10-12 residents sometimes more. Hauna J was cleared to go in. We would like to get 

some Basic Text for women to take with them when they are released. 

WCJ WOMENS (Cathy M) 4+ residents each time. Still going in twice a month on Tuesdays alternating Pod 8 & 11. 

TRT (Karl) Averaging 8 attendees. Danny G was our speaker this month. 

DETOX (James) Numbers have been ranging from 5-12 (record!) We changed the format to presentation only with time 

for questions after. 

PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH (Brandon K) Numbers have been up to 13 residents. There was a riot last month so we did not 

get to take a meeting in. We need a new contact person to work with at the facility. 

WORK RELEASE -No report                                                                                                                                                    

I am requesting $116.00 in literature and $5 in rent.                                                                                          

Grateful To Serve,                                                                                                                                                               

Sheri S. 

 

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A reported: Report to OTW ASC 10/05/14 

            The phone will be transferred from Weld to Larimer at CRCNA.  Because CRCNA is held during the weekend when 
we would normally have the PI mtg, the mtg in October is cancelled.  I may be out of town in November on the 4th Saturday 
so we may cancel that mtg as well.   More will be revealed. 
            Thanks to James it was determined that we can use the same Tax ID/non-profit status as the CRCNA convention.   I 
need to call Chuck, the outgoing RD, to see how this would work and start looking into PSA’a on local radio and TV.  Very 
exciting! 

            At the assembly I asked Autumn is she would like a vice-chair.  Her answer seemed to be yes.  Being the vice chair 
would allow me to verify I indeed want to run for regional webmaster in April.  To that end I will run for vice-chair at the 
PR mtg this month.  No news about that yet other than what was said at the assembly. 
            Our website has been kept up to date with activities and the mtg schedules.   Big schedules were made by 
Kurt.  Since Kurt will no longer be making schedules, I assume, I will make sure that we continue to get 200 schedules here 
on a monthly basis.  A question for the body is whether we want to continue including activities on the schedule if we don’t 
have activities.   I will continue to make the big schedules unless the body decides otherwise. 



            I really messed up.  My wife drove to South Dakota in my car.  I had the PI notebook which has the key to our 
mailbox in it.  So, I was unable to go there today to get the mail.  Hopefully, Mike got the bank balance and such off the 
web.  I will get there this week and if anything needs immediate attention I will follow through, 
            Lastly, as always, if you are not part of the blast, please go to our website and register.   
 

ACTIVITIES: Kurt B reported: Looking for new ideas and youth to help spur new interest 

End of the Summer Bash in Estes – September 6th. Event cost $87. And all excess money was returned at the last meeting. 
           Barn Dance - This event lost money for CRCNA. The event used to be the biggest fundraiser for them in upwards of $1,000. 

Now we had less than 100 people show up. Some of the suggestions that were brought up if the next chair decides to try 
again: 

• Selling tickets in advance 

• Raffle 

• Food and Dance – One cost 

• Reduce cost on Port-a potty 

  
Regional Assembly – The meeting was held on Sept. 20th. 50 addicts were in attendance. The money $200 from Region 
was used for doughnuts and food to feed lunch for all. Well almost. Most everyone was fed and we supplied drinks and 
plastic/paper wears. Next time a $250 budget is probably more reasonable. 
NA Nooner Group – October 4th  NA Potluck and Game Nite, Bring a side dish and or a snack to go with Mexican food. All 
games available, 4:30pm to whenever 

New Years Eve – Last year it was discussed in our area that maybe we should hold our own event in our area. Attendance 
was low from our area. One issue is that the newcomer cannot afford it, and it is too far for most. We would like to get 
group feedback before going forward with this event. 

As you know this is my last meeting as Chair of Activities. I want to thank you for allowing me to do service in our 
area. It is important for my own recovery that I stay involved with NA and that I carry the message by being an example 
not in words but by actions. One of the positive things that happened was to incorporate our activities into our area 
schedule. I have stressed the importance of your home groups sponsoring local events whether they are meeting events 
or area sponsored events. It takes addicts in our area to get involved. The people in this room all are committed to service. 
You are the winners and you deserve a pat on the back and a plaque for stepping up. However we don’t do this in NA. 
(Most of the time). 
I was told early on, “We do service for the right reasons, we are not trying to gain prestige or power but do service so we 
can give back to NA. We can demonstrate that from opening a meeting to making coffee or having a service commitment 
at area or region. Every position is just as important as any other. I was told the service that is needed is the service that 
gets done; however, it can only be accomplished if addicts step up. In the last year, I have grown in my recovery. I could 
not do this commitment without having addicts showing up and giving their time, resources and strength to put on activities 
for us all. We hold activities so we know that we can still have fun after entering the rooms. 
Page 129, Tradition One, It Works  
“When we work to ensure the vitality of NA, we’re not working just for ourselves but for those yet to join us. 
            The unity that supports our common welfare is created not only by working together but by playing together. The 
friendships we develop outside meetings strengthen NA unity. Fellowship activities provide opportunities for us to relax 
socialize with each other and have fun. Conventions, dinners and holiday celebrations give us a chance to celebrate our 
recovery while practicing social skills. Picnics, dances, and sports days for example. Often allow our families to participate 
too. We strengthen our sense of community when we share more than just meeting time. Stronger relationships develop 
as we become more involved in each other’s lives. The care and understanding born of these relationships are strong 
threads in the fabric of NA unity.”  Thanks for letting me serve, Kurt B 

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported: Merchandise subcommittee met 9/27/14. We discussed with other subcommittees 
and decided to move our next subcommittee meeting to November 1st. 
We should be able to do sales at CRCNA but have yet to get 100% confirmation.  
We used the funds received at last area to purchase another 23 shirts and have them printed at a cost of $230.00. We 
have sold a total of 10 shirts 2 of which were pre order. The money received from preorder was used to make the initial 
purchase of this run. We currently have $135.00 in cash on hand and approximately $285.00 in inventory. 
I am asking area to retain $35 for change and will be turning in $100.00 from sales. 
Currently we are not looking into producing any more shirts at this time as we are heavy on inventory. 
We also have some sticker available for purchase that was donated by James R. They range in price from .50 to 2.00. 
Thanks for letting me serve, John B. 

LITERATURE: No report 
 



CRCNA Liaison: No report 

 
OLD BUSINESS: None 

 
NEW BUSINESS: None 
 

OPEN DISCUSSIONS:  
 

MOTIONS: 
Made by: James R. - To have a meeting of the month.  A group nominated at the ASC that members of groups 
could attend that meeting and support it. Intent: Support groups that need support & promote Unity.   
PASSED 

 
 

ELECTIONS: 

Activities Chair 
Hospital & Institutions Chair 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Addicts Seeking Sanity Group is Sponsoring  

CORN MAZE 
Oct 17th, 2014@7:30 

On Highway 85, 7miles S of Greeley 
20861 County Road 33 

(Fritzler’s Maze) 
 

CRCNA XXVIII  
October 24th to 26th 

1900 Ken Pratt Boulevard, Longmont 



 

 

November 2nd, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:03 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Jenna B (Hope GSR), Garrett (Drugbusters GSR), Kate (2 X Genes GSRA) Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS:    Garrett 10 years on 09/01 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-Meeting attendance is great; great turn out for Scream Acres. Planning our 
Spring Speaker Jam in early spring; A speaker meeting sometime soon in January $94.00 donation 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: reporting –Group is OK; Attendance is 3-8 addicts, sometimes no attendance, 7th is low as well. 
No donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not Present 

DRUG BUSTERS: Garrett G reported- Meeting is going well, Attendance is 10-20. $18.50 donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn reported- All is well, we have changed our time on the Sunday night meeting “7:30-8:30”.  
No donation.   

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: GSR Jennie resigned her position-work related.  Pot luck/Speaker meeting Dec 14th, 
bring a dish and support our Speakers Jennie and Paul H. $5 donation. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-What should we do about our Group? 2 home group members and neither one of us 
have enough clean time for the positions were doing. Talked w/Primary Purpose (John) to join their group.  Very good 
new comer attendance, so we don’t want to close the doors.  We need help, we have people who have clean time but 
don’t step up.  @917 10th Ave.  No donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn C. reported: All is well; planning our camp out this summer.  Mike W. speaks this Friday. No 
donation.  

LIVE GROUP: John K. reported-All is well on the front lines, good topics and recovery going on. Meeting attendance is 
good/even during CRCNA, No donation. 

NOONER: Not present  

No Matter What: Not Present 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-All is well, 7th good. We have a $12.00 donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. sent a reported-Attendance is great. No donation. 

SERENE MACHINE: Not present 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: reported-Still holding strong w/attendance, 20-25 per meeting. Have moved meeting into the 
main room on the 1st level. We have a $20.00 donation. 



STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-Numbers are a dozen or so, coffee shop open to us to purchase 
coffee, rent is paid weekly;7th is down, way down. $8.00 donation. 

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported- We meet at 7PM Wednesday night at 4240 E County Road 66 just north of 

Wellington. Meeting attendance has dropped off of late. We have had 3 or 4 addicts at our last two meetings. We are 

missing our treasurer right now who was a client at the farm but has left to live in Ft. Collins and hasn’t shown up this 

last month at this meeting. They say they are still willing to do the service but we do not have access to our funds so we 

do not have any money for donation or literature at this time. Over all there seems to be a group conscience that want’s 

the meeting to continue so we will keep on keepin’ on.     

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna KO Reported-Attendance is steady/home group members are growing. We 
have changed our Group conscience to the 1st Saturday of the month. We have a $181.41 donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–Steady small attendance 3-7; Book study meeting. Discussions/planning our Annual 
Spaghetti Dinner in March/rent paid. Could use support.  No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported-Verbal report and written report printed on the agenda.   

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported-No report 

SECRETARY: Dave A.  Reported – Our area is growing!!!!!   I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their 
reports to email Campbellkaren472@gmail.com. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Beginning balance of $1,339.13.  That is &739.00 over our prudent reserve.  This number 
is higher than I had previously calculated due to not being able to access internet banking and not having current 
statement last month.  But, rest assured, I have everything straightened out now and we are doing well. Grateful to 
Serve, Mike M.  P.O. Box bill came due - $80 a year. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: No report 
 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported: OFF THE WALL AREA HOSPITALS & INSTITUTIONS ASC REPORT 11/2/14 

The subcommittee met on Nov. 1st with 14 members present. We are currently going over H&I guidelines and making 

revisions. Sjon C. was voted in as Panel Coordinator for Work Release.  CRCNA H&I held a workshop in which all the H&I 

Chairs shared a bit about why we do H&I service and what facilities our Areas serve in. I had WCJ applications and also 

H&I OTW Area flyers available at the workshop. Directly after the workshop, the CRSC H&I subcommittee was held. We 

basically went over inventory, the 2014 budget and expenditures and also the 2015 approved budget. I have that 

paperwork with me if anyone is interested in taking a look at it.                                                                                                                                    

PANEL COORDINATOR REPORTS                                                                                               

LCJ MEN (Dave A) - A concert was scheduled on the first Thursday so we did not have a meeting. We may change to the 

2nd and 4th Thursday’s of the month if the concerts continue.                                                                                                                   

LCJ WOMEN (Karen C)-We take a meeting in every other Monday with 2 to 3 panel members. Averaging 10-15 residents 

each time.                                                                                                                                                

WCJ WOMEN (Cathy S)-We take a meeting in every other Tuesday. Averaging 5-12 residents attend. WCJ has invited us 

to an appreciation dinner Nov.7th to meet the new Chaplin in charge of programs.                                                                               

TRT (Karl W)-Meetings are going well. This month’s speaker was ill and could not make it. Ernie S. stepped up to speak.                                               

DETOX (James R)-We take a meeting in every Monday with 2-3 panel members each time. Average of 7 residents 

attending.                                                                                                                                                        

PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH (Brandon K)-We take a meeting into the facility once a month on a Saturday as of now. The 

number of residents range from 6-13.                                                                                                  



WORK RELEASE (Sjon C)-We take a meeting in every Thursday night with 2 panel members present. Our numbers have 

been ranging between 6-12. 

I am requesting $ _82.35____________ in literature and $5 in rent. I am also requesting $48.66 for the printing of the 

H&I flyers and WCJ applications I printed for the CRCNA workshop. I have that receipt and extra copies with me for you 

to take back to your home groups.     Grateful to Serve, Sheri S.                                                                                    
 
PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A reported: PI report/agenda 11/02/2014 

 The phone was exchanged between Weld and Larimer County.   My bad for not getting to CRCNA to exchange it 

and thanks to Karl for being patient with me.  We will plan to swap it back in December – maybe the 27th – at the next PI 

meeting. We do have 2 people willing to step up to help with the Larimer phone line, but dropped one member who 

decided to go to AA full time.  I will be out of town on November 22nd so Mark, my vice chair, may have a mtg that day.  

More will be revealed. 

I talked to Humberto about the Spanish speaking mtg in FtC.   He said it happens regularly but not every week.   My 

suggestion is to take it off the mtg schedule because bad PI is worse than no PI 

There is a PR mtg on November 15th and I will be attending that remotely.  At that time I plan to run for vice 

chair of the Web subcommittee. 

Mtg schedules are available with a change to Sunday night Freedom Springs.   The web has been updated as well.   A 

few minor changes are needed to the web site and Pat will take care of those. 

 As always, if you are not getting the blast go to the website and ask to be added.   If you don’t know about the 

web site, find the URL on the meeting schedules and take a look as we have the best web site in the whole state if not 

the United States if not the World! 

ACTIVITIES: no meeting was held. 

Ernie had a discussion with Kurt B, Jim M, and Mike M about the New Year's Eve dance.  

The area approved our involvement and we discussed the printing of tickets and fliers.  
We all agreed to purchase tickets, this is something we did in the past and went ahead with this, since 
the money is within the budget.   
We will ask for the following disbursements: 
$150.00 donation to New Year's Eve dance  
$150.44 to the Business Card Factory for fliers and tickets.  
Thanks for letting me serve our area.  
10 tickets given to James for Greeley, 10 to Dawn for Loveland and 10 to Hauna for FtC. 
Ernie S  

  

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported: CRCNA was good we sold 12 shirts 5 via c.c. Turned in $287.94 to area. Only have 4 
shirts remaining.  We are considering no longer having subcommittee meetings as there is no interest from other 
members. Asking for those with interest to attend next one or contact subcommittee chair.   
Discussion – What about web sales?  Can take forever to hit the number ordered for business to make and distribute. 
Lots of folks in the area got involved with submitting to the design contest and voting.  Maybe change the commitment to 
doing a design contest once a year and then selling in the fall and at CRCNA??? 
LITERATURE:  Tink Reported: OTW LITERATURE REPORT NOVEMBER 2014 
Starting inventory for October was approximately $1100.  October literature sales were $517 and the H&I order was 
$116.  I placed an order from WSO for $601.35.  Current inventory is approximately back to the $1100 running inventory 
total.  I had a couple minor expenses for bags and a calculator that I will be submitting today for reimbursement our 
Treasurer.   

There was a question about the New Group Starter Kits that were sold which did not include a set of readings.  My 
research has shown that those are NOT part of the kit, oddly enough, so we may need to include the cost of those in any 
future proposals and requests for new groups. 

Also, we have a good amount of Spanish Literature on hand and it does not seem to move very well, although we should 
still have SOME on hand.  If you know of anyone that can help us move some of that inventory, it would be appreciated 
and this would allow more availability of the regular items we need more often. In Loving Service, Tink V. 

CRCNA Liaison: OTW CRCNA LIAISON REPORT NOVEMBER 2014 

Hello Area Family!  I am happy to report that our convention was a huge success and we were all blessed to have such 
great attendance and warm recovery. 
The numbers are not final, but here are some highlights: 



* The Quilt sold $1200 in tickets and was won by Gerrianne of the PPNA region for the second year in a row.  Apparently, 
if you want the luck of the draw, have her purchase your tickets next year!  Congratulations Gerrianne. 
* We still have not been paid for the fund raiser at Lakeside that will be addressed by our CRCNA Chair and F&E Chair on 
Monday for payment. 
* We sold just over $11,000 in Merchandise. 
* We sold just over $15,000 in Registrations. 
* We collected just over $1300 in 7th Tradition during the Main Speakers Events. 
* We had just over 200 H&I Registrants. 
Preliminary amount of total profit is nearly $13,000.  Final numbers will be published by the Treasurer next month once 
all amounts are calculated. 
I am so grateful to my fellow members for allowing me to serve OFF THE WALL AREA as your liaison this year and I 
thank you for the opportunity. IN LOVING SERVICE, TINK V. 
Discussion – Why was 7th tradition passed at Saturday night mtg?   CRCNA Committee decided that since the world does 
it, why not at CRCNA?   Plus it gives members who didn’t register but who come Saturday night a chance to contribute. 
 

OLD BUSINESS: Group Of the Month is Clean Serene Freaks, please support any of their meetings.  2 X Genes was 
considered and asked if they would open one meeting for men to attend.  Taken back to the group. 
Dave A. talked to Humberto about the Sunday morning Spanish speaking mtg.  He said it happens on and off.  Due to the 
irregular schedule the body voted to remove it from the meetings schedules. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: Continue to have an Activities committee?   Taken back to the groups. 
 
OPEN DISCUSSION: The Hope group (a candidate for Group of the Month) asked for help.  They have lots of 
newcomers but only 2 home group members who have less than one year clean.  PLEASE SUPPORT! 
The Live group asked about having a Group Conscience when most home group members are not present. 
They were holding a GC on Friday the 7th to talk about moving because of issues with the landlord.  The consensus was 
that it was posted on their white board and announced and to have the GC and decide whether to move or not. 

(It was decided at the GC to move all mtgs starting Friday the 14th to 245 West 4th Street.) 

 
MOTIONS: 

Made by: Dawn H. We donate $350.00 to CRSC (Region).  
  Intent: To further our NA primary purpose.   

PASSED   
  
 Made by: Sherri S.  I went over my budget by $21.96(printing cost). 
 PASSED 

 
CURRENT ELECTIONS: 

 
Activities Chair – Still Open 

Hospital & Institutions Chair – Sheri S was re-elected by acclamation! 

 
DECEMBER ELECTIONS: 
RCM (Ray’s position only) 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Fun Addicts 

Pot luck/Speaker Meeting 
Dec 14th @6:00, 220 E Oak Street Ft Collins, CO Bring a dish to share   

 
Tri Area New Years Eve Event 
Banquet & Speakers & Dance 

December 31st @6:00/ Banquet Speakers @7:30/Dance @8:30pm 
1850 Industrial Circle Longmont, CO 

(Room rate @hotel $79.00) 



 

 

December 7th, 2014 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Josh, Live Group Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: Karen C 16 yrs, Jacob R 1yr., Josh 30days   Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported- Meeting attendance is strong all service positions are filled, planning our 
Speaker Jam in Early Spring.  No concerns and we voted to keep our Activities committee. $250.00 donation 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Jacob R. reporting –Attendance has risen slightly due to becoming meeting of the month, we 
need support, people w/some clean time.  No donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Not Present 

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported- All is well, steady attendance no needs or concerns @this time.  We voted to keep the 
Activities committee.  $1.25 donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Dawn reported-No concerns, no worries. Come join us for fellowship and recovery, if you’re having an 
anniversary, we do clean time @every meeting.  We’d love to share in your gratitude. 
$21.00 donation.   

FREE @LAST: Dave reported-I talked to Justus yesterday, he says thanks to all that ventured up the canyon to the Friday 
night meeting.  Support is always appreciated and most welcome, take a drive and check it out sometime. 

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: Meetings are 40-50 people. We are hosting Speaker/Potluck on the 21st @6:00.  We share 
a space w/Swag’d out and use the same NA Posters/Lit/tags.  This has proven to work quite well. Mutual cooperation is a 
wonderful thing.  We voted to keep our Activities committee. $10.00 donation.     

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn C. reported: Things are going well.  $60.00 donation.  

LIVE GROUP: John K. reported-Things are going well, good attendance and good topics.  We have moved our meeting 
location to 245 W. 4th St Loveland, CO. Attempting to put a function together, more info from Tink. We voted to dissolve 
the Activities.  $100.00 donation. 

Never Alone: New Group in Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.  Open meeting-Literature discussion, 3rd week of the month is a 
speaker meeting.  Attendance average is 5 addicts. Looking/needing support from Area, buying Literature $16.25.  $5.00 
donation. (12915 County Road 37, Sterling, CO) 

NOONER: James reported- Need home group members, we voted to keep Activities.  Hosting a Bowing/Laser tag activity. 
Jan 10th, see flyer.   $50.00 donation  

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported- No donation. 

No Matter What: Not Present 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Added new format of listening to speaker last Thursday of the month.  7th good. 
We voted to keep Activities $26.00 donation. 



RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Attendance is great. No donation. 

SERENE MACHINE: Rich reported-Meeting is held same time as Area. Low attendance, would enjoy support, is becoming 
part of the Live Group @ the 1st of the year. $40.00 donation.  

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat/Newt reported-Still holding strong w/attendance, 20-25 per meeting. Have moved 
meeting into the main room on the 1st level. We have a $20.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-All is, Meetings are large, coffee is flowing and music cranked 
w/holiday cheer.  Meeting will be closed on Dec 25 & Jan 1st.  Need service commitments filled.  $23.71 donation. 

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported- We meet at 7PM Wednesday night at 4240 E County Road 66 just north of 

Wellington. Meeting attendance has dropped off of late. 2 consecutive nights of no shows, close to closing the meeting. 

Lost the 7th tradition, unable to connect w/treasurer. Rent is paid till January, so the meeting is still there. Eat mor chiken! 

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna KO Reported-Attendance is up, Strong 7th Tradition. Potluck on Christmas day.  
$82.85. Donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–Steady small attendance 3-7; Book study meeting. Voted against discontinue Activities. 

Meeting of the Month for December is HOPE GROUP 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported-Verbal report and written report printed on the agenda.   

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. is moving to Denver and is resigning his position. 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Our area is growing!!!!!   Our contract for our meeting place is due in December, talking 
about it in new business.  I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. Or Campbellkaren472@gmail.com. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Beginning balance of $313.00 + reserve.  A large amount of pending transactions @this 
time, $926.00 of unclear checks and our literature order didn’t clear yet.  So, we have a total of $1453.00 of encumbered 
funds out at this time, making it difficult to determine our exact balance.  I hope to resolve some of these difficulties very 
soon.   

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James reported 
RCM II Report 

Attended the Regional Committee meeting on Nov 16th 2014 

Mentioned in the Regional Delegate report is that the Traditions book Introduction and Tradition one draft are out for input 

and review.  Due date for input is January 2015.  Traditions 2-6 draft material will be from Feb- April.  Traditions 7-12 draft 

material will be out May – August.  Still seeking draft materials for review and input release will be finished on March 31st 

2015 

You should look at getting visas now if you are interested in going to Brazil for the World Convention next year.   

 

CRCNA - There are bid packets available for upcoming 2016.  It needs to be set up for more than 800 people.  The 

convention this year went over on the registration budget by $700 due to complications with the lanyards.  The Boulder 

Area felt a little like visitors in their own back yard as few speakers or chairs were spoke or chaired the convention.  This 

seems to not be at the fault of the CRCNA, as attempts were made, but little follow through from the Boulder Area.  The 

bucket being passed was much discussion.  This was an oversight, it is in the guidelines that we should not do this, but 

we did bring in $1400.  Bringing back to Areas how we feel about this. Some felt it was good to let those there for only 



the day or those who wanted to contribute, but unable to register to do so.  Finally received a $2000 from Lakeside – 

most profitable fundraiser.  Least was the Barn dance. Reduced costs but $4,000 overall even though over budget for 

lanyards.  Had balance of $15,300 before seed money, making it largest income from a CRCNA.  CRCNA Did not file taxes 

in every city only w/ Longmont at end of convention to avoid $10 here which is not worth the cost of filing for $50.  Paid 

267.17 for merchandise from CRCNA.   CRCNA guidelines are still being worked on and should be available by April 

Assembly.  

H&I at Region is looking for help to getting into institutions. Looking at going into Rifle and Four Mile.  Looking at 

guideline revisions for DOC coordinator.   

Looking at getting a line of credit for the Region, as sometimes literature is needed by H&I and cannot wait until every 

other month Regional meeting.  Current chair has paid out of pocket sometimes.    Covered Lit order for Mile Hi Area 

when no chair was available. 

Need to take to Areas – What do Areas want to see DOC do w/ books given by Region. Looking at getting books on 

commissary maybe. 

Jan 17th Next PR, PI and H&I meetings will be done through ANY MEETING.  Big thanks to those who helped and 

participated in last one.   

Elections  

PI Chair – Patty P 

Campout Chair – Mike H (dates are June 19th to 21st) 

 

Public Information:  Dave A reported: Of most concern is the checks we have out for the bench ads and buses in 

Greeley.  Turns out that the bill that was misplaced was also the final of a one year contract.   I contacted Lamar 

advertising last month and worked with one of their people and we finally got a new contract signed electronically on 

Friday.   I was on vacation for a week so that slowed down the process.  However, the ads stayed up the entire time so I 

expect to pay for the months that the contract was not active.  I will not be asking for any checks today until we get it 

straightened out.  My apologies to the treasurer as I know this has messed up the books. 

I remotely attended the November regional PR mtg.  I had been told that Chuck would allow us to use the CNAC tax-id 

number to prove we are non-profit as far as PSA’s go.  When I brought that up there was some discussion and he said he 

would send out the info.  Other areas were interested as well.  Having heard nothing by last Wednesday I sent a gentle 

reminder about our needs.  When it was the webmasters turn to report I was in the midst of trying to get the picture 

part of the any meeting to work and was very frustrated as it was not doing what it was supposed to do.   I got into a 

discussion with the webmaster and said I would correlate problems with the reg’l website so as to be specific.  My tone 

was less than professional given my frustration with any meeting and the website.  After the meeting I called the 

webmaster and apologized and then sent out a blast to the invitees expressing being wrong for not being in the solution 

and that I would try harder in the future.  I remember something in the regional minutes about an ad hoc being set up to 

discuss issues with their web site but not sure if anything was done. If I am the only person in the state bringing up 

issues with the web site perhaps it is my problem and shortcoming not the website.  More will be revealed. 

 When I had the phone last month we got a call about needy family members and Ray put me in touch with the 

Naranon people in Colorado.  I called the woman in charge and got her permission to use her number for future 

reference.  I plan to attend the Wednesday Naranon mtg in FTC over the Christmas break to make personal contacts. 

 I sent Pat the posters we use during poster drives.  But one caveat.  Just as H&I only holds a mtg if there are 2 or 

more members present, when we do poster drives we try to have 2 members present as well so that not just one person 

is the face of NA.  The posters will be online; some are small to be handed out at doctor’s offices or for professionals and 

range up to 11 by 17 for big bulletin boards.  We ask members to not download them and go out hanging them up 

without notifying the PI subcommittee. We like to maintain a list of where they are posted so as to check whether they 

need reposted or have been of any use.  I brought some along if anyone is interested in checking them out. 



 Lastly, as always, a lot of good info is passed along in our area google blast.  If you want on the blast, or taken 

off, please write our webmaster. 

 
 

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:  

The subcommittee met on Nov. 22nd with 12 members present. We finished revising the H&I Guidelines. The final draft will 

be gone over at our next subcommittee for approval. Regional H&I has asked for our year end numbers as far as Facilities 

we serve, how many meetings per month, and how many service members. We now have 7 Facilities, 19 H&I meetings. 

And 31 Service Members!! 

Coordinator Reports:  

LCJ MEN: (Mark M. reported & Dave A emailed his report) Mark and I went in on the 6th and the 20th.  For the 6th we had 

10 guys and the meeting was lively.  On the 20th we only had 3 guys with lots of honesty and some tears.  We may change 

the mtgs from the first and 3rdThursday to the 2nd and 4th starting in January, if LCJ continues to have concerts that conflict 

with our mtg. On the 20th, we went in at 6:20 to be able to get the pods that weren’t at the 6:30 concert, but were going 

to the 8:00 event.  We will co-ordinate with Lisa and do the right thing to be able to carry the message as frequently as 

possible.   The end of Thursday night Football should increase our attendance. 

LCJ WOMEN: Karen C.   Absent-No report. 

WCJ WOMEN: (Cathy S.) We have been taking a meeting into the facility for 2 years now. Going in twice a month on 

Tuesdays. Sheri S. and I attended the “Appreciation Dinner” and met the new Chaplain.  

TRUE NORTH: (Karl W.) Going great-have 2 new panel members. 

NRBH DETOX: (James R.) Going well-added 2 new panel members. Requesting Intro Guides and White Booklets in Spanish. 

PLATTE VALLEY YOUTH: (Brandon K.) Going well-in need of panel members! 

WORK RELEASE: (Sjon C.) Going well. Missed 1 meeting due to cancellation. In need of panel members! 

I am requesting $123.25 in literature and $5 in rent. 

Grateful to Serve~Sheri S. 

ACTIVITIES: Position Open 
  

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported:  
Since my last report the merchandise of committee sold an additional 2 shirts 1 in the cash amount of $15 and the other 
for $14.59 we still have two shirts left. After having the last subcommittee meeting it is my recommendation and 
recommendation of the other members present at the committee that we utilize a merchandise position not as a 
subcommittee but as a person that organizes a contest that occurs annually one in which the design is submitted by the 
fellowship voted on by the fellowship and produced up until the crcna event. I believe that this garners the most 
participation from the fellowship and makes for the ability for us to recoup the funds invested. I would be willing to help 
set this up so that we could start the contest this coming March or April. 
 
LITERATURE: Tink Reported:  
November sales were $475 plus the H & I order of $82 for a total of $558. I placed an order for $527. 

Current inventory total is approximately $1000.  

LIVE GROUPS have two literature racks for sale at a discounted price if there is anyone who needs them. The large rack, 

which is 25 pocket sells for $45 and is now $25. The small one is a 16 pocket that sells for $26 and is now $15.  

Also, LIVE GROUPS can donate a set of STEPS AND TRADITIONS POSTERS with frames. They are a little worn, but if 

your group needs these, please see me after the meeting. 

In Loving and Grateful Service, Tink 

 
CRCNA Liaison: Tink Reported: 

I am happy to report that our convention was a huge success and we were all blessed to have such great attendance and 

warm recovery. 

The numbers are not final, but here are some highlights: 

* The Quilt sold $1200 in tickets and was won by Gerrianne of the PPNA region for the second year in a row. Apparently, 

if you want the luck of the draw, have her purchase your tickets next year! Congratulations Gerrianne. 

* We still have not been paid for the fund raiser at Lakeside.  That will be addressed by our CRCNA Chair and F&E Chair 

on Monday for payment. 



* We sold just over $11,000 in Merchandise. 

* We sold just over $15,000 in Registrations. 

* We collected just over $1300 in 7th Tradition during the Main Speakers Events. 

* We had just over 200 H&I Registrants. 

Preliminary amount of total profit is nearly $13,000. Final numbers will be published by the Treasurer next month once all 

amounts are calculated. 

I am so grateful to my fellow members for allowing me to serve OFF THE WALL AREA as your liaison this year and I 

thank you for the opportunity. IN LOVING SERVICE, TINK V. 

 

OLD BUSINESS: Activities subcommittee to be dissolved-was taken back to the groups for a vote.    
 
NEW BUSINESS: Jacob R is our newly elected Activities Chair (congrats!) 
 
OPEN DISCUSSIONS: 7th tradition baskets being passed at CRCNA. 
 

MOTION: ASC to donate $50.00 to help Live Group cover deposit for their event @the Majestic on December 20th. 
Made by: Ray L. 

  Intent: Unity 
PASSED   

  
MOTION: Remove the Merchandise subcommittee from the trusted servants and dissolve the Merchandise committee.  
 Made by: John B 

Intent: We can manufacture shirts and other merchandise through either Activities or individual motions to     
produce. 

 Tabled 
 

 

January ELECTIONS: 
 

CRCNA Liaison 
ASC Treasurer 

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Fun Addicts 

Pot luck/Speaker Meeting 
Dec 21th @6:00 

220 E Oak Street Ft Collins, CO 
Bring a dish to share   

 
Holiday Potluck Fellowship 
(When @the End of the Road) 

Dec 25th @noon 
301 E Stuart Ft Collins, CO 

(Bring a dish) 
 

Tri Area New Years Eve Event 
Banquet & Speakers & Dance 

December 31st @6:00/ Banquet Speakers @7:30/Dance @8:30pm 
1850 Industrial Circle Longmont, CO 



(Room rate @hotel $79.00) 
 

CRCNA XXIX (29) Elections and 1st meeting 
January 10th, 2015 11:00-1:00PM 

Englewood Public Library Englewood, CO. 
 

NA NOONER  
Bowling and Laser Tag 

2454 8th Ave, Greeley, CO 
January 10th  

8:00-10:00 (be there @7:30to help us get discount) 
$13.75 shoes/ $8:00 for $15.00 

 
 
 
 

 



 

January 4th, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Amendment John K was elected as RCM, Approved.  
Guests: Ray B., Peggy Z Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: Hauna K, O 2 yrs, Sjon 7yrs., Josh 60 days Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-All is well, well attended all service positions are filled, planning our Speaker Jam, 
don’t want to interfere w/Sponsee breakfast. Dissolve Merchandise-No, Dissolve Barn Dance-No Pass 7th Tradition @CRCNA-NO 
$53.00 donation 

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H. reporting–Attendance is low 3-8 people, 7th is low. No donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reporting: Attendance is great, up to 40 people, have new trusted servants. Buying Lit and 
tags w/$50.00 donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Garret reported-Meetings are going well.  No donation 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Jennifer reported-Meetings are going well. No donation.   

FREE @LAST: Not Present 

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: Our December potluck was smaller than usual but was still a rousing success. The 
newcomer speaker ended up having to work so we plucked a member from Greeley who did a marvelous job. Dave R did 
a great job as well. A book of one’s choice was raffled off and the plucky plucked person from Greeley won! We have 
literature to purchase and decided to buy the small literature rack from Tink. We have a $10 donation to the area and voted 
to retain the merchandise subcommittee as active in the area. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-Attendance is better, we have been getting more support w/people who have clean 
time, still need support.  A member stepped up to open our Friday meeting. No donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjon C. reported-Things are going well, Tuesday is book study, Friday open meeting. $36.00 donation.  

LIVE GROUP: John K. reported- donation. We have voted in to add the morning meeting is now part of live group it will 
be called live machine The live group now has Friday night live 8pm Saturday night live 7:30pm Sunday night live 7pm 
Monday night live 6:30pm Tuesday night live 7:30pm Wednesday night live 6:30pm Tuesday and Thursday Live Nooner 
12 noon and Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday Live Machine at 9am. We have a donation of $80.00 

Never Alone: New Group in Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.  Open meeting-Literature discussion, 3rd week of the month is a 
speaker meeting.  Attendance average is 5 addicts. Looking/needing support from Area, buying Literature $16.25.  $5.00 
donation. (12915 County Road 37, Sterling, CO) 

NOONER: Danny G. reported- All is well!!! Danny G. is our new GSR, congrats!!!!  New meeting on Saturdays @9:00A.M.   
Hosting a Bowing/Laser tag activity. Jan 10th, see flyer.   $66.00 donation  

No Matter What: Darrell reported: Attendance low, need support, we need trusted servants, only 2 of us, hoping to get 
more home group members. No donation.   



PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Attendance lower than usual, 7th is low. Need a GSRA. Voted to dissolve 
Merchandise 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported- Meetings are great, good attendance, bought books. $30.00 donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike reported-Attendance is good, need home group members $15.00 donation 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-All is well; Attendance is a full house, no meeting on New Year’s or X-
Mas (Building was closed). Book study, Living Clean, need to fill service positions.  

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported-No shows @the last 2 meetings, Low attendance, no support from the farm, it has 

made it necessary to explore new location, rent paid thru January.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna KO Reported-Attendance is good, potluck was a huge success $117.00 
Donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon H reported–Steady small attendance 3-7; Book study meeting. Voted against discontinue Merchandise. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported- report on the Agenda 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: He is not leaving our Area. YAY!!!! 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Our area is growing!!!!!   Our contract has been renewed for our meeting place. I am 
requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit t heir reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-We still have a large amount of checks outstanding, not been cashed yet. After 
subtracting those and our prudent reserve of $600.00, we have available balance of $339.16. Getting together w/Chair to 
prepare an End-of-Year report.   

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1/RCM 2: James reported: No CRCNA meeting 
 
Public Information:  Dave A reported: PI report to OTW ASC 01/04/2015 
Subcommittee mtg was held 12/27/14 at 10 p.m. We decided to go ahead and purchase the large IP rack from Tink. James 
said he would check on the rack that is in the UNC counseling center. Mark is going to check and see if the VA center in 
FtC might want a literature rack. 
We received the final contract for the bench and bus ads in Greeley but have not yet received a monthly bill. To that end 
4 checks totaling $220 were returned to the treasurer and 2 worth $110 kept to mail when the bill comes in. The PO Box 
was checked several times since the last ASC.  
We are going to purchase a new stamp that has both our phone number and the website URL to put on H&I and PI 
literature.  
The Phone was exchanged from Larimer to Weld County. A new person was added in Larimer bringing the total to 3 
members there. If anyone is interested in helping with the phone line contact Karl W in Greeley or Dave A in FtC. 
Many changes were made to the web site – mostly for the meeting schedules. 250 large schedules with those changes as 
well as input for 2015 activities were printed and brought today. Please check over them and if any corrections are needed 
regarding type of mtg along with day, name, time etc please let us know. As always, if you are new or anyone else that 
wants to get the OTW ASC blast emails go to the website atfortnet.org/na and sign up. 
The next subcommittee mtg will be held Saturday, January 31st, 2015 at 10 a.m. We are moving it to the 5th Saturday as 
there is an event in Greeley on the 4thSaturday to which many members want to go. 
 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported: REPORT 1/4/2015 

          The subcommittee met on December 27th with 9 members present. The revising of our subcommittee guidelines have 
been completed and are to be posted on the OTW NA website. The Panel Coordinator position for North Range Behavioral 



Health Detox election has been postponed this month with the hope it will soon be filled. James R. is willing to continue 
until then. CRSC H&I will be meeting in Boulder on Jan. 17th and I plan to attend. 

          LCJ-Women: (Karen C.) not present, sent report late. We did not go into the facility this month. One panel member is 
moving and we are waiting for a new panel member’s official orientation. We will go in this Monday (Jan, 5th).  

          LCJ-Men: (Dave A.) Two meetings over last month, no attendees at first meeting. 8 attended second meeting. Two new 
people added to the panel. 

          WCJ-Women: (Cathy M.)Not present, sent report. Two meetings per month right now, usually between 8-12 attendees 
at meetings; going well. 

           True North: (Karl W.) One meeting- every Wednesday evening. Having trouble keeping them stocked with updated 
meeting list. 
Detox: (James R.) One meeting- every Monday evening. Using IPs for meetings topics, going well. James current term of 
service is now over; for now James will continue.  
Platte Valley Youth: (Brandon K.) not present, sent report. Normally two meeting monthly but due to extenuating 
circumstances, unable to bring a meeting this month. 
Work Release: (Sjon C.) Meetings are going well right now. No meetings for Thanksgiving, Christmas or New Year’s. 
Attendance is small but people seem to be more open to sharing when there are less attendees. Currently using IPs and 
the daily meditation for topics. There have been some issues with a panel member’s meeting attendance. Sjon spoke with 
the member about the importance of meeting attendance. 
I am requesting $90.90in literature and $5 in rent. Grateful to Serve~ Sheri S. 
 

ACTIVITIES: Jacob R. reported: Activities subcommittee held their meeting on December 21st at Perkins at 11am. Four 

members attended and we made plans to have a Saint Patrick’s Day party, including a potluck, games, music, and a speaker, 

the weekend before Saint Patrick’s Day. The date, time, and location have yet to be determined. We also discussed doing 

something for Unity day in June, a 4th of July picnic in Greeley, a picnic/potluck in Estes in the beginning of September, a 

Halloween dance in Fort Collins, and marathon meetings for Thanksgiving and Christmas. We also decided to ask Brandon 

K. to share at the New Year’s Eve Dance. The dance itself was a lot of fun. It was estimated that around 35 people from 

Off the Wall attended and we sold 14 tickets. Anna from the Mile High Area has not gotten back to me to let me know how 

many people attended in total, how profitable the dance was, and how much money will be returned to Off the Wall. I’ll 

send that information on the blast as soon as I know. I would like to say that there was another party taking place in the 

same building that did serve alcohol and though it did not bother myself I cannot speak for the entire fellowship or the 

newcomer and I believe this should be taken into consideration when deciding whether or not to sponsor the even next 

year.  

The next activities subcommittee meeting should take place on the same day in the same location in Windsor as the other 

subcommittee meetings (I still have to check with Lillias). I’ll send an email on the blast when I know for sure. In closing 

the activities subcommittee would like to motion for a $200 monthly budget. 
  

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported: I am requesting my budgeted amount of $200 for production of new merchandise. 
 
CRCNA Liaison: Newly elected:  Cathy M, congrats 

 

OLD BUSINESS:  
Straw poll taken to remove Merchandise Subcommittee-Keep the Subcommittee 
Straw poll taken to pass the Bucket for 7th Tradition @CRCNA-We as an Area do not want to change the Guidelines to 
pass the 7th. 
Straw poll taken to dissolve the barn dance fundraiser in 2015- Keep the Barn Dance. 
 
NEWLY ELECTED:  Mike M elected for ASC Treasurer, Cathy M elected as our new CRCNA Liaison 
 

NEW BUSINESS: Disbursement $120.00 H&I. Meeting of the Month for December is”No Matter What” 

OPEN DISCUSSIONS: Discussed having pop-up windows to show meeting closures for holidays.  
 

 
 



ELECTIONS: 
ASC Secretary 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 
CRCNA XXIX (29) Elections and 1st meeting 

January 10th, 2015 11:00-1:00PM 
Englewood Public Library Englewood, CO. 

 
NA NOONER  

Bowling and Laser Tag 
2454 8th Ave, Greeley, CO 

January 10th  
8:00-10:00 (be there @7:30to help us get discount) 

$13.75 shoes/ $8:00 for $15.00 
 

Colorado Regional Service Committee Meeting  
January 18th, 2015 

1212 Mariposa St, Denver, CO 80204 
 

 



 

FEBUARY 1st, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Amendment, Approved.  
Guests: Taylor M. Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: Sharon 9yrs, Taylor 5yrs, John B 2 yrs, Josh 90 days Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen F. reported-Meeting attendance is strong and well supported.  Speaker Jam and Taco bar 
followed by our regular meeting is still in the planning stage.  Scheduling for Jackson Lake is ongoing.  $140.00 donation.  

CLEAN SERENE FREAKS: Mike H. reporting–Meeting w/be closing at in end of the Month, only 1 home group member. No 
donation.  

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reporting: Attendance is great, up to 40 people, Great attendance from the treatment facility; 
we have lots of new home group members.  We are starting to use our new literature rack. $7.00 donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported-Meetings are going well, attendance is steady, our meeting room is being renovated (a 
kitchen for us) No needs or concerns at this time. $35.15 donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Not Present-  

FREE at LAST: Not Present 

FUN ADDICTS: Karen C reported: Meetings are going great, good attendance. No donation. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-Attendance is better (40 people), lots of new comers, need home group members and a 
treasurer, Thinking about closing the Hope Group if people cannot step up for position, we don’t want to close doors.  
Michelle M is our new GSRA, $20.00 donation.  

JUST FOR TODAY: Becky S. reported-2 meeting a week @7:00, Tuesday and Fridays. Tuesday is a book Study (It works 
How and Why) 7th is up, meetings are going well-no problems/no concerns. We are planning a camp out up @Red Feather 
July 17-19.  Speakers and other fun activities are planned. No Donation 

LIVE GROUP: Taylor M reported-We are growing and doing very well, looking for a GSRA.  We are moving and w/report 
when we get a new location.  We have 12 meetings and average 10-15 addicts.  $14.00 donation.  

NEVER ALONE: New Group in Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.-Meetings are going, self supporting and has an email, would 
really like support.   

NOONER: Danny G. reported-Attendance is low @times, all is well. $68.00 donation 

No Matter What: Not Present  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Attendance is good, 7th is good, All is well.  $24.00 donation  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported- Meetings are great, good attendance, rent is paid for 3 months and buying 
Lit. No donation.   

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W. reported-Our meetings are going good, but we need group members.  $20.00 donation. 



STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-Attendance is overflowing, 7th is down.  $6.00 donation.   

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported- In the last month only 2 addicts showed up, good meetings though, looking at 

moving meeting and wrote a motion to provide funds to help, need to fill out application to submit to the Church board. No 

donation.  

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Shane Reported-Attendance is good  

XX GENES: Sharon H.-Meetings are going great-we now have the Treatment Center girls attending, paid rent for 6 months. 
$30.00 Donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported- report on the Agenda 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: He has nothing to report. 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–I am planning on running for a 2nd Term as Secretary.  Welcome Michelle.  Our area is 
growing!!!!!   I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Total income from last month $605.88, total expenses $375.90-Current balance $1759.24. 
Minus our prudent reserve of $600.00=1,150.24. I have prepared an End of the Year report for 2014.  In loving Service, 
Mike M 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: James reported: RCM Report for Feb 1st 2015  
I attended the Regional Committee meeting on January 18th 2015.  Unity Day is coming up April 11th from 1pm to 11pm.    
Discussion on the insurance policy about what events exactly does it cover.  There will be some review of this policy to get 
more clarity.  Some groups have asked for the insurance policy number.  
There are new stainless steel engraved medallions available from world as well as JFT calendars.  Pikes Peak is trying out 
Group Support Forums. RD’s are going to Serenity Unlimited Area to explain new service structure and are happy to go and 
explain if anyone would also like a presentation.    
Theme and logo contest for CRCNA, entries must be in by April.  The next CRCNA meeting Feb 14th is at the Englewood 
Library.  They are looking at changing the seed money as part of guideline changes from $5,000 to $7,500.   A motion was 
made and there was a consensus to keep $2,500 from the donation from CRCNA to the Region, until seeing if the guidelines 
changes are passed.  The donation at this time from CRCNA is $7,725.02.  A late check of $627.24 will be forwarded to the 
new CRCNA account.   CRCNA will not be doing the barn dance next year.  
Colorado Region Rocky Mountain Campout is also having a theme and logo contest and is looking for speakers.   
Patty P the new PI chair is getting up to speed and is attending PI sub committees in the areas.  Need V. Chair, 2yr 
commitment, 4yr clean time requirement.  
H and I had been looking at maybe making the DOC coordinator its own position.  There was a request for $2373.00 for 
literature is the DOC facilities, a combo of 100 books to inmates and books in the libraries.   It was mentioned that there is 
a regular request for 100 books for inmates.  This was discovered to be not true.  The proposal ended up being a request 
for $1218 for the 5 main books in every facility; this is less as it does not include the 100 books for inmates.  This was 
voted down.  Curious to see how the area feels, as I voted to put books in the libraries, but am not sure the area actually 
would have supported this proposal.  GSR’s, please be aware this may be brought back up at the assembly, so please take 
this back so I can get a feel and so you can also know how your group feels if it presented at the Assembly in April.  
Next PR Meeting will be a virtual meeting on:   
Saturday March 21, 2015   
PI 12:00- 1:00   
Web/PR 1:00-2:00   
H&I 2:00-3:00   
Public Information, Public Relations, Hospitals and Institutions and the web servant position are all up for election come 
the Assembly as well.    



The CRCNA guideline revisions are done and up for review, please take these back to the groups and bring feedback to the 
next Area Service Committee so I can take it to the next Region.  Final version will also be voted on during the 
Assembly.  This includes the restriction of passing the basket during CRCNA being lifted.  
The Region decided to keep line items as line items on all budgets, and not allow them to be moved.    
The Region is operating on a tier 3 budget, which means the budgets are operating at the high end as it was deemed a 
successful year for CRCNA.  All budgets equal $14,000.  We are already ahead of this after this Regional meeting.  
The Assembly will be in the Pikes Peak area on April 18th.  Location TBD. Next Region is March 22nd.  ILS,   
 
RCM 2: John K reported: Attended 1st Regional meeting, interesting experience; calmer and serene than ever experienced.  
He is looking forward to serving our Area. 
 
Public Information:  Dave A was out of town:  
02/01/2015 - Web Master Report:  
Meeting list and activities pages are up to date. I will add more activities from neighboring areas and regions when the 
activities page is bare (as it is now).  
When a GSR has a new meeting that needs to be promoted, a meeting being cancelled or any meeting other meeting 
changes that should be communicated to the area as soon as possible, so that our meeting lists for OTW Area are 
accurate when an addict is trying to find a meeting to attend. There are several ways that that can be done:  
Send the meeting changes, via email. The best email address to send the change to is: "Web Servant" 
otwnaweb@gmail.com - The web servant will then update the OTW Area website "Meeting.html" page. The printable 
meeting list that can be downloaded (meetings.pdf) from the website will also be updated. These updates are the web 
servant's responsibility.  
GSRs can also directly send the meeting update information to all members of the OTWASC Google Group (anybody who 
is anybody belongs to the OTWASC Google Group) by also sending the same email to: "Everybody" 
otwasc@googlegroups.com - We refer to this as sending a "Blast". This will also get to the web servant. To join the 
OTWASC Google Group see the homepage of the website: fortnet.org/na - You will see a link just under the line that 
says:  
Stay informed; all you need to do is join the "OTWASC google group" email list server.  
You can call the web servant if all else fails. Be sure to leave a message for Pat H. 970-59-0957  
Recent Updates in 2015  
01/10/2015 — New Meeting in Greeley, Saturdays 9:00 a.m. - NA Nooner at 9 am - 1322 3 1st Ave, (Church, parking and 
entrance in south east lot) - OD  
01/03/2015 - the Sunday, 2:00 PM in Loveland "New Mens Meeting" has been cancelled and removed from the meeting 
lists (531 E. Eisenhower) 
 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:      

The subcommittee met on January 31st with 11 members present. Amber S. is now our Panel Coordinator for Detox. The 
Panel Coordinator position for TRT and also Larimer County Detention Center (Men’s) is up for election next month. 
Please spread the word!  I attended Regional H&I on January 17th in Boulder. We started going over the budget and 
guideline changes. We will meet again in March to finish up.  I also emailed Goldberry M. the names and numbers of 
members who are willing to speak at Harmony on Saturday nights. 
CLEAN TIME REQUIREMENTS FOR H&I SERVICE 
 3 months clean time to sit on a panel.  6 months clean time required to share on a panel. (Detox, Work Release & TRT) 
1 year clean with at least 3 years off paper and a background check for Larimer County Detention Center. 
1 year clean with at least 3 years off paper and an extensive background check for Weld County Jail and Platte Valley 
Youth Services Center. 
Reports 
LCDC-Women: Karen C. – Meetings are going very well at this time and usually have good attendance. There are 
currently two meetings per month on the second and fourth Mondays at 7 PM. Only able to take one meeting to the 
women this month due no panel members being available to go with Karen-facility requires two members be present at 
all meetings. The panel will possibly have one new member in the near future. She is currently training now and will most 
likely step up as a member once training is complete. Sadly, Dawn H. is going to be leaving us-she’s moving to Texas. 
That leaves LCDC-W with only two volunteers at the present! There is a big need for support here! We need willing 
women with a minimum of three years OFF PAPER. 
LCDC-Men: Dave A. – Not present but sent report. Meetings are going very well with a packed house several times and 
some great discussion. Only able to bring the facility one meeting this month due to a family emergency out of state. 
WCJ-Women: Cathy S. – Meetings are going well with good attendance-usually 6-12 attendees each time with literature 
study and/or open discussion. There are currently two meetings a month on Tuesdays at 7 PM.  There are a few women 



who recently submitted applications to volunteer at WCW; we need to continue to spread the word as there is always a 
need for more who are able to serve. 
TRT: Karl W. – Meetings are going well; panel holds a meeting here every Wednesday evening. There was a wonderful 
speaker meeting this month as well! It has been a BIG challenge to keep updated meeting lists at the facility. This issue 
was brought to the attention of the facility staff multiple times, however, they seem to be unaware of who is stocking old, 
outdated meeting lists. We have asked the staff to allow NA members to be the ONLY ones who stock meeting lists but 
thus far the issue continues to persist. The person to take over this position will need to be aware of the need to check 
often to ensure updated/current meeting lists and current event fliers are stocked regularly. 
Detox: James R. – Meetings are going well although attendance has been somewhat lower this month with about 3-5 
attendees at each meeting. Currently the panel holds 1 meeting at the facility every Monday evening; there have been 
four meetings this month. Studying IPs for meeting topics and this is going well. Amber S. is willing to step up as the new 
panel coordinator! Additionally, Lisa Y. may potentially become a panel member-she has attended a few meetings and we 
should know soon if she will accept the position. Have seen one detox client recently at NA meetings in Fort Collins-very 
exciting! 
Platte Valley Youth: Brandon K. – We take one meeting per month to the facility on the third Saturday of each month, 
however, we were unable to bring a meeting to the facility this month due to no fault of our own. The facility recently got 
a new shift supervisor who was not aware that NA brings a meeting to the facility and hence, we were not allowed to go 
inside. Did get in touch finally with our point of contact for the facility who assured us new employees will be made aware 
of NA meetings due to come to the facility and this glitch will not occur again. 
Work Release: Sjon C. – Not present today but sent a report. Meetings have been going very well with plenty of extra 
help from other panel members during Sjon’s illness. Two panel members have attended each meeting this month. 
Attendance has been good with a strong NA message at meetings.  
Next subcommittee is scheduled for February 28th @ 11:00am!                                                                                    
I am requesting $116. in literature and $5 in rent. Grateful to Serve~Sheri S. 
ACTIVITIES: Jacob R. reported: 

  Hello family, the activities subcommittee held their meeting on January 31st at Windsor at 1 pm. We had to 
reschedule from 9 am because the activities chair slept in. Four members attended and we refined our plans for the Saint 
Patrick’s Day party. The party will take place on March 21st at the Majestic from 7pm to 10:30; possibly 11pm. Our friend 
Lillias will be speaking at 7:30, and afterwards we all can enjoy the potluck (corn beef and beverages will be provided), 
board games, and Irish music. Feel free to wear plenty of green. Fliers are available today and they are online as well. Feel 
free to begin announcing it at meetings.  
We are still planning on doing something for Unity day in June, a 4th of July picnic in Greeley, a picnic/potluck in Estes at 
the beginning of September, a Halloween dance in Fort Collins, and marathon meetings on Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
Unfortunately, there will be no barn dance this year due to financial problems, however we were asked to discuss possible 
ideas for a CRCNA promoted activity in the Off the Wall. The group consensus was to have a western themed dance minus 
the barn. Please let me know if you have any other ideas. In regards to old business Anna from the Mile High Area has not 
gotten back to me to let me know how much money will be returned to Off the Wall from the New Year’s Eve dance. I’ll 
find out as soon as I can, and I’ll send that information out on the blast.  
The next activities subcommittee meeting will take place on the same day in the same location in Windsor at 9am before 
the other subcommittee meetings. I’ll make sure not to sleep in next month. In closing the activities subcommittee would 
like to motion for $200 to pay the deposit on the Majestic and to purchase food and decorations for the Saint Patrick’s Day 
party.  

  

MERCHANDISE: John B. reported:  
We received the new sweatshirts and they have been selling well. We have sold six so far and that was in approximately 

a week.  $251.15 was deposited into the account from credit card purchases and checks also we have received $60 in 

cash sales.  This does include purchases made today at asc. I will be requesting my monthly budget of $200.00 to 

purchase another run of sweatshirts with more sizes. I am asking the area to retain the $30.00 for change purposes. This 

is above my submitted budget. Also I would like to ask that if you have questions or concerns or if you receive questions 

from others that you direct all those inquiries to me. Thanks John B. 9703245277 

 

CRCNA Liaison: Cathy M reported:                       

Elections: 

H&H Chair: Coy P (MH Area) 
Programs Chair: Jim M (OTW Area) 
Print & Display Chair: Adam C ( MH Area) 
F&E Chair: Vale A (MH Area) 
Merchandise Chair: Darrin M (MH Area) 



Registration Chair: Michelle W ( MH Area) 
Convention Info & Web Chair: Autumn K (Boulder Area) 
H&I Chair :Ben S ( Boulder Area) 
CRCNA Location: 
Westminster Weston Hotel 
November 6, 7 and 8th 
meals may be a little more expensive 
Cheaper Rates/Rooms 
*It was recommended that chair persons that were under qualified with clean time get treasures with 5 years clean 
CRCNA meets again 2/14/2015 at the Englewood Library @ 11am in the Perrin Room. Thank you for letting me be of service 
Cathy S 
 

OLD BUSINESS:  

 
NEWLY ELECTED: Karen C. elected for 2nd term as Secretary.  

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for February is ”Hope Group in Greeley and Never Alone Group in 
Sterling CO.”  

Motions: Merchandise retains $30.00 in cash to provide change. 
Passed: 
 
Motions: The Udder group requests $100.00 to secure the use of Wellington Community Church.  The group will refund 
by donations accepted at the meeting. Intent: To carry the message to Wellington Community.  
Passed:  

 
MARCH ELECTIONS: 

Public Information Sub Chair 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 
Valentine’s Day Dance 

8085 E Hampton, Denver, CO 
February 13th, Friday @6:00 Speakers/Meeting/Dance  

 
Fun Addicts Pot luck/Speaker 
220 E Oak Street, Fort Collins 
March 8th, Sunday @6:00 

(Bring a dish) 
 
 

Saint Patrick’s Day Party 
315 E 4th St, Loveland, CO 
Saturday, March 21, 2015 

7:00-10:00  
 

UNITY DAY X 
1660 Sherman St, Denver, CO 

April 11th, Saturday 



11:00-1:00AM 
 

Colorado Regional Service Committee Assembly Meeting  
April 18th 2015 

Colorado Springs CO 2015 
 

 

 



 

March 1st, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved.  
Guests: Scott R, Sandy D, Josh Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: James R 13 yrs. Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jim M. reported-We w/be hosting our Speaker Jam/Taco bar April 4th; brought flyers.  
Jackson Lake is up in the air. $222.00 donation.  

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reporting-We are starting to develop structure and begin making coffee again; voting in new 
service positions.  Our local treatment facility is attending.  No donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported-Things are going well; we are currently meeting on the second floor of the church because 
of the renovations being done. No donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Jennifer C. reported-We have closed our Sunday and the Tuesday night meetings; no openers. 

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: Fun Addicts – our quarterly potluck and speaker mtg is next week with Paul L. and 
Jennie W. from FTC speaking.   Please join the best home group in all of Colorado for food and fellowship.  We have $10 
to donate to the area and Literature to buy.  

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-We have agreed to share the treasurer position for now until we get one.  Meeting 
attendance is good, more people w/clean time have been attending. Over all things have been better and no concerns 
@this time. $20.00 donation.  

JUST FOR TODAY: SJohn reported- Spending $46.45 in Literature and no area donation.  Campout July 17-19th 

LIVE GROUP: Taylor M reported-New late night candlelight meeting @11:00. Opposed the amount of money to the prisons; 
we like the idea of allowing CRCNA the option to pass the basket at CRCNA.  We still needing a Sunday night Chair and a 
GSRA. $37.35 donation.  

NEVER ALONE: New Group n Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.-Needs support $10.00 donation.   

NOONER: Danny G. reported-All is well, we are planning Dinosaur Days & potluck coming in May, more w/be revealed. 
$53.00 donation 

No Matter What: Darrel B. reported-Average of 20 addicts in attendance, 3 new home group members.  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Attendance is good, 7th is good, August 22 doing a 2nd Annual hike, $7.00 donation.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Great meeting attendance, buying Lit; No donation.   

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Very good attendance, good 7th Tradition, need home groups and trusted servants; 
maybe merging w/another group.  $26.00donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B reported-Attendance is overflowing, need chairs, need GSR. $11.00 donation.   



THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported- I am sorry to say that I had to close the Udder Group temporarily until I can get 
approval from the Wellington Community Church to use their facility. I submitted the application to them at the beginning 
of the month in hopes that it would be approved by the Feb. ASC. I couldn’t submit it in person due to the office being 
open only when I am working. So I was told to put it in the mailbox and the coordinator would get it the next day. 
Unfortunately it was not found until this last Friday missing the monthly meeting of the church board. I have been told 
that they may be able to approve it by next Tuesday now. The problem with this is that they require the deposit of $100 
to be paid within two weeks of the approval which will not get me to the next Area, My choices at this point is to pay the 
$100 out of pocket and hope to get reimbursed at the next Area or to ask for an extension to their two week policy since 
they screwed it up. The good news is that the $100 deposit is a onetime fee for a year and I am told if we wish to stay 
for another year the deposit can be rolled over for another year. As you might imagine these terms make this pretty 

popular places for other groups to use making getting a 1 hour time slot a premium. More will be revealed.    

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna K’O reported-Attendance is good, strong; preparing for Memorial Day picnic. 
$104.80 donation. 

XX GENES: Sharon H. reported-Meetings are going well, attendance small but steady. No Donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported- report on the Agenda 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: He has nothing to report. 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Welcome all of our visitors!!!  Our next Area in April is on Easter, we will still be here doing 
business. Our area is growing!!!!!   I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Deposit of $794.65 last Month. We had additional deposit of $87.52 from the square reader 
and a payment of $646.63 to NAWS for Literature. There are 2 checks out there not cleared yet and our prudent reserve; 
our available balance is $561.95. In loving service, Mike M.  

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: James reported: No meeting this past month. 
 
RCM 2: John K reported: Not present 

Public Information:  Dave A reported: PI report/agenda 02/28/15  
 First, thanks to all you stepped up for my family and me in the last month.  We are truly blessed to have all of you in our 
family.  This is an amazing fellowship!  
When I went to the PO Box there were 2 bills for Lamar for the bus and bench ads in Greeley.  So we find ourselves 1 
month behind.   Therefore, I’m requesting an extra $20 over our monthly budget of $200.00 to get caught up.    

I finally heard back from the CNAC about using their tax-id number to prove our non-profit status.  When I went to look for 
it recently, I couldn’t find either the e-mail or the document.   WTF!  So I wrote Tawni again with hat in hand…  If that 
doesn’t work I will poke her again at the Regional PR meeting on March 14th.  I would like the major focus of the PI SC in 
the next year to be getting PSA’s on local radio and TV stations.   Other areas are interested in this as well so we will be 
coordinating our efforts.  

The phone was exchanged between Weld and Larimer counties.   It was mentioned that we no longer have a phone line 
chair to oversee the 2 phone line coordinators.  I am not sure if that is necessary but will bring it up at our next meeting 
on March 28th.   The battery on our ancient phone is not lasting as long as it should.  Hopefully, we are eligible for a free 
upgrade.  The PO Box was checked a few times in the last 2 months and all items received have been given out to either 
the Treasurer or the H&I Chair.  

250 schedules were printed out and are available.  Please take one less than you think you need and then check after the 
meeting for leftovers which are fair game to all.  Six meetings closed recently and those changes are on the web and the 



schedules.  This includes the end of the CSF’s and the Wellington group.  The latter will hopefully be resurrected in 
March.   Stay tuned.  Hopefully, the website is completely current.   Please check and send any updates or changes to the 
web master.  We were contacted by Fortnet and they will no longer be supporting websites as of the 1st of June.   So, we 
are looking into moving to a new server with a new URL.   Fortnet will be asked if we can maintain a forwarding link on 
their server so we don’t have to change the bus ads and benches and so the old URL can be slowly phased out.   We are 
thinking of naming the new site otwascna.org or offtheallasc.org or something descriptive.  We will be keeping the area up 
to date as to what is happening there.  This might mean replacing the stamps that were purchased last month.  Such is life 
in an ever changing world.    

We started a discussion a while back about adding a tab off our home page for links to other fellowships or areas of possible 
need by members or their families.   After discussion yesterday it became clear that with all the search engines and other 
myriad ways to get info these days that that is probably not necessary.  So, we will move forward without that.  However, 
on the back of our phone line guidelines is a sheet for numbers of other resources that might be needed.  So, we will come 
up with a list of contacts for those holding the phone to be able to hand out if necessary.  This seems like the simplest 
solution.  

Lastly, as always, if you want added to the OTW email blast please send a request to the webmaster at 
otwnaweb@gmail.com or myself at da8654@gmail.com.   Also, I feel I have much left to do in PI and plan to run for 
another term.    
 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:      
The subcommittee met on February 28th with 13 members present. Janene F. was elected as our new Panel Coordinator 
for TRT and Dave A. was elected for another term as Panel Coordinator for LCDC Men’s. The Panel Coordinator position 
for LCDC Women’s is up for election at our March subcommittee. Anyone interested in being of service please show up at 
our next subcommittee meeting! It is scheduled for March 28th at 11am. 1450 Westwood Drive in Windsor.  I am 
requesting $114.60 in literature and $5.00 in rent.       Grateful to Serve~Sheri S. 
Facility Reports 

• LCDC-W: Karen C - Not present but sent report. We were able to take two meetings to the facility this month. 
There has been good attendance and great discussion. As always, still looking for more women to serve. 

• LCDC-M: Dave A - Meetings are held on Thursdays at 7 PM, twice monthly. Attendance has been good with about 
13 attending each meeting.  We are moving the meetings to Wednesdays as we’ve had some competition with 
Christian groups holding meetings around the same time. This will also help us to get inside the facility earlier and 
not to be held up by medication distribution. Note also there is a new code structure being set in place for loud 
speaker announcements. 

• WCJ-W: Cathy M - Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 7 PM, twice monthly. Meetings are going well with great 
attendance, 6-12 women at each meeting. Meetings are open discussion and/or NA literature study. Amber S. 
recently stepped up as a new panel member, thank you, Amber! As always, there is still a need for more women 
who are willing to serve. Please spread the word. 

• TRT: Karl W - Meetings are held every Wednesday and we took in four meetings this month. We had a fantastic 
speaker this month as well,(Hauna K) wish there would have been more time for her! The TRT meetings will be 
moving into the basement of the facility now and they plan on turning the current meeting room into a waiting 
area.  

• PVYS: Brandon K - Meetings are held on the 3rd Saturday of every month at 7 PM. We were not able to go on 
our scheduled Saturday this month due to inclement weather and are scheduled to hold a meeting at the facility 
tonight. 

• Detox: Amber S - Meetings are held weekly on Mondays at 5:30 PM with 2-3 panel members present at each 
meeting and 2-7 clients attending each meeting. We are using Ip’s as discussion topics. Currently meetings are 
going well, but there is a great need for male volunteers to go in as the panel is currently made up of all females! 
Please spread the word! 

• Work Release: Sjon C - Meetings are held weekly on Thursdays at 7 PM with 2 panel members at each meeting. 
Attendance has ranged from 3-13 and we have had some attendance from the outside, which has been a nice 
change! Unfortunately, we were unable to take a meeting to the facility the first week of the month due to a panel 
member forgetting to show up. We are using the Basic Text, Ip’s and the Just For Today meditation as discussion 
topics. We were in need of 5 Introductory Guide to NA which were picked up today.  

    

 

ACTIVITIES: Jacob R. reported: Hello family, the activities subcommittee held their meeting on February 28, 2015 in 

Windsor at 9 am. Five members attended and we refined our plans further for the Saint Patrick’s Day party. The party will 

take place on March 21st at the Majestic from 7pm to 11pm. We do have permission to stay longer, but we have to shut 



off the music at 11. Our friend Lillias will be speaking at 7:30, and afterwards we can enjoy food, board games, and Irish 

music. Corn beef will be provided, but please bring a side dish or a desert. Beverages will cost fifty cents. Feel free to wear 

plenty of green and if you were wondering you can dance but it is not the focus of this event. Please continue to spread 

the word! 

We are still planning on doing something for Unity day in June. We are waiting on information from world, but we think it 

will be on June 14th. We are also going to have the 4th of July picnic in Greeley at Village Park in Evans at 4pm. We are still 

planning on having the picnic/potluck in Estes at the beginning of September, a Halloween dance in Fort Collins, and 

marathon meeting events on Thanksgiving and Christmas. In regards to old business Anna from the Mile High Area has 

sent me check for Off the Wall Area’s compensation for donating to the New Year’s Eve dance, but I have not received it 

in the mail yet. 

The next activities subcommittee meeting will take place on the same day in the same location in Windsor at 9am. Have a 

great day! 

   
 MERCHANDISE: John B. reported:  

With funds received from area and preorders of $100 we purchased 21 sweatshirts, 4 of which were ear marked for presales. 

Price was changed to $25. We have sold 5 of them to date. I sent $125 to area and am retaining $30 for change. 

Merchandise is currently flush with area.  We are donating 1 sweatshirt to addicts seeking sanity for their fundraiser.  If 

any home groups would like one for a fundraiser we would be willing to help. Area logo contest will start today and 

submissions can be made through April 1st 2015. They can be sent to charliecali12352@gmail.com . Please send in a jpg, 

gif bitmap etc or pdf. Voting will occur through June 15th at area events. I will not be seeking re-election in April. 

 

CRCNA Liaison: Cathy M reported:  
*Reminder: Theme &Logo Contest deadline is April 1st, 2014 *Speaker CD'S must be submitted by May 15, 2015 to 
Programs Chair Jim M. 
Upcoming Events: 
Pancake Breakfast is Sat, April 25th 3500 S Logan St, Denver Co. Breakfast @am, speaker @10am  
Lakeside will be Friday June 26th 
F&E will still plan an event with our area 
We discussed other options during the Sat night dance, poker, game room maybe movie room 
 
Hotel Info: 
Registration on line website: https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/NA2015 
Starwood Hotel would prefer you book your room online; Room Rates $95  
Discussed Package pricing/registration 
Meal Prices; Dinner $35, Breakfast $25 
CRCNA meets again April 11 2015 @ The Englewood Library, Perrin Room 
Thank you for letting me be of service 
Cathy S 

OLD BUSINESS:  

NEWLY ELECTED: Dave A was re elected for PI Sub committee 

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for March is ”Freedom Springs”.  

Motions: Increase our PI Budget to $220.00 this month.   
Intention: To catch up on Bills for buses and bench ads. 
Passed  
 

Open Discussion: Having new members chairing meetings w/out any type of training-Traditions-NA 
verbiage.   

April ELECTIONS: 
Merchandise Sub Committee Chair 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 



 
Fun Addicts Pot luck/Speaker 
220 E Oak Street, Fort Collins 
March 8th, Sunday @6:00 

(Bring a dish) 
 

Saint Patrick’s Day Party 
315 E 4th St, Loveland, CO 
Saturday, March 21, 2015 

7:00-10:00  
   

Addicts Seeking Sanity  
Speaker Jam/Taco Bar 
Saturday, April 4th 2014  

3:00 Speakers  
5:30 Taco Bar 

7:00 Regular Meeting  
3800 W, 20th Street, Greeley CO 

$5.00 suggested donation 
 

MILE HIGH UNITY DAY X 
1660 Sherman St, Denver, CO 

April 11th, Saturday 
11:00-1:00AM 

 
Colorado Regional Service Committee Assembly Meeting  

April 18th 2015 
Colorado Springs CO 2015 

 

CRCNA XXIX Pancake Breakfast 

April 25, 1015 

8:00-10:00  

3500 S Logan St Englewood, CO 

$10.00 suggested donation 
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                               Off the Wall Area Guidelines   (04/05/2015) 
 

ARTICLE I: DEFINITION, PURPOSE and FUNCTION FOR THE OTW ASC. 
 

A. Definition.  The Off The Wall (OTW) Area Service Committee (ASC) is made up of Group Service 
Representatives (GSR’s), Sub-Committee (SC) Chairs, and Area Officers from the OTW area of 
Narcotics Anonymous (N.A.) located in Northern Colorado. 

B. Purpose.  This ASC is designed to serve the needs of its member groups and addicts seeking 
recovery in N.A. in the OTW area. 

C. Function.  The OTW ASC meets monthly to unify its member groups, carry the N.A. message of 
recovery from the disease of addiction, contribute to the growth of N.A., and communicate 
information from groups to other areas, the Colorado Region (CRSC) and world level NA service 
bodies. 

 
ARTICLE II:  SERVICE MEETINGS 

 
A. Regularly scheduled ASC meetings will be held the first Sunday of every month, except in July, 

normally starting at 9:00 AM, (check the Off the Wall Area website for the ASC meeting location).  
The secretary is responsible for communicating the time and place of these meetings in the minutes.  
A change of meeting time or place must be communicated to the ASC at least 15 days in advance 
of the meeting.   

B. Special ASC meeting.  Any ASC member may call for a special meeting per the following 
procedure: 

a. A member requesting a special meeting contacts the secretary, who then polls the OTW 
ASC steering committee to see if at least 60% agree to hold a special meeting. 

b. If it is decided to hold a special meeting, the secretary drafts a notice stating the exact 
reason(s) for it and business is limited to those reasons. 

c. Said notice will be e-mailed using the OTW e-mail alias at least 10 days prior to the 
meeting as well as being posted on the OTW ASC website – www.otwna.org 

d. The quorum requirements (50%+1) are the same as for a regularly scheduled ASC 
meeting.  If quorum is not reached, discussions can be held, but votes are not binding. 

C. Quorum.  A quorum for conducting business consists of a simple majority of eligible participants 
– determined by chair roll call.  If an N.A. group is not represented at two consecutive regular ASCs, 
they are accorded “inactive” status for the purpose of quorum at the second ASC missed.   A group 
will regain “active” status for quorum purposes when it sends a GSR or other representative to the 
ASC. 

 
ARTICLE III:  PARTICIPANTS AND DECISION MAKING 

A. Participants.  Any N.A. group choosing membership in the OTW ASC has one vote in decision 
making through its GSR or GSR Alternate (GSRA).  Groups or meetings wanting to be listed on the 
Area schedule need to show up at the ASC and request inclusion. Groups and meetings are strongly 
urged to register with the WSO via www.na.org/index.htm.  All officers of the ASC (except the 
Chair) and Sub-Committee (SC) chairs also have one vote each.  In the absence of an SC chair the 
vice-chair, if any, is allowed to vote.  A GSR holding another area position gets only one vote.  Any 
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N.A. member or interested party may attend the OTW ASC and is allowed to take part in 
discussions, but does not vote. If an N.A. group or meeting is determined to be in violation of our 
Traditions and/or affecting N.A. as a whole they will be asked to correct such behavior.   If they 
choose not to, they will be removed from OTW meeting lists.  So-called special interest 
groups/meetings do not violate NA traditions, per WORLD SERVICE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BULLETIN #18.  http://www.na.org/bulletins/bull18-r.htm 

B. Decision Making.  All participants, as defined in the previous section, have a voice in decision 
making. We attempt to reach decisions by consensus, however, barring that, > 50% carries an 
election, and a 2/3rds majority is required to pass a motion.  Any member may make a motion or 
nominate someone for election.  All motions and nominations must be seconded. 

C. ASC Steering Committee.  Composed of the Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and both 
RCM’s. 

 
ARTICLE IV:  ELECTION OF TRUSTED SERVANTS 

A. Rotation of trusted servants.  Ideally, positions are filled as follows. 
a. January – ASC Treasurer, CRCNA Liaison 
b. February – ASC Secretary 
c. March – Public Information (P.I.) Sub-Committee Chair 
d. April – Merchandise Sub-Committee Chair 
e. May – Literature Sub-Committee Chair 
f. June – ASC Chair, ASC Vice Chair 
g. October – Activities Sub-Committee Chair 
h. November – Hospitals and Institutions (H&I) Sub-Committee Chair 
i. December – Regional Committee Member (RCM)  1 & 2 in alternate years 
j. In case of a resignation or open position, the election to fill that position can be held at any 

regular ASC meeting, given that the fellowship has been informed of the opening.  If a 
position is filled in a month other than the schedule above, the elected will serve until the 
normal month and then needs to be re-elected.  

 
B. Election Procedures. 

a. Groups in the OTW area must be informed of opening positions, through minutes, GSR 
checklist, and asked to provide nominations. 

b. Nominees must be present to be elected. 
c. Nominations from the floor are accepted and must be seconded. One can nominate 

themselves.       
d. ASC Chair or a person designated by the Chair reads the general qualifications, clean time 

requirements, and the Responsibilities of the position, as well as the Resignation or removal 
of Trusted Servants applicable part(s) of these guidelines. 

e. Each nominee will qualify for the position, including clean time, service experience, other 
relevant information and discuss their ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the given 
position. 

f. The member is questioned from the floor, and then asked to leave.   A vote is taken; ideally 
an election is by consensus, but majority rules.  In the case of two or more nominees, the top 
two vote getters will face a second round of voting for election. 

C. Terms of office.  An ASC trusted servant may not serve in the same position for more than two 
terms or elected more than 3 times (in the case of a partial first term). 

D. Resignation or removal of Trusted Servants.  A voluntary resignation is given to the ASC chair 
in writing.  Relapse requires removal because we care more about the addict than the service they 
provide.  Involuntary removal may take place at an ASC for failure to perform duties and 
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responsibilities, breach of the N.A. Traditions or Concepts, or other good cause.  The servant facing 
removal is given an opportunity to present information to the ASC verbally and/or in writing. 

 
ARTICLE V:  RESPONSIBILITES & QUALIFICATIONS FOR ASC AND STEERING COMMITTEE 
TRUSTED SERVANTS   
A. General Qualifications  

a. Should not simultaneously hold the position of GSR.  If so, only one vote per member is allowed. 
b. First and foremost, one must be in active recovery – attend meetings, sponsor and be sponsored, 
willing to work on understanding the practical application of the traditions and concepts.  Our trusted 
servants must have recovery based service, not service based recovery. 
c. Must have the time and ability to be an active participant at the ASC, fulfill the responsibilities 
of the position and to commit to a full term – either one or two years. 
d. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive ASC’s without a report being sent or a total 
of four within a given year is considered to have resigned. 
e. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position 
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned. 
 

B.  OTW ASC Chairperson 
a. Prepares the agenda for each ASC, accepts agenda items from members and groups. 
b. Facilitates ASC meetings with the goals of accomplishing service needs in the OTW area, 
achieving the ASC’s needs in a purposeful manner, and encouraging participation from members 
and groups. 

 c. Maintains open and honest lines of communication between groups and the ASC. 
 d. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts. 

e. Votes only in case of a tie, including on the steering committee, and seeks consensus on all issues. 
f. Suggested qualifications are at least one year clean time and 6 months of Area service experience.   
g. Facilitates the printing of meeting schedules to be given out at every ASC.                                                      

C.  OTW ASC Vice-Chair 
 a. In the Chair’s absence, has all the duties and powers of that position. 

b. Acts as a liaison between all Sub-Committees and the ASC to assure that they function 
according to these guidelines.  Promotes unity and open and honest communication within N.A. 

 c. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts. 
d. Suggested qualifications are one year continuous clean time and 6 months Area service 
experience. 
e. If a Sub-Committee chair position is open, the OTW Vice Chair, with assistance from other ASC 
officers, seeks to ensure that critical SC functions are continued until the position is filled. 

D.  OTW ASC Secretary 
 a. Maintains the archives of the ASC, written records of each ASC meeting and correspondence. 

             b. Maintains contact info for ASC participants and groups. 
 c. Distributes ASC minutes no later than one week after each ASC meeting, to those on the e-mail 
list and to any other member seeking that information.   Gets minutes to web servant for posting, 
and provides a copy of these guidelines to each new officer/group of the ASC. 

             d. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts. 
 e. Suggested qualifications are one year continuous clean time and 6 months area service   
experience. 
f. Is responsible for maintaining the contract of the location of the ASC meetings.  

 E.  OTW ASC Treasurer 
a. Accurately records all financial transactions of the OTW ASC, presenting a report at   each 
meeting. 

            b. Collects and maintains financial reports from ASC participants. 
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            c. Disburses funds in a timely fashion per ASC decisions. 
d. Collects all funds provided to the ASC by donations, SC activities, etc, and deposits    them in the 
ASC bank account.   
e. Is responsible for the maintenance of the OTW ASC bank account. 

            f. Presents an annual report and budget to the ASC as described in Article VII. 
            g. Is a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts and updates signer cards every January. 
            h. Maintains the ASC P.O. box and brings the mail to each ASC. 

i. Suggested qualifications are three years continuous clean time, one year of Area service 
experience, a working knowledge of basic book keeping procedures and personal financial 
responsibility. 
 j. When treasurer position is rotated, works with new treasurer to ensure proper signatures on bank 
accounts, ownership of phone line accounts, PO Box, and any other necessary ASC business. 
 

F.  Regional Committee Member Team – RCM1 and RCM2 
a. Provide two way communications between the OTW ASC and other N.A. service bodies, 
particularly the CRSC, NAWS and any applicable Zonal Forums. 
b. Ensures that the OTW ASC is represented at all CRCS meetings (normally 6 per year) as well as 
Regional Assemblies where elections occur and CAR votes are tallied 

            c. Makes minutes of the CRSC available to NA members in the area. 
            d. Attends as many OTW activities and meetings as possible throughout the area. 
            e. Is a resource on Tradition and Concept questions/concerns/issues. 

f. Each RCM serves a two year term.  Elections are staggered to allow continuity of service. 
Suggested qualifications are 3 years of continuous clean time & one year of Area service experience 
at the ASC level. 

 
ARTICLE VI:   THE OTW SUB-COMMITTESS & POSITIONS THE OTW ASC HAS THE 

FOLLOWING SUB-COMMITTEES & POSITIONS 
General Qualifications  

a. Should not simultaneously hold the position of GSR.  If so, only one vote per member    is allowed. 
b. First and foremost, one must be in active recovery – attend meetings, sponsor and be sponsored, 
willing to work on understanding the practical application of the traditions and concepts.  Our trusted 
servants must have recovery based service, not service based recovery. 
c. Must have the time and ability to be an active participant at the ASC, fulfill the responsibilities 
of the position and to commit to a full term – either one or two years. 
d. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive ASC’s without a report being sent or a total 
of four within a given year is considered to have resigned. 

 
Sub-Committee Chairs 

a. Coordinate and oversee the day to day work of the sub-committee according to their 
responsibilities   described in Article V. 
b. Collect and disburse all funds handled by the sub-committee and take responsibility for 
expenditures in accordance with the sub-committee budget and the wishes of the OTW ASC. 
c. Submit a written report to the ASC Secretary and a written financial report – if applicable – to the 
ASC treasurer at each regularly scheduled ASC meeting. 

            d. Provide a copy of the minutes of all sub-committee meetings to the ASC secretary. 
            e. Prepare an annual SC budget and SC financial report as described in Article VII. 

f. Suggested qualifications are one year continuous clean time and six months of service experience, 
and some experience @ASC level. 
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Sub-Committee Vice-Chairs 
            a. A nominee should have six months of continuous clean time and some service experience.  
            b. Perform all duties and have all the powers of the chair in the chair’s absence. 

c. Work actively with the chair in anticipation of becoming chair when the position is vacant. 
 

A.  Public Information (P.I.)  
a. Carries the N.A. message of recovery to those who have not heard of N.A., are not fully informed, 
or request information about N.A. 
b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their P.I. efforts, including providing supplies, 
information, panel participants, literature and literature ordering information. 
c. Keeps a list of media outlets, professionals who work with addicts and N.A. lit locations in the 
area. 
d. Maintains examples of items used in P.I. efforts. 
e. Oversees and coordinates the efforts of the OTW Web servant and Phone line chair(s). 
f. Cooperates closely with H&I in carrying the N.A. message of recovery from addiction. 
g. Periodically checks na.org, For the Public > Find a Meeting to verify and update meetings found     
there are consistent with the website and meeting schedules. 

       
B.  Merchandise Sub-Committee 
 a. Maintains a stock of N.A. related merchandise such as t-shirts, cups, stickers, etc. 

b. Attends, as able, group, area and regional events for the purpose of selling or trading    
merchandise. 

 c. Has merchandise available for fundraising activities, including for trade or sale. 
d. Ensures that N.A. Intellectual property, including trademarks and copyrights, are used in 
accordance with NAWS Intellectual Property Guidelines. 
e. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D. 
f. The subcommittee will work in conjunction with the Activities Subcommittee 

  
C.  Hospitals and Institutions (H&I).  

a. Carries the N.A. message to addicts in hospitals and institutions who often have no other way of 
hearing our message of recovery from the disease of addiction. 

b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their H&I efforts, including providing supplies, 
information, panel participants, literature, and literature ordering information; 

c. Keeps a list of hospitals and institutions in the OTW area where addicts may be found. 
d. Initiates and coordinates cooperation with those facilities. 
e. Cooperates closely with the P.I. Sub-Committee in carrying the N.A. message of recovery. 

      
  D. Literature Sub-Committee   

a. Maintains a stock of conference approved N.A. books, pamphlets, medallions, etc for purchase 
by N.A. members and groups and outside enterprises.  Member and group needs take priority. 
b. Inventory should be kept at no less than twice the amount sold in one month, not to exceed 3 
times sales based on a rough average over the previous 4 (active) month’s sales. New literature 
excluded.  
c. Has material available for purchase at each regular OTW ASC meeting with 6%  surcharge. 
d. Seeks input from members, groups and the OTW ASC on proposed N.A. literature and forwards 
that to N.A. World Services (NAWS) and/or the World Literature Committee. 
e. The subcommittee should inform the groups of all items to insure that we continually rotate all 
forms of NA conference approved literature through the area and make new purchases. 
f. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D. 
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E. Activities Sub-Committee 
a. Organizes and coordinates activities – campouts, dances, picnics, etc – for the purposes of unity 
and carrying the N.A. message of recovery from addiction. 

 b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their efforts to hold activities. 
c. Gathers and distributes information about activities in the OTW area, other areas and region, and 
coordinates with the web servant to have such information on the OTW web site. 

 d. Periodically polls NA groups and members about activity preferences. 
e Cooperates with other Sub-Committees to carry the N.A. message of recovery from   addiction. 

f. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D. 
g. The merchandise subcommittee will work in conjunction with the Activities Subcommittee 

      
F. Colorado Regional Convention of N.A (CRCNA) Liaison Position 

a. Attends as many CRCNA meetings as possible, providing two way communication between the 
OTW ASC and CRCNA members. 
b. Need not hold a position on the CRCNA committee or any SC’s, but that often happens. 

 
 

ARTICLE VII:  HANDLING AREA FUNDS 
 

A. General Provisions applying to the handling of all OTW ASC funds. 
a. No funds of the OTW ASC will inure to the benefit of any member or individual.  Any assets of 
the OTW ASC, upon its dissolution if ever, will be transferred to the Colorado Regional Service 
Committee. 
b. The OTW ASC will maintain a prudent reserve of $600.00.  Excess funds can be forwarded to 
the CRSCNA or NAWS.  Ideally, the ASC treasurer and Lit SC receive cash not checks.   

            c. Financial records are to be readily available upon request of any member or group. 
d. Unapproved out of pocket expenses can, and most likely will, be considered 7th tradition 
donations. 

 
 
B.  Revenues.   The OTW ASC should be fully self-supporting through contributions from its groups and 
members.  All revenue accumulated will be maintained in a bank account, to be deposited in a timely fashion 
upon receipt.  Funds raised through the efforts of sub-committees are turned over to the ASC treasurer when 
the sub-committee chair position becomes vacant or when requested by the ASC.  Cash on hand for the 
Literature SC will be deposited in a timely fashion after any and all sales. We have a general debit account 
to which deposits are made, from which the WSO draws payment.  Once the Literature inventory is greater 
than $1000 with sufficient monthly sales to replenish stock all profit from service charges will be returned 
to the ASC general fund. 
 
 
C.  Expenditures.   

a. The ASC account will have four possible signers, and any two are REQUIRED for each check.  
No two signers on any check may reside in the same household. 

            b. All non-budgeted disbursements are to be approved by the ASC. 
c. No reimbursement is to be made without receipts or proof of purchase.  All monthly sub-
committee financial reports are to be accompanied with receipts or proofs of purchase. 

           d.   Normally, all ASC expenditures are made by check. 
e. In the event that a check is made payable to one of the 4 possible check signers, the payee will 
not be allowed to be a signer on that check. 
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D.  Budget process.  To manage OTW funds, we will have an annual budget process. 
a. Each SC chair and ASC officer will submit a written budget for expected expenditures and 
revenues ASAP after election. 
b. When presented, annual budgets will be voted on by the ASC for approval.  
c. The Treasurer coordinates the preparation of a comprehensive annual budget for distribution at 
the January meeting. 
d. The Treasurer provides a written report on the past year’s expenses and revenue for presentation 
at the January ASC meeting. 
e. The outgoing treasurer, the incoming treasurer, ASC chair, and a person appointed by the chair 
perform an audit of ASC funds to be presented at the March meeting for the previous year. 
f. Operate all OTW Area business from one bank account, and any debit card(s) 
attached to the account be held by the Area Treasurer. 
g. Use checks or debit card for all transactions. 
h. Require timely deposits of all funds within 48 hours at a bank branch where the Area does 
business. If the deposit may not be made within the required timeline of 48 hours, the subcommittee 
chair must contact the ASC Vice Chair or the ASC Treasurer to make the deposit. 
i. Establish standing operating budgets (S.O.B's) for: Activities, Merchandise and Literature.  These 
subcommittees are required to maintain their own account ledger of expenditures, and include an 
accurate financial reconciliation to the ASC each month. 
j. Better planning.   No last minute events and no fliers printed until an event is actually on the 
calendar. All events must be presented 60 days in advance of event to ASC. 
 

ARTICLE VIII:  AMENDING THESE GUIDELINES 
 

These guidelines may be amended by the OTW ASC at any time using the decision making process outlined 
in Article III, regarding motions, provided that such amendment was listed on the agenda distributed for 
any given meeting. 
Except when stated otherwise, these guidelines are considered to be subservient to the 12 Traditions, the 12 
Concepts and any other N.A. conference approved material.    
 

 

        Statement on Service – Page xxvi in the Introduction to the N.A. Basic Text, 6th Edition 
“Everything that occurs in the course of N.A. service must be motivated by the desire to more successfully 
carry the message of recovery to the addict that still suffers.  It was for this reason that we began this work.  
We must always remember that as individual members, groups and service committees, we are not and 
should never be in competition with each other.  We work separately and together for the common good.  
We have learned, painfully, that internal strife cripples our Fellowship; it prevents us from providing the 
services necessary for growth.” 
 
 
12/03/2006 – Changed Open ASC month from August to July to coincide with a holiday weekend. 
03/04/2007 – Added 5th Tradition Outreach Position with March Election 
03/26/2007-Deleted Sterling, Ft. Morgan, and Yuma from our ASC rotation-Deleted discussion, in 
election process-Added that ASC officers should be working a Narcotics Anonymous program. 
09/01/2008-Delete Capture the Banner –Deleted 5th Tradition Outreach Position.-  
09/04/2011 – Draft: Added Provisions f thru j to: Article VII; Handling of Area Funds, Section D. 
10/7/11 – Removed reference to Becky Stuart, added “representative of the City of Loveland”.  Added 
reference to Article VII, Section D (Budget Process clause under Handling Area Funds) to each relevant 
sub-committee section.   
Draft: 12/21/2011 – ADHOC Committee changes – will be submitted to ASC on January 8, 2012. 
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1/8/12 – ADHOC changes accepted by the ASC with the exception of revising the timeline for the deposit 
of funds to be within 48 hours instead of 72 hours. 
04/01/2012 – Changed responsibility of printing mtg schedules from P.I. to Chair 
12/12/12 – removed 6% literature surcharge 
02/03/2013 – added back 6% Literature surcharge 
09/08/2013 – removed Article VI, Sect D, Sub e @ separate inventory 
09/08/2013 – added to Article V, Sect B, Sub e 
10/13/2013 – Removed Newsletter Chair Article VI, Sect F 
10/27/2013—Removed Article V, Sect A, Sub e pertaining to meeting lists see change made 04/01/2012 
2/2/2014- added Article VI, Sect B, Sub f pertaining to Activities subcommittee working with 
merchandise 
2/2/2014- added Article VI, Sect E, Sub g pertaining to Merchandise subcommittee working with 
Activities 
04/05/2015 – added Article VI, Sect A, g adding responsibility for verifying and updating na.org with 
correct mtg info.  Also changed e from Phoneline Chair to Phoneline Chair(s).  Change site on Pg 1. 
 



 

 

April 5, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved.  
Guests: Scott R, Kevin S, Josh, Carla T Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: Lilias 15yrs, John B 13yrs, Kevin S. 1 yr, Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen reported-Meetings are strong and well supported.  We had our 2nd Annual Speaker Jam; 4 
amazing speakers and 67 people attended; our clean time countdown was powerful 450yrs of clean time. We w/not are doing the 
Jackson Lake campout this year, Group conscience will move any funds that have been raised as appropriate.  $100.00 donation  

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reporting-We now have trusted servants GSR, Richard L, Treasurer, Kurtis R, Paul L Secretary. 
We are buying Lit and tags and a donation of $10.00. 

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported-Both 7th and attendance is steady, no needs or concerns. $3.00 donation. 

FREEDOM SPRINGS: Not Present 

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: The March potluck and speaker mtg was well attended with enough chicken to feed an 

army.  In December we had few main dishes so in March, lots of folks brought chicken.  When people were a little tardy 

and brought more chicken, I told them “Great, we can never have enough chicken!”  Anyway, the speakers were dynamite.  

If you want to volunteer for June or beyond, please let me know. Flyers available for both June and September.   Since 

there was only the Women’s mtg on Wednesday in FtC, we decided to start another Fun Addicts mtg at 7 at the church at 

220 E. Oak beginning on the 15th.  It is not a men’s mtg and we are not competing with 2 X genes.  Lots of folks talked 

about getting another Wednesday mtg going, but nothing happened so it was decided to do it.  Flyers are available so 

please announce and remember it starts on the 15th.  We pass around a calendar to allow anyone to chair but if you decide 

to chair please come prepared with a topic for discussion. We try to give newcomers a packet with a few IP’s, a schedule 

and a phone list.  7th is up with attendance great. That makes sense since we are the best home group in all of Colorado, 

if not the world!!!  We are buying some literature and have $20 to give to the area. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-Meetings have been going good, have a new home group member, not so much fear that 
we are gonna close; started signing cards @the end of meeting. A fire started by a cigarette.  No donation.  

JUST FOR TODAY: Becci S reported-Things are going well; Tuesday meetings have slowed down, however Fridays remain 
stable. Our campout is coming up in July, live band and hamburger and hotdogs; 2 speaker meetings and a pancake 
breakfast.  If you can’t attend the campout you can spend the day.  $90.00 donation 

LIVE GROUP: Scott reported- All positions filled, attendance is good. $25.00 donation. ,  

NEVER ALONE: James R reported: New Group n Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.-Meetings are going good; Spring Event @the 
Pioneer Park Sat April 11, 10:00-2:30.  Needs support, $10.00 donation.   

Never Alone Never Again: Carla T reported-New meeting on Saturday nights @5:30, basic Text study.  



NOONER: Danny G. reported-All is well; we are planning Dinosaur Days & Italian potluck on May 2nd, Kurt B and Karl K 
will be the speakers. $53.00 donation 

No Matter What: Darrel B. reported-Changed the time of the meeting to 7:00 beginning April 13th, attendance is good, 
Contact group if you would like to share. No donation. 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Attendance is good, 7th is good, soon offering coffee, August 22 doing a 2nd Annual 
hike, $42.00 donation.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Great meeting attendance, buying Lit; No donation.   

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W. reported-Very good attendance, good 7th Tradition, need home groups and trusted servants; 
maybe merging w/another group.  $25.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Paul reported-Attendance sucks. New time for meeting is 6:46 need GSR. No donation.   

THE UDDER GROUP: Mark M-reported-This meeting has been disbanding. 

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna K’O reported-Attendance is good, strong; preparing for Memorial Day picnic. 
Steps n Traditions meeting beginning in May. $55.92 donation. 

XX GENES: Karen C. reported-Meetings are going well, attendance small but steady. Hosting A event May 16th @City park 
12:30 till 3:00. Bring a side dish, desert? No Donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported- report on the Agenda 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: He has nothing to report. 

SECRETARY: Karen C reported–Welcome all of our visitors!!!  I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their 
reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported- Deposited $1254.93 last month, funds withdrawn was $1120.96, including Literature and 
Merchandise sales. Only 1 outstanding checks $40.00 to Fort net. Leaving us w/a balance of $844.14 minus Prudent reserve. 
In loving service, Mike M.  

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: James reported: RCM Report April 5th 2015  
I Attended the Regional Committee meeting on March 22nd.  Information on the insurance that the Colorado Region has 
was covered.  All meetings and events held by a group, area or Regional events are covered that have less than 500 
people, including those held in by the group or area that the group in Moab, UT is covered.  Bodily injury and property 
damage is covered.  Events w/ more than 500 people can be covered by applying for additional coverage and an 
additional premium.  This also includes Hospitals and Institution meetings.  Exclusions exclude abuse/molestation or 
advice given by “professionals”.  For example: Abuse for groups that may babysitting, or advice that an addict who is a 
professional gives medical advice that is detrimental, are not covered.   If a contractual obligation, such as filling room 
nights is not met due to a snow storm, we are also covered.  It helps to have documentation such as a flyer.  Non group, 
area or regional initiated events, like addicts going to coffee or independently going to do something together are not 
covered.   
The Pikes Peak Area has been having Group Support Forum meeting for groups in the Area.  One of the topics brought 
up was chairpersons addressing challenging situations.  So the GSF is having a workshop on this, and literature is being 
looked at to help find solutions.    
Input and review for the Traditions book Traditions 2-6 is due May 31st.  Traditions 7-12 June through August 31st.  
CNAC – Colorado Narcotics Anonymous Corporation (The body that was essentially created to handle business such as 
insurance for the Colorado Region) has elected two new members at large – Coy P and Steve K.  Dave R is the new Chair 
of the Board.  The 501c3 status was discussed.  The IRS rejected our claim for reinstatement due to failure to file taxes 



during the 501c3 application process. Even though questions were asked during the process we never received the 
correct answers. Regardless we had to file all over again and it is currently in process. The taxes are up to date and all 
previous years have been filed. An estimated $700 in taxes for 2014 was quoted from the accountant.  A $350 retainer 
fee was written.     
CRRMCO – Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout – will be held June 19th to 22nd.  All positions filled except Print 
and Display and Secretary.  Pre-registration is $17, on site is $22 for children $5.Their budget was passed. Have a copy 
for anyone who would like to see.   
Public Information is looking at supporting Area sub committees.  The State Fair is coming up August 28th to September 
7th in Pueblo.  Please take this to home groups as we are looking for anyone willing to show up and be of service.  Flyers 
are available.  We have also cut a check for $380 (within budget) for a 2 column 3 inch ad in Alert magazine, an annual 
publication that goes out to all schools that request it, and ends up in the hands of counselors and student.    
Hospitals and Institutions spent the $1200 for books to go into the 21 prisons (within budget) and $250 for H and I 
efforts in Rifle, CO, leaving them w/ $474 in their budget.  In Colorado we serve 51 facilities, have 150 meetings a month, 
and have 253 members serving H&I.    
Will be voting on revising Public Relations guidelines at the Assembly (by vote of GSR’s), copies of these changes are 
available.    
CRCNA guideline changes will also be voted on.  Copies of the changes are available as GSR’s will be asked to vote on 
these as well.   There was no major opposition to the guidelines as presented at Region.  The only change made was 
changing Hotels and Hospitality Chair to Hotel Chair.  
We took in a $1000 check for merchandise from the Western service learning days we held a few years ago.  We are 
currently $3.085.37 over the projected budget, and in light of that we sent $2,800 to World.  
Upcoming election at the April Assembly:  
Public Relations Coordinator, Public Information Chair, Hospital and Institutions Chair  
Web servant, Regional Vice Chairperson (as the current has just resigned)     Treasurer   
Secretary   -    All positions require 5ys clean, except Secretary, which requires 3yrs clean.  
CRCNA XXX will be held in the Pikes Peak Area.    Tina from Pikes Peak was elected as Hotel Chairperson.  
Regional Assembly is April 18th 2015 at 1110 E Fillmore St.  Colorado Springs starting at 10am.  There is a 9:30 
orientation for anyone wishing to attend. ILS, James R   - RCM    
 

Public Information:  Dave A reported: I believe we reacted quickly to the many moves of the Live Group with schedules 

and online info for all the changes they made.  Several recent additions were made bringing us to a total of 46 mtgs a week 

with 19 groups in our area!!!  Our web page sees @ 100 visits a week. An email address was added, otwascpi@gmail.com, 

having been told that PI had had one at some point but the specifics were forgotten.  Then a member found the old one > 

piotwna@gmail.com.  One will be chosen for use in emails and letters to professionals so that a personal email is not used 

and a solid mechanism for future PI chairs is in place.  The other will be deleted, probably the newest one.  Checking the 

old one there were no messages waiting for responses. 

 A member (or two) checked out the mtg info available from the WSO website, not attached to our website, and if 

one chooses to search Loveland, Avon mtgs also come up.  However, most of the Live Group mtgs are there and need to 

be updated.  Anyone can do that, and I believe anyone can delete a mtg as well.   I would request all groups to go to the 

na.org > find a meeting > NA Meeting Search > and enter your city and search and see what comes up.  Again, if one 

searches for Fort Collins, Avon comes up first.   Many, many mtgs are listed at the wrong location or time across OTW.  If 

the body wishes PI to resolve the discrepancies, we will do that, but want to verify that is part of our charter.   Maybe 

adding it to our responsibilities in the guidelines would be a good idea.  If your group is not found on na.org, then you can 

use the link under GSR checklist and find the link in the middle of the page to report a new meeting.  You get a new group 

packet from the world like this one for the Fun Addicts.  I am making a motion to add to Article VI, section A, a letter g. 

stating “Periodically checks na.org, For the Public > Find a Meeting to verify mtgs found there are consistent with the 

website and meeting schedules”.   Also amend letter e. changing “Phone line chair” to “Phone line chair(s).” 

 I remote attended the PI/PR/Web mtg on the 21st.  I asked Tawni to resend the non-profit certificate and she did.  

I made sure I saved it and made copies.  The new reg’l PI chair, Patty, is very excited about moving forward with PSA’s.   

Serenity Unlimited (GJ) has them airing on radio and TV.  C Springs is also doing this.  Time we get going.  Tried to add an 

event to the reg’l calendar using the method on the web site and it failed. The current webmaster is not running for another 

term.  Pat H, our webmaster, and I talked about it.  If Pat runs, then someone would need to take over the OTW website.  

I could do that short term until someone is elected.  Please announce we need a new Reg’l webmaster and PR Chair.  Tawni 

is term limited for PR and is RDA anyway.  Patty plans to run for PI chair in April.  A question arose whether we should pay 

for an ad in Alert Mag that is given out to all schools in the state.  I asked what info we would have on it so as to be 

inclusive.  Was voted on at Region and the money allocated. Of course we talked about the State Fair and our booth.  Time 



slots are M,T,TH Noon – 10 & W,F,S,S,M 10-10.  I sent out the picture of our bench to the committee afterwards and 

everyone was jazzed about it.   Maybe we can gather together soon at the bench to get our pictures taken with bags over 

our heads to remain anonymous.   

As far as our website goes, fortnet has agreed to put a link to direct people to our new website, otwna.org   Over 

time, we will change our stamps and benches and bus ads and such to reflect the new address.  It will cost $144.18 a year, 

which means going over our $200 monthly budget, if the annual fee is due all at once.  More will be revealed. 

There is a Nine News Health fair in Mead this month, but we have decided that those are really not worth our time 

as very few people visit our booth and those that do are typically from AA. 

Now that we have the non-profit certificate, radio stations and local TV will be contacted about running PSA’s.  This 

was tried a couple of years ago with no results but we will try again and see what we can do. 

Because of the Reg’l Assembly on April 16th and the Pancake Breakfast on April 25th we will have our next PI SC 

meeting on May 2nd, same bat time same bat channel.  Same day as Dinosaur Days but shouldn’t conflict. 

Lastly, at the last ASC, when I saw the election for PI chair on the agenda, I was overwhelmed by the trust placed 

in this SC by our members.   A large part of the money put in the basket goes to PI, so I regard it as a sacred honor to 

make sure that money is well spent.    Of course I must mention that if you want on the ASC google blast go to our home 

page and check out the instructions or email otwnaweb@gmail.com.    

 
Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported: The subcommittee met on March 28th with 11 members present. Karen C. 
was elected for another term as Panel Coordinator for LCDC Women’s. Thank you Karen for your service. Our current 
Regional H&I Chair has decided not to run for a second term. Please spread the word to anyone interested in being of 
service at the Regional level. Our next subcommittee will be held on May 2nd instead of April 25th so members may attend 
the Pancake Breakfast. I am requesting $57.50 in literature $65. On printing supplies (receipt) and $5 toward rent.  
Facility Reports: 

LCDC-Women’s: Karen C. - Meetings are held on Mondays at 7pm 2 on the 2nd and 4th Monday. 2 panel members take 

the meeting in with between 15-17 attendees. We are seeing women making meetings after their release. 

LCDC-Men’s: Dave A. - Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays at 7pm. 2 panel members take the meeting in. We 

average 4 attendees. A flyer was created in hopes of attracting more attendance. 

WCJ-Women’s: Cathy M. (not present-sent report) - Now have 4 women cleared... Cathy was sick one Tuesday. The jail 

was short staffed the next time they tried; they waited 20 minutes then left. Did take a meeting in on March 31st. 

TRT: Janene F. - Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5:30pm. We have 2-3 panel members at every meeting, and 

average 20 attendees. The speaker this month was Janene F. 

PVYS: Brandon K.-Meetings are held the 3rd Saturday of the month at 1pm. 2 panel members take the meeting in. Shane 

R. is our speaker this month. In need of panel members as we only have 2 at this time. 

Detox: Amber S. - Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30pm. 2-3 panel members at every meeting with 1-9 average 

attendees.  

Work Release: Sjon C. - Meetings are held Thursday at 7pm every week. 2 panel members at every meeting with 2-12 

attendees. Have had more “voluntary” attendance recently. 
 

ACTIVITIES: Jacob R. reported: Hello family, I want to thank those who attended the Saint Patrick’s Day party on March 

21st, it was blast. Lilias did a fantastic job sharing her story, roughly forty members attended, and there were a few 

newcomers in attendance. After spending $185.52 on rent, decoration, and beverages, and receiving $73.82 in donations, 

the area is left with $ 88.30. Given this particular even was not a fund raiser, I think we did fairly well.  

In more recent news the activities subcommittee held their meeting on Saturday March 28, 2015 in Windsor at 
9 am. Four members attended and we discussed Unity Day and the 4th of July picnic. Unity day will take place on June 
14th, we are still looking for a location, but when we find one I will send the flier for the event out on the blast (which 
will be sometime this month). I will also have a flier for the 4th of July picnic next month at area. The event will take 
place in Greeley at Village Park in Evans at 3pm to around 8pm. We are still planning on having the picnic/potluck in 
Estes at the beginning of September, a Halloween dance in Fort Collins, and marathon meeting events on Thanksgiving 
and Christmas. In closing I want to apologize that I still do not have the check for Off the Wall Area’s compensation for 
donating to the New Year’s Eve dance. I believe my PO Box sent it back. I will have it sent to the area’s address directly 
this month.  In closing the next activities subcommittee meeting will take place on May 2nd at 9:00 a.m.  
   

 MERCHANDISE: John B. reported:  



As of the subcommittee meeting on 3-28-15 sales have been down this last month by a huge amount.  To date we have 
only sold 2 sweatshirts and we donated one to addicts seeking sanity for the fund raiser.  This however doesn’t effect the 
area financially as we were at a breakeven point at the last ASC.  We have received only one submission for the logo 
contest.  We have had one other member express interest in being nominated for the subcommittee chair.  Thank you for 
allowing me to serve this body and for helping my recovery to grow as a result of that service.  
 

CRCNA Liaison: Cathy S reported: CRCNA committee went over budget. 

*Friendly reminder* don't forget the Pancake breakfast is April 25th Kick off fund raiser, theme and logo 

revealed and Early Bird registration. Breakfast @8am, speaker @10:00am located at 3500 S Logan St. $10 no 

addict turned away. Early Bird registration  

CRCNA F&E Lakeside fund raiser: 
Friday, June 26th 2015 
Lakeside Amusement Park, Denver 
Food $5, Rides $13.50(ticket required) 
No speaker this year. 
May fund raiser is movie in the park, date and time to be revealed 
June fund raiser, is Poker Run discussion on location may take place Conifer Club House. More will be 
revealed. 
July fund raiser, Leadville Campout.  CRCNA will be selling smore's kits not sure on price yet. More will be 
revealed. 
August fund raiser, western dance & karaoke 
September fund raiser, Colorado Springs Mexican dinner/Bingo     
October fund raiser, skate night in Denver. 
 
There are 260 room nights once those are booked there will NOT be any more available. So don't wait 
RESERVE your rooms!!! 
No registration packaging prices. There will be Day Passes for $20 
 
Friday night CRCNA event: 
NA Prom (King & Queen) 
Saturday night event: 
Silent disco (3 channel headphones) 
DJ, NA Idol, Poker Tournament,Game Room,Art Show 
Registration: 
Early Bird Registration April 25th to June 26th $20 
June 27th to Oct 4th $30 
Oct 5th to Nov 6th $40  
 
CRCNA will have Old merchandise at Unity Days. 
Thank you for letting me be of service 
Cathy S 
 
OLD BUSINESS:  

NEWLY ELECTED: Kevin S. elected as new Merchandise Subcommittee Chair 

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for March is ”Steps and Traditions Roulette ”.  

Motions: To donate $350.00 to Region.   
Intention: To pass on our 7th Tradition ladder 
Passed 

Motions: Reimburse James R (RCM) $59.00 for copies 
Intention: Replace out of pocket expenses. 



Passed 

Motions: PI going over budget by $30.12   
Intention: Pay for Web site hosting 
Passed 
Motions: Donate Starter kit and readings to NANA group 
Intention: To support new group 
Passed 
Motions: Add to our guidelines that PI “Periodically checks na.org to update mtgs. 
Intention: Consistency 
Passed 

Motions: Amend guidelines “Phone line “Chairs” instead of just Chair. Article VI, Section a, letter E. 
Intention: Consistency 
Passed 

 

Open Discussion: None 
 

ELECTIONS: 
Literature Sub-Committee  

Our PI Web Master Position is Open 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

MILE HIGH UNITY DAY X 
1660 Sherman St, Denver, CO 

April 11th, Saturday 
11:00-1:00AM 

 
Colorado Regional Service Committee Assembly Meeting  

April 18th 2015 
1110 E Fillmore Street 

Colorado Springs CO. 80907 
 

CRCNA XXIX Pancake Breakfast 

April 25, 1015 

8:00-10:00  

3500 S Logan St Englewood, CO 

$10.00 suggested donation 

 

Fun Addicts Pot luck/Speaker 
220 E Oak Street, Fort Collins 

June 21, Sunday @6:00 
(Bring a dish) 

 

CRCNA F&E LAKESIDE AMUSEMENT PARK 

June 26, Friday 2015 

Price: Rides $13.00, Food $5.00 

Denver, CO 



 

 

May 3, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Amendment John K celebrated 13yrs (NOT JOHN B)  
Guests: Welcome!!! 
BIRTHDAYS: Mike M.14yrs, Cathy S. 8yrs, Sherri S 4yrs, Jenna B. 10 months  Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen reported-Meetings are awesome, strong support. Event Planned for June 6th @10:00; bike to 
the park 19miles round trip. See flyers. No concerns $817.00 donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Our attendance is strong 30-40 people. Treatment center attends every Friday. No 
group conscience, so no donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported-Things are going well, finishing their construction. No group conscience, no needs or 
concerns. No donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: We are looking into changing our next pot luck from the 14th to the 21st of June to not be 
on the same day as Unity Day.  More will be revealed. Our new Wednesday mtg is going well with 6–12 in 
attendance. Sunday night is strong with between 30-40 people. We have 3 members with keys to the church.  We need to 
buy coins and rent is due shortly.    
Udder Group–sold a book and has $12 to donate to the area.  

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-, Meetings are going good, gaining more home group members and people to open. 
Changed our book study on Mondays to Steps 1-3, then the stories. No donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-All is well. New Location “Vineyard” 1015 9th Ave $40.00 donation 

LIVE GROUP: Jennie reported-Meetings going well, renovations are almost done, except for flooring and bathroom, $25.00 
donation. 

NEVER ALONE: James R reported: New Group n Sterling on Saturdays @1:30.-Picnic was great, 20 people attended, looking 
to more addicts, and adding celebrating key tags to format.   

Never Alone Never Again: Not Present sent report-Picnic was fantastic, followed up w/meeting, 18 in attendance, and 40 
@ Picnic. Treatment center is talking to us about bringing in a meeting, thanks to James for all his support. We are adding 
key tags to support the addicts new and old. $10.00 donation.  

NOONER: Danny G. reported-Dinosaur Day event went very well, 35 in attendance. We would like to thank everyone for 
their support. $41.00 donation 

No Matter What: Not Present 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: John B. reported-Shell H is our new GSR, we now have coffee served. $25.00 donation.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Great meeting attendance, buying Lit; $40.00 donation.   



STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W. reported-Very good attendance, good 7th Tradition, need home groups and trusted servants; 
$25.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacquline B reported-Attendance 8-15. New time for meeting is 6:46 need GSR. $10.00 
donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Hauna K’O reported-Group is strong, Starting Steps/Tradition studies 2nd Saturday 
beginning Steps study, 3rd Saturday is Traditions.   Memorial Day picnic is all planned, May 25th.  $76.00 donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon reported- Meetings are going well, attendance small but steady, group conscience last month, need a 
GSRA. No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported- No report 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: He has nothing to report. 

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–We will not be having our Area Service meeting in July. I have talked w/our facility and 
they have agreed to renew our s for a year. Contacted ASC Chair and will sign the contract and give them a check for 
$550.00. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Last month’s deposits $1,102.67 Last month’s expenses $1,351.12 Current bank balance 
$1,303.19;available funds after prudent reserve $70319 I finally got a real person at T Mobile and changes our billing cycle 
to work w/our monthly schedule, In loving service, Mike M.  

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: James reported: RCM report for May 3rd Report  
I attended the Regional Committee meeting with at least 3 GSR’s from our ASC present, as well as our other RCM.  The 
World Service Conference will be held next year April 22nd through the 30th.  It is a C.A.R. (Conference Agenda Report) 
year.  They are looking at revising Guide to World Service and addressing some seating issues as well as rules of 
order.  The Traditions book will also be up for approval in this C.A.R.  The Regional Delegates are doing workshops on the 
Role of Zones, discussion on seating numbers and zones v. regions. (We are part of the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum, 
also includes Southern Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming).    
We had some lengthy discussion on welcoming all members to N.A.  It is recognized that we don’t always welcome new 
members very well, rather due to cultural differences, Drug Replacement therapy, meeting mandated attendance, mental 
health or other reasons.  63% come to NA from treatment centers and drug courts. Reasons people 
stayed 87%identification 71% felt welcome 64% other N.A. members    Spiritual principles that came up are Tolerance, 
Empathy, Compassion, Love, and Anonymity.  
Question to take back to your groups:  
“What collective action can we take to maintain an atmosphere of recovery while still ensuring that all addicts feel 
welcome in our meetings?”  
The Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout has registration available online and flyers are available.    
The changes to the Colorado Regional Convention guidelines passed with no objections.    
Major changes include:  
No restriction of passing the basket Seed money is now $7,500 instead of $5,000.  
New Vice treasurer position Hotel and hospitality chair is now just Hotel chair  
Hotel and hospitality chair is now just Hotel chair Seed money is now $7,500 instead of $5,000.  
Need to receive speaker tapes by May, speakers selected in June CRCNA bids due by March  
Have literature every year Need to have room for 11,000 people instead of 8,000  
Elections went as follows:  
Patty P – Public Info Chair Pat H – Web servant Ray L – Vice Chair  
Anna H – Secretary Still open – Public Relations Hospital and Institutions Chair, Treasurer  
Deadline for Regional motions for the CAR is 1st of August to be CAR ready form by 30th of August.   
Will not be at next Regional meeting as I will be in Wyoming for the convention. ILS, James R.     
 



Public Information:  Dave A reported: Phone line–Phone turned over to Weld County.  Message needs changed to 
reflect new web URL.  
Email–Since a member’s name was attached to the old PI email, it was decided to use the new one recently 
created.  otwascpi@gmail.com with the user name of Jimmy Kinnon, a male born 01/01/1948/  
Mtg lists – printed 250 + some for H&I yesterday.  I noticed on the NAWS website that it’s possible to become a trusted 
web servant for the world meeting database.  I wrote them and got some paperwork back about confidentiality and how 
to’s and signed and returned.  I then got sheets from them with current OTW mtgs they have.   All registered meetings 
can be updated to sync with our schedule.  There are some caveats as to how to list an address and some other minor 
things, but I will do this soon and sent it back.    
Guidelines- The old guidelines were edited and blasted out with the changes from the last ASC. I brought a few copies 
with the changes.    
PSA’a – Using a template in the PR handbook a letter was created to send to radio and TV stations. A member is creating 
a list of radio stations that reach our area and will investigate local TV stations as well.  NAWS has 4 PSA’s but they are 
very short http://www.na.org/?ID=psa-index http://www.na.org/?ID=local_resource_area_resources has a bunch of 
locally developed PSA’s.  The AZ ones are great and are 30 seconds long.   We can write Detroit and they will put our 
phone number and web-site on for our use on TV!!  Pikes Peak area has 4 awesome ones that can be for TV or 
radio.  We would need to attach our phone number and web-site.  
Website – our current webmaster, Pat H, was elected Regional webmaster, so he will train me about our new 
site.   Fortnet currently has a page pointing to the new site – otwna.org – and will have a direct forward put in place in 
June.  We have a member that is interested in serving as webmaster, but please announce it is available and we will elect 
someone at our next PI SC which will be May 30th at 10, so as to not conflict with Memorial Day weekend.  
P.O. Box–I went this morning and distributed mail to H&I and the treasurer.   I also printed out copies of the upcoming 
Montana convention in October.  
Bus Ads–The 6 month contract needs to be renewed.  Also, we will check into how much it costs to create new ads for 
the benches and buses with the new web address on them.  
Blast– As always, if you are new here or want wanted to our blast go to the website and ask to be added.  
I will be out of town for a memorial service on June 7th so our vice-chair, Mark, will report to the ASC. 
  

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported:  
The subcommittee met on May 2nd with 8 members present. I am requesting $120.50 in literature and $5 toward rent. 
The next subcommittee will meet on May 30th at 11am. Grateful to serve Sheri S 
Facility Reports: 

LCDC MEN: Dave A. - Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays at 7pm. We have 3-5 panel members per meeting. 

We had 9-12 attendees per meeting. Training was attended by Mark, Karen and Dave. 

LCDC WOMEN: Karen C. - Not present-emailed report. -meeting is going great, women lined up and ready for us, went 

both times this month, grateful for Hauna.  I really feel us fulfilling our primary purpose seeds are being planted and they 

are beginning to see hope. 

WCJ-Women: Cathy S. - Meetings are held on Tuesday’s at 7pm- 2 times a month. We have 2 panel members per meeting 

and had 2-12 attendees per meeting. Weld County is not accepting new applications at this time. Cathy, Karen and Amber 

attended a mandatory training this month. 

TRT: Janene F. not present/ had James report for her-  Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5:30pm. We have 2-3 panel 

members per meeting and had 15-20 attendees per meeting. The speaker this month was Amber S. 

PVYS: Brandon K.-Not present-No report. 

Detox: Amber S.-Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30. We have 2-3 panel members at every meeting and 0-8 attendees 

per meeting. The panel presents an introduction to NA with questions answered at the end.  

Work Release: Sjon C.  Meetings are held every Thursday at 7pm. We have 2 panel members at every meeting and 9-14 

attendees.  

ACTIVITIES: Jacob R reported: Hello family the activities subcommittee held their meeting on Saturday 
May 2, 2015, in Windsor at 9 am. Four members attended and we discussed Unity Day, the 4th of July 
picnic, and a couple of other ideas for possible events.  

Unity day will take place on June 14th at Dave A.’s house located on 453 W. Swallow Rd. in Ft 
Collins from 9am to 12pm. We will be part of a worldwide conference call to listen to the Sunday 
Morning Spiritual Speaker from WCNA 36.  Starting around 9:30 a.m. MDT, we’ll get hooked into the 
convention and be able to hear the readings in many languages as well as shout outs from other 
listeners around the world.  We may even be able to give a greeting to the convention ourselves. Please 



bring breakfast foods such as doughnuts or bagels. The 7th will be pasted around as well. Flyers are 
available today.  

The Fourth of July picnic will take place in Evans at Village Park located on 3700 17th Ave. 
from 3pm to 8pm. We are planning on providing burgers and other 4th of July food, but please bring a 
side dish. If you have any outdoor activities or games bring those as well. We will have an open meeting 
as well at around 4 or 5pm. Flyers for this event are also available today.  

 We are still planning on having the picnic/potluck in Estes at the beginning of September, a 
Halloween dance in Fort Collins, and marathon meeting events on Thanksgiving and Christmas. 
However, we are now discussing ideas for other activities in August and September including a bowling 
night and possibly a roller skating night. Another idea I particularly liked was a movie night for the 
release of the new Star Wars film in December. If we follow through with this tickets will need to be 
purchased far in advance.    

 I also wanted to announce that we received $67.67 for the area’s compensation for the New 
Year’s Eve party. When the next New Year’s Eve dance comes along we may need to take this into 
consideration when deciding whether or not to participate in the event once again for it is a loss.  
I thank you all again for being patient with me.   
In closing the activities committee needs to pull $85 out of its monthly budget this month. $50 must be 
given as reimbursement for Dave A. for paying the Unity Day admission fee and $35 must be given to 
James R. for reserving a space at Village Park for the Fourth of July Picnic. The next activities 
subcommittee meeting will take place in Windsor at 9am  

 MERCHANDISE: Kevin Not Present  
 

LITERATURE: Tink reported: April sales total was approximately $550 and an additional amount of $57 for H&I 
Literature.  I placed an order for $520.  However, page 3 of the order was not filled, so I obtained 6 1-year coins from 
another ASC to prepare for today’s orders.  I will be submitting a reimbursement of approximately $20 to cover that cost.  
I completed a hard inventory of all items currently in stock in preparation for the new Literature Chairperson. The breakdown 
is as follows:  
H&I Stock=310.25(included in total amounts) Spanish Lit =204.60(included in total amounts)  
WSO Value=$2,246.36 OTW Value=$2,781.24  
I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the assistance in service over the past year to Jennie M. and Ray L.  I very 
much appreciate all your help.  It has been an honor and a privilege to serve as the Off The Wall Area Literature Chair and 
I am grateful for having been trusted as a servant for the Narcotics Anonymous program.  I will be happy to assist the new 
Chairperson in any way I can. In Loving Service, Tink 
 
CRCNA Liaison: Cathy M reported:  
Last Sat at the pancake breakfast the CRCNA logo was revealed, theme logo is Without Parallel! 
If you haven't reserved your room for CRCNA do so soon, over half the rooms have already been reserved so they are 
going fast. Last week we ran out of Thursday night rooms, however they opened up a few more so if you are planning on 
staying Thursday night  "Book Now". 
* Saturday May 30, 2015 is movie in the church park(ing lot) @ 3700 Saint Andrews Presbyterian Church Baseline Rd in 
Boulder Co. Speaker at 7pm movie will follow. 
*Friday June 26, 2015 is Lakeside, tickets are $13.50 and you must have one to get into the park. We will NOT be able to 
hand them out like we did last year for they have asked us not to. So PLEASE make sure EVERYONE has a ticket!! BBQ in 
the Phantom Pavilion from 6pm to 7pm bring a side dish to share and please NO glass containers. Reminder there will be 
NO speaker that night. 
REGISTRATION: 
You can now register on line 
Early Bird registration is from April 25 to May 26 $20 
June 27 to October 4 $30; October 5 to November 6 is $40; Day passes for Saturday ONLY $20 
Next CRCNA meeting is Saturday May 9, 2015 at the Englewood Library in the Perrin Room.  
More will be revealed as to dates to other CRCNA Fundraisers! 
Thank you for letting me be of service, Cathy S 
 
OLD BUSINESS: None 

NEWLY ELECTED: Peggy Z is our new Literature Chair, 



NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for May is ”XX Genes/Live Group Sat mornings @9:00 ”.  

Motions: To donate $555.55 to Region.   
Intention: To pass on our 7th Tradition ladder 
Passed 
Motions: To Change our contract for our ASC Facility to 1year instead of 6months. 
Intention: To lock in a secure meeting place. 
Passed 
Motions: Donate tub of Lit from Freedom Springs group to the Sterling new group. Allow them to take what they need. 
Intention: To assist new meeting 
Passed 

Open Discussion: None 

ELECTIONS: 
Merchandise Sub-committee 

ASC Chair 
ASC Vice-Chair 

 

 ANNOUNCEMENTS:  
Slamming Summer Soiree in May  

Hosted by Women’s meeting 
May 16th 12:30 @City Park (by the pool) Ft Collins 

Burgers/hot dogs provided (Bring a dish/desert to share) 
 

Memorial Day Picnic 
Hosted by When @the End of the Road 
May 25th, @12:30 Edora Park, Ft Collins 

Burgers/Hot dogs provided (Bring a dish/desert to share) 
 

Bike Ride to Meeting in the Park 
Hosted by Addicts Seeking Sanity 

June 6th @10:00 Poudre Trailhead@71st Ave Greeley 
19miles round trip/Meeting in Windsor/Bring a sack lunch  

 
Unity Day Event WCNA 36 from Rio @Dave A’s 

June 14th, @9:00 to Noon  
453 Swallow Rd/Killdeer Ft Collins 

(Bring an easy breakfast/brunch food to share) 
 

Fun Addicts Pot luck/Speaker 
220 E Oak Street, Fort Collins 

June 21, Sunday @6:00 
(Bring a dish) 

 

CRCNA F&E LAKESIDE AMUSEMENT PARK 

June 26, Friday 2015 



Price: Rides $13.00, Food $5.00 

Denver, CO 

 

White Water Rafting 

Surrender to Win (Denver Group) Hosting 

June, 28th Royal Gorge $60.23/Park Dale $47.03 person 

Call Performance Tours to pay (NA group price) 1-800-328-7238 

 

Independence Day Picnic 

July 4th@3-8  

Village Park 3700 17th Ave Evans 

Food will be provided 

(Bring a dish to share) 

 

 

 



 

 

June 7th, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved-Amend CRCNA Liaison reported Early bird registration is to June 26, not 
May 26th.  
Guests:  Lisa, Jeff, Aaron O, Steve H. Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Jacqueline B. 28yrs, Ray B 11yrs. Jim M 9yrs, Mike W 18 months Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Helen reported-Meetings are awesome, strong support. We held our bike to a meeting, minus the bike 
trail (Flooding), 7 people attended. This is my last meeting as GSR, thank you for letting me serve. $625.00 donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Our attendance is strong 40-50 people. Topics are out of living clean or JFT, buying 
Lit and tags. $20.00 donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R reported-Things are going well; we will not be meeting @our normal place on July 4th. We are 
looking for a meeting place. No needs or concerns.  No donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Mark reported: Fun Addicts report - $20 to donate to OTW.   Buying books with Swag’d Out.   Rent 
paid through June.  Mtg attendance is picking up for Wednesday, 20 last week and Sunday is between 30 and 
40.  NO POTLUCK THIS MONTH, but if you happen to come and bring food I am sure it will get eaten, 
especially chicken. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported- Meetings are going good, have a new Monday opener, need people w/clean time. No 
donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-All is well. New Location “Vineyard” 1015 9th Ave Campout is July 17-19 at Crystal Lake; 
we still have spots available. No donation. 

LIVE GROUP: Jennie reported-Meetings going well, Group feels it’s important to have something for New Year’s Eve. $30.00 
donation. 

NEVER ALONE: James R reported: New Group in Sterling on Saturdays @1:30. $10.00, Meetings are going well, Ray B. 
spoke in May.  The group is planning events in the future. $10.00 donation.    

Never Alone Never Again: Carla T. reported-We need support, working on building the meeting, getting more support; try 
to donate next month, after we know what we are paying for rent. All 7th donations are going to rent. No donation.  

NOONER: Danny G. reported-. All is well. We have opened a new meeting on Tuesday’s @noon. $36.00 donation 

No Matter What: Darrel B.-Meeting attendance and support is good, new time is helping.  Looking for members to share 
their story for 30minutes; open meeting after speaker.  No donation 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Amber S. reported-All is well, could always use more people. $28.00 donation.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Karen C. reported-Great meeting attendance, buying Lit; $5.00 donation.   



STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Mike W. reported-Very good attendance, need home groups and trusted servants; $15.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B reported-Attendance 10. Coffee shop is closed for the summer, so bring 
your own. $16.35 donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Not Present- Jacob reported-Attendance great, in general we have more than 20 people 
in attendance. The new step study and tradition meetings are going well. Our Memorial Day picnic was fantastic. All is well, 
no concerns. No donation.  

XX GENES: Sharon reported-Meeting attendance is up slightly could use some support.  $6.00 donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Jim Reported-On Agenda 

VICE CHAIR: Ernie S. reported: This past year has been an amazing learning experience for me.   It's always a please to 

serve the Off The Wall Area. Sold 1 shirt for Merchandise  

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–We will not be having our Area Service meeting in July. I have talked w/our facility and 
they have agreed to renew our lease for a year. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Last month’s deposits $1199.67, Available balance at the beginning of ASC is $805.83 
+$600.00 reserve. Last month there was an issue w/a check that our bank didn’t want to cash, couldn’t recognize the 
signature. It had been taken care of and all is good. In loving service, Mike M.  

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 

RCM 1:  Written report attached as PDF Files. 
    
 

Public Information:  Mark reported-To the ASC – Dave A apologizes for missing this meeting.  When scheduling 
an out of state event for yesterday, he totally spaced out that today was the area meeting.   Luckily, P.I. has 
a most excellent Vice-Chair who is stepping up to help. 

Phone line – Message changed to reflect new web URL.   Karl W is resigning as Weld County Phone 
line chair as of 08/01. So that position is essentially open.   However, the PI chair had a talk with Larry J. 
from South Dakota about their phone line.   They use Magic Jack for @ $20 a month and have that attached 
to someone’s PC.  Then the call(s) are forwarded to 5 or 6 numbers and whoever answers it first takes the 
call.  Not sure how it works for messages but it sounds like a sweet, cheaper solution.  No need to pass 
phones back and forth and such.  Our Vice-Chair will investigate and report back. 
                Mtg lists – A query was sent using the blast on May 28th requesting any changes by Monday 
afternoon.  One was submitted by The Nooner in Greely for Tuesdays at Noon.  Also, it was decided to remove 
the Saturday 5:30 p.m. Loveland mtg from the schedules as it is not consistently open.   300 large schedules 
were printed out by Kurt B and delivered here.  Remember, no July ASC, so take a few extra.   If any changes 
are needed for the website schedule before August please write the webmaster.  If you aren’t getting the 
occasional mailings about activities or sub-committees and such, you can request to join the blast on 
otwna.org.  Or ask to be removed as well. 
                PSA’a – Haven’t done anything.  May has been a busy time in the Chair’s personal life so keeping 
up with that is all that could be done, plus work, family, etc.  However, things will definitely change soon.  The 
WSO database updates didn’t get sent in but are a priority after today. 
                Website – Pat H. walked Dave A. though our new site.   We had a member that was interested in 
running for webmaster but is now unable to serve for personal reasons.  So that position is open.  Dave A 
will have time to play around with that after he gets back.   We know some things are out of date, especially 
activities, but that will be corrected. Thanks for your patience.      
                Bus Ads – The 6 month contract with Lamar was renewed and changed to annual.  It costs @ $100 
each to create new bench ads and something similar for the bus ad.  Dave A will try to get that amount nailed 
down prior to August.  So P.I. may ask for something in the neighborhood of $320 at the next ASC.   For 
today we are requesting 4 checks to Lamar Advertising for June and July – 2 of $90 and 2 of $20. 



                P.O. Box – Contents were delivered to the responsible parties.   Additionally, as promised at the 
last ASC, copies were made of the WSO letter about Group Conscience and NA Literature. The PI chair is 
sorry if he droned on at the last ASC about this issue but it was a shock upon opening that letter just prior 
to the ASC.  Perhaps we can schedule a session at an activity or before an ASC to discuss the importance of 
this and ask and answer questions.   Or if no-one is interested we can move on.   Hopefully, it will not rear 
its ugly head in Colorado as it has before.  
Next meeting – June 27th at 10:00 a.m.  Please announce the webmaster position is open as well as Weld 
County Phone line chair. 

Hospital/institutions: Sherri S. reported: The H&I subcommittee met on May 30th with 8 members present. Things are 
going well at the facilities we are presently taking meetings into. Please announce at your home groups!! As always, we 
are reaching out to members of the fellowship interested in being of service. The Larimer County Jail Women’s panel is in 
dire need of women with at least 1 year clean and 3 years off paper. There are currently two women on this panel, and 
we may be losing one of them soon! I am requesting $116.70 in literature and $5 toward rent. The next H&I 
Subcommittee will be held on June 27th at 11 am. The address is 1450 Westwood Dr. in Windsor. Grateful to Serve 
~Sheri S.  
FACILITY REPORTS 

LCDC MENS: Dave A. There are 4 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the month 
at 7pm.  
LCDC WOMENS: Karen C. There are 2 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Monday at 7pm (2x a month). 
Need help!!  
WCJ-WOMENS: Cathy S. There are 3 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Tuesday at 7pm (2x a month).  
TRT: Janene F. There are 7 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5:30pm. Speaker this 
month was John B.  
PVYS: Brandon K. (sent report) there are 2 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 3rd Saturday of the month 
at 1pm.  
Detox: Amber S. There are many panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30pm  
Work Release: Sjon C. There are 4 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Thursday at 7pm.  
 
CRCNA Liaison: Cathy M reported: Next event will be Lakeside June 26th,2015 gates open at 4pm our BBQ will start at 

6pm again there will be no speaker this year.. You must have your coupon on arrival or you won't get in for $13.50  

Our next CRCNA subcommittee meeting we will be electing a new Vice - Treasurer and H&I chair Ben S can not continue. 

Please announce at meetings that these positions are available. Elections will be held on June 13, 2015 at 11am at the 

Englewood Library (Perrin Room)  

REGISTRATION: 
You can now register on line or get registration forms at meetings! 
Early Bird registration is over! 
June 27 to October 4 $30 
October 5 to November 6 is $40 
Day passes for Saturday ONLY $20--------Hospitality room sign up page is up, so get with your home groups pick a time 
slot and be of service!! 
Limited room nights available for CRCNA so if you haven’t reserved your room do so now!! We have 57 room night left, 
however that includes 5 Thursday night.  
I will have more to report on July's fundraiser which is the Poker run in Conifer and the Leadville Camp Out's smore's kits! 
After I attend our CRCNA Subcommittee next Sat. 
Thank you for letting me be of service Cathy S 
ACTIVITIES: Hello family the activities subcommittee held their meeting on Saturday June 1, 2015, in Windsor at 9 am. 
Three members attended and we discussed Unity Day, the 4th of July picnic, a possible bowling night, and the picnic in 
Estes Park.     

Unity day will take place on June 14th at Dave A.’s house located on 453 W. Swallow Rd. in Ft Collins from 9am to 
12pm. We will be part of a worldwide conference call to listen to the Sunday Morning Spiritual Speaker from WCNA 
36.  Starting around 9:30 a.m. MDT, we’ll get hooked into the convention and be able to hear the readings in many 
languages as well as shout outs from other listeners around the world. We may even be able to give a greeting to the 
convention ourselves. Please bring breakfast foods! The 7th will be pasted around as well.   

The Fourth of July picnic will take place in Evans at Village Park located on 3700 17th Ave. from 3pm to 8pm. We are 
planning on providing burgers and other 4th of July food, but please bring a side dish. If you have any outdoor activities 
or games bring those as well. We will have an open meeting as well at 6:30 pm. If people are interested we will find a 
location to watch the fireworks in Greeley after the event.   



We also discussed having a bowling night at the Summit in Windsor, however this location does serve alcohol in its 
restaurant so I would like to get the opinion of this body as to whether or not we should have the event at this location 
because of this before proceeding. Regardless of where the activities sub-committee decides to have the event the event 
will take place at the end of July or the beginning of August. Fliers will be available and delivered through the blast this 
week.    

 We are still planning on having the picnic in Estes during the first week of September. A Halloween dance in Fort 
Collins, and marathon meeting events on Thanksgiving and Christmas, a roller skating night, and the Star Wars film 
event...     

In closing the activities committee needs to pull $200 out of its monthly budget this month to pay for various 
expenses for Unity day and the 4th of July picnic, however I do not anticipate that we will use all of this. The next 

activities subcommittee meeting will take place in Windsor at 9am on June 27th.     
OLD BUSINESS:  

NEWLY ELECTED: Ernie S ASC Chair, Ray B Vice-Chair 

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for May is XX Genes/N.A.N.A. Loveland. 

Motions: To donate the Udder group literature left over from their group that was disband.   
Intention: To get their group started. 
Passed 
Motions: To replace A printer cartridge for Prior Literature Chair  
Intention: Replace cartridge used for printing cost 
Passed 

Open Discussion: World to create an App for Living the program IP 
 

ELECTIONS:  August 
Merchandise Sub-committee 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

7:00 
CRCNA F&E LAKESIDE AMUSEMENT PARK 

June 26, Friday 2015 

Price: Rides $13.00, Food $5.00 

Denver, CO 

 

 

White Water Rafting 

Surrender to Win (Denver Group) Hosting 

June, 28th Royal Gorge $60.23/Park Dale $47.03 person 

Call Performance Tours to pay (NA group price) 1-800-328-7238 

 

Independence Day Picnic 

July 4th@3-8  

Village Park 3700 17th Ave Evans 

Food will be provided 

(Bring a dish to share) 



 

U  

AUGUST 2nd 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Jason B. new GSR, Troy F. Helen Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Dave A. 29yrs., Helen 14yrs, Jenna B 1yr, Lisa Y 1yr Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS: 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason B reported: Meetings are doing well, Wednesday is a little light. No issues. New GSR 
Jason B, New GSRA, Lisa Y. $175.00 Donation.  

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Meetings are great average attendance is 20peeps, no concerns. Purchase lit and we 
have an ASC $30.00 donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Karen C reported-Meetings have moved upstairs, attendance has improved since move. $40.00 donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Meetings are going well.   Wednesday night vacillates between 8 and 20 and Sunday night has lots of 
members pile in right about 7.   We try to meet downstairs where it is cooler and larger.  Passing a calendar around to 
allow anyone to chair a meeting works well and gives some their first taste of service.   To change things up we sometimes 
have a tag meeting and may try going around in a circle, or some shape, to give different people a chance to share.  We 
have plenty of books and need to buy coffee and creamer and for lit we need 90 day tags.  I think we are one of the few 
meetings in FTC that has coffee.   Since the meeting has grown we bought a bigger coffee pot to not have to make several 
pots from the 12 cup.  That will also come in handy for our next potluck and speaker meeting on Sept 13th.  Jim M from 
Greeley is the old timer speaker and we are looking for someone with less than a year.   We are trying to figure out a way 
to tape the speakers so they can have a CD to send in to conventions or just to have.  Flyers are available and slacker Dave 
will try to get the web updated. 

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-No group conscience, Book study on Mondays has moved to Fridays. No donation.   

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-Camp out went well. No group conscience. No donation. 

LIVE GROUP: Jennie reported- Most meetings are going well. The noon meeting on Tuesday and Thursday need support. 
There will be at a time change for the Monday meeting to 7pm beginning on Sept 7th. We are closing the Friday 11pm 
meeting, last one will be Sept 4th. We are ordering $194 of literature.  No donation 

NEVER ALONE: James R reported: Attendance been 8-10, we have had good turnout @events; a few newcomers come and 
stay. La Donna celebrated 25yrs, we need support. $10.00 Donation. 

Never Alone Never Again: Not Present 

NOONER: Danny G. reported-. All is well, Dinosaur Day Speaker Jam on September 26th 12:00-5:00. Bring a side dish; we 
got the burgers and dogs. No donation.  

No Matter What: Not Present 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Amber S. reported-Our hike has moved to Devil’s Backbone, Loveland CO $30.00 Donation. 



RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul W reported: Good meeting, Celebrating Birthdays w/cake and a card the last Tuesday of 
every month.  $22.00 Donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Attendance good at 20 a meeting, 7th good. Need home group members and trusted 
servants.   $25.00 donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B reported-Reading out of the Living Clean book-lots of new comers, need 
home group members. $20.26 Donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Shannon H. Reported-Meeting attendance is great, Steps & Traditions meetings are 
going well.  $195.06 Donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported-Meeting attendance is small; but steady. Going to pass on group inventory, buying Lit and we 
have a $20.00 donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Ernie S reported-I would like to thank you all in trusting me with being Chair of the Off the Wall Area.  Early on in 
recover this was a position that I felt came with great power and authority, basically I thought it would be a huge boost 
of my ego.  As I have stayed clean and continued to be of service I have come to the realization that nothing we do is 
about me or my ego it is all about how we carry the lifesaving message of Narcotics Anonymous to the Addict who still 
suffers.   
 I never imagined that I would be where I am today, and I owe it all to this program, and being of service to this 

fellowship.   I look forward to the lessons you all will teach me in the next year and I am forever grateful to serve.     

Please remember we are kind and loving to our newcomers and today I am a newcomer. 

LS Ernie S  

VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported: I want to take a moment to say thank you for allowing me to be of service to Narcotics 
Anonymous at the Area level again. It truly is an honor to belong to such a committed area that cares about carrying the 
message to the still suffering addict & being of service to the groups it represents. So with that I will open myself up to 
being available to help in any way necessary. At this time all positions are filled with the exception of Merchandise chair. In 
Loving Service 

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–We will not be having our Area Service meeting in July. I have talked w/our facility and 
they have agreed to renew our lease for a year. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported- At our last ASC in June total brought in was $861.35. We spent $1102.26. The month of 
July we spent $51.91 on Lit and $51.26 phone, Balance @beginning of ASC is $555.25. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 
RCM 1: RCM Report for August 2nd ASC 

I attended the Regional service committee meeting July 19th.   

The Regional Delegates have been discussing the “Planning our Future” IDT (Issue Discussion Topic) at the Rocky Mountain 

Zonal Forum in Idaho.  This in part is addressing the roles that Zones play in seating the World Service Conference.  

Currently every Region sends a delegate and an alternate to represent it, such as the Colorado region sending it reps.  This 

looks at how the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum which currently includes Southern Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and 

Montana could making seating easier the World level.  There will be a presentation done by the Regional Delegates at the 

Assembly in September and the Convention in November.  There is a membership survey online at 

http://membership2015.questionpro.com.     The review and input process for the Tradition book traditions 7 – 10 is done 

on August 31st.  Traditions 11 – 12 and the closing are from July 1st to Sept. 30thThe Regional Assembly is coming up Sept. 

19 2015.  The Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum is recommending Chuck C for the World Board.  He’s has been of service to 

the Colorado Region for some time in a number of capacities.  The response from NAWS to some questions asked about 

the new app based along the lines of IP# 9 is as follows.   



At WSC 2012, the conference adopted several revisions to the Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust that read: To allow the 

World Board to bundle, excerpt, and repackage Fellowship approved literature without changes to the texts themselves.  

The World Board will announce these actions not less than 120 days in advance of publication.  

To allow the World Board the ability to create and approve enhanced electronic or digital versions of texts that include 

supplemental materials or connections to other NA materials.  The World Board will announce such enhancements not 

less than 120 days in advance of publication.  

We have taken a very conservative approach with the trust you afforded us with the adoption of these motions.  We believe 

that our proposal is a non-controversial way to try this.  We would like to develop an app for IOS and Android titled NA 

Recovery Companion based on questions from IP 9, Living the Program.  Members will be able to choose whether they 

want to use all of the questions in this IP or some of them.  They will also be able to decide whether or not to share their 

results.  We could also include items like a clean time calculator or link to items on na.org but none of those ideas have 

been finalized.  

This is an idea that appeals to those of us who love our phones.  You can use it to monitor recovery process on a daily 

basis and to stay in touch with yourself on a new level.  If you have an objection to this, we would like to hear from you as 

soon as possible but definitely no later than 4 September 2015. 

FINAL REPLY FROM PAUL (WB) AND ZERO DISCUSSION AFTER THIS BY PARTICIPANTS. 

1. The right to do it all. 

I saw clear ascent by the conference to allow the WB (World Board) to create and approve enhanced electronic and 

digital versions of existing literature.  This app would be using unaltered previously approved literature. 

2.  The wish to review the new app prior to release 

The issue of review, though wanted by some, was not part of the motions outcome.  It was about notification.  Having said 

that, I know the WB to always be interested in all concerns of the fellowship.  I also know that beta versions of the app will 

circulate to some folks to be tested for functionality and bugs before the final release.  If an issue is noticed before or after 

release the app will be updated accordingly.   

3.  Security 

I cannot be certain of everything related to this specific app but security could be of concern.  With any 

platform/program/app that uses such a network.  Responses to questions will be stored internally or shared with others if 

desired by the device owner.  Security may also be an issue to some if an unwanted person got hold of the portable device 

and read responses to the questions.  As much as texts/emails and web browsing requires a service provider’s assistance 

to move the data to and from a device, this app, like all apps requires the same process.  The data is kept local and as 

such, secure, unless the user makes a decision to move data through the network.  It is my opinion the security of data on 

this app would at least rival that of most commonly used email clients and better then some apps people use every day 

that virtually own and control access to functionality and data on mobile devices.  I have no need to micro manage this 

app.  I leave it to the office and the developer with WB oversight.  As for security, if I am concerned about security I will 

not use this app or any app or the internet for that matter. 

The Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout was a successful event. CRRMCO donated a total of $721.37 to the Region.  

$300 was held back in wait of a proposal to see if the seed money could be raised from $1000 to $1300.   This was made 

with the hope of preventing future subcommittee members from having to float money from out their pockets to cover 

expenses. GSR’s will be voting on this increase at the assembly.  The current bank balance is $1107.75 – current seed 

money plus left over newcomer donation from last year.  The next year dates will be from June 10th to the 12th.   

There is an online sign up for anyone wishing to participate in the Colorado State Fair Public Information booth.  Dates are 

from August 28th to Sept.  7th, this can be found on through the Regional event calendar.  For more info contact Patti P at 

patricia.peak@gmail.com.  There is a need for GSR’s to please take this back to home groups to help support our efforts in 



this event.  We spent $900 to get us in the State fair, $427.12 for literature and $350 for an Alert Magazine ad.  The Public 

Information chair is getting with area PI chairs and looking at attending sub-committees to be better informed and involved. 

The CRCNA workshop and marathon meeting topics were presented and approved.  1st time no major objections to any ☺  

Gene S from Mile Hi Area was elected our new Regional Hospitals and Institutions chair and Dan B from Southern Area 

was elected our new Public Relations Chair.   

All Group Service Rep’s or Alternates are strongly encouraged to go.  Address is 3205 N 12th Street at Unity Church with 

GSR orientation starting at 9:15am, the Assembly at 10am. All Colorado Regional Convention of Narcotics Anonymous 

(CRCNA) elections for CRCNA XXX will be held at the Assembly.  Budgets for Regional Delegates and Public Relations will 

be voted on.  Items to be voted on are: Budgets for Public Relations, Hospitals and Institutions and Regional Delegates.   

ILS, James R 

Public Information: I should get the phone from Weld County to transfer to Larimer County for August and Sept.  We 
have been investigating changing our process entirely.  We heard from South Dakota about their use of Magic Jack to 
forward and distribute calls without the need of a specific cell phone   It is very cheap but we have a couple of questions 
that need answered, especially about what happens if none of the 5 or 6 people to whom the calls are forwarded 
answers.  Is there a voice mailbox where the calls end up?   We will find out.   However, during the July Regional PI mtg, 
the chair from the Southern ASC said they use Google Phone and it is very cheap and easy as well.   I have an email out 
to contact him and will check into what that all entails.   Either way we are moving forward.   Our current phoneline 
solution which works just fine can be improved and move forward with better technology and hopefully not costing the 
ASC $50 a month.   

Additionally, at the Regional PI meeting we talked about having a slot at CRCNA for a PI roundtable or Q&A.  We 

will talk about that again at the September mtg and figure out the details. 

The Phoneline got 2 calls from Touchstone – one from FTC and the other from Loveland about their need for a 

panel to talk to the IOP – Intensive Outpatient Program – once during the 12 week cycle.   FTC happened on the 27th and 

Loveland will happen on the 10th from 4:30 to 6:00.   If anyone from Loveland or elsewhere is interested please talk to 

Sheri or me after the ASC today.  H&I will need panel leads to co-ordinate these 2 panels if they are to continue. Thanks 

in advance for any interest.   

Regarding our bus ads and benches in Greeley, we voted to update them to the new website URL – otwna.org.  

That costs $225 so I will be asking for an overage of $135 to our monthly budget. The new benches and ad are already 

up. 

 Mtg lists – Added back the NANA 5:30 p.m. mtg in Loveland as it was voted the meeting of the month.   

However, several members attended on various weeks and the meeting did not happen.  So it has been removed from 

the schedules.  300 schedules were made with the only other change being that 2X genes reverted to its old 6 p.m. start 

time on Weds. 

 Website – I have not been able to keep up and so I apologize for my slackerlynesstitude.   I need to get with Pat 

again about passwords and such to be able to update.  

Next meeting – August 22nd at 9:00 a.m.  Please announce the webmaster position is open.  THANKS! 

As always, if you want to be on the area email blast to receive updates or info about activities or other NA business, go to 

the website at otwna.org and request to be added. 

Slackertudinously, 

Dave A.   OTW PI Chair 

 

Hospitals/Institutions: Sherry reported: 
The H&I Subcommittee met on June 27th with 8 members present. As always, we are reaching out to members of the 
fellowship interested in being of service.  We are in need of a Panel Coordinator for Platte Valley Youth. The next H&I 
Subcommittee will be held on August at 29th at 11 am. The address is 1450 Westwood Dr. in Windsor. I am requesting 
$120.35 in literature and $5 toward rent. 
FACILITY REPORTS 
LCDC MENS: Dave A.  There are 4 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the 
month at 7pm.  
LCDC WOMENS: Karen C. No report. Meetings are held on Monday at 7pm (2x a month). Need help!! 



WCJ WOMENS: Cathy S.  There are 3 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Tuesday at 7pm (2x a 
month).  
TRT: Janene F.  There are 6 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Wednesday at 5:30pm.  
PVYS: Brandon K. No report; there are 2 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 3rd Saturday of the 
month at 1pm. 
Detox: Amber S. There are 8 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30pm. 

Work Release: Sjon C. There are 5 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Thursday at 7pm.  

CRCNA Liaison: Cathy S. sent report: 

On Sunday August 16th, 2015 the Southern Area (Pueblo) will host its 2nd Annual CRCNA Fundraiser! 
 10:00am till 7pm @ 800 Goodnight Ave, Pueblo, Co 81003 Located at the Rotary Pavilion Pueblo City Park. 
* Parking it in Recovery at the Park* Fun, Fellowship and Food* Noon meeting and 5pm speaker. Lunch is $5 there will 
also be many activities! 
August 22nd, 2015 @ 7pm  
Majestic Gathering Place 315 E 4th st 
Loveland, Co; 80537 
CRCNA Fundraiser * Western Dance & Karaoke* $10 suggested donation, includes speaker, dancing, Karaoke and 
dessert!! No Addict Will Be Turned Away!! 
** Ability to sign up and chair a marathon meeting is now available on the CRCNA Website so be of service. 
* If you have not registered please do so;* Please support CRCNA by purchasing Saturday Night Banquet tickets and 
Breakfast tickets. 
Until next Month, that’s all I have and thank you for letting me be of service 
Cathy S...   
 

ACTIVITIES: Jacob reported: Hello family I want to thank all those who attended Unity Day and Fourth of July picnic. I 

also want to thank Dave A. for hosting Unity day at his home. Both events were a blast. Both the speaker at Unity Day and 

the meeting at the Fourth of July picnic were very powerful. However, It did take a bit longer for world to begin the speaker 

meeting than we originally anticipated and there was a few problems getting the food prepared at the 4th of July picnic so 

I thank you for your patience. We collected $45.00 from the basket at Unity Day and $40.21 at the 4th of July picnic after 

spending $92.46 on food for the event, which left the area with a total of $177.67. 

Furthermore, we will have a bowling night on Thursday August 13 at 7:00pm at the Summit on 4455 N Fairgrounds 

Ave, Windsor, which has bowling, various arcade games, laser tag and food. All that attend are responsible for paying for 

themselves. Laser Tag is $5.99 per game and bowling is $19.99 per hour. CRCNA will be hosting a Western themed dance 

on August 22 at this location, the Majestic; at 5pm. Paul W. from Fort Collins will be speaking before the crazy country 

dancing and singing. There is a suggested donation of $10.  On September 19th there will be a potluck in Estes in which 

will be alike the one last year. More information will follow. Fliers for these events and the other events mentioned are 

available today.  

In addition, plan on going to the Halloween dance in Fort Collins, marathon-meeting events on Thanksgiving and 

Christmas, and a movie night for the Star Wars opening in December. If anyone has any other ideas for future activities 

come to the activities subcommittee meeting which will take place in Windsor at 9am on August 29.      

OLD BUSINESS: None 

NEWLY ELECTED: Shane R Elected Merchandise Chair, Congrats!! 

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for August is “Never Alone” in Sterling. 

Motions: To move our ASC meeting in September to the 13th. 
Intention: Labor Day Weekend 
Failed 
Motions: To increase PI budget for the month of August to $335.  
Intention: To cover cost of Benches and Bus ads. 
Passed 
Motions: For PI to fill Literature rack@3rd & railroad, Loveland, CO 

Intention: Primary Purpose 
Motions: Donate Literature rack to Never Alone Group in Sterling 

Intention: Primary Purpose 



Passed 

Open Discussion: Meetings that are asked to be on the schedule and are not happening.  
 

ELECTIONS: 
No Elections until Oct – Activities Chair 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

2nd Annual Hiking w/Primary Purpose 

Devil’s Backbone Loveland, CO (Not Horsetooth) 

August 22nd, 2015 

 

2nd Annual NA Women’s Retreat in Colorado 

August 28-30 2015 

Buena Vista, CO 

http://www.wrcna.org/ 

 

OTW Bowling Night @the Summit 

August 13th, 2015 @7:00 

4455 Fairgrounds AVE. Windsor, CO 

 

Colorado Regional Public Information State Fair 

August 28th-September 7th, 2015 @7:00 

Pueblo, CO 

 

CRCNA WESTERN DANCE 

August 22nd, 2015 @7:00 

315 E. 4th St. Loveland, CO (Majestic Gathering Place) 

$10.00 suggested donation 

Speaker/Dance/Karaoke 

 

Fun Addicts Speaker/Potluck  

September 13th @6:00 

200 E Oak St FTC, CO  

 

 

 

 

 



 

End of Summer Bash in Estes Park, Sept 19th 

701 Elm Rd, Estes Park  

Meeting @3:30 

BBQ 5:00-6:30 

NA Meeting and Speaker (TBD) @ 1600 Hatchery RD 

 

DINOUSAUR DAYS II 

NA Nooner BBQ/Speakers 

September 26th, 2015 Noon to 5:00 

1322 31st Ave, Greeley, CO 

Potluck/Fellowship 

(Bring a side dish) 

Jacqueline B Fort Collins/Joann D. Denver 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

September 6th, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS: 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason B reported: Attendance is low as the 7th is too.  Corn maze Event is scheduled for Oct. 
9th-Flyers soon. Lit order placed and we have a $150 ASC Donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Attendance is still 20 or more, w/treatment centers attending also. We buying Lit and 
we have no concerns. We have discussed having a Speaker the last Friday of the month every other month. More w/be 
revealed.  Our group is also going to be part of the VOLLYBALL SHIN-DIG in October 3rd. $19.76 donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R.  Reported- Meetings have moved upstairs, things are going well, attendance has been steady; no 
needs or concerns @this time. No donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: meetings are going great.   Our 7th is up so we plan to pay more in rent as we can.  Our 
next potluck/speaker meeting is Sunday the 13th with food from 6 – 7 and then 2 speakers – Jim M from Greeley and Jamie 
R from Fort Collins.  We have our speakers for December set as well – Brett and Meagan, both from Fort Collins.  Flyers 
are available.  We used to have a Fun Addicts Frisbee and would have meetings where a member would fling the Frisbee 
and whoever caught it or was hit by it would then share.   Then they would fling it.   But the Frisbee was lost many years 
ago when the area had a capture the flag contest.   But we now have an NA ball and will try tossing it around to determine 
who shares next.  We’ll see how that goes.  We need to buy a few books and tags and IP’s.  We have a $30 donation to 
the area.  

HOPE GROUP: Jenna B. reported-Home group members and others have decided to close the Hope group will be closing 
Sept18th. We lost our GSRA, Lit Secretary and our Treasurer and have no openers. I cannot take on all these positions 
myself. Not sure what to do w/money, Lit and coffee and pot.  No donation.   

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-All is well, see you next month.  No donation. 

LIVE GROUP: Jennie reported-Friday night meeting cancelled-Monday time change to 6:30. Attendance is steady, donations 
are marginal.  

NEVER ALONE: James R reported: Meetings are good, PI booth /presentation next Sunday. $10.00 denotation. 

NOONER: Danny G. reported-. Meeting are going good, attendance is solid. Our group is sending our GSR to Assembly. 
Concerned why our event wasn’t on the meeting schedules. New home group member Patti No donation.  

No Matter What: Juls N. new GSR: No report  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Amber S. reported-Attendance good, 7th good, new members! Yay!! GSR unable to attend Assembly, 
GSRA can go if she can get help or ride w/someone. No Donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul W reported: Good meeting great attendance.  Celebrating Birthdays w/cake and a card the 
last Tuesday of every month. GSR going to Assembly and has room in truck. Bought Literature.  No Donation. 



STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Attendance is going well, we only have 2-3 home group members-no group 
conscious this month. No donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Kurt B. reported-Anniversary of meeting being 5 years coming in October. Coffee shop 
going to be open in October as well/need home group members. $35.00 Donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Shane R. Reported-Meetings have been strong. Average attendance is 15-25 addicts. 
Steps/Tradition book studies have been well attended as well as our monthly speaker meeting. 34.45 Donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported-Meeting attendance is small; but steady. We got a new trusted Treasurer, Jenni W. No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 
CHAIR: Not Present-Sent Agendas and an apology. Concerned and disappointed w/our area CRCNA Western Event. 
Wants it brought up in new business or at Activities Sub-committee.    
 
VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported: Hello Fellow committee members & guests:  
Happy Labor Day weekend. I don’t have much to report this month. I did have the pleasure of making it to the area 
subcommittee meetings last weekend & learning about what is going on with that part of this area carrying the message. 
I made it to the Home State Bank yesterday to sign the card & they had to redo the signature card as there was an error 
in the spelling of a name. So, I signed there & they gave me the paperwork to be re-signed by our Treasurer & Area 
Chair then I will drop it off on Monday in the night deposit box to be signed by our secretary there at the bank. I believe 
that is all to report at this time.  
In Loving Service  
Ray B.  

SECRETARY: Dave A reported-I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email 
Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Last month’s ASC collected a total of $765.00. Spent $526.82. Mid-month Literature 
purchase was $1,013.09.  Current balance @beginning ASC is $612.34 available over our prudent reserve.  Limited ability 
to write checks this month. Inquire before requesting.  ILS, Mike M. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 
RCM 1: A reminder for the Regional Assembly that will be held September 19th from 10am to 2pm, with GSR orientation 
being at 9:30.  This will be at the Unity Church basement at 3205 N. 12th Street in Grand Junction.  All GSR’s are asked to 
be there.  Flyers are available.    
One item I believe not mentioned in report from last month is that the Regional is looking into doing electronic donations 
from groups or areas.    
I also emailed the WSO requesting feedback to the question of guidelines for flyers and what constitutes and endorsement 
- partly out of my own curiosity.  This was sent to Shane for the group that asked and thought it could be shared here for 
anyone interested as well.    
Hello James – Thank you for writing to NA World Services.  
 The Sixth Tradition essay in It Works: How and Why offers this thought:  
 “An endorsement is a public statement of support for another organization.”  
 As part of their discussion of this issue a group may wish to consider whether an idea like evolution is an organization, 
facility, or outside enterprise. It would seem to be reasonable to conclude that it is not, although this is a decision best 
made by the group in question.   
The other aspect of this discussion seems to be whether an image of this type constitutes expressing an opinion on an 
outside issue. Again, this is a decision best made by the group concerned. The Tenth Tradition essay from It Works: How 
and Why is the resource we would suggest as an aid to discussing this aspect of the topic.  
 We hope these thoughts are helpful. Please feel free to contact us with any further thoughts or questions.  
Best wishes,  
        Nick Elson   Writer/Editor     NA World Services    818 773 9999 Ext 155  
I also was able to sit at the PI booth at the Colorado State Fair for a few days, this was a great experience in getting to 
know some members down in that area and hit some meetings in Pueblo as well.  ILS, James R  
 

Public Information: Dave A reported: We met on 08/29 with 5 in attendance.  Status of a webmaster is unchanged.  We 
thought we might have someone interested but they decided not to run. For now, Pat H (who is also the regional webmaster) 



is continuing to do updates as he can.  So please announce that we need a webmaster.   If anyone is interested contact 
Pat H, Mark M or me.  
 New mtg schedules were printed with the 2 changes to the Live group made.  We heard rumors of a new group starting 
up in Loveland, but it hasn’t happened.  Please check your meetings for correct codes for Bdays, GC, etc.  
 The phone is in Larimer County.  The number of calls seems to be down.   I will be calling Dan, the regional PI chair, about 
Sothern’s use of google phone.  We will make a decision on moving to Magic Jack or google phone at our next meeting.  More 
will be revealed.  
 I was asked to put together some IP’s and such for a PI table in Sterling next Sunday for James and Ladonna.   We have 
a small PI rack they can use, a tablecloth with our logo, white books, IP’s and schedules.  We thank them for their efforts.  
 As always, if you want added to the area blast go to our website at otwna.org and you can request to be added.   I went 
to the PO Box this morning and have delivered the mail here as necessary.  
 I will participate in the PI workshop at CRCNA.  Not sure of the format, but I always have something to say, right?   Usually 
too much.  Our next meeting is at 10 on Sept 26th in Windsor.  ILS, Dave A.  
 
Hospitals and Institutions: Sherry reported: 
9 members present, No Panel members for Platte Youth anymore (position open). We added a new Facility, Summit 
Stone (Touchstone).  We need service positions filled, Platte Valley youth detention Center, Panel coordinators. 
Requesting $123.25 in literature and $5 for rent.   
 
CRCNA Liaison: Cathy S. reported: Thanks to all who participated and supported our area for the CRCNA Fundraiser 
Western Dance and Karaoke. 
Next CRCNA event will be September 20, 8pm to 10pm at Skate City-5353 W 64th Ave. Arvada, Co 80003 
$10, No addict will be turned away!! Wear clothes from your favorite decade and the best dressed will win a CRCNA 
Registration.  
Next CRCNA  event will be Mexican Dinner / Bingo  October 24th, 2015 at 2221 N. Wahsatch Redeemer Lutheran Church 
in Colorado Springs from 6pm-11pm *Dinner& Drink & 5 Bingo cards for $10* Extra cards will be sold separately. There 
will also be a GREEN CHILI COOK OFF!!!!!! 
.Registration: We currently have 20 room nights left, 9 for Friday night and 11 for Saturday night. 
If you have not register please do so soon. Registration prices are $30 from June 27 to Oct 4th and $40 from October 5th 
to November 6th 
 Saturday November 7th, 2015-One Day Only Pass - $20 
Please support CRCNA and purchase Saturday night Banquet tickets and or Sunday Breakfast Buffet tickets. 
 Great way to be of service, chair a Marathon meeting sign-up sheet available on the CRCNA website!! 
Hospitality Sign-up sheet on the CRCNA website (Home Groups be of service ant pick a time slot) 
ABSOLUTELY NO CROCKPOTS IN HOSPITALITY ROOM & NO FOOD WARMERS!!!!! 
Prepackaged food only! 
Friday November 6th will be NA Prom (King & Queen) and DJ 
You can reserve your headsets for the Silent Disco on the CRCNA website for $2  
Artist for the Art Show go to-CRCNAARTSHOW@GMAIL.COM 
DJs for the Silent Disco got to- DJCRCNA@GMAIL.COM 
Performers for Saturday night Talent Show go to- CRCNAPARTY@GMAIL.COM 
In order to be considered we must hear from you by October 6th, 2015 
SEPTEMBER 19, 2015 in Grand Junction Region will be voting next year’s CRCNA Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary, and 
Treasurer. 
OCTOBER 10,2015 at the Englewood library in the Perrin Room next year’s Subcommittees will be voted in if you’re 
interested please be there!! 
Next CRCNA meeting September 12th 2015 @ 11 am at the Englewood Library in the Perrin Room and more will be 
revealed.... Thank you for letting me be of service Cathy S.  
 
ACTIVITIES: Dave A reported: Hello family, I apologize that I cannot be present for area today. I’m on my family’s annual 
camping trip, but I will be present for the following ASC and the activities sub-committee meeting.   
At the last activities sub-committee meeting, which was held on August 29, six members attended, plans for the upcoming 
End of Sumer Bash as well as the Halloween dance were developed. In addition, we discussed the outcome of the bowling 
night event and the CRCNA Barn Dance.   
As it happens, no one attended the bowling night event. As this area’s activities chair I understand that the event was 
planned in such a way that it made it difficult for members to attend, and would only like to question what types of events 
people would like to attend so that in the future activities are met with more popular support.   



Furthermore, a few members were unhappy with the Barn Dance this year and believed that changes should be made next 
year. Since this particular event is hosted by CRCNA and not ourselves, my subcommittee asked for the RCM’S to take back 
our complaints to region and ask this body, at least those that attended, what their thoughts of the event were.   
On a brighter note, the End of Summer Bash will take place on Saturday, September 19, 2015 in Estes on 701 Elm Road at 
3:30pm. Food will be provided, but as always bring a side dish and come enjoy the fellowship the NA speaker at the 
Harmony Treatment facility T.J. M. from Longmont.  Also, come to the Halloween dance in Fort Collins, the marathon-
meeting events on Thanksgiving and Christmas, and the movie night for the Star Wars opening in December. If you like 
subcommittee meetings come to ours, which will take place, as always, on the 4th Saturday of September at 9:00am in 
Windsor.  In conclusion, the activities-subcommittee would like to request $200 to buy food for the End of Summer Bash.     
    
OLD BUSINESS: NONE 

NEWLY ELECTED: No Elections. 
NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for August is “Fun Addicts.  Discussed ways to help make the CRCNA 
barn dance a success again.  Change the venue?  Rotate the different fund raisers around the areas?   Also, talked about 
how/when a meeting should be added or deleted from the schedule. 
Weld county men’s jail is going to start a meeting and we need volunteers to do service. 
Motions: To give Amber S. $20.00 for gas to attend Assembly. 
Intention: Represent her home group 
Passed 
Motions: Fun Addicts, Swagg’d out, XX Genes, Dead w/out it are asking for $100.00. 
Intention: To cover cost of VOLLYBALL SHIN-DIG. 
Passed 

 

ELECTIONS: 
Activities Sub Committee Chair 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

End of Summer Bash in Estes Park 

701 Elm Rd, Estes Park  

Meeting @3:30 

BBQ 5:00-6:30 

NA Meeting and Speaker (TBD) @ 1600 Hatchery RD 

 

DINOSAUR DAYS II 

NA Nooner BBQ/Speakers 

September 26th, 2015 Noon to 5:00 

1322 31st Ave, Greeley, CO 

Potluck/Fellowship 

(Bring a side dish) 

Jacqueline B Fort Collins/Joann D. Denver 

 

Volleyball Shin-Dig (BBQ) 

Saturday October 3rd, 2015 @10:00-5:00 

Rolland Moore Park, Ft Collins, CO 

Burgers/dogs provided (bring sides/deserts) 

Grab your chairs/blankets and bring your game!! 



 

October 4th, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved 
Guests: Jim M., John B., Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Ray 22yrs, Richard L. 8yrs, Ernie S. 8yrs, Danny G. 4yrs, Shane R. 2yrs, Shannon 2yrs, Crystal W. 1yr. 
Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS: 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason B reported: Average attendance and 7th, the Wednesday group will begin reading the 
Basic text next. Our group will begin discussing our 30yrs of NA celebration in Greeley. 105 ASC Donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Attendance is good, we are now starting a Speaker meeting every other month 
starting w/Joe K. the last Friday of the month. $20.00 Donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R.  Reported- All is well, we are starting a calendar sign up-to give others the opportunity to chair, 
no needs or concerns @this time. No donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Crystal W. (new GSR) reported: Last potluck was standing room only. Purchasing lit and $50.00 donation.  

HOPE GROUP: James reported-Last meeting Sept 18th. Books from book study went to TRT& Alternative homes for youth. 
The rest of Lit being donated to area. Remaining funds donated to Area today, some funds are still out there.  Thank you 
everyone who supported the group.  $131.62donation.   

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjon reported-We have opened new meetings Mon @noon, Thurs @noon, Friday @noon. We are asking 
for support from the area “meeting of the month.” We are grateful for our new Lit (IP) rack.  $70.00 donation. 

LIVE GROUP: Ray l reported- Our attendance has been all over the board, our morning and noon meetings could use 
support. We have no needs or wants at this time. Other than that all is well. $100.00 donation. 

NEVER ALONE: Marisa H. reported: Average attendance is 8-10 people Upcoming Event is Sat Nov 14th at First Christian 
church in Sterling CO 12-3. Celebrating our 1year anniversary for our group. All-inclusive potluck. We attended recovery 
month expo on Sept 12th James R was our Speaker. $10.00 donation. Treatment Center ATC I Sterling has started an NA 
meeting and we are supporting it-every Sunday @7pm. LaDonna was the speaker, 30 people attended, multiple youth 
also attended that meeting and getting support.  Looking for a Speaker at our Event Nov 14th. 

NOONER: Danny G. reported- We are opening a new noon meeting on Fridays. We would like to thank all that supported 
our Dinosaur Days II BBQ event. $ 70.00 donation.  

No Matter What: Not present: Amy reported Attendance steady-great speakers-no issues- no donation.  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell H. reported-Attendance good, 7th good, message good. Returning $20.00 to Area, our 
Representative rode w/his sponsor to the Assembly. $48 to world.   No Area Donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul W reported: Good meeting great attendance.  Birthday celebration was packed, it was 
downstairs. Bought Literature. $15.00 Donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Attendance is average 12 people, need home group members and trusted 
servants. $50.00 donation. 



STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B. reported-Attendance averaging 15 peeps. Need home group members, 
we two are getting tired. Finishing up the living clean book soon, starting “It works how and why”.  $19.05 Donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Shannon Reported- Attendance is good for most part, Speaker meetings are strong,  
Steps/Traditions meeting are going well. Purchasing $186 in Lit and donated to the world. Alex N. is our next Speaker. 
$95.99 Donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported-Meeting attendance is small; but steady. Paid rent and paid for our GSR to attend Regional 
Assembly.  No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Ernie S reported- Thank you Ray B. for filling in for me. 
 
VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported: Hello Fellow committee members & guests: 
Hard to believe it has already been a month, nothing to report from me. I was not able to make the subcommittee 
meetings as I had other obligations that day. In Loving Service, Ray B. 

 
SECRETARY: Karen C. reported: Thank you Dave for filling in for me, just a suggestion-if you could email your group 
reports to me Kcampbell911@hotmail.com I can just add them to the minutes. I am requesting all Sub-committee 
Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. 

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Our current balance at the beginning of the month is $249.52 over our Prudent Reserve.  
We have all check signers added now. ILS, Mike M. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 
RCM 1: James R reported-I attended the Regional Assembly on Sept 19th in Grand Junction with some of our GSR’s and 
other members.  
New guidelines for CRCNA, after having been voted and approved at the last assembly should be presented and posted 
soon.   There were a few presentations on Consensus based decision making.   
The Conference Agenda Report (C.A.R.) will be out Nov. 25th (The Traditions book will be included for approval) and the 
Conference Approval Track (C.A.T.) will be out Jan 25th.  Workshops will be available beginning in February.   There will be 
upcoming workshops on planning our future at CRCNA; this will be focused on planning as well as the role of Zones in the 
future.  The zones will be a large part of upcoming discussions for Regions and Areas to be looking at.   
CNAC approved 2 new members at large – Steve K and Coy P. (New members were ratified by Assembly).  Dave R is the 
new chair.   
Public Information has a V. Chair – Sammy P. They are looking at helping areas that have no PI of their own w/ poster 
drives and bus ads. 
The state fair efforts resulted in the best year yet including 26 volunteers, 370 contacts, 10 of which were professional.  We 
reimbursed Dan B for out of pocket expenses of $110 for extra tickets and $42.96 for meeting lists. Next year state fair 
was included in this year budget which was passed.  It was requested to take back to groups what kind of interest there is 
in continuing the state fair.  It costs us about $1300 to do it every year.   
All 9 facilities will be connected with us during CRCNA on Sunday morning.  D.O.C. training will be held on the 1st Sunday 
at Mile Hi Area and at CRCNA.  The new H&I chair is learning ropes and updating info. 
The Regional meeting list is downsizing by listing meetings that are sometimes listed in two areas only once, instead of in 
both areas. Elections for CRCNA XXX 
Chair – Bruce B 
Vice Chair – Jim M 
Treasurer – Dan O 
Vice Treasurer – open 
Secretary – Jennifer M 
Regional Elections - Public Relations Dan B – ratified, Hospitals and Institutions – Gene 
The proposal to have the Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout retain $300 from last year and increase the seed 
money every year to include the additional $300 passed.  
An ad hoc committee was formed to look at changes in the guidelines to have only GSR’s, RCM’s, and RD’s to vote at 
Assembly’s, or possibly the addition of sub-committee chairs.   
All the budgets were passed.  The tiers will be decided in Jan after CRCNA.  ILS, James R 

  
Public Information: Dave A reported: Talked to Dan B of the Southern Area about Google Voice.   He said they have 
been using it for @ 1 year and it has worked great.   We can port our existing number from T-Mobile to GV for $20 and 
then we can add numbers to which calls will be forwarded.   Those numbers MUST be smart phones.  When a voice mail is 



left it will be sent out in the form of a text.  People can choose to have a call go their phone at nights, during the days, on 
weekends only, 24/7, etc.  After some discussion we voted to adopt Google Voice.  I have a sheet to pass around for 
members here to sign up to volunteer for the phone line, or to be willing to do 12th step calls and/or give people rides to 
meetings.  Again, to be a phone line volunteer, you must have a smart phone.  A minimum of 1 year clean is required as is 
a sponsor and a home group.  I have some copies of our phone line guidelines which are taken straight out of the PR 
handbook.   They are also on our website/otwna.org under Service Opportunities > PI and are mandatory reading.  This 
move will save the ASC @ $50 a month, stop us having to pass a physical phone from member to member, enable flexibility 
in when one volunteers, move us to the present as to technology, among other advantages. 

We talked about doing a PI learning session before the ASC in the near future for members to ask questions about 
volunteering and being part of the phone line.   I would ask that we do that on November 1st at 8:00 a.m. here at the 
Majestic.   This is also on the flyer/signup sheet.   Members who have been on the phone line before do not need to be 
vetted but we would ask them and all others interested to attend for a session if at all possible.   We will also have call 
tracking sheets on the web site for download for members to track the kinds of calls we are getting.    Then try to have an 
online mechanism for volunteers to enter data, etc.  DO NOT TAKE THIS LIGHTLY!  I don’t mean to call into question 
anyone’s willingness or recovery.   While there will be 4-5 people taking calls at any one time and a rotation will be in place 
give this some thought.   Previous members that have carried the phone will be most helpful.   Also, if you are offering 
rides, you might get a call for help close to the start of a meeting.   If you picking up someone of the opposite sex, do not 
go alone.  12 step calls will be made with 2 members only so as to best carry the NA message not an individual’s 
message.  Checking all 3 opportunities is a lot to take on.  Maybe start slow or talk to your sponsor first before 
committing.  Obviously, members can step down if they so desire. 

At CRCNA, PI will be doing some kind of presentation.   I plan to meet with areas that are doing PSA’s and work 
on those once we get the phone line in order.   Since my term runs out in March, I want to have things rolling when Mark 
takes over.  The Regional PI chair tried to set up Any Meeting just before the September regional mtg but had problems.   So 
we probably will get together over the phone or Any Meeting in mid-October. 

We had quite a few changes in the mtg lists having dropped the Hope Group and adding 3 noon mtgs for JFT and 
1 for the NA nooner.   250 were printed.  Please check the schedules for accuracy. 
We elected a new webmaster – Donnie B. from Wellington.   He will be working with Pat H to get up to speed.   Mucho 
Grande Gracias to Pat for his long and valuable work on the area website!!!!! 

It was suggested to me that it be mandatory for new GSR’s to sign up for the area blast.  I am not sure if that is 
ideal so I will again ask that all those interested in getting updates on activities or other info of interest please go to 
otwna.org and click on the link to get added to the blast list.   I had one request last month and that was the first in a 
long while.  I printed several copies of the area guidelines and those are also online under GSR Checklist and Area Info 

tab. Next meeting – October 24th at 10:00 a.m. 
 
Hospitals/Institutions: Sherry reported:  
LCDC MENS: Dave A. - .  There are 4 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the 
month at 7pm.  
LCDC WOMENS: Karen C. (Dave reported) - There are 2 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Monday at 
7pm (2x a month).  
WCJ WOMENS: Cathy S. - There are 3 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Tuesday at 7pm (2x a month).  
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Janene F. - There are 7 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Wed at 5:30pm.  
PVYS: No panel Coordinator at this time. No meetings being held. 
DETOX: Amber S.-There are 6 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30pm. 
WORK RELEASE: Sjon C. - There are 5 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Thursday at 7:00pm. 
SUMMITSTONE: No Panel Coordinator at this time. 
The H&I Subcommittee met on September 26th with 6 members present. John B. was elected as H&I vice Chair and Cathy 

S. was elected to carry on as Panel Coordinator for WCJ Women’s. We are in need of a Panel Coordinator for Summit stone 

and also PVYS. Please spread the word-WE NEED MEMBERS WHO ARE WILLING TO SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCE, STRENGTH 

& HOPE at any of the facilities we serve. Please see me for an application if you are willing and able to share at the Jails. 

The next H&I Subcommittee Meeting will be held on October 24th at 11am. I am requesting $121.05 in literature and $5 

toward rent.   Grateful to Serve, Sheri S. 

CRCNA Liaison: Jim M reported:  
Next CRCNA  event will be Mexican Dinner / Bingo  October 24th, 2015 at 2221 N. Wahsatch Redeemer Lutheran Church 
in Colorado Springs from 6pm-11pm *Dinner& Drink & 5 Bingo cards for $10* Extra cards will be sold separately. There 
will also be a GREEN CHILI COOK OFF!!!!!! 
Registration: early registration $30 has been extended till October 24, 2015. Oct 25-Nov 2nd will be $40 the Registration 
committee also needs help in the Registration booth so if anyone is interested in being of service please contact Michelle 
W ( Registration chair) 720.285.6199 H&I is also asking for help-contact Ryan B H&I Chair at 720.360.9316 Saturday 
November 7th, 2015-One Day Only Pass - $20 



I cannot STRESS enough how important it is to purchase meal tickets (Banquet/Breakfast Buffet) it is important we fulfill 
our commitment this is how we pay for our meeting space so Please show your support and purchase your tickets!!       
Hotel Chair was able to get a few more rooms we have 11 Friday and 12 for Sat so if you still haven’t reserved your room 
here is your last chance to do so!!!!! 
Great way to be of service, chair a Marathon meeting sign-up sheet available on the CRCNA website!! 
Hospitality Sign-up sheet on the CRCNA website is not looking so hot (Home Groups be of service ant pick a time slot) 
would our area be willing to fill a time slot? 
ABSOLUTELY NO CROCKPOTS IN HOSPITALITY ROOM & NO FOOD WARMERS!!!!! 
Prepackaged food only and yes to the homemade bread. 
Friday November 6th will be NA Prom (King & Queen) and DJ 
You can reserve your headsets for the Silent Disco on the CRCNA website for $2  
Artist for the Art Show go to-CRCNAARTSHOW@GMAIL.COM 
DJs for the Silent Disco got to- DJCRCNA@GMAIL.COM 
Performers for Saturday night Talent Show go to- CRCNAPARTY@GMAIL.COM 
Deadline is October 6th so in order to be considered you must get your info sent to one of these emails... 
OCTOBER 10, 2015 at the Englewood library in the Perrin Room next year’s Subcommittees will be voted in if you’re 
interested please be there!! Thank you for letting me be of service Cathy S 
 
ACTIVITIES: Jacob reported- Hello family, I hope all is well. The activities sub-committee met on September 26th at 
9:00 am and will meet again on October 24th. 
I want to thank those that attended the End of Summer Bash. There were not very many in attendance, which in part 
was my fault for scheduling it on the same day as the regional assembly, but it was a great time regardless. We did not 
pass the basket around at this event in particular; however, the area retained $152.54. 
At the last sub-committee meeting, my committee and I decided to cancel the Halloween dance in Fort Collins due to 
financial and attendance concerns. Simply put, we do not think that it would be the best use of this body’s funds to carry 
the primary purpose and to host a successful, fun event. We are still planning to host marathon meeting events for 
Thanksgiving and Christmas as well as a movie night for the Star Wars release. 
Additionally, I would like this area’s groups to discuss what events they would like the area to host in the next year, 
particularly what types of events. Picnics are well liked, but my committee and I would like to know what other events 
bring joy to the hearts of addicts. Moreover, I think it is appropriate that we begin discussing whether we should 
participate in the New Year’s Eve dance. I think it is best that this is also discussed at the group level. Note that the area 
lost money on this event last year for attendance declined. Furthermore, I want to note that the activities sub-committee 
could really use support. If anyone present would like to get involved, please come to the next meeting, but also spread 
the word to your home groups. 
  In conclusion, it seems that my term as activities chair is up. I would like to thank those that elected me. It has been an 
honor to put together events and see the off the wall fellowship come together over food and fun. It has been stressful at 
times, but it has been terrific to increase my involvement with the fellowship and give back to Narcotics Anonymous: the 
program that has changed my life. Most of all it has been a humbling affair and I thank you all for your encouragement, 
suggestions, support, and love. 
OLD BUSINESS: NONE 

NEWLY ELECTED: Jacob elected Activities Chair, Congrats!! 
NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for October is “Just for Today”. 

 
Motions: Guideline change-move CRCNA Liaison Chair election to December instead of January 
Intention: CRCNA begins in January now  
Passed 

Motions: Merchandise Chair requests $300.00  
Intention: To begin printing new merchandise. 
Passed 

Open Discussion: 
Activities in our Area-lack of support-discussed changing the subcommittee meetings so that more than just Jacob and a 
few attend.  Maybe move to after Saturday morning meeting or before or after Area.  Discussion was solution based to 
get more of us involved in making activities happen in our Area.  
Addict from Local clubhouse wanted to discuss why her meeting was taken off the schedule and how to get it back on.   
 

 
November ELECTIONS: 

Hospital and Institutions Sub Committee Chair 

 



ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY HOSTING CORN MAZE SCREAM EVENT 

Friday 9th, 2015 7:30  

Fritzler Corn Maze 20861 Co rd. 33 LaSalle, CO 80645 

 

PPANA CRCNA Fundraiser Mexican Dinner and Bingo  

Saturday October 24 6-11pm 

2221 N Wahsatch Ave, Colorado Springs, Co 80907 

 

CRCNA XXIX  

November 6-8th  

Westminster, CO 80020 

 

FUN ADDICTS POTLUCK/SPEAKER EVENT 

220 E Oak street Fort Collins, CO 

Sunday, December 13th @6:00-8:00 

Speaker w/1yr or more and Speaker new under 1year clean 

 

 



 

 

November 1st, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved after discussion of changing start time of Never Alone on the Web to 
1:30 
Guests: Daniel F., Donnie B., Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Mark M. 24 Years Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS: 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason B reported: Attendance is good @all meetings. Group conscience agrees to continue to 
support CO State Fair, as long as not conflicting w/our funds @that time.  $50.00 Donation. 

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Attendance is good, we are now starting a Speaker meeting every other month Joe 
K. did a great job sharing last Friday of the month. $22.00 Donation.  

DRUG BUSTERS: Lilias R Reported- We have changed our format to discourage people from using profanity while they are 
sharing.  No needs or concerns @this time. $100.00 donation.  

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FUN ADDICTS: Fun Addicts report.  Our GSR moved to Tennessee this past week but our alternate, Zach, will be able to 
step up next month.  We are going to raise our rent to 30% of 7th as we are taking in more money.   We have $50 to donate 
to area and a bunch of medallions and IP’s to purchase.  We spent $28 on chips and dips for the Halloween event.  There 
are new flyers on the table for our December potluck and March 2016 as well.   The speakers for March are open so if you 
are interested let me know.  Hopefully, the December potluck will not have to move at the last minute as it did last year 
when a conflict with a church event arose.   We are trying to make the Sunday night mtg one very big circle to cut down 
on side conversations and have everyone be part of instead of having to sit in the back row.   Late comers typically grab 
chairs and sit where space is available and that normally is behind other rows of chairs.   

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-We have opened new meeting Mon @noon, Thurs @noon, Friday @noon. All is well, still 
transitioning into our new meetings.  $43.00 donation. 

LIVE GROUP: Ray l reported- Once again we have to move our meetings (all of them) we have just about secured a location 
at 3rd and Railroad in Loveland.  Our space should be in the small room south end of the building with an entry south of 
the back door entry to the building. The noon meetings have closed effective immediately. We have a $131.00 lit order. I 
would like to introduce Daniel F as our new GSRa and he will be the GSR starting in January after we elect our new admin 
body.   $100.00 donation 

NEVER ALONE: Marisa H. reported: We are maintain average attendance 8-10 people, we support the NA Group @ATC 
every Sunday @7:00pm. Must provide contact info to attend ATC treatment center.  We are having our 1yr Celebration 
on Nov. 14th@Church in Sterling 12-3pm. Speaker meeting @1:30-2:30pm. Potluck/cake. $10.00 donation. 

NOONER: Danny G. reported- All is well. $ 42.00 donation.  

No Matter What: Not present:  

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell H. reported-We are growing and doing well, 7th is steady and every position is filled. 4 new 
members joined our business meeting, Lyndsay is our new GSRA-congrats!!   $35.00 Donation. 

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul W reported: Good meeting great attendance.  Birthday celebration was packed, it was 
downstairs. Bought Literature. $10.00 Donation. 



STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Attendance is steady 15-20 people, 7th Tradition is holding its own, didn’t bring 
our donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B. reported-Attendance averaging 15 peeps. Need home group members.  
$7.79 Donation.   

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: Shannon not present-Jacob reported- Our GSR/GSRA/Treasurer were not able to attend 
group conscience. Halloween event was well attended. No Donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported-Meeting attendance is good, 2 new home group members.  Excited to host the Hospitality 
room @CRCNA in West Minister.   No donation. 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Ernie S. reported- In our last meeting I felt that we spent much of our time discussing issues that should be 
brought up at subcommittee meetings.  I know that we all have a passion for recovery and for NA as a whole; I feel that 
it is important that we remember why we come to Area. If we feel the need, we can attend subcommittee meetings to 
voice our concerns/give suggestions.  We voted in these trusted servants, so let’s do our part and trust and support them 
 
VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported: Hello Fellow committee members & guests: I don’t have much to report this month. I was 
able to attend the Halloween event in Ft Collins & it was a great turnout. Looking forward to CRCNA & I will see you all 
there. Thank you for allowing me to be of service.  In Loving Service Ray B. 
 
SECRETARY: Karen C. reported: a suggestion-if you could email your group reports to me, I can just add them to the 
minutes. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom. 
 
TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Position up for election in January.   
Beginning balance $356.78. 
Prudent $600.00 
Last month’s donation $756.66 
Last month’s expenses $481.27 
ILS, Mike M. 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT 
RCM 1 & 2.  James R/John K present - no regional in October. 
 

Public Information: Dave A reported: We met on 10/24/15 with 5 members in attendance.   Our first order of 
business was to discuss the Google Voice process.   I needed to wait to move the phone until I got the bill so as to have 
that info ready.  A few people signed up at the last ASC and will be contacted regarding their interest in getting calls in 
November.   Some people that answered the phone before will also be contacted as well as any from the sheets turned in 
today.  An excel spreadsheet will be used to track when people serve, who is interested in giving rides, etc.  Process so 
far…  

1.  Call volunteers and verify when they want to take phone calls.  Rides and 12th step calls are open-ended unless 
the member decides to opt out.  Maybe verify once a year?  

2.  Fill out one months’ worth on the web starting with November.    
3.  Email those who will be getting calls attaching a current mtg schedule and a current copy of the spread sheet 

for rides and 12 step calls.  
If you have signup sheets to return to me, please hand them in.  
__8__ people showed up for the PI phoneline orientation at 8 a.m. this morning.   Printed phone line guidelines 

were available.   
Attended Live Group GC last Friday as they have to move.  It was a very concise and well run GC.  The 2 Noon 

Mtgs – Tue and Thurs – were dropped.   This Wednesday the Group Secretary will attend the Unity Club Board mtg and 
almost assuredly will get the go ahead to move the remaining 10 mtgs there.   They will be at the same times and use the 
smaller mtg room in the SE side of the bldg using southernmost door for entrance and egress so as to not interfere with 
any meetings using the large north room that have a time conflict..  The printed mtg schedules have the probably new info 
at the top – above Sat mtgs – and a blast will be sent out when/if the move occurs.  

At CRCNA, PI will be participating in some kind of presentation.   I plan to meet with areas that are doing PSA’s & 
work on those once we get the phone line in order.   I missed the Reg’l mtg on the 17th.  I thought it was at 3 but it was 
2…  

It was brought up that we could make an invite only Facebook page for OTW to post CRCNA pics, flyers etc.  What 
do you think?  Discuss under New Business?  NA has an IP about NA and Social Media to give us guidance.  



Donated a bunch of IP’s and a few books to H&I that have just been sitting around.  Many are copies that were 
made a few years ago when NAWS was cool with us doing that.  The policy has since changed.  
Next meeting – Nov 21st (not Thanksgiving weekend) & Dec 19th (Not Xmas weekend) 
 
Hospitals/Institutions: Sherry reported: The H&I subcommittee met on October 24th with 10 members present. OTW 

Area H&I now has 8 facilities we serve, 19 meetings a month and we have approximately 25 service members.  We are still 

in need of a Panel Coordinator for Summit stone and a Panel Coordinator and Panel Members for Platte Valley Youth 

Services. We have turned in an application to WCJ from a male member, we need at least two males cleared to take a 

meeting into the men. Please spread the word!!   CRCNA H&I has a workshop scheduled on Saturday at 3pm where the 

Area H&I Chairs are welcome to have a few minutes to share about H&I in their area. There will also be two offenders 

attending from behind the walls that will be sharing their story at this workshop. This is the first time that DOC has allowed 

them to come to our convention. The next subcommittee will be held November 21st, the 3rd Saturday of the month instead 

of the 4th Saturday due to the Thanksgiving holiday. I am requesting $121.00 in literature and $5 toward rent. This is my last 

Area meeting serving as H&I Chair. Thank you for allowing me to be of service to the fellowship that has saved my life, and 

reminds me that we do this thing called recovery together, never alone…and for that I am forever grateful. ~Sheri S. 

Facilities We Serve 
LCDC MENS: Dave A. - .  There are 4 panel members at this time. Meetings are held the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of the 
month at 7pm.  
LCDC WOMENS: Karen C. - There are 2 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Monday 7-8pm (2x a month).  
WCJ WOMENS: Cathy S. - There are 3 panel members at this time. Meetings are held on Tuesday 7-8pm (2x a month).  
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Janene F. - There are 7 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Wednesday at 
5:30pm.  
PVYS: No panel Coordinator at this time. No meetings being held. 
DETOX: Amber S.-There are 6 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every Monday at 5:30pm. 
WORK RELEASE: Sjon C. (Not present/sent report) there are 5 panel members at this time. Meetings are held every 
Thursday at 7:00pm. 
 
CRCNA Liaison: Cathy S reported: Well I'm excited to say CRCNA is this week Friday November 6th!! I have truly 
enjoyed serving our  area as your CRCNA Liaison is has been quite an experience to see what it takes to make this all 
come together it certainly takes a lot of hard work and dedication from all that are involved . 
CRCNA 30, will be in Colorado Springs next year all subcommittee chairs have been filled 
Programs: Ty P (Pikes Peak) 
Printing & Display: Adam C (Mile High) 
F&E: Jeff S (Mile High) 
Merchandise: Josh M (Mile High) 
Registration: Maggie D (Pikes Peak) 
Convention Info&Web: Venessa R (Boulder) 
H&I: Amber B (Boulder) 
Registration is $40 for Nov 6th 7th 8th 
Saturday one day pass is $20.  To kick off the activities: Friday Night Nov 6th is Prom Night so don't forget your Prom 
dress and Tux! Hope to see everyone there enjoying and celebrating recovery!! Thank you for letting me be of service 
Cathy S 
 
ACTIVITIES: Jacob reported- Hello family, I hope all is well. The activities sub-committee met on October 24th at 9:00 
am and will meet again after area today and on November 21 in Windsor at 9:00am.  

At the last sub-committee meeting there were eight members in attendance, and we discussed the activities survey, 
plans for the Halloween potluck, which was an activity put together by various groups across the area as well as this area’s 
activities subcommittee, the thanksgiving marathon meetings, the Christmas marathon meeting event, the New Year’s Eve 
dance, and the Star Wars movie night event.  

It seems that the survey was not popular, though our committee did gain a better understanding of the desires of 
the area. However, the survey can still be accessed online so if you or someone you know has not taken it yet my committee 
and I would be very grateful if you did. The Halloween potluck seemed to be popular enough though, many enjoyed playing 
board games, eating sugar, and being a part of the fellowship. Additionally, there was no expense paid by this body for it 
was put together primarily by the groups.  

The next awesome area event will be the Thanksgiving marathon meeting event which will take place on November 
26th in Fort Collins at 1208 W. Elizabeth St. from 10am-10pm. A turkey dinner will be served at three, but please bring a 
side dish. We most likely will run meetings throughout the day, though this might change based on the opinions of those 
in attendance. Furthermore, we decided there is no need to formally decide who will chair the meetings beforehand. So if 
you would like to chair just show up and ask. There should be fliers available for this event today.  



The Christmas marathon meeting event will be similar to the thanksgiving one, but it will most likely take place at 
a different location. The Star Wars event has been pushed back to January 16 so that we can insure that tickets are available 
for all that would like to attend. As of now we’re planning to have it at the theatre opening soon in Fort Collins. As far as 
the tri-area New Year’s Eve dance it appears that the Mile High and Boulder areas have planned nothing as of yet. So if we 
would like to have a New Year’s Eve dance this year this we will have to begin the planning process and hope that the other 
areas will contribute while planning for the worst. We are hoping to have the event in Boulder so that it remains a multi-
area event, however to plan for the worst my committee and I would like to request $350.00 dollars today to ensure this 
event happens.    

 

OLD BUSINESS: NONE 

ELECTIONS: John B elected H&I chair, Congratulations!! 
NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month for November is “Just for Today”. 
 

Motions: To create an invite only closed Facebook page  
Intention: Unity, anonymity  
Tabled to be taken back to the groups. 

Motions: Activities Chair requests $150.00 over budget. 
Intention: To secure Xmas and New Year’s event deposit  
Passed 

Open Discussion:  New Meeting Starting Sunday the 8th at 7 – 3440 S. Taft Hill in Lvld. 

 
December ELECTIONS: 

 
RCM 1 Chair & CRCNA Liaison Sub Committee Chair 

 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

CRCNA XXIX  

November 6-8th  

WESTIN HOTEL 

Westminster, CO 80020 

 

NEVER ALONE GROUP 1 YR CELEBRATION 

12915 COUNTY RD 37, STERLING, CO 80751 

SATURDAY NOV 14TH, 2015 

12:00-3PM 

 

FUN ADDICTS POTLUCK/SPEAKER EVENT 

220 E Oak street Fort Collins, CO 

December 13th @6:00-8:00 

Speaker w/1yr or more - Brett and Speaker under 1year clean - Megan 

 

WRCNA III 

WOMEN’S NA ANNUAL RETREAT  

AUGUST 2016 

RANCH IN BUENO VISTA, CO 



 

DECEMBER 6TH, 2015 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved- 
Guests: Matthew from Sterling. Ronnie B. Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: Karen C. 17yrs, Sjohn in Nov. 8yrs, Jacob 2yrs, Marisa 60 days Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 

ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason reported: Meetings are strong AVG Sunday 25 people -$35, Wed 10 people-$10  
Sat 15pl-$2.  Wednesday is new format after Living Clean-Chair person’s choice of Literature. Voted Yes on Face book page. 
Ordered lit. $260.00.  

DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: No concerns-attendance 20-30. We are having speakers every other month and trying 
to get dinosaurs to keep them involved; need a lot of clean time addicts to share. Talking about rotating our chair person. 
Ordered Lit and $43.29 donation. 

DRUG BUSTERS: Garrett G. reported: Meetings are going well since we moved to garden level. Still an atmosphere of 
recovery. $20.00 donation.  

FREE AT LAST: Not Present (Dave stated all is well) 

FREED FROM INSANITY: Chris L. reported: Attendance ranges from 6-19 people, some are stepping up to do service. 
Monday night is a book study. Our 7th was $60 something dollars.  
 
FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: We have had a large influx of newcomers on Sunday nights from the halfway house and 
the Farm.  Average attendance Sunday is 40 to 50 addicts and 20 to 25 on Wednesdays.  On Sundays, we have been 
attempting to set up chairs in a large circle before the meeting starts to promote participation and to minimize the tendency 
for people to set up chairs in rows, classroom style, and sometimes behave disruptively in the back row.  A couple of 
halfway house clients have stepped up to assist in the setup, which is much appreciated.  To get more newcomers involved, 
we have an NA ball that we toss to tag someone to share.  This has proven to be a lot of fun and quite popular with 
everyone.  Fun Addicts will have a speaker potluck on Sunday, December 13th at 7:00 PM, and every three months 
following. There are fliers available for the December and March Potlucks.  We need a person with less than one year clean 
to speak in March, volunteers welcome.   The group has voted in favor of the motion to start an invite-only 
OTW Area Facebook page.   Zach V. has been elected GSRA and we have a new home group member, Stacie B. $33.33 
Donation. 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-Attendance is low, 7this fair.  We now have Speaker meeting on the 1st Friday of every 
month.  New Location “Vineyard” 1015 9th Ave. Voted Yes for Face book page.  $60.00 donation 

LIVE GROUP: Ray L reported-The move went well, the club house has been very accommodating and grateful we are there. 
The 9 am meetings needs support; ordering Lit.  $100.00 donation. 

NEVER ALONE: Marisa: Saturdays @1:30. 8-10 in attendance. Want to thank everyone for attending our 1 year Anniversary 
party; wonderful speakers Karen C. and Shannon; 35people in attendance.  We had people form NE, Greeley, Ft Collins, 
and Denver.  We are still supporting meeting in ATC-now called The Last Resort group average 20 attending; those that 
are able attend our meetings. $17.00 donation.   

NOONER: Danny G. reported-. We closed our Tuesday noon meeting; other than that all is well. Voted Yes on Face book 
page. $53.00 donation 

No Matter What: Darrell B. reported: Attendance 15-25; need home group members; looking for members to share (speak). 
No donation 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell H. reported-Good meetings, 7th steady. Planning a group inventory in January. Planning another 
raid a meeting event. New comers are coming back (maybe the coffee) Voted yes on Face book page.  $25.00 donation.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul reported-Great meeting attendance, buying Lit; $18.00 donation.   

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-Very good attendance, good 7th Tradition, need home groups and trusted  
servants; No donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacquline B reported-Nothing new-No meeting on Thanksgiving Voted yes on Facebook.  
$ 8.00 donation.   



WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: - Shannon reported: Meetings are strong, especially Saturday nights. Agreement of 
closed Facebook page. Lit$133.25 $268.74 donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported- Meetings are going well, we now are candle light; attendance small but steady.  No donation. 

 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Ernie S. - Good morning; CRCNA was yet again an amazing experience, I hope those of you that were there share 

the same feelings, I cannot express the gratitude for all the efforts and planning that many of you put into making the 

convention a success.  OTW showed up and our presence was seen and felt throughout the convention.  I had a great time 

at the Thanksgiving potluck, you all pulled together and made this a huge success and probably helped this addict stay 

clean through another holiday. A lot of time and a lot of planning is going into the New Year’s Eve Dance, my hope is to 

see all of us there supporting these efforts.   Let’s do all we can to make this year’s event the best one yet.  I am a very 

grateful recovering addict today, not only because I am clean, but because I feel that I belong to the best Area in Narcotics 

Anonymous ILS Ernie  

VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported-Hello Fellow committee members & guests: I have nothing to report this month, missed you 
all last month & glad to be back. Ray B. In Loving Service  

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–If you would like to send your group reports via email it would be appreciated, not 
mandatory.  I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: Mike M. reported-Current balance @beginning of ASC. $377.22. Last month we collected $812.79 and spent 
$1021.83.  There was a problem w/an altered check last month that the bank would not accept. Please contact me before 
making any alterations to any check that has already been issued and I can issue another, in loving service, Mike M.  

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: RCM report Dec 6th 2015  
I attended the Regional Committee meeting Nov 22nd.  The Women’s Retreat is looking for those interested in service to 
the committee.  They meet Dec. 13th at 12:15pm – 4:00pm at 100 S Wilcox St, Castle Rock.  Theme and logo contest ends 
Jan 31st.  Speaker entry deadline by May 31st.    I have email and other contact info for both if interested.    
The Conference Agenda Report is out and can be purchased or downloaded for na.org.  The Regional Delegates will be 
offering workshops on it and is asking what day works best for Off the Wall.    They are looking at Feb 12th, 14th, 26th or 
March 11th or 13th.    
CRCNA had 846 total registered attendees and 1,100 seats filled with some still standing Saturday night.  There were very 
few complaints personally and none at Region from the Areas.  All committees worked within budgets and only one 
fundraiser was in the red.  We have feedback forms for anyone desiring to give feedback, please let the RCM’s know so 
they can give it back to the CRCNA committee.  Looking at an estimated $13,000 donation to the Region – that is with the 
seed money already taken out and an estimate of the taxes that we will have to pay taken out.  Final numbers should be 
out in January.  The pancake breakfast will be moved to March and the theme and logo contest deadline will be in 
February 1st.  Bid packet for the next year’s conventions will be due by March.  I have bid packet for anyone interested in 
heading that up.    
H&I is looking at starting up the Primary Purpose Project.  This is where shirts are sold and the proceeds go to help put 
books in the hands of inmates in Colorado.  The H&I committee will be looking into support and funding and may bring 
back a proposal as there was general support from the Region.    
Public Relations has done some work is Southern area and is looking at PSA’s and branching outside of their current 
efforts.  Next PR meeting is prior to the Regional meeting on Jan. 17th at 9am at 1212 Mariposa.  They plan on meeting 
every 4 months face to face with a phone conference in between and is going to attempt to get in contact w/ PI or PR 
chairs from the areas.    
The Region still has an Ad Hoc committee concerning voting members at Region and who should be able to and who should 
not.  Contact Ray L if interested in voicing concerns or learning more.   Another Ad hoc committee was formed to 
address how Region conducts business by what seems to be a hybrid of Consensus Based Decision Making and Roberts 
Rules – Erin from Pikes Peak will head this up, please contact her if interested in being a part of this.  We reimbursed Ray 
L $30 for travel expenses for a meeting that no one else showed up to.     
The D.O.C. coordinator, Terry, is looking for help in processing apps for facilities, as many people are denied approval due 
to failure to disclose.  Asked and received $69 for reimbursement for CBI processing fees.    
The Colorado Regional Rocky Mountain Campout has elected Derek as the V. Chair, and all other positions still need to be 
elected.  (Mainly Chair, Treasurer, and Secretary).  
Noted that we ratified H&I and PR chair at Region, but not the Treasurer.  
Proposals for changing the reimbursement rate for mileage to Federal Government standards for volunteers and adding 

approval of the minutes to the agenda via the guidelines both failed to reach consensus and failed.    



The proposal to do a yearly inventory of the Region starting in January after the Regional committee meeting until complete 
passed.  
We made a $5000 donation to World.  Thanks for allowing me to be of service to this body. ILS, James R 
    
Activities: Jacob R. reported: December 6, 2015 

Hello family, I hope everyone enjoyed CRCNA and Thanksgiving. The activities sub-committee officially met 

on November 21 at 9:00 am and met unofficially with the Boulder area’s activities subcommittee and the Mile high’s activities 

subcommittee to plan the New Year’s Eve dance on November 10th at CRCNA and on December 3rd at the church hosting 

the event in Longmont. The activities subcommittee will officially meet again on December 19 in Windsor at9:00am and 

the three area’s activity subcommittees will meet to finalize plans for the New Year’s Eve dance on December 10 at 6:00 

pm at the church hosting the event.  

The meeting at CRCNA was simple. The three areas got together to throw some ideas around for the New Year’s Eve dance. 

Thereafter we secured a location, agreed on prices, made a flyer, choose the speakers for the event, and finalized a Budget 

and Expense Report.  

The event will take place on Thursday December 31, 2015.The banquet will start at 6:00pm, the meeting at 7:30pm, and 

the dance at 10:00pm. We did have to revise these times on Thursday so if you have heard contradicting information then I 

am sorry to confuse you, however these are now finalized and the current flyers available today are accurate. The church 

hosting the event is on 303 Terry Street in Longmont, Co.  

We are not selling formal tickets beforehand this year because of time and financial constraints, but you can prepay for the 

banquet and dance by speaking with me and save $5. At the door, it will be $25 for the banquet and dance, and $10 for 

Dance only. No addict will be turned away for the dance, but the banquet may be a different story depending on the amount 

of food available. Options for food this year are Pork, Pasta, and vegetarian and there will be a desert. If you plan on 

coming to the banquet please pre pay it will help me and yourself.   

The speakers for the event are Shane R. from Off the Wall, Lena S. from Mile High, and Jay T. from Boulder.  Furthermore, 

if you would like to stay the night in Longmont discounted prices are available at the Plaza Hotel. The Off the Wall area will 

spend $550 to host the event and with the three areas we have a total budget of $1,550 to pay for rent, food, decorations, 

music, and janitorial services. We also need volunteers to help set up, to help with food, and to help clean up. If you want 

to be of service and possibly get a free meal talk to me and show up at 2:00 pm on the 31st. Moreover, if you want to have 

a say in music you’ll need to speak with me before the event. Don’t forget the banquet is formal to semi-formalish.  

I want to thank all those who have helped in the planning process for this event so far. We kind of had to put it together 

at the last minute, but it seems like it will turn out well and be an incredible New Year’s Eve filled with tons of fellowship 

and fun! 

I would also like to thank those who attended the Thanksgiving marathon-meeting event. I actually was there for the entire 

day and I’m guessing roughly 60 members filtered in and out throughout the 12 hours. There was plenty of food, we ended 

up having four meetings throughout the day and it seemed like everyone who wanted a meeting had one. The location 

worked very well, and after passing the 7th around we collected a total of $42. $20 dollars was given to the church and the 

rest will be used for the Christmas marathon meeting event.  

Though I do have a bit of unfortunate news. It seems like it will be very difficult to find a location for the Christmas marathon 

meeting event because we will be unable to pay for this facility after spending over $500 to host the New Year’s Eve 

dance. I have contacted churches and low and behold, it can be difficult to reserve a church for 12 hours on 

Christmas. I think it is best to push off canceling this event for a week to see if my committee and I can pull something 

together. If you know of a location that would be available for 12 hours or so on charismas, please speak with me. I would 

like to see this event come to fruition this year, however there will be regularly scheduled meetings taking place on Christmas 

so there will be a place for the newcomer, or the old-timer to go on charismas.    

The Star Wars movie event will take place on January 16 at the new movie theatre in Fort Collins though. Also I would like 

some of the area’s feedback as to whether all of you would like to have an event for Valentine’s Day or Saint Patrick’s Day 

or anything else you can think of. 

In closing I would like to request the activities budget of $200 dollars to fund the New Year’s Eve dance.   

 
Public Information:  Dave A reported- I participated in both the PI and PR workshops at CRCNA.   Very helpful.  Reg’l PI 
got an article in a magazine that is handed out in all Colorado high schools.   I printed out a few in case anyone is interested 
and will put them on the table.  
Created the Google Voice account and added folks for December that want to help.   There is a slight “gotcha” in that when 
adding a device, GV requires that one answer back with a 2 number code that is displayed on the web.  So that will be 



incorporated into the process doc.  I created it under my google account.  It will be transferred to 
the otwascpi@gmail.com account if possible now that the $20 porting fee has been paid.  The text messaging forwarding 
of a voice mail translates pretty well into common English.  Creating folders for messages and such will be an ongoing part 
of the process.  Didn’t get any signup sheets back from the groups although I did get several members to sign up at the PI 
training session.   So, if anyone brought any back please get them to me.  Thanks!  Updated the excel spread sheet.   
Don made all the necessary changes to the web mtgs for the Live group move and the new Freed from Insanity Lvld group 
as well.  The Tuesday nooner mtg in Greeley was deleted.  Changed the address for the Live group from 3rd and Railroad 
to 102 E. 3rd Street as we got a call from a woman visiting from North Carolina and 3rd and RR didn’t google very well.    
Got a request for a rack and literature to be put in a facility in Sterling.   So I brought that.  We may purchase a few IP’s 
out of the PI budget.   Additionally, we have our normal $90 + $20 requests for the benches and bus ads in Greeley, plus 
$20 for the porting fee for our phone number.  I am also requesting $82 because I paid for annual fee for our PO box after 
communicating with the treasurer, chair and secretary.  
If you are new here, or not, and want added to the OTW blast please go to the website – otwna.org – and submit a join 
request.   Trying to add people manually has proven to not be doable as they need to respond to a request that is sent 
out.   So, joining via the web is the simplest way. Next meeting – Dec 19th (Not Xmas weekend) 

 
Hospital/institutions: John B. reported: Why get involved?  
Hospitals and institutions service offers addicts an opportunity to demonstrate gratitude, fulfill responsibility, and share 
the NA message without expectations. It is also an effective tool that helps us stay clean, and keeps us coming back. The 
H&I message is the same as the NA message: “That an addict, any addict, can stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, 
and find a new way to live.”1 The gift we share is hope and freedom from active addiction through the program of 
Narcotics Anonymous. Any NA member who wants to carry this message is encouraged to get involved with H&I service. 
There are many ways to serve in Narcotics Anonymous, and many of us have found H&I service to be the most rewarding 
aspect of our recovery.  
I just want to take a moment and implore the GSRs that are here to today to announce that we need help with H and I in 
our area.   The areas that we struggle to serve the most are our lock down facilities.  The addicts in these facilities have no 
way to attend meetings or hear our message unless we take it in to them.  This gives them a sense of hope and know that 
there is someone outside the walls waiting to help when they do get out.   I attended the H and I workshop at CRCNA and 
was amazed to see two inmates from Denver Women's in attendance who were still technically incarcerated.  They 
expressed joy and gratitude for our program and how it was such an important part of their lives behind the walls.  The 
one thing I took away from that was you don't have to have been locked up or in jail to carry the message in a lockdown 
 facility.   We share strength, experience and hope of recovery not our relatability to being incarcerated.  
Our subcommittee met on November 21st 2015 with 7 members present.  We currently have 6 facilities we hold meetings 
for out of   that want us to go into.  We hold approximately 16 meetings a month with the help of 20 service members. We 
are needing members to be of service at the following facilities: Weld County Women's ( 1 YR Clean, 3yrs off Paper), Weld 
County Men's ( 1 YR Clean, 3yrs off Paper), Platte Valley Youth, Larimer County Women's and Summitstone.  All facilities 
requires 90 days clean to attend and 6 months to share.    
Currently we need a panel coordinator for Weld county men’s and women’s, Platte Valley Youth.  
We will also be needing a panel coordinator for work release.  Sjon is willing to fill in till a new one can be found.  
We also contacted LaDonna in Sterling to discuss if they would want the Advantage Treatment Center in Sterling to be 
under the guise of H and I.  Currently it seems as this is better handled as a part of a group outreach, however we advised 
we would be willing to help by providing some IP’s and other literature that they can give to the addicts at that treatment 
center.   
We have submitted a budget of $125.00 to this body to be voted on.  This will be an increase of $5.00 over 
last year's budget. I will be requesting reimbursement of $26.06 above our budget for a purchase of a new stamp and 
printing costs. We are requesting 124.85 for literature.   
Facilities We Serve  
LCDC MENS: Panel Coordinator: Dave A.  There are 4 panel members currently.  They meet the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of 
the month at 7 pm.  
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator: Karen C.  There are 2 regular panel members currently with a 3rd when their work 
permits.  They meet on 2 times a month on Mondays at 7 pm.  
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator: Open   There are 2 regular panel members and a 3rd when their work permits. 
 Normally they meet 2 times a month on Tuesdays at 7 pm.  Currently they are only able to meet 1 time a month.  
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator: Janene F.  There are 6 panel members currently.  They meet every Wednesday at 
5:30 pm  
PVYS: NO MEETINGS CURRENTLY   
DETOX: Panel Coordinator: Amber S.   There are 4 panel members currently.  They meet every Monday at 5:30 pm.   
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator: Sjon C.  There are 4 members currently.   They meet every Thursday at 7 pm.  
SUMMITSTONE: Meetings are held once every 12 weeks and currently Dave A. is helping to facilitate.  There is a need for 
someone to be the Panel Coordinator for this but would only be responsible for organizing a panel once every 12 weeks 
to share about NA and recovery.    



 

CRCNA Liaison: Position Open-Sherry S elected our new Liaison, Congrats!! 
 

MERCHANDISE: Shane reported: No report 
 
Literature: Peggy reported: No report 

 

OLD BUSINESS: None 

 

NEWLY ELECTED: CRCNA Liaison Sherry S, RCM 1 LaDonna H Congrats both of you!!!  

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month is the Live Group Loveland 

Motions: To create an OTW area invite only Facebook page 

Intention: Unity, information 

Passed 
 

Motions: To increase Activities budget $50.00 to pay for December Marathon meeting event. 
Intention: To pay for food/beverages 
Passed 

 
Motions: To donate key tags and white books to ATC facility in Sterling 

Intention: To celebrate and informative pamphlets 

Passed 

 

Open Discussion: Please take back to groups: Do we want Region to support the “Pueblo State Fair” $1300.00 a 
year for a booth for 14-15 days.  
RDA requests to give a brief overview of the CAR agenda-maybe @our Valentines Dance?  (Activities?)  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

ELECTIONS: 
ASC Treasurer in January 

 

 
FUN ADDICTS POTLUCK/SPEAKERS 

December 13th, 2015 
200 E Oak St. 
6:00-8:00 

 
New Year’s Eve Event 
December 31, 2015 

Banquet @6:00-Speakers @7:30-Dance @10:00 
303 Terry St, Longmont, CO 80501 
Discounts on room’s @Plaza Hotel 

$20/($25.00 @door) Banquet/Dance and The Dance only is $10:00 
Contact Jacob R. (970) 817-4495 

 
III ANNUAL NA WOMENS RETREAT  

WRCNA III 
August 28-30, 2016 
Ranch in Buena, CO. 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JANUARY 3RD, 2016 OTW ASC MINUTES
Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved-
Guests: Trino F., Daniel F. Welcome!!!
BIRTHDAYS: Paul W. 17yrs, Daniel F 10yrs, Donnie B. 1 year. Yahoo!!!
GROUP REPORTS
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason reported: We have projected the date for Jackson Lake Campout is June 17-19-or
June 24-26. New opener on Wednesdays. We are planning our 30yrs in Greeley, meeting to help plan Feb 6 th 10:00
@Centennial Park Library. Buying Lit. $50.00 Donation.
DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Meetings are going great-had communication problems on opening last week, the
week of Christmas we closed meeting early-everyone @Marathon meeting? No group conscience. No Donation.
DRUG BUSTERS: Garrett G. reported: Meetings are going well; ordering Lit and No Donation.
FREE @LAST: Not Present
FREED FROM INSANITY: Ronnie reported: Average attendance 4-5 people on Sunday/1-3 on Mondays. Average 7 th is $3-
5. No Donation.

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: Our last potluck was a great success with a packed room and lots of food.  The raffle for
a book raised $30.  All meetings are growing with a great mix of old and new.

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-All is well; our book study just started the Basic text again. No donation
LIVE GROUP: Daniel F reported-Group is doing well, settled into our new location, ordering lit.  Our Sunday @9:00 needs
support.  $31.40donation.
NEVER ALONE: Marisa: New Group in Sterling on Saturdays @1:30. 8-10 in attendance. Want to thank everyone for
attending our 1 year Anniversary party; wonderful speakers Karen C. and Shannon; 35people in attendance.  We had
people from NE, Greeley, Ft Collins, & Denver. We are still supporting meeting in ATC-now called The Last Resort group
average 20 attending; those that are able attend our meetings. $17.00 donation.
NOONER: Danny G. reported-. Meetings are going well; new GSR Trino F. $55.00 donation
No Matter What: Darrell  B. reported: Attendance 15-25; need home group members; looking for members to share
(speak). No donation
PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell H. reported-All is well. Greeter position is open. No new business; our meetings were open
throughout the Holidays. No donation.
RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul reported-Great meeting attendance, big attendance night on our Birthday Celebration. We
are buying Lit; No donation.
STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. reported-We were unable to meet 2 times this month; we gathered @a meeting place
tho’.  Our attendance has picked back up and we talked w/church about the meeting issue and they stated to us that they will
guarantee a meeting place for us. We would like to be home group of the month. No donation.
STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B reported-Finally got new home group member. Our meeting has been
closed for 3 weeks, the coffee shop closed. No donation.
WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: - Shane reported: Meetings are strong, average attendance is 20-40. Beginning
studying step 1 and tradition 1 on the 2nd/3rd Saturday nights.  LaDonna will be our speaker in February. We vote in favor
of supporting State Fair.  We have lots of members that would like to join Facebook. Ordering lit, No donation.
XX GENES: Amy K. reported- Attendance is steady.  No concerns; No donation.

OFFICER REPORTS:
CHAIR: Ernie S-No written report
VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported- Hello Fellow committee members & guests:



Onward & upward as we move into a new year, I was not able to make it to the Area Events over the last month. Other
than that things are going very smooth which means my responsibilities as vice chair are very simple. I am available to be
of service if needed anywhere though. In Loving Service, Ray B.

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–If you would like to send your group reports via email it would be appreciated, not
mandatory.  I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.
TREASURER:  Mike  M.  reported-Last  month’s  donations  totaled  $945.48;  expenses  was  $539.32.   Current  balance
@$427.00 beginning of ASC. Treasurer position is up for election, looking for volunteers. In loving service, Mike M
SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS
RCM 1: RCM reported no Regional meeting this month.

Activities: Jacob R. - Hello family, the activities sub-committee officially met on December 19 at 9:00
am where plans for the Holiday marathon meeting event and the Tri-Area New Year’s eve bash were finalized.
The activities a sub-committee will meet again on January 30 in Windsor at 9:00 am.

Wow December was a great month for activities! I want to thank those that attended the holiday
Marathon meeting event and for those that helped. It was a blast. The event took place on Christmas day from
11:30 am to 10:00 pm at 301 E. Stuart Street. There was an abundance of food and fellowship. There were at
least 50 members who attended throughout the day. I must say that the event turned out very well and it offered
an excellent, fun place for addicts to be on Christmas day.

Four meetings took place according to the desires of the fellowship and $24.31 was made in the basket.
Additionally, the $50 this body donated to the event was spent on rent, the $22.00 the activities sub-committee
made from the Thanksgiving marathon meeting’s 7th was given to Shannon to compensate her for her donation,
and the $100 donated by the Live group and the $100 that was donated by Donnie and Shannon was spent pretty
evenly for food as to ensure that both the donations were used. $47.97 was spent from the Live group’s dona-
tion, the remaining funds of $52.03 will be donated to the area as the Live group requested. $48.25 was spent
from Donnie and Shannon’s donation on food and coffee. Donnie did not accept compensation for his donation
and I have been unable to get into contact with Shannon since the Holiday Marathon meeting event. Therefore,
the remaining $51.75 will be donated to the area and if Shannon wishes to receive compensation for her dona-
tion then the activities sub-committee will pull that out of its budget next month. In total, the activities will do-
nate $128.09 from the Holiday marathon meeting event to this body. Thanks again to those that attended.

It seems the Tri-Area New Year’s eve bash was a success as well. Plenty of addicts stepped up to help
put this event together at each stage of the planning process which showed me once again the importance of
unity. Thank you to those that helped it was much appreciated. The event was fairly well attended. One person
counted around 150 addicts at the speaker meeting and it’s clear that over 200 members attended at least some
of the event. All of it went great. The food was tasty, the speakers shared a strong message, especially our friend
Shane R., and plenty of addicts actually danced!

Though the event was never about fundraising this area did make a slight profit. After this area donated
$550 for catering and decorations we received a little over one third of the events total earnings: $644.00. This
amounts to a $94.00 profit. Moreover, $4.98 is left from the decorations budget.

The Star Wars movie event will take place on January 16 as planned at the new movie theatre in Fort
Collins. Flyers are available today. I would like to apologize for flyers have not been available till now. The
past two events have taken up a lot of the activity subcommittee’s time and effort and I was hoping to put it off
until an actual movie time could be determined. That is not a possibility though because the theatre does not
have movie times posted for the 16th yet. To ensure that we all show up at the same time I will send out the
movie time on the blast when it becomes available and I have put my number on the flyer as well. At the next
activities sub-committee meeting we will discuss whether we wish to support the Mile High area’s valentine’s



day dance, the CAR workshop which will probably take place along with the Fun Addicts potluck in March,
and possible events for the end of march.

In closing, I would like to ask the GSR’s to talk to me directly if you have a group event coming up in
the next few months so that my committee can plan events with yours in mind. Thank you.

Hospital/institutions: John B. reported: Subcommittee met on December 19th 2015 with 6 members present.  We
currently have 7 facilities we serve and hold approximately 20 meetings a month with the help of service members. We
are needing members to be of service at the following facilities: Work Release Panel Coordinator; Panel Members at LCDC
Women’s.  We have the following Panel Coordinators positions coming up:  LCDC MEN’S, TRT, and DETOX all in February.
 Lyndsay H. was elected as Panel Coordinator at Weld County Women’s.
We will continue to support Advantage Treatment Center in Sterling with literature.
We are requesting 124.45 for literature.
Facilities We Serve
LCDC MENS:  Panel Coordinator:  Dave A.  There are 3 panel members.  They meet twice a month on Wednesdays @ 7
PM.
LCDC WOMEN’S: Panel Coordinator:  Karen C.  There are 2 panel members. They meet twice a month on Mondays @ 7
PM.
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator: Lyndsay H.  There are 5 panel members.  They meet twice a month on Tuesdays @ 7
PM.  No meetings were held this last month due to communication and weather issues.
WCJ MEN'S: Currently there is not an elected Panel Coordinator.  We do have 2 men cleared to go in and we will be going
in on the 2nd and the 4th Monday of the Month.   We held 1 meeting in December.
TRUE NORTH (TRT):  Panel Coordinator: Janene F.  There are 6 panel members.  They meet every Wednesday at 5:30
PM.
PVYS: No one currently serving this facility.
DETOX: Panel Coordinator: Amber S.  There are 5 panel members.  They meet every Monday @ 5:30 PM.
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator:  Sjon C.  There are 4 panel members.  They meet every Thursday @ 7 PM.  They are
in need of a new panel coordinator.

CRCNA Liaison: Sherry S reported:
I attended the CRCNA XXX Committee meeting on December 12 th in Denver. I have flyers on the table for you to take
back to your home groups. CRCNA XXX will be held October 28th-30 th 2016 in Colorado Springs at the Double Tree by
Hilton Hotel. The Theme & Logo Contest entries must be received by February 1st, winning entries will receive a free basic
registration package for CRCNA XXX. There is a Call for Speakers flyer, all entries must be received no later than May
14th. CRCNA XXX Treasurer had to step down due to family reasons and a new Treasurer will be elected at Region on Jan -
uary 17th. Please refer to the CRCNA website for dates and locations if you are interested in being of service on a CRCNA
Subcommittee. Grateful to Serve Sherri S.

CRCNA XXX Committee
Chair:
Bruce B. (Pikes Peak)
Vice-Chair: Jim M (OTW)

Secretary:
Jenn M.
Treasurer:
Open Position.
SUBCOMMITTEES:
Fund Raising & Entertainment: (contact for events) Jeff S.
Hospitals & Institutions: (contact for passes) Amber B.
Hotel & Hospitality: (venue questions or needs) Tina W. (Pikes Peak)
Information & Website Vanessa R.
Merchandising Josh M.
Print & Display Adam C.
Programs: (speaker contact) TY P. (Pikes Peak)
Registration Maggie D. (Pikes Peak)

MERCHANDISE: Shane reported: Discussed doing a standard mark up of 20% moving forward.  This should cover any
expenses related to using the square as well as raise funds for the ASC.  New OTW black zip-up hoodies are ready to



print, ordering 24 units @$25.75 for a total of $566.48. Sold for $31.00. Our re-order of long sleeve t’s are in stock, we
are re-ordering larger size.
We have $64.00 in cash, we are requesting our December $250.00 and our January $250.00. We didn’t request
December. This w/be sufficient for us to order our new merchandise. Next meeting is Jan 30 th @8:30; finishing up our
budget for the year to be submitted next ASC.
In loving service, Shane R.

Literature: Peggy reported: No report

OLD BUSINESS: We want Region to support the “Pueblo State Fair” $1300.00 a year for a booth for 4-5 days.

NEWLY ELECTED: Danny G new Area Treasurer, congrats!!!
NEW BUSINESS: Meeting of the Month is the Live Group Loveland
Motions: Have the treasurer send $20.00 to the Vineyard church as a monthly expense for Sub-Committees.
Intention: To pay for our meeting place
Passed

Motions: To disburse $250.00 to Merchandise for January.
Intention: To pay for new order.
Passed

Motions: To have volunteers bring doughnuts to Area; signup sheet.
Intention: To support our members w/a snack.
Withdrawn
Open Discussion: RDA requests to give a brief overview of the CAR agenda-maybe @our Valentines Dance?
(Activities?)

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
ELECTIONS:

ASC Secretary in February

FUN ADDICTS POTLUCK/SPEAKERS
March13th, 2015

200 E Oak St.
6:00-8:00

STARWARS MOVIE NIGHT
January 16th

CRCNA XXX
Double Tree 1775 Cheyenne Mountain Blvd

COLORADO SPRINGS
OCTOBER 28-30 2016

III ANNUAL NA WOMENS RETREAT
WRCNA III

August 28-30, 2016 Ranch in Buena, CO.



 

February 7th, 2016 OTW ASC MINUTES 

Open: 9:05 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of the 12 Concepts 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved- 
Guests: Dana K Welcome!!!  
BIRTHDAYS: John B Yahoo!!! 
GROUP REPORTS 
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Jason reported: Good attendance @all meetings. We have voted to cancel Jackson Lake Camp- 
Out this year. The amount to reserve the lake has increased. Yes for CRCNA $225.00 Donation.  
DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard L reported: Our group is the Bomb, our next speaker is Brian great attendance avg. 50-60 people.  

Our group is Hosting Game night April 1st (not April Fool’s joke) Friday night 5-11 Potluck/Games.  $19.96 Donation. 

DRUG BUSTERS: Garrett G. reported: Meetings are going well; possibly starting to serve coffee. $20.00 Donation. 

FREE @LAST: Not Present  

FREED FROM INSANITY: Ronnie reported: Attendance is good. $10.00 donation. 

 

FUN ADDICTS: Dave A reported: Meetings are going great!  Looking forward to the event on March 13th.  The 
church okay'd the use of the gym as our potlucks have grown so large.  For the C.A.R. workshop at 3:30 we 
humbly ask for support in setting up tables and chairs.  Our Wednesday opener has resigned but we have 4 
home group members and 2 maybes.  We voted yes to host CRCNA XXXI and have a $20 donation.  
 

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjohn reported-Buying lit; yes on CRCNA $35.00 Donation.  

LIVE GROUP: Daniel F reported-New GSRA Dana K!!!!   Group is going well-no specific needs.  Attendance has been low, 
specifically Sundays and our morning meetings.  Things are going well @new location.  $47.94 Donation 

MIRACLE ON OAK STREET: Karen C. reported-We are a new group starting Feb 18th@Thursday nights @7pm 200 E Oak 

Street. We are excited to start this meeting for newcomers by newcomers. 1st group conscience last week.  No Donation.  

NEVER ALONE: LA Donna reported: New Group n Sterling on Saturdays @1:30. Meetings are strong; attendance is 10-20 
addicts.  Brought a letter from an addict in treatment requesting a JFT book. $10.00 Donation. 

NOONER: Trino F reported; Meeting are doing good switched up service positions. Our Dinosaur day is going to be Saturday 

March 19th from 12pm-5pm Mexican potluck drinks will be provided. We have no area donation at this time 
in loving service Trino F 

No Matter What: Darrell B. reported-Group attendance has been good; we have a great foundation. Passing around a sign-

up sheet to come and share experience, strength, and hope.  No Donation. 

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell H. reported-attendance is good, 7th is steady; good message.  A group inventory was completed 
w/good participation. Yes on CRCNA. $33.00 Donation. $33 to world.  

RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul reported- Great meeting, strong attendance avg 32-40 people and we have outgrown our 

upstairs and meeting downstairs now.  B-day night was AWESOME our friend from Colorado Springs JJ came and shared, 
John B. and Anthony, and Ashley from Greeley came to share too!!  $20.00 Donation. 

STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Newt L. reported-Averaging 10 people per meeting and could use some more fellowship support; our 

rent is paid and buying literature. No Donation. 

STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Jacqueline B reported-We have 4 home group members; last meeting we finished 
Tradition 9-need new people to take service positions.  Were happy about the new meeting on Thursday nights. Yes, on 
CRCNA $24.10 Donation. 

WHEN AT THE END OF THE ROAD: - Shane reported: Meeting strong 20-60; lots of new comers as usual. La Donna from 
Sterling came and shared her story Saturday. Lilias w/be sharing next 1st Saturday March 5th. We have a new Activities 
chair, organizing an activity monthly. Looking forward to expand fellowship outside of meetings.  Starting the 2nd 

step/tradition in February. Want feedback from Area if we can fill the community rack @church w/NA ip’s? $71.40 Donation.  

XX GENES: Amy K. reported-Attendance steady-buying lit and rent is paid $4.00 Donation.  



 

OFFICER REPORTS: 

CHAIR: Ernie S-No written report 
VICE CHAIR: Ray B reported- Feb 7, 2016 Hello Fellow committee members & guests:  
Vice chair has nothing to report at this time, this service body & the OTW area is doing a great job of fulfilling our primary 

purpose. I am Very Grateful to be a part of it. In Loving Service, Ray B. 
 

SECRETARY: Karen C. reported–This is my last meeting as Secretary, I have completed my 2 year term. Leaving the Lap 

top/case and all minutes are archived on the Desk top. I am requesting all Sub-committee Chairs to submit their reports to 
email Kcampbell911@hotmailcom.  

TREASURER: See attachment 

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

RCM 1: LaDonna reported:  
OFF THE WALL:   Fun Addicts is hosting their quarterly potluck on March 13th starting at 6pm, speakers at 7pm at 220 E 
Oak Street 

PIKES PEAK:  Learning Day, February 27th, 1:30 – 6:30 pm at 5265 N. Union St. in Colorado Springs.  
(Chicken) spaghetti event, February 13th, 5 pm - 8 pm at 2221 N. Wahsatch Ave in Colorado Springs.  It is $7 for dinner 
and a drink. 

SERENITY UNLIMITED:  PR subcommittee will hold an informational symposium in 
Monticello, UT on February 29th 
RD AND RDA:  Our current CAR Workshop Schedule is as follows 
Southern February 28th 

Pikes Peak February 21st 
Mile Hi March 6th 
Boulder February 7th 
Off the Wall March 13th 

Serenity Unlimited TBD 
Region donated $3,000 to world: CRCNA in a final check to region $13,489.21. 
Logo & theme contest for CRCNA March 1st deadline. Also CRCCNA will also be hosting the art show again this year 2016 

to get involved artshow@gmail.com Treasure for CRCNA is open. 
H&I PPP is moving forward using Nebraska guidelines next meeting February 21st at 2106 Phillip Street Castle Rock@ 
Miller library. 
Camp out turquoise lake 6/10 thru 6/12 anyone interested in helping contact Leah H +1-720-989-8045. 

Theme and logo contest deadline March 1st send designs to campout@nacolorado.org 
GSR training will be at 9:30 at the Regional Assembly 6750 Carr Street Arvada regular Assembly meeting starts at 10 
a.m... 4/17/16  

Alert magazine posted our ad on page 59 and will be distributing magazines to schools in 2016. 
Proposals 
1.To remove the May annual RSC meeting from our schedule of meetings. 
Intent to reduce the amount of time for car members to an extra meeting we have a RSC meeting in March we hold an 

assembly in April and then meet again in May there seems to be several conflicts in May as well marathon conventions 
graduations. 
2. To add to the treasure responsibilities. 

Ensures correct signature cards at the bank are accurate 
Conducts an annual audit of the bank account with the RDA 
Intent to keep our records up to date and to ensure bank account is current and accurate 
3. Tabled To implement the use of administrative handbook. 

Intent to assist in the effective facilitation of CRSC meetings and regional assemblies 
4. To reimburse for printing expenses for ad hoc committee paper ink 
Intent to be fully self-supporting 
5. To add to guidelines article 7 section A that the web servant will create reoccurring of Aunt on the CRSC events calendar 

for the CRSC meeting and the regional assemblies the guidelines would specify specifically read the purpose of the web 
service is to facilitate communication between the CRSC its members subcommittees the Colorado fellowship and the 
general public through Internet technologies the web service will post rikarena bands for the CRSC meetings and the 

regional assemblies as the electronic voice of the Colorado region the web service needs the ability to maintain and create 
all electronic means of communication for and throughout the Colorado region and rest of Narcotics Anonymous 
Intense to make sure that all addicts in the region can identify when the CRSC meetings and assemblies will take place to 
make sure this is done by assigning it to a specific member of the CRSC body. 

mailto:artshow@gmail.com
tel:%2B1-720-989-8045
mailto:campout@nacolorado.org


 

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Dave A. reported: We met on January 23rd with 7 people in attendance. Our first order 

of business was to finalize the preamble to be listed at the top of the Facebook page.   After a little wordsmithing we came 

up with something and a secret Facebook page was created by our webmaster with myself, Don B and John B as 

administrators.   The process to join is either to have someone that is already a member to suggest another member, in 

which case that new person will be asked whether they want to join or not, or to have someone sign up here or send an 

email to the webmaster. 

On January 16th I attended, by phone, the regional PI mtg.   It was hugely uplifting when Sara from Southern 

talked about a poster drive and the feelings she had.  We all know what that is like.   Also attending were Patti the PI chair, 

Dan the PR chair and Reggie from GJ.    Dan sent along a lot of info that I have forwarded to the otwascpi account.  The 

GJ Pi chair talked about a presentation they were giving in Utah to a group of professionals.  That part of Utah is now part 

of the Colorado region.  Just as the SW corner of Colorado is part of the NM region (I think) 

Last Wednesday a member showed me the results of a Google for N.A...  Our website is the first thing to be listed 

however, to the right is a notification about an NA treatment Center on Scott Street that is permanently closed.  I asked 

for an edit to change it from NA to Larico and also to report that it being permanently closed is in error.  WTF Google!  So 

if anyone and everyone could go online and report that NA is not permanently closed that would be grand.  I did get a 

response from Google that they are reviewing my edit requesting NA be changed to Larico. 

The number of requests for return calls has really gone down.   That may be because a caller is requested to leave 

their name to be heard as part of the message.   But it still is the usual mix for info about mtgs, family members asking for 

help and business calls for services they think we need. 

I created a list of the tasks I perform for continuity.  My term ends March 6th, but I will always be available for 

questions and support.   Two that are not explicitly the duty of PI are 200-250 big mtg schedules to ASC monthly to be 

facilitated by ASC Chair and OTW P.O. box 270075 at the FtC Post Office on Boardwalk– Treasurer’s responsibility but can 

assign someone, preferably from FtC. 

I would ask under new business we discuss having the area print out 30 copies of the C.A.R – not including the 

Traditions workbook – to be ready for the March 6th ASC for GSR’s and others to prepare for the C.A.R. workshop on the 

13th.  

Any feedback about the Face book page?  Or wait until old business? 

As always, if you want added to the OTW area blast go to our website and request to join.  

Next P.I. SC meeting – Feb 27th, 2016 at 10:00 a.m.  

 
Activities: Jacob R. reported: Hello family, I want to thank those that attended the movie night event in Fort Collins. A 
handful of us enjoyed Star Wars: The force awakens in 3D. I would also like to thank those who donated tickets to 

newcomers. It was great to have a couple of them come and enjoy the movie with the fellowship. 
 On January 23 at 9:00 am the activities subcommittee met to discuss the CAR workshop, a game night event on April 
1st in Fort Collins, other future event ideas, and means to get more individual groups to host smaller get togethers. Due 
to the amount of time and recourses spent on the past three events that took place within such a small time frame we 

will not have an event for Valentine's Day. I know this may be disappointing to some, however there will be a Valentine’s 
Day dance in Denver that is expected to receive a great deal of support. 
I have contacted the Mile High activities sub-committee and have been unable to get a hold of a flyer for the upcoming 

Valentine ’s Day dance. Nevertheless, I did gain access to the events information and it is available on the Off the Wall 
website. The event will take place on Saturday, February 13, 2016. The speed meeting will take place from 6:30pm - 
8:00pm. Apparently a speed meeting is alike speed dating, but addicts will hopefully discuss a topic pertaining to recovery 
rather than flirting. All Hat No Horse, which is apparently a band, is performing from 8pm - 9pm and there will be a DJ 

hosting the dance from 9pm to Midnight. The dance will be located on 1660 Sherman St in Denver. Admission is $7 for 
individuals and $10 for couples. A spaghetti dinner is included in the price! 
Moreover, we picked a time for the CAR workshop. Flyers are available today! It will take place before the Fun Addicts 
Potluck from 3:30-5:30 on 220 E. Oak on March 13th. Then on April 1st we  will have a game night/potluck from 5:00-

11:00 pm on 1208 W. Elizabeth St. at the church Dead without it meets at. The potluck will take place from 5:00-7:30 
pm, the regular scheduled” Dead without it” meeting will take place, and then we can all enjoy games; music; and snacks 
until 11:00 pm. 

In the months after we are planning to host a multi-area picnic in June, a 4th of July picnic, as well as something in 
August or September. 
Lastly I would like to mention that the activities sub-subcommittee has reached out to several groups and asked if they 
would be willing to throw together more "get together activities", such as bowling nights, movie nights, and other things 

of that nature so that there is a number of activities in the area and so the activities subcommittee can focus on larger 
events. 



If you would like to help with the activities subcommittee or would like to have an input in the activities planning process 
in the area please come to the activities subcommittee on February 27th. 
 

Hospital/institutions: John B. reported: Subcommittee met on January 23rd 2016 with 10 members present.  We 

currently have 7 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of 23 service members. 
We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities:  Panel Coordinator at Work Release, Platte Valley 
Youth.  Panel members at Larimer County Women’s, Work Release, Weld County Men’s.  As always we can always use 

support in all facilities.  Finally I wanted to let everyone know we will be losing 2 panel coordinators.  We will be holding 
elections for the following facilities:  Work Release, Weld County Men’s, Larimer County Men’s, TRT and Detox. 
Amber will be stepping down from the Detox Panel Coordinator position when her term is up this upcoming area 
subcommittee meeting and we would like to thank her for her service.   

Sjon has been an inspiration of service for H and I at the work release facility.  His leadership and dedication will be 
missed.  In the spirit of rotation and continuing growth in recovery he will be moving on to other opportunities within the 
fellowship.   

These H and I meetings will continue in the absence of a Panel Coordinator in some form for a short time however that 
cannot be a long term solution: 
“Project reports come straight from the single point of decision for the project, offering the best information available. An 
assigned service responsibility can be fulfilled swiftly and directly, because there is no question of whose responsibility it is. 
And if problems in a project arise, we know exactly where to go in order to correct them. We do well when we clearly 
specify to whom authority is being given for each service responsibility.”   - Twelve Concepts for NA Service pg. 12 
We are purchasing $125.00 in literature. 

FACILITIES WE SERVE 
LCDC MEN’S:  Panel Coordinator is Dave A, 3 panel members going in 2 times a month with 15-20 attending. 
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 11-13 attending. 
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Lyndsay H, 3 panel members going in 2-3 times.  Has only been able to get in once 

since orientation. 
WCJ MEN’S:  Currently no Panel Coordinator elected, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 1-4 attending. 
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is Janene F, 7 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 15-20 attending. 
PVYS: No meetings currently. 

DETOX: Panel Coordinator is Amber S, 4 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 2-6 attending. 

WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 4 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 11-16 attending. 
SUMMITSTONE: Currently working out if an actual H and I meeting will be happening or if we will continue with what we 
are already doing. 
 
CRCNA Liaison: Sherry S reported: I attended CRCNA XXX Committee meeting on January 9th in Denver. CRCNA XXX will 
be held October 28-30 2016 at the Double Tree by Hilton Hotel in Colorado Springs, CO. You can book your room online 
by going to nacolorado.org/crcna/. Room rates are $89.-$99. per night. Please refer to the website for dates and locations 

if you are interested in being of service on a CRCNA Subcommittee. The link to the website can also be found on the OTW 
Area website. The Theme and Logo Contest has been extended to March 1st. The Pancake Breakfast is scheduled for 
Saturday April 23rd, starting at 8am, at 3500 S Logan St. in Englewood. I will be getting flyers for the breakfast at the next 

CRCNA Committee meeting Saturday February 15th.  Grateful to Serve, Sheri S. 
                                                                                                      
MERCHANDISE: Shane reported: No written report 
 

Literature: Peggy reported: I sold $806.45 in literature; received $141.45 in checks, $540 in cash and $125 for H&I. 

 
 
OLD BUSINESS:  
NEWLY ELECTED: Danny G new Area Treasurer, Congrats!!!  

NEW BUSINESS:  Meeting of the Month is the “Miracle on Oak Street” 

Budget requests: Literature $30.00 Passed *RCM I $400.00 Passed 
 
Motions: Area print off 30 copies of the CAR to be distributed to all GSR’s   
Intention: To be prepared for CAR presentation 
Passed 
 

Open Discussion:  
 

 



 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 
 

ELECTIONS: 
Area Secretary and Area Public Information 

 

FUN ADDICTS POTLUCK/SPEAKERS 

CAR PRESENTATION @3:00 
March13th, 2015 

200 E Oak St. 
6:00-8:00 

 

CRCNA XXX 
Double Tree 1775 Cheyenne Mountain Blvd 

COLORADO SPRINGS 
OCTOBER 28-30 2016 

 

III ANNUAL NA WOMENS RETREAT  
WRCNA III 

August 28-30, 2016 
Ranch in Buena, CO. 

 

 











April 3rd, 2016 OTW ASC MINUTES
Open: 9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and reading by Shell of a section of Basic Text.
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved AS IS
Guests: Kathryn S.
BIRTHDAYS: Shell 20 years!!!

GROUP REPORTS
ADDICTS SEEKING SANITY: Lisa- $60 donation, Event August 13th@Farr Park for 30 year celebration. No Speaker Jam.
DEAD W/OUT IT: Richard- had a Game Night activity, went well. Good attendance, raffle w/ IOU. $16 Lit and donation.
DRUG BUSTERS:  Garrett- needs 1 – 2 more home group members, meetings doing well.
FREE @LAST: NOBODY HERE
FREED FROM INSANITY: Ronnie- started new Thursday night meeting- all good. Bday 1st Sunday of the month.
FUN ADDICTS: Zach V. “Fun Addicts hosted the CAR workshop. Jamie and Tawni did an awesome job presenting and deserve
recognition  for  their  commitment. Attendance was smaller  for  the  CAR presentation  than we had hoped  for,  however  the
quarterly potluck and speaker meeting was packed. Thanks to Bret and Mark for speaking. We now have outgrown the smaller
upstairs room and are always meeting in the fellowship hall downstairs. Buying 120.00 in lit and 20.00 area donation.”

JUST FOR TODAY: Sjon- Group needs home group members, down to 2.
LIVE GROUP: Ray in for Daniel.
NEVER ALONE: LaDonna- “First of all never alone in sterling is looking forward to our second annual Spring Fling on April
23rd! Start time is noon end time is 4. Please bring your sense of humor and talent. We are averaging 5 to 6 addicts on
Saturdays, at least one newcomer a week. we are still looking for someone to help never alone group support the last
resort group with key tags and white booklets. we are grateful to h and I for their interest in the last resort group and
realize what they do for the groups they support have different needs then what last resorts needs are. Special thanks to
johnb.10.00 donation.”

NOONER: “Dinosaur days went well $65 area donation- ILS Trino F.”

No Matter What: Darrell- anniversary celebration, attendance good.

PRIMARY PURPOSE: Shell-Raid-A-Meeting carpool info, $15 AREA, $15 WORLD, CAR attendance…
RECOVERY SWAG’D OUT: Paul good meeting, 20 to 30 attending. Lit 29, donation 15, bday Tuesday
STAIRWAY TO RECOVERY: Pat H. attendance is up thanked members for support.
STEPS & TRADITIONS ROULETTE: Low attendance, no rep.
End of the Road:  Shane- Solid group, attendance, etc
XX GENES: Jennie- would like to see attendance increase, unknown who canceled on snow day, was not the GSR.
MIRACLE ON OAK: Karen- “We are really making a difference w/new people –sticking and staying, 2 1 new home group
members, buying lit and $3.94 $3 donation.”

OFFICER REPORTS
CHAIR: Ernie S “Good morning- While talking to the bank, we have noticed that we would need to change signers 3 times
a year on the ASC bank account.   This would happen once when our secretary would be voted in, again when our
treasure would be voted in and the last time when the new chair and vice chair would come in.  This might not seem like
a big deal, it does take some time and requires each signer to take time to visit the bank and sign all the documents.   As
well as the time it takes the bank to prepare the documents.    A thought would be for the area to hold all elections in the
same month to help in this matter.”



VICE CHAIR: Ray B. “Hello Fellow committee members & guests: Right now I am probably floating around in the Atlantic
ocean wishing I was there with you all Ha! NOT!! So I can’t think of much to report on at this time, I was able to attend
the sub-committee meetings last week & I am just so impressed by how smooth things are going. I see there is a need in
the H&I committee for some of us to give back what was so freely given. All in all we are doing what needs to be done. I
will be able to stop by the bank next week when we get back & sign the bank card.”

SECRETARY: Break out your readers and enjoy the minutes. Special thanks to Zach V, Donnie B, and John B. for helping
the new secretary get up to speed.  (Send reports to akloby72@gmail.com)
TREASURER: Danny G.-

SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS
RCM 1: John- “It is with deep sorry and heartfelt regret that I need to inform you, that due to
misinformation relayed to me by the executive board of theregion, the votes I took last month on the
proposals were not needed at thelast region. However, GSRs please go over the proposals with your
groups and those votes need to be brought to the assembly on 4/16/16. We have been informed by the
RD that proxy votes will not be accepted, so GSRs and GSRAs need to be there to vote on the proposals (I
will attach them to my report so you can all see them). GSR training will begin at 9am, assembly at 10,
6750 Carr St. Arvada.

The CRCNA fundraiser events are scheduled as follows:

The May event will be the 28cook off and game day.

Addict’s night out at Lakeside will be held June 24 at Lakeside Amusement Park.

July’s event will be a movie in the Park in Boulder at the same location as last year.

The August event will be an event in the Off The Wall Area (Theme TBD).

September 24 will be the Mexican dinner and bingo in Colorado Springs.

This year’s campout will be 6/106/12 at the Printerboy Campground at Turquoise Lake near Leadville. This
year’s theme is “Back to Nature, Back to Basics”. The CRRMCOcommittee is underway with all of the
subcommittee positions filled. Each subcommittee is looking for additional committee members and will
have service positions available as we staff registration tables at upcoming events and at the campout in
June. Online registration will be available at www.nacolorado.org/campout.Off the Wall states they do not
want to do the State Fair this year and thinks PI money could be spent on other things. However, my past
notes show that this body voted in favor of supporting the fair booth again this year, so I don't know
where the confusion lies there. No CRCNA bids for next year, Off The Wall has volunteered to hold CRCNA

XXXI.”

PUBLIC INFORMATION: Mark M- Cost of the Bench ad is $95 and the Bus ad is $25.
The Denver Area has been donating NA literature in libraries such as Basic Texts and How It Works and
Why. There were concerns that this may be a violation of traditions if and when the library would charge
late fees or lost book charges giving the appearance of affiliation. The State Fair outreach booth was discussed. The PR
chair proposed a form letter to gather volunteer contact information. I told them that I thought our area had voted to not
support the State Fair booth though I didn’t know whether this meant monetarily or what. I learned that the Grand
Junction Area had started a Symposium where they invite professionals to a panel to inform them of what NA does and
how they can help. This way they bring them to us rather than going to them.
Unity Day will be on April 30th and will be a workshop on Tradition 11.
Dave has since cleaned up the Google Voice account.
There were 899 hits on the OTW website in March with an average of 29 per day.
I printed out 225 copies of the meeting list. Requesting $45 disbursement.
13 calls as of 3/27/16

Activities: Jacob R. – 40-50 people attended game night. Bringing back Capture the Flag!

Hospital/institutions: John B. “Subcommittee met on March 26th with 7 members present.  We currently
have 7 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of 25 service
members. We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities: Panel Coordinator at Detox



and Platte Valley Youth.  Panel Members at Work Release, Weld County Men’s and Detox.  As always we
can always use support in all facilities. We discussed the best way to keep a meeting going into the detox
facility since no one stepped up to be panel coordinator.  We had two additional addicts agree to help as
panel members and are in discussion with the facility to change the start time to 6 PM to help scheduling
conflict.  We are also looking at having the material being held in the office so a panel coordinator is not
required to attend every meeting.  This will allow us to have a single point of accountability without
putting a restrictive burden of being at the facility every week. We have encountered a number of issues
with getting meetings into the Weld County mens facility. We have only been able to go in once in the
last 2 months. Two times during that time one panel member had a medical issues and a scheduling is-
sue that prevented them from being able to come in and most recently this last Sunday the facility went
on lockdown and we were not able to go in. At the time of writing this report I was not aware of any new
volunteers or any additional applications being sent in so that some of these issues might be lessened. We
also discussed our literature needs and determined that we would only be keeping 2 to 3 basic texts on
hand at anytime. They are one of the most expensive pieces of literature and were accounting for ap-
proximately 70% of our monthly budget.  We decided that those funds would be better spent on the Intro-
ductory guide. Just a reminder ...Orientation for the Weld County Jail is scheduled and are Tuesday April
5th at 7pm for new Volunteers and Thursday April 14th for current volunteers. Thursday April 28th will
be a makeup date for both new and current volunteers unable to attend the first two dates.  Please have
applications to me no later than March 28th.  A copy of your current driver's license must accompany the
application.  Weld County Jail asks that volunteers have 1 year clean and 3 years off paper to volunteer.
We are purchasing $124.85 in literature.”

LCDC MEN’S: Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 20-25 attending.

LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 12-18 attending.

WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Lyndsay H, 3 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 7 attendees.

WCJ MEN’S: Currently no Panel Coordinator elected, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 1-4 attending.

TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is Janene F, 7 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 15-20 attending.

DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 4 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 2-6 attending.

WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 4 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 11-16 attending.

CRCNA Liaison: Sherry S reported: “Attended the CRCNA XXX Committee meeting March 12 th in Denver. FYI…hotel
rooms are %70 booked and it is only April! If you are planning on attending, please book your room. The first fundraiser
The Pancake Breakfast on the 23rd. First opportunity to register for CRCNA XXX. Theme and logo to be announced. Fliers
on future events pending. Grateful to Serve.”

MERCHANDISE: Shane reported new tee for summer will be unveiled at Memorial Day Picnic.
Addendum: last month’s report follows.
“The OTW Merchandise subcommittee met on Feb. 27, 2016 at 8:30 AM. There were 6 addicts in attendance. thank you for being of service all who
attended. We discussed the inventory on hand. Currently we have 10 of the OTW ls T’s, 1 of the older pullover hoodies and only 2 of the current
zip up hoodies in stock, both size small, one of which has been spoken for. We are essentially sold out! There has been considerable demand for
more of the Jimmy K Has a Posse hoodie both within and outside the area. We would like to reorder and are currently taking requests so as to size
our reorder accordingly. as of now 9 addicts have officially requested one. I would encourage all members of this body to take this back to there
home groups and encourage other addicts who are interested within the area to make requests for their size before March 26th. We will reorder
accordingly before April 1st so that new stock is available before Unity Days. We also discussed concern over the “Jimmy K Has a Posse” print on
the back that has been raised by members of the area and the subcommittee. It is [possible to order the hoodie in select quantities without the
text most likely at a $5 increase in price. As of now we have two addicts who have requested this. The merchandise subcommittee returned $640
to the ASC in Feb. This month we are returning $60 in cash. $200 in sales were also logged on the OTW square. We have $385 worth of merchan-
dise on hand. We are requesting a monthly working budget from the ASC of $300. We would also like to request and additional $300 disbursement
from the ASC to cover costs for the zip up hoodie re order. We are still seeking submissions for a travel mug/ water bottle design. We have also be-
gun the design process for a short sleeve shirt for late Spring/ Summer. In addition we are exploring the possibility of producing “live strong” style
rubber bracelets”. Our next subcommittee meeting is on March 26th at 8:30 AM. We welcome all and hope to see you there.”

Literature: Tink filled in for Peggy- PR Handbook, 30 year coin on back order.



OLD BUSINESS: none

NEW BUSINESS: Think about next chair person.
     Consider doubling up on lit, due to no AREA in July.
     Mull over serving at AREA level.

Motions: Split cost of items with Never Alone Never Again
Intention: to provide for Last Resort
Passed: NO, it was a H&I issue, then back to AREA, then 11-9 against

Motions: key tags for NANA ($24)
Intention: to support addicts who still suffer @Last Resort
Passed: YES

Motions: table discussion of donation to region

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

ELECTIONS:
Shane accepts 2nd round of merchandise

Thank you, Shane!

CRCNA XXX
Double Tree 1775 Cheyenne Mountain Blvd

COLORADO SPRINGS
OCTOBER 28-30 2016

III ANNUAL NA WOMENS RETREAT
WRCNA III

August 19-21, 2016
Young Life Living Ranch
Buena Vista, Colorado

(See Helen F. or Peggy)



  

 
MINUTES May 1st, 2016 

 

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading of 12 Concepts. 

 

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Correct John K. is RCM2, rather than RCM1, leave Karen’s report AS IS 

 

Guests/ New GSRs, GSRAs: Kathryn S. and Dave B.  

 

Birthdays: Ronnie B. 9 months Sheri S. 5 years 

 

Group Reports: 

 

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Jason B “Addicts seeking sanity meets every Wednesday & Saturday @6 or 7 and Sunday 

@4 at 3800 W 20
th

 street in Greeley. A.S.S. will be providing buns and cheese for the 30 years of NA in Greeley 

celebration. Votes in favor of changing elections to be held all in the same month. Helen F re-elected treasurer for 

another year.”   

Dead Without It: Richard L. “We are doing well meeting at 7:30 Friday night still have a high attendance Karen’s 

speaking Friday night rocked it, our next speaker is Rodney S. on June 24 we are ordering literature and $9.55 for 

area donation” 

Drug Busters: Garrett “Meetings are going well. We have a new home group member as of this month, giving us 4 

members. We have a $15.00 donation.” 

Fun Addicts: Zach V. “Meeting attendance has gone way down.  Otherwise all is well. Next potluck and speaker 
meeting is on June 12th.  Need someone with over one year to speak, if interested please contact Dave A. 20.00 area 
donation. 
Freed From Insanity: Chris L. “Attendance is good. We are selling literature, Monday night literature meeting, 

Thursday Living Clean study, Sunday evening is Just for Today reading. 7
th

 tradition has been growing.” 

Just For Today: Sjon “All is well we meet at 10:15 9
th

 Ave Greeley Co. We meet Mon Thurs, Fri at noon til 1:00 

we also meet Tue & Fri from 7 to 8. WE NEED HOME GROUP MEMBERS, group con next week, no donation.”        

Live Group: Daniel “ Group is doing good. We have a $151.05 Lit order and a $70 donation. The attendance is 

growing over the last couple of months. Sorry we missed last month.”  

Never Alone: LaDonna “Never alone celebrated its second annual spring fling. 80 in attendance, with one newcomer.  
Lots of food, fellowship, and talent.  We also celebrated the last resort having the opportunity to attend.  A special thank 
you goes out to our appreciated speakers that helped carry a clear na message.  Never alone is still averaging  8 to 10  
in attendance, and still supporting the last resort group. For the month of April, at last resort we gave out 10 little white 
books. 8 welcome chips ,3  3 0 day chips. 6 60 day chips. 4 90 day chips. 1 6 mo. Chip. 1 9 mo. Chip. 1 year  chip. The 
meeting averaging 10 to 13 a week.10:00 donation no literature bought” 

      NA Nooner: Trino “All is well We have a $29.00 area donation” 
      No Matter What:  no rep present, no report  

Primary Purpose:  Shell “Steady attendance, 7
th

 steady, good meetings, will soon be losing 2 home group members 

and positions open in May Hope a donation is made to regional, in favor of changing election dates for ease of bank 

signatures.”  

Recovery SWAG’D Out: Paul “MEETING IS GOOING GOOD BIRTHDAY MEETING- VERY SUCCESSFUL 

ATTENDANCE IS GROWING AVERAGE 25-40 COME CELEBRATE B-DAY W/ US” 

Stairway to Recovery: Newt, “Going well, attendance very good in March, down a bit in April. All commitments 

are fulfilled. Still need home group members.”  

Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Jacqueline “Good news! We have all our meeting service positions filled with new 

blood. Thank God. Welcome our new GSRA, Kathryn S attendance is steady. We are looking for new locations, 

suggested by our new blood. We are discussing studying the concepts We have tea instead of coffee.”  



When At The End Of The Road: Shane  “Strong meeting, 20-50 addicts attending. May speaker- Shauna June-

Leonard H. Studying 5
th

 step and 5
th

 tradition this month. Memorial Day Picnic with burgers and dogs provided, 

potluck. Speaker Daniel F. “ 

XX Genes:  no representative, no report available  

Miracle on Oak Street: Karen “Our group is steady- 1 new home group member, Twain. Buying lit ASC donation 

4.44” 

 

{Home Group of the month: Just for Today and NA Nooner}     

 

 

Officer Reports: 

 

Chair: Ernie attached 

 

Vice Chair:   Ray B. “Upon returning from our NA cruise I was able to go & sign the card for the 

account to get it updated. For clarification I will be here next month for area, no need to change things around in 

voting because of that. I will be gone in AUG & OCT & was only letting the body know in advance so it wasn’t a 

surprise. Other than that I have nothing to report. I have been busy on weekends hanging sheetrock in our basement 

&; that has kept me from attending activities that I so enjoy. I do see the end in sight & am looking forward to some 

fun & fellowship his summer.” 

 

Secretary:  Amy- minutes and a motion 

 

RCM 2: John K. “I would like to start by thanking all the GSRs for their understanding in the recent canceling and 

rescheduling of the GSR assembly. With the difficulties GSRs from other areas were facing with traveling during 

the storm front in contrast to the funds already spent to facilitate the assembly, I assure you the decision was not 

arrived at lightly. Thank you also to all those involved with disseminating the information of the cancellation and 

conference call set up to get CAR votes to the RD and RDA. The assembly still needs to take place to address such 

things as guildline changes, so all GSRs are asked to attend the Regional meeting on May 22 Mariposa St which in 

essence is being rescheduled as the assembly. nd at 10:00am in Denver at 1212 I also decided to create a google 

account just for the OTWRCM2 and requested addition to the OTW group so that web blast info will come  

to my phone and I can post things like this recent occurance (I created it without using personal information so it 

can be passed on to the next RCM2 when that time comes). I am hoping this will make it easier for me to direct 

anything like this in the future directly to the area.Administrators of the web blast please watch for this application 

to comethrough.Upon reflection of the reimbursement requests I had to make inthe last couple of months (since 

those are the only times I asked this body for any moneys) and the recent events of the storm,,,I have decided to 

request an RCM2 budget of $150 available to cover such expenses as fuel, food, and if the need arises (like the 

assembly in Grand Junction) hotel accommodations. I do not expect to use most of this on most occasions, but I feel 

it is only right of me to put the possibility of such expenditures to the area for consideration.” 

 

Hospitals and Institutions:  John B. “Subcommittee did not meet this month due to scheduling conflicts with all 

but one of the Panel Coordinators. All Panel Coordinators did send in a report. We currently have 7 facilities that 

we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of 26 service members. We are needing 

members to be of service at the following facilities: Panel Coordinator at Detox, Panel Members at Work Release, 

Weld County Men’s and Detox. As always we can always use support in all facilities. The subcommittee was 

contacted by Amy about possibly getting an H and I meeting to go into the Larimer County Community mental 

health facility as they are expanding to include substance abuse in their treatment. I would ask that anyone 

interested in being a Panel Coordinator or a panel member please contact me so we can try to coordinate this. 

At this time to my knowledge I am the only man cleared to go into the Men’s Jail in Greeley. Unfortunately this 

means we will not be having a men’s’ meeting at that facility. We are purchasing $123.70 in literature. 

FACILITIES WE SERVE 

LCDC MEN’S: Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 20-25 

attending. 



LCDC WOMEN&#39;S: Panel Coordinator is Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 12-18 

attending. 

WCJ WOMEN&#39;S: Panel Coordinator is Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 7 

attendees. 

WCJ MEN’S: Currently no Panel Coordinator elected, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 1- 

4 attending. 

TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is Janene F, 7 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 

15-20 attending. 

DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 7 panel members going in 4 times a month with up to 11 attending. 

WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 4 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 11-16 

attending. 

 

 

Public Information Subcommittee:   Mark M. “I tried to print the poster that was on the website when I realized it 

still had the old website address on it. Since it was in PDF format I was unable to change it myself. Luckily Don 

knew how to but it took a couple of weeks to finally get it right I now have the corrected posters saved to my mass 

storage device and my computer. I’m not sure if Don has reposted the corrected ones back on the website. I would 

imagine so. I did get some meeting lists to Jeff B to place in the Alley Cat coffee shop. I will try to get him 

 the posters next weekend. There are now three phone on the phone line now. Ladonna Dave and Me. I tried to get 

Shawn H and Karen to meet me for some training on the new phone line but we couldn’t connect. I’ll keep trying 

on this. There were 49 calls on the phone line last month. The answer to answering live calls is to have 

more people on the phoneline. Ladonna has been doing the lion’s share of this as she has more free 

time. I have since added Karen to the line. That makes four now. I will try to get another person on this 

month. There were 942 hits on the webpage in March. That is an average of 31.4 hits a day. There were 13 posts 

and 27 comments on the OTW Facebook page in April. Thanks for keeping it real.The Lamar bill got paid but it 

was a huge hassle. I didn’t get it mailed until the 15 th of the month because the bill didn’t arrive until after the 

ASC. Dan the treasurer couldn’t get it to me until then as he lives in Eaton and works in Denver. He was supposed 

to pay it himself but couldn’t because he isn’t a signer yet on the bank account. This is going to be a real problem 

until we get this done.I have added the phone numbers of all the Areas in Colorado to the contact list for the phone 

line. This way we will be able to get addicts connected to those who will be better able to help them no matter 

where they are in Colorado. I forgot to change the date on the meeting list this month again. I did add all the 

changes that were sent to me. The Tuesday Night Live Meditation Meeting starts at 7PM now and the Never Alone 

meeting in Sterling no longer enters through the front door. Old business:I am trying a new way to do poster drives. 

I am printing posters and taking them to meetings and asking each meeting if they would like to post them in the 

places of their choice.I am going to try and get a literature rack next ASC to place in the Poudre River Library with 

a selection of IPs. I will need to contact the library for permission for this.PSAs are on hold right now. My plate is 

really full now and I need some help to do this stuff.I still don’t know where the phoneline guideline binder is. I 

have a note to call statistics but I don’t remember what that was about. There was discussion about contacting GJ 

about their symposium which I haven’t done. I have been sick for about two weeks this month and have had some 

other serious health issues come up. I am gradually getting better so I will try to apply myself more this next month. 

New business: 

I am trying a new way to do poster drives by going to different groups and asking them if they would be 

willing to post them in sites around their meeting locations. The PI and HI sub- committee meetings were cancelled 

due to conflicts with Area and Regional activity conflicts. There was some confusion as the Merchandise and 

Activities Committees decided to move their meetings to the 30 th . I did not find out about this until the day before 

our usual meeting date that is posted on the OTW website as the fourth Saturday of the month. Since most of the 

attendance for the PI meetings comes from overflow from these meetings and the short amount of time left to 

inform others of the change I was faced with a quandary. I decided to move the time for the PI meeting to after 

the HI meeting which at that point was to occur on the normal date. Then John called me the morning of 

the meeting day and told me he had decided to cancel due to non-attendance. Since I had sent out a 

blast indicating I had moved the meeting to noon after the HI meeting that day and there wasn’t enough 

time to get the word out properly I went to Windsor and waited to see if anyone would show up. I am 



sorry for the confusion and I hope that his can be avoided in the future.I am asking for a disbursement for two small 

literature racks and the IPs to put in them.I am requesting a disbursement of $17.50 for copies made in March. 

$13.50 for meeting lists and $4.00 for posters. I really want to be able to stop saying I and say we instead. I Need 

committee officers for Vice Chair,Secretary and possible phone line chair. Please take this back to your groups and 

announce it. 

 

Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy attach 

 

Merchandise Subcommittee: Shane R. attach 

 

Activities Subcommittee:  Jacob attach 

 

Treasurer:   Danny attach 

 

CRCNA Liaison: Sheri S.” I was unable to attend the CRCNA Committee meeting in April. I have 

CRCNA registration forms and Chili Cookoff flyers for GSR’s to take back to their home groups. The next CRCNA 

fundraiser will be the Chili Cookoff on May 28 th in Bailey Co. Also the OTW Activities Committee now has 

Lakeside tickets to be distributed to addicts wanting to attend that event in June. Hotel rooms for CRCNA are pretty 

much sold out as of now. The committee will be negotiating with the hotel to open up more rooms for us, but the 

price will be a bit higher. I will pass that info on as soon as I receive it.” 

 

 

Open Area Opportunities for Service:  Literature Peggy accepts, again. Thank you! 

 

 

 

Old Business 

      GSRs took issues of rotating positions all at once and keeping some at two years back to groups for discussion.  

      Donation to Region tabled due to motions coming up. 

 

Motions 

RCM2 John K. budget approved 

PI Mark budget approved 

Secretary Amy renew contract and pay rent approved 

 

New Business 

Question about Ad Hoc for new bank. Declined 

 

Disbursements 

Completed 

 

 

Upcoming Events- 3
rd

 Annual WRCNA August 2016 & CRCNA 30 October 2016 

 

Next ASC Meeting: 

June 5 , 2016  9:00am 

The Majestic Gathering Place 

                                                                             315 East 4
th

 Street 

Loveland, CO. 

 

10:56am adjourned 

akloby72@gmail.com 



MINUTES June 5th, 2016

Open:  9:00 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and the reading 
of Basic Text introduction.

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: APPROVED

Guests/ New GSRs:  Lindsay, Anthony, Greg, Spencer, Val, Megan, and Will

Birthdays: Ray 12 years

Group Reports:
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Jason- Meetings going well, average attendance and 7th. 
Dead Without It: Richard-up to 40 in attendance, 2 new people, BBQ 29th, speakers August and 
October.
Drug Busters:   Garrett- meetings going well
Free at Last: NO REP
Fun Addicts: Zach- Meetings are going well. Attendance is up. Potluck on June 12th, 6pm.
Beginning Sunday morning, June 5th, the Fun Addicts will be hosting a warm weather 
outdoor meeting at Rolland Moore park in Fort Collins at 2201 South Shields (west 
side).. Travel around the park road past the ballpark. We will be at the covered bench area 
west of the playground.
Freed From Insanity: Ronnie- attendance great 7th good
Just For Today: Sjon- thank you for the support we’ve seen, sorry to miss area, cousin's wedding.
Live Group: Daniel- group is doing well no concerns
NA Nooner: Trino Good morning family on Thursday June 23 the 6pm meeting will be closed just for that day. 
We will be gathering at the Village Inn 921 30th Ave in Greeley off of west 10th for fellowship. Dinosaur Days will be 
on September 10 at 1322 31st ave Greeley CO. We have a $22.00 Area Donation

No Matter What: NO REP   
Never Alone: LaDonna 10.00 donation. Never alone is averaging 5 to 8 addicts a week. meeting
is going well. we are studying a ip a week. never alone is still supportingthe last resort group. 
Never alone has requested literature from h&I and we will be receiving ips, introductory to na 
booklets which never alone and last resort are grateful for. last resort is averaging 12 to 15 
addicts a week. 
Primary Purpose:  Lindsay- attendance steady, 7th steady
Recovery SWAG’D Out: Richard by proxy- no concerns
Stairway to Recovery: Pat H.-attendance good, many newcomers that need support home group 
members needed
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Kathryn-moved locations, attendance good, all positions filled.
When At The End Of The Road:  Shane- strong meeting, speakers good, activities great.
XX Genes:  NO REP
Miracle on Oak Street: Richard by proxy doing well, buying literature

      



Officer Reports

Chair: Ernie- parting

Vice Chair: Ray-  

Secretary:  Amy- keep your eyes peeled for motion, disburse, GSR reports. 

RMC 1/RCM 2:   John K. #2-Everything went well at the last Regional Business 
Meeting/GSR Assembly, With all proposals being ratified except the ones who's maker
wasn't present to make changes to them. Thank you to all the GSRs that took time to come to 
the rescheduled Assembly (from what I saw OTW was represented better than any other 
area,,,and yeah that included the Denver area where it was held). I have a few Lakeside 
function tickets still available to any GSR needing them. There was a new area that joined
our region,,the UTEPASS area. Executive board elections took place and concluded as 
follows :Ray L new chair, Chuck C vice chair, Tink secretary and Greg (sorry missed his last 
initial) treasurer. Other than that there is not much to report, as always flyers for upcoming 
events around the region can be found and printed off the regional website.
Hospitals and Institutions:  John B.- Subcommittee met 5/28/16 with 8 members 
present.
We currently have 7 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a 
month with the
help of 26 service members. We are needing members to be of service at the following 
facilities:
Panel Coordinator at Detox, Panel Members at Work Release and Detox are needed as 
we will be
losing one person who is moving and helps both facilities. As always we can always use 
support in all
facilities.
After further discussion with Lori @ Larimer County Community Corrections we 
decided that at this
time the best way to help them is through our PI efforts. Namely with a literature rack.
The subcommittee will not be meeting this month but will meet in July on the 23rd.
We are purchasing $124.55 in literature.
FACILITIES WE SERVE
LCDC MEN’S: Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 3 panel members going in 2 times a 
month with 1520
attending.
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Karen C, 3 panel members going in 2 times a 
month with 1117
attending.
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 23 times 
averaging 7



atendees. They were only able to get in 1 time this month due to lockdowns at the 
facility.
WCJ MEN’S: Currently not going in as not enough men cleared.
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is Janene F, 7 panel members going in 45 
times a month with
1520 attending.
DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 6 panel members going in 4 times a month with up
to 11
attending. We were unable to go in on the 23rd as we didn't have enough panel 
members to go in.
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 4 panel members going in 45 times a 
month with 1116
attending.
Public Information Subcommittee:  Mark M.- There were two changes this month. The 
Steps and Traditions Roulette has moved to 1412 West Swallow Rd. It starts at the same time
of 6:46 PM. The Friday Night Live Group is now having a birthday meeting every last
Friday of the month. There is a new meeting by the Fun Addicts on Sunday mornings at 
10:30 AM. It will be at the Roland Hills Park 2201 S. Shields. There was a consensus 
decision at the sub- committee meeting that N.A. literature excerpts be placed on the list 
instead of Area Events. I have done both this month to see how it goes.I again messed up the 
dates on the meeting list. I got the right date on there but not in the right place. I am
requesting a disbursement of $19.00 for copies this month.Phoneline:There were 31 calls this
last month. Of those 12 were answered live. The others were hang-ups marketing calls
the callers got the URL for the website from the recording and went there instead or were 
phone line volunteers checking the voicemail. Google voice is operating properly. I had 
dummy calls made and the voicemail and phone line is working properly. The problems we 
had were due to an accidental pocket call and an unfortunate case of inexperience with the 
phone line. These problems are being addressed. We are going to start journaling phone calls 
to keep better track of what we do to try to improve our service.Web:Donnie will no longer 
be our webmaster the last I heard. He said he was going to Cal in a week. He has found
someone to replace himself named Anthony B. whom he and Pat are training now.
The update log 4/25/16:There have been 942 hits from 3/3//16 to 4/2/16. That is an average 
of 31 hits a day.Facebook: There were 7 posts and 7 replies.Outreach: I went to the Poudre 
River Hospital to try and locate a literature rack but was told that there was not one there
nor were they willing to let us place one there. I may have spoken to the wrong people. If 
anyone knows who the right person is to talk to please let me know. The LCDC assisted 
living facility does want a lit rack and I will place one there as soon as the lit committee gets 
some.Elections:We have a new web master Anthony B. I am interviewing for a possible 
phoneline coordinator after the meeting. I am still in need of a Secretary and Vice-Chair. 
Anyone looking for a service position will be considered. Just speak to me after the meeting 
or come to the next sub-committee meeting on July 23 rd .
Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy- sold $1243.50 worth of lit!
Merchandise Subcommittee: Shane- tee shirts available
Activities Subcommittee:  Jacob- activities are happening

      Treasurer:  Danny- $793.93 



Here is the Treasurers Report for June, 6 2016
Beginning balance:  1,021.04
Outstanding Checks:  645.00
Balance after:  421.04
Group Donations 372.89
Balance After:  793.93
Merchandise Return:  200.00
Balance after:  993.93
Disbursements:
Check # 1238 Bus Ad   95.00
Check # 1239 Bench Ad   25.00
Sub Comm. Rent   20.00
Mark M Copies  19.00
Activities 200.00
Balance after  634.93
Literature sales 1,243.50 - H&I 124.55 = 1,118.95
Deposit this month  1,691.84 
NOTE:  Deposit does NOT reflect the amount the ASC has available as it does not deduct what WILL be spent 
to re-stock literature.  Thanks!

CRCNA Liaison:  Sheri S.- I attended the CRCNA 30 Committee meeting on May 14 th 
in Denver. You can now register for CRCNA online at nacolorado.org/crcna / and there 
is also a link on the OTW website. I was told there are 21 room nights (Sat/Sun) left-so 
book your room!! 
Our next CRCNA Fundraising Event is on June 24 th at Lakeside Amusement Park. I 
have tickets for GSR’s to bring back to their home groups. A blue ticket and $14 per 
person will get you into the Park and there is also a $10 suggested donation for the bbq. 
The speaker will be at 6:30. This will be the last chance for you to get the early bird 
price for CRCNA registration. I have a limited amount of tickets with me today. There 
will be more available on the day of the event at the back of the Walmart parking
lot at 44 th and Harlan from 5-7pm. 
The fundraiser to be held in OTW Area will be on August 27 th in Loveland. This will 
be a Luau style event with possibly live music, a speaker and a pig roast. Our Activities 
Chair will have more info as the plans unfold! 
I have a flyer for the CRCNA 30
History Room. There will be artifacts from the previous 29 CRCNA’s displayed. Each 
Area or Group is also invited to display their memorabilia. For info or to reserve space 
please contact Jim M. FYI - next year’s CRCNA will not be held in OTW Area. The 
convention has grown in numbers, there are no hotels available in our Area that can 
accommodate us. CRCNA 31 will most likely be held in the Denver area.

   
Old Business

Region donation denied, no longer tabled. 
      



New Business
Elections:

Ray CHAIR
Jeff VICE-CHAIR

(Upcoming- Activities and RCM I)

Open Area Opportunities for Service:  

Upcoming Events;
3rd Annual WRCNA

http://www.wrcna.org
30th Annual CRCNA

Colorado Springs

Written Motions

Disbursements

Next ASC Meeting:
August 7th  , 2016  9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                               315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO.

http://www.wrcna.org/


MINUTES August 7th, 2016

Open:  9:06 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and readings by 
Jimmy M. and Val.
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: APPROVED
Guests/ New GSRs:  Kim W. EoTR, John I. MOS, Karen 2X, Ernie ASS, Val ASS, Mike EoTR
Birthdays: LaDonna 26yrs, Spencer 90 days, Tink 5yrs, Ronnie 1yr, Kim 18 months, Lisa  2 
yrs, Anthony 18 months….CONGRATS ALL!!!

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie- “Ernie GSR, Val GSRA, thanks Lisa, Group conscience 8/7/16 Mike 
 Saturday opener, 4-6 Friday hospitality room Friday @ CRCNA,160.00 area donation
53.75 In literature”  
Dead Without It: Richard- Good turnout at BBQ, 30-40 attending, thanks
Drug Busters:  Garrett- meetings going well 10-25 addicts lit and donation
Free at Last: NO REP
Fun Addicts: Zach- “The Fun Addicts Sunday morning park meeting is going well, we are planning on having a 
BBQ/Picnic at the end of the season for this meeting at Rolland Moore Park. Details TBA. We are looking for more 
trusted servants to be openers and homegroup members. If interested, please see Dave A or attend a group 
conscience (last Sunday of every month) we would love to have you.  We are making some meeting format 
changes, introductions will be added, followed by readings and then birthdays. We now have a flag, come capture 
it! $20 donation.” 
Freed From Insanity: Ronnie- donation, attendance good
Just For Today: Sjon- donation, doing well, getting lit
LIVE: Daniel- doing well, new members interested in H & I
NA Nooner: Trino- “All is going good getting ready for the 30 year of continuous recovery in Greeley Colorado and our 
Dinosaur day coming up in September 10th The Nooner Group is asking the ASC to do a group inventory.  We have an area 
donation of $34.”

No Matter What: NO REP   
Never Alone: LaDonna- “doing well, thanks for support, lit 20.00 donation.  43.00 literature”

Primary Purpose:  Lindsay- attendance average 10-18, donate to AREA and World
Recovery SWAG’D Out: Paul- everything is cool, meetings going well, future activities coming 
Stairway to Recovery:  Pat- summer slump, getting lit
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Jacqueline- still has a flag, donations, doing well
When At The End Of The Road:  Kim- doing well, Monday thru Friday 12-1 and Sat 7:30pm
XX Genes:  Karen- new trusted servants, donation, doing great
Miracle on Oak Street: John I- new trusted servants, donation, steady attending

      

Officer Reports

Chair: Ray-Ernie relayed interesting and pertinent information
Vice Chair: Jeff – going to pass on position, take back to groups



Secretary:  Amy- see the minutes
RMC 1/RCM 2:  “Hello Off The Wall, The hotel for the convention has been sold out(happened
around June 30th), but there is an overflow hotel only about 1⁄4 mile away at the Hampton Inn. 
The rooms there won't last forever, so if you haven't booked a room do it quick. They still need 
tickets for dinners and the breakfast to be bought. In case you don't know, in the hotel contract 
we have to sell a certain amount of these for our contractual requirements.The Assembly is on 
Sept 17th the Assembly to start at 10:00am. I just received the location last night and it will be at 
Alamosa Elk Lodge #1297, which is at 406 Hunt Ave, Alamosa CO 81101. All GSRs are needed 
to attend as we have items that need to be ratified by the Assembly. The Regional PR has been 
having a meeting (normally right before region) to try to coordinate the areas PI, HI and PR 
efforts. If you are the area chair of any of these subcommittees please contact Dan B for 
information to attend the meeting. Plans on the information booth at the state fair is coming 
along good. Dan B has taken charge of the organization of the booth and theyare still needing 
volunteers, so please call either Dan B at (719)9944361or Patty P at (303)5017841. Although 
there is nothing reflected in the PIreport as to the reason why for me to report back to you here, 
there is nomoney on the proposed budget for the fair in 2017 so this may be the lastyear we do it.
CRRMCO had 164 registrations including 6 newcomers and21children. They donated back to 
region $1,101.56, so they had an awesome year, great job to them.As always,,so many things 
going on in the region, please checkthe regional website for printable flyers to all the great 
events.ILSJohn K.”
Hospitals and Institutions:  John B- 
“Subcommittee met7/23/16 with 8 members present.

We currently have 7 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of approximately 26 service 
members. We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities:  Panel Coordinator and members at Detox. Currently 
no meetings are being taken into the Weld County Jail. As always we can always use support in all facilities.

A motion was presented to the subcommittee to have more Basic Texts brought into LCJ.  The matter was tabled as the person was 
not present at the subcommittee to discuss the motion.   

The subcommittee will next meet 8/23/16 at 11:00AM

We are purchasing $176.00  in literature this is above our budget by $51.00 and have presented a motion to this body for approval 
of the amount above our budget. 

FACILITIES WE SERVE

LCDC MEN’S:  Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 3 panel members going in 2 times a month with 15-20 attending.

LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 12-15 attending.

WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 7-8 attendees. They were only 
able to get in 1 time this month due to lockdowns at the facility.

WCJ MEN’S:  Currently not going in as not enough men cleared. 

TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is  Janene F,  7 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 15-20 attending.

DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 6 panel members going in 4  times a month with up to 11 attending. 

WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 6 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 6-14 attending.”

 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Mark M-.
Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy-  Tink filling in, big order



Merchandise Subcommittee: 
“The Merchandise Subcommittee met on August 7th with 4 addicts in attendance.
We have $100 to return to the ASC.
We also have $300 of Off the Wall funds retained for our T shirt order.
We have had a hard time finding out new printer, but we will have the new shirt printed in time for 
the CRCNA Luau on August 27th. We apologize for the delay. We will have men's and women's styles
available.
We have 1 Jimmy K Has A Posse hoodie left. We have sold 47 to date. We also have 4 md and 1 
am long sleeve T in stock. 1 blue hoodie and 1 old T shirt in stock.
We have discussed our game plan moving into fall and will be offering the OTW Jimmy K sweatshirt 
again and will have plenty of stock for CRCNA. We will be doing custom colors on request for 
members of the OTW area. Please take this to your home groups and bring requests to the ASC in 
September. We ask that those requesting custom orders are willing to pre pay. Cost is $30 each. 
Payment can be made in cash, by card or by check, made out to the area.
We will also be producing a sticker.
We meet next on September 4th before the ASC at 8:00 AM at The Coffee Tree. Please join us.
In Loving Service, 
Shane R.”
Activities Subcommittee:  Jacob- activities are happening, he is off to school and grateful      
Treasurer:  Danny- 2 checks out, no problem
CRCNA Liaison:  
“I attended the CRCNA Committee meeting on July 9 th in Denver. Rooms at the
hotel are sold out. You may book a room at the Hampton Inn &amp;Suites located
about a ¼ a mile down the road. A block of rooms have been reserved at the rate
of $119-$139 if you book before October 7 th . There is a link on the CRCNA XXX
website where you can reserve your room, sign up to chair a Marathon Meeting,
and also sign up for the Hospitality Room. Anyone interested in chairing a
workshop at CRCNA-I am passing around a paper for you to sign your name and
number. The next CRCNA Fundraiser Event will be held in our Area. The NA Luau
will be at Mehaffey Park in Loveland on August 27 th from 2-7pm. I have flyers with
me for that event. CRCNA Fundraisers have been experiencing low attendance
this year, please show up to support and be a part of!! CRCNA 31 will be held in
Denver at the Crown Plaza Hotel the first weekend in November 2017. CRCNA 31
Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer will be elected at Regional Assembly on
September 17 th in Alamosa. CRCNA Subcommittee Chairs will be elected in
Englewood on October 8 th . Anyone interested in CRCNA service please show up!!
Grateful To Serve~Sheri S.”

   
Old Business

    
      have already tabled

New Business
Elections- RCM 1: Daniel F. and Activities Chair: OPEN



 

30th Annual CRCNA
Colorado Springs

Written Motions

Disbursements: Mark M.  $18 P.I. items

Next ASC Meeting:
September 4th, 2016 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                            315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO. 80538



MINUTES September 4th, 2016

Open:  9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and readings by 
Trino and James. 
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  APPROVED
Guests/ New GSRs: Maurice, Janene, Patty 
Birthdays: Lindsay & Garrett 

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie-
Dead Without It: Richard- no issues, all good. No donations, no concerns. 
Drug Busters:  Garrett- Going well.
Free at Last: NO REP
Fun Addicts: Zach- “All three meetings are going great, We have a new homegroup member, Anthony B. who 
is our new GSRA, and will be opening the Sunday morning meeting. We will have a BBQ on Sunday October 
23rd from 10:30 to 12:30 at Rolland Moore Park, 2201 S Shields Street ftC for the last Sunday morning meeting of 
the season. Quarterly Potluck and Speaker Meeting at 220 E Oak St on September 11th, fliers available.  Always 
looking for people to help open meetings on Sundays and Wednesdays.  Please attend a Fun Addicts meeting if you
can be of service. We have a flag, come get it!”
Freed From Insanity: Ronnie- attendance good, AREA donation, 
Just For Today: Sjon- AREA donation
LIVE: Ray- doing well, lit order, and AREA donation
NA Nooner: Trino- “Good morning everyone everything is going well. We hope to see everyone who can make it to 
our Dinosaur Day on 9/10/16 at 1322 31st Ave Greeley CO it starts at noon and it will run till 5pm. It is a pot luck please 
bring a side dish. We have a $56 area donation. I wanted to inform this body that I will not be attending this coming up 
Regionale Assembly.”

No Matter What: NO REP   
Never Alone: LaDonna-“10.00 donation never alone still needs a gsr.  Never alone is still supporting last 
resort.
Primary Purpose:  Lindsay-Meetings going well, donation, and lit order
Recovery SWAG’D Out: Maurice- lit, donation, new GSRA
Stairway to Recovery:  NO REP
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Jacqueline- steady attendance, rebuilding reserve
When At The End Of The Road:  Kim- speakers set up for a few months, hosting hospitality 
XX Genes:  John I by proxy- Meeting is solid, no concerns
Miracle on Oak Street: John I- meeting growing, maintaining a prudent reserve

      

Officer Reports

Chair: Ray-glad to be back, thanks Ernie for covering, move forward.
Vice Chair: open
Secretary:  Amy- see the minutes 



RMC 1/RCM 2: No report from John, Daniel reserved hotel rooms  
Hospitals and Institutions:  John B- “Subcommittee met 8/24/16 with 8 members present.

We currently have 6 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of approximately 26 
service members. We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities:  Panel Coordinator and members at 
Detox. Also in need of panel members at Larimer County Women’s facility.  As always we can always use support in all 
facilities.
Janene F. was voted in as Vice Chair.
The subcommittee will next meet 9/24/16 at 11:00AM in Windsor
We are purchasing $123.40  in literature.  This is an approximate cost as I used the order form from the OTW area website 
and the prices didn't see quite correct.
Facilities We Serve
LCDC MEN’S:  Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 3 panel members going in 2 times a month with 15-20 attending.
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 3-10 attending.
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 8-10 attendees. They 
continue to have issues getting access due to lockdowns but still going in when able.
WCJ MEN’S:  Currently not going in as not enough men cleared.
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is  Janene F,  5 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 15-20 attending.
DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 6 panel members going in 4  times a month 5-10 attending. 
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 6 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 6-14 attending.”

Public Information Subcommittee:  Mark M- Phoneline questions and issues addressed and 
proposals proclaimed.
Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy- is an addict and she would like to apologize
Merchandise Sub-Committe: Shane-“The Merchandise Subcommittee met on 9/4 at 8:00 AM with 6 addicts in 
attendance. Thank you to those that attended.
The new shirt is in stock in both a ladies raglan jersey and a unisex T shirt. Cost is $20 each.
We spent $322 and change on our current inventory. $300 came from our budget. The balance was paid by the 
merchandise chair.
One shirt was given to Paul L for his efforts in creating the artwork. We would like to like to thank Paul for his service.
We are sold out of the "Jimmy K Has a Posse" hoodie at this time.
There are still long sleeve OTW t shirts available.
We are returning $20 in cash to the ASC and $30 was returned via square sales.
We are requesting our monthly budget of $300 this month as well as an additional $300 from the ASC to restock our 
hoodies. 
We will meet next on Oct. 1st at 8:00 AM before the ASC meeting.”

Activities Subcommittee:  OPEN
Treasurer:  Danny- ready for big lit order
CRCNA Liaison:  Sheri-“I attended the CRCNA 30 hotel walkthrough meeting August 13 th in Co. Springs. It

is crazy to think that CRCNA is only 2 months away!! There are still rooms

available at the Hampton Inn. Please announce that there are time slots to fill for

the Hospitality Room and also Marathon Meetings. Please sign up on the CRCNA

website. The administrative committee (Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and

Treasurer) for CRCNA 31 will be elected at the September 17 th Regional Assembly

in Alamosa Co. CRCNA 31 Subcommittee Chairs (Hotel, Programs, Print&amp;Display,

Fundraising &amp; Entertainment, Merchandise, Registration, Web and H&amp;I) will be

elected at the final CRCNA 30 planning committee on October 8 th at the

Englewood Public Library. Please announce so anyone interested in service for

next years convention may attend. Any Area or Homegroup interested in selling

alternative merchandise on Sunday morning (10/30) of CRCNA, please contact

Josh M. (CRCNA Merchandise Chair). Also, the last fundraiser event will be a



Mexican Dinner &amp; Bingo on September 24 th in Co.Springs. I will get the flyers for

that event at the next CRCNA meeting this Saturday.”

   
Old Business

 
        Fill Vice Chair and Activities

      
New Business

Ronnie accepts activities &
James R. accepts vice chair.

A question about DRT, refer to WORLD  

Ad Hoc for Regulations

Written Motions

AREA INVENTORY APPROVED

Disbursements: 
          Merch Extra

 

Next ASC Meeting:
October 2nd, 2016 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
                                                            315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO. 80538

Closed 10:54am



MINUTES October 2nd, 2016

Open:  9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and readings by 
Trino.
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  APPROVED
Guests/ New GSRs: Sara A.
Birthdays: Danny, Val, and Mark 

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie- doing well.Corn maze flyer available.
Dead Without It: Richard- Garrett by proxy. Doing well. Donation and lit.
Drug Busters:  Garrett- Going great. Increased attending from treatment centers.
Free at Last: NO REP
Fun Addicts: Zach- Meetings going well, Fun Addicts and Swag'd will come together for a BBQ on Sunday October 
23rd at Rolland Moore Park, 2201 South Shields St, FtC for the last park meeting of the season. Meeting at 10:30am and 
BBQ to follow. Looking to possibly continue the Sunday morning meeting through the winter at new place, yet unknown. This
meeting may be a totally new group, more will be revealed. 
Need newcomer speaker with less than 1 year for our next potluck on Sunday, December 13th.  Area donation 80.00
WSO donation 20.00

Freed From Insanity: Ronnie- attendance good, 7th steady
Just For Today: Sjon- doing fine
LIVE: Spencer-no concerns or wants, attendance good
NA Nooner: Trino- Good morning everyone NA Nooner group meets at 1322 31st Ave Greeley on Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday please check meeting schedule for the times. Every thing is going well our  Dinosaur day was a blast  
thank you all who attended.. We have a $47.00 area donation.
In loving service,
Trino F.

No Matter What: NO REP   
Never Alone: LaDonna-"Never alone struggled the month of September. October 1st we had 2 new people one from Fort 
Morgan and one from sterling so we are already picking up for the month of October. Last resort is still averaging 10 people. 
Thank you for your loving support."

Primary Purpose:  Lindsay-door has been broken, church notified
Recovery SWAG’D Out: Maurice- all is going well  growing, lit order
Stairway to Recovery: Pat-attendance 5 to 6
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Jacqueline- steady, no needs
When At The End Of The Road:  Kim hosting hospitality, holiday potlucks, more to come  
XX Genes: Karen-group is going strong!! See time change.
Miracle on Oak Street: John I-going well, could use members with time 

      

Officer Reports

Chair: Ray-read by proxy
Vice Chair: James- read by proxy
Secretary:  Amy- see the minutes 



RMC 1/RCM 2: John K.- Hello Family, I'm going to start by stating that 
Assembly in Alamosa was poorly attended by GSRs. The administrative 
committee has asked that when electing GSRs, we make sure we are 
mentioning that they are expected to attend the assemblies, also that 
Region does have some funds set aside to assist GSRs in attending, but a
request needs to put in in advance of the Assembly.

That being said, we did get all our business done in a timely 
fashion, we even got done about 2 hours early (woo hoo). All 5 of the 
current proposals were ratified as well as the Admin, RD & RDA, 
CNAC, PR, H&I, Web, and PI budgets all passed without a whole lot of 
debate. New proposal #1 for CRCNA to finish paying the deposit for 
CRCNA 31 in the amount of $1,502.74 passed as well. We have newly 
elected positions of RD-Tawni C, RDA-Aaron F and CRCNA chair-Jim 
M. Positions open at the Region are: PI chair, CRCNA Vice Chair, 
CRCNA Secretary, CRCNA Treasurer and Vice Treasurer and 
CRRMCO 5 Secretary, anyone interested in any of these positions please
attend the next Regional meeting to be nominated and elected. In 
addition, the next CRCNA 31 meeting will be at the Engelwood Public 
Library at 11am on October 8th, anyone interested in being a part of it 
please attend as well as they will be electing subcommittee chair 
positions. The CRCNA committee has voiced a concern that only about 
½ of the contracted amount of convention breakfast and dinner have 
been sold, they have asked us to remind everyone that the contracted 
amount is required for us to get the free spaces such as the rooms for 
workshops, speakers, hospitality, ect. Over 50 breakfasts and over 70 
dinners are still needing to be sold, they can be purchased on the 
CRCNA website. Lastly, the Region donated $1,000.00 to the NA World 
Office. On a more at home note, Daniel returned to me $65.00 from 
the room rental and I am turning in receipts for $41.07 for fuel. So I 
have a total to return to the Area of $23.93. Daniel was supposed to 
email a copy of the room rental receipt (as it was on his credit card), but 
as of yet I have not seen it show up. I'm sure he will have it for us next 
month. In Loving Service John K.



Hospitals and Institutions:  John B- OTW Area H&I Report
10/1/16
Subcommittee met 9/24/16 with 4 members present.
We currently have 6 facilities that we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of approximately 26 
service members. We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities:  Panel Coordinator and members at 
Detox. Also in need of panel members at Larimer County Women’s facility.  As always we can always use support in all 
facilities.  I will not be running for H and I chair at the upcoming election.  As such it was voted on that if no panel coordinator
for detox is found we will discontinue meetings until such a time when someone is willing.   I have been doing this on the 
interim  since February without anyone stepping in to take the position.
The subcommittee will next meet 10/22/16 at 11:00AM in Windsor
We are purchasing $124.45  in literature. 
Facilities We Serve
LCDC MEN’S:  Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 15-20 attending.
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Karen C, 2 panel members going in 2 times a month with 3-10 attending.
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 8-10 attendees.
WCJ MEN’S:  Currently not going in as not enough men cleared.
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is  Janene F,  5 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 15-20 attending.
DETOX: Panel Coordinator is open, 6 panel members going in 4  times a month 5-10 attending. 
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 7 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 6-14 attending

Public Information Subcommittee:  Mark M- read aloud 
Literature Sub-Committee: Val- verbal acknowledgement
Merchandise Sub-Committe: Shane-Greetings.
I am unable to be at the ASC meeting this month.
My family and I are in Telluride on vacation.
Sorry. Not sorry.
The OTW Summer Tour T shirt has been selling well.
We sold $150 through Square transactions in September and made $80 in cash sales.
Ronnie B will be returning the cash to the ASC.
Jimmy K sweatshirts will be in stock before CRCNA.
We are currently sold out.
The ls OTW T shirt is still in stock.
Not much new to report.
I look forward to seeing you all next month.
In Loving service,
Shane R

Activities Subcommittee: Ronnie-holiday shenanigans in the works
Treasurer:  Danny- no lit in August September-2742.88 minus disburse 1982.88
CRCNA Liaison:  Sheri- I attended the CRCNA 30 Committee meeting in Denver on 
September 10th. CRCNA is less than a month away!! There are still rooms available at the 
overflow hotel (Hampton Inn) there is a link on the CRCNA website. Also, there are still 
slots open for the Hospitality Room and quite a few slots open to chair a Marathon Meeting.
Online registration closes on Oct. 21st. If you are interested in serving on the CRCNA XXXI 
planning committee, we will be electing Subcommittee Chairs for Hotels, F&E, H&I, Web, 
Programs, Registration, and Print & Display on Saturday October 8, 2016 at 11:00 at the 
Englewood Public Library. We are still in need of a Vice Chair, Secretary and Vice Treasure 
as well.   Grateful to Serve~Sheri S.

   
Old Business

 
Ad Hoc Committee Information- Service Body Inventory



The purpose of an inventory is not to focus on what people are doing wrong or personal 
attacks. It is to bring back into focus our primary purpose. How to better help our groups carry 
the message to the addict who still suffers. All our trusted servants understand their roles and 
responsibilities and value, and are empowered to contribute time, talent and treasure.  The 
following questions were chosen by the ad hoc committee from our tradition work guide fifth 
tradition and an inventory used in South Carolina.

1. How does the work of this body support NA’s primary purpose? Do we have other purposes as 
well?

2. How well is the area communicating with those in the community who interact with addicts?
3. How does remembering our primary purpose focus our service priorities? How do the roles and 

efforts of our boards and service committees relate to the primary purpose? 
4. What more can we do to bring the principles of our traditions into our service efforts? What 

could we do differently to better carry out our services?

Our guide to local service states: “Some area committees set aside one day each year for 
conducting an area service inventory. Why? for much the same reason as NA members do 
personal inventories: to stop, consider their action and attitudes, and rededicate themselves to 
their ideals” (page58&59). We have a few people in mind outside of our area to conduct the 
inventory. We suggest that the Area take time after the next two ASC to answer two questions at 
a time. In closing, I would like to thank Dave A, Karl W, Sjon C and Val K for participating in 
the ad hoc committee.
In loving service,
Trino F.

    New Business
Jim M. discussed CRCNA XXXI location.

Written Motions
Disbursements: Karen C. (Thanks for laminating !)

        
Next ASC Meeting:

November 6th,  2016 9:00am
The Majestic Gathering Place

                                                            315 East 4th Street
Loveland, CO. 80538

Closed 10:38am



MINUTES November 6th, 2016

Open:  9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and readings by 
Sheri and Trino
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes:  APPROVED
Guests/ New GSRs: John and Alyssa,    KURT B. is here, AGAIN
Birthdays: Ernie and Tony

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie-attendance going well, hospitality went well, ice skating party in 
December- flyers on the blast. Looking into Christmas potluck at church. Donation $60.  
Dead Without It: Richard- attendance at least 20, donation, lit, and rent all good.  Nov 18 
speaker. No concerns
Drug Busters:  Lilias- lowering rent to increase prudent reserve. $100 AREA donation. Increase 
attendance from treatment center.
Free at Last: NO REP
Fun Addicts: Zach-“Meetings going well. Quarterly potluck and speaker meeting on Sunday, Dec 11th at 6 
PM, 220 East Oak FtC. Sjon and Marc speaking. Still discussing possible Sunday morning meeting locations 
and logistics, may happen, please step up if you can help or know of a spot in Fort Collins.  We still have our 
flag, come get it..20.00 Area Donation” 
Freed From Insanity: Chris- New GSR, GSRA Tony, donation and good attendance.
Just For Today: Sjon-$50 donation 
LIVE: NO REP
NA Nooner: Trino- new name The Solutions Group. “Good Morning every one as you have 
noticed the Nooner Group has changed its name to the Solution Group. Everything is going well 
our meeting attendance averaging about ten people and our home group members have 
increased. We meet at 1322 31 st ave please use the south east parking lot. The meeting time is 
Wednesday at noon, Thursday at 6:00pm, Friday at 8:30pm, Saturday morning at 9:00am and 
Sunday at noon. We are working on get our new flag and have a $41.00 area donation at this 
time.”
No Matter What: NO REP   
Never Alone: NO REP
Primary Purpose:  John- attendance good, donation, world, and lit. 
Recovery SWAG’D Out: Paul- birthday meeting going well, dealer’s choice is receiving positive 
feedback, donation and lit. 
Stairway to Recovery: Newt- time change on Mondays to 7pm. Could use support.
Steps and Traditions Roulette:   Jacqueline- Meetings doing well. We also have a flag, come and 
get it. 
When At The End Of The Road:  Kim- speakers for a few months planned out, donation to 
AREA. Hospitality room went well. Thanksgiving potluck. 
XX Genes: Karen-meetings going great. Group possible sponsor for women’s retreat this year.
Miracle on Oak Street: John I- open meeting, focus on newcomers 27 folks average for 
attendance, could use people with time to support. 



      

Officer Reports

Chair: Ray- bank merger misc. 
Vice Chair: James- attended ad hoc committee will bring it up in old business. Also went to 
subcommittees, etc. “In attending the guidelines ad-hoc committee we suggested the following:
1) Adding under Regional committee member qualifications and guideline; g) In absence of the
Chair and Vice chair the RCM team will be responsible to fulfill the duties and responsibilities in
place of.
2) Suggested waiting until after the ASC inventory is complete looking into adding a regularly
scheduled inventory into the guidelines, possibly under Chair or V. Chair responsibilities in
appointing or heading It up.
3) Addressing the mention of ledgers under Article VII, section D, line I – do we do this? Want to
keep, ensure we are doing?
4) The General Qualifications under Article V, line e should be added to General Qualifications
Article VI. It reads: An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive commitments
pertaining to their position without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have
resigned.
I also attended sub-committees for PI, H&amp;I, Activities and Merchandise. Attended CRCNA 
and was able to put out some of the binders that represent some of our history, also put some 
stuff out for the B.F.E. area, I hope we don’t mind they shared some of our space”
Secretary:  Amy- see the minutes 
RMC 1/RCM 2: John K.- no report

Hospitals and Institutions:  John B- 21 meetings a month “We currently have 6 facilities that we 
serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month with the help of approximately 24 service members. 
We are needing members to be of service at the following facilities: We can always use support in all 
facilities.   James R. was voted in as Detox Panel Coordinator and Lyndsay H was retained as WCJW Panel 
Coordinator.  Upcoming elections are for Panel Coordinators at work release this month and TRT in 
December.
Mark M informed the committee that a couple of addicts approached the PI committee about bringing 
in a panel to Summit Stone in Loveland.  As we didn’t have many details we decided to reach out to the 
person in charge of programs at that facility Brooke Badberg and as of yet have not heard back from her.
The subcommittee is scheduled to meet 11/26/16 at 11:00AM in Windsor.
We are purchasing $125.00  in literature.  
Finally I wanted to take a minute to thank this body for allowing me the opportunity to serve it and those
in our facilities.  Shortly after becoming chair I included a paragraph from our Service pamphlet : 
Hospitals and Institutions Service and the NA Member and I find that it more true today than I did then.  
Hospitals and institutions service offers addicts an opportunity to demonstrate gratitude, fulfill 
responsibility, and share the NA message without expectations. It is also an effective tool that helps us 
stay clean, and keeps us coming back. The H&I message is the same as the NA message: “That an addict, 
any addict, can stop using drugs, lose the desire to use, and find a new way to live.” The gift we share is 
hope and freedom from active addiction through the program of Narcotics Anonymous. Any NA member
who wants to carry this message is encouraged to get involved with H&I service. Thank you again for the 
privilege of service to the addict who still suffers.”



Facilities We Serve
LCDC MEN’S:  Panel Coordinator is Richard L , 3 panel members going in 2 times a month with 15-20 
attending.
LCDC WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Karen C, 3 panel members going in 2 times a month with 5-14 
attending.
WCJ WOMEN'S: Panel Coordinator is  Lyndsay H, 4 panel members going in 2-3 times averaging 5-10 
attendees. 
WCJ MEN’S:  Currently not going in as not enough men cleared. 
TRUE NORTH (TRT): Panel Coordinator is  Janene F,  6 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 
15-20 attending.
DETOX: Panel Coordinator is James R, 6 panel members going in 4  times a month 5-10 attending.  
WORK RELEASE: Panel Coordinator is Sjon C, 5 panel members going in 4-5 times a month with 11-20 
attending 
Public Information Subcommittee:  Mark M- phone line is going better after changes, updating
website with proxy that will co-exist with the old, sending IP’s and white booklets
Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy- has Traditions book for sell- $11.75  and is good to go 
with new order forms.
Merchandise Sub-Committee: Shane-sub-committee met, sorry printer unable to produce 
sweatshirts in time for CRCNA. Will be auditing assets and deficits, providing detailed report 
next month.   “Good morning.
The Merchandise Subcommittee met this morning, November 6th, at 8:00 AM. There were 7 addicts in 
attendance.
Unfortunately, due to communication problems with our printer, the sweatshirts were not produced or delivered 
before CRCNA. They are being printed and should ship next week. This has been an ongoing problem with this
producer, and we will be utilizing a new printer for all future orders. There was much interest in the sweatshirt 
from members outside of the area. We will have all remaining stock at the tri-area New Year’s event.
While we planned to have merchandise for sale at CRCNA regardless, we did not. It was my mistake. The 
merchandise was left behind and it was not until arrival in Colorado Springs that this was realized.
Current inventory, specifically of old stock was discussed. We will be dropping the price on the older long 
sleeve white t to $12 to cover cost and thin out inventory. We voted to donate a shirt to the Thanksgiving, 
Christmas and New Years events as well.
The merchandise subcommittee would like to request a report from the ASC treasurer detailing disbursement 
and return of funds to balance our ledger and prepare a full report for the year's end to be delivered to this body
in December.
We will meet next December 4th at 8:00 AM. We will be deciding on our next merchandise item at that time.”

Activities Subcommittee: Ronnie-request for funds to cover food, etc. flyers on table. New 
Year’s banquet tickets for sale for tri-area celebration. “The activities subcommittee met this morning 
at 8 am. We have submitted a budget request of $250.00. The Thanksgiving potluck / marathon meeting will be
at 3448 N. Taft Avenue in Loveland from 12-9pm. We are requesting a disbursement of $150.00 to cover food, 
and rent for the space. There will be turkey. There is a pool table. There will be music. It will be fun. 
Addicts Seeking Sanity will be hosting the Christmas event in Greeley from 1-8pm. Food, meetings throughout 
the day, and fellowship. The church is asking for a donation for Christmas. 
The New Years Eve event will be hosted at a holiday Inn in Lakewood. I have banquet tickets for sale. We are 
still working out details regarding the event including food, music, and speakers. I will be talking with the 
Denver activities chair today for more information. “
Treasurer:  Danny-     $634.39 total
CRCNA Liaison:  Sheri- been awesome. CRCNA #31 at Crown Plaza in Denver!
 “Serving as CRCNA Liaison has been an awesome experience for me. It
Has been very eye opening to witness what all goes into the planning
Stages, as well as the behind the scenes service that happens the



Weekend of the Convention that allows us ALL to come together and
Celebrate our Recovery!! Grateful to be a part of and thank you for
Allowing me to serve.
CRCNA 31 will be held the first weekend of November 2017 at The
Crowne Plaza Hotel in Denver. For anyone interested in being of
service for CRCNA 31… the remainder of the Subcommittee Chairs-
Hotels, Web, Programs, Registration, F&amp;E and Merchandise will be
elected on January 14 th at 11:00 at the Englewood Public Library.”

   
Old Business- 
Ad Hoc committee guidelines 3 items re-viewed. Table until after AREA inventory. 
Ad Hoc committee for service body inventory. Saturday November 12, in Windsor. On blast and 
have flyers to take to home groups. Explore 4 actions in support of increased service.   

 
 New Business- 
1.H & I sub-committee chair election- nominated Jeanne.  
2. Move AREA meeting from 1st Sunday in November to October 29th before CRCNA 2017. 
3.Disruptive and violent behavior from an addict participating in NA at several meetings at 220 
East Oak in Fort Collins. Explored solutions from restraining order from the facility to calling 
law  enforcement as well as asking the individual not to attend and taking them aside before and 
after with several members to discuss objectionable behavior. 

Written Motions- activities budget, pay rent for subcommittees, donate $100 to Region, 
disbursements done.

        
Next ASC Meeting:

December 4, 2016 9:00am
The Majestic Gathering Place

                                                            315 East 4th Street
Loveland, CO. 80538

Closed @ 10:45am

ILS-
Amy K. 



 
MINUTES   December   4th,   2016 

Open :   9:01   AM   with   a   moment   of   silence,   followed   by   the   Serenity   Prayer   and   readings   by   John   B   and   Sjon. 
Approval   of   Last   Month’s   Minutes:    APPROVED  

Guests /   New   GSRs:    Levi 
Birthdays:    Sjon,   Kim,   Karen,   and   Paul. 

Group   Reports 
Addicts   Seeking   Sanity:   Ernie-"    Meetings   are   all   going   well 89.20   lit   order   Beginning   balance   23.79 

Total   donations-   382.91   Grand   total   -440.27   310.00   donation   Next   GC   is   December   18th    " 
Dead   Without   It:   Richard-"   Lit   order,   donation,   no   concerns."  

Drug   Busters:   Garret-   Attendance,   good,   women’s   facility   sending   people   every   week.   !!!!###$#!!??   Yo   Yo   Yo!!@?#@ 
Free   at   Last:    NO   REP 

Fun   Addicts:   Zach-" Meetings   going   well,   average   35   to   40   members   per   meeting.   Dave   A.   has   served   his   term   as 
treasurer,   Anthony   B.   new   treasurer,   Carrie   A.   new   group   secretary.    Checking   with   church   to   see   about   having   event 

in   the   gym. Potluck   and   speaker   meeting December   11th,   6pm. See   you   all   there!   30.00   Area   donation    " 
Freed   From   Insanity:   Chris-   attendance   8   to   15   people,   things   are   going   well.   No   donation.  

Just   For   Today:   Sjon-$55   donation,   lit   order,   in   need   of   home   group   members.  
LIVE:    Daniel-   no   grievances,   AREA   donation,   lit   order. 

The   Solution:   Trino-   " Good   morning   everyone   we   meet   at   1322   31 st Ave.   Greeley   Colorado   on   Wednesday    at noon , 

Thursday   at 6pm,   Friday   at8:30pm,   Saturday   at 9am and   Sunday   at noon.   We   are   doing   good.   We   have   our 

Dinosaur   Day   coming   up March   18   2017.   Our   first   of   the   new   year.   It   is   going   to   be   a   Italian   pot   luck.   Please   bring   a 

side   dish.    We   are   still   working   on   a   new   flag   for   our   home   group.   We   have   an   area   donation   of   $34.00."  

No   Matter   What:    NO   REP 
Never   Alone:    NO   REP 

Primary   Purpose:   $5   AREA   donation,   929   15th   st. 
Recovery   SWAG’D   Out:   Paul-   attendance   good,   b-day   meeting   going   well. 

Stairway   to   Recovery:   Patrick-   doing   well,   could   use   some   home   group   members.  
Steps   and   Traditions   Roulette:   Jacqueline-   attending   is   steady,   but   small.   Meeting   in   youth   room   with   comfy   couches.  

When   At   The   End   Of   The   Road:   Kim-   Hosted   a   Thanksgiving   potluck   with   a   big   turnout.   Brainstorming   on   early   morning   meeting.   Details 
to   come. 

XX   Genes:   Karen-   Great   meeting,   paid   rent,   no   concerns. 
Miracle   on   Oak   Street:   John   I-open   meeting,   1st   Thursday   lit   study.   $15   AREA   donation,   lit   order. 

  
Officer   Reports 

Chair:   Ray-   Assorted   banking   and   keeping   us   on   track. 
Vice   Chair:    James-   "I   attended   the   ASC   inventory   and   was   glad   to   participate   and   see   the   attendance   as   strong   as   it   was.   Am   looking 

forward   to   see   the   results   of   that,   and   see   what   changes   we   are   interested   in   making   to   our   guidelines.   I   was   unable   to   attend   the   H&amp;I  
and   PI   sub-committee   as   I   was   away   for   the   holiday   week   and   first   part   of   the   weekend.   I   called   the   Guarantee   Bank   (formerly   Home   State 
Bank)   to   check   on   their   bank   card   signing   policy,   this   has   not   changed,   and   they   still   need   all   people   on   the   account   to   resign   every   time   we 

have   a   newly   elected   position   to   replace   the   outgoing   one.   Does   this   mean   we   want   to   change   the   time   we   elect   the   signers   (Chair,   Vice 
Chair,   Secretary   and   Treasurer)   instead   of   having   the   elections   spread   out?" 

Secretary:   Amy-   see   the   minutes 

RMC   1/RCM   2:   John-   " Hello   NA   Family, 
I   want   to   begin   by   apologizing   for   my   absence   last   month.   I   had   personal   issues   that 
made   it   impossible   for   me   to   attend.   I   know   Daniel   has   a   very   informative   report   this 



month   so   I   just   want   to   take   a   moment   to   thank   you   all   for   letting   me   serve   as   your 
RCM2   over   the   last   couple   of   years.   It   has   been   a   growing   experience   for   me,   as   well   as 
a   pleasure   getting   to   know   you   all   a   little   more.   With   that,   I   leave   you   in   the   very   capable 

hands   of   Daniel   F." 
Daniel-   next   time 

Hospitals   and   Institutions:   Janene-   " Hospitals   and   Institutions:   Janene   F. 
 We   currently   hold   meetings   in   6   facilities,   having   21   meetings   a   month   with   approximately   25   service   members.  
We   are   needing   members   to   be   of   service   at   Work   Release   immediately   and   T.R.T   starting   in   January   for   Panel   Leads. 
We   will   be   closing   Work   Release   after   the   next   subcommittee   meeting   if   the   position   is   not   filled.   All   other   facilities   are 

doing   well.  Summit   Stone   was   called   numerous   times   and   still   no   response   back.  I   would   like   to   keep   the   budget 
the   same   at   $125.00.Thanks   for   letting   me   be   of   service." 

Public   Information   Subcommittee:    Mark   M-   28   incoming   calls,   2   SPAM.   Call   volumes   down   this   month,   expect   increase   during   holiday 
season.   Text   works   fine.   Members   currently   serving:   Karen   C,   Mark   M.,   Karl   W.,   Zach   V,   Amber   S.,   LaDonna   H. 

Changed   meeting   list   as   needed.   5   Facebook   posts,   668   hits,   average   22   each   day.   All   requests   are   within   budget,   went   to   Stamp   Out 
Stigma,   despite   feeling   stigmatized.   (opinion)  

Literature   Sub-Committee:   Peggy-    big   orders,   doing   well. 
Merchandise   Sub-Committee:   Shane-    Merchandise   available,   already   in   the   black.   Might   add   pics   to   website.   " We   will   not   be   requesting   any 

dispersement   at   this   time.Merchandise   will   be   available   at   the   FunAddicts   potluck   on   Dec   11th,   the   OTW   Christmas 
event   in   Greeley   as   well   as   the   Tri-Area   New   Year's   Eve   event   in   Lakewood.   Please   spread   the   word   at   your   meetings.If 
members   of   your   home   groups   are   interested   in   purchasing   merchandise   please   reach   out   and   we   can   try   to   coordinate 

something.   The   merchandise   subcommittee   will   meet   next   on Jan   8th,   2017." 
Activities   Subcommittee:    Ronnie-"    The   Thanksgiving   event   went   well,   although   sparsely   attended.   We   collected   $10.00   for 

the   7th.   I   have   receipts   totalling   $125.54.   I   am   giving$25   to   the   church   for   giving   us   the   space.   There   was   damage   done 
to   the   pool   table.   One   of   our   members   volunteered   to   fix   them,   so   I   gave   him   the   10   dollars   from   the   7th   to   do   so.   We 

went   over   budget   by   .54   cents.  
I   spent   $6.44   of   my   own   money   to   print   flyers   for   the   Christmas   and   new   years   eve   function.   I   put   in   a   request   for   a 

$250   disbursement,   and   motion   for   $150.   That   will   cover   snacks,   food,   coffee,   and   rent   for   the   Christmas   event.    $100 
goes   to   our   portion   of   the   rent   for   the   space   on   new   years   eve.   Our   area   owes   the   mile   high   area   for   printing   costs   on 
banquet   tickets,   which   is   102.62.   Plus   any   additional   items   for   new   years   eve.   Val,   James   and   I   each   have   banquet 
tickets   for   sale   at   10   dollars   each. The   subcommittee   met   this   morning   to   discuss   the   plans   for   Christmas   and   new 
years.   My   communication   has   been   limited   with   the   mile   high   and   boulder   activities   chair.   However,   a   representative 

from   each   area   will   meet   this   month   to   get   on   the   same   page." 
Treasurer:    Danny-   sent   an   email,   I   lost   it.   Sorry,   but   here   is   a   balance .   $738.28 

CRCNA   Liaison:   John   B   newly   elected 
For   anyone   interested   in   being   of   service   for   CRCNA   31…   the   remainder   of   the   Subcommittee   Chairs-   Hotels,   Web,   Programs, 

Registration,   F&E   and   Merchandise   will   be   elected   on   January   14   th   at   11:00   at   the   Englewood   Public   Library. 
Old   Business-  

Ad   HocNotes   from   Trino~   Service   Body   Inventory   11/12/16 
Attendance:   John   B.,   Zack   V.,   Patti   B.,   Janene   F.,   Jennifer   C.,   James   R.,   Shawn   H.,   Jim   M.,   Kurt   B.,   Dave   A.,   Trino   F.,   Karen   C.   and   the 

moderator   Bob   D. 
1.   How   does   the   work   of   this   body   support   NA’s   primary   purpose?   Do   we   have   other   purposes   as   well? 

Consensus   was   that   we   do   a   good   job   to   carry   the   message   of   recovery.   Sometimes   we   fall   short   communicating   between   the   area   and   our 
groups   and   vice   versa.   When   we   had   a   group   recently   that   was   struggling   with   disruptive   members   we   shared   our   experience,   strength   and 

hope.   We   can   be   more   welcoming   to   the   newcomers   to   area.   We   need   to   let   the   new   Trusted   Servants   know   what   acronyms   stand   for   and 
what   their   role   is.   To   that   end   it   is   suggested   the   area   create   a   welcome   kit   for   new   GSR’s,or   anyone   wanting   it,   containing   the   ASC 

guidelines,   a   list   of   acronyms   and   what   they   mean,   how   to   sign   up   for   the   blast,   other?   In   addition   maybe   create   a   position   of   GSR   Trainer 
to   have   a   workshop   every   2months   prior   to   the   ASC   to   teach   new   GSR’s   and   others   what   their   duties   are   and   answer   any   questions,   explain 
acronyms,   etc.   Do   we   have   other   purposes   such   as   working   with   the   churches/places   where   we   meet   with   can   drives   or   painting   or   other? 

Do   we   do   a   good   job   of   ensuring   our   trusted   services   keep   coming   back?   Should   all   subcommittees   have   written   reports   for   GSR’s   to   follow 
along   and   reinforce   what   is   being   said   and   done? 

2.   How   well   is   the   Area   communicating   with   those   in   the   community   who   interact   with   addicts? 
PI   is   not   here   because   the   chair   was   invited   to   do   a   presentation   to   professionals.   Most   thought   we   do   a   decent   job   communicating   with   the 

public   but   that   was   not   unanimous.   We   sometimes   drop   the   ball   when   it   comes   to   letting   the   public   know   that   NA   is   here.   Our   phone   line 



needs   to   be   simplified   but   we   did   work   with   other   regional   P.I.   members   to   change   from   a   flip   phone   to   Google   Voice.   We   need   to   do   a   better 
job   of   having   updated   meeting   schedules   at   facilities   and   to   work   on   our   communication   with   facilities.   We   can’t   make   people   want   us.   We 

need   to   look   at   our   technology   for   the   younger   generation   and   to   adapt   to   new   ways   of   communication.   Are   poster   drives   still   relevant, 
listings   in   newspapers,   etc?   How   could   we   use   social   media   to   better   reach   young   people?   Facebook   ads?   Why   were   there   no   "young" 

members   at   the   inventory   event?   Why   don’t   we   have   PSA’s   on   TV   or   radio?   Do   we   tap   enough   into   regional   sources?   Ensure   that   position 
training   is   done   from   the   outgoing   person   to   the   incoming.   Perhaps   our   name   of   Off   The   Wall   does   not   serve   us   well.   However,   it   is   fair   to 

note   that   there   was   already   a   Northern   area   when   OTW   was   formed.   When   some   addict’s   Google   search   northern   Colorado   NA   we   come   up 
third   on   that   list.   We   did   work   with   Google   to   change   a   mis-leading   entry.   You   have   to   do   a   little   bit   of   reading   to   know   that   we   are   the   cities 
of   Greeley,   Loveland,   Fort   Collins,   Sterling   and   Estes   Park.   The   website   could   use   some   updating.   Working   with   drug   courts,   universities,  

libraries,   treatment   facilities,   halfway   houses,   jails,   professionals,   and   schools   all   takes   members   willing   to   help.   With   the   number   of   groups 
we   have   are   there   more   members   willing   to   serve   that   we   are   not   reaching   or   that   don’t   "graduate"    from   group   to   area   service?   How   do   we 

make   area   service   attractive?   Try   not   to   bash   the   ASC   at   meetings   and   make   it   sound   useful   and   worthwhile.   The   OTW   ASC   is   safe   and 
supportive   compared   to   some   other   areas   in   Colorado   or   NA   as   a   whole.   When   working   with   the   community   we   need   to   ensure   that   our   NA 

message   is   carried,   not   an   individual’s   message.  
3.   How   does   remembering   our   primary   purpose   focus   our   service   priorities?   How   do   the   roles   and   efforts   of   our   boards   and   service 

committees   relate   to   the   primary   purpose? 
Keep   in   mind   when   we   vote,   "How   does   this   further   our   primary   purpose?"   Don’t   leave   your   recovery   at   the   door.   We   have   to   ask   ourselves,  
"Why   am   I   at   the   ASC?"   "Why   are   we   at   the   ASC?"   We   agree   that   our   roles   relate   to   the   primary   purpose   but   that   our   efforts   sometime   fall 
short.   GSR’s   need   to   carry   the   conscience   of   the   group,   not   their   ego,   when   voting.   Our   efforts   are   excellent   related   to   man   power,   but   more 

people   are   needed   to   fulfill   rotation   of   positions.   Make   newcomer   packets   for   new   GSR’s.   Are   H&amp;I   and   P.I.   the   most   important  
subcommittees?   Is   my   service   helping   the   newcomer?   Read   our   mission   statement   from   the   guidelines   before   we   start   the   ASC   and   after 
break.   Do   we   need   to   do   a   better   job   of   listening   to   what   the   groups   want   us   to   do?   Keep   our   priorities   in   order   and   stay   focused   on   the 

issue   at   hand   without   getting   sidetracked.   Slow   down   –   we   have   the   room   until   noon   so   no   need   to   rush   to   get   done. 
4.   What   more   can   we   do   to   bring   the   principles   of   our   traditions   into   our   service   efforts?   What   could   we   do   differently   to   better   carry   out 

our   services? 
NA   principals   before   our   personalities   always.   As   an   individual   what   am   I   practicing?   Do   we   hold   trusted   servants   accountable?   Value   our 
new   members?   Ask   hard   questions?   Value   the   member   that   asks   hard   questions?   We   could   adopt   a   "bring   a   sponsee   to   the   area"   movement  
to   get   more   members   involved   and   really   aware   of   service   opportunities.   We   need   to   slow   down   and   not   get   in   a   hurry   to   wrap   up   the   ASC. 

Be   more   forward   looking   so   as   to   not   be   surprised   that   H&amp;I   is   suddenly   up   for   election   and   there   is   no   vice-chair   (as   an   example).  
Don’t   assume   everyone   knows   what   you   know.   If   it   is   not   simple   it   is   not   spiritual.   We   would   like   GSR   workshops   at   activities.   Mentoring  
those   who   show   interest   by   taking   time   to   answer   questions   a   newcomer   might   have   as   some   are   afraid   to   ask   questions.   We   need   to   allow 
the   minority   opinion   to   share   their   concerns.   Change   is   hard   and   the   process   is   slow,   it   does   not   happen   overnight.   As   we   grow   in   our   NA 
communities,   we   could   look   at   every   city   having   an   LSC   (local   service   committee)   and   investigate   moving   towards   the   service   system   and 

away   from   the   service   structure.   At   the   same   time,   LSC’s   and   LSU’s   work   great   in   large   cities   but   is   it   necessary/useful   for   us?   Do   we 
maintain   a   sense   of   stewardship   for   the   ASC   along   with   the   principles   of   integrity,   unity, 

autonomy,   anonymity,   and   using   our   7   th   tradition   money   in   accordance   to   the   5   th   tradition?.   We   read   the   concepts   but   do   members 
understand   what   they   mean?   Have   area   trusted   servants   ever   worked   the   traditions?   Do   we   need   a   timed   (maybe   15   minutes)   tradition   of 

the   month   discussion   at   the   ASC? 
{Now   take   issues   to   groups   and   go   from   there   in   new   business   next   AREA} 

  
Disruptive   and   violent   behavior   from   an   addict   participating   in   NA   at   several   meetings   at   220   East   Oak   in   Fort   Collins.   Explored   solutions 

from   restraining   order   from   the   facility   to   calling   law   enforcement   as   well   as   asking   the   individual   not   to   attend   and   taking   them   aside 
before   and   after   with   several   members   to   discuss   objectionable   behavior.   HANDLED   FOR   NOW 

  
  

New   Business-  
Rotations   discussed,   again. 

Move   AREA   meeting   from   1st   Sunday   in   November   to   October   29th   before   CRCNA   2017. 
ELECTIONS:   JOHN   B.   CRCNA 

Written   Motions-  
$150   ABOVE   THE   $250   BUDGET   FOR   THE   NEW   YEAR'S   EVENT. 

H   &   I   submitted   budget   to   purchase   literature   at   $125.00.  
Motion   to   create   position   of   GSR   trainer-   table   to   next   AREA. 

  
  

Next   ASC   Meeting:  



January   1st,   2017   @   9:00am 
The   Majestic   Gathering   Place 

315   East   4th   Street 
Loveland,   CO.   80538 

  
Closed   @   10:45am 

 



MINUTES December 4th, 2016

Open: 9:01 AM with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer and readings by John 
B and Sjon.

Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: APPROVED

Guests/ New GSRs: Levi

Birthdays: Sjon, Kim, Karen, and Paul.

Group Reports

Addicts Seeking Sanity: Ernie-" Meetings are all going well　 89.20 lit order Beginning balance 
23.79

Total donations- 382.91 Grand total -440.27 310.00 donation Next GC is December 18th "

Dead Without It: Richard-" Lit order, donation, no concerns."

Drug Busters: Garret- Attendance, good, women’s facility sending people every week. !!!!
###$#!!?? Yo Yo Yo!!@?#@

Free at Last: NO REP

Fun Addicts: Zach-"Meetings going well, average 35 to 40 members per meeting. Dave A. has 
served his term as treasurer, Anthony B. new treasurer, Carrie A. new group secretary.  　
Checking with church to see about having event in the gym.　 Potluck and speaker meeting　
December 11th, 6pm.　 See you all there! 30.00 Area donation "

Freed From Insanity: Chris- attendance 8 to 15 people, things are going well. No donation.

Just For Today: Sjon-$55 donation, lit order, in need of home group members.

LIVE: Daniel- no grievances, AREA donation, lit order.

The Solution: Trino- "Good morning everyone we meet at 1322 31st　 Ave. Greeley Colorado on 
Wednesday at　 noon　 , Thursday at　 6pm, Friday at8:30pm, Saturday at　 9am　 and Sunday at　
noon. We are doing good. We have our Dinosaur Day coming up　 March 18 2017. Our first of 
the new year. It is going to be a Italian pot luck. Please bring a side dish. 　 We are still working 
on a new flag for our home group. We have an area donation of $34.00."

No Matter What: NO REP

Never Alone: NO REP

Primary Purpose: $5 AREA donation, 929 15th st.

Recovery SWAG’D Out: Paul- attendance good, b-day meeting going well.

Stairway to Recovery: Patrick- doing well, could use some home group members.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Jacqueline- attending is steady, but small. Meeting in youth room 
with comfy couches.



When At The End Of The Road: Kim- Hosted a Thanksgiving potluck with a big turnout. 
Brainstorming on early morning meeting. Details to come.

XX Genes: Karen- Great meeting, paid rent, no concerns.

Miracle on Oak Street: John I-open meeting, 1st Thursday lit study. $15 AREA donation, lit 
order.

　

Officer Reports

Chair: Ray- Assorted banking and keeping us on track.

Vice Chair: James- "I attended the ASC inventory and was glad to participate and see the 
attendance as strong as it was. Am looking forward to see the results of that, and see what 
changes we are interested in making to our guidelines. I was unable to attend the H&amp;I and 
PI sub-committee as I was away for the holiday week and first part of the weekend. I called the 
Guarantee Bank (formerly Home State Bank) to check on their bank card signing policy, this has 
not changed, and they still need all people on the account to resign every time we have a newly 
elected position to replace the outgoing one. Does this mean we want to change the time we elect
the signers (Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer) instead of having the elections spread 
out?"

Secretary: Amy- see the minutes

RMC 1/RCM 2: John- "Hello NA Family,

I want to begin by apologizing for my absence last month. I had personal issues that made it 
impossible for me to attend. I know Daniel has a very informative report this month so I just 
want to take a moment to thank you all for letting me serve as your RCM2 over the last couple of
years. It has been a growing experience for me, as well as a pleasure getting to know you all a 
little more. With that, I leave you in the very capable hands of Daniel F."

Daniel- next time

Hospitals and Institutions: Janene- "Hospitals and Institutions: Janene F.

　 We currently hold meetings in 6 facilities, having 21 meetings a month with approximately 25 
service members.　 　 We are needing members to be of service at Work Release immediately and 
T.R.T starting in January for Panel Leads. We will be closing Work Release after the next 
subcommittee meeting if the position is not filled. All other facilities are doing well.　 　 Summit 
Stone was called numerous times and still no response back.　 　 I would like to keep the budget 
the same at $125.00.Thanks for letting me be of service."

Public Information Subcommittee: Mark M- 28 incoming calls, 2 SPAM. Call volumes down this
month, expect increase during holiday season. Text works fine. Members currently serving: 
Karen C, Mark M., Karl W., Zach V, Amber S., LaDonna H.

Changed meeting list as needed. 5 Facebook posts, 668 hits, average 22 each day. All requests 
are within budget, went to Stamp Out Stigma, despite feeling stigmatized. (opinion)

Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy- big orders, doing well.

Merchandise Sub-Committee: Shane- Merchandise available, already in the black. Might add 
pics to website. "We will not be requesting any dispersement at this time.Merchandise will be 



available at the FunAddicts potluck on Dec 11th, the OTW Christmas event in Greeley as well as
the Tri-Area New Year's Eve event in Lakewood. Please spread the word at your meetings.If 
members of your home groups are interested in purchasing merchandise please reach out and we 
can try to coordinate something. The merchandise subcommittee will meet next on　 Jan 8th, 
2017."

Activities Subcommittee: Ronnie-" The Thanksgiving event went well, although sparsely 
attended. We collected $10.00 for the 7th. I have receipts totalling $125.54. I am giving$25 to the
church for giving us the space. There was damage done to the pool table. One of our members 
volunteered to fix them, so I gave him the 10 dollars from the 7th to do so. We went over budget 
by .54 cents.　
I spent $6.44 of my own money to print flyers for the Christmas and new years eve function. I 
put in a request for a $250 disbursement, and motion for $150. That will cover snacks, food, 
coffee, and rent for the Christmas event.  　 $100 goes to our portion of the rent for the space on 
new years eve. Our area owes the mile high area for printing costs on banquet tickets, which is 
102.62. Plus any additional items for new years eve. Val, James and I each have banquet tickets 
for sale at 10 dollars each.　 The subcommittee met this morning to discuss the plans for 
Christmas and new years. My communication has been limited with the mile high and boulder 
activities chair. However, a representative from each area will meet this month to get on the same
page."

Treasurer: Danny- sent an email, I lost it. Sorry, but here is a balance. $738.28

CRCNA Liaison: John B newly elected

For anyone interested in being of service for CRCNA 31… the remainder of the Subcommittee 
Chairs- Hotels, Web, Programs, Registration, F&E and Merchandise will be elected on January 
14 th at 11:00 at the Englewood Public Library.

Old Business-

Ad HocNotes from Trino~ Service Body Inventory 11/12/16

Attendance: John B., Zack V., Patti B., Janene F., Jennifer C., James R., Shawn H., Jim M., Kurt 
B., Dave A., Trino F., Karen C. and the moderator Bob D.

1. How does the work of this body support NA’s primary purpose? Do we have other purposes as
well?

Consensus was that we do a good job to carry the message of recovery. Sometimes we fall short 
communicating between the area and our groups and vice versa. When we had a group recently 
that was struggling with disruptive members we shared our experience, strength and hope. We 
can be more welcoming to the newcomers to area. We need to let the new Trusted Servants know
what acronyms stand for and what their role is. To that end it is suggested the area create a 
welcome kit for new GSR’s,or anyone wanting it, containing the ASC guidelines, a list of 
acronyms and what they mean, how to sign up for the blast, other? In addition maybe create a 
position of GSR Trainer to have a workshop every 2months prior to the ASC to teach new GSR’s
and others what their duties are and answer any questions, explain acronyms, etc. Do we have 
other purposes such as working with the churches/places where we meet with can drives or 
painting or other? Do we do a good job of ensuring our trusted services keep coming back? 
Should all subcommittees have written reports for GSR’s to follow along and reinforce what is 
being said and done?



2. How well is the Area communicating with those in the community who interact with addicts?

PI is not here because the chair was invited to do a presentation to professionals. Most thought 
we do a decent job communicating with the public but that was not unanimous. We sometimes 
drop the ball when it comes to letting the public know that NA is here. Our phone line needs to 
be simplified but we did work with other regional P.I. members to change from a flip phone to 
Google Voice. We need to do a better job of having updated meeting schedules at facilities and to
work on our communication with facilities. We can’t make people want us. We need to look at 
our technology for the younger generation and to adapt to new ways of communication. Are 
poster drives still relevant, listings in newspapers, etc? How could we use social media to better 
reach young people? Facebook ads? Why were there no "young" members at the inventory 
event? Why don’t we have PSA’s on TV or radio? Do we tap enough into regional sources? 
Ensure that position training is done from the outgoing person to the incoming. Perhaps our 
name of Off The Wall does not serve us well. However, it is fair to note that there was already a 
Northern area when OTW was formed. When some addict’s Google search northern Colorado 
NA we come up third on that list. We did work with Google to change a mis-leading entry. You 
have to do a little bit of reading to know that we are the cities of Greeley, Loveland, Fort Collins,
Sterling and Estes Park. The website could use some updating. Working with drug courts, 
universities, libraries, treatment facilities, halfway houses, jails, professionals, and schools all 
takes members willing to help. With the number of groups we have are there more members 
willing to serve that we are not reaching or that don’t "graduate" from group to area service? 
How do we make area service attractive? Try not to bash the ASC at meetings and make it sound 
useful and worthwhile. The OTW ASC is safe and supportive compared to some other areas in 
Colorado or NA as a whole. When working with the community we need to ensure that our NA 
message is carried, not an individual’s message.

3. How does remembering our primary purpose focus our service priorities? How do the roles 
and efforts of our boards and service committees relate to the primary purpose?

Keep in mind when we vote, "How does this further our primary purpose?" Don’t leave your 
recovery at the door. We have to ask ourselves, "Why am I at the ASC?" "Why are we at the 
ASC?" We agree that our roles relate to the primary purpose but that our efforts sometime fall 
short. GSR’s need to carry the conscience of the group, not their ego, when voting. Our efforts 
are excellent related to man power, but more people are needed to fulfill rotation of positions. 
Make newcomer packets for new GSR’s. Are H&amp;I and P.I. the most important 
subcommittees? Is my service helping the newcomer? Read our mission statement from the 
guidelines before we start the ASC and after break. Do we need to do a better job of listening to 
what the groups want us to do? Keep our priorities in order and stay focused on the issue at hand 
without getting sidetracked. Slow down – we have the room until noon so no need to rush to get 
done.

4. What more can we do to bring the principles of our traditions into our service efforts? What 
could we do differently to better carry out our services?

NA principals before our personalities always. As an individual what am I practicing? Do we 
hold trusted servants accountable? Value our new members? Ask hard questions? Value the 
member that asks hard questions? We could adopt a "bring a sponsee to the area" movement to 
get more members involved and really aware of service opportunities. We need to slow down and
not get in a hurry to wrap up the ASC. Be more forward looking so as to not be surprised that 



H&amp;I is suddenly up for election and there is no vice-chair (as an example). Don’t assume 
everyone knows what you know. If it is not simple it is not spiritual. We would like GSR 
workshops at activities. Mentoring those who show interest by taking time to answer questions a 
newcomer might have as some are afraid to ask questions. We need to allow the minority opinion
to share their concerns. Change is hard and the process is slow, it does not happen overnight. As 
we grow in our NA communities, we could look at every city having an LSC (local service 
committee) and investigate moving towards the service system and away from the service 
structure. At the same time, LSC’s and LSU’s work great in large cities but is it necessary/useful 
for us? Do we maintain a sense of stewardship for the ASC along with the principles of integrity, 
unity,

autonomy, anonymity, and using our 7 th tradition money in accordance to the 5 th tradition?. We
read the concepts but do members understand what they mean? Have area trusted servants ever 
worked the traditions? Do we need a timed (maybe 15 minutes) tradition of the month discussion
at the ASC?

{Now take issues to groups and go from there in new business next AREA}

　

Disruptive and violent behavior from an addict participating in NA at several meetings at 220 
East Oak in Fort Collins. Explored solutions from restraining order from the facility to calling 
law enforcement as well as asking the individual not to attend and taking them aside before and 
after with several members to discuss objectionable behavior. HANDLED FOR NOW

　

　

New Business-

Rotations discussed, again.

Move AREA meeting from 1st Sunday in November to October 29th before CRCNA 2017.

ELECTIONS: JOHN B. CRCNA

Written Motions-

$150 ABOVE THE $250 BUDGET FOR THE NEW YEAR'S EVENT.

H & I submitted budget to purchase literature at $125.00.

Motion to create position of GSR trainer- table to next AREA.

　

　

Next ASC Meeting:

January 1st, 2017 @ 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place

315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO. 80538



　

Closed @ 10:45am

ILS-
Amy K. 
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                             Off the Wall Area Guidelines  (1/1/2017)

ARTICLE I: DEFINITION, PURPOSE and FUNCTION FOR THE OTW ASC.

A. Definition.   The Off The Wall  (OTW) Area Service Committee (ASC) is  made up of Group
Service Representatives (GSR’s), Sub-Committee (SC) Chairs, and Area Officers from the OTW
area of Narcotics Anonymous (N.A.) located in Northern Colorado.

B. Purpose.  This ASC is designed to serve the needs of its member groups and addicts seeking 
recovery in N.A. in the OTW area.

C. Function.  The OTW ASC meets monthly to unify its member groups, carry the N.A. message of
recovery  from the  disease  of  addiction,  contribute  to  the  growth  of  N.A.,  and  communicate
information from groups to other areas, the Colorado Region (CRSC) and world level NA service
bodies.

ARTICLE II:  SERVICE MEETINGS

A. Regularly scheduled ASC meetings will be held the first Sunday of every month, except in July,
normally starting at 9:00 AM, (check the Off the Wall Area website for the ASC meeting location).
The  secretary  is  responsible  for  communicating  the  time  and  place  of  these  meetings  in  the
minutes.  A change of meeting time or place must be communicated to the ASC at least 15 days in
advance of the meeting.  

B. Special ASC meeting.  Any ASC member may call for a special meeting per the following 
procedure:

a. A member requesting a special meeting contacts the secretary, who then polls the OTW 
ASC steering committee to see if at least 60% agree to hold a special meeting.

b. If it is decided to hold a special meeting, the secretary drafts a notice stating the exact 
reason(s) for it and business is limited to those reasons.

c. Said notice will be e-mailed using the OTW e-mail alias at least 10 days prior to the 
meeting as well as being posted on the OTW ASC website – www.otwna.org

d. The quorum requirements (50%+1) are the same as for a regularly scheduled ASC 
meeting.  If quorum is not reached, discussions can be held, but votes are not binding.

C. Quorum.  A quorum for conducting business consists of a simple majority of eligible participants
– determined by chair roll call.  If an N.A. group is not represented at two consecutive regular
ASCs, they are accorded “inactive” status for the purpose of quorum at the second ASC missed.
A  group  will  regain  “active”  status  for  quorum  purposes  when  it  sends  a  GSR  or  other
representative to the ASC.

ARTICLE III:  PARTICIPANTS AND DECISION MAKING
A. Participants.  Any N.A. group choosing membership in the OTW ASC has one vote in decision

making through its GSR or GSR Alternate (GSRA).  Groups or meetings wanting to be listed on
the Area schedule need to show up at the ASC and request inclusion. Groups and meetings are
strongly urged to  register  with the WSO via www.na.org/index.htm.   All  officers  of the ASC
(except the Chair) and Sub-Committee (SC) chairs also have one vote each.  In the absence of an
SC chair the vice-chair, if any, is allowed to vote.  A GSR holding another area position gets only
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one vote.  Any N.A. member or interested party may attend the OTW ASC and is allowed to take
part in discussions, but does not vote. If an N.A. group or meeting is determined to be in violation
of our Traditions and/or affecting N.A. as a whole they will be asked to correct such behavior.   If
they choose not to,  they will  be removed from OTW meeting lists.  So-called special  interest
groups/meetings  do  not  violate  NA traditions,  per  WORLD  SERVICE  BOARD  OF  TRUSTEES
BULLETIN #18.  http://www.na.org/bulletins/bull18-r.htm

B. Decision Making.  All participants, as defined in the previous section, have a voice in decision
making. We attempt to reach decisions by consensus, however, barring that, > 50% carries an
election, and a 2/3rds majority is required to pass a motion.  Any member may make a motion or
nominate someone for election.  All motions and nominations must be seconded.

C. ASC Steering Committee.  Composed of the Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and both 
RCM’s.

ARTICLE IV:  ELECTION OF TRUSTED SERVANTS
A. Rotation of trusted servants.  Ideally, positions are filled as follows.

a.  March – Public Information (P.I.) Sub-Committee Chair
b. April – Merchandise Sub-Committee Chair
c. May – Literature Sub-Committee Chair
d. June – ASC Chair, ASC Vice Chair, Treasurer and Secretary
e. October – Activities Sub-Committee Chair
f. November – Hospitals and Institutions (H&I) Sub-Committee Chair
g. December – Regional Committee Member (RCM)  1 & 2 in alternate years,  CRCNA 

Liaison
h. In case of a resignation or open position, the election to fill that position can be held at any

regular ASC meeting, given that the fellowship has been informed of the opening.  If a
position is filled in a month other than the schedule above, the elected will serve until the
normal month and then needs to be re-elected. 

B. Election Procedures.
a. Groups in the OTW area must be informed of opening positions, through minutes, GSR

checklist, and asked to provide nominations.
b. Nominees must be present to be elected.
c. Nominations  from  the  floor  are  accepted  and  must  be  seconded.  One  can  nominate

themselves.      
d. ASC Chair or a person designated by the Chair reads the general qualifications, clean time

requirements,  and  the  Responsibilities  of  the  position,  as  well  as  the  Resignation  or
removal of Trusted Servants applicable part(s) of these guidelines.

e. Each nominee will qualify for the position, including clean time, service experience, other
relevant  information and discuss  their  ability to fulfill  the responsibilities  of  the given
position.

f. The member is questioned from the floor, and then asked to leave.   A vote is taken; ideally
an election is by consensus, but majority rules.  In the case of two or more nominees, the
top two vote getters will face a second round of voting for election.

C. Terms of office.  An ASC trusted servant may not serve in the same position for more than two
terms or elected more than 3 times (in the case of a partial first term).

D. Resignation or removal of Trusted Servants.  A voluntary resignation is given to the ASC chair
in writing.  Relapse requires removal because we care more about the addict than the service they
provide.   Involuntary  removal  may  take  place  at  an  ASC for  failure  to  perform duties  and
responsibilities, breach of the N.A. Traditions or Concepts, or other good cause.   The servant
facing  removal  is  given an  opportunity to  present  information  to  the  ASC verbally  and/or  in
writing.

http://www.na.org/bulletins/bull18-r.htm
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ARTICLE V:  RESPONSIBILITES & QUALIFICATIONS FOR ASC AND STEERING COMMITTEE 
TRUSTED SERVANTS  
A. General Qualifications 

a.  Should not simultaneously hold the position of  GSR.  If  so,  only one vote per  member is
allowed.
b. First and foremost, one must be in active recovery – attend meetings, sponsor and be sponsored,
willing to work on understanding the practical application of the traditions and concepts.  Our
trusted servants must have recovery based service, not service based recovery.
c. Must have the time and ability to be an active participant at the ASC, fulfill the responsibilities
of the position and to commit to a full term – either one or two years.
d. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive ASC’s without a report being sent or a
total of four within a given year is considered to have resigned.
e. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned.

B.  OTW ASC Chairperson
a. Prepares the agenda for each ASC, accepts agenda items from members and groups.
b.  Facilitates  ASC meetings  with the goals  of accomplishing service needs  in  the OTW area,
achieving the ASC’s needs in a purposeful manner, and encouraging participation from members
and groups.
c. Maintains open and honest lines of communication between groups and the ASC.
d. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts.
e. Votes only in case of a tie, including on the steering committee, and seeks consensus on all
issues.
f.  Suggested  qualifications  are  at  least  one  year  clean  time  and  6  months  of  Area  service
experience.  
g. Facilitates the printing of meeting schedules to be given out at every ASC.

C.  OTW ASC Vice-Chair
a. In the Chair’s absence, has all the duties and powers of that position.
b. Acts as a liaison between all Sub-Committees and the ASC to assure that they function 
according to these guidelines.  Promotes unity and open and honest communication within N.A.
c. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts.
d. Suggested qualifications are one year continuous clean time and 6 months Area service 
experience.
e. If a Sub-Committee chair position is open, the OTW Vice Chair, with assistance from other
ASC officers, seeks to ensure that critical SC functions are continued until the position is filled.

D.  OTW ASC Secretary
 a. Maintains the archives of the ASC, written records of each ASC meeting and correspondence.

             b. Maintains contact info for ASC participants and groups.
 c. Distributes ASC minutes no later than one week after each ASC meeting, to those on the e-mail
list and to any other member seeking that information.   Gets minutes to web servant for posting, 
and provides a copy of these guidelines to each new officer/group of the ASC.

             d. Is responsible for becoming a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts.
 e. Suggested qualifications are one year continuous clean time and 6 months area service   
experience.
f. Is responsible for maintaining the contract of the location of the ASC meetings.

 E.  OTW ASC Treasurer
a. Accurately records all financial transactions of the OTW ASC, presenting a report at   each
meeting.
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            b. Collects and maintains financial reports from ASC participants.
            c. Disburses funds in a timely fashion per ASC decisions.

d. Collects all funds provided to the ASC by donations, SC activities, etc, and deposits    them in
the ASC bank account.  
e. Is responsible for the maintenance of the OTW ASC bank account.

            f. Presents an annual report and budget to the ASC as described in Article VII.
            g. Is a co-signer on all ASC bank accounts and updates signer cards every January.
            h. Maintains the ASC P.O. box and brings the mail to each ASC.

i. Suggested  qualifications  are  three  years  continuous  clean  time,  one  year  of  Area service
experience,  a  working  knowledge  of  basic  book  keeping  procedures  and  personal  financial
responsibility.
 j. When treasurer position is rotated, works with new treasurer to ensure proper signatures on
bank accounts, ownership of phone line accounts, PO Box, and any other necessary ASC business.

F.  Regional Committee Member Team – RCM1 and RCM2
a.  Provide  two way communications  between  the  OTW ASC and  other  N.A.  service  bodies,
particularly the CRSC, NAWS and any applicable Zonal Forums.
b. Ensures that the OTW ASC is represented at all CRCS meetings (normally 6 per year) as well
as Regional Assemblies where elections occur and CAR votes are tallied

            c. Makes minutes of the CRSC available to NA members in the area.
            d. Attends as many OTW activities and meetings as possible throughout the area.
            e. Is a resource on Tradition and Concept questions/concerns/issues.

f.  Each RCM serves a two year term.  Elections are staggered to allow continuity of service.
Suggested  qualifications  are  3  years  of  continuous  clean  time  &  one  year  of  Area service
experience at the ASC level.

ARTICLE VI:   THE OTW SUB-COMMITTESS & POSITIONS THE OTW ASC HAS THE
FOLLOWING SUB-COMMITTEES & POSITIONS

General Qualifications 
a. Should not simultaneously hold the position of GSR.  If so, only one vote per member    is
allowed.
b. First and foremost, one must be in active recovery – attend meetings, sponsor and be sponsored,
willing to work on understanding the practical application of the traditions and concepts.  Our
trusted servants must have recovery based service, not service based recovery.
c. Must have the time and ability to be an active participant at the ASC, fulfill the responsibilities
of the position and to commit to a full term – either one or two years.
d. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive ASC’s without a report being sent or a
total of four within a given year is considered to have resigned.
e. An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned.

Sub-Committee Chairs
a.  Coordinate  and  oversee  the  day  to  day  work  of  the  sub-committee  according  to  their
responsibilities   described in Article V.
b.  Collect  and  disburse  all  funds  handled  by  the  sub-committee  and  take  responsibility  for
expenditures in accordance with the sub-committee budget and the wishes of the OTW ASC.
c. Submit a written report to the ASC Secretary and a written financial report – if applicable – to
the ASC treasurer at each regularly scheduled ASC meeting.

            d. Provide a copy of the minutes of all sub-committee meetings to the ASC secretary.
            e. Prepare an annual SC budget and SC financial report as described in Article VII.
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f.  Suggested  qualifications  are  one  year  continuous  clean  time  and  six  months  of  service
experience, and some experience @ASC level.

Sub-Committee Vice-Chairs
            a. A nominee should have six months of continuous clean time and some service experience.
            b. Perform all duties and have all the powers of the chair in the chair’s absence.

c. Work actively with the chair in anticipation of becoming chair when the position is vacant.

A.  Public Information (P.I.) 
a.  Carries  the  N.A.  message of  recovery to  those  who have not  heard  of  N.A.,  are  not  fully
informed, or request information about N.A.
b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their P.I. efforts, including providing supplies,
information, panel participants, literature and literature ordering information.
c. Keeps a list of media outlets, professionals who work with addicts and N.A. lit locations in the
area.
d. Maintains examples of items used in P.I. efforts.
e. Oversees and coordinates the efforts of the OTW Web servant and Phone line chair(s).
f. Cooperates closely with H&I in carrying the N.A. message of recovery from addiction.
g. Periodically checks na.org, For the Public > Find a Meeting to verify and update meetings
found     there are consistent with the website and meeting schedules.

      
B.  Merchandise Sub-Committee

a. Maintains a stock of N.A. related merchandise such as t-shirts, cups, stickers, etc.
b.  Attends,  as  able,  group,  area  and  regional  events  for  the  purpose  of  selling  or  trading
merchandise.
c. Has merchandise available for fundraising activities, including for trade or sale.
d.  Ensures  that  N.A.  Intellectual  property,  including  trademarks  and  copyrights,  are  used  in
accordance with NAWS Intellectual Property Guidelines.
e. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D.
f. The subcommittee will work in conjunction with the Activities Subcommittee

C.  Hospitals and Institutions (H&I). 
a. Carries the N.A. message to addicts in hospitals and institutions who often have no other way of

hearing our message of recovery from the disease of addiction.
b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their H&I efforts, including providing supplies,

information, panel participants, literature, and literature ordering information;
c. Keeps a list of hospitals and institutions in the OTW area where addicts may be found.
d. Initiates and coordinates cooperation with those facilities.
e. Cooperates closely with the P.I. Sub-Committee in carrying the N.A. message of recovery.

     
  D. Literature Sub-Committee  

a. Maintains a stock of conference approved N.A. books, pamphlets, medallions, etc for purchase 
by N.A. members and groups and outside enterprises.  Member and group needs take priority.
b. Inventory should be kept at no less than twice the amount sold in one month, not to exceed 3
times sales based on a rough average over the previous 4 (active) month’s sales.  New literature
excluded. 
c. Has material available for purchase at each regular OTW ASC meeting with 6%  surcharge.
d. Seeks input from members, groups and the OTW ASC on proposed N.A. literature and forwards
that to N.A. World Services (NAWS) and/or the World Literature Committee.
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e. The subcommittee should inform the groups of all items to insure that we continually rotate all
forms of NA conference approved literature through the area and make new purchases.
f. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D.
       

E. Activities Sub-Committee
a. Organizes and coordinates activities – campouts, dances, picnics, etc – for the purposes of unity
and carrying the N.A. message of recovery from addiction.
b. Acts as a resource to members and groups in their efforts to hold activities.
c. Gathers and distributes information about activities in the OTW area, other areas and region,
and coordinates with the web servant to have such information on the OTW web site.
d. Periodically polls NA groups and members about activity preferences.
e Cooperates with other Sub-Committees to carry the N.A. message of recovery from   addiction.

f. Will follow guidelines for Handling Area Funds: Budget Process; Article VII, Section D.
g. The merchandise subcommittee will work in conjunction with the Activities Subcommittee

     
F. Colorado Regional Convention of N.A (CRCNA) Liaison Position

a. Attends as many CRCNA meetings as possible, providing two way communication between the 
OTW ASC and CRCNA members.
b. Need not hold a position on the CRCNA committee or any SC’s, but that often happens.

ARTICLE VII:  HANDLING AREA FUNDS

A. General Provisions applying to the handling of all OTW ASC funds.
a. No funds of the OTW ASC will inure to the benefit of any member or individual.  Any assets of
the OTW ASC, upon its dissolution if ever, will be transferred to the Colorado Regional Service
Committee.
b. The OTW ASC will maintain a prudent reserve of $600.00.  Excess funds can be forwarded to
the CRSCNA or NAWS.  Ideally, the ASC treasurer and Lit SC receive cash not checks.  

            c. Financial records are to be readily available upon request of any member or group.
d.  Unapproved  out  of  pocket  expenses  can,  and  most  likely  will,  be  considered  7 th tradition
donations.

B.  Revenues.   The OTW ASC should be fully self-supporting through contributions from its groups and
members.  All revenue accumulated will be maintained in a bank account, to be deposited in a timely
fashion upon receipt.  Funds raised through the efforts of sub-committees are turned over to the ASC
treasurer when the sub-committee chair position becomes vacant or when requested by the ASC.  Cash on
hand for the Literature SC will be deposited in a timely fashion after any and all sales. We have a general
debit account to which deposits are made, from which the WSO draws payment.  Once the Literature
inventory is greater than $1000 with sufficient monthly sales to replenish stock all profit from service
charges will be returned to the ASC general fund.

C.  Expenditures.  
a. The ASC account will have four possible signers, and any two are REQUIRED for each check.
No two signers on any check may reside in the same household.

            b. All non-budgeted disbursements are to be approved by the ASC.
c.  No reimbursement  is  to be made without  receipts or proof of purchase.   All  monthly sub-
committee financial reports are to be accompanied with receipts or proofs of purchase.
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           d.   Normally, all ASC expenditures are made by check.

e. In the event that a check is made payable to one of the 4 possible check signers, the payee will
not be allowed to be a signer on that check.

D.  Budget process.  To manage OTW funds, we will have an annual budget process.
a. Each SC chair and ASC officer will submit a written budget for expected expenditures and
revenues ASAP after election.
b. When presented, annual budgets will be voted on by the ASC for approval. 
c. The Treasurer coordinates the preparation of a comprehensive annual budget for distribution at
the January meeting.
d. The Treasurer provides a written report on the past year’s expenses and revenue for presentation
at the January ASC meeting.
e. The outgoing treasurer, the incoming treasurer, ASC chair, and a person appointed by the chair
perform an audit of ASC funds to be presented at the March meeting for the previous year.
f. Operate all OTW Area business from one bank account, and any debit card(s)
attached to the account be held by the Area Treasurer.
g. Use checks or debit card for all transactions.
h. Require timely deposits of all funds within 48 hours at a bank branch where the Area does
business.  If  the  deposit  may  not  be  made  within  the  required  timeline  of  48  hours,  the
subcommittee chair must contact the ASC Vice Chair or the ASC Treasurer to make the deposit.
i.  Establish  standing  operating  budgets  (S.O.B's)  for:  Activities,  Merchandise  and  Literature.
These  subcommittees  are  required  to  maintain  their  own account  ledger  of  expenditures,  and
include an accurate financial reconciliation to the ASC each month.
j. Better planning.   No last minute events and no fliers printed until an event is actually on the
calendar. All events must be presented 60 days in advance of event to ASC.

ARTICLE VIII:  AMENDING THESE GUIDELINES

These guidelines may be amended by the OTW ASC at any time using the decision making process
outlined  in  Article  III,  regarding  motions,  provided  that  such  amendment  was  listed  on  the  agenda
distributed for any given meeting.
Except when stated otherwise, these guidelines are considered to be subservient to the 12 Traditions, the
12 Concepts and any other N.A. conference approved material.   

        Statement on Service – Page xxvi in the Introduction to the N.A. Basic Text, 6th Edition
“Everything  that  occurs  in  the  course  of  N.A.  service  must  be  motivated  by  the  desire  to  more
successfully carry the message of recovery to the addict that still suffers.  It was for this reason that we
began this work.  We must always remember that as individual members, groups and service committees,
we are not and should never be in competition with each other.  We work separately and together for the
common good.  We have learned, painfully, that internal strife cripples our Fellowship; it prevents us from
providing the services necessary for growth.”

GUIDELINE CHANGE HISTORY
12/03/2006 – Changed Open ASC month from August to July to coincide with a holiday weekend.
03/04/2007 – Added 5th Tradition Outreach Position with March Election
03/26/2007-Deleted Sterling, Ft. Morgan, and Yuma from our ASC rotation-Deleted discussion, in 
election process-Added that ASC officers should be working a Narcotics Anonymous program.
09/01/2008-Delete Capture the Banner –Deleted 5th Tradition Outreach Position.- 
09/04/2011 – Draft: Added Provisions f thru j to: Article VII; Handling of Area Funds, Section D.
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10/7/11 – Removed reference to Becky Stuart, added “representative of the City of Loveland”.  Added 
reference to Article VII, Section D (Budget Process clause under Handling Area Funds) to each relevant 
sub-committee section.  
Draft: 12/21/2011 – ADHOC Committee changes – will be submitted to ASC on January 8, 2012.
1/8/12 – ADHOC changes accepted by the ASC with the exception of revising the timeline for the deposit 
of funds to be within 48 hours instead of 72 hours.
04/01/2012 – Changed responsibility of printing mtg schedules from P.I. to Chair
12/12/12 – removed 6% literature surcharge
02/03/2013 – added back 6% Literature surcharge
09/08/2013 – removed Article VI, Sect D, Sub e @ separate inventory
09/08/2013 – added to Article V, Sect B, Sub e
10/13/2013 – Removed Newsletter Chair Article VI, Sect F
10/27/2013—Removed Article V, Sect A, Sub e pertaining to meeting lists see change made 04/01/2012
2/2/2014- added Article VI, Sect B, Sub f pertaining to Activities subcommittee working with 
merchandise
2/2/2014- added Article VI, Sect E, Sub g pertaining to Merchandise subcommittee working with 
Activities
04/05/2015 – added Article VI, Sect A, Sub g adding responsibility for verifying and updating na.org with
correct mtg info.  Also changed Sub e from Phoneline Chair to Phoneline Chair(s).  Change site on Pg 1.
10/04/2015 – move CRCNA Liaison election from January to December.
01/01/2017-added to article VI under General Qualification line “e” from General qualifications under 
Article V subsection A. General Qualifications.  Also Changed Treasurer and Secretary elections from 
January and February, respectively, to June.  



MINUTES January 1st, 2017

Open:  9:33am, Ernie S read 12 concepts, Shane R read opening reading
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: discussion on updated, received?   Tabled
Guests/ New GSRs: Julie I 
Birthdays: Daniel F - 11yrs, Karen C – 18yrs, Paul W – 18yrs, Kim B – 2yrs.

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity:  Ernie - Discussion on elections being held at same time of year. Yes and only one
year at a time. GSR trainer- Make a packet and make sure all decisions.  GSRs have guide to local service. 
No-naranon at CRCNA. ADHOC on asc inventory. ADHOC is set to make decisions not the group. $50.00 
to area  $90.35 in lit.  Rent is paid.  20 year celebration February 18th 5-8:30.  Lisa Y is new Wednesday 
opener.  We will need a secretary in February

Drug Busters: Lilias – Things are going well.  We meet at 531 S. College on Saturdays.  We have had an 
influx of young ladies from a local treatment center at our meeting, which is fantastic.  We have no 
needs or concerns at this time.  

Fun Addicts: Zach – meeting is growing.  Speakers made for a great potluck.  Next one is March 12 th at 
6pm w/ Val K sharing.  $26 donation.

LIVE: Daniel F- No needs or concerns.  $45 ASC donation

Primary Purpose: Lyndsay H – 929 15th St.  Closed candlelight meeting.  Unfinished business: 1. We vote 
to allow ad hoc to do what we trusted them to do.  2.  We vote that all officers be elected at once, keep 
@ 1-2 years.  3.  Part A. – RCM fills in absence of chair and vice chair – we vote no. Part C - Keeping 
ledger – we vote yes.   Part D – general qualifications – 2 missed – we vote yes.  Part B – discussion of 
chair coordinating inventory – we agree.  Concers:  Womens retreat becoming convention w/ out groups 
approval or knowledge.  $28 world don.  $28 area don.

Recovery SWAG’D Out: Paul W – All is well – Birthday meeting going well.  Meeting attendance 20 – 30 
average.  No dogs except service dogs allowed.  220 E Oak St @ 7pm on Tuesday.  Lit - $55.30.  Donation 
$10.

Solutions Group – Trino - Good morning everyone Happy New Year. We have our Dinosaur Day flyer on 
the table. Our group voted on having all the signer on the bank card be elected on the same month we 
are for and for the 2 year terms we are against. As far as the service body inventory we would have like 
to seen it simplify to bullet points. We still went over it. Like to see the new comer packets if the region 
does not so that all ready. We do think poster drives are still relevant. Social Media would be a great way
to reach the younger person who may have a drug problem. We would like our mission statement read 
at the beginning of the ASC and After the Break. Bring a sponsee to the ASC is a good idea. In closing we 
have no area donation at this time.

Stairway to Recovery: Pat H –Meet every Monday at 7:00pm at: 614 8th Ave, Greeley, CO 80631 - 1st 
floor.  



Average attendance in 2016 was 8.5 addicts  per meeting.  We need home group members.  Donation 
$10.  Lit purchase $11.

When At The End Of The Road: Kim- We meet at 301 E. Stuart in Fort Collins, CO on Mon, Tues, Wed, 
Thurs, & Fri @ noon & Sat at 7:30p.  We do a speaker 1st Sat mtg, 2nd is step of the month, 3rd is tradition 
of the month, & 4th Sat is birthday meeting of the month.  Krista is Jan speaker, out of area member in 
Feb, & Kim in March.  $29.20 donation & Lit $121.95

XX Genes: Karen C - Meeting is consistent.  We vote no on Naranon.  We vote yes to make 2yr. position

Miracle on Oak Street: John I – Meets at 220 East Oak Street, Thursdays from 7 – 8pm.  Newcomer 
meeting, 1st Thursday is lit discussion, others topic discussion.  Average attendance 28 – 30.  Financial 
obligations are met, including prudent reserve.   We generated a lot of excitement among newcomers 
w/our 1st monthly drawing for a basic text.  Purchase $36.80 in literature.  ASC donation $5.

　

Dead without it, Free at Last, No Matter What, Never Alone, Freed From Insanity, Just For Today, Steps 
and Traditions Roulette, New Horizons - no report or representative available

Meeting(s) of the month:  Stairway to Recovery & XX Genes – noting Just for Today needs support.

Officer Reports
Chair: Ray – Good Morning.  Welcome to a brand new year.  We have a lot to get through today so please
help me stay on track so that we can have another successful meeting.  Please get you lit order in by the 
break & remember group name & your name on the order form.  I would like to thank our ad hoc 
committees for the time & effort to take on those needed items.

Vice Chair: James- Happy New Years to everyone   I attended the PI and H & I meetings on Dec 17th and
plan on attending activities as well as merchandise on Jan 8th.  I contacted Mary Ann at the Vineyard and 
discussed our over payment of rent for the sub-committees from at least August to November, as that 
was what I could find documented.  We will continue to make payments come April, when the 
overpayment no longer exceeds what we owe.  

Secretary: James filling in for Amy -  please give reports to him

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Daniel – Nothing to report.  Have donation check from 2 months ago.  Unlikely to be at 
next meeting due to having hip replacement. 

Hospitals and Institutions:  Janene F - Subcommittee met on 12-17-16 We currently have 6 facilities that 
we serve and hold approximately 21 meetings a month, with 26 service members. We voted in a new 
Panel Leader for Work Release (Shane) We also have a new facility called URT at 2550 Midpoint Dr. In 
Fort Collins to start meetings on 1-7-17 that will be held on Tuesday's at 7:00 p.m. or every other 
Tuesday depending on available service members. T.R.T. Panel Leader position is now available, will vote 
in person at the next subcommittee meeting. All other facilities are doing well. We are purchasing 
125.00 in literature this month. 



Public Information Subcommittee: Mark M- Phone Line: 16 Calls since 11/21 as of 12/17. Test calls were
made to ensure Google Voice was still operating properly due to the low call volume. We are able to 
answer most calls.  In the event that none of the volunteers are available to answer, all callers leaving a 
message have been called back, usually within less than an hour.
 The website has been updated to include "Text" for an additional way to speak with a volunteer.
 Bringing to the attention of the PI subcommittee that the phoneline guidelines from the PR handbook - 
http://www.otwna.org/dox/PhonelineGuidelines.pdf is 16 pages long and not very relevant to what 
actually happens during calls that we receive. We will be using the WSO Phoneline Guidelines found in 
the PR Handbook to develop abbreviated version for the PI subcommittee. 
Also, the phoneline flier is very old, and is no longer relevant to our process.

Website: 9 Facebook Posts thus Far in December. As of 12/04 there were 778 hits on the website for an 
average of 24 a day. 12/11/16 updated the Activities Page to remove old events and add the Christmas 
and New Year’s events. Updated Meetings Page to change the Rio Grande Area Hotline Number. 
Updated Activities Page to remove Ice Skating event. Added Zach V as phoneline coordinator on PI page. 
Added John B's number as CRCNA Liaison on CRCNA page. Uploaded Service Inventory Answers to GSR 
page. Updated Hit Counter. Updated PI page to remove the State Fair Booth Event. 12/6/16 Updated 
Homepage to add texting as an option for the phoneline. Removed the Drug busters and Steps and 
Traditions Roulette temporary meeting changes from the meetings page. Changed home group of the 
month on both the Meetings and GSR pages to No Matter What. Updated GSR page with new ASC and 
subcommittee dates. Updated the H&I page to add Janene F. as H&I chair. Updated the CRCNA page to 
add John B. as CRCNA Liaison, and to remove the CRCNA XXX posting.

Zach V. has opened a new web page with a layout for a new OTW website. The address is 
otwna.org/new. Please feel free to examine it and bring your input to either the next PI subcommittee 
meeting or the next ASC. Also bring this back to your groups and any feedback they have. This will 
remain as a proxy until the bugs are worked out. We will be putting a hot link on the old website so that 
you can go directly to the new one from there. The new site format will greatly simplify the updating of 
information on the site. 

Facebook page: I noticed that someone had posted about a South Park episode concerning the 12 steps 
that they felt was informative. I felt that it wasn’t appropriate as it was an outside issue and not NA 
related. Posted my concerns and the party graciously removed it. We will be looking at a way to inform 
people of the need to stay within our traditions when posting there.  

Meeting List: Removed Sept. 3 reference for meeting in the parks last meeting and replaced with quote 
from JFT Dec. 25.

Outreach: I will be contacting the Fort Collins Housing Authority about being able to place a lit rack 
there. Janene F. attended the subcommittee meeting and asked for support for perhaps going into 
Greely Central High School with a panel and has already found some people who would be interested in 
doing this and/or speaking there with an emphasis on younger members.  



Reimbursement: I am asking for a reimbursement of $15.00 for copies of meeting lists from last month.

Literature: I am ordering $64.75 worth of literature. I am expecting a lit rack this month but have no Idea 
what it is worth but feel that even with this and the $15 of copies I am within my budget.

Literature Sub-Committee: Val filling in for Peggy - All back orders filled.  $587.05 group orders.  $798.60
total including H&I literature order.  

Merchandise Sub-Committee:  Shane - Happy New Year.  The Merchandise Subcommittee did not meet 
due to the New Years Eve event.  We will meet in conjunction with the Activities Subcommittee on Jan 
8th at 8AM at the Coffee Tree on 4th St in Loveland, the again on Feb 4th at 8AM at the Coffee Tree 
before the ASC meeting.  We are in good shape inventory wise with plenty of stock in the Jimmy K 
hoodie and the OTW Summer Tour/ meeting list T.  We will be designing a new shirt for Spring 2017. Your
input and participation is appreciated as always.  We are returning $47.95 via Square sales and $135 in 
cash sales to the ASC for a total of $182.95. 

Activities Subcommittee: Ronnie - The subcommittee did not meet this morning due to new years eve. 
We will be getting together before area in February to plan our next event. 
The Christmas event was well attended. The new years eve event had a good turnout, as well. There 
were only a handful of members from OTW. James was our speaker. I will be getting a financial report 
from the mile high activities chair and our portion of any profit received before next area. The 
subcommittee has a total of $56.20 to return back to the area.  

Treasurer: Danny G- Beginning balance 78.64  

Group donations. 203.20

Activities return 56.20
Merchandise  135.00
Total. 473.04

Disbursements. 
Lamar advertising 120.00
Mark m. 15.00
Region donation 125.00
Total. 213.04

Literature sold 587.05
H&i  lit ordered 125.00
Pi lit order 64.75

Deposit. 970.15
ILS Danny G



CRCNA Liaison:  John B - For anyone interested in being of service for CRCNA 31… the remainder of the 
Subcommittee Chairs- Hotels, Web, Programs, Registration, F&E and Merchandise will be elected on 
January 14th at 11:00 at the Englewood Public Library - 1000 Englewood Pkwy, Englewood. 

Old Business-

 Area Inventory –Discussion - Groups ask that it is simplified (with bullet points).  Ad hoc should do.  
Newcomer packets, poster drives are relevant, social media a good way to reach young people, read 
mission statement at the beginning at after break of ASC, bring a sponsee to the ASC.  Ad hoc will move 
forward.  Trino will set another date.

To have Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer positions to be elected in June – noting Secretary will 
be open in February, but will have to be elected again in June.    PASSED 

To have 2yr terms:  FAILED 

Adding under Regional committee member qualifications and guideline; g) In absence of the Chair and 
Vice chair the RCM team will be responsible to fulfill the duties and responsibilities in place of.  FAILED

Suggested waiting until after the ASC inventory is complete looking into adding a regularly scheduled 
inventory into the guidelines, possibly under Chair or V. Chair responsibilities in appointing or heading It 
up. TABLED

Addressing the mention of ledgers under Article VII, section D, line I – do we do this? Want to keep, 
ensure we are doing?  DISCUSSION, NO MOTION TO CHANGE

The General Qualifications under Article V, line e should be added to General Qualifications Article VI.  It 
reads: An OTW trusted servant that misses two consecutive commitments pertaining to their position 
without a report or a total of 4 within a year is considered to have resigned.  PASSED

New Business-

Women’s retreat as a Regional event.  Expressed concerns over having this be a Regional event w/ out 
bring it by the groups or having their input.  This will be ratified at next Region.  Any concerns can be 
voiced there by anyone wishing to do so and will be appreciated.  

Discussed lack of motion forms, copies of minutes being brought to ASC.   Lyndsay is willin to ensure we 
have some, as well as speak to secretary.  

Elections: Julie I – RCM I.  Treasurer – Danny G will continue until someone else is elected.

Written Motions-
$125 to Region - PASSED



Next ASC Meeting:
February 5th 2017 @ 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO. 80538
　

Closed 
　ILS -  James R
　



OTWASC MINUTES March 5th, 2017

Open:  9:01
Approval of Last Month’s Minutes: Approved with amendments
Guests/ New GSRs: Sarah A., Kurt Z.
Birthdays: John B, 4 years, Peggy, 16 years, James R 15 years

Group Reports
Addicts Seeking Sanity: Val Reporting

Meetings are going well, no needs or concerns at this time. Friendly reminder to please watch your 
language, as we are guests in the church.

Treasure’s Report;

Opening Balance  $22.31

7th     $424.39

Rent for event       - $50.00

Supplies     - $50.00

Lit                              -$125.00

Area     -$220.00

We would like to thank Sheri S for her service as our Secretary 

And welcome Annie F as our new secretary 

Fun Addicts: Sunday meeting avg. attendance 45-65, Wednesday similar, new member Kevin M. 
Quarterly potluck in big gym at 220 East Oak St. Fort Collins, Area donation $20

LIVE: Daniel reporting, attendance good, $110.95 lit

Primary Purpose: Lindsey reporting, $15 area donation

Recovery SWAG’D Out: Stacia reporting, averaging 35 people, area donation $20

Solution Group: Patty Dinosaur days March 18th, area donation $54

Stairway to Recovery: Newt reporting, no donation

When At The End Of The Road: Kim W. reporting, Memorial day picnic coming up, have noon 
meeting and picnic at Edora park, burgers brats provided, having group inventory starting this month, 
primarily homegroup members, need people with clean time to facilitate. New morning meeting 
Wednesdays at 7 am, details same, starting this Wednesday. Voted in a new GSRA Sommer. Do not have 
area donation this month due to saving for memorial day. Lit $86.15



XX Genes: Kim W. filling in for Karen, females only, small but consistent, hosted fundraiser yesterday 
for WRCNA, still needs support, no concerns, no area donation.

Steps and Traditions Roulette: Kurt B. reporting, thanks ASC for making us group of month, around 10 
people in our meetings, in Spring will have meetings outdoors. Need more homegroup members, no 
donation.

No Matter what: Tanner reporting. Attendance growing steadily, more than 30 in Feb. Group conscience 
last Monday with lots of people, talked about format changes. New treasurer Kathryn. Lit order 24.25, no 
donations, prudent reserve $30.

Freed from Insanity: absent

Just for Today: Lit order 31.20, area donation of $50

Drugbusters: Saturdays 11 am South College, new GSR Lilias, mark M new treasurer, just lowered rent 
to make it easier to deal financially, may do something this summer with an old timer speaker, Lilias says 
best home group ever

Dead Without It: Richard
1208 west Elizabeth, speaker meeting went well 46 in attendance, Kathy M will speak on last Friday of 
April, fliers at next area, trying to get more homegroup members involved in chairing, had some 
challenges with noise during readings at beginning, trying to establish a good primary purpose 
atmosphere. No donations this month.

Free at Last: absent

Never Alone: absent

Just for Today: absent

New Horizons: absent

Miracle on Oak Street: no donation at this time

Responsible for our Recovery: Michael O. reporting. New meeting in Estes Park, Tuesday 7pm at 
Harmony, H&I format, step meeting, one volunteer to keep table open. Two other groups in Estes: New 
Horizons and Free at Last

Meeting(s) of the month:  Responsible for our Recovery, 7 am Wednesday When at the End of the Road

Officer Reports

Chair: Busy month New bank card signed, treasury has been audited, vice chair will speak more on 
those, beginning to implement inventory. Attended 20 year celebration for Addicts Seeking Sanity. XX 
genes fund raiser, and WatEotR speaker meeting. Please get your lit order in by break, put your group and 
personal name on the order. 

Vice Chair: Vice-Chair report for March ASC,



I attended the H&I, PI and Merchandise sub-committee meetings.  I help the secretary re-
construct the minutes from the last ASC as best I could, wish I’d taken notes, but I did not.  The new bank 
card is up to speed and all new signers are on board as of Friday.   For my part in the audit I looked over 
the treasurer’s receipts, checks and statements and after speaking w/ everyone about any missing receipts, 
checks that never ran through, etc. and any other discrepancies feel we are in good standing overall.  
Interesting to note that while the groups donated around a thousand less than the prior year, merchandise 
made that up all by itself.  Although we should reemphasis the importance of getting receipts when we 
can and writing checks directly to vendors/venues if and when possible.  It seems as though many if not 
all the suggestions for the ASC inventory are being implemented as far as Public Information.  I am 
working on GSR orientation material, am open to suggestions.  I attempted to attend the Never Alone 
meeting in Sterling and no one was there, I took this up at the PI sub-committee meeting.  I made a 
remark that was derogatory toward GSR’s at a prior ASC, my apologies, as I need to be mindful in the 
way I speak of those being of service.  Also worked on the debit card not going through for a literature 
order.  Believe this is due to changes made from Home State bank transitioning to Guaranty Bank.  I 
Contacted the Molly at the bank in Loveland, Suzie at a branch in Greeley and a few calls to the service 
department as was told the zip code seemed to be the reason for the card not being processed.  Also 
contacted N.A. world services and Peggy Z, the literature chair, in changing the zip code, and it still 
would not process.  It was noted by the N.A. service office that it is not uncommon for a bank to have a 
security measure that doesn’t allow transactions to be processed when the billing is from any place that 
includes the word Narcotics.  I was told this was not the reason by the bank.  The outstanding bill was 
paid by check, the current literature order Peggy paid for with her own card and will be reimbursed.  The 
hope is that in clearing this up future transactions will proceed normally.  Am willing to step up for 
activities if no one is elected, have put nothing in place as of now.  

ILS,

James R

Secretary: Apologies for losing the minutes and binder. Mea culpa, forgetto ergo sum.

Laptop nonfunctional, getting it to Zack V. to fix, if issues persist will discuss nest month.

RMC 1/RCM 2:  Daniel nothing to report, didn’t attend this month. Julie not in attendance. Regional 
assembly in Longmont coming up, details on Regional website, GSRs please attend, not required, but 
expected. Saturday April 15th at YMCA 950 Lashley Street Longmont 80504.  

Hospitals and Institutions: We currently have 7 facilities we serve with approximately 30 panel 
members at 26 meetings a month. 

All facilities are doing well. The new Com Cor women's facility has started and has more than 15 
attendees in a meeting. The facility is going through a lot of internal changes right now with the goal of 
arranging schedules as where all clients can attend N.A. in the future. As of now level and drug court 
clients have attended. We will be discussing next month about expanding the budget a little due to having 
a new facility. We would like clarity on who is allowed to take literature from the subcommittee. Is it for 
panel leaders to take or can anyone take the literature?

We spent 124.85 on literature this month.



Thank you! Janene F.

Public Information Subcommittee: PI Report 5 Mar 17

Phone Line: 

22 calls, 4 texts since 1/24/17, date of last report.  As always, we are able to live-answer most calls.  In 
the event that none of the volunteers are available to answer, all callers leaving a message have been 
called back, usually within the hour. Text messages are replied to immediately. There has been a decline 
in phonline usage over the last several months. This is probably due to most people using the internet to 
get information from our website. Safety and anonymity concerns have been brought up in regard to text 
contacts. Some volunteers not comfortable interacting with unknown contacts through text. Volunteers 
have now been asked to verify if they are ok with getting texts.  Two volunteers have opted out, but will 
still receive voice calls as usual.  From now on, any new volunteers will be asked their text preferences 
when being set up in the system.   Several people have responded to blast and OTW Facebook requests 
for volunteers, they will be rotated in soon.  

Members currently serving: Karen C., Stacia R., Karl W., Zach V.

The Phoneline Coordinator has found that reducing the number of volunteers on the phoneline improves 
the quality of the service so we may reduce the number of volunteers to two instead of six remembering 
that the previous phone service had only one volunteer answering at a time. also this is a free service.

I called Ladonna and asked if she still wanted to be on the phone line and she said she did but seemed 
ambivalent about it so if we want to rotate her out I don’t see a problem with it. The Phoneline 
coordinator has removed her from the phoneline.

Website:

11 Facebook Posts thus Far in February.

2/20/2017 – Updated the Upcoming Activities page, removed links to activities survey.

2/15/2017 – Updated the Upcoming Activities page to include WRCNA Bingo and Tea Party

Fundraisers; as well as URMRCNA and Sheridan Lake Campout activities.

2/09/2017 – Updated printable meeting list to latest version. Updated subcommittee dates on

GSR Checklist.

2/06/2017 –GSR Checklist and Area Info page renamed to GSR Checklist.

2/2/2017 – New meeting starts 02/07/2017 in Loveland – Tuesdays from 6:30 to 7:30 pm –

Truth Through Proof – 556 N Lincoln Ave, At Dazbog Coffee in the private meeting room.

2/2/2017 – Ah, the memories! All Off The Wall Area event fliers from 2011-2017 (Download



Only – zip archive – 108 megabytes)

2/1/2017 – The Off The Wall Area Literature order form spreadsheet that totals your items

based on quantity has been updated to print on two pages.

Some of the Ad Hoc Committee suggestions for the website have already been done including the Guide 
to Local services and the GSR checklist are on there now as well as the fillable OTW Lit order form and 
the GSR report form. We are working on getting printable current posters on there. Since the OTW 
Facebook page in invite only we decided not to put a link on the website. Instead there will be a notice to 
contact the webmaster to request access. As far as links in the public Facebook and Twitter or other sites 
we have found that this requires a contract at many sites as it would be considered advertising space and 
would be expensive so we decided to shelve that for now. 



 

Meetings:

James reported that he had gone to the Never Alone meeting in Sterling a couple of times and no one 
showed up. I called Ladonna and she said that the meeting is still happening that she sometimes has to 
work and cannot attend. I don’t know if she coordinates this or if her sub just doesn’t show up. After 
bringing this to the committee the consensus was to take the Never Alone meeting off the meeting list for 
now.

There is a new meeting at the Dazbogs on Cleveland in Loveland on Tuesday nights called Truth Through 
Proof that starts at 6:30 PM. It is on the meeting list at this time.  

Outreach: 

I went to The Edge with a fellow addict to present NA literature and discuss the possibility of a panel 
and/or starting a meeting at the facility in response to a request on the phone line for assistance. This is a 
program run through the Loveland Housing authority for homeless Veterans. I have a couple of leads for 
panel members but am open to any volunteers as I see this as an ongoing opportunity. There is plenty of 
room in two clubhouses on the property. Possible panel day is Saturday 1:30 till ?. This will take place 
either late March or early April.  We are currently in the process of putting together a panel. We are going 



to have a rehearsal meeting this month before the Fun Addicts meeting on Sunday March 12th at 5PM. 
Format will be a short statement of non-affiliation followed by our readings. Then our panel members 
will share their stories for about 10 minutes each then we will open the floor for a question answer 
segment. Any suggestions on how to do this are welcome. Anyone may attend either the rehearsal or the 
panel in the audience. This is suggested in our PR handbook as a means to facilitate discussion.

James checked and reported the lit rack at UNC Behavioral Health building was virtually untouched so he 
took some of that literature to North Range Behavioral Health in Greely.    
Literature Sub-Committee: Peggy reporting. Thanks to Alyssa for the wonderful job she’s doing, 
thanks to everyone for using online form, speeds thigns up for us. People, please put yoru names on the 
forms. Sold 914.18 cents in literature, backcordered on a couple of the 8 pocket racks. Gave Ray L 720.15 
in cash and checks. 918 ordered. If anyone is interested, special JFT numbered edition, wilkl try to get 
more if anyone is interested. $35 if anyone wants them. 

Merchandise Sub-Committee: Greetings ASC.

The Merchandise Subcommittee met on March 5th at 8:00 AM with 3 addicts in attendance. Thank you 
for your service.

We made $140 in sales via the Square account and $120 in cash sales for a total of $260 in sales for the 
month. We are returning $134.65 to the ASC via Square ($140 - $5.35 in fees) and $120 in cash for a total 
of $264.65. The Jimmy K hoodie continues to sell strong. Summer Tour T shirt sales have been sluggish. 
The Subcommittee has decided that we will drop the price of that T shirt to $15 apiece or 2 for $25 in the 
interest of freeing up area funds. Please spread the word and buy T shirts for your sponsees!!! We ask for 
no disbursement from the ASC at this time.  Our next Subcommittee meeting will be on April 2nd. Please 
join us. We will be finalizing design on our next T shirt.

In Loving Service,

Shane R

Activities Subcommittee: No report at this time, many upcoming activities, visit the homepage. Have yet 
to receive reimbursement for New Years Eve from Mile High, no check issued, no funds returned. Ronnie 
trying to get it handled, he’s going to reach back out to MH asc chair today. 
 
Treasurer: Didn’t get anything until Friday, Made nice spreadsheet to keep it electronic, Income last 
month 1697, received 556 today, haven’t done lit or disbursements yet, doesn’t have Jan or Feb 
statements, Peggy put lit on her own credit card for one invoice, one invoice sent balance due, have 
almost $1600 lit all alone. Writing receipts for donations, come and get them after meeting.

CRCNA Liaison: The committee met on 2/11/17.

Here are the updates: Activities should be added to the regional website to avoid conflicts with CRCNA 
events. We elected an F and EPA Chair Morgan Stanley. Old merchandise from prior CRCNA will be for 
sale at Unity days at Rock bottom prices... CRCNA pretty registration will begin at the pancake breakfast.  
There will be a unique convention item available for purchase and we will have samples of pre-
registration merchandise available...  This year will be different in that all merch available at the 
convention will be available for Pre- order.  Hotel registration is open and is 99 per night .



Do we have any thoughts on a CRCNA business facebook page?

Please submit any logos in this next week as we will be choosing one at next committee meeting.

No venue yet for pancake breakfast, coming out soon, meeting next Saturday will get info to area.                 
Also needing speaker tapes, let John or Val know because they’re needed before May.

ILS,

John B

Old Business- 

New Business-
Daniel – reached out to activities last year – if any groups need a soundsystem he has that at read for the 
groups and activities to use, so come this summer speak to him and he’ll loan you his stuff. 

John B – needs feedback from area re: business Facebook page to take back to committee

Daniel – looking for a theme and logo for convention, he has the information on where to send it – Send it 
to CRCNA@NAcolorado.org. PO Box 1437 denver 80201 has to be in before this Saturday. Once 
submitted to CRCNA becomes property of CRCNA. We have one as of last month. 

Elections: Activities chair – Sarah A nominated and elected unanimously
PI chair – Mark M. nominated, accepted. Needs a vicechair, GSRs take that back to your groups. Elected 
unanimously.  

Written Motions-
Donate $400 to Region by John B, seconded by Lindsay H. – motion passed unanimously

Disbursements
1597.09 literature
Closing balance 1955.89
Rent is due on August 1st, check to Oddfellows at that time
Region: $400 donation

April is merchandise chair election month

Next ASC Meeting:
4/2/17 @ 9:00am

The Majestic Gathering Place
315 East 4th Street

Loveland, CO. 80538

Closed 
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